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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Nature of the case This contract case is about risk allocation. 

 

 The contract puts “all risks” of certain underground problems 

on the contractor, “notwithstanding” anything that the owner 

may have said anywhere else.  But the contractor (on whom 

“all risks” were put) wants $4.75 million more than the 

contract price. 

 

Trial court Hon. Sharon McCally, 334th Jud. Dist. Ct. of Harris County 

 

Disposition at trial The jury found a breach of the contract.  See Tab 1.  The jury 

awarded the plaintiff $4.75 million in damages. 

 

 Judge McCally granted a JNOV.  She held that the “all risks” 

provisions of the contract are enforceable.  See Tab 2. 

 

Parties on appeal Plaintiff-Appellant 

 MasTec North America, Inc. 

 

 Defendant-Appellee 

 El Paso Field Services, LP 

 

Court of appeals Houston [1st Dist.] 

 

Disposition on appeal JNOV reversed (2-1) and $4.75 million verdict reinstated. 

 

 The Majority held that “all risks” does not mean “all risks.” 

(per Higley, J., joined by Keyes, J.). 

 

 On rehearing, the Majority wrote a new opinion.  See Tab 3.  

It held that it is bound by a 1914 (pre-Erie) pronouncement of 

general federal common law.  Id. at 49; but see Erie R.R. v. 

Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938). 

 

 Justice Jennings dissented.  See Tab 4. 

 

Defendant moved for en banc rehearing on conflict grounds.  

See Enterprise Leasing Co. v. Barrios, 156 S.W.3d 547, 549 

(Tex. 2004) (per curiam) (“„all losses‟ means all losses”).  

Defendant obtained two more votes (Radack, C.J., and 

Alcala, J.) but not a majority.  See Tab 5. 
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

 Jurisdiction is proper under Tex. Gov‟t Code §§ 22.001(a)(1), (a)(2), and (a)(6). 

 1. Dissent.  The dissent by Justice Jennings creates dissent jurisdiction. 

 2. Conflict.  There is conflict jurisdiction because the decision conflicts with the 

holding in Enterprise Leasing that “all” means all.  The decision also conflicts with 

Lonergan v. San Antonio Loan & Trust Co., 101 Tex. 63, 104 S.W. 1061 (1907), which 

states the Texas rule about how to allocate risk in construction contracts. 

 3. Importance.  These errors are important because they create uncertainty about 

risk allocation in construction contracts. 

 4. Importance.  It is also important to correct the refusal to follow Lonergan.  The 

court of appeals rejected Lonergan because it thought itself “bound” by some pre-Erie 

general federal common law regarding contract interpretation.  See Tab 3 at *22 (“we are 

bound by the holding of the United States Supreme Court in Hollerbach v. United States, 

233 U.S. 165, 34 S. Ct. 553 (1914), which was decided on similar facts and is cited by 

[the plaintiff] MasTec.”).  Contrary to that view, this contract case is controlled by Texas 

contract law, not by the old general federal common law.  The old risk-shifting rule of 

federal law (a) was never adopted in Texas, (b) is contrary to Lonergan, (c) was rejected 

in City of Dallas v. Shortall, 131 Tex. 368, 114 S.W.2d 536 (1938), and (d) does not 

weaken the holding in Enterprise Leasing that “all” means all. 
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ISSUES PRESENTED 

 1. The contract states that “all risks” of certain underground 

problems fall on MasTec.  It adds that MasTec “assumes full and complete 

responsibility” for such work conditions “notwithstanding” any other 

statements or representations from El Paso.  Did the court of appeals err in 

nullifying this language? 

 2. In a construction contract dispute between private parties, are the 

Texas courts “bound by the holding of the United States Supreme Court in 

Hollerbach v. United States, 233 U.S. 165, 34 S.Ct. 553 (1914)”? 
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INTRODUCTION 

 This is a construction contract case that involves a small number of key clauses.  

The court of appeals acknowledged the risk-shifting clauses of the contract but refused to 

enforce them because it felt that doing so would give those clauses “controlling effect” 

over a due diligence clause.  Tab 3 at *17.  The court simply felt that parties cannot draft 

one set of clauses to override another.  See id. (“No single provision is given such 

controlling effect.”). 

 If the majority felt that ignoring the risk-shifting clauses was equitable, it erred.  

The only fair result is to enforce the contract.  This case looks suspiciously like a case of 

a contractor who submits an artificially low bid to win the job, with the goal of making a 

bigger profit later by asking for extra money after the work.  El Paso received nine bids 

for the work.  The average was $8.10 million.  The high bid was for over $15 million.  

MasTec‟s bid came in at $3.69 million.  El Paso urged MasTec to double-check its bid, 

but MasTec held firm.  It now wants another $4.75 million. 

 At any rate, the key facts are purely contractual.  The contract spells out which 

side bears the risk of the kinds of cost overruns that occurred here: 

1. Due diligence.  There is language in which El Paso commits to 

having “exercised due diligence in locating foreign pipelines and 

utility line crossings.”  [Tab 6 at Specs. LP-5 & LP-17]. 

 

2. Risk-shifting clauses.  But overriding language states that 

“notwithstanding” anything else in the contract or in any 

representations from El Paso, MasTec assumes full responsibility for 

“subsurface conditions” and “obstructions” and “all risks in 

connection therewith.”  [Id. at Arts. 7.1(e) & 8.1(a)(7)]. 

 

These clauses are the facts that matter most, so our statement of facts will be short. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 El Paso bought an old underground pipeline that runs from near the Astrodome to 

Corpus Christi.
1
  It was built in the 1940s as a “war emergency pipeline” to transport 

petroleum from the refineries around Corpus Christi to “Air Force bases and such.”
2
  

Given the pipeline‟s age and shallow depth, El Paso set out to rebuild it. 

 El Paso hired surveyors to locate the pipeline and any underground crossings.
3
  

Then El Paso sought bids from pipeline construction companies to do the actual work.  

The low bid came from MasTec, who wanted to expand its business.
4
 

 The parties knew that there would be things beneath the ground that no one could 

see until the work was underway.  The “great risk” in construction is said to be the 

underground surprise.
5
  For this reason, some in the industry now use a standard clause 

that allocates most of this risk to the owner.
6
  But MasTec and El Paso chose not to 

allocate this risk to El Paso.  They allocated “all risks” of underground surprises to 

MasTec.  They did this in Articles 7.1(e) and 8.1(a)(7).  See Tab 6.  Those sections state 

that “notwithstanding” anything else El Paso may have said, MasTec assumed complete 

responsibility for such conditions and bore “all risks in connection therewith.” 

                                              
1
 6 RR 36, 165. 

2
 6 RR 36. 

3
 6 RR 44; see also 6 RR 34, 155. 

4
 DX 9; 3 RR 65. 

5
P.T. & L. Constr. Co. v. State of N.J., Dep’t of Transp., 531 A.2d 1330, 1334 (N.J. 1987) 

(“[T]he great risk, for bidders on construction projects, [is] adverse subsurface conditions.”); see 

also Youngdale & Sons Constr. Co. v. United States, 27 Fed. Cl. 516, 527 (1993); Philip L. 

Bruner & Patrick J. O‟Connor, Jr., BRUNER AND O‟CONNOR ON CONSTRUCTION LAW § 14:1 

(2009). 
6
 See BRUNER & O‟CONNOR, §§ 14:1, 14:45, 14:46. 
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 This allocation of underground risk to MasTec was no accident.  El Paso had dealt 

with MasTec‟s principal, Mr. White, on a prior job.  There he had grossly underbid a 

piece of work in order to get hired, only to smuggle in improper charges later.
7
  El Paso 

worried that he might try it again.  El Paso offered him the chance to withdraw his bid, 

suggesting that he may not have considered all of the relevant costs.  Mr. White refused 

to withdraw his bid.
8
  While El Paso ultimately took his offer, it designed the contract to 

make sure that the previous problem did not recur.
9
 

 Predictably, MasTec found underground surprises.  When it could not convince El 

Paso to pay extra money for the surprises, MasTec sued for breach of contract.  It argued 

that El Paso had promised “due diligence” in locating all the foreign crossings, and that 

El Paso had not disclosed enough of those crossings.  El Paso countered that the “due 

diligence” clause is trumped by the “all risks” and “notwithstanding” language. 

 The jury found for MasTec and assessed $4,763,890 in damages, but the trial court 

granted El Paso‟s motion for JNOV based on the contract‟s allocation of the risk.  See 

Tabs 1 & 2.  The trial judge explained her reasoning in the final judgment: 

The Court finds that the Contract at issue in this case … is 

clear and unambiguous.  This Contract allocates the risk of 

any additional cost incurred because of foreign pipeline 

crossings to Mastec.  The Court therefore grants Enterprise‟s 

motion (a) for judgment non obstante veredicto and (b) to 

disregard certain jury answers. 

 

Tab 2 at 2. 

                                              
7
 See 6 RR 38-64. 

8
 6 RR 58. 

9
 6 RR 38-39, 59. 
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 The court of appeals (2-1) overturned the JNOV.  The Majority felt that the “due 

diligence” clause is not trumped by the “all risks” and “notwithstanding” language.  See 

Tab 3.  Justice Jennings disagreed.  See Tab 4.  He felt that “the parties expressly agreed 

in no uncertain terms that MasTec bore „all risks‟ of dealing with unanticipated 

conditions.”  Id. at *26.  The court of appeals gave three notable reasons for disagreeing 

with Justice Jennings about the enforcement of the contract: 

1. It felt that no clause in a contract may ever override another one.  Id. 

at *17. 

 

2. It felt that although the risk-shifting clauses refer to “subsurface 

conditions,” “substructure conditions,” and “obstructions,” none of 

that matters.  The court maintained that “these provisions do not 

expressly include underground foreign crossings.”  Id. 

 

3. It felt that it was “bound” by some pre-Erie federal common law 

instead of this Court‟s decisions in Lonergan and Shortall.  Id. at 

*22. 

 

The court then denied rehearing en banc, over the objection of two additional dissenters. 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

 This case is Enterprise Leasing all over again.  There this Court held that Justice 

Jennings was right to dissent, and he is as right today as he was back then, because the 

basic point remains the same.  Just as “all losses” in Enterprise Leasing meant all losses, 

“all risks” should mean all risks.  See Enterprise Leasing Co. v. Barrios, 156 S.W.3d 

547, 549 (Tex. 2004) (per curiam) (“„all losses‟ means all losses”). 

 The contract reinforces this idea of assuming “all risks” when it says that this risk 

allocation trumps “anything in this Contract or in any representations” made by El Paso.  

The contract says that this risk allocation prevails “notwithstanding” anything else. 
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 The court of appeals felt that “all risks” does not really mean “all risks” because 

that result would nullify the due diligence clause.  But the court of appeals committed the 

same error that it sought to avoid, because it nullified the “all risks” and 

“notwithstanding” language.  By definition, a “notwithstanding” clause acts to override 

some other clause.  That is its point.  In failing to keep “all” risks on MasTec, the court of 

appeals made the same mistake that required this Court to reverse in Enterprise Leasing. 

 Reversing on the basis of Enterprise Leasing would kill two birds with one stone.  

First, it would restore certainty to construction contract law.  Second, it would prevent the 

spread of the mistaken notion that state courts are “bound” by pre-Erie federal common 

law instead of Texas caselaw.  The final word on Texas contract interpretation belongs to 

this Court, not the U.S. Supreme Court.  Owners and contractors alike have structured 

their contracts in reliance on Texas law—not pre-Erie federal common law—governing 

risk allocation.  The decision below throws such contracts into question.  Because there 

are so many of these kinds of contracts, and because an able court of appeals found itself 

deeply divided (2-1 and 5-3) over such basic issues, this Court should step in. 

 

ARGUMENT 

 This Court has been vigilant in upholding freedom of contract and in requiring 

lower courts to enforce the parties‟ bargain.  When parties make a contract that allocates 

the risk between them, the courts should honor that bargain.  This tenet of contract law 

had seemed to be well settled, but the divided decision of the court of appeals indicates 

potential confusion. 
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 The Court should not let the court of appeals undermine certainty in contract law.  

There are countless construction contracts that place the risk on one side or the other.  

The court of appeals should not be permitted to create havoc in that arena. 

I. The court of appeals undermined freedom of contract in a way that threatens 

the interpretation of many construction contracts. 

 Texas has a “strong public policy in favor of preserving the freedom of contract.”  

Fairfield Ins. Co. v. Stephens Martin Paving, LP, 246 S.W.3d 653, 664 (Tex. 2008).  This 

lets parties allocate risk:  “Freedom of contract allows parties to bargain for mutually 

agreeable terms and allocate risks as they see fit.”  Gym-N-I Playgrounds, Inc. v. Snider, 

220 S.W.3d 905, 912 (Tex. 2007). 

 MasTec assumed the risk under the contract.  There is no escaping the words “all 

risks” in Article 7.1(e) of the contract.  There MasTec warranted: 

That [it] . . . has fully acquainted itself with the site, 

including . . . soil structure, subsurface conditions, obstructions and 

all other conditions pertaining to the Work and has made all 

investigations essential for a full understanding of the difficulties 

which may be encountered . . . and that anything in this Contract or 

in any representations, statements or information made or furnished 

by the Company or any of its representatives notwithstanding, 

[MasTec] assumes full and complete responsibility for any such 

conditions pertaining to the Work . . . and all risks in connection 

therewith. 

Tab 6 at art. 7.1(e) (emphasis added) (art. 8.1(a)(7) is similar). 

 Enterprise Leasing stands for the proposition that “„all losses‟ means all losses,” 

so one would expect the court of appeals to explain why “all risks” does not mean “all 

risks.”  See Enterprise Leasing, 156 S.W.3d at 549.  The court of appeals quotes the “all 

risks” language.  See Tab 3 at *15.  Yet it never discusses what that language means. 
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 The majority admitted that the “all risks” language covered the risk of running into 

“substructure conditions” and “obstructions.”  Tab 3 at *17 (quoting Article 8.1(a)(7)).  

But it failed to note that Article 7.1(e) speaks of “subsurface conditions” and 

“obstructions.”  The majority then concluded that “these provisions do not expressly 

include underground foreign crossings.”  Id.  That holding is erroneous.  An underground 

foreign crossing is a subsurface condition or obstruction. 

 In fact, even MasTec agrees that foreign crossings are included in the risks that 

Article 7.1(e) has in mind.  Its vice-president admitted it on the stand.  4 RR 105.  The 

court of appeals is quite alone in thinking that foreign crossings underground do not 

qualify as “substructure conditions,” “subsurface conditions,” or “obstructions.” 

 But if all of this contractual risk-shifting language were not enough, the inclusion 

of the word “notwithstanding” should have clinched the matter.  That is a key word that 

should have compelled a take-nothing even if Enterprise Leasing did not.  MasTec 

accepted all risks of underground surprises “notwithstanding” what El Paso may have 

said anywhere else in the contract. 

 The court of appeals thought that enforcing the “notwithstanding” would be a bad 

thing because this would override other contractual terms.  We agree that enforcing the 

“notwithstanding” would override other terms, but we do not agree that this would be a 

bad thing.  If parties draft a contract that makes section X control in certain instances, 

“notwithstanding” anything in section Y, they have every right to do so.  This is not a 

case with any fraud.  Nobody alleges trickery or subterfuge.  El Paso urged MasTec to 

double-check its bid to make sure.  MasTec made its bargain with its eyes open. 
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 Because MasTec was just entering the pipeline construction business, perhaps it 

saw a lower profit margin on this job as part of the cost of breaking into this new 

business—i.e., a loss leader.  See 4 RR 159, 167.  Or perhaps it planned all along to low-

bid the job and ask for more money later.  But it does not matter.  Either way, MasTec 

ought to keep its promises. 

 The court of appeals felt required to “presume” that parties want every clause to 

have effect.  Tab 3 at *14.  But this contract makes it unnecessary to presume.  The 

contract shows that the parties wanted the risk on MasTec notwithstanding what El Paso 

may have said anywhere else.  Cf. In re United Servs. Auto. Ass’n, 307 S.W.3d 299, 311 

(Tex. 2010) (courts construe statutes to harmonize with other laws unless the Legislature 

indicates otherwise with phrases such as “notwithstanding any other law”). 

 Now, if the parties had never said “notwithstanding,” the case might be different.  

But when parties “use the clause „notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained 

herein‟ in a paragraph of their contract, they contemplate the possibility that other parts of 

their contract may conflict with that paragraph, and they agree that this paragraph must be 

given effect regardless of any contrary provisions of the contract.”  Helmerich & Payne Int’l 

Drilling Co. v. Swift Energy Co., 180 S.W.3d 635, 643 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 

2005, no pet.). 

 The court offers various reasons why the “notwithstanding” should be ignored.  

None of these reasons will do.  First, the court says that no “single provision” can have 

“controlling effect.”  Tab 3 at *17.  But nothing could be more wrong.  Contracting 

parties have every right to agree that one clause will trump another.  When a court honors 
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the parties‟ decision that one clause will apply “notwithstanding” some other clause, the 

court is not making the latter meaningless.  It is carrying out the wishes of the parties.  

Anything else would render the word “notwithstanding” meaningless. 

 This point leads to the obvious question:  If “notwithstanding” truly means that 

some other clause gets overridden, why did the parties leave the other clause there at all?  

The answer is found in the Restatement, which recognizes that parties often stipulate that 

certain words in a contract may have business purposes but not legal consequences: 

The preference for an interpretation which gives meaning to every 

part of an agreement does not mean that every part is assumed to 

have legal consequences.  Parties commonly direct their attention to 

performance rather than breach, and it is enough that each provision 

has meaning to them as a guide to performance.  Stipulations against 

particular legal consequences are not uncommon.  Thus it is not 

unusual to define the intended performance with precision and then 

to provide for tolerances within which variation is permitted. 

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 203 cmt. b (1981). 

 That is what happened here.  El Paso made a representation about due diligence, 

but the parties agreed that the ultimate risk fell on MasTec notwithstanding that 

representation.  They had every right to fine-tune their contract by allocating “all risks” to 

MasTec, “notwithstanding” the provision about due diligence. 

 Second, the court says that it would be unreasonable, inequitable, and oppressive 

to give effect to the “notwithstanding” clause.  Tab 3 at *18 (citing Frost Nat’l Bank v. 

L & F Distributors, Ltd., 165 S.W.3d 310, 312 (Tex. 2005)).  MasTec never raised this 

argument, and with good reason.  The law endorses risk allocation:  “Freedom of contract 

allows parties to bargain for mutually agreeable terms and allocate risks as they see fit.”  

Gym-N-I Playgrounds, Inc. v. Snider, 220 S.W.3d 905, 912 (Tex. 2007). 
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There is nothing “unreasonable” or “oppressive” about sophisticated parties 

allocating risks like this in a construction contract.  It happens every day.  It was quite 

reasonable for the parties to allocate the risk to MasTec.  What would be unreasonable 

(and thus contrary to Frost Nat’l Bank) would be to let MasTec get away with bidding 

this job on the cheap, only to double its money afterwards, the way the respondent in 

Frost Nat’l Bank tried to get away with the leased trucks for next to nothing. 

II. The court of appeals’ mistaken adherence to pre-Erie federal common law—

in opposition to the settled law of Texas—may spread unless corrected. 

 The court of appeals held that it could not give effect to the “all risks” language 

because its decision was controlled by Hollerbach v. United States, 233 U.S. 165 (1914).  

See Tab 3 at *22.  The court noted that Hollerbach “was decided on similar facts and is 

cited by MasTec.”  Id.  Regardless of whether the facts are similar, the case does not 

apply.  First, Hollerbach is a pre-Erie decision that is not binding on the courts of any 

state.  Second, Hollerbach runs contrary to the rule in Texas.  It creates a background rule 

about which side bears the risk in cases where the contract does not say.  It presumptively 

puts the risk on the owner, whereas Texas puts the risk on the contractor.  See Lonergan 

v. San Antonio Loan & Trust Co., 101 Tex. 63, 104 S.W. 1061, 1065-66 (1907).
10

  

Finally, and in any event, this dispute about the applicable background rule is 

                                              
10

 Hollerbach makes the owner the guarantor of any specifications given to a contractor.  See 

Hollerbach, 233 U.S. at 172.  This rule was reaffirmed in United States v. Spearin, 248 U.S. 132, 

136 (1918).  But this Court refused to adopt the federal rule as Texas law:  “The ground upon 

which recovery was allowed in [Spearin] is not recognized in our state.”  See City of Dallas v. 

Shortall, 131 Tex. 368, 114 S.W.2d 536, 540 (1938).  Rather, this Court reaffirmed that the 

controlling rule in Texas was the Lonergan rule.  Id. 
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insignificant.  Hollerbach and Lonergan agree that parties are free to allocate this risk.  

See Lonergan, 104 S.W. at 1066 (to modify the background rule “there must be found in 

that contract such language as will justify” that is what the parties intended). 

Yet the court of appeals ignored the parties‟ allocation of the risk.  It seemed 

confused by language in some of the federal cases that originated in Hollerbach.  The 

court of appeals‟ adherence to old federal cases was error.  It should have obeyed this 

Court‟s decisions in Lonergan and Shortall.  Those Texas cases hold that the default rule 

places the risk on the contractor while allowing the parties to alter that default allocation 

of the risk by addressing it expressly in their contract.  Because the parties expressly 

allocated the risk of underground surprises to MasTec, El Paso is not responsible for 

MasTec‟s underbidding on the project. 

CONCLUSION & PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 Review is justified for several reasons.  First, the decision below conflicts with 

this Court‟s decision in Enterprise Leasing.  Second, the splitting of the court of appeals 

into (2-1) and (5-3) blocks shows that there is confusion in this important area of the law.  

Third, the case is important because construction contracts regularly use similar clauses 

to allocate the risk of underground surprises.  Fourth, the decision below resurrects a pre-

Erie rule and casts a cloud over the viability of this Court‟s Lonergan line of cases.  

Finally, a take-nothing judgment would be fair and just.  MasTec bid the job for half of 

what its competitors bid; when El Paso urged MasTec to take another look and revise the 

bid, MasTec stood its ground and signed the contract.  MasTec should keep its promise. 

 The judgment should be reversed and the trial court‟s JNOV should be reinstated. 
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Ø^6*-r $þ t5
CAUSE NO, 2004-39579


MASTEC NORÏH AMERICA,INC. S IN TIIE DISTRICT COIIRT OF
and
MASTEC,INC.


Plaintiffs


v.


EL PASO FIELD SERVTCES, L.P.
and
GULT"TERRA SOUTIT TEXAS, L.P.
flUa EL PASO SOUTII TEXAS' L.P.


I)efendants


LADIES ANTD GENTLEMEN OF TTTE JURY:


$
s
$


s
$ HARRTS COUNTY, TEXAS
$


$


$


$
$ 334TH JIIDICIAL DISTRTCT


F Jgm,h,*f*,


CHAR.E OF,TIIE COURT DEC 0 6 2006


E¡rrl¡ Couol¡ Tcrer
By.-


Ileputy


This case is submitted to you by asking questions about the facts, which ¡rou
must decide from the evidence you have heard in this hial. You are the sole jydggs
of the credibility of the wiüressès and the weigh! tobe give¡ their tegtþoJty, butin
matters of laq you must be governed by the instructions in this charge. In
discharging youriesponsibility õn this jury, you will observe all the instructions
wttirtr liav;freviousiy been given you. ishail-nory give you additional instructions
which you should carêfully and strictþ follow during your deliberations.


l. Do not let bias, prejudice or sympathy play any part in your deliberations.


2. In arrivine at your ans\ryers, consider only the evidence introduced,here
under oath anõ suc-h exhibits, if any, a¡¡ ha:ve been introduced for your
consideration under the rulings of the court, that is, what you have seen and
heard in this courtroom, togetlier with the law as given you by the court. In your
deliberations, you will nofconsider or discuss anything that is not represented
by the evidence in this case.


3. Since every answer that is required by the charge is important no juror
should state or consider that any required answer is not important.
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4. You must not decide who you think should win, and then try to answer


the questions accordingly, Simply answer the questions, and do not discuss nor
concern yourselves with the effect of your ansvrers.


5. You will not decide the answer to a question by lo! or by drawing staws,
or by any other method of chance. Do not ieturn a -quotient verdlct A q3olie;nt


verdict rieans that the jurors agree to abide by the result to be reached by
adding together each jurôr's figwes and dividing by the number ofjtuors 19 gtt
an avèrage. Do not do any frading on yow ¿ùtu¡wers; that is, 


-o-1e 
juror should not


agree to answer a certain quesfion one way if others will agree to answer
another question another way.


6. You may render your verdict upon the vote of ten or more members of
the iqry. The säme ten or more of you-must agree upon all of the ansrveñ¡ made
and to-ttre entire verdict. You willnot, therefore, enter into an agreement to be
bor¡nd by a majority or any other vote of less than ten jurors. If the verdict and
all of thä answers íherein'are reached by unanimous ãgreement, the presiding
iuror shall sigr ttre verdict for the entire jury. If any juror disagrees as to any
-answer 


madJby the verdict, those jwors who agree to all findings shall each
sþ the verdict.


These instn¡ctions are given you because your çondpc! is s]Þject to review the
same as that of the witresús, paities, attorneys and the jldge. If it should be forurd
that you have disregarded anyof these instmctions, i! wlll be j1rrf misconduct and
it måy require anoiher trial by another j.ry; then all of our time will have been
wasted.


The presiding jr¡ror or any other who observes a violation of the court's
instn¡ctiôns shaliinrmediately warn the one who is violating the same and caution
the juror not to do so again.


When words are used in this cha¡ge in a sense that va¡ies from the meaning
commonly understood, you are given a proper legal definition, which you are
bound to accept in place of any other meaning.


Answer'oYes" or "No" to all questions unless othenvise instnrcted. A "Yes"
answer must be based on a preionderance of the evidence unless otherwise
instmcted. If you do not find thal a preponderance of the evidence supports a
"Yes" answer] then answer "No." Tñe term "preponderance -of the evidence"
means the greáter weight and degree of_credible testlmony.or evidence inüoduced
before you-and admitted in thil car¡e. Whenever a question requires an answer


other than *Yes" or "Nor" your answer must be baseä on a preponderance of the
evídence unless otherwise instructed.
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Wittl respect to the guestions you are to ans¡ver in this cas¡e, all references to:


l. "lvlasTec" means MasTec, Inc,.and MasTec Norttr America, Inc.


2, "El Paso" means Enterprise South Texas, L.P., formerþ known as


GulfTerra South Texas, L.P., which was formerþ known as El Paso


South Texas, L.P.


3, "The contract" refers to the Station and Land Pþline Consûruction


Contract dated May 29,2003 between MasTec and El Paso.
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Ouestion No. I


Did El Paso fail to comply with the conüact?


In responding to this question, you should consider whether El Paso


exercised duã difigence in locating foreign pipelines and/or utility line


crossings.


*Due diligence" means that diligence which an ordinarily prudent person


would have used under the same or similar circumstances.


Answer t'Yes" or tÎ',[o.tt


fuiswer: lEs
-T
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If yorn answer to Question No. 1 is "No," then answer the following
question. Otherwise, do not answer the following question. If your answer to


Question No. I is "Yes," ttren answer Question No. 3.


Ouestion No. 2


Did MasTec perform compensable work for El Paso?


One party performs compensable work if valuable services are rendered or
materials furnished for another party who knowingly accepts and uses them


and if the pafy accepting them should know that the perforrring party
expects to be paid for the work.


fuiswer "Yes" or tîIo,"


Answer:
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If vour answer to Question No. 1 is "Yes,' then answer the following question.


Ottrerwise, do not answer the follolving question.


Ouestion No.3


What sr¡m of money, if any, if paid now in cash, would fairly and reasonably


compensate MasTec for its damages, if any, that resulted from El Paso's faih¡re to


comply with tre contract?


Consider the following elements of damages, if any, and none other.


lncreased costs incurred by MasTec asi a result of unidentified foreign


crossings.


Lost profits that were a natural, probable, and foreseeable consequence of El


Paso's failure to comPlY.


Answer ín dollars and cents, if anY.


Answer: s{r'1u3,FìQ
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If yogr answer to Question No. 2 is "Yes," then ans\iler the following question.


Otherwise, do not answer the follorving question.


Ouestipn No. 4


What is the reasonable value of such compensable work at the time and place it
was performed?


Answer in dollars and cents, if anY.


Answer:
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Ouestion No. 5


Did El Paso fail to comply with the conüact by failing to pay MasTec retainage
and approved invoices?


fuiswer "Yest' or'1.[o."


fuiswer: ñO
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Ouestion No,. 6


If your answer to Question No. 5 is'!es", answer what amount is owed in dollars


and cents, either 8647,836.00 or 5634,724.59.
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Oue.stion No. 7


Did MasTec fail to comply with the contract by failing to complete the work
required?


Answer t'Yestt or tl.lo."


fuiswer: \{ES _
I
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If your ans\iler to Question No. 7 is "Yes," tlien answer the following question.


Othenvise, do not answer the following question'


Oueption No. 8


What sum of money, if paid now in cash, would fairly and reasonably compensate


El Paso for its damages, if any that resulted from MasTec's failure to comply?


Consider the following element of damages and no others:


The costs incurred by El Paso, if any, to complete the work within MasTec's


scope of work in the contract.


Do not add interest on any amount of damages, if any.


Answer in dollars and cents, if any:


tuiswer: \r tt*{JrRT. nl
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After you retire to the jury room, you will select yor.r o14'n presiding juror. The
first thing the presiding juror will do is to have this complete charge read aloud and
then you will deliberate upon your answers to the questions asked.


It is the duty of the presiding juror-


l. to preside during your deliberations,


2. to see that iour deliberations are conducted in an orderþ manner and in
accordance with the insûuctions in this charge,


3. to write out and hand to the bailiff any communications concerning the
case that you desire to have delivered to the judge,


4. to vote on the questions,


5. to write your answers to the questions in the spaces provided, and


6. to certiff to yorn verdict in the space provided for the presiding juror's
signature or to obtain the signatues of all the jurors who agree with the
verdict if your verdict is less than unanimous.


You should not discuss the case with anyone, not even with other members of
the jury, r¡nless all of you are present and assembled in the j,rry room. Should
anyone attempt to talk to you about the case before the verdict is retumed, whether
at the courthouse, at your home, or elsewhere, please inform the judge of this fact.


When you have answered all the questions you are required to answer under the
instructions of the judge and your presiding juror has placed your ans\ryers in the
spaces provided and signed the verdict as¡ presiding juror or obtained the
signatures, you will infonr¡ the bailiff at the door of the jury room that you have
reached a verdiot, and then you will return into court with your verdict.
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Durine trial it was permissible for you to take notes. You may carry those notes
rh. irrå r^rìm fnr úorrr nersonal uie durins deliberation on the cotrrt's charge.to ttr.-¡,rõ too- for iour personal uie during deliberation on the cotutls charge.


\¡..r, -"o.r'nnt chare thäse ttÅt"* with other iurois- Your nersonal recollection of theç* ;dutiot share thirse nôtes with otber j*oç. YoT personal recollectio¡ of


"ui¿J".é 
tuk"t precedence over any notes yo¡ havg taken A jurgr may Iryi rely on


the notes of aiother juror if you áisagree about the evidencg, thg presiding juror
may apply to the court and haie the cotut repo@l read to the jr¡ry.
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Certificate


We, the jury, have answered the above and foregoing questions as herein
indicated, and herewith return same inûo court as our verdict.


(To be signed by the presiding juror if'unanimous.)


(To be signed by those rendering the verdict if not unanimous.)


Printed Name
Tof.,'. êt¡tto..t-6c"rza


I -e,". \ L, 5.. ü-ìa,'t i,


Fi.Lo."l. c. Rto=
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IN TTIE DISTRICT COTJRT OF


NO.20ff-39579'


ueSÍBC NORTIT AI\,ÍERICA,
INC. andMASTEC,INC.


V.


EL PASO HEIÐ SERVICES, L,P.
ud GLIIJ'IERRA SOUIII TEXA¡I,
L*P. flklaEL PASO SOUIH
TEXAS, LP,


HARRIS COIJNTT, TEX A S
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This c$¡se was called to tial o¡ November zzrffrË'fìfl'rifi#*
annor¡nc,cd r€ady, Pla¡ntitrs lvlostec, trnc, md ¡vf¡stea North Amcricq Inc', and


Defudants El Paso Field Se'n'ices, LJ. æd Entcrprisc Sqrù Ter.ss' L.P. (flkla


Gr¡lfTera Sor¡th Texas, L.P, fkla El Paso South Toos, t'P.) apPeared by and


thtrough their respcctive cor¡nsel'of recorú On Novenber 2E, 2W6 a juy was


inpaneled and sn¡or¡. Iho Jr¡ry fcû¡mcd ib verdist oD Dscornb€r 6,2ßW.


IÞfendant Bl Paso Field Senrices, L"P, moved fu judgnent on the grcund


thc no jury issus was subúnitted aga¡nst it, and tbe Cort is of tho opinion that


El Paso Field Ssvices, L.P. is entitled to sueå jrdgment The,æforc, it is


ORDERED, ADJLTDGÐ, and DECREED that Plaintiß take nothing sgainst


El Paso Field Serviccs, L.P.


Plafut¡frs ûled a modm for ørtry of judgpeut m the þy vedict


Defendant Enterprise Sor¡th Texas, L.P. filed a motiø for entryofjudþørf for
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judgnent nm obsote vcrodicto, BDd to disf€gÊ¡d acrta¡n jury fi¡dingp. Aft€f


considerdion of tbs pleadingg the widenco, and argrmomr of counsol' ûto Court


granß tho motim of DeftDdüt nnnrprtsc Sor¡ü Toras, L.P. md dmies Pla¡ritifr'


motim br ju@mcût, and oams iudgpcnt aecqU¡ngly.


Th€ Couft fnds üst the Contac{ st is$¡e i¡ lb¡s casc bctrrc€o lvfastec,Inc.


(I\dasþc") a¡d Enterp¡iso South Tsx¡s, LP. ("Entcrpise? (adn¡ft€d inÛo


widence as Defendmæ' E¡ùib¡t l) is cløn and r¡n¡mbiguo¡s. This Contrast


allocst€s thp risk of any addition¡l cost inçur€d b€causg of foreþ pipeline


orossi4gs to Masteo. The Cor¡rt the,refrre $ants Entrrrprisons motiu (a) for


judgment non obstetË veredioto md O) to disrega¡d c€rtain Juy anwvers. Th'e


jr¡ry's aris$'eñ to Qqostions I æd 3 in the Court's Chsgp ue inmatetial md arc


disregarded. It is acc,o¡U¡ngfy ORDERED, ADJLJDGED, and DECREBD thd


Mast€ç take notbing ag¡inst fmerpise on its olaim for additional aomperudion


.r¡nder tbo Co¡trast, Becq¡sc of this rulfug" lyfost€c ís not eatitled to ttcov€r any of


its üomÊ''s' fees incî¡rr€d in the pnosecution of ib b¡eacn of coüact claim Egainst


Entcr¡rlse.


Bas€d o¡ the jury's arsw€rs to Qr¡esüms i.ø 8, it is ñ¡rthçr ORDBRED,


ADJI DCED, aud DECREED tbd Eûtcrp¡is€ will h¡ve and recover judgment


against þfasþa in the amorú of S1$,6E7.(Þ, plus ¡¡t€r€st at th€ rate of 8'25Vo Pæ.


ycû oB tbat amor¡nt ftom July 28,20H,umil sr¡ch time as it is paid. The partios
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ag,led to $¡bmit aü iss¡ss rrgudbg tuaovìery of dtuneys' fteE'to lhe Courf, to be


deæ¡nined afrer lbe vcrdict was rccoived. The Cor¡rt now fi¡ds that Etrteryise is


mtitled to ¡poovcr ñasonsble aüorneys' fees in tts @outt of $25'ü)0 for the


proseorion of itg cor¡ntsclaím against lvfsstec.


All ¡sliof wt snpressty sst forth i¡ ú¡s Final JudgBEût ¡8 dcnieù This is a


fin¡l judgÐcût, disposítrg of all olaims madc by 8ll puties in this asse.
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WeistLaw


--- S.W.3d ----,2010 WL 1839908 (Tex.App.-Hous' (1 Dist'))
(Cite as: 2010 WL 1839908 (Iex.App.-Hous. (1 Dist.)))


l{Onty the Westlaw citation is currently available.


NOTICE: THIS OPINION HAS NOT BEEN RE-


LEASED FORPUBLICATION IN T}IE PERMA-


NENT LAW REPORTS. UNTIL RELEASED, IT IS
SUBJECT TO REVISION ORMTHDRAWAL.


Court of APPeals of Texas,


Houston (lst Dist.).
MASTEC NORTH AMERICA, INC. and Mastec,


Inc., APPellants
v.


EL PASO FIELD SERVICES, L.P' and Gulfterra


South Texas, L.P. flWa EI Paso South Texas, L.P.,
APPellees.


No. 01-07-00319-CV.


MaY 6,2010.


Background: Contractor brought breach of contract


action against pipeline operator to recover additional


expenses incurred in replacing butane pipeline- After
the jury retumed a verdict for contractor, the 334th


District Court, Harris County, Sharon McCally, J.,


granted pipeline operator's motion for judgment not-


withstanding the verdict (JNOV). Contractor ap-


pealed.


Holding: On rehearing, the Court of Appeals, Laura


Carter Higlev, J., held that contract provisions stating


that contractor was to conduct all investigations es-


sential to full understanding of the work and that


contractor assumed full and complete responsibility
for the site conditions and associated risks did not


preclude contractor from recovering for operator's


ãlleged breach of the contract's due diligence re-


quirement.


Reversed and remanded'


Teny Jennings, J., dissented and filed opinion.
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228 Judgment
228V1On Trial of Issues
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General
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228k199(3.10\ k' Where There Is No


Evidence to Sustain Verdict. Most Cited Cases


A trial court may disregard a jury frnding and enter a


judgment notwithstanding the verdict (JNOV) if the


finding is immaterial or if there is no evidence to


support one or more of the jury frrdings on issues


neièssury to liability. Vernon's Ann.Texas Rules


Civ.Proc.. Rule 301.
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When construing a contract, courts give terms their
plain, ordinary and generally accepted meaning unless


the instrument shows that the parties used them in a
technical or different sense.


[![ Contract. 95 FrAr(4)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and OPeration


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k143 Application to Contracts in General


95k143(4) k. Subject, Object, or Purpose


as Affecting Construction. Most Cited Cases


Contracts 95 æ154


95 Contracts
95Il Construction and OPeration


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k151 Language of Instrument


95k154 k. Reasonableness of Construc-


tion. Most Cited Cases


Courts construe contracts from a utilitarian standpoint


bearing in mind the particular business activity sought


to be served, and will avoid when possible and proper


a construction which is unreasonable, inequitable, and


oppressive.


f,llt Contracts 95 e-l43(2)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and OPeration


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k143 Application to Contracts in General


95k143(2\ k. Existence of Ambiguþ.
Most Cited Cases
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contracts gs ærzo(r)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and OPeration


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k176 Questions for Jury


95k176(1) k. In General. Most Cited


Cases
lf, after the pertinent rules of construction are applied,


the contract can be given a definite or certain legal


meaning, it is unambiguous, and courts construe it as a


malteÍ of law.


l!!l Contractr qS e;Þf ¿g(Z)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and OPeration


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k143 Application to Contracts in General


95k143Q\ k. Existence of Ambiguity-
Most Cited Cases


If the meaning of a contract remains uncertain or is
susceptible to more than one reasonable interpretation,
it is ambiguous.


lp[ Contraclr 95 Cærze12)


95 Conffacts
95II Construction and Operation


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k176 Questions for Jury


95kl762\ k. AmbiguitY in General.


Most Cited Cases


Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question of law


to be determined by looking at the contract as awhole
in light of the circumstances present when the contract


was entered.


t$[ Contracts 95 Cæ1791t,


95 Contracts
95II Construction and OPeration


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k170 Construction bY Parties


95k170(1) k. In General. Most Cited


Cases


Evidence 157 @449
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157 Evidence
l57X'l Parol or Extrinsic Evidence Affecting


Writings
157XI(D) Construction or Application of


Language of Written Instrument
157k448 k. Grounds for Admission of Ex-


trinsic Evidence. Most Cited Cases


Only when a contract is first determined to be ambi-
guous may the courts consider the parties' interpreta-


tion and admit extraneous evidence to determine the


true meaning of the instrument.


[¿[ Contracts 95 æ143(2)


95 Contracts
95II Construction a¡rd Operation


95I(A) General Rules of Construction
95k143 Application to Contracts in General


95k143Q) k. Existence of Ambiguity.
Most Cited Cases


An ambiguity does not arise in a contract simply be-


cause the parties advance conflicting interpretations of
the contract.


[15] Contracts g5 cæ143(2)


95 Conffacts
95II Construction and Operation


95I(A) General Rules of Construction
95k143 Application to Contracts in General


95kl432) k. Existence of Ambiguity'
Most Cited Cases


A court may conclude that a contract is ambiguous


even in the absence of such a pleading by either party.


l!fl Contracts 95 €:æ198(1)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95 II(C) Subj ect-Matter
95k197 Buildings and Other Works


95k198In General
95k19S(1) k. ln General' Most Cited


Cases
Provision in pipeline operator's lump sum contract


with contractor hired to replace butane pipeline, stat-


ing that operator would have exercised "due dili-
gence" in locating foreigrr crossings, was reasonably


construed as meaning that pipeline operator would
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perfomr those steps that an ordinarily prudent and


aitgent person would exercise under similar cir-


cumstances.


[7l Contracts 95 eæ323(3)


95 Contracts
95V Performance or Breach


95k323 Questions for Jury
95k323(3\ k. Building Contracts. Most


Cited Cases


What steps an ordinarily prudent and diligent person


would exercise under similar circumstances, and


whether pipeline operator performed those steps, were


questions of fact, for purposes of determining whether


pipeline operator breached due diligence provision of
its contract with contractor hired to replace butane


pipeline, which stated operator would have exercised


due diligence in locating foreign crossings.


l!l!l Contracts 95 eæ198(1)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and OPeration


95II(C) Subj ect-Matter
95k197 Buildings and Other Works


95k198 In General
95k198(l) k' In General. Most Cited


Cases


Provisions in pipeline operator's lump sum contract


with contractor hired to replace butane pipeline, stat-


ing that contractor was to conduct all investigations


essential to full understanding of the work and that


contractor assumed full and complete responsibility
for the site conditions and associated risks notwith-
standing any information in the contract or statements


made by operator, did not preclude contractor from


recovering for operator's alleged breach of represen-


tation in contract that it exercised due diligence in


locating foreign crossings before soliciting bids; such


provisions did not place the risk of differing or un-


èxpected site conditions on contractor as a matter of
law, and operator was in a much better position than


contractor to identify the foreign crossings.


f!!l Contracts 95 €:æ199(2)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and OPeration


95 II(C) Subj ect-Matter
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95k197 Buildings and Other Works
95k199 Plans or Drawings and Specifi-


cations
95k199Q) k. Extra V/ork. Most Cited


Cases


A contractor is not precluded as a matter of law from


recovering against an owner, under a breach of con-


tract theory, for defective specifications, notwith-


standing lump-sum and pre-bid investigation provi-


sions in the contract, if the owner was in a better po-


sition to know whether its specifications were suffr-


cient for its intended scope of work and the contract


evidences that the owner made positive assurances


concerning the reliabilþ of those specifications.


l29lContrac,r 95Ff99(2)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and OPeration


95II(C) Subject-Matter
95k197 Buildings and Other Works


95k199 Plans or Drawings and SpecifÏ-


cations
95kI99Q) k. Extra V/ork. Most Cited


Cases
Even when a contract places the risk of differing or


unexpected site conditions on the contractor, the con-


tractor is not, as a matter of law, required to bear a risk


that the bid documents misrepresent the nature and


amount of the work to be Performed.
Bruce E. Ramage, Levon G' Hovnatanian, Martin,
Disiere, Jefferson & Wisdom, L.L.P', Timothy W.


Strickland, Fowler, Rodriguez, Chalos, Flint, Gary,


McCoy, O'Connor, Sullivan & Carroll, L'L.P., Hou-


ston, TX, for Appellants.


David M. Gunn, John S. Adcock, Murray Fogler'


Beck, Redden & Secrest, L.L.P., Houston, TX, for
Appellees.


Panel consists of Justices JENNINGS, KEYES, and


HIGLEY.


OPINION ON REHEARING


LAURA CARTER HIGLEY, Justice.


*1 This is a breach of contract dispute brought by


appellants, MasTec North America, Inc., and MasTec,


Inõ. (collectively, "MasTec"), against appellees, El
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Paso Field Services, L.P. and Gulftena South Texas,


L.P.,fklaElPaso South Texas, L.P. (collectively, "El
Paso"). El Paso engaged MasTec to replace a butane


pipeline for a lump sum of $3.6 million, known as the


"Butane Shuttle Replacement Project" ("Project")'
MasTec submitted its bid on the Project based on


information in El Paso's bid package, which included,


inter alia, the "station and Land Pipeline Construction
Contracf' ("Contracf') and El Paso's specifications,
which were incorporated into the Contract. In the


Contract specifications, El Paso asserted that it used


due diligence in locating any "foreign crossings" N in
the pipeline right-of-way and that there were 280 such


crossings. During construction, however, MasTec


encountered 794 foreign crossings, which required


additional construction measures and increased its


costs substantially. MasTec sued El Paso to recoup the


additional expenses. A jury found that El Paso


breached the due diligence provision of the Contract


specifications and awarded}4,763,890 in damages to


MasTec. Subsequently, on the motion of El Paso, the


trial court granted judgment notwithstanding the ver-


dict ("JNOV") in favor of El Paso, concluding that the


lump-sum provisions of the Contract allocated the risk
of unidentified foreign crossings to MasTec and


holding that MasTec take nothing by its claims.
MasTec appeals.


In its sole issue, MasTec contends that the trial court


erred by granting JNOV in favor of El Paso because


the trial court's interpretation of the Contract impro-
perly rendered the due diligence provision a nullity
and shifted the risk of costs associated with unidenti-
fied foreign crossings to MasTec. In the alternative,
MasTec contends that (a) the Contract is ambiguous


and must be strictly construed against El Paso, or (b)


that MasTec is entitled to recover under its quantum


meruittheory.


On July 23 ,2009, we reversed and remanded for entry


ofjudgment consistent with the jury's verdict and for
assessment of attorney's fees in favor of MasTec' El
Paso moved for rehearing. We grant the motion,


withdraw the opinion dated July 23,2009, and issue


this opinion in its stead. Our disposition and judgment


remain unchanged.


lWe reverse and remand for entry of judgment con-


sistent with the jury's verdict and for assessment of
attorney's fees in favor of MasTec.
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FACTS AND PROCEDTJRAL HISTORY


El Paso is one of the world's largest energy companies.


MasTec is a construction company that was estab-


lished in the 1930s and has annual gross revenue ex-


ceeding 51 billion.


At the time of the events, El Paso owned a butane


pipeline that extended from Houston to Corpus


Ch¡isti. The pipeline was originally constructed in the


1940s as an emergency supply line during the war.


Because of its age and because it was deemed too


shallow (buried less than 12 inches underground), El
Paso contracted for its replacement, which took place


in phases. This lawsuit involves Phase II of the re-


placement-a 68-mile, 8-inch diameter line extending


hom Victoriato Nueces Buy.N


*2 El Paso invited MasTec to bid on the replacement


Project, which was to include removal of the existing
pipeline and the construction of a new pipeline in the


same location. MasTec hired Bill White, who is con-


sidered by MasTec to be "a pipeline-construction


veteran," as its general manager. White attended El
Paso's "pre-bid meeting" on April 22,2003, at which


El Paso distributed bid packages containing the job


description, the location of the pipeline, drawings or


maps, known as "alignment sheets," and the Contract'


According to El Paso's bidding instructions, "The


Contractor's bid shall be based on the Contract doc-


uments as issued, without modifications. All clarifi-
cations or changes during the bid period will be


communicated to all Contractors..'. Significant ex-


ceptions to the provisions of the Proposed Contract


documents may cause rejection of the bid.'.' The


Scope of Work is believed to be complete."


The purpose of the alignment sheets was to show


"foreign crossings," which are obstacles that cross the


pipeline right of way-such as other pipelines, utilities,


roads, rivers, fences, wells, cables, and concrete


structures. Substantial costs are involved in maneu-


vering around these structures during pipeline con-


struction and de-construction. El Paso had hired Gul-


lett & Associates, an engineering company, to produce


the alignment sheets.


The invitation to the pre-bid meeting stated, "No
guided tour ofthe proposed pipeline is now scheduled'


Each contractor will be required to review the con-
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struction requirements individually. Aerial inspection


is highly recommended." At the meeting, Jackie Ross,


who was initially a consultant to El Paso and later


became the full-time assistant to the project manager


on this Project, told the contractors that El Paso would
normally conduct a tour of the pipeline, but that there


would be too many cars in this case and that each of
the contractors was encouraged to "fly the route'"


After the pre-bid meeting, White and his son, Mike,
flew by helicopter over the pipeline route, familiariz-
ing themselves with the topography and landing sev-


eral times to check soil conditions. Mike testified by
deposition that he carried the alignment sheets in his


lap during the flight for orientation, but that he could


not see foreigrr crossings from the air' White also


drove along portions of the pipeline to which he had


access. According to White, MasTec and the other


contractors were specifically prohibited from entering


certain private properties along the route, including
the O'Connor Ranch. El Paso later claimed that the


contractors were permitted to enter the restricted areas


for inspection ifthey arranged for an escort by an El
Paso representative.


Pursuant to El Paso's written bidding instructions,


MasTec's bid and completed Contract, including
lump-sum price schedule, were due 12 business days


later, on May 8, 2003. This date was later amended to


May 15,2003.


The Contract and Specifications


*3 The Contract, which MasTec was to sign and


submit with its bid, provides as follows, in pertinent


part:


2.1 SCOPE OF WORK


[MasTec] agrees, at its cost, that it shall (except as


otherwise provided for in the Contract or Drawings)


furnish all necessary materials, supplies, labor,


tools, equipment superintendence, apparatus and


machinery, including without limitation, transpor-


tation and all other items necessary to perforrn the


Work for the construction and completion of, and


shall construct, install, complete, and deliver to [El
Paso] in a good and workmanlike manner, in strict
compliance with the Contract and all applicable


laws, rules, regulations, ordinances and permits, all
of the Work set forth in Exhibit "4," "Scope of
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Work and Addendums" (attached hereto), all in
accordance with the provisions of this Contract.


4.I COMPENSATION


For and in consideration of the performance of the


Work by [MasTec] and subject to the terms and


conditions of this Contract, [El Paso] agrees to pay


and [MasTec] agrees to accept compensation as set


forth in the attached Exhibit "B-1," Contract Price


Schedule.


4.6 COMPENSATION FOR DELAYS IN PER-


FORMANCE OF WORK


a) By [MasTec]: All delays in the performance of
the Work resulting from causes other than those at-


tributable to [El Paso] shall be at the cost and ex-


pense of [MasTec]....


b) By [El Paso]: For delays in the performance of
the V/ork athibutable to [El Paso], it is agreed that


the compensation and/or amounts due [MasTec] in
full and complete settlement of such delays shall be


as follows: [various lump sum settlement or reim-


bursement options].


7. 1 REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES


e) [MasTec represents] [t]hat its duly authorized


representative has visited the site of the Work, is


familiar with the local and special conditions under


which the Work is to be performed and has corre-


lated the on site observations with the requirements


of the Contract and has fully acquainted itself with
the site, including without limitation, the general


topography, accessibility, soil structure, subsurface


conditions, obstructions and all other conditions
pertaining to the Work and has made all investiga-


tions essential to a full understanding of the diffi-
culties which may be encountered in performing the


Work, and that anything in this Contract or in any
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representations, statements or information made or
furnished by [El Paso] or any of its representatives


notwithstanding, [MasTec] assumes full and com-
plete responsibility for any such conditions per-


taining to the Work, the site of the V/ork or its sur-


roundings and all risks in connection therewith;


f) That it possesses a high level of experience and


expertise in the business, administration, construc-


tion management and superintendence of projects of
the size, complexity and nature of the Work and that


it will perform the Work with the care, skill and di
Iigence of such a Contractor;


*4 g)Thatthe Contract is sufficiently complete and


detailed for [MasTec] to perform the Work required
to produce the results intended by the Contract and


comply with all the requirements of the Contract; .'.


8.I CONTRACTOR'S CONTROL OF TFM
WORK


a)....


7. [MasTec] represents that it has had an oppor-
tunity to examine, and has carefully examined, all
of the Contract documents and has fully ac-


quainted itself with the Scope of Work, design,


availability of materials, existing facilities, the


general topography, soil structure, substructure


conditions, obstructions, and all other conditions
pertaining to the rWork, the site of the Work and


its surroundings; that it has made all investiga-
tions essential to a full understanding of the dif-
ficulties which may be encountered in performing
the Work; and that anything in any of the Contract
documents or in any representations, statements


or information made or furnished by [El Paso] or


its representatives notwithstanding, [MasTec]
will regardless of any such conditions pertaining


to the Work, the site of the Work or its sur-


roundings, complete the Work for the compensa-


tion stated in this Contract, and pursuant to the


extent of [MasTec's] liabilþ under this Contract,
assume full and complete responsibility for any


such conditions pertaining to the Work, the site of
the Work or its surroundings, and all risks in
connection therewith. In addition thereto, [Mas-
Tecl represents that it is fully qualified to do the
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work in accordance with the terms of this Con-


tract within the time specified.


24.I EXHIBITS


The following Exhibits are included herein by
reference, are attached hereto and shall become a


part ofthis Contract for all purposes:


Exhibit "B-1" Contract Price Schedule


Exhibit "C" Construction Specifications


25.1ORDER


b)... The Specifications, Drawings, Exhibits, and


all supplemental documents are essential parts of
the Contract, and a requirement appearing in one


is as binding as though appearing in all. They are


intended to be complementary, to describe and


provide a complete Work.


28.l AGREEMENT


This Contract, together with all Exhibits and at-


tachments, constitutes the entire Contract agree-


ment between the parties relating to its subject


matter and no other conversations, bid, memo-


randa or other matter between the parties relating
to the subject matter of this Contract, oral or
written, exchanged before execution of this Con-


tract shall vary, alter or be used to interpret the


terms of this Contract.


Pursuant to Exhibit B-1 of the Contract, "Contractor's
Proposal," MasTec agreed to perform "everything
necessary to complete, satisfr, and discharge all Work
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and obligations imposed on [MasTec] connected with
the performance of the Work," including, as follows:


Furnish all labor, equipment and materials as de-


scribed in the Specifications for all Work necessary


to perform the following applicable Work as shown
on the Drawings, including but not limited to:
loading, hauling, unloading, storing, clearing, ex-
cavating, including rock if encountered, cutting and


beveling of pipe; installing pipe or valves, where
required; removing pipe or valves, where required;
welding (including tie-in and transition welds, if
required); coating, repairing coating, fumishing and


installing padding when applicable; installing con-
crete supports; blow-offs, bypasses, bolting, bracing
hydrostatic testing of completed assemblies, paint-
ing of newly installed piping assemblies and


cleanup.


*5 ....


Any Work required to complete installation of the


new pipeline but not shown as a pay item is no less


included in the scope of work for installation of the


new 8-inch Butane Shuttle pipeline and is included
in [MasTec's] lump sum proposal. Just because an


item of Work is not specifically identified, does not
mean such Work is not included in [MasTec's]
scope of Work. Any item of Work [MasTec] knows
is required for completion of lhe installation but not
specifically identified is to be included in [Mas-
Tec's] Lump Sum Proposal.


Exhibit C of the Contract provided the "Construction
Specifications." At Specification LP-1, "General
Conditions," the Contract provides that, "Unless oth-
erwise specified, [El Paso] will furnish only basic


reference lines and bench marks from which [MasTec]
shall establish such other points as it may need."
Specification LP-5, states, in relevant part, that El
Paso "will have exercised due diligence" in locating
foreign crossings and that MasTec "shall confirm" the


location of the crossings during construction before
actually digging or drilling, as follows:


2. COMPANY FOREIGN LINE AND UTILITY
CROSSINGS


The Company will have exercised due diligence in
locating foreign pipelines and utility line crossings.


However, the contractor shall confirm the location
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of all such crossings and notiff the owner prior to
any ditching activity in the vicinþ of the cross-


ings....


Specification LP-I7 similarly provides, as follows:


2. FOREIGN LINE AND UTILITY CROSSINGS


The Company will have exercised due diligence in
locating foreign pipelines and/or utility line cross-


ings. However, the Contractor shall confirm the


location of all such crossings and notify the owner
prior to any HDD N activity in the vicinþ of the


crossings. Contractor shall be responsible for all
damages to foreign pipelines and/or utility line
crossings during HDD operations. Contractor shall


repair damaged foreign pipelines and/or utility line
crossings to original or better condition and meet


Company approval. In all cases, foreign pipelines,


utility line crossings and/or structures take prece-


dence over Company tolerances.


The Bid


White, on behalf of MasTec, submitted a completed


Contract, per El Paso's bidding instructions, and a bid
of $3,619,960, which included the removal of the old
pipeline and construction of the new pipeline. White
included a standard 15 percent contingency in the bid
for unidentified foreign crossings.


After El Paso reviewed the bids submitted by the


various contractors and narrowed its choices to Mas-
Tec and one other contractor, El Paso called a meeting


with White. According to White, he and El Paso went
over scheduling, manpower, equipment, and projected


production rates to ensure compliance with El Paso's


timeframe.ry According to Ross, he and other repre-


sentatives from El Paso discussed with White that
MasTec's bid was substantially lower than the bids
submitted by other contractors and that MasTec would
be permitted to withdraw its bid if it so chose. White
disputes that he was ever told that MasTec's bid was


low or that MasTec was being given the choice to
withdraw. Ultimately, El Paso accepted MasTec's bid.


The Contrqct is Executed and Work Begins


*6 Work on the Project was to cornmence June 9,2003
and to be completed on October 1, 2003. Com-
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mencement was delayed because El Paso had permit-


ting issues and had not yet furalized the purchase of
work space along the right-of-way from some of the
landowners. Nevertheless, work began in the early
part ofJune.


The Dispute


It is undisputed that, after construction began, MasTec
was required to confirm the exact locations of the


foreign crossings that El Paso had identified to avoid
cutting through the crossings. MasTec began to en-


counter numerous foreign pipeline crossings that were


not on El Paso's alignment sheets. MasTec hired Steve


Edwards to locate the foreign crossings.


Edwards testified by deposition read to the jury that
foreign pipeline crossings represent a significant
safety hazard during pipeline construction. Each


crossing must be treated as a "live" line, that is,


"something that is going to explode if you hit it.'
Edwards employed a metal detector device, known as


an "M-scope," to fmd the foreign crossings. Edwards
explained that the M-scope is designed to locate metal
pipelines, as well as PVC and fiberglass pipelines that
contain metal tracers. The M-scope is not designed to
locate pipelines that do not contain metal or metal
tracers. To flurd PVC and fiberglass pipelines, Ed-
wards talked with adjacent landowners and pipeline


operators; used a crew of up to 20 men to probe the


ground with metal rods and shovels, and to dig
trenches five feet deep; used hydraulic vacuums to
pressure wash the holes; and marked the pipelines


with stakes and red tape. Edwards said that he located
an "extreme amounf' of non-metal foreign crossings


and that MasTec was forced to hire an additional
M-scope crew to keep up with the pipeline strippers'


Edwards testified that it was not unusual to find five to


ten percent more foreign crossings than those identi-
fied on the alignment sheets by the pipeline owner. In
this case, however, he found "approximately 1000"
foreign crossings that were not on El Paso's alignment
sheets. Most of the unidentified foreign crossings were


located on the O'Connor Ranch. Edwards said that El
Paso had refused to assist them in locating the lines'


Greg Floerke, senior vice president of MasTec's


Communications Group, explained that each time
MasTec found a new foreign crossing, it slowed
production down and efficiency was lost. MasTec had
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to stop the assembly line to excavate, remove soil


from around the crossing, lay the pipe, make special


bends, and weld each end. Edwards explained that,


because of the close proximþ of the other El Paso


pipeline and the Valero pipeline in the same


right-oÊway, each of these "tie-ins" that were created


to go around the foreign crossing required that special


OSHA-approved manholes be created so that a welder
could safely go down and perform the welds. In addi-


tion, cutting crews and X-ray crews had to go down in
the holes. Further, there was a lot of sink water that


had to be pumped out.


*7 According to Edwards, the situation \ryas exacer-


bated by the fact that, during construction, the area


was hit with two hurricanes and 50 to 60 inches of rain
that flooded the area, filled the pipeline ditches with
silt, and knocked out all of Edwards's stakes marking
the previously unidentified plastic and fiberglass


crossings. Edwards explained that, had El Paso's


alignment sheets been accurate, the crews could have


followed the sheets, walked back to the crossings, and


resumed work once the weather stopped. Instead,


Edwards was forced to re-survey and re-stake the


foreigrr crossings in the right-of way. Edwards said


that the crews spent days digging fruitlessly looking
for lines.


Ultimately, according to Edwards, it was a represent-


ative from Valero who offered the most assistance' El
Paso had sold a l2-inch pipeline in the same corridor
to Valero that ran parallel to the pipeline at issue in the


instant suit. Edwards testifÏed that Valero's alignment
sheets contained many of the plastic and fiberglass


crossings that he was finding.


According to Edwards, of those foreign crossings that
Gullett had staked, several were mis-marked, were 20


to 30 feet offtheir exact locations, and had to be re-


located. Edwards testified that, ultimately, Gullett
came out to the site and followed behind Edwards,


recording the foreign pipeline crossings that Edwards


and his crews had located.


Greg Perkins, a mechanical engineer testiffing as an


expert for MasTec, said that he found quite a disparity
between El Paso's for-bid drawings and the as-built
drawings. Perkins said that the Contract required El
Paso to use due diligence in locating the foreign
crossings; that MasTec depended on El Paso's state-


ment of the foreign crossings; and that the level of El
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Paso's inaccuracy "was catastrophic." With all of the


other pipelines in the same route as the subject pipe-


line, El Paso "should have had a better handle on the
number of foreign crossings that were actually there."
Perkins explained that El Paso could have contacted


landowners and operating companies. Perkins testified
that MasTec located 794 foreign crossings and that
over 200 of those crossings were actually metal pipe-


lines that had not been identifÏed on El Paso's align-
ment sheets.


John Reitzell, assistant project manager for MasTec,
took over the Project after White was let go on No-
vember 19,2003. Reitzell testified that the crews were


having to pressure wash to find the lines and that
Valero's drawings of the foreign crossings over its
parallel pipeline were much more accurate and in-
cluded the plastic lines. According to Reitzell, it took a


crew about l0 hours to perform a single tie-in. Reitzell
testified that MasTec could have accepted a variance
offive percent on the foreigrr crossings, but that there
were three times as many foreign crossings as indi-
cated on El Paso's alignment sheets. In addition,
Reitzell explained that the "take up" crew that worked
to pull up the old pipeline found it located at depths of
six to seven feet underground. According to Reitzell,
El Paso had told MasTec that the pipeline was buried
no more than 12 inches in the ground.


*8 With regard to the duties under the Contract,
Floerke testified that the Contract placed the respon-


sibilþ on El Paso to apply due diligence in locating
and correctly identiffing foreign crossings and that
MasTec's responsibilþ was to veriff those crossings


before digging. Floerke testified that the issue is tim-
ing. First, El Paso's duty to use due diligence in de-


termining the extent and location of foreign pipelines


arose. Then, after the bid was awarded, the contract
was complete, and the crews were out in the field
constructing the line, MasTec's duty arose to veriff the


foreigrr crossings before actual excavation.


Danny Dial, a forensic engineer testiffing for MasTec,
explained that "due diligence," in the present context,
means that the operating company is telling the pipe-


line contractor that they have been diligent in locating
all the foreign crossings and will provide the infor-
mation to the contractor. Dial testified that the indus-
try custom or practice is that, before soliciting bids for
pipeline construction, operating companies (l) gather


any "one-call" o^t information in their catalog; (2)
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send out a survey crew; and (3) send their landmen to
talk with the landowners from whom the company


obtained its right-of-way easements because the lan-


downers are the best source of information regarding


any other easements that have been granted to other
pipeline operators in the same area.


Dial explained that, because there was an existing
Valero pipeline in the same right-of-way N and pa-


rallel to the subject pipeline, "it would have been


prudent for El Paso to contact Valero and compare


as-built drawings to see if they were aware of other


foreigr crossings in that area."


Dial explained that when a lump-sum agreement is


made between an operating company and a contractor,


the contractor is necessarily placing a tremendous


amount of trust in the specifications that the operating


company submits to the contractor for the bid. The


contractor cannot see what is physically underground
and has to rely on information given by the operator.


Here, El Paso specifically placed in the Contract as-


surances that it had exercised due diligence in locating
any foreign crossings. El Paso owns the line, controls


the easement, and has access to what crosses through
the area.


Ross, of El Paso, testified that El Paso hired the survey


company, Gullett & Associates, to survey the line, to
use metal detectors, and to "try to locate any pipeline


that they can, anything visible," such as line markers.


Ross testified that El Paso had the preliminary


alignment sheets that were created in the 1940s for the


pipeline at issue, but that he could not recall having
seen any as-built alignment sheets. Ross testified that
the alignment sheets came from the operating com-


pany, Coastal, from whom El Paso had purchased the


pipeline, that the sheets "were very poor," "very in-
adequate," and would not have shown any of the


crossings that were installed after the 1940s. Ross said


that he did not believe that the alignment sheets were


ever updated. When asked if he had seen the align-
ment sheets for Valero's line, Ross replied that he did
not recall having had access to them. Ross testified
that he did not instruct Gullett to attempt to locate or
mark any PVC or fiberglass lines unless such lines


could be seen "by something visual." Ross further
stated that he did not inquire whether El Paso had any


"one call" information cataloged and did not attempt


to contact any of the landowners or other operating


companies along the pipeline route. Ross asserted that
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El Paso "was to perform due diligence to the best they


were available [sic] and that's what [it] did."


*9 Richard Schubert, survey supervisor for Gullett,


testified that his scope of work on the Project was to


"collect all data that was pertinent to mapping the


pipeline, whether above ground facilities, an oil well,
... a below ground structure, a pipeline." Schubert


testified that he was asked to locate all the foreign


crossings that he could locate "strictly with the


M-scope." Schubert testified that he did not attempt to


find any PVC or fiberglass lines because it was not


part of El Paso's instructions. At the close of the


Project, El Paso sent Schubert back out to confirm the


number and locations ofthe additional foreign cross-


ings that MasTec had reported to El Paso' Schubert


testified that he recorded the GPS location of each


foreign crossing. Schubert stated that he also recorded


every tie-in because each of the welds must be re-


ported to the Texas Department of Transportation.
Schubert testified that there were 274 additional for-
eign crossings and 126 additional tie-ins. During
Schubert's testimony, it was discussed that the align-
ment sheets Gullett prepared for El Paso to give to the


contractors for bidding purposes showed 282 foreign
crossings and the as-built drawings Gullett prepared


after MasTec completed the Project showed 343 ad-


ditional foreign crossings-2O8 of which were metal.


According to Mastec, there were 794 foreign cross-


ings, which required a total of 217 additional tie-ins.


The Project was complete in December 2003.


C ommuni c qtions C o nc erning the F or ei gn Cr o s s in gs


During construction, in a letter to White from Mark
Bounds, Director of Onshore Engineering for El Paso


Field Services, dated September 5, 2003, Bounds


wrote to confirm that the Project was on track for
completion by October 1,2003, and to confirm that


"as of September l, 2003, there were [sic] no out-


standing extra work issues or claims for additional


compensation that had not been addressed by EPFS


[El Paso Field Services] to MasTec's full satisfaction"


and to confirrn that "all extra work performed prior to


September l, 2003 has been addressed to MasTec's


full satisfaction and included in payments to Con-


tractor authorized to date."


White responded to Bounds, in a letter dated Sep-


tember 8, 2003,
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I would like to take this opportunity to bring to your


attention some issues that I feel justiff discussion


for extra compensation to MasTec for costs not


covered by the Contract. This letter does not


represent any demand by MasTec for paynent for
extra cost issues at this time. We merely are asking


that you take into consideration and review our po-


sition related to additional costs beyond our control'


Please review the following issues that I feel should


be entitled to some compensation, for our cost


overrun. Keep in mind that MasTec does not feel
that EPFS misrepresented any information inten-


tionally, or withheld any information pertinent to


bidding this project. rWe merely feel that circums-
tances, beyond your control, and ours, has had a cost


impact to MasTec worth reviewing.


*10 ....


2) Pipeline Crossing (Foreign Pipelines) O'Connor


Ranch


From [point-to-point] there are approximately 87


pipeline crossings, indicated on the line sheets.


During the bidding process, we allowed for a l5%
increase in the estimated line crossings to arrive at


a cost amount. The final outcome is there are ap-


proximately 450-500 pipeline crossings in this


area. (We will have documentation with accurate


numbers in a few days.) These were mostly all
fiberglass lines that no one had any knowledge of.


There is a great deal of extra cost associated with
ditching and tie-ins....


White testified by deposition at trial that he had not


submitted change orders on the additional foreign
pipeline crossings because the "problems were still
ongoing and we couldn't arrive at a cosf'yet. White


testified that he had had daily conversations with El
Paso because El Paso \üas concerned, with all of the


flooding about the penalties El Paso faced wittr a third
party if the completion deadline was not met.


In a letter to White from Bounds, dated September 26,


2003, Bounds responded that it was El Paso's position


that the issues White stated were within MasTec's
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scope of work. Specifically, with regard to the foreign


crossings, Bounds stated,


The fact was well documented that in the project


alignment sheets provided to MasTec that [El Pa-


so'sl 8-inch Butane Shuttle pipe replacement project


was to traverse numerous active and inactive oil and


gas producing fields along its entire length. Also,


[the specifications] state that [El Paso] will exercise


due diligence in locating foreign pipeline crossings


but it is [MasTec's] responsibility to confirm all
such crossings and contact the owner thereofprior
to any excavation. In effect, [El Paso] contracted


with [MasTec] to provide this service as part of the


pipeline replacement Work and is therefore in-
cluded in [MasTec's] project Scope of Work as de-


fured in the bid documents. [MasTec's] execution of
the construction agreement represented that [Mas-
Tecl had fully acquainted itself with the site, in-
cluding without limitation, the general topography,
... subsurface conditions, obstructions, and all other
conditions pertaining to the Work and made all in-
vestigations essential to a full understanding of the


difficulties which may be encountered in perform-


ing the Work, and that anything in the contract or in
any representations, statements or information made


or furnished by [El Paso] or any of it [sic] repre-


sentatives notwithstanding, [MasTec] assumed frrll
and complete responsibility for any such conditions
pertaining to the Work or its surroundings and all
risks in connection therewith.


In a second letter of the same date, Bounds asked


White to indicate by signing that all of the change


orders, which had been submitted prior to September


l, had been agreed upon. White signed the letter.


White testified that there were no outstanding change


orders on the foreign crossings because the rains were


ongoing, resolution of the foreign pipeline issues was


ongoing, and MasTec was completely unable to assign


a cost. The testimony at trial was that, in a check dated


on or about this same date, El Paso paid MasTec


$48,000 for additional drilling costs associated with
the unidentified foreign crossings.


The Lawsuit


*11 MasTec sued El Paso for breach of contract and


fraud,ry alleging that El Paso had, during the bidding
process, provided MasTec with drawings, specifica-


tions, and other materials so that MasTec could eva-
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luate the work and prepare a bid, and that MasTec


relied on that information; that El Paso had


represented that its existing pipeline was either on top


of the ground or buried no more than 12 inches below


the ground, but that MasTec had discovered during


deconstruction that the majorþ of the existing pipe-


line was buried two to five feet below ground level;


that the Contract required El Paso to employ due di-
ligence in identiffing or marking all foreign crossings,


that El Paso had failed to do so, and that El Paso had


misrepresented the true number of foreign crossings


by 500 percent; that El Paso's employees or agents


made promises to surface landowners with respect to


services and improvements that went beyond the


scope ofthe Contract and the bid; and that El Paso had


refused to issue change orders or to compensate


MasTec for any of the additional work. In the alter-


native, MasTec sought to recover under theories of
quantum meruit and quantum valebant' MasTec


sought $5.3 million in damages.


The matter was tried to a jury. The jury was asked in


Question One of the charge whether El Paso had failed


to comply with the contract, and the jury was in-
structed that it "should consider whether El Paso ex-


ercised due diligence in locating foreign pipelines


and/or utility line crossings." The jury answered,


"Yes." In Question Three, the jury was asked what


sum of money would "fairly and reasonably com-


pensate MasTec for its damages, if any, that resulted


from El Paso's failure to comply with the contract."
The jury was instructed to consider any increased


costs incurred by MasTec as a result of unidentified
foreign crossings and any consequential lost profits.


The jury answered, "54,763,890." Further, the jury


found that MasTec failed to comply with the contract


by failing to complete the work reguired and awarded
pi paso õlo¿,ogz.og in damages.Ñ


Subsequently, El Paso moved to disregard the jury's


findings and for judgment notwithstanding the verdict'


El Paso asserted that Question One of the jury charge


was improperly worded and that "MasTec's own con-


tractual representations and commitments conclu-
sively preclude any recovery in its favor based on this


finding." Specifically, El Paso complained,


Question No. I is framed as a breach of contract


question and focused on whether [El Paso] had ex-


ercised due diligence in locating foreigrr pipeline


and utility line crossings. [El Paso's] efforts to locate
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these crossings, however, came beþre the con-


struction contract and the representation regarding
the crossings were contained only in the plans and


specifications for the project. Therefore, the con-


tractual provision regarding [El Paso's] "due dili-
gence" did not involve any future performance but
at best constituted a warranty.


*12 El Paso contended that MasTec's "Breach of
Warranty" claim was precluded under paragraph


8.1(a)(7) of the Contract, under which MasTec was


precluded from relying on "any warrant¡r" by El Paso


regarding due diligence in locating the foreign pipe-


lines and utility crossings and that MasTec had as-


sumed the associated risks.


El Paso asserted that "[t]he fact that MasTec encoun-


tered more underground pipeline crossings than were


shown on the drawings was a risk it willingly and


openly assumed" and MasTec "has no breach of con-
tract action against [El Paso] on this basis."


The trial court agreed. The trial court found, in perti-
nent part, as follows:


El Paso Field Services, L.P.[,] moved for judgment


on the ground that no jury issue was submitted
against it, and the Court is of the opinion that El
Paso Field Services, L.P.[,] is entitled to judgment.


Therefore, it is ORDERED, ADruDGED, and


DECREED that [MasTec] take nothing against El
Paso Field Services, L.P.Ðg


[MasTec] filed a motion for entry of judgment on
the jury verdict. [El Paso South N] filed a motion
for entry of judgment ... the Court finds that the


Contract at issue in this case between [MasTec] and


[El Paso] (admitted into evidence as Defendants'
Exhibit 1) is clear and unambiguous. This Contract
allocates the risk of any additional cost incurred
because of foreign pipeline crossings to [MasTec].
The Court therefore grants [El Paso's] motion (a) for
judgment non obstante verdicto and (b) to disregard


certain jury answers. The jury's answers to Ques-
tions I and 3 in the court's charge are immaterial and


are disregarded. It is accordingly ORDERED,
ADruDGED, and DECREED that [MasTec] øke
nothing against [El Paso] on its claim for additional
compensation under the Contract. Because of this


ruling, MasTec is not entitled to recover any of its
attomeys' fees incuted in the prosecution of its
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breach of contract claim against [El Paso].


MasTec moved to "vacaie, modifr , conect, or reform"


the judgment and, alternatively, for a new trial. The


trial court denied MasTec's motion. This appeal en-


sued.


Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict


In its sole issue, MasTec contends that the trial court


erred by granting JNOV in favor of El Paso.


Thejury found that El Paso failed to exercise the due


diligence it promised in the Contract with regard to


locating underground foreigr pipelines. El Paso


moved for JNOV on the ground that the jury's fnding
was immaterial because "Mastec's own contractual


representations and commitments conclusively prec-


lude any recovery based on this finding." The trial
court agreed, holding that the Contract allocates the


risk of any additional cost incurred because of foreign
pipeline crossings to MasTec. On appeal, MasTec


contends that the trial court's interpretation of the


Contract rendered the due diligence provision a nullþ
and improperly shifted all the risks associated with
those crossings to MasTec. Vy'e consider whether the


Contract conclusively precludes recovery.


A. Standard of Review


*13 l-l[2l A trial court may disregard a jury finding
and enter a judgment notwithstanding the verdict
("JNOV") if the finding is immaterial or if there is no


evidence to support one or more of the jury findings


on issues necessary to liabilþ. See TEX.R. CIV' P.


301; Tiller v. Mclura l2l S.W.3d 709. 713
(Tex.2003); Spencerv. Eqgle Star Ins. Co. ofAm" 876


S.W.2d 1 54. 1 57 (Tex. 1994) ; Williams v. Briscoe. 137


S.W.3d 120. 124 (Tex.App.-Houston Ilst Dist.l 2004.


no pet.). A question is "immaterial" when it should not


have been submitted to the jury, it calls for a finding
beyond the province of the jury, such as a question of
law, or when it was properly submitted but has been


rendered immaterial by other findings. Se. Pipe Line


Co. v. Tichacek. 997 S.W.2d 166. 172 (Tex.1999\;


Soencer. 876 S.W.2d at 157 .


[3] When, as here, a trial court specifies the ground


upon which it grants a JNOV, an appellant need only
challenge the ground relied upon by the trial court.
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Voskamp v. Arnolív. 749 S.W.Zd ll3. ll8
(Tex.App.-Houston [lst Dist.] 1987. writ denied).


However, the appellee may assert on appeal the


grounds that it alleged in its motion for JNOV, but that


were not relied upon by the trial court, to attempt to


vitiate the jury's verdict. TEX.R.APP. P. 38.26);
TEX.R. CIV. P. 324(c); Voskamp' 749 S-W-2datll8.


B. Governing Principles of Law


t4lt5lt6ll7lt8ll9l In construing a written contract, the


primary concern is to ascertain and give effect to the


parties' intentions as expressed in the document. Frost
Nat'l Bankv. L & F Distribs.. Ltd.. 165 5.W.3d310.
311-12 Oex.2005). We considerthe entire writing atd
attempt to harmonize and give effect to all the provi-


sions of the contract by analyzing the provisions with
reference to the whole agreement' Id. at 3l2.We
presume that the parties intended for every clause to


have some effect. Heritage Res.. Inc. v. NøtionsBank'


939 S.W.2d I18. 121 (Tex.1996). No single provision


is given controlling effect. J.M' Døvidson' Inc' v.


Webster. 128 5.W.3d223.229 ffex.2003\. We give


terms their plain, ordinary and generally accepted


meaning unless the instrument shows that the parties


used them in a technical or different sense' Nøtions-


Bank. 939 S.W.2d at l2l. We construe contracts


"from a utilitarian standpoint bearing in mind the


particular business activity sought to be served," and


"will avoid when possible and proper a construction


which is unreasonable, inequitable, and oppressive."


Frost Nat'l Bank 165 S.W.3dat3l2 (quotingReillttv.
Rangers Mgmt., Inc.. 727 S'W.2d 527. 530


(Tex.1987)1.


F0ll-l 1l If, after the pertinent rules of construction are


applied, the contract can be given a definite or certain


legal meaning, it is unambiguous, and we construe it
as a matter of law. I-çl Transcon. Gas Pipeline Corp.


v. Texaco. Inc.. 35 S'W.3d 658. 665


(Tex.App.-Houston llst Dist.l 2000. pet' denied)


(holding that "[i]f the contract is unambiguous, the


court must enforce the conffact as written"). However,


if the meaning of the contract remains uncertain or is


susceptible to more than one reasonable interpretation,


it is ambiguous. Nat'l Union Fire Ins' Co. v. CBI In-
dus.. Inc.. 907 S.W.2d 517. 520 $exj995\; Coker v.


Coker. 650 S.W .2d 391. 393-94 (.Tex.7983).


*14 Il2ll-13'll'14lF5l Whether a contract is ambiguous


is a question of law to be determined "by looking at
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the contract as a whole in light of the circumstances


present when the contract was entered." Coker' 650


S.W.2d at 394. Only when a contract is first deter-


mined to be ambiguous may the courts consider the


parties' interpretation and admit extraneous evidence


to determine the true meaning of the instrument' Nat'l
Union Fire Ins. Co.907 S.W.2dat520. An ambiguity


does not arise simply because the parties advance


conflicting interpretations of the contract. Forbau v'


Aetna Life Ins. Co.. 876 S.W '2d 132.134 (Iex-1994\.


A court may conclude that a contract is ambiguous


even in the absence of such a pleading by either patty.


Sage St. Assocs. v. Northdale Constr. Co., 863 S.W '2d
438.445 (Tex.1993).


C. The Applicable Contract Provisions


MasTec directs us to Specifications LP-5 and LP-17 of
the Contract, which it contends specifically address


foreign crossings and provide that El Paso "will have


exercised due diligence in locating" the crossings, as


follows:


2. COMPANY FOREIGN LINE AND UTILITY
CROSSINGS


[El PasoJ will hove exercised due diligence in lo-
cating foreign pipelines and utility line crossings'


However, the contractor shall confirm the location


of all such crossings and noti$ the owner prior to
any ditching activity in the vicinity of the cross-


ings....


2. FOREIGN LINE AND UTILITY CROSSINGS


lùt Pasol will have exercised due diligence tnlo-
cating foreign pipelines and/or utility line crossings'


However, the Contractor shall confirm the location


of all such crossings and notiff the owner prior to
any HDD activþ in the vicinity of the crossings.


Contractor shall be responsible for all damages to


foreign pipelines and/or utility line crossings during


HDD operations. Contractor shall repair damaged


foreign pipelines and/or utility line crossings to


original or better condition and meet Company ap-


proval. In all cases, foreign pipelines, utility line
crossings and/or structures take precedence over


Company tolerances.
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Specif,rcations LP-5, -17 (emphasis added)'


The plain language of Specifications LP-5 and LP-17


reflects that El Paso made affirmative assurances that


it had exercised "due diligence" in locating foreigrt


crossings. The provision further expresses that the


parties intended that MasTec "confirm the location of
all such crossings" prior to actually ditching in the


vicinity of those crossings and that MasTec notiff
each foreign crossing owner prior to digging in the


vicinþ of their crossing. (Emphasis added.)


We do not furd any place within the four corners of the


Contract that the term "due diligence" is defrned.


When a contract term is not defined, it will be given its


plain, ordinary, and generally accepted meaning,


DeWitt Counlv Elec. Co-op.. Inc. v. Parlts' I S.W.3d


96. 101 (Tex.1999), unless the instrument shows that


the parties used it in a technical or different
sense. NationsBank. 939 S.W.2d at l2l. The Texas


Supreme Court has held, "The term 'diligence' is


relative and incapable of exact definition. Its meaning
must be determined by the circumstances of each case'


Reasonable diligence has been defined as such dili
gence that an ordinarily prudent and diligent person


would exercise under similar circumstances.... It is


usually a question of fact." Strickland v. Lake' 163


Tex. 445. 448. 357 S.W .2d 383. 384 (I ex.l962),; s ee


Wheeler v. Methodist Hosp.. 95 S.W.3d 628. 637


(Tex.App.-Houston [lst Dist.] 2002. no pet.) (stating


that whether pafy has exercised "due diligence" is


question offact).


*15 U6ll"l7l Here, El Paso's assurances that due di
ligence will have been exercised in locating foreign


crossings is reasonably construed as meaning that the


steps that an ordinarily prudent and diligent person


would exercise under similar circumstances will have


been performed. What those steps entail and whether


they were performed in this case is a question of fact.


See Strickland. 163 Tex. at 448.357 S'W'2d at 384'.


Wheeler. 95 S.W.3d af 637: see also Oxoco Explora-
tion & Prod. Inc. v. Arrowhead Drilling Corp-' No.
A14-86-181-CV. 1986 WL 11603. at x2


(Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.l Oct. 16. 1986. no pet')
(mem. op.) (holding that whether due diligence was


exercised in drilling contract was fact issue for jury to
resolve under circumstances presented).


[18] Here, the jury found that El Paso failed to "exer-
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cise[ ] due diligence in locating foreign pipelines


and/or utilþ line crossings." El Paso moved for
JNOV on the grounds that "[t]he fact that MasTec


encountered more underground pipeline crossings


than were shown on the drawings was a risk it wil-
lingly and openly assumed" under the Contract. El
Paso directs us to Articles 2.1,7.1(e),8.1(a)(7), and to


Exhibir B-1.


Article 2.1 states, in relevant part, as follows:


[MasTec] agrees, at its cost, that it shall (except as


otherwise provided for in the Contract or Drawings)
fumish all necessary materials, supplies, labor,


tools, equipment superintendence, apparatus and


machinery, including without limitation, transpor-


tation and all other items necessary to perform the


Work for the construction and completion....


The plain language of this provision reflects that


MasTec promised to fumish, at its cost, the items


necessary to perform the work, "except as otherwise'"


Hence, MasTec's obligation to perform the work for a


lump sum is subject to excePtions.


Articles 7.1(e) and S.1(a)(7) a¡e similar. erticle 7.1(e)


provides that


[MasTec represents] [t]hat its duly authorized rep-


resentative has visited the site of the Work, is fa-


miliar with the local and special conditions under


which the Work is to be performed and has corre-


lated the on site observations with the requirements


of the Contract and has fully acquainted itself with
the site, including without limitation, the general


topography, accessibility, soil structure, subsurface


conditions, obstructions and all other conditions
pertaining to the Work and has made all investiga-


tions essential to a full understanding of the diffi-
culties which may be encountered in performing the


Work, and that anything in this Contract or in any


representations, statements or information made or


fumished by [El Paso] or any of its representatives


notwithstanding, [MasTec] assumes full and com-


plete responsibility for any such conditions per-


taining to the Work, the site of the Work or its sur-


roundings and all risks in connection therewith...'


Article 8.1(a)(7) provides that
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[MasTec] represents that it has had an opportunity
to examine, and has carefully examined, all of the


Contract documents and has fully acquainted itself
with the Scope of Work, design, availabilþ of
materials, existing facilities, the general topoga-
phy, soil structure, substructure conditions, ob-


structions, and all other conditions pertaining to the


Work, the site ofthe Work and its surroundings; that


it has made all investigations essential to a full un-


derstanding of the difficulties which may be en-


countered in performing the Work; and that any-


thing in any of the Contract documents or in any


representations, statements or information made or


fumished by [El Paso] or its representatives not-


withstanding, [Mastec] will regardless of any such


conditions pertaining to the Work, the site of the


Work or its sunoundings, complete the Work for the


compensation stated in this Contract, and pursuant


to the extent of [MasTec's] liability under this


Contract, assume full and complete responsibility
for any such conditions pertaining to the Work, the


site of the Work or its sunoundings, and all risks in
connection therewith. In addition thereto, [MasTec]
represents that it is fully qualif,red to do the work in
accordance with the terms of this Contract within
the time specified.


*16 Articles 7.1(e) and S.1(a)(7) each provide that


MasTec represented that it was "familiar with" or had


"frrlly acquainted itself with" the work and the site.


The meaning of the language "is familiar with" and


"has fully acquainted itself with," as used in the Con-
tract, is not immediately clear. The plain, ordinary,
and generally accepted meaning of the terms "famili-
ar" and "acquaifìted," however, reflects an intent that a


representative of MasTec develop at least some per-


sonal knowledge of the work and of the site. See


Pørfrs. I S.W.3d at 101 (stating that terms not defined


in contract are given plain, ordinary, and generally


accepted meaning). With regard to underground for-
eign crossings, nothing in this language suggests that


the parties intended that MasTec, at the time of con-


tracting, have actually ascertained on its own the


number and location ofunderground foreigrr crossings


along El Paso's 68-mile pipeline corridor'


By contrast, other language in article 8.1(aX7) speci-


fies that MasTec was to have "carefully examined" all
of the Contract documents. The clear intent expressed


by this language is that the parties intended to place


strong emphasis on that which was contained in "all of
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the Contract documents." The Contract documents


include alignment sheets created by a professional


engineering frm, purporting to reflect the number and


location of underground foreign crossings, along with
express written assurances by El Paso that due dili-
gence was exercised in developing the Specifications


it gave to MasTec regarding the number and location


of underground foreign crossings.


Both articles 7.1(e) and 8.1(a)(7) provide that MasTec


was to have conducted "all investigations essential to a


full understanding" of the work. The intent reasonably


deduced from this language, when read in light of El
Paso's assurances at LP-5 and LP-17 regarding foreign


crossings and the professional drawings, is that Mas-


Tec was to conduct any remaining investigations that


it deemed necessary with regard to formulating its


overall understanding of the work. It is not reasonable


to conclude that the parties intended that an "essential"
investigation include a highly impractical, complete


re-investigation of the Specifications El Paso had


already provided regarding 68 miles of its own exist-


ingundergroundpipelne and corridor. See Frost Nat'l
Bank. 165 S.W.3d at 312 (stating that "[w]e construe


contracts from a utilitarian standpoint, bearing in mind


the particular business activþ," and avoid unrea-


sonable constructions); see also Hollerbach v- United


States. 233 IJ.5. 165. 172. 34 S.Ct. 553. 556. 58 L.Ed'
898 (1914) (stating that owner's specifications re-
garding character of underground material was matter


upon which owner might be presumed to speak with
knowledge and authority, and concluding that con-


tractor was not required to undertake investigation to
prove falsþ of owner's specifications). Moreover, it is


reasonable to conclude that El Paso's assurances


would effectively thwart an in-depth re-investigation
by MasTec.


*17 This conclusion is supported by other language in
Article 7.1(e), which states that MasTec was simply to


have "correlated" its "on site observations" with the


Contract. (Emphasis added.) The clear intent ex-


pressed by this language is that MasTec was to ob-


serve the site-that is, to view it by sight-and to com-


pare what it saw with what was provided in the Con-


tract.


Although articles 7.1(e) and 8.1(aX7) include the


terms "substructure conditions" and "obstructions,"
these provisions do not expressly include underground


foreign crossings. By contrast, LP-5 and LP-17, dis-
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cussed above, contain specific assurances concerning
"foreign crossings."


Turning to Exhibit B-1, "Contractor's Proposal," pa-
ragraph I provides that MasTec agreed to


[flurnish all labor, equipment and materials as de-


scribed in the Specifications for all Work necessary


to perform the following applicable Work as shown
on the Drawings, including but not limited to:
loading, hauling, unloading, storing, clearing, ex-
cavating, including rock if encountered, cutting and


beveling of pipe; installing pipe or valves, where
required; removing pipe or valves, where required;
welding (including tie-in and transition welds, if
required); coating, repairing coating, furnishing and


installing padding when applicable; installing con-
crete supports; blow-offs, bypasses, bolting, bracing
hydrostatic testing of completed assemblies, paint-
ing of newly installed piping assemblies and


cleanup.


The plain language of this paragraph reflects that
MasTec's promise to fumish all labor, equipment and


materials, specifically with regard to tie-ins, applies to
that which is "described in the Specifications" and


"shown on the Drawings."


Exhibit B-1 at paragraph 15 provides that


[a]ny Work required to complete installation of the


new pipeline but not shown as a pay item is no less


included in the scope of work for installation of the


new 8-inch Butane Shuttle pipeline and is included
in [MasTec's] lump sum proposal. Just because an


item of Work is not specifically identified, does not
mean such Work is not included in [MasTec's]
scope of Work. Any item of Work [MasTec] knows
is required for completion of the installation but not
specifically identified is to be included in [Mas-
Tec's] Lump Sum Proposal.


This paragraph reflects that any item not shown as a


pay item "is included in the lump sum proposal," but it
is qualifiedby "[a]ny item of Work [MøsTec] Ivtows is


required for completion...." (Emphasis added.)


So far, articles 2.1,7 .l(e),8.1(a)(7) and Exhibit B-1,
read together and in light of the entire Contract, evi-
dence an intent that MasTec's responsibilities under
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the Contract with regard to unidentified foreigrt
crossings were to be subject to El Paso's Specifica-


tions, Drawings, and assurances under the Contract.


However, articles 7.1(e) and 8.1(a)(7) also provide


that, "notwithstanding" any information in the Con-


tract or statements made by El Paso, MasTec "as-


sumes full and complete responsibilþ" for the site


conditions and the associated "risks," and will "com-
plete the work for the lump sum stated in the Con-


tract." This language suggests an attempt by El Paso to


disavow its assurances of due diligence at LP-5 and


LP-17 and its qualifuing language in articles 2.1,


7.1(e), 8.1(a)(7) and Exhibit B-1. No single provision
is given such controlling effect. See Webster. 128


S.W.3dat229.


*18 In addition, construing the "notwithstanding"
language to require MasTec to disbelieve El Paso's


Specifications regarding the number and location of
underground crossings, to ignore El Paso's assurances


under the Contract that it exercised due diligence in
developing its Specif,rcations, and to independentþ
determine, at the time of contracting, El Paso's degree


of error along 68 miles of El Paso's own existing un-
derground pipeline is, we think, an unreasonable


construction. Again, we construe contracts "from a
utilitarian standpoint bearing in mind the particular


business activþ sought to be served," and "will avoid
when possible and proper a consffuction which is


unreasonable, inequitable, and oppressive." -Frost


Nat'l Bank. 165 S.W.3d at 3 12.


El Paso contends that the caselaw supports construing


the "notwithstanding" language in light of the
pre-bid-investigation and lump sum provisions of the


Contract as placing the risk of differing or unexpected


site conditions on MasTec as a matter of law. To the


contrary, MasTec contends that the caselaw supports


that it is not, by the inclusion ofsuch language, prec-


luded from recovery as a matter of law.


D. The Risk of Differing or Unexpected Site Con-
ditions


MasTec directs us fo Shintech Inc. v. Group Con-


sfrzcfors, 1nc.. 688 S.W.2d 144. (Tex.Apo.-Houston


ll4th Dist.l 1985. no writ), and IT Corporation v.


Motco Site Trust Fund, 903 F.Supp. 1106


(S.D.Tex.1994).
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In Shintech. the court allowed a contractor to recover
for damages in spite of a site inspection clause and the


contractor's assumption of risk under the contract.


Shintech Inc., 688 S.W.2d at 151. There, owner
Shintech engaged a contractor, Group, to finish an


industrial plant expansion. Id. at 147 . Group submitted
a lump sum bid to "furnish all labor, construction
services, and supplies necessary," which was ac-


cepted. Id.


During the project, Shintech allegedly interfered with
the eff,rciency of Group's work. Group sued Shintech,


asserting, inter alia, that Group incurred expenses


based on Shintech's "eccessive design errors, changes,


and extra work orders." Id. at 147-48 (emphasis add-


ed). The trial court rendered judgment in favor of
Group. Id. atl48.


On appeal, the court recognized that a contractor is


entitled to recover from an owner for losses due to
delay and hindrance of its work if it proves ( l) that its
work was delayed or hindered, (2) that it suffered
damages, and (3) that the owner was responsible for
the act or omission that caused the delay or hindrance.
,Id Shintech complained that, in the contract, Group
had assumed the risk of delays and hindrances as


follows: "Having fully acquainted itselfwiththe work,
the site of the work, its surroundings and all risk in
connection therewith, the contractor assumes full and


complete responsibility for completing the work for
the compensation and within the time provided...." 1d.


at 151 (emphasis omitted). The court rejected Shin-
tech's theory, stating that it found no evidence that
Group had knowledge of defective specifications prior
to beginning its work. Id.In addition, the court found
that the Shintech contract also provided, o'Upsets of
[the construction schedule] causedby acts ofthe client


[Shintech] or those over which he controls causing


undue expense on the contractor [Group] shall be for
the owner's [Shintech's] accowt." Id. atl48 (emphasis


omitted).


*19 Here, like the contractor n Shintech, MasTec
agreed to supply all services, labor, and materials
necessary under a lump sum contract; MasTec agreed


to inspect the site and to assume responsibilþ for
timely completing the work for the agreed compensa-


tion; MasTec later discovered excessive errors in the
specifications provided by El Paso; and MasTec did
not have knowledge of the defective specifications
prior to beginning its work. Also, the Contract herein
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provides at A¡ticle 4.6, "COMPENSATION FOR
DELAYS IN PERFORMANCE OF WORK,'section
b, "For delays in the performance of the Work atüi-
butable to [El Paso], it is agreed that the compensation


and/or amounts due [MasTec] in full and complete


settlement of such delays shall be as follows: [various
lump sum settlement or reimbursement options]."
Hence, there is some evidence in the Contract of intent
to allocate to El Paso those expenses that cause


MasTec delay and that are athibutable to El Paso.


MasTec also directs usto IT Corporation, a case from
the southern district of Texas.903 F.Supp. at 1106.


There, the Environmental Protection Agency required
Monsanto to perform remedial action at Monsanto's


hazardous waste site. Id. at llll. Monsanto sent to
contractors a request for proposal and scope of work
("bid documents") that included technical data con-


cerning the chemical \üaste at the site, as prepared by
Monsanto's consultants. Id. Aletter accompanying the


bid documents stated that the waste characteristics
were "for information only and will not establish the


basis for qualiffing bids, quantities, methods, com-
positions, etc. We feel that sufficient information is
available to allow a responsible, experienced con-


tractor to provide a lump sum bid for the service re-
quired...." Id. at lll7. The bid documents specified


that on-site incineration was to be the primary re-
medial method employed. Id. atllll.


Although the letter accompanying the bid documents


stated that the waste characteristics given were for
information only, the proposed bid format stated that
the information shown in the specifications "shall be


used" in determining the lump sum price; that the


"data is based upon test results by an independent


consultant and is considered reliable"; that the con-


tractor should include a "suitable contingency based


upon the contractor's experience"; and that "no cost


adjustments will be allowed for surface debris quan-


tities different from those noted." Id. at 1ll7'18.


Contractor ITC visited the site, obtained waste sam-


ples, performed limited testing, and submitted its
lump-sum bid with a signed statement that it was


familiar with the site. 1d. at 1111. ITC was awarded


the contract. Id.


The contract defined the scope of work as follows:


The "Work" to be performed by Contractor under
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this Agreement shall consist of furnishing all per-


sonnel, supervision, services, field labor, materials,
tools, equipment, supplies and all things required
for the necessary design, engineering, construction
of facilities and all associated services to properly


complete the Remedial Action in strict accordance


with the Project Scope of V/ork....


*20 Contractor shall provide all labor, material,
equipment and supervision required to complete the


remediation....


Id. at 1119. The Scope of Work section in the bid
documents and the contract included extensive tables


and maps describing the geologic and hydrologic
characteristics ofthe site. Id.


During the work, ITC discovered that the waste cha-


racteristics were not as Monsanto had specified in the


bid documents. Id. at llll-l2.ITC notified Monsanto
that ITC could not reasonably have discovered the
errors until ITC had performed extensive work at the


site and that these differences had a drastic impact on


efficiency of incineration and costs. Id. at lIl2.ITC
claimed that it could not do the work for the price it
bid because the work was not as represented by
Monsanto. .Id Monsanto refused to consider ITC's


claims until ITC completed a "trial burn." 1d. ITC
continued to work under the contract while the parties


negotiated. The parties were unable to find compro-
mise, and ITC suspended its work. 1d.


ITC sued Monsanto for, inter alia, breach of contract,
alleging that ITC had been forced to discontinue work
because Monsanto had misrepresented the site condi-
tions. The jury returned a verdict in favor of fTC' Id.


On appeal, Monsanto contended that any misrepre-
sentation in the bid documents was not a breach of the


conhact. Id. at lll5 . The court disagreed, holding that
Monsanto had made assertions concerning the cha-


racteristics of the waste that were materially false and


that ITC, although it had not investigated the accura-


cies of the characteristics described in the bid docu-
ments, was not estopped from asserting a breach of
confact claim. Id. at 1115-16.


In addition, Monsanto argued that the contract placed


the risk of the site conditions on ITC, that ITC had


assumed the risk by veri$ing with its bid that it was


familiar with the site conditions, and that ITC was
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estopped by its investigation from complaining about


any misrepresentations in the RFP. Id. at 1116. Mon-
santo further argued that, as a matter of law, the con-


tract placed the risk of differing or unexpected site


conditions on the contractor, required the contractor to


investigate the site prior to bidding, and that the con-


tractor directed his own work under the contract. /d.


ITC did not dispute that it was required to perform the


contract for a lump s:um.. Id. at lll7.ITC asserted,


however, that the contract did not require it to bear the


risk that the bid documents misrepresented the nature


and amount of the work to be performed. 1d.


The court considered whether, in a lump sum contract


in which the contractor has had a right to inspect the


site before bidding, the risk that the owner's specifi-
cations are inaccurate or inadequate to perform thejob
falls on the contractor as a matter of law. Id. at 1120.


The court concluded that it does not. Id. at1126-27.


ln IT Corp.. as does El Paso in the case before us, the


appellee-owner relied on Lonergan v. San Antonio
Loan & Trust Co, l0I Tex. 63. 104 S.W . 106l (.1907\,


and Emerald Forest Utilitv District v. Simonsen Con-


struction Co.. 679 S.W.Zd 5l (.Tex.App.-Houston


ll4th Dist.l 1984. writ refd n.r.e.), to support its
contention that the risk falls on the contractor. 1Z


Corp., 903 F.Supp. at 1120.


*2lln Lonereanv. San Antonio Loan & Trust Co.' the


Supreme Court of Texas held that a contractor was not


excused from performance under a contract to build a
house even though the plans and specifications that
were prepared by the owner's architect proved to be


defective. 101 Tex. 63. 104 S.W. 1061. 1065 (190î.
After the nearly completed house collapsed, the con-


tractor abandoned the job, and the owner sued for
breach of contract. Id. at 1062. The contractor ans-


wered that the house collapsed because the plans and


specifications were defective. Id. The court held that
the contractor was not excused from his contractual


obligations to build the house because the owner was


not in a better position than the confactor to discover


the inadequacies in the plans and there was no express


or implied contractual language that would justiff a


conclusion that the parties intended that the owner be


liable. Id. at 1066.


ln Emerald Forest Utilitv District v. Simonsen Con-


struction Companv. the contractor agreed to construct
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an underground sewer system according to plans fur-
nished by the owner. 679 S.W.2d 51. 52


(Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.l 1984. writ refd
n.r.e.). The instructions to bidders had provided for
independent investigation of the work site and stated


that the submission of a bid was to be "conclusive
evidence" that the contractor was "fully acquainted


and satisfied" with the quality and quantity of work.


Id. at 53. During construction, the contractor encoun-


tered "very wet sand conditions." Id. at 52. There was


testimony that an alternate "wet sand construction
method" should have been applied. Id. After the con-


tractor completed the work, the sewer lines failed. 1d.


The owner sued the contractor. Id. A jury concluded
that the lines failed because the design provided by the


owner was insufficient. Id. The court examined the


contract and held that the owner had not expressly or


implicitly promised that the plans provided were suf-


ficient for the work.Id. at 53.


The IT Corp. court, holding in favor of ITC, con-


cluded that the case before it did not present a situation
similar to those involved 'tn Loneraan or Emerald
Forest because the contractor did not have the same


opportunity or ability as the owner to gather informa-


tion about the site and to judge the sufficiency ofthat
information before submitting its bid. 903 F'Supp. at


1120-21,1123.


Here, as n IT Corp.. El Paso's bidding instructions
provided that "[t]he Contractor's bid shall be based on


the Contract documents as issued, without modifica-
tion," that "significant exceptions to the provisions of
the Proposed Contract documents may cause rejection
of the bid," and that "[t]he Scope of V/ork is believed
to be complete)' See id. at 1111. 1117-18. 1125. As


with the contractor n IT Corp.. MasTec visited the


site, submitted a lump-sum proposal, and represented


that it was "familiar" with the site. ,See id. at Illl.
Also as the contractor encountered n IT Corp.' itwas
during performance of the work that MasTec discov-


ered the errors in El Paso's specif,tcations and such


errors could not reasonably have been discovereduntil
extensive work was performed. See id. at llll'12.
Also similarly, MasTec sued El Paso for breach of
contract, and the jury returned a verdict in favor of
MasTec. See id. at lll2-I3. Further, similar to the


owner in IT Corp., El Paso argues that the contract
placed the risk of differing or unexpected site condi-


tions on MasTec, as the contractor, that the contract


required MasTec to investigate the site prior to bid-
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dirg, and that MasTec assumed the risks by


representing that it was "familiar" with the site con-


ditions. See id. at1115-16.


*22 As n IT Corp.. however, MasTec was not in as


good a position as El Paso, as the owner of the Project,


to gather critical information concerning underground


foreign crossings in El Paso's own pipeline corridor
and to judge the sufficiency of the alignment sheets


that El Paso provided as a basis for MasTec's bid' El
Paso owned the existing pipeline and the easements


along the right-of-way, as well as a second pipeline in
the same corridor. In addition, El Paso had access to


its "one call" catalog, the contact information for area


landowners, and the alignment sheets on its other


pipeline. Further, the parallel pipeline owned by Va-
lero, which was purchased from El Paso, had align-


ment sheets showing most of the plastic lines.


Further, as was the court rn IT Corp., we are bound by
the holding of the United States Supreme Court in
Holterbach v. United States. 233 U.S. 165.34 S.Ct'


553. 58 L.Ed. 898 (1914), which was decided on


similar facts and is cited by MasTec.


In Hollerbach. the United States Supreme Court held


that the contractor before it was not precluded from


recovering his additional expenses when he discov-


ered, during construction, deficiencies in own-


er-provided specifications in a contract that also re-


quired a pre-bid, independent investigation of the
jobsite by the contractor. Id. at 172.34 S.Ct- at 556'


There, the contractor, Hollerbach, contracted with the


government to remove and rebuild a river dam. Id. at


16'7.34 S.Ct. at 554. The contract specifications pro-


vided, inter alia, that "[t]he dam is now backed for
about 50 feet with broken stone, sawdust, and sedi-


ment to a height of within 2 or 3 feet of the crest, and it
is expected that a cofferdam can be conskucted with
this stone...." Id. at 168.34 S.Ct. at 554.In addition,


"[t]he excavation behind the dam will be required to
go to the bottom...." Id. The contract also provided, "It
is expected that each bidder will visit the site of this


work, ... and ascertain the nature of the work, the


general character of the river as to floods and low
water, and obtain the information necessary to enable


him to make an intelligent proposal." Id. The contract


fr¡rther provided,


It is understood and agreed that the quantities given


are approximate only, and that no claim shall be
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made against the United States on account of any


excess or deficiency, absolute or relative, in the


same. Bidders ... are expected to examine the maps


and drawings in this office, which are open to their
inspection, to visit the locality of the work, and to


make their own estimates of the facilities and dif-
ficulties attending the execution of the proposed


contract, including local conditions, uncertainty of
weather, and all other contingencies.


Id. at 167.34 S.Ct. at 554.


During construction, Hollerbach discovered that the


dam was not backed with broken stone, sawdust, and


sediment, as stated in the specifications. Id. at 168.34
S.Ct. at 554. Rather, the backing was composed of
"soft, slushy sedimenf' on top and a "cribwork' of
"sound logs filled with stone" underneath. Id. Thettial
court refused recovery of the additional expenses


Hollerbach incurred to complete the project. Id. aÍ


169. 34 S.Ct. at 554.


*23 The Supreme Court reversed, concluding that the


specifïcations assured the contractor of the character


of the material-a matter upon which the owner "might
be presumed to speak with knowledge and authority."
Id. at 172. 34 S.Ct. at 556. The Court further ex-


plained,


We think this positive statement of the specifica-
tions must be taken as true and binding.... We think
it would be going quite too far to interpret the gen-


eral language of the other paragraphs as requiring
independent investigation of facts which the speci
fications furnished by the [owner] as a basis of the


contract left in no doubt. If the [owner] wished to
leave the matter open to the independent investiga-
tion of the claimants, it might easily have omitted
the specification as to the character ofthe [site]'... In
its positive assertion of the nature of this much of
the work it made a representation upon which the


claimants had a right to rely without an investiga-
tion to prove its falsitY.


rd.


Here, like the owners n IT Corp. and Hollerbach' El
Paso made affirmative assurances in its Specifications
directly bearing on the nature and amount of work to
be performed. El Paso wrote into its Contract that due


diligence was exercised in locating the foreign cross-
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ings on El Paso's alignment sheets-a matter upon


which El Paso might be presumed to speak with
knowledge and authority. See Hollerbach,233 U '5. at


172.34 S.Ct. at 556. ("In its positive assertion of the


nature of this much of the work it made a representa-


tion upon which the claimants had a right to rely
without an investigation to prove its falsity."). As in
Hollerbach. if El Paso had wished to leave open the


matter of foreign crossings to the independent inves-


tigation of MasTec, El Paso could have simply left the


due diligence provision out ofthe Contract. See id. at


172.34 S.Ct. at 556.


[1911201 In sum, the caselaw demonstrates that a


contractor is not precluded, as a matter of law, from
recovering against an owner, under a breach of con-


tract theory, for defective specif,tcations, notwith-
standing lump-sum and pre-bid investigation provi-
sions in the contract, if the owner was in a better po-


sition to know whether its specifications were suffi-
cient for its intended scope of work and the contract
evidences that the owner made positive assurances


concerning the reliabilþ of those specifications. ,See


id. at l'72.34 S.Ct. at 556: IT Corp., 903 F'Supp. at


ll2T-27.ÐjJlBven when the contract places the risk of
differing or unexpected site conditions on the con-


tractor, the contractor is not, as a matter of law, re-
quired to bear the risk "that the bid documents mi-
srepresent the nature and amount of the work to be


performed." See IT Corp.,903 F.Supp. at 1125.


Hence, here, MasTec's "own contractual representa-


tions and commitments" do not "conclusively prec-


lude any recovery" on the jury's finding that El Paso


failed to exercise its promised due diligence under the


Contract in locating its underground foreigrr pipelines.


We conclude that the jury's findings in Questions One


and Three axe not immaterial. Cf, Tichacek' 99'l


S.W.2d at 172 (stating that trial court may disregard
jury answer and enter judgment notwithstanding the


verdict ifjury frnding is immaterial). We hold that the


trial court erred by granting a JNOV in favor of El
Paso.


*24 Accordingly, we sustain MasTec's sole issue.


CONCLUSION


V/e hold that the trial court erred by granting judgment


notwithstanding the verdict on MasTec's breach of
contract claim. We reverse the trial court's judgment
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as to this claim and remand for entry of judgment


consistent with the jury's verdict and for the assess-


ment of attorney's fees in favor of MasTec.


Justice JENNINGS, dissenting.
TERRY JENNINGS, Justice, dissenting.
The majority erroneously reverses the trial court's
judgment notwithstanding the verdict rendered in
favor of appellee, Enterprise South Texas, L.P., for-
merly known as El Paso South Texas, L.P. ("El Paso")
in the suit of appellant, MasTec, Inc., against El Paso


for breach of a contract. Accordingly, I respectfully
dissent.


The underlying facts of this case are undisputed. After
El Paso had purchased a 68-mile long pipeline that had


been constructed in the 1940s, it decided to remove it
and construct a new one to carry butane. El Paso so-


licited bids from several pipeline contractors for the


project, which was to be completed within 60 days for
a lump-sum price. MasTec then submitted its bid,
which was far lower than any other bid made by the


other contractors.


In its contract with El Paso, MasTec agreed,


... at its cost, Íhat it shall (except as otherwise pro-


vided for in the Contract or Drawings) fumish all
necessary materials, supplies, labor, tools, equip-
ment superintendence, apparatus and machinery,
including without limitation, transportation and all
other items necessqry to perþrm the Work '.'.


(Emphasis added.) As noted by the majority, MasTec
agteed to perform "everything necessary to complete,
satisff, and discharge all Work and obligations im-
posed on [it] connected with the performance of the
'Work," including, the following:


Furnish all labor, equipment and materials as de-


scribed in the Specifications for all Work necessary


to perform the following applicable Work as shown


on the Drawings, including but not limited to:
loading, hauling, unloading, storing, clearing, ex-
cavating, including rock if encountered, cutting and


beveling of pipe; installing pipe or valves, where


required; removing pipe or valves, where required;
welding (including tie-in and transition welds, if
required); coating, repairing coating, furnishing and


installing padding when applicable; installing con-
crete supports; blow-offs, bypasses, bolting, bracing
hydrostatic testing of completed assemblies, paint-
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newly installed piping assemblies and


Any Work required to complete installation of the


new pipeline but not shown as q pay item is no less


included in the scope of workfor installation of the


new 9-inch Butane Shuttle pipeline and is included
in [MasTec'sJ lump sum proposal. Just because an


item of Work is not specifically identified, does not
meøn such lVork is not included in [MasTec'sJ
scope oJWork. Arry item ofWork [MasTecJ knows is


required for completion of the installation but not
specifically identified is to be included in [Mas-
Tec'sl Lump Sum Proposal.


*25 @mphasis added.) ln the contract, MasTec


represented that
... its duly authorized representative has visited the


site of the Work, is familiar with the local and spe-


cial conditions under which the Work is to be per-


formed and has correlated the on site observations


with the requirements of the Contract and has fully
acquainted itself with the site, including without
limitation, the general topography, accessibility,
soil structure, subsurface conditions, obstructions


and all other conditions pertaining to the Work and


has made all investigations essential to a full un-
derstanding of the difficulties which may be en-


countered in performing the Work, and that any-
thing in this Contract or in qny representations,


statements or information made or furnished by [El
Pasol or any of its representatives notwithstanding,


[MasTec] assumes full and complete responsibility


for any such conditions pertaining to the Work, the


site of the Work or its surroundings and qll rislrs in
connection therewith ...


(Emphasis added.) MasTec further represented that
... it has had an opportunity to examine, and has


carefully examined, all of the Contract documents


and has fully acquainted itself with the Scope of
rWork, design, availability of materials, existing fa-
cilities, the general topography, soil structure, sub-


structure conditions, obstructions, and all other


conditions pertaining to the Work, the site of the


'Work and its surroundings; that Í has mqde all in-
vestigations essential to afull understandìng ofthe
dfficulties which mry be encountered in perþrming
the Work; and that anything in arry of the Contract


ing of
cleanup.
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documents or in any representqtions, statements or
information made or furnished by [El Paso] or its
representatives notwithstønding, [Mastec] will re-
gardless of any such conditions pertaining to the


Work, the site of the V[/ork or its surroundings,
complete the Work for the compensation stated in
this Contract, and pursuont to the extent of [Mas-
Tec'sJ liability under this Contract, assumefull and
complete responsibility for arry such conditions
pertaining to the Work, the site of the Work or its
surroundings, and all risl<s in connection therantith.


In addition thereto, [MasTec] represents that it is
fully qualified to do the work in accordance with the


terms of this Contract within the time specified.


(Emphasis added.)


The bottom line is that MasTec, for a lump-sum price,


agreed to perform all work necessary to complete
construction of the new pipeline. MasTec represented


that "notwithstanding" anything in the contract, or any


representations made by El Paso, MasTec had "made
all investigations essential to a full understanding of
the difficulties which may be encountered" in com-
pleting the project. Moreover, MasTec assumed "full
and complete responsibility" for "all risks" in con-
nection with the project.


In its sole issue to this Court, MasTec contends that
the trial court erred in concluding that "the contract
shifted the risk of cost associated with unidentified
foreign crossings to MasTec." It argues that, despite


the above express terms of the lump-sum contract, the


trial court erred in granting El Paso's motion for
judgment notwithstanding the verdict because "the
confiact obligated El Paso to 'exercise[ ] due diligence
in locating foreign pipelines' before any work began


thereby assuring bidders li ke Mastec that the for-
eign-crossing information El Paso provided was rea-


sonably accurate and reliable." (Emphasis added.)


*26 There are two statements made in t\ryo "Con-
struction Specifications" attachments to the contract
that El Paso "will hove exercised due diligence in
locating foreign pipelines" and utility line crossings.


@mphasis added.) MasTec and the majorþ mista-


kenly label these statements of fact as "due-diligence
provisions." MasTec essentially argues that because


El Paso did not exercise due diligence in locating such


foreign crossings, MasTec incurred considerable un-
foreseen expenses in completing the project and, thus,
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El Paso breached the contract by failing to compensate


MasTec for these expenses above the agreed upon


lump-sum price. The majorþ agrees with MasTec'


In holding that the trial court erred in rendering its
judgment notwithstanding the verdict, the majorþ
concludes that El Paso breached the contract by failing
to exercise due diligence in locating foreign crossings


and not providing such information to MasTec. The


majority reasons that the jury's finding that El Paso


breached the contract was not immaterial because


... [A] contractor is not precluded as a matter of law
from recovering against an oìüner, under a breach of
contract theory, for defective specifications, not-
withstanding lump-sum and pre-bid investigation
provisions in the contract, if the owner was in a
better position to know whether its specifications


were sufficient for its intended scope of work and


the contract evidences that the owner made positive


assurances concerning the reliabilþ of those spe-


cifications.... Even when the contract places the risk
of differing or unexpected site conditions on the


contractor, the contractor is not, as a matter of law,
required to bear a risk that the bid documents mi-
srepresent the nature and amount of the work to be


performed.


(citations omitted).


In support of its reasoning, the majority relies upon


Hollerbøch v. United States. 233 U.S. 765.34 S.Ct'
553. 58 L.Ed. 898 (1914); IT Corporation v. Motco
Site Trust Fund, 903 F.Supp. 1106 (S.D.Tex'1994);


and Shintech Inc. v. Group Constructors, Inc.' 688
S.W.2d 144 (Tex.App.-Houston Il4th Dist.ì 1985" no
writ). These cases aÍe simply not applicable because,


here, the parties expressly agreed in no wtcertain
terms that MasTec bore "all risks" of dealing with
unanticipated conditions. Such express language, as


noted by the court tn IT Corporation. is controlling:


[I]f the owner is in a better position than the con-


tractor to assess the site conditions, and if there is


language in the contract that will justify the court in
concluding that the parties intended 14 the parties


can place on the owner the risk ofunexpected site


conditions, even in a lump sum contract.


903 F.Supp. atll27 (emphasis added).
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In placing the responsibility for the expenses incurred


in working with and around the foreign crossings on


El Paso, the majority relies upon the two statements


made in the two "Construction Specifications" at-


tachments that El Paso "will høve exercised due dili-
gence in locating foreign pipelines" and utilþ line
crossings. (Emphasis added.) However, these state-


ments of fact are not "due diligence provisions." El
Paso's representations that, prior to the execution of
the contract, it "will have" exercised due diligence in
locating foreign pipelines cannot be read as imposing


any contractual obligation upon El Paso to do anyttring
furttrer to locate foreign pipelines after the execution
of the contract by the parties. In fact, El Paso had,


prior to soliciting bids, hired a survey company to map


the route of the pipeline, and the company tried to
locate the foreign crossings. Because detecting un-


derground plastic and fiberglass pipe is virtually im-
possible, the company could not guarantee the accu-


racy of its survey. Nor did El Paso. It gave no positive


assurance at all regarding the number or location of
foreign crossings.


*27 Ow primary concern in construing a written con-


tract is to ascertain and give effect to the intent of the


parties intentions as expressed in the contract. Frost
Nat'l Bankv. L & F Distribs., Ltd.. 165 5.W.3d310.
311-12 (Tex.2005). We must "consider the entire
writing and attempt to harmonize and give effect to all
of the provisions of the contract by analyzing the


provisions with reference to the whole agreement." Id.


at 312. Also, we must presume that the parties in-
tended for every clause to have some effect' Heritage
Res.. Inc. v. NationsBank. 939 S.W.2d ll8. 121
(Tex.l996).


Here, El Paso clearly wanted all work on the pipeline


project to be performed for a lump-sum price. The


contract in no way placed upon El Paso the burden to


locate foreign crossings and provide that information
to MasTec. MasTec agreed to perform all work ne-


cessary to complete construction of the new pipeline


for a lump-sum price. Moreover, MasTec represented


that "notwithstanding" anything in the contract, or any


representations made by El Paso, MasTec had "made
all investigations essential to a full understanding of
the difficulties which may be encountered' in com-
pleting the project.


Oliver Wendell Holmes warned, "In most contracts
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men take the risk of events over which they have


imperfect or no control." Ferry v. Ramse.v.277 U'5.
88.95. 48 S.Ct. 443. 444.72L.Bd.796 (1928\: This
admonition is perfectly illustrated by MasTec's as-


sumption of "full and complete responsibilþ" for "all
risks" in connection with the project. I would hold that


El Paso did not breach the contract "by failing to ex-


ercise due diligence" and that the trial court did not err


in rendering its judgment notwithstanding the verdict


in favor of El Paso. Accordingly, I would ovelrule


Mastec's sole issue and affirm the judgment of the


learned trialjudge.


FNl. "Foreign crossings" are obstacles that


cross the pipeline right-of-way-such as other


pipelines, utilities, roads, rivers, fences,


wells, cables, and concrete structures.


FN2. Although MasTec was asked to bid on


the end of the segment of this line, that lying
between Midway Station and Nueces Bay,


the work on that segment was considered


"Optional" (in that it was "to be performed


by [MasTec] at [El Paso's] sole discretion")
at the time of the bid proposal. The segment


constituted new construction that depended


on whether El Paso could successfully ac-


quire the necessary right-of-way easements.


Ultimately, MasTec performed this work.


FN3. Pursuantto paragraph I of specification
LP-17, the acronym "HDD" means horizon-
tal directional drilling.


FN4. The Contract specifies that the pipeline


must be operational by August 15, 2003. The
jury heard testimony that El Paso faced ow-
ing penalties to a third pafty of up to
$250,000 per day if the deadline was not met'


FN5. According to the record, "one call" is a


centralized notification system in Texas that
began in the 1990s. Every utilþ line that
goes into the ground 16 inches or greater


must be reported when the line is being laid.


The contractor makes one call which notifies
all the registered, affected pipeline operators


in the area that they have 48 hours to send out
a representative to be "on site" while new
pipeline is laid over theirs. The representa-


tive records the new pipeline information in
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his own catalog for future reference with
regard to repair or replacement of his own
line.


FN6. The record reflects that El Paso sold


this pipeline to Valero.


FN7. The record does not reflect that MasTec
pursued its fraud claim.


FN8. El Paso's counterclaim for $104,687.09
in expenses it claims it incurred for items that
were part of MasTec's scope of work is not
part ofthis appeal.


FN9. Appellees explain in their brief that the


parties to the Contract at issue are MasTec,
Inc., a¡rd Gulfterra South Texas, L.P.,flUaBl
Paso South Texas, L.P. MasTec sued El Paso


Field Services, L.P., andGulfterra. Appellees


assert that El Paso Field Services, L.P' "was
not a party to the contracf' and direct us to


the fïnal judgment, which states that "no is-


sues were submitted against El Paso Field
Services, L.P. and MasTec took nothing from
it." El Paso points out that "MasTec assigns


no error to that part of the Final Judgment."
As such, the issue is not before us. We note,


however, that Et Paso Field Services is listed


as an appellee in this aPPeal.


FNl0. Referred to in the judgment as Enter-
prise South Texas L.P. El Paso explains that


the second defendant, Gulfterra, "is now
known as Enterprise South Texas, L.P." be-


cause the pipeline was sold by an El Paso


affiliate to an affiliate ofEnterprise Products


Corporation. Enterprise is not listed as an


appellee in this appeal.


FNll. MasTec also directs us io Ciw of
Bwtownv. Bqvshore Constructors. Inc.' 615


S.W.2d 792 Oex.Civ.App.-Houston Ilst
Dist.l 1980. writ refd n.r.e.). In Baytown, the


court concluded that the failure ofan owner


to provide correct or adequate plans and


specifications as axe necessary to carry out


the work required by a contract constitutes a


breach ofthe contract. Id. at793: but see In-
terstate Contractine Corp. v. Citv o-f Dallas'
407 F.3d 708. 720-21 (5th Cir.2005) (con-
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cluding that Supreme Court of Texas would


require contractual language indicating an


intent to shift the burden or risk to owner to


find an owner breached contract by providing
defective plans and also questioning reason-


ng n Ba.vshore. which relies on cases in
which contracts indicated such intent).


Tex.App.-Houston Il Dist.],20 10.


MasTec North America, Inc. v. El Paso Field Services,


L.P.
--- S.W.3d ----,2010 WL 1839908 (Tex'App.-Hous.


(1Dist.)


END OF DOCUMENT
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Justice JENNINGS. dissenting.
TERRY JENNINGS, Justice, dissenting.
The majority erroneously reverses the trial court's
judgment notwithstanding the verdict rendered in


favor of appellee, Enterprise South Texas, L.P., for-
merly known as El Paso South Texas, L.P. (.'El Paso")


in the suit of appellant, MasTec, Inc., against El Paso


for breach of a confract. Accordingly, I respectfully


dissent.


The underlying facts of this case are undisputed. After
El Paso had purchased a 68-mile long pipeline that had


been constructed in the 1940s, it decided to remove it
and construct a new one to carry butane. El Paso so-


licited bids from several pipeline contractors for the


project, which was to be completed within 60 days for
a lump-sum price. MasTec then submitted its bid,
which was far lower than any other bid made by the


other contractors.


In its contract with El Paso, MasTec agreed,


... at its cost, that it shall (except as otherwise pro-


vided for in the Contract or Drawings) fumish alt
necessary materials, supplies, labor, tools, equip-


ment superintendence, apparatus and machinery,


including without limitation, transportation and' all
other items necessary to perþrm the Work .-..


(Emphasis added.) As noted by the majorþ, MasTec


agreed to perform "everSrttring necessary to complete,


satisff, and discharge all Work and obligations im-
posed on [it] connected with the performance of the
'Work," including, the following:


Furnish all labor, equipment and materials as de-


scribed in the Specifications for all Work necessary


to perform the following applicable Work as shown


on the Drawings, including but not limited to:


loading, hauling, unloading, storing, clearing, ex-


cavating, including rock if encountered, cutting and


beveling of pipe; insølting pipe or valves, where


required; removing pipe or valves, where required;


welding (including tie-in and fiansition welds, if
required); coating, repairing coating, fumishing and


installing padding when applicable; installing con-


crete supports; blow-offs, bypasses, bolting, bracing


hydrostatic testing of completed assemblies, paint-


ing of newly installed piping assemblies and


cleanup.


Any Work required to complete installation of the


new pipeline but not shown as a pay item is no less


included in the scope of workfor installation of the


new 9-inch Butane Shuttle pipeline and is included


in [MasTec'sJ lump sum proposal. Just becquse an


item of Work is not specifically identified, does not


mean such Work ß not included in [MøsTec'd
scope ofWork Any item ofWork [MasTec] knows ß
requiredfor completion ofthe installation but not


specifically identified is to be included in [Mas-
Tec'sl Lump Sum ProPosø|.


*25 @mphasis added') kr the contract, MasTec


represented that
... its duly authorized representative has visited the


site of the Work, is familiar with the local and spe-


cial conditions under which the Work is to be per-


formed and has correlated the on site observations


with the requirements of the Contract and has fully
acquainted itself with the site, including without
limitation, the general topography, accessibilþ,
soil structure, subsurface conditions, obstructions


and all other conditions pertaining to the Work and


has made all investigations essential to a full un-


derstanding of the diffrculties which may be en-


countered in performing the Work, and that arry-


thing in this Contract or in øny representations,


statements or information made or furnished by [El
Pasol or any of its representøtives notwithstanding,


[MasTec] assumes full ønd complete responsibility


for any such conditions pertaining to the Worh the


site of the Work or its surroundings and all rislç in


connection therqtith ...


@mphasis added.) MasTec further represented that


... it has had an opportunity to examine, and has


carefully examined, all of the Contract documents


and has fully acquainted itself with the Scope of
Work, desþ, availabilþ of materials, existing fa-


cilities, the general topography, soil structure, sub-


structure conditions, obstructions, and all other


conditions pertaining to the Work, the site of the


V/ork and its surroundings; that ff has made all in-


vestigations essential to afull understanding of the


dfficulties which may be encountered in performing


the Work; and that anything in any of the Contract
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documents or in any representations, statements or


information made or furnished by [El PasoJ or its
repr es entat iv es notw ithstanding, I Mastec] w ill r e-


gardless of any such conditions pertøining to the


Work, the site of the Work or its surroundings,


complete the Work þr the compensation stated in


this Contrqct, and pursuant to the extent of [Mas-
Tec'sl liabitity under this Contract, assumefull and


complete responsibility for any such conditions
pertøining to the llork, the site of the Work or its
surroundings, and all risl<s in connection therewith.


In addition thereto, [MasTec] represents that it is


fully qualified to do the work in accordance with the


terms of this Contract within the time specified.


(Emphasis added.)


The bottom line is that MasTec, for a lump-sum price,


agreed to perform all work necessary to complete


construction of the new pipeline. MasTec represented


that "notwithstanding" anyttring in the contract, or any


representations made by El Paso, MasTec had "made


ali investigations essential to a full understanding of
the difÍrculties which may be encountered" in com-


pleting the project. Moreover, MasTec assumed "full
and complete responsibility" for "all risks" in con-


nection with the Project.


In its sole issue to this Court, MasTec contends that


the trial court erred in concluding that'the contract


shifted the risk of cost associated with unidentified
foreþ crossings to MasTec." [t argues that, despite


the above express terms of the lump-sum contract the


trial court erred in granting El Paso's motion for
judgment notwithst¿nding the verdict because "the
contract obligated El Paso to 'exercise[ ] due diligence


in locating foreign pipelines' before any work began


thereby assuring bidders li ke Mastec that the for-


eign-crossing information El Paso provided was rea-


sonably accurate and reliable." (Emphasis added.)


*26 There are two statements made in two "Con-
struction Specifications" attachments to the contract


that El Paso "will have exercised due diligence in


locating foreign pipelines" and utility line crossings.


@mphasis added.) MasTec and the majority mista-


kenly label these statements of fact as "due-diligence
provisions." MasTec essentially argues that because
-ft p^o did not exercise due diligence in locating such


foreigrr crossings, MasTec incurred considerable un-


foreseen expenses in completing the project and, thus,


El Paso breached the conüact by failing to compensate


MasTec for these expenses above the agreed upon


lump-sum price. The majorþ agrees with MasTec.


In holding that the trial court erred in rendering its


judgment notwithstanding the verdict, the majority
toniludes that El Paso breached the contract by failing


to exercise due diligence in locating foreign crossings


and not providing such information to MasTec. The


majority reasons that the jury's furding that El Paso


breached the contract was not immaterial because


... [A] contractor is not precluded as a matter of law


from recovering against an owner, under a breach of
contract theory, for defective specifications, not-


withstanding lump-sum and pre-bid investigation
provisions in the contract, if the owner was in a


better position to know whether its specifications


were sufficient for its intended scope of work and


the contract evidences that the owner made positive


assurances concerning the reliability of those spe-


cifications.... Even when the contract places the risk
of differing or unexpected site conditions on the


contractor, the contractor is not, as a matter of law,


required to bear a risk that the bid documents mi-


srepresent the nature and amount of the work to be


performed.


(ciøtions omitted).


In support of its reasoning, the majority relies upon


Hollerbach v. United States. 233 U.S. 165.34 S.Cf'


553. 58 L.Ed. 89S (1914); IT Corporøtion v. Motco


Site Trust Fund, 903 F.Supp. 1106 (S.D.Tex-I99Ð;


and Shintech Inc. v. Group Constructors. Inc.' 688


S.1ù/.2d 144 (Tex.App'-Houston [14th Dist.l 1985. no


writ). These cases are simply not applicable because,


here, the parties expressly agreed in no uncertain


terms that MasTec bore "all risks" of dealing with


unanticipated conditions. Such express language, as


noted by the court in IT Corporøtion, is confrolling:


[I]f the owner is in a better position than the con-


tractor to assess the site conditions, and if there is


language in the contract thatwilliustfy the court in


concluding that the parties intended it, the parties


can place on the owner the risk of unexpected site


conditions, even in a lump sum contract.


903 F.Supp. at ll27 (emphasis added).
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In placing the responsibility for the expenses incurred


in working with and around the foreign crossings on


El Paso, the majority relies upon the two statements


made in the two "Construction Specifications" at-


tachments that El Paso "will hqve exercised due dili-
gence in locating foreign pipelines" and utility line


crossings. @mphasis added.) However, these state-


ments õf fact are not "due diligence provisions." El


Paso's representations that, prior to the execution of
the conftãcq it "will have" exercised due diligence in


locating foreign pipelines cannot be read as imposing


any contractual obligation upon El Paso to do anything


further to locate foreign pipelines after the execution


of the confiact by the parties. In fact, El Paso had,


prior to soliciting bids, hired a survey company to map


the route of the pipeline, and the company tried to
locate the foreigrr crossings. Because detecting un-


derground plastic and fiberglass pipe is virtually im-
possible, the company could not guaxantee the accu-


iacy of its survey. Nor did El Paso. It gave no positive


assurance at all regarding the number or location of
foreigrr crossings.


*27 Ow primary concerr in construing a written con-


tract is to ascertain and give effect to the intent of the


parties intentions as expressed in the contract ' Frost
Nat'.l Bqnkv. L & F Distribs.. Ltd.. 165 s.w.3d3I0-
311-12 (Tex.2005). We must "consider the entire


*titiog and attempt to harmonize and give effect to all
of the provisions of the contract by analyzing the


provisions with reference to the whole agreement'" Id.


àt gtZ. Also, we must presume that the parties in-


tended for every clause to have some effect. Heritage


Res.. Inc. v. NationsBank. 939 S.W.Zd ll8. L2I
lTex.1996).


Here, El Paso clearly wanted all work on the pipeline


project to be performed for a lump-sum price. The


èonttu"t in no way placed upon El Paso the burden to


locate foreign crossings and provide that information


to MasTec. MasTec agreed to perform all work ne-


cessary to complete construction of the new pipeline


for a lump-sum price. Moreover, MasTec represented


that "notwithstanding" anything in the conûact, or any


representations made by El Paso, MasTec had "made


af investigations essential to a full understanding of
the difficulties which may be encountered" in com-


pleting the project.


Oliver Wendelt Holmes warned, "In most contracts
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men take the risk of events over which they have


imperfect or no control." Ferry v' Rqmsq'"?7] U'S'


88'. 95. 48 S.Ct. 443. 444,72 L.Ed. 796 (1928\: This


admonition is perfectly illustrated by MasTec's as-


sumption of "full and complete responsibility" for "all
risks" in connection with the project. I would hold that


El Paso did not breach the contract "by failing to ex-


ercise due diligencd' and that the trial court did not err


in rendering its judgment notwithst¿nding the verdict


in favor of El Paso. Accordingly, I would ovemrle


Mastec's sole issue and affrm the judgment of the


leamed trial judge.


${ [ "Foreign crossings" are obstacles that


cross the pipeline right-oÊway-such as other


pipelines, utilities, roads, rivers, fences,


wells, cables, and concrete structures.


FN2. Although MasTec was asked to bid on


the end of the segment of this line, that lying


between Midway Station and Nueces Bay,


the work on that segment was considered


"Optional" (in that it was "to be performed


by [MasTec] at [El Paso's] sole discretion")


at the time of the bid proposal. The segment


constituted new construction that depended


on whether El Paso could successfully ac-


quire the necessary right-of-way easements'


Ultimately, MasTec performed this work'


FN3. Pursuantto paragraph I of specification


LP-17, the acronym "ÉIDD" means horizon-


tal directional drilling.


FN4. The Contract specifies that the pipeline


must be operational by August 15, 2003. The


jury heard testimony that El Paso faced ow-


ing penalties to a third party of up to


$250,000 per day ifthe deadline was notmet'


FN5. According to the record, "one calf' is a


centralized notification system in Texas that


began in the 1990s. Every utility line that


goes into the ground 16 inches or greater


must be reported when the line is being laid'


The contractor makes one call which notifies


all the registered, affected pipeline operators


in the area that they have 48 hours to send out


a representative to be "on site" while new


pipeline is laid over theirs. The representa-


iive records the new pipeline information in
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his own catalog for future reference with
regard to repair or replacement of his own


line.


FN6. The record reflects that El Paso sold


this piPeline to Valero.


FN7. The record does not reflect that MasTec


pursued its fraud claim.


FN8. Et Paso's counterclaim for $104,687.09
in expenses it claims it incurred for items that


were part of MasTec's scope of work is not
part of this aPPeal.


FN9. Appellees explain in their brief that the


parties to the Contract at issue are MasTec,


Inc., and Gulftena South Texas, LP.,flklaBl
Paso South Texas, L.P. MasTec sued El Paso


Field Services, L.P., andGulfterra. Appellees


assert that El Paso Field Services, L.P' "was


not a pafy to the contract" and direct us to


the final judgment, which states that "no is-


sues were submitted against El Paso Field
Services, L.P. andMasTec took nothing from
it." El Paso points out that "MasTec assigns


no error to that part of the Final Judgment'"


As such, the issue is not before us. We note,


however, that El Paso Field Services is listed
as an aPPellee in this aPPeal.


FN10. Referred to in the judgment as Enter-


prise South Texas L.P. El Paso explains that


ihe second defendant, Gulfterra, "is no\M


known as Enterprise South Texas, L.P." be-


cause the pipetine was sold by an El Paso


affrliate to an affiliate of Enterprise Products


Corporation. Enterprise is not listed as an


appellee in this aPPeal.


FNll. MasTec also directs us to Cilv of
Bqvtownv. Bqvshore Constructors' Inc', 615


S.W.2d 792 (Tex'Civ.Aop.-Houston [1st


Dist.l 1980. writ refd n.r.e.). In Baytown, the


court concluded that the failure of an owner


to provide correct or adequate plans and


specif,tcations as are necessary to carry out


the work required by a contract constitutes a


breach ofthe contract. Id. at793: but see In-
terstqte Contracting Corp. v. Cilv of Dallas'
407 F.3d 708. 720-21 C5th Cir.2005) (con-


cluding that Supreme Court of Texas would


require contractual language indicating an


intent to shift the burden or risk to owner to


fmd an owner breached contractby providing


defective plans and also questioning reason-


ing in Bøvshore' which relies on cases in


which contracts indicated such intent).


Tex.App.-Houston Il Dist.],2010.
UastéCNorth America,Inc. v. El Paso Field Services,


L.P.
--- S.W.3d ----,2010 WL 1839908 (Tex.App'-Hous'


(1Dist.))


END OF DOCUMENT
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Counr or APPeeLs FoRTHE


Fnsr DlsrRlcr oF Texes er Housro¡t


ONNNN ON MOTION FOR ETT BE¡{C CONSMERATION


Case number: 0l-07-003 19-CV


Style: MasTec North America, Inc. and MasTec, Inc. v. El Paso Field Services, L'P' and
- J 


Gulfterrø south Texas, L.P. f/tr/a El Paso south Texas, L.P.; on appeal from the 334th


District court, Harris county, Texas (trial court oauç9 2004-39579)


Date motion filed: June 9,2010


pa¡y filing motion: El Paso Field Services, L.P. and Gulftena South Texas, L.P. flWa El Pæo


South Texas, L.P.


It is ordered that the motion for en banc consideration is denied.


Judge's signature: Laura C. Hielev
Acting for the En Banc Court


En banc cou¡t consists of Chisf Justice Radack and Justices Jennings, Keyes, Alcalq Hanks,


Higley, Sharp, and Massengale.


A majority of the justices of the Court voted t9 deny the motion for en banc reconsideration'


Chief Justicc Radack and Justice Atcala dissent, without opinion, from the denial of en banc


consideration.


Justice Bland not Particþating--


Date: JulY 16" 2010
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cor{tRAcT NO. E?N_PL03-011
. 


STATIONAND LAND PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION COI{TR.ACT


TIìIS CONfR.âCT ("Contracf'), trrade and entered into this 29ln day of May, 2003, by and ber$,een
El Paso South lexas. L.P*, a Delaware corporation, whose.address is 1001 Louisiana Stee¡. ilouston. Texas
p,.heteináfterreferred to as "Company,l'and Mætec, whose addresr it
100 Houstgn. Texas-77043 a¡rd who is autho¡ized and licensed to do businæs in the St"t" of T"*^, h"r"i*ft ,
refened to as "Contractot'';


WITNES S ETH:


.fhaq for and in consíderadon of payments, covenanb and agreemenß teiein¿*e, set forth, Company and' contracto¡ do hereby contract, covenant and agree with each other as follows:


,åätrf,*åfr,
1.I DEFINITIONS


The following words and phræes shall have tþe meanings set out below unless the context clearly
dictates otherwise.


a) "Appliçable" as it relates to,laws, rules, regulations, orders, ordinances and permits, shall mean
pertinent to, or relating to, or governing the Contractor, the Conr¡actor's business, equipment or
.personnel, or the Work covered by this Contract.


b} ".Ctng." prfrs", ryaf .modify the Work within the general Scope of \Mork but rnay nqr change. th: Period of Perfoimahce or the terms and conditions of the ConnacL


c) "Contract" shall mean this instrument and atl Exhibits attached hereto and made a part he.reof,
inclirding without limitation, the Drawings and Specifications,


:


d) "Contact Amendments" are required to change the Scope of.\üork, Period of performance and


. Contract terms and conditions..


e) "Cgntract Compensation" shall mean the total amount to be paid ,o ,h" Cono*ror for all Work
performed hereunder. This a¡nount may be adjusted for extra'Work . a decrease in the Work aird
the like. This amount shall include, where applicable and lawful, all sales, use, gross receipts. and other taxes of like import.


Ð "Dt?wings".shall mean the approved plans, profiles,'t¡pical cross'sectiqns, general øoss' ' sections' work drawings and supplemental drawings or reproductions thereof, whlch show the
location, chæacter, d_T"ryig$t specifïóations aud details óf the rilork, whictr are a part of the
Contract and are listed in Exhibit ..D".
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g) "Governing Authcirity" shall mean thE Federal Government, any state, tenitory, county, political' subdivision or any other public authority where the Work und.eithis Contract is performed.


h) "specifieatioru" shall rrean the Speciñcations set forth as Exhiþit "C,,, the directions, provisions
and requirernents contained therein, or in a Special Provision as may be issúed or.made
pertaining to the method and manner of perfcirrüng the 'Work br for quantities and qualities of' materials to be furnished under the Contact.


' Ð 'VotH'shall mean any and all obligations, duties and responsibilities necessary to the successful
completion of the project undertaken by. the Conüactor under this Contãcq including ttre
furnishing of all labor, materiäls, equipment and servÍces reasonably incidental therco, and
where the context indicates ii may aßo refer to the physical rcsults of .the perforrna¡lce ôf such
obligations, duties and responsibilldes.


sr¿rrffiTJwom
2.1 scoPE oFwoRK


The Contractor agrees, at its cost, that it shall (except as otherwise provided for in ttie Contract or
Drawings) furnish.all necessary materials, supplies, Iabor, tools, equipmenÇ superintendence, apparatus
and machinery, including, without limitation, tansportation and all other items necessary to pirfor*
the'Work for the construction and completion of, and shall construct, install, complete, and dãliver to
the Company in a good and workrnanlike manner, in sftict compliance with the Contract and au
applicable laws, rulas, regulations, ordinances and permis; all of the'Work.set forth in Exhibit .,A,"


' "Scope of Work and Addendums" (attached hereto), all. in accordance with the provisions of this
ConEact.


Á.RTTCLE 3
PERIOD OF. PER.FORI\,IANCE


3.1 PERIODOFPERFORMA}üCE


The contractof agrees to start the work on or lbout !une!;200f and the It¡ork shall be finished and fully' cornpleted on October L. 2003; however, such Work shall be performed in accordance with the limitations and' conditions set forth in the letter agreement dated June 5,20A3 affaêhed to thii conrract found in Exhíbit ,,A,,


Scope and AdÅenium* The starting point or points of the \ffork may be {esigndted by the Company.


' ARrr q,E4 #,Ìrlrr "y 
:


COMPENSATION ,rI :F,,
. .4.T COMPENSATION


For and ín consideration of the performance of the '[Vo.rk Þy the ConEactor and subject to the terms and. conditions of this contract, the company'agees ûo Þay and thé, contractor agrees to accept
cornpensation as set forth in.the attached Exhibit'B-1," Contract f¡rice Schedule.


4.2 TINITPRiCES
. i.


. The unit prices shown in Exhibit 'Tì.1" cover and include ati tUe cansideration to.be received by the


.i¡,'i*i û1+!¡i.01
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4.3


ConEactor fror4 the Company for the Work including the installation of all appurtenances and
facilities whether or no[ specifically enumerated in Exhibit'ts-l" (except changes authorized under the
provisions of this Contract or in Contract Amendments) and shall cover and include, by enumeration
wiihout limitation, all supervision, laboç.material (except materia! to be furnished by tie Company),
use of equiprment furnished, overhead, profit, ta:ces, and all other costs aad expenses incuned by the


'ConEactor in the perfonnance of said Work, rvhether of the same or of a different nature from those
enumerated.


GOVERNMENTAL REGULATION AND tAW


I¡ the event the Contract price or prices or terms set fortil hereií, íncluding any changes Lut *"y U"
madeherein, viölate any valid law or any applicable schedule, regrdation, *le ot ordãr heretofore or
hereafter issued by the Federal Government or any state government or by enumeration withour
limitarion, by âny price-fixing governmental agency, the Contact price or prices shall be no more than
the maximum price perrritted by, and the terms shall be in accordance with, such law or govemmental


. 
schedule, regulation, nrle or o¡der.


The Co4tract Compensation shall cover and include the Contractor's enLire Compensation for payment
' of all fees and incurred charges.incident to the performance of the Work, exacte¿, tevie¿ or assàsied by


the Federal Government, any ståte, county or any political subdiVision of ary state and no additional
amount will be paid to the Conträcto¡ for or on account of ttr.e ConEactor's páyments of or liability for
any such fees. The Company shall pay the cost of any Federal, state, county or other govemmenüal
pemúts'for right-of-way fumished by the Comþany.


TÆ(ES


Contractor shall invoice Company for mateäal, labor,'freight and sales and/or use tax as separate items.
' When permitæd by state law, the Company rnay provide the Contractor wit'h a Direct payment permit,
exemption certificate or eguivalent certificate. When such permit or certificate is so providdd, the
ConEactor shall not include's'¿¡les and/or use ta¡res in the total Ínvoice(s) amount and the Cämpany shall
iemit any such taxes due directly to the taxing authority.
'When such pemrit or certificate is not provided by ttre Company, üre Contractor agrees to pay and remit to
the appropriate state and local taxing jurisdictisns all sales, use, gross receipts, compensaSng and
tansaction privilege taxes on the Compensation specified in this Contract, and the Coutãctor agrees ro
indemníiy and hold Company harmless from any a¡d alt liability for such ta¡<es. The Company will
¡eparatetY reimbufse Contractor for'all such applicable taxes, and Contactor agrees to provide the
information necessary for Cbmpany to verify the tøres to be reimbursed to Conractoi. Witir respect to.
Work performed in Arizona, Conractor shall be deemed the agent, of Company to the extent that
Contractor procttres equipment or material.


I¡ no event shall Company reimburse Contractor for taxes (1) in ex'cess of those calculated taking into
account all deductíons and exemptions available to Contracûor under state law, or (2) paid by Contractor
to a state or local taxing jurisdiction more than th¡ee (3) monttrs after completion of the IVork.
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In the event Company reimburses Coutractor for taxes, invoice(s) shall itemize the sales and/or use ta:<
being charged. See the following ommples:


Exa:nple"A":


Examplê'13":


Texas State Sales Ta¡r @ 6.257o
Houston.City Sales Tax @ L,00Vo


Ilanis County Sales Ta,x @ Q.500?o
Houston MTA Sales fåx @ 0.500{o


I¡¡isiana Sales Tax @ 4.0070
Orleans Parish Sales Tax @ 2.5070
Ne.w Orleans City Sales Tax @ 2.507o


+
1..c., rse¡ ùl.tl{..i'.,:


:oor.>cr
)ofr.)ff
)ooilo(
)oo(Jo(


)ocx.x)(
)Õo(.)o(
)oo(.)o(


4.6


Contractor shall be registered for sales and u¡e taxes and be able te invoice sales and use tax in each
state where materials and services are used.


COMPENSATION FOR DELAYS IN PERFORMANCE OF'WORK


a) By Conhactor: 'All deiays in the performance of ihe TVork resulting from causes other tl¡a¡ those


J - attributable to Company shall be at the cost and expense of Conmctor. Where t}e Work involves
(1Ì' : j) coordination of schedules with other contactors on the site, Contractor shall use its best efforts to
V.,V minimize delay to the Work. It is further a.seed thal upon written réouest frnm Cnnl¡ernr/tt\u minimize delay to the work. It is further agreed rhal upon *irt* t=ques; ñ;äiË¿]";


tÑ\ Clmpany, at its sole discretion, may elect to extend this Contract for àn additional period egual to
' - I the arnount of time lost due to Company or due to a.cause which wouid.co¡stitute "force.m4ieurà'iasdefinedherein. fþT¡ft t "b) By Company; For clelays in ttre perfonnance of the Work atributable to Cómpany, it is agreed ttrat


the conipensation and/or amounts due Contractor in full and complete settlement of such delays
shall be as follows: .


L A lump sum settlement, inclusive of all ta,xes (stated separately), murually agreed upon by
. Company and Contractor; or


. 2. Reimbursement'at th.e hourly rates contained in Exhibit "B-2" herein, or if no specific rate is' listed in Exhibit "B-2," at rental ratæ prevailing in the area in whiôh the Work is being
perforrred for all construction equipment and tools owned'by Contractor which are placed in
'3tand-by''status as a resultof such delays; a¡rd/or


'3.. Reirnbursemeut at actual costs for all construction equipment a¡d tools rented from ttrird
parties, inclusive of taxes, which are placed iu a "stand-by" status aq a result of such delays;


. provÍded, however, such actual costs shall not e{ceed the cu¡rent rates prevailing in t}¡e area
where the Work is being perforrred; and, provided further, tt¡at a copy of alf such rental


ts are furnished Company; and/or


4. Reimbursement in'accordance wittr the rrrage rates shown in the attached Exhibit ,.8-2,. ior.
. contractor's laborplaced in a "stand-by" status as aresultofsuch delays.; and/or


5. Reimbursement of costs and expenses, inclusive of all taxes, incurred by Contractor for
subcontractors placed in a "stand-by'' status æ a result of such delays; and/oi


6. Reimbursernent of actual costs, exclusive of all taxes, incurred by Contractor æ a result of
' such delays for which Contracrcr is nÖt reimbursed by the terms of (2) through (5) above.
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.j
Company shall have t}e right to mitigate the au¡otmt of compensation.payable by it for deþs in the


' performance of the V/ork by requiring Contractor to dismiss from the'Work such labor, corutruction
. equipmeut and tools, and subcontractors as Company may in its discretion deem necessary


ARTICLE5
INVOICING AI\TD PAY:IVTENT


:


. 5.1 CONTRACTOR'S I}I\¡OICE


On or about the 5th and 20th of each month, during which part of the TVork was performed, the
. Contractor shall submit a progress invoice sþowing the Work done to date. Each invoice shall be


. referenced witir the project or activity description and with this Conhgct number.


Each invoice shall separate labor costs from materials,'supplies and instatlation costs and shall


. separateþ state any applicable sales and use taxes to.be paid.on such amounts.


a) All invoices shall be deiivered to the Chief Inspector 0n site or Company's representative, except
that the final invoice shall be sent to:
El Paso South Texas. L.P.
Four-Greenway Plaza- Room #362


"tioq$Sn. 
TexeCiTO'lÉ


Attentioni Lisa Dortch
. ;'.. '


,' 
''i b) All charges for goods and ser.vices procured from outside sources by ttre Contractor and billed to


': "r dne Company shall be supported by one copy of the vendor's paid invoice included with the
ConEactor's billing to the Company.. Markup on such invoices shall not exceed the amount


' siated in Exhibit 'B'-2," ConEactor's labor and eguipment rate schedule attached hereto, or


. fifteen'percent (15Vo), whichever is less. Travel and other incidental expenses shalt be


¡eimbursed to the Contractor at cost, without marlarþ.


. c) Tbe Contactor shall furnish the Company such backup and suppof rnaterials as the Company
shall request and as specifically required by the provision of this Contact entitled 'rAudif'.


5.2 PAYMENT


a) Within approximaæly thi¡ty days following receþt of invoices and approval by ttre Project


. Engineering'and/or Manager, the Company shall pay the Contractor ninety percent (907o) of the
Conrêct Comþensation for the portíon of such Work satisfactorily completed during such semi-


. nonthly period based on the unit prices contained in Exhibit "B-1".


b) Company shall retain an arnount equal ø ten percent (L07o) of all bittings. Retainage, with respect' to compensation for changes in Scope of Work items, if any, shall be ten percent (107o) of the total
Change Order amount.


5.3 FINALPAYI4ENT


The unpaid balance shall be paid to Conmctor when all tre following conditions have been met:


. I a) Satisfactory completion of all performance tests æ detaited in the Drawings, Scope of Iilorlq and
ConsËnrction Specifi cations;
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5.4


5.5


b) 
. 


Acceptance of \tr/ork by thq Company; and


c) Receipt of acceptable evidence by Company, inclgding Contractor's afËdavit and release
attached as E:<hibit 'F," that all bills for labor, supplias, equipmênÇ paynûent and performance
bonds, and other claims incurred by Contractor iri the perfonnance of the Work have been paid.


TJNPERFORMED OBLIGATIONS


Final Acceptance and payment shall not in any *"y ,"l"rr" the Contractor or any surety of.the' Contractor from any unperforrned obligations of the.Contrac! lncluding but.not limited to warranties,
compliance wíth the Specifications, liabilities fin which insuranðe is required or any other
responsibility of tire Contractor, including fhe payment of any and all fines and penalties assessed as' a
result of the Contractor's failure to comily with any applicable laws, rules, regulations, ordinances or
permits.


PAYMENT \ryITHHOLDING


Payment otherwise Ou! Uy the Company to the Conuactor may be withhäld bi rhe Company without
Payment of interest on account of defective work done and not remedied by the Cbntractor, thi fiüng of
claims or liens or evidence indicating the probable filing.of claims or liens against the Company oilhe
Work or failure of the Contractor to pay amounts when due for labor, servicés or material used by the
Contractor in.doiirg the Work or amounts due to the Contractor's subcontractors on the Work, or the
assessment of any fines or penaltigs against the Company as a resùlt of me Contractor's failure to
comply wittr any laws, rules, regulations, ordisances or permits. If and when the pause, or causes, for
withholding any such ilayment shall be remedied or re.moved and satisfactory eyrdence of such remedy
or removal has been presented to'the Company, the paymeàæ withheld shatl be promptly made to th; '


Contractor. trf the Contractor faiis or refuses to remedy or remove any cause for wittrt¡ol¿ing such
p_ayments within thirty (30) days after delivery of writænnotice to the Contrâctor Uy ne õompany, tne
Company may rer¡rgdy or remove the same or çause the same to be remedied or removed and may
dèduct the cosi thereof ftom the Contact Cornpensation. In .the. event such cost shall exceed the
balance of the Contract Compensation due, the Contractör and its suretiesi if any, shall be liable for and
shall pay tl¡e difference.to the Company.


AUDIT


a) Contractor shall maintain all boola and records, including supporting documentatíon, of all. .activities, costs and expenditures.incurred in such detail that all such costs and expenditures may
be readily computed and audited- Such reöords .strail Ue available to Company's agent or its
authorized representative from time to time and at reasonable times and places ttroùghout the' terrr of this Contract and for a period of three (3) yea¡s after final p"y*"oi or longer if required
by law. All billings from Contractör to Company shall be prepared by Contactoi at the site of
the 'Wo¡lg in accordance with Company's pfocedures. Contrabtor shall present its billings as
detáiled in Section 5.1.


b) Cost Based Prícing: Whe¡e Contractor performs any Work on a unit price, cost plus or time and
materials basil, Cõmpany's representatives shall, at all reasonabte time.s anA upon priornotice to
Contractor, have access to all Contractor's and subcontractor's personnei, books,. records,
correspondence, inStructions, plans, drawings, receipts, vouchers, financial accounts and
memoranda of every'description pertaining to the Work for the purposes of auditing and
verifying costs of the Work or for any other reaçonable purpose. Company's. represdntativæ


(t


i(ú1,1wü ll:{¡{Þü-
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shall'have the right to reproduce. any of .the aforesaid documents. Coinpany shall not havé ttre
right to audit the de¡ivation of Contractor's rates where such rates are estabiished as negotiâted' unit prices, or the data uied tò establish negotiated overhead, fee, profi! or otber r"t , *fuik ly
de¡ived and usually expressed in percentagas


. c) Lump Sryn Sicing: In the event lumtrt sum pricing eiements are included in rhis Contract (or apy
. Change Orders, a:nendments or modifications to this Contrac$ along with any unit price, cost


plus or time and materials items; or in .the event of any Change Ordeç amendment or
modÍfícation to this Contract, then the audit rights shall alsó extend to include Company's access
to all Contractor's and subconüactor'.s records pertaining to lump sum service in thi]sionnact or


. any Change Orders, amendments ormodifications to this Contract. These additional audit rights
.are provided to Company to ensure that the portions of the ll¡ork performed on a unit price, õost
plus and time and materials basis or performed under a Change Order, arnendment or' modifrcation to this Contract a¡e not beiugiharged with costs which ire by their naturb intended
ûo be covered by.lump sums under this Contract,


d) .Record Keepiirg: Contractor shall maintain all supporting data and accounting records required' pqrsuant to the Contract documents in accordance With generally accepted accounting principles.
Contractor shall preserve all of such documents for peúod of three (3) yearS after the comptãtion
and acceptance or terrnination of the Work'


e) Miscellaneous: Contractor will not charge for any costs incurred by it in assisting Company. with
audits pedorrned pursuant to this Articte. CónEactor's obligations under this Article shall
survive'the termination of this Contract.


"",É##å*lo'"
'6.1 COMPLETIONDATE


a) The compietion date. as to the whole of liVork, or as to any pafi thereo( shall be the earliest of the'
following four dates:


1. The. date on which the Company takes over.and beneficially occupies the Work or tire
respective portion thereof pursuant to a mutual agreement between the Company and the' Contractor;


2' The date on which ttre Company after a ¡easonable period of ti.me for testing the facitties
gives written notice to the Contractor ttrat in accordance with Article 30, thi facilities or
the respective pofion thereof are ready to be operated;


' 3. The date on which the Company has unreasonably withheld such notice to the Confrabtor
that the facilities are ready to baoperaæd; or


' 4. The date on which the Company termi¡ates the Cortactor's right to proceed with the'Work or the iespective portion thereof pursuant to the provisions of this Conhact entitied
"Terminafion," regardless of the causi of ærmination,


b) The w4rranty date stipulatéd ehewhere herein shall commence on such completion date. If any
Work r-emains to be done at the time that the Çompany takes over and beneficially occupies thä


7
ec./rset i):-rj¿-:).
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7.1


- Work or any portion thereof pursua:nt to such.mutual agfeement b'etween the Company and
Cnntracto¡ the Contractor shali, at the Company's option, either complete the remaining.Work
within a reasonable 'period of time or forego compensation for such remaining 'Work. The
Company shall not be obligaæd to take over a¡d dccupy any of the Work or to give notice to the
Contractor that any portion of the facilities are ready to be operated until the whole of'tt¡eWork
has been completed.


ARTICÍ,E 7.


REPRESEI{TATTONS, GUARAI\IIEES, IryAARANIIES, AND REMEDIES


REPRESENTATIONS AI.TD WARRANTIES


In adilition to any other represent¿tions and warranties contained in this Contract, the Contacgor
represents and wanants to the CompAny as an inducement to the'Company to execute this Contract,
which representations and warranties shall survive the èxecution aîrd delivery of'this ConEact, any
termination of this Contráct and the final completion of the Work:


That it and its subcontractors a¡e financially solvent, able to pay all debæ as they mâture and
possessed of sr¡fficient workíng capital to cbmplete the Work and perform all obligations
hereunder;


That it is able to furnish the tools, materials, supplies, equipment and labor required to complete
the Work and perform its obligations hereunder;


c) That it is authorized to do business in the state or states where the'Work is to be performed and
propeqly licensed by all necessaÐf governmental and public and quasi-public authorities having
jurisdiction over it and over the Work;


d) That Íts execution'of this Contract and its performance thereof is within its duty authorized
powè¡s;


That its duiy authorized representative has visited the site of the Work, is familiar with the local
and special conditions under ùhich the Work is to be performed and has correlated the on site
observations with the iequirements of the Conraêt and has fully acquainted itself with the site,
including without limitation, the general topography, accessibility, soil sûr¡cü¡re, subsurface
conditions, obstrubtions and atl other condiHons pertaining to the. 'Work and.has madé all


'investigations essential to a f¡ll understanding of the difñcultiei which may be encountered in
performing the Work, ar¡d that anything in tbis Contract or in any represèntations, statements or


. information made or furnished by lhe Company or any of its repræentatives notwithstanding, the
Contractor assumes fuII and complete responsibility for any such conditions pertaining to the
Work" the site of the Work or its surroundings and all risks in connection therewith;


That it possesses a high level of experience and expertise in the business, administration,
constnrction, consEuction management and superinte¡dence of projects of the size, complexiry
a¡rd nature of the Work and that it will perform thê Worlc with the care, skill'and diligence of
such a Contractor;


That the Contract is sufficiently complete and detailed for the Contractor to perform the Work
required to produce the restilts intended by the Contract and comply witl¡ all the requirements of
the.Contract; and


a)


b)


e)


E)


I
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7.2


7.3


h) Thaf the Work required by the ConracE including, without limitation, all construction details,
procedures and techniques necessary to perform the Work, use oJ materials, selection of' 


. equipment and requirements of product rxanufacturers are consistent \irith:


1. Good and sound practiçe.s within the construction indusEry; .


2. Generally prévaíling and accepted industry standards applicable to Work;


.3. Requirements of any warranties applicable to the Work; and


4. . All laws, ordinances, fegulations, rules, orders .and permits which bear upon ihr'
Contractor's. performance of the Tgork


SURVTVAL OF WARRA,NTIES


The foregoing warranties are in addìtion to, and not in lieu of, any and all other liability imposed upon
the Confractor by law rryÍth respect to the Contactor's duties, obligations and performancJhereunder.
The ConEactor's liabílity hereunde¡ shall survive the Company's final acceptance of and payment for '


the rffork. 'All 
representations and wairanties set forth in this-Connact, inciuding, withoui limitation,


those contained in this Article shall survive the final completion of'the Work or the eælier terminarion
of this Contract. The Contractor acknowledges that the Company ii relying upòn the Contractor's skill
and experience inconnection with the lVork called for hereunder.


PERFORMANCE TESÎS


a) Hydrostatic: Upon completion of the Work but þrior to operatioir of any of the equipment to be
installed hereunder, Contractor shall make hydrostatic tests of atl equipment. Such tests shall be
cón¿ucte¿ at pressures in accordance with the Company's Ma¡ual'of Engineering St*¿"t¿t
("UÍES'), Construction Speðiñcations, and Índusfiry codes and shall be of sufficient duraÍion to test
all welds. TVelds showing pin point lealcs at the prescribed pressure may be repaired by welding,


. but wglds showing general sweating shall be'removed and re-welded. After such tests, Contractctr
shall thoroughly cleSn'the va¡ious piping s¡'stems'as installed in the Work ar¡d shall pu¡'ge the'systems of all liquicis therein so as to temove dirt particles, welding, slag and other deleterious' 
substances from the systent"


b) X-Ray: In addition to the foregoing tests, Company shall, at iæ bosts and elrpensq have the right to
cause Conhactor to have X-ray tests performed by an independent X-ray company, åls selecæd by
Company, for the purpose of insuring one hundred percent (l007o) *"i¿s. Ûns.úsfactory welds
shall beremoved and replaced. ConFactor shall furnish Company with marked prints indicatingthe. locationofsuchtests. 


.


c) Testing: At any time prior to acceptance of the Worþ Company shalt also have ttre right to tæt or
. have tested all equipment and systems to be insølled hereunder. The method of æsting shall bé


mutually agreed upon by Company and ConEactor. I¡r the evenf thaf, in Company's judgme,nt, any .


equiþment or. system is'defective or .does not meet desþ conditions, ConEactor shall be
responsible for remedying said defect or deñciency, and, if necessary, shall reptace the eguipment
or systenl Paþent for such TVork shall be in accordance with ttre terms set forth herein,
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7.4


.:
GUARAIT{TEF^S


a) Materials: Contractor hereby guarantees'and warrants all materials o, ,oppli". furnished by it for
a period of, one (1) year after completion and acceptance of the 'Work by the C-ompany. Ttre
Contractor ägrees- to províde the Company with all ma¡ufactrirers' war¡anties and to ieplace any


' defective materials or supplies fumished by it at no additional cosr do the Company during Urä
(1) yeq waûanry period.


b) Workmanship: Contactor gqarantees that all Work to be performed hereunder by it or its
subcontractor shall be free from defects in worløranship, and that this'guarantee rfril."rqirt' notwithsølding any rights Company may have under this Contract with respect to inspection of the
Work. trVithout resticting or limiting in any way Company's rights under Artiite I herein,- Contractor agrees thæ any defect in worknanship discoúered within one. (l) yeär following
acceptånce of the rtrork shall be remedied to the satisfaction of Cogrpany pur$¡ant to Sectiou Z.S.


REMEDIES


Def,rciencies in field workmanship performed by Contactor'or its subcontractorÀ and deficiencies in the
Work rqsulfiúg'from Contráctor's failure to constr¡ct thd lVo¡k in dccordance with Company's
specifications or engineêring puformed by Contractor; even though approved by Company o.rt ing
during the performance of the TVork and for a period of one (1) year foltowing Company's 


".."pt*"" 
oi


the Work shall be remed.ied by Contractor at $; expense of ConEactor. In theãvent company identifies a
portion. of the Work which it considers to be deficient, and a mutually agreeable sotution cannot be
reached, the parties shall select an independent inspector to evaluate the poîential deficiency. !5rr.;¡
such evaluation shall be borne by Company if a deficiency is determined by such inspector not to exist,
and by contractor in such inspector concludes thaf ttre'lvork.is deficient.


. ARTICLE 8
RELATIONSEIP OF r}Ig P¿NtrES


CONTRACTOR'S CONTROL OF THE WORK


a) Thi relationship of the Contractor.to the Company shall be that of an independent Contractor.
Any provisions of this Contract which may appear to give the Compãny; t¡" Company' representative or the Chief Inspector the right ¡o direct or control the Contrãctór as to details of


. performing the 'Work, or to exercise any measure of control over the 'Work, shall be deemed to
mean, and shall'haean, that the Contractor shall foliow the desi¡es of .the Company, the Company 


'


representative or the Chief Iaspector in the res'ults of the Work only ana ooi'in th" *.rn*
whereby the Work is to be accomplished, and the Contractor shull h"u. complete and
authoritative control over the Work as to the manner,. means or details of performing ihe Work,
The Contractor shall have the right ¿nd tbe obligation to controi the manner, *"*r uid details as' to how the V/ork will be performed; subjec! however, to thefollowing terins and conditions:


1. Company shall have ttre right, subjeit to applicablelaws, regulations and agreeme.nts in effect
at the time, to require the removal from the Work.of any.employe" ofcontr"ctor, or its.
subconEactors, who in Company's opinion .is incompetãnt, cateless, ungualified,
insubordinate, 'or guilty of improper conduct. iontactor ãgrees to indemnify and hold
harmlèss Company against any liens filed by or other claims oi any emiloyee of Conrr.to,


. so removed.


t0
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Conctete mixes used in the performance of the TVork'shall be evaluated by a ttrird party. æsting laboratory. The conc¡ete which is evaluated shalt be prepared using aggregatas wiricú
are r€presentative of those that are to be firnished by the Contractor. To rneef Éhis
iequiremenÇ ttre Contractor fnay submit historical .lata which provides evidence of
comþliance with compressive stengttr, materiâl specification, etc., provided it'is a ür¡e
representation of what will be fi:rnished for this project. AII such concrete is to meet the
standards'set forttr in the Corqpany's MES., Ccinstn¡ction Specificatioris, and the engineering
design contractor's specification. .Where a conflict 'a¡ises between these three (3) documents-, ,


.the sticter shall apply. In all cæes, the Corrpany's project manager shall make tire final
interpretation


AII welders employed by Connactor at the site of the Work shall satisfacmrily pass a


. qualihcation test witnessed by the Company's appoinied representative prior to p"tfó*ing
.any welding on a job. Such test shall be made in accordance with the öompany'i MES
and/or Constn¡cÊon Speciñcatíons.


. Connactor shall be responsible for the selection and maintenance of all constnrctíon tools aild' 
equipment'ne.cessary ior ttre proper.performance of the Work Such equipment shall be
serviceable, kept in a first-class opet'ating condition and must be sæisfacûory to Company's
representátive. Any eQuipment ttrat is not satisfactory Shall be removed and satisfactory
equipment substituted therefor.


Company may perform work not cov.ered by this Confact, perforrn changes provided for in.
Article t herein, perform Work uncompleçd in thé event of termination of úró ConaacE and
award confracts to others. for any part thereof. Conhzptor shall fUlly cooperate with
Company or with such other contractors and carefully.fit its own lVork with the work of


' Company and such other contractors aI¡ rnay l¡e directed by Company. ConEactor shall not
commit any act which will interfere with the performance of the Work by Company or by eny
of its other contractors.


All'Woik performed hereunder shall comply with the minimum Federal safety standards for
the design, installation, inspection, testing, constructiôn, o<tension, operation, replacement,
and maíntenance of pipeline facilities contained in Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 192. ConEactor shall comply with requirements of the Operator Qualification Frogam
that a¡e outlined inSub PaÍ N of 49 C.F.R. Parl'Lg? and Sub Part'G of C.F.R. Pa¡r 195 where
applicable, or such other standards æ Company may prescribe.' The tqrm'þpeline facilities"
shall include, without limitation, new and existing pipe, rights-of-way, and any eguipment,
facility, or building used in the fransportafion ofgæ ortreatnentofgas during the course of
transportedo4. The tenn "fransportation of gas" shall include the gathering Eansmission, or .


disaibution of gas by pipeline or the storage of gas. To the extent that it is'consistent with the
above, all Work performed hereunder shall conform wittr applicable indusry codes,
company's MES, constn¡ction specifications and the applicable A.P.L and A.5.M-E, codes.


Conftactor represents that it has hø an opporhrníry to examine, and has carèfUty examined,
all of the Contact documents and has ñrlly acguainted itself witl¡ ttre Scope of Work, dæþ,
availability of materials, existing facilities, $e general topography, soil sfi¡cture,'
substructure conditions, obsEuctions, and all otherconditions pertaining to the Work, the site
of the Work and iis surroundings; ttrat it has made all investigations. essential to a full
uuderstanding of tlre difficulties which may be encountered in performing the lVork; and that
aaything in any of the Contact documents or .in any representations, itatements or
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9.1


information made or ûtmished byCornpany or its representatives no¡¡vithst¿nding, ConEacto¡
will regardless of any such conditions pertaining to the 'Worlq the site of the \ffork or its


. su¡roundings, complete the Work for the cornpensation staæd in this ConEact, and pursuant' to the'extent of Contactor'é lÍability under this Contract, assume fuIl and complete


responsibility for any such conditions pertaining to the 'Worh 
the. site of the Work or its


sr:rroundinp, and all risks in êonnection therewith. In addition thereto,.Contractor represents
tt¡at it is fully qualified to do fte Work in accordance wittr the'terms of this Conuact within


. 
the.time specified.


8. CorlÉactor shall comply with all state and Federal lat¡s and regulations pertaining to the
. . houirs of employment æd rates of pay applícable to the employees of Cõnractorand all


governmental regulations. and orders'pertaining hereto, jn perforuring the Work covered
hereby, and shall comply with any agreements, stipdations or resfrictions applicable to the


site of tbe Work when coþies thereof aæ ñrmished to ConEactor by Company.


. g. Contractor shall pmperþ protect the properry of Company and others at ttre site of or' 
adjacent to"the IMork Conhactor shall utce'äil neces$ary precautions for the safety of ttre


employees on the Work siæ and shall comply with all applicable pmvisions of Federal, state,


and municipal safety laws to prevent accidents or injuries to penons br damage to prope$y
on, or about, or adjacent to the prefuises where the Work is being performed. Firearms,


. alcohol and dnrgs, and the use thereof, shall be prohibited from anjr job site. Contractor will
supply its peröonnel all personal protective equipment and ensure tt¡at all.of its personnel


. cromply with the requirements for wearing personal protective equipment as speciflred in
' Company's Safety an{ Health.Handbook attached'as Exhibit "E'.


'10. ConEactor specifically agrees to cg4ply, in atl respects, to the Drug Testing Regulations
adopted by the U.S. Department of Transportation ("D-O.T.") that appear in 49 CFR Part
199. .Conrractor,.in addition, understands and agrees that Company shall have ttre right to


.audit Contractor's records to verify compliance with tiiese regulations and Conüactor
acknowledges that Company has retained a Consultant to conduct'these audits æ requesûed


. by Company. Contractor agrees to, upon reguest by Cornpany, provide access to ConEãcbr's
records as reguired by the Contracto¡ to verþ Conüactor's compliance with the D:O.T.


. regulations. .If Contractgr's policies and practicas do not, in ttre oþinion of the Company, .


comply with'the D.O.T. regulations and tf, after reæonable opportunity to correct such
deficiencies, Contractor does not comply witir such regulations, this Contract may be


. t€rr¡inafed by Cornpany


á,RTICT.E 9 -


AIVIEIïDMENTS AND CHANGD ORDERS


AUrrroRrAToNs


As defined herein, "Change in Scope of WorIC' shall mean ttre addition to oreliminatio.n from the Work
described in Article 2 herein. A "Change of Scope of Work' can'only be made following the issuuce of
a "Change Order,u which shail be in writing, siped by.Company's authorized representative, and


.delivered to Contractor's authorieed representative, w.ho shall acknowledge receip therefor in writing.
ïVhere a Change in Scop,e of Work is authorized, e-onmctor shall make every effort'to provide such
additional personnel and eguipment to complete said ïVork within the time specified herein, it being
agreed tt¡at the date for the cömpletion of the Work shatl not be extended unless approved in writing by
Company.
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9.2 . COMPA}TYCHANGES


The Company may at any time by such amendment or Chabge Order and without notice ûo the sureties,


if any, issue additional instructions, make changes in the Specifications and Drawings, omit ceitain
'Work and requiie additional lVork to be perforrred by ttre Contractor. In any such event, the Company


. shall specify the arnount and kind of 'IVork to be done or omitted, the materials to be used and ttre' 
eqriipBent to be furnished.


NO CONTRACTOR'CHANGES


The Conúactoi shall make no additions, changes, alterations or omissions, perform no additional Wo:k
' . nor suppiy or use exEa materials or equipment, of any kind, exceptgpon receipt of a prior authorized


Change Order frrm the Cornpany gr receipt of a fully executed Contract amendment.


EXTRA COMPENSATION CLAIMS


In any case wherq the Contractor is of.the opiníon that exta compensation is due for rffo¡kor material
. not cleady covered by the Contract or amendments thereto, or not ordered by the Company


representative by Change Oriier as discussed herein, the Contraðtor shall verbally notif, the Company.
representative prior to starting the Work or making commitments for materíal on which tire çlaim is


.. based, and shall allow the. Company representative an oppornrnity to make an evaluation. Confirming
written notifÏcation of the Contractor's intent to make claim for extra compensatiou shall be furnished.
tô the Cdmpany representative within a reasonable time, but in no event later than forry-eight (48)


hours after starting the \Ãtork or rnaking conrmitment for material on which the claim is based, If such
written üotice is not given, or dre Company representative is not offerçd proper facilities by the
Connactor for keeping strict account of the actual costs involved, the Company may disallow the claim
for such extra compensation. Such notice by the Contactor and the fact that the Company


'. representative has kept account of the cost of the aforesaid TVork.shall in no way be consfued as


proving the validity pf the claim. In case the claim is allowed by tire Company, such claim will be paid
as provided herein under'iChange Order Compensation"...
CHANGE ORDER COMPENSATTON


a) If any of the addítions, changes, alterations or omissions due to a Change in Scope of Woik shall
inctease or öecrease the Contract Compensation, such increase. or decrease shall be subject to
Company's right to retain ten percent (107o) of billed amounts and shall be in accordance '*'ith one
or more of the following methods acceptable to Company: .


1. A lump'sum proposal acceptable to Company inclusive of atl applicable taxes (taxes stated


sepårateiy).


2. Charges for direct labor costs, including applicabte in$urance, all taxes, overhead and profit
. based on the sctredule of wage rat€s attached as Exhibit "B-X'. Company wíll not reimb¡¡rse


ConEactor for superintendent's time under this item unless such superintendent is on the
project solely for ûre purpose of supervising work which is a result of a "Change Order".


. 3. Charges for the use of equipment based on a schedule ofequipment rental rares attached as


. ' Exhibit "B-2". The rental rates shown thereon shall be on a fully maintained basis, exclusive- of all operating labor, and shall be considered to e4pressly include all gasoline, oii, supplies,
' repair parts, repair labor, all taxes, license fees, rentals, suprårvision, overbead and profit and


9.3
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any and all other costs i¡tcidental to the use of such equipment and applicable to the exm


. workinvolved


. 4. The acnral costs, less all discounts, plus a mark-up which shatrl not exceed the amount stated


in Exhíbit nE'2," Contractor's labor and'equipment -rate schedule attached hereto, or


fifteen percent (157o), whichever .is less for Contractor's overhead, profit and toræ, of
'naterials, supplies' and outside senices'(with ths exception of rnaterials, supplies and


. services included in equipment rafes ¡ls set forth iu Exhibit 'ts-2") furnished by Contactor in
connection with extra work performed in accordance with iæms (2) and/or (3) above.


b) Charges made forthe foregoing terms are !o be supported by reporu thereof (forms to be fumished'


. by Company) signed by representatives of Contractor and Company and shall be subject to audit by


. Çompany.


" c) Company reserves the right to check the labor and equipment time devoted to the charges provided
' 


for hereunder by the use of time checkers aud equipment checks as Company may deèm necessary.
' Iir the event Company exercises this right, ConEactor shall furnish and make availa.ble to such time
' . checkers or equipment checkers complete information and records relating to such labor and


equipment time.


d) No compensation shall be paid for changes in the Work pursuarit to any Change Order, if such
'Work was reguired pf the Conuactor u¡der the terrrs of the Cóntract or any of its Exhibits or any


arnendment to the Contracl


ARfiCLE iO
REQIJIREMENT OF NOTICE FOR CLÁ'n',TSIDISPUTES


IO.1 REQUIREMENTOFNOTICE


The Conractor shall piovide notice to the Company of any and all claims or disputes within twenty-
"oñe (21) days of the occunence giving rise to tt¡e claim or dispute, or wifhin twenty-one (21) days after


. recognítion of tlre condition causing ttie claím or dispute, whichever is later. The Contractor's failure


to provide notise as required herein shatl ba¡ the Cpntractor's recovery upon any such claim or dispute.


Notice shall be given in'accordance with Article 30 hereunder.


acce#l&ållwom
11.1 ACCEPTAI.{CE OF WORK


'When 
Contactor deems thatis has completed all Workherzunder, it shatl notify Company in writing that


the Work is ready for final inspection aird acceptance. Company shall make.such inspection within thirry


(30) days after.receipt of such notice. When Company's ûnat inspection has been completed and all


. defects, if any, have b.æn remedied pu$uant to Section 7.5 of Article 7 herein, Company shall promptly


execute and cause ro be delivered to Conüzctor a letter of acceptance'sating that, subject to continuing


obligations unde¡ Articles 7 ar¡d 15 herein, Confrctor has fully perforared alt its oblþations under the


terms of this Contract, and ttlat the Work is accepted by Company as being completed in accordance with
. tfie terrns and conditions herein. r[Vhen accepted, carg custody, and conüol of the'Work shall pæs to'


!4
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ARTICLE12
suBcoNTRAcroB's


Lz.I S{IBCONTRACTORS


' a) Contractor shall procure Company's u¡riüen approval of all subconEactors used by Contactor and


of all subconhacts let" Such approval shall not relieve Contracüor.&om any of the obligations of
this'Contract to Company. No subcontract shall bind or purport to bind Company but shall contain


. certain provisions permitting the assignment .thereof from Contractor to Company. Conqactor shall


check subconEactor's work and laep subh records a¡rd frnnish reports and information relative to


subcontactor as Company may request.


b) Notwithstanding any of the provisions set forth above, Çgr¡pany agrees that Coniractor may
subcontract those items set forth 


"HïJr"*n* 
***nd made a part herein. ' 


.


TERMINATION


13.1 CONTRACTOR'S FAILTJRETO PERFORM


Should the Contractor at any time refuse or neglect to supply a sufficient number of properly skilled
workrnen or materials of the proper quality or guantity; fail in any respect to. prosecutg the Work or any


. portion the¡eof in an efficient, workma¡like, skillirl and carefuI.manner or io the complete satisfaction


óf the Company; fail to prosecute tbe Woik with such speed as in ttre judgment of the Coinpany is
necessary to complete the same wiihin the time herein specified; fail to comply with any of tt¡e terms of
this Contract; fail to comply with.any applÍcable laws, rules, regulations, ordinances, or permits;
perform in bad faith or become insolvent; then in any such event the Company may give written notice


. to the ConEactor, stating ttie event And, if pertinent, the respect or respects in which the ConEactor is


failing to bomply with the terms of this Contact. If the.Contractor does not rernedy such event or fails
to proceed rvittr such speed as is required by the Comþany within five (5) days after receipt.of such


notice, then the Compány sh4ll have the right to provide any labor or materials as mây be required and
'to offset the cost of such labor and materials flom qny money due or thereafter to become due the


Contractor under this Contract. The Company may terminate the Confactor's right to proceed with the
' Work or any part thereof regardless of its stage of completion and without prejudice to any claim that


. the Company may have hereunder. In the event of such tennination, the Co¡npany, fot the purpose of
completing the Worh shall have the right.to take possession of and use all or any part of the


. Contractor's materials, plants, tools, eguípment (including appüances thereon), supplíes and property


of any and every kind provided by ttre Contractor and may finish the Work by whatever mettrod it
deems expedieut, insluding the'hirinþ of any substitute contractor or congactors under such form of
Contract æ the Company may deem desirable. In such case the Contractor shall not be entitled to


' receive any further þayment until the Work is completed. If the unpaid balance of the amount to be


paid on this Contract shall exceed. the expense of ccimpleting the Worþ compensation for additional
managerial or administrative seníces,. and such other costs, attorney's fees and damages æ the


. Company may suffe¡.such excess shall be paid to the Contractor. If such expenses, compensation,
costs and damages shall'exceed such unpaid balance, the Coutractor and iß sureties,. if any, shali be


liable for a¡rd shall pay the difference to the Company.


lg.z LegoRDISPUTES
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13.3


!f by reason of labor disputes, strikes, Iock-outs, or any similar rEasor¡, a shutdown or cessation of Iuork
should occur and continue for as long as fourteen (14) days, then Company, at its option, may gvp
Contractor '¡nitæn notice of Conrpany's desire to termínate tlre Contact and to take over the Vy'ork and


perforur or caue ûre contracted Work to be performed'utd completed. If Contracfor has failed to resume


' fr:tl performance of the lVork within five (5) days after such notice, then Company, at its option" rnay


üerminate thg Contact insofar as fun¡reVork is concerned and take over the 'Work and itself perform or
cause the conÛacted Work to be perforure{ by others. Company wiII not interfere with Conractor in
fulfilling its obligafions, if any, with labpr unions.


TERMINATTON AT COMPAI.Iy'S pPTION


.a) Should conditions arise, which in the sole opinion of tt¡g Company make it advisable or
necessary to cease wor'k under this Contract, the Company may terminate all Work under this


Contract upon t$,enty-four (24) hours'written notice to the ConEactor. Such ær¡nination shall be


effective in the må.nner specified in said notice and shall be without prijudice to any claims
. which the Company may have against the ConEactor. On receipt of such notice, the Contactor
' shall,'unless the notice directs otherwise, irnmediately discontinue the lVork and the placing of


orders for materials, equipment and supplies is Qonnection with the performance of this Connact


. and.shall, if requested, ma.ke every possible effort to procure cance[ation of all existing órders or
contracts upon terms satisfactory to the company and shall thereafter do only such work as may
have been..fiecessary to. preserve and protect 'Work already in progress and to protect'material,' plant and eguipment on the worksite or in transit thereb. Upon such termination of the riVork


under this Contract, it is agreed that the obligations of this Contract shall continue as to Work
ak""dy performed, It is further agreed in the event of such termination that thþ Contact
Compensation.and all aneounts due the Conú'astor in full and.compi'ete sèttlement oi'this
Confract shall be the sum of the following:


1. . ho rata compensation for the portion of the Confact alieady performed based upon the unit


. prices'set forth in Exbibit'.'B-1,- adjusted for the alirount of any'changes which may have


, been authorized, lpprgved and p'erformed under Article 9 prior tô the date of termination;


2. The net cost of material for which Contractor has made firm contacts it being understood


that Company shall be entitled to and receive s¡rch material; and


3. , An allowance for ttre unabsorbèd portion'of ConËactor's moving in and moving out costs.


Tbe unabsorbed portion of such costs shall be determined based on the ratio of the ConEact


Compénsation for V/ork not completed to the total Contac.t Cô¡npensation. Moving costs


shall be limited to equipment only and for actual distance moved but in no case for a$æter
distance than from the'Work to Contactor's general ofüce.s.


PAT14ENT FOR TERMINATION


Upon deternination of the compensation above specified, Company shall promptiy pay the amount


thereof ¡o ConEactor upon delivery by it of the evidence required by Section 5.3 of the Conhacl


CONTRACTOR'S FATLTIRE TO COMPLY


In the event the Contractor violates any applicable laws, nrles,.regulations, ordetrs, ordinancæ or
permits, or is responsible for any.other lct or omission which results in either the impositíon of daily
fines or penalties or the requirement of immediate corrective action, as defined by auy Governing
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Authority, the Company may take immediate responúve action as it deems necess:rry to avoid the
imposition of excessive fines or penalties and mitigaté any resulting damage. The Company shall have
the right to provide.any labor or materials as may be required and to offset the cost of such labor and
materials against any money due the ConEactor under this ContracÉ. If such costs shall exceed
arnounts due the ConEactor, the Contractor and its sureties, if any, shall be liable for a¡d shall pay ttre
difference to the Company.


l4.l FORCEIvIAIEI RE


.A.RTICLE 14
F'ORCE MÀTET]RE


t7
Revhcd 02.06-0?


a) NèiÍåer parry hereto shall be liårble for any faihue to perform the terms of this Conraet when such' 
faih:¡e is due to 'Torce majeue" 


'as 
hereinafter defined. The term "force majeure" as used in this


Contact shall niean any.delay or default in performance hereunder due to any cause beyond the
conEol of ttre parties .and without theír fault or neglígence, including but not reshicted to acts of
God or the public, civil dis¡¡rbaaces, arests and restaints by rulers and people, acts, requests or


. intemrptions of tl¡e Federal, state or local government or any agengy thereof, or of any Federal,
state or local officer purporting to act under'duly constihrted authority, court orders, præent and
future valid'orders of ariy governmental authority, or any ofËcer, agency or any instumentality
thereof, fl'oods, fires, acts of the public enemy, wars, storns, sEikes, lockouts, or industrial


.disturbances, intemrption of transportation, freight embargoes br failures, exhaustion or
unavailability or delays in delivery equipment or service necessary to the performance of any
provision herein; including inability to sepure m¿terials as a result of allocations promulgated by
authorized governmental agencies, iiots, rebellíons, blockade, insurrections, sabotage, inability to
secure right-of-way, labor shortages, epidemics, invasions, landslides, lightning, earthguakes,
quarantine, restrictions, washouts, explosions, breakage or accident to machinery ó¡lines ofpipe, or' atry other causc, whether of the kind herein enumerated or otherwise, not reasonably wittrin ttre
contol of.the party claiming force majeure. Nothing herein contained, however, shall be constrr¡ed. to reeuile eiú¡r 


lartf 
to settle a labor dispute against its will.


b) . In tire event either party is unable, wholly or irt part, to carry out its obiigation under this conrract
when caused by force majeure, other than the obligation to make paynrent of money dæ hereunder,
the party claiming a suspensicin which, by tl¡e exercise of due diligence, such party shall not be able
to qvercome or avoid, the.n, upon such part¡r's $ving notice and full p.articulars of such cause in' writing to the other parry as soon a!¡ possible after thê occuïence ãf n" cause ielied on, the


. obligation of the parry gving such notice, so fqr as it is affected by the eause specified iir such
notice, shall be suspended during the continuance of any inability so iaused, but for no Ionger
period, anä such cause shall; as far as possible, beremedied with ali ¡easonable dispatch; provided,
however, that nothing herein contained shall be construed to limit Conpany's rights æ seì fotth in'
Article 13 herein.
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ARTICT,E 15
INDEMNIFICÄTION


15.1 INDEMNIFICATION


a) The Conractor agreas to defend, indernnify a¡d hold the Company, each of its affiliates and' subsidÍriries, and each of their respective transfercæs, successoÍs aud. assigns, along with their
respective directors, offltcers, agents and êmployees ç;Company Indemnified persons,) harmless
from and. against any and all lossgs, liabilities, damages, demands; claims (including personal
injury and wrongfirl death), litígation, defenses, suits, proceedings, obligations, 


-actions,


judgments, causes of action, and expenses (including, without límit¿tion, the rãasonable fees of
legal counsel, Contrctors, invèstigators and accountar¡ts),.hereinafter collectively refened to as' 
'Tndermified LÆsses", based on claims of þersonal in;ury io the Contractor'r 


"*pi'oyro 
;t;;:subcontractors and arising in connection with or out of the Wçrk to be performed by the


Contractor or its subcontractors, including without limitationl those Indemnified Losses caused
by the actual or alleged sole negligen."-of'ttr Cqmpany. it irtfrã."p"ãssed intent of the
partÌes hèreto that the Contractor indemnify the iompany for tosses, liabilities, d,amages,
demänds and claims regardless of whether such claims or actions are founded in whole or' in part upoh the alleged neglÍgence.of Company. 


:


b) The Company agrees to defe¡d, indemnify and hold the Contractor, each of its affrliates and' subsidiaries, and each of their respective transferees, successors and assigns, along with their
'respective directors, oificers, agents and employees ("Confactor krdemnified persons;') harrn]ess' from and against any and all Ìndemnified Losses based on clairns of 'personal injury to the
Company.'s employees and/or subconfactors and a¡ising in connection with or out of the rilork
to be performed by the Contractor or íts subconffi.ctors, inóluding, without limitation, those
IndernnÍhed Losses caused by the actual or alleged sole negligen""ãf th" Contractor. It is the' expressed intent of the parfies hereto that the Comp4ñy indemnify the Conkactor for
losses, lÌabilities, damages, demands and clâÍrrs regardless of wtrðtnci such claims or
actions are founded Ín whole or Ín part upon the alleged negligen'ce of Contractbr. 


.


c) Subject to the indemnificalions contained in paragraphs a) and b) above, the Contracror agrees.to' defend, indemnify and hotd the Company Indemnifièd Persons harmless from and against any
and all Indemnified Losses, Iosses, Iiabilities, damages, demands and clairns relating to real or
personal Propefy (whether belonging to the Contractor, the Cornpany or any third parry) or
natural resources'resulting from the Contractor's or its subcontractor's negligeni or williul act or' omission in the performance of the Work hereunder.


d) Subject to the indemnificationó.contained in paragraphs a) and b) above; the Company agrees ro
defend, indemnify and hold the Contractor krdemniãed persons harmless fro¡n an¿ ãguinst ,ny
and all Indemnified Losses, losses, liabilities, gamages, demands and claims reladnglo real oi' personal property (whether belonging to the Contractor, the Cómpany or any thirã party) or
natural'resoirces resulting from tfrp õompany's negägent or willfui aci or oinissiou during the' Conüactor'sperformanceofthe'Workhereunfer.


. E) TJNDE:R. NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL TTTE CONTRACTOR OR THE COMPAT{Y BE. 
LIABLE FOë J.T\TT SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, oR CONSEQT]ENTIAL
DÄMAcEs, TNcLIJDTNc BUT ñor LIMITEb To Losr pRorrrs.
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t5.2 CLAIMS FOR LÁ3OR, MATERIALS AI.ID SIJPPLIES


The Contractor agrees to pay atl just claims for labor, materials and supplies furnished by the
Confractor hereunder, to pey all carrie¡s' and cartmen's charges, qnd to fi:rnish to the CompanS at the
Company's request and option, proof satisfactory to the Company that there are no unsatÌsñeã claims' for labor o¡ material. The Coñtractor waives and releæes the Company and all its successors and


' assigns from all clai¡ns,'demands, Iiens, security interests, and other rights, whetåe¡ constitutional,
statutory, contractt¡al, tortious or equitable, of every Hnd which the Contractor now holds or may
acquire on or against ttre property now owned or hereafter acquired by the Company.


.15.3 
.'SUBCONTRACTORCLAIMS


In the event the Coneactor hires any subcontractors to perform *yãf tfr" Work dæcribed herein or to
furnish æiy services required under this Contract 'the Contractor hereby agrees to defend, indemnífy
and hold each l¡rdemnified Person hamrless from and against all krderndfied Losses which arise out of


' or a¡e related in any way to the subject matter of this'Contract and ivhich are asserted by any of the
'Contractor's subcontractors relating to .the furnishing or supptying of labor or rnaterial by such. subconEactors.


15.4 LAWCOMPLIANCEINDEMNIFICATION


The Contractor further agrees to defend,'indemnify and hold each Indemnified Person harmless from
Indemnified Losses, which may'be imposed against the Contältor or its subcontractors or any
krdem¡il-fied Person by reasons of an asserted or.êstablished violation of applicable.laws; reguJations,
ordinances, codes, licenses, permits, orders, approvals, authorizations, judgcments'or decisions, or any. judicial, arbit¡al orregulatory interpretation thereof. '


15.5 PATENÎINDEMNIFrcATION


The Conilactor agrees to defend, inderurify and hold each Indemnified Person harmless from any
Indemnified Losses arising.from any infringement, actual or alleged, ilirect or contributory of any
copyrighted, patented ot unpatented invention" articlg machine, appliance, rnanufacture, sEucture,
bornposition, arrangement, improvemelts, desþ, device trade secret ar¡d methods or process.embodied


'. or used in the performance of this Conuãct, including the use by the Company of the product'of such
performance, whethe¡ or not such items are specified by the Company or used in the Work or services. by the Contractor without specification; provided, hôwever, that nothing herein contained.shall apply
to any materials furnished by the Company to the Contactor.


15.6 LEASED EMPLO1IEES


In addition to other indemnity provisions of this Conracq the Contractor shall indemnify and hold the
Company harmlêss for all costs, liability and expenses whatsoever (including, without lirnitation,.
attorney's fees and court costs and expelses) arising out of a claim or cause of action by any of the
Contractor's employees, subcontractors or assosiates provided to the Company under the tems and
conditions of ttris Contract, for'eligibilíry a¡d/or inclusion under any or all of the Conrpany's benefit
flaris, including, but not limited'tq the Retirement Pla¡, Tb¡ift Plan, Basic aira Supptjmental Group
'Insurance.Plaas, Medical and Deni¡l Expense Plans and long-tenn Disabitity aird'Travel Accident
Insurance Plan, as a leased or common.law employeg or in any capacity.wþatsoever, irrespecdve of
any benefrts or insurance the Conaactor has provided.or failed tó provide rc saÍd employees,
subcontractors or associates: 


'
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15.7 NOTTCEA}IDPARÎTCIPATION


Any Indennified Person making'a claim for conhactual indemnification under this Contact relating ùo
Indómnified Losses C'Claim') shalt notiS the Contactor of the Ctaim in writ'nrg within a reæonable
period of time afrer'receiving notice of facts giving rise to the Claimi describing thè Ctaim, the a¡nount
thereof (if known and quantifiable) and the basis.thereof, provid.ed that the fail*" to so notify the' ConEactor shall not çelieve tÏè ConEactor of its óbligations hereunder except to the extent such failure
can be shown to have an actual adverse effect on the Contractor. Upon the request of the Contractor,. the Contractor sh¡Ìl be entitled to participate (at reasonable times and in reasonable manner) in the
defense of any such'action, including any settlement negotiations.


I5.8' SURVIVALAND DTJRATION


' 
The iudemnification provisions cóntained in this Conhact shall survive the Contractor's completion of .
the Work hereunder. Claims.for Indemnified Losses may be made So long as any Claim may be made' 
in respect of such matters under any applicable stailt; of Ëmitations; irovidåd, however, that the
foregoing shall not affect any Claim made in good faith prior to the date of such expiration.


15.9 N{DEÀ/ßV.FICATION IF NEGLIGENCE OF INDEMMTEE


The indemnification provisions of this Contract shall be applicable whether or not negligence of the.
Indemnified Person is alleged oI provetr. .


15.10 N.O LNvIrfAfiON ON RIGIITS


The rights of the Indemnified Persons under any inde¡nnification provision in this Contract sha¡ be in
addition to any other rights and rernedies of.such Indemnified Peruons at law or in equity (including,
without limitation, any 'right of reimb¡rsement or contribution pursuant to the Comprehensive


. Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act) and such provisions shall not in any.way be
deemed a waiver of any of such rights. 


f


15.i1 
.INTEREST


. Any Claim by an Indemnified Person not'paid by the Contractor within thirry aays after written
demand from such Indemnified Ferson with an adequate explanation of the amounts claimed shalt bear
interest at thè: lesser of ten percent (107o) or the highest lav/ñ¡l rate perniissible.


15.12 BENEFICT,ARIES . ..
The indemnification provisions in this Contract shall inure to the benefit of each Indemnified person's' transferees, heirs, representatives, successors and assigns and shall be binding upon the Contracüor's


. transferees, successors and assigns.


15.13 SEVERABILITY


Erery indemnification provision is intended to be severable. f any such provision or the application of. any such provision to any party or circumÉt¿nce is declared to be illegal, invalid or unenfcirceable for
aly reason whatsoever by a court ofcompetentjurisdiction, such invalidity shall not affect the balance
of the tenns and provisions thereof or the applícation'of the provision in question to any other paÍy or
circurnstance, all of which shall continue in full force and effecl
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15.14 NO ÏYAN¿ER OR AIVIENDÀ4ENT


No failure or delây on the part of any ürderuniñed Prrron to exercise any power, right or privilege' 
under any of the inde'uurification provisions in this Article stiall impair iny such poweç-rignt ãr
privilege, or be çonstrued to be a waiver of a:ry default or an acquiescence therein Singte or partial
exercise of any power, right or privilege her.eunder shall not prçclude other or futtrer exercise thereof
or of any other right, pbwer or privilege. No such provision may be changed, waived, discharged or' 'terminated except by an instmment in witing signed by ttre parly against whom enforcement of the' 
change, waiver, discharge or termination is sought.


' ARTICLE 16 ,¿


INSURANCEREQTfiREMENTS -


tç.r ANDWORKERS COMPENSATTON.


lVithout in any way limiting the provi$ions of the Coneàct reçiring that the Contracror in{emnifu the
Company and other l¡dernnified Persons, the Contractor shall, in order to protect the Company against
liatiility, Ioss or expense arising from damage to property oi injury or death of any person or persons,
arising in any way out of, in connection with or resulting from the Work provided for hereunder, during
the progress of the Workt carry, at its own expense, on forrn$ and with reliable insurance companies
selected by the Conffactor and acceptable to the Company, and autt¡orized to do business in the sËate or
area in which the Work is to be pgrformed hereunder, the minimum amounts of insurance coverage's
set forth in Exhibit "G" attached hereto.


16,2. SUBROGATION


All of the dessribed insurance policies shall contaín provisions that the insurance corhpanies will have
no right of recovery or subrogation against the Company or any other Indemnified Person, it being the
intention of the parties that the insurance so effected shall protect all parties and the Contractbr's
carrie.r shall be primarily liable for any and all losses covered by the above described insurånce.


16.3 ÐEDUCTIBLES


Any and aU deductibies in the abòve descri'bed insurance policies shalt be as'sumed by, for the account


. of, and at the Contactor's sole risk


16.4 CONTRACTOR'S CERTIFTCATES AND POLICIES


Befcire'Work is actually. com¡ne¡ced und,er the terms of this Contract, the Ccjntractor shall secure and
deliver to the Company certificates evidencing that insuragce coverages of the types and limits.
provided for above are in full force and effect. [f requested by the Company, the Contactor shatl.
furnish.to the Coinpany certified copies of all such policies. The Company shall be named on all
p<ilicies as an additional assured.


16.5 NO CAI.ICELLATION


AII policies providing coverage hereunder shall contai¡ provisions that no car¡cellation or material
changes in the policies shall beçome effective except on thirty (30) days written norice thereof to the
Company, ât the address listed in A¡ticie 30 herei¡.
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16.6 . SUBCONTRACTOR'S CERTIFICATE


When requesæd fy the Company; the Conmctü shall funish, or cause to be furdshed to the
Company, in the manner above provided, certificates of insur.ance coverage for each subconfactor in
minimum amounts deemed necessafy by the Conüactor to cover the Work of the. particular
subcontractor.


16,7 OBLIGATIONS NOTRELIE\IED ANDINSURANCEI}{DEMMTY : 
4


' Failure to secure the insurance coverages, or the failure to comply fully with any of the insurance' 
proriisions of this Contract, or the failure to secure such endorsements on the policies as may be
.necessaryto carry out the terms and provisions of this Contact, ir¡¡lolvency,.bankruptçy orfaituieof


.. any insurance company c4rrying insurance of the Contactor, or failure of any inSurance company to
pay any cl'aim accruing, shall in no way act to relieve tlle Contractor from the obl.igations.of ttris
Contract, anyttring in this ConEact to the contrary nonvithsønding. In the event ttrat Iiability for any
loss oi da4age is denied by the underwriter òr underwriters in all or in part beczuse of breach of said
iniu¡ance by the Contractoç or for any other reæor¡ or if the Contractor fails to maintain any of ttre
insurance herein required the Conrractor shall. hold harmless, defend, indemnify and hoid the
Company and each other Indemnifred Person against all Indemnified Losses which would otherwise be
covered by said insurancê.


16.8 ADDITIONALREQIIESTED INS.URAI.{CE
:


. Ii the event the Company should desire any.other type of insurance dùring the period of performance
of the Contract, such insurance shall 


.be 
provided by the Conûactôr witb such firm or firms as the


Company may direct, and shall contain such terms and conditions as the Cbmpany may require, and the
Contract Compensation bhall be adjusted by an amount equal to the cost óf such insurance.


16.9 BENEETT OF INSURANCE TO COMPAT{Y


Notwithstanding any other provision of this Contract, the insurance protection provided by the
- Cont¡actor undèr this Contract shall inure to the benefit of the'Company and of its parent diyiiions,


subsidiary and affiliated companies, their respective officers, directorst agents and employees,


16.10 BORROÏi/ED SERVANT ENDORSEMENT


The Contractor's Worker's Compensation Insurance Policy shall include an approved Bonowed
Servänt Endorsement of the following form:


'ïn consideration of the premium being paid to the insurance company on the payroll of all employeas
of the Contractor, it Ís agreed that a claim against the Company, any Indemnified Pé¡son or their


. ' underwriters by an employee of the Conaacto¡. based on the doctine of "Borrowed-Scrvant" shall as'
. rgspects this insurance be feated as a claim arising underthis poticy against the Conaactgr hereunder,
and the Company, each Indemnifrêd Person, ærd their undenvriters shall receive benefit of ti¡is
insurance with respect to such clai¡ns."


?2
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.ARTICLE 17
á,SSIGNMENT


17.1 ASSiGNI'4ENX


' Alt covenants and agreements herein contained shali be extended to and be binding upon the successors
and æsigns of Contractor and Company. ConEactor shall not sublet or assign this Contract or any
moneys to become due hereunder without prior written consent of Company; provided, however, that no
conveyance or transfer of any.inierest of Conüacûor shall be binding upon Coorpaoy until Company has
been furnished with written notice and true copy of such conveyance and transfer. Company shall at ail
times have the right to assign all or any part of its interest in this Coirnact. tr the Contractor sublets or. . assigns wittrout such consent, this Coritract may be terminated atJhe option of the Company. The
assigrrmeit of this Contract or the subletting of any work.to be performed hereunder shall not relieve
the ConEactor ofits obiigations hereunder.


.ARTICI,E 1S


T8.1 TTTLE


The title to all Work completed and in the course of conshuction at.the site of the Work and of all
¡naterials furnished by Company, irrespective of the location theróf,'æ between Company and Contractor
or Contractor's subcontractoç shalt be in Company.


Á,RTICLE 19
SURPLUS MA.TERTALS


SURPLUS MATERTALS


In the performance of TVork of this nature, there will .be cert¿in overages of materials. For materials
fumished by Company, all such óveragps will belong to Company. Formaterials furnishedby CooEactor,
all such gyerages will belong to.Conrnactor.


ARTTCLEã)
NONDISCRIMINá.TION


NONÐISCnn¡mnrrON


a) Contractor'agrees as follows:


I' In the event that the amount of this Contract equals 6¡ exceeds $10,000, Contractor agrges
that'mless this Contact or the Work'performeðhereunder is exempt under Executive Order
11246, as amended or under the rules and regulations issued thereunder, there are hereby
incoqporated by reference the provisions of Section 202 of Executive Order. 11246, as


. amended, codified in 41 C.FR. Section 60-1.4.


. 2. In the event ti¡at the amount of this Contact equals or exceeds $50,000, and Contractor has' fifty (50) or more employees, Con8actor agrees that".unless this Contact or.the Work
nerforme{ herzunder is exempt pursuant to Executive Order 11246, as amended, or under the


,ì1
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a) Contractor acknowledges that it is required to file Standa¡ìat Form 100 (EEO-1),


Pursuant to 41 C.F.R Section 6C1.¿ within thirty (30) days afrer the Congact award"


required under Executive Order 112Á6, as amended, or under the rules and regulations
issued thereunder.


b) Contractor fr:rther acknowledges that it is ¡rqgted to deyelop a writren affirmbtive
action complianceprograrl prusuant to 41 C.F:R. Section 60-1.40.


' '3. In the event. that the amount of tl¡is Contract equals or exceeds $1O,OOO, Contractor fr¡rther


. ag¡ees that" unless ttiis Contract or the Work performed hereunder is exempt under 41 C.F.R.
Pa¡t 60-t ôr 41 C.F.R. Part 60-250, æ appropriate, the following terms and conditÍons shall
be applicable:


, Ð 3J,"å'"ffiiiîï#åî:Iiî,nii.;;:ilHî,:;:ii'iî".å?:Ë:ä.îïï:,:i:
. permit its employees to perfonn their services at any location, under its coútoi" where


segregated facilities a¡e maiirained; and that it will obtain a similar certification in the


:iffiHî"d 
by thê Director of the QFCCP prior to the âward of any nonexempt


b) There a¡e hereby incorporated by refe-rence the provisions of 41 C.F.R. Section' 60.250.4 pertaining to affirmative action for veterans.


4, In the event ttrat the amount of this Conract equals or exceeds $25,000, Contractor fi¡rther
agees that, unless this Contract or the Work performed hereunder is exempt under 4i C.F.R.
Pari 60-741,'there are herçby incorporated by reference ttr'e piovisions of 41 C.F.R. Section
60:74I.4, pertaining to affirmative action for handicapped persons.


5. . .Upon the request of the Company, Contactor shall provide the Company with copies of any
. or all plans and p.rograms whích Contactor uses to satisfy the requirements of t¡e preceding


paragraphs.


. ARTICLE21
GOVERNINGLATry


zL.I GOI/ERNING IÁW


CO¡IIIRÁ.CTOR AND COMPANS Á.GREE TEAT THE I,AWS OF THE STATB OF TEXAS
SHALL GOVERN TEE I}ITERPRBTATIONÁ,FID ÁPPLICATION OF THIS CONTR.A,CT AND


. TEE RIGIITS AND OBLIGATTONS OF THE PARflES MRET]NDER.
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ARTICLE22
SE\ZERÄBILITT OTI PROVISIONS


22.7 SH/ERABII,XTYOFPROVISIONS


If any provision of this Ccinaäct is declared nult and void by a court of competent juisdiction, then at


the Company's option that provision may be severeil from the Conract and the remaining provisioni of' the Contract shall remain in full force and effect, it being understòod that the Company shall'retain the
. sole right to determine the materiality of the provision deemed to be null and void.


ARTICLE23
NON.WÀWER OF TERI!í^S OR CONDITIONS


23.1 NON-WAI\IER OFTERMS OR CONDilTONS


a) Any failure by Company at any time or Som time to time, to enforce or require the stict k"eping
and performance of any of the terms or cotnditions of this Contract shall not consdnüe a waiver of
such terms or conditions and shall not affect or impair such terms or conditions in any way or the


right of Company at any .une to avail ieelf of such remedies as it rnay have for any breach or
breaches of such terms or conditions.


b) ' No term, condition,'ór provision of any Work order, invoice, delivery ticket, or other document


submitted by'Contractor to Corpany shall have the effect of modifying or waiving in any manner' I the provisions of this Conüact unless any such document shall be'accepted and ocecuted by an
. ofücer of Company.


ARTICLE24
LIST OFEXHIBITS


24.T EXHIBITS


. The following Exhibits a¡e included herein by reference, are attachd hereto and shall becorñe a paÍ of
'this Contact for all þurposes:


. Exhibit "4" Scope of lVork and Addendums


. Exhibit "B-1" Cotrtract Price Scl¡edule
Exhibit "B-2'' Labor and Equipment Rate Schedule
Exhibit"B-3" IVorkSchedule


. Exhibit "B-4" Items to be SubconEacted
Extribit "C" Construction Specificarions


. Exhibit"D" Drawings
' Exhibit "E'1 Safety and Healtl¡ Handbook .:' 


Extribit "F" Contractor's .Affidavit and Release i' 
'.


Exhibit "G" Insurance Requirements
. Exhibit "EI' Percrits


. Exhibit'T' FERC Requirements
Exhibit "X' Right-Of-WayRequirements


!
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ARTICLE2S
. ORDER OF PRECEDEhICE


ORDER


a) . In the event there should be any conflict between the provisions of tlris Contact and any field
wor.k order, the Contractor's work ticket, invoice, statement, purchæe ordeç published rate
schedrrle or any other tJæe of memoranda, whether rvritten or oral, between ttre Company. and tire
Contractor pertaining to the. subject matter herein, tire provisions of this Contract shall contol.
In cases of disagreemenq figufed dimensions on Drawings shall govern over sðale dimensi'ons,
large scale drawings shall. govern over small scale drawings and incorporated Specifications shall
govern over referenced specificarions. The Specifications, Drawings; Exhibits, and all
supplemental documents are essential parts of the Contact, and a reguirement appearing in one
is as bindÍng as thor¡gh appearing in all They are intended to be complementhry, to describe and
provide a corñptete Work.


b) Should any conflict exiit or appea¡ to exist between any parts or Exhibits of this Contact, such
conflict shall be brought to the attention qf the Company and the Conìpany shall notify the
Contractor which P¿rt or.Exhibit shall have precedence.


c) Conflicts between the Drawings and the Specifïcatþns shall be interpreted in favor of the
Drawings.


ARTICLEill
FEDER¿,L ENERGY REGT}LATORY COMN/fiSSION APPROVÄL


APPROVAL


In the event the performance of 'Work is contingent upon the Federal Energy Regulatory Commissión
(*FERC") issuing a'Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity authorizing the Company to
construct aod operate facilities covêred by this ConEact, and such FERC denies the Company's
application for such Certificate or the content of said Certificate is nót acceptable to thé Compäny,
then:


.


a) the Company'shall not be obtigated to appeal therefrorr, and


b) the Company shall not be liable to the Contracüor by reason of any terms and conditions
contained in or connected with.this Contact" regardless of whether this Contract hæ been signed
by and delivered to the Parties


ffiffi3'
27.1 DISPUTES


Any dispute conceming a guestion of fact arÍsing under this Contract which is not disposed of by
agreement shall be decided by the Company representativq who shall reduce his decision ro wdting and
furnish a copy thereof to the Contractor. The decision of the Company representative.shall be final and' conclusive unless such decision is.fraudulent or capricious or arbitrary or Éo grossly erroneous as to
necessarily imply bad faith or is not suþported by subsantial evidence.


YdvÍ{d f!r-où.¡'


26.1
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EI{TIRE AGREEMENT


.28,1 . AGREEMENT


. This Contract, together with all Exhibits and attachments, constitutes the entire Contract agreement
.between the parties ¡elating to its subject matter and io'other conversations, bidÈ, memoranda or other
matter between the parties relating to the subject of this Coutract, oral or written, exchanged before
execution of tlris Conra¡t shall vary, alter or be used to interpret the ærru of this Contract.


¡.rirrcrn zg '¿
NOTICES


. 29,1 NOTICETO COMPA}TY
' Any notice or order provided for in this ConEact shall be in writing and shall be considered as having. . . 


'


been given to the Comp4ny; if delivered personally to its Chief Inspectòr at the site of the Work or
mailed by certified or régistered mail, postage prepaid, to:


MAILADDRESS: OVERMGITTADDRESS:


El Paso Corporation Et Paso Corporatiou
P.O. Box 25tl 1001 Louisiana


. Houston, Texas 77252-25LL Houston, Texas 77002


: ì' Attention: John Filiatrault Telephone: 7L3420-520i
Materials & Contact Management Fax 7L3420-2558


2g.2 NOTTCEiOCOmm.eCTOR


rotice or order províded for in this Contract shafl be in writing and shall be considered as havingAny r
been given to the Contr¿ctor, if delivered personally to its'Ðesignated Representative" at'the site of'


. the Work or mailed by certified or registered mail, postage prepaid to:


OVERNÍCHT ADDRESS:' MAILADDRESS: OVERNIGIITADD


. Mastes- fnc- Mastec. fnc.


1 474W Snm trTorr.sfnn'PLv N. 1434W..Sâm Housfôn Pk'v N


Houston..Texas 77043 Houston. Texas 77043


' Attention: Bill White Fzx:713464-9922


Title: GeneralManager Teiephone: 713464-1100


29,3 DELTVERYDATE


The date of delivery of the notices herein provided shall be ttre daæ the notice is actually handed to the
Contracûor's representative or the Company's Project Engineer a¡ld/or Malager or the date of receipt
when maüed, whichever occurs first.
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ARÎTCLE30
SIGNAT]IIRES


IN WIrNESS 'ÍVHEREOF the parties hereto have exe¡uted this Contact in sever¿l counterpst originals as of


the day and year first above written


lo6- ?gagsst .


(Federal Tæc PaYer LÐ. Number)


- -.?fl\,níTr., T¿". ElPAsoEPUrHrExAS.L.P.
t'ConEactor" "Company''


By: By: 9Jô?
'Name: L, Name:


L Title: Vice'President Operations and Engi{r-eering


SignaturePageforrharcertainåoo"",No.EPN-PL-03-011datedæo,*" lP Oayof Junq 2003.


nç
P.r?irc¿l f-fh'-4:
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1. INTRODUCTION


Thís document contains Company's Gonstruction Specification, hereinafrer refened to as,Specíficationn,toÞ9utilizedduriágffillationorpperinäsand/or
facilities for COMPANY. The Specification describes requirements for'tÈe fabrication,
testÍng, painting, coating, handling, transportation and ¡nbtallátion'of ¡iipeline dcifities.
The.dhections, proyisíons and requlrementsof thís Specificatþri pertaiä io the SÈopó of
lVork. However, this Specification is general in nature and islntended to cover many of .


Company's similar ionstruction projects.


Local, State.and Federal regulations, ordinances, statutes or codes shall govern where
compliance is mandatory. _Rèquirements, however, of this Specificatioñ snálf ãpUV
when they are more exacting or do not conflict with such regulations, ordinances,
statutes orcodes.


INTENT OF SPECIFICATIONS


Adherence.to the Specification is not intendèd to relieve Contractor of the ,"rponrìoility
to pgrform the Scope of Work as an independeñiì*tr"ätor.in accordance with alf:
applícable governmentaland regutatory requírements. .


All references to codes, standards or other specifications shali.be construed to.be the
most cunent issue in effect at the time tlie Contrâct is executed, anO inalt u" óonsìaereo
as being a part of this Specification.


SAFEry


The.Contractor shall take all reasonabte precautions to ensure that labor employed by it' and its subcontractors on the ríghts-oËwãy or premises of the Comp"ny .o¡¡þfyffir, tn,
company's. S{"!v and Health-HaniJbook. TËe company shail frjrnish fire'iontiácior
copies qf the Safely and Health Handbook before the Côntractor commences its field
Work.


CONTROL OF THE WORK


4.1 Authority of the Company Representative'


4:1.1 The Company Representative shà¡l have the right to ínspect all Work to
the end that the results contracted for will be aita¡ned, but they shall not. have the right to direct or supervise tf¡e Oeta¡ls of said Work. The
Contractor, being an.'lndependent Contractor'', shall have full powec and
authority to select the. means, methods; and manner of perfórming the
Work. The Work shatl be done to thä satisfaction of the Company
Fepresentative and in accordance with the Contract, Ðrawings and
Speciäcâtions.


i,/


'rt.


4.


General Conditions
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4.1:2 The Company Representative will decide all questions which may arise
as to thè quality or acceptability of materÍals furnished àná inã wo*
performed, the manner or performance and the rate of progress of the
work and the interpretations of the'Drawings and speciRcåtioñs- 


-- -


4.2 lnspection


The Contractor shall 
'fumish the .Company's Representative' with every


reasonable facility för ascertaining whether or not the Work performed is in' accordance with lhe requirements and the intent of. the Specifications and
Contract including QA & QC equipment. lf the Gomþany Hepresentative so' requests, the Contractor shall, at_ any time before aócêftancå of the Work,
remove or uncover such portions of the finished Work as may be dírected. After' examination, the Contractor shall restore said portion of the Work to the standard
required by the Specifications. Should the Work thus exposed or examined
prove acceptable, the uncovering or removing and the replacing of the parts
removed shall be paid for as *Extra Work", but should the work io e'xposåO or,
examined provg unacceptable, the uncovering or making good of the parts
removed 'shall be at the Contracto/s expensé. No woik ðtratt Oe done nor
material used without suitable inspection.


C.ONTROL OF MATER¡ALS


5.1 . QualÍty of Materials.


.5.1.1 Material noi fumishu.d..by the Gompany shail be. approved by the' ': Co.mpany's Representat¡vä. ¡r the soi¡rcés of supply dó not furn'ish a' uniform product 
-or if the producl proves unaccepiå'bte at any t¡me, tfre


. contráctor shall furnish approved material from other sources.


5-1.2 No.materials shatl be'used in the Work which have in any way become
unfit for use after.acceptance.


5.1.3 When .one.'material is specified by name and "or equal to" is written
thereafter, the material mentioned by name is the mateiíal oesireo. ir tne


. Contractor desires to use another materiat. in lieu thèr.eof, 
"pprouãi 


oi tn.
CqmP..l-V Representative shall be obtained . before 'inaking- 


the
substitution


5.1.4 Whenever the-words "approved by" or "satisfactory to" or similar þhrasesare used in thjs Specification, they shail be understood to mean inrt tf'e
item or material refened to shati-be approved by and be satisfactory to
the Company Representative.
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co¡¡srRucTl o N. s PEc I F¡ cATt o N
FOR LAND PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION


"'t
.J


5.2 Handling Material


5.2.1 All pipe, uaiues, fittings and accessories shall be toaded and unloaded by
lifting with slings, hoists or other means to avoíd shock or damage.


5.22 Equipment which comes in contact with pipe surfaces, especialty tn¡n ¡tm
coated pipe, shallbe padded with rubber, Tefloq neoprene or equal, to
eliminate any pipe contact with metal or other hard surfaces. Sling hooks
used to unload or move.pipe shall be lined with brass, neoprene or


' aluminum to avoid damage tö beveled ends. Padding and hooks are to be
approved by the Çornpany Representative.


5.2.3 The Contractor shall dispose of banding material and dunnage
cars or other carriers in a mañner acceptable'to the Company,
clean-up unloading areas to the eompany's satisfáction,


5.3 Storing Malerial


5.3.1 Materiats shall be stored to preserve their quality and fitness for the Work.


5.3.2 The interior of all pipe fittings and other accessorie! shall be kept free from
. dirt and foreign matter at all times. Vqlves and accessories shall be


drained and stored in a manner which wlll protect them from damage from
freezing.


5.4 
,Defective 


Material 
:


, All materials not conforming. to the requirements of this Specífication shall be
rejected and shall be removed immediately from. the site of the Work unless
permitted to remain by the Company Representative. Rejected materials, the' defects of which have been subsequçntly.conected, shafl have the stetus of new


. material once approved by the Company Representative.


5.5 lssuing Materialto Contractor


' Gompany-furnished material for the project w¡ti Ue issued by the Company to the
Contractot's at¡thorized representative who shall acknowledge,' in writing, the
receipt of the 'material and.sh'all be responsible for all such material thereafter..


SURVEYS, L¡NES, AND GRADES


Unless' otherwise specifìed, the Company will fumish. only basic referencé fines and
bench marks from which the Contractor shâll establish such-other points as it may need.


from rail
and shall


þ.
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"îp"so
CONSTRUCTION SPEC¡FICATION


FOR LAND PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION


. 
MANUFACTURER'S D¡RECTIONS


All manufactured articles, materiaf, and equipment shall be applied, installed, connected,
erected, used, cleaned, and conditioned, as directed by the manufacturer, unless herein
specifiéd to the contrary.


RESPONSTBIL|TY REGARD¡NG EXtSTtNc UTtLtTtES OR STRUCTURES


The existence and location of underground pipelines and utilitiês indicated on the'
draqvings shall be investigated and verified in the field by the Contractor before starting
Work. Excavation in the vicinity of existing.structures, pipelines, and utilities shall bã
carefully done by hand. The Contractor shall be responsible for pròtection.of existing
utilities, pipe[ines, and structures.


TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT


ll at any time during the progress of the Work, tools or equipment appear io the
Company's Representative to'be insufficient, or inappropriate to secure the quafity of
work required oi at the proper rate of progress; thé Company's Representaiive may
request that the Contractor improve the character, augment the number, or substitute


.new tools or equipment to the satisfaction of the Gompany.


MEASUREMENT OF QUANTITIES


' The quantities of Work performed will be computed by the Contractor on the basis of
measurements taken by the company Representätive or their assistants.


COORDINATION OF SPECIFICATIONS AND DRAWINGS


This Specification, the Dräwings, Speclal Provisions and all supplemental documents
. are.essential parts i¡f the Contract, and a requirement appearing in one is as binding as


though appearing in all. ln case of discrepancy, figured or fietd verified dimensions Jhatf
. gove.r! over scaled dimensions, Drawings shall govern over Specifications, Special


Provisions shall govern over both Specifications and-Drawings.


DRAWNG MATERIAL LTSTS


The material lists on Drawings are' not intended to be binding for the quantities of
materials to be fumished'and installed by the Contiactor. The material fists are not


legq:sa.nly complete and are íntended to.be used as a guide and a method of cla.rifying
details on the drawings by means oi item numbers. Coñtractor shalf check all qu4ntitieé
by making its own materiat take-offs; and should bear fr¡ mind that it is to perform and
complete allWork represented on the Drawings. and supplemented by rnaterial lists and
Specífications, in accordance with accepted piactices ofihe constructiôn industry.
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RULES AND PERMITS


Permits. and licenses of a temporary nature necessary for the prosecution of the Work
shall be secúred by the Contractor. The Gontractor shall gíve all notices and compty
with all laws, ordinances, rules and regulatíons bearing on the conduct of theWork'aé.


. 'drawn and specífied. \Mere the SpecifÌcations or ihe Drawings conflict witii local
conditions; or city, county, or state ordinances, the C.ontiactor shall ncitÍff the Company
RepresentatÍve, who shall then notify the Contractor in wríting of the approved changes
to resolve lhe issue.


. 
INSTALLATION OFTEST LEADS


The Contractor shall'install test leads, in accordance with the Drawings, to the pipeline
'by the Cadweld Thermite Process ín locatíons shown on the Drawingéãnd at suóh'other .


locations as may be specified by the Compäny.


.14.1 Each test lead wire must be coi¡nected to the pipetine so as tp .remain
, mechanically secure and electrically conductive after backfílling is completed.


'14.2 Large diameter test leads wifl be attached using the ."ro*, foot" or three-point
attachment. Other test leads may be attached using a sinþle weld.


14.3 Test leads shall be ättached using a 1s:gram thermit weld charge


' 14.4 Each test lead wire must be attached to tf," pipeline so as to mlnimiZe stress
concentratíon on the pipe.


14.5 Only one thermit charge will be placed in the welding mold for any single weld.


14.6 When more than one test lead is to be attached, they sËall be installed a
. minimüm of 6 in. apart.


All bared test lead and bared metallíc area at the point of connection to the pípeline must
be coated with an electrical insulating material compatible with the pipe coäting and the'
insulation on the wire. Any additional stripped copper wíre shalt be'tåped with-electricat
vulcanizing tape and vinyl electrlcaltape.


PREPARATION OF JOB S¡TE


15-1 The initial site grading Shall be for the placement of any temporary buildings and. the'storage of materilrls so. that the area will bê well diained for ihe handìing of


.materials.
' 15.1.1 Temporary buildings (the type and quantity to be determined by the


Company Representative) shall be irailers, the knock-down type or
. portable if possible, and are for the following purpoÈes;


a) office buirdings for company and contractor personner.


13.


'|,4.


15.







CONSTRUCTION SPEGIFICATION
FOR LAND PIPELINE CONSTRUCTIONrtp"=o


b) Tool Room forthe Confactor


c) Warehouse for consiruction materiats, complete with necessary


. shelves and bins to house required materials-


1S.Z Prior to starting major construction, the entire Site shall be. graded to meet the


Drawing requirêments, all drainage ditches shall be completed.to design depths
. and grãdes, and all roadways shall be cbmplete* to specifications through


requiied subgrade materials. This will provide access to construction areas and
' mäintain a welFdrained S.ite at alltimes.


1g.g The water wetl cbntractor (if any) shall have completed its work during the thirt¡
day period þrecéding major construction. The contract for this'work shall be'


' determined by the ComPanY.
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1.


SURVÉY


4.


The pipeline routes. or locations shall be sqrvgye.d and maintqiJred bv the comþany' and


the center rine of tnå p.,pJnå to be insJaired'sha[ be indicated by stakes or markers


fiãceO at intervals of approximately 100 fi'


\flherethepipelineistobelaidparalleltoanexistinggaspioelineorlines,suitable
markers shal be pnräi ou"r ine cãnter t¡nå JiñJ åròseit-ex¡siirig pipeline at intervals of


1oo ft. and offset rt"i.ä .-nãrioè pra"eo opposite the conesponding. markers to indicate


the center line of the new pipeline'


TheCompanystiallmaketheContractorawareatalltimesofthetocationànd.coverof
existing pipelines, Älîìti"""rrv, --tiir1".Company's 


discretion, the Contractor shall not


;Ë;;påii;äãxirti"J'ri^åt ínt¡iwarn¡ng tape is in place ät natural srade'


The pipeline rights-of-way shall be marked byTlTe Compa¡y prior to Contractor aniving


on the jób site. fne centä¡ine of the ptopãtéO line, rigþt-of-way limits"extra workÉpace'


staging areas, env¡rJnäàniåi 
"àn""tris, 


foiè¡gn pipàr¡ñó e1a.ol9ê and other undergiound


structures crossings and Company's existin!Ïinåt 
"O¡"tent.toihe 


proposed line shatl be


marked using the unìïåì"ãi"äior äo6e for ritit¡t¡es and pipelíne construction' Fcjr foreign


crossings, survey rt"rã. *¡tf't nagging shall be placed'oüer.crossing facility at thè Row


perimeters, and two rùtuv sior."Ëïiin cróise¿ Ragging shall be placed at the ditch line


to mark a crossing. 
.


The contractor shall verify all gradps,.lines, levels and dimensions as shown on the


drawings, and shall report any e¡Tors ot 
'n"óñt¡.téncies 


to the Company'


The company requires that all construction 'as-buiti surveys be conducted after the pipe


is towered into the A¡iJn, ðåÃii."tót Sn"ft atlow adequate iime for as-built survey prior to


backfi[ling.


i-
:


:


3.


.5.


þ.
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FOR LAND PIPELINE CONSTRUGTION


I. GENERAL


The Contractor shall, before proðeeding with the cutting of fences, instatlation of gates or
gaps, clearing or any other right-of-way work, ascertain the staked location of the line
from the Company.


1.1. Gonstruction


The Contractor, having first ascertained from the Company that permisèion has
been secured from the property owner, shall install a suitable, substantial gate.or
gap in every fence at the point of.inte¡section of the proposed.plpeline, for access


.to land crossed by the pipeline, and for passage of construction equipment.
Before cuttin$ the fences to make these gates or gaps, the Contractor shall brace
and reinforce the fences with posts six inches in díameter or larger within the
constraints of the right-of-way, in order to prevent damages to said fences.


' Gates or gaps shall be constructed so that they can be securely closed. Where
necessary during construction, the Contractor. shall furnish, a watchman to
maintain these gatels to prevent livestock from entering or leaving thè property
and shall fúrnish watchmen in any other instance where required by the
Company.


1.2. Property Owner Notíces


' The Contractor shall'not remove or take down fences or open gates, or construct
gates o.r gaps without first notifyinþ the respective .property owner, tenant or
occupierà. The Contractor shall use only such roads through fárms as are


. designated and approved by the Company. Upon completÍon of the work, all


fçnces shall be replaced by the Contractor.


1.3. Untreated Posis


The Contractor shall not use untrea:ted fence posts, or josts of lesser size and


. . quality.than that oi the existing fence being permanently ieplaced.


1.4. Marker Post


' The Contractor shall replace any existing marker post located in'original fences
on existing or adjacent right-of-way which are dam'aged oi removed due to the. Work


Hedges


Gaps in hedges shatl be permanentlyclosed to the satisfaction of the Company.
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CHAIN LINK FENCING


2.1 Scope


Thís Part govems all chain link fencing to be installed where indicated on the
Drawings.


:
2.2.1 Posts, post tops, rails, gates, frames, bràces, barb arms, .and all


accessories shallconform to ASTM A-120, ASTM A-123, oTASTM A-702.
Barbed wire shall conform to ASTM A-121and châin i¡nk fabr¡c to ASTM
A-392. All shall be hot-dip galvanized and shall withstafrd 12 one-mínute


' immersions when tested in accordance with ASTM A-239.


2,2.2 Fabric shall be minimum No. I ASW gage steel wire, woven in a 2-in.
pattein. The top of the fabric shall be knuckled and the bottom barbed


. and shall confoñn to ASTM A-392.


2.2.g Barbed.wire shall be z-strånd, 4-point barbed wire. Main strands shallnot
be smaller than No. 121/rgaee steef wire and baibs not less than No. 14-
gage steel wiie. ïhe barbs shall be round and not over 5 in. apart. The
wire shall be hot-dip galvanízed and shall conform to ASTM A-121.


2.2.4 Posts


Z.Z.+.1 Line posts shattbe pipe section not less lhan23/ein. O.D., 3.65
. lbs./ft.


:


2.2.1.2 Terminal, end. corner, pull and brace posts shall be pipe
section, not less than 3Tz in. O.D., 7.58 lbs./ft.


2.2.4.3 . Gate posts (single) less than 13 ft. shall be pipe section, not
less than 4T.tn. O.D;, 10.79 lbs./ft..


2.2-S Top rails shall be pipe sections, not less than 1% in. O.D., 2.27 lbs.lft.


2.2.6 Braces shall be pipe section, not less than 1% in O.D., 2.27 lbs.tft.


Gates shall have frames of not less than 2 in. welded plpe weighing not
less.than 2.72lbs.lft., and främes shall have % in. röund cross brqcinþ.
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CONSTRUCTION SPEC¡FIGATION
FOR LAND PIPELINE GONSTRUCTION


2.2.7 Hinges shall be ball and socket type: one hinge shall be strong enough to
carry the vertical load. Fabric shall be the samé as specifies qbove. -


2.2.8 All posts shatl be fitted with heavy malieable iron or pressed steel tops.. Bases of the post to_ps shafl have ilanges aróund the outside of the poËts.
Post tops for 6-ft. fences shall be barb arms with a minimum oi three. strands of barbed wire.


2-2.9 The top rait shall pass through the base of the-line post tops and form a
continuous brace from end to end of each run of fence.'. CoupÍings shall
be outside sleeved type and.at least 7-in. long: one coupling in every five
shall contain a heavy spring to take up expans.ion and contraction of the
top rail.


2.2.10 Botiom tension wire shall be a minimum of No. 7 gage spring coilwire.


Construction


The ience line shäll be cleared 2 ft. oneach síde sf the center line so that ihe
fence can conform the ground contour. .The ience shallbe erected to the height
èhown on the Drawings so that the finished fence is plumb, taut, true to line a-nd
grade, and complete in alldetails. The bottom of the'fence shallbe pfaced 1 inch
above the ground line, posts shall be spaced not over 10 ft. on centers and set in
a concrete footing 9 in. in diameter andl36 in. deep. The fence shall be staked
down where. required. Barbed wire shall be ínstatled at the top of fences. Barb
armsshall be'installedtoextendtotheoutsideofthefence. All fencesshall be
eieoted with standard chainfink stretching equipment. After the fence is erected,
all holes from stumps, old posts and rocks shafl be filled and properly tamped.' '


New fences shall be connected to'existing fences as shown on Drawíngs. .
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FOR LAND P¡PELINE CONSTRUCTION


3. BARBED WIR,E FENCING


3.1 Scope


' This Part govems all barbed-wire feniing to be installed where indicated.on the
Dräwlngs.


g-Z Materials


3.2.1 . Posts - SPecifications


a) Metal posts shalf be steel, in "Teen, Channel, nU" or "Y' shapes, witli


:ffi HJåi:i:,iü'?i'il:':.å:#ê,'*0å*"lïi:,1#illilfliii:'ï:
posts) with each Post.


. b) Wood posts shall be pressure tested with either No. 1 creosote,
minimum I lbs./ft'3 or C.C.A' minimum 0.60 lb./ft.3


' 3.2.2 Posts'General


a) 
:ffiff:li"R%H""9ff":t::fiift'l"o 


*"oð as specirÏed above' ora


. Steiel "U", "Y" or"T" shape 7 ft. long, 1.43 lb./ft. (9.98lbs. each).


Treated wood, minimum 4 inch díameter by 7 ft..long.


b) Terminal posts, end, cornef, pull and gate posts shall be treated.wood,' 
minimum 6-in. diameter by I ft. long.


.c) 
Braces shall be treated wood, minimum 4-in. diameter'


. 3.2.3 . Staples shall be galvanized from No. I wire, 1% in. long.


3.2.4 Barbed wire shall. be 2-strand,4-point bar:bed wÍre.' Main strands shall not
be smaller than No. 12Yz eage steel wire and barbs of not less than No.


14 A.S.H. gage steelwire. The þarbs shall be round and not over 5 in.
apart. The-wire shall be ho$dip galvanked and shat¡ conform to ASTM A-


. 121.


. 3.2.5 \Mre fasteners shall be from zinc-coated w¡re, minimum 0.120 in., in
. accordance with ASTM A-702 and ASTM A-641
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3.3 Construction


3.3.1 The fence line shalt be cteared 2 fi. each side of the center line so that the
. fence can confonn to the ground contour. The fence shall be erected as' shown on the Drawings so that the finished fence is plumb, taut,.true to


.line and grade and complete in every detail. The fence shall be 48 in.
high with five lines of wire spaced apþroximately 10 in. apart.


3.3.2 Posts shall be set firmly so that an erect positlon wltl be maintained. A
small amount of soil shall be backfilled at a time and well tamped before
more baikfill is added. Linê posts shallextend 34 in. into the ground.


. 3,3.3 End posts and cornerþosts shall be braced as shown on the Drawings.
Corner and brace posts shall extend 40'in. into the ground. Struts and
ties shalf be securely fastened to the posts at the g¡ound line and from 6
to 12 in. below the top of the posts. Struts shall be nof less than 4 in. in
diameter: ties shall be three double strands of wire not smaller than No.


. : 1Zgage.


' 3,3.4 Staples shall'be driven diagonally to the grain to avoid splitting the wood.
They shall be sét to hold the wire securely but shall not be buried in the
post.. The fence shall be fastened to the post in a manner with wilf atlow
'for contraction and expansion.


'3.3.5 Line posts shall be spaced a maximum of 10 ft. apart and set so that the
appearance of the fence will not be marred by posts at different heights


. and sPacing;


1.3.6 
'splices 


shguld be made at the brace or putt posts.


3.3.7 : The fence shall be stretched to pioduce enough tension to cause wire to
feel springy to the touch. Overstretching shall not be permitted. Wire
shall not be stretched around a comei which changes the direction of the
fence line morei than 45o; instead, the fence shallbe cut and wirêd to the
post.
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4. HOG AND BARBED WRE FENCING


. 4.1 Scope of Work


Th¡s Part governs all hog wire and barbed wire fencingj to be installed.where
. indicated on the Drawings.


. 4.2 Materials


4.2.1 Barbed wire shall be 2-strand, 4.point barbed wire. Main strands shall not


fi iHi,î,ff lil:;lihl"ffi "";:fî':î:,iii?nî;',,îil?ìx"i"?ïÌl:.Apart. The-wire shall be hot-dip galvanized and shall conform to ASTM A-
121.


+.2.2 Hog wire shall be galvanized woven wire with minimum No. 9 gage top
and bottom .wires and minimum No. 1l gage intermediate line and stay
wires cornplete with tension curves and shall conform to ASTM A-1'16.


4.2.g Posts - Specificatiäns


a) Metal posts shall be steel in nTee", channel or "Un and "Y' shapes
conforming to ASTM A-702 painted or galvanized, and complete with 5
wire fasteners per post.


b) Wood posts shall be 'pressure treated w¡th e¡ther No. 1 creosote,
minimum I lbs./ft.3 or C.C.A. minimum 0.60 lb./ft.3


4-2.4 Posts - General 
.


a) Line pbsts may be either steel or treated wood or a combination of
same as follows: Steel "U", "Y''or 'T' shape I ft. long - 1.431bs./ft.
(11.44!bs. each) complete with 5 wire fasteners (suitable for attaching


' wire to the posts) ivith each post. Treated wood, minimum 4-in.
diameter by I ft. long.


. b) Terminal posts, end, comer, pulf and'gate posts shall be treated wood' minimum 6-in. diameter by I ft. long. .


c) Braces shall be treated wood minimum 4-in. diameter.
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,i


à.2.s Staples shalt be galvanized, from No. 9 wire, 1% in. long.


4.2.6 \Mre fasteners shalt be from.zinc-coated wire, minimum 0.120 in., ln
accordance with ASTM A-702 and ASTM A-641.


1.3 Construction


4.g.1 The fence line shatl be cleared 2 ft. on each sidsof the center lîne so that
the fence can co.nform to the ground contour. The fence shall be erected
as shown on the Drawings so thät the finished fence is plumb, taut, true
to line and grade and complete in all detalls. The fence shall be 5 ft. 0 in.
high with spaeing or wire as shot¡vn on the Drawiirgs.


4.3.2 PostS shall be set firmly so that an erect position will be maintained. A
small amôunt of soil shall be bacKilled at a time and well tamped before


ore is added. Line posté shall extend 34 in. into the ground.


4.3.3 End posts an{ comer posts shal,l be braced as shown on the drawings.
Corner.and brace posts shall extend 40 in. into the ground. Struts and'. ties shall be securely fastened to the poóts at the ground line and from 6
to 12 in. below th€i top of the posts. Struts.shall be not less than 4 in. in
diameter: Ties shall be 3 double strands of wire not smaller than No. 12.


. . 
gage.


. 4-g.4 Staples shatl be driven diagonally to the grain to avoid splitting the'wood.
They shall be set to hold the wire securely but shall not be buried in the
posts. The fence shall be fastened to the post in a manner which will


. allow for contraction and expansion.


4.3.5 Line posts ,nrtt Uu spaced a maximum of 10 ft. apart and set so that the
appearance of the fence will not be mared by posts of different heights
and spacing.


4.3.F Splices should be made at the brace or pull posts.


' 4.3.7 The fence shall be stretched to produce enough tension to cause wiiq to
.feel èpringy to the touch. Hog wire shall be stretched until the tenslon
curves are about half straightened out. Overstretching shall not be
permitted. Wire shall not be stretched around a cornerthat changès the
direction of the fence line more fhan'45'; instead, the fence it shall be cut
and wired to the post.
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CONSTRUCT¡ON SPECI FICATION


ron uruo prpELrNE corusrnüóäör,¡


2.


DEFIN¡TIONS


For the purposes heggf, th.q Iþtr:or*11 ghaJl.uera strip of tand, width as detaired on the' Drawings and the Right-of-wãy Líne [¡st. ell 
"r 


tñä'-cãirärcror,s operations sha' beconfined within such applicable widths on eactr resfeli"ã'iiäd as designated under the"Rernarks and special Provisions" column of the iñ l¡ri;"d shall be controlling andbÍnding upon the Contractor. - - -:"- "-' - 
_


ONE CALL NOTIFICATION


It shatf be the contracto/s 
r,:et:ib¡l¡tv il 1-,.: 


the rocar area,s oNE GALL sysrem priorto commencing construct¡on ¡n accoráåice with *,* irgrôìãùàquirements. ' ---"' ;


CLEARING RIGHT-OF.WAY


3.1 'Limitations


' - Before clearing operations are started, the contract'or shall bè familiar and' comply with all special provisíons íncludód ¡" tné öärpany provided right-of.wayLine List and environmentar construction *qriiårãñir.'
g.2 Brush and Timbþr
' 


Brush and timber encountered on the-ríght-of-way shafl be cleared to a width notexceeding th: construction right-of-wäy *iaäí. 
-Åä'tr,,.t,, 


tímber, stumps,' overhanging limbs and slash shatt u.í oËËåreá"'or by the contractor in' accordance with all.applicable permits ano Jtãte anã local regulations. tr¡econtractor shall cut merchantàbrc t¡muäi inìî-Ëäìn, as directed by.thecompanv and shail neatty stack it 3g¡ttJrg ;àrlt-JilY"rv ror dispos¡ion by the. landowner' The contractoi shall have thãrijñt iã urË ùnmercnantable timber cutfrom the right-of-way as necessarv to perroím n". woir, unless otherwise notedin the Líne List lnst¡:uctions or oft¡ei pLrm:¡ts: v vvr ñ' ur'E;ÐÐ urr rer wrse n(


3.3 Utility poles.and Retated Facilities


where telephone. or. utility company powgr poles interfere with ihe safe inqressand'esress of.vehícles ai,u 
"qüipm"nt 


during constructifî,'iË ö.iäLJi'Jir"tttake appropriare acrion with the ti.ir¡tv o*né;/åpäËdlpprovar.


' The contracto¡ shall-make atl necessary arrangement's foi the relocation andpreseruation of'such facilities dúring constructíonîiriuqr¡rcq and w¡h the written.' àuthorizátion of the ut¡iitv òom jãnv" evr ¡Èu L¡'rr..'¡ ¡' rr I equ 
.
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FOR LAND PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION


GRADING


The Contractor shall giade 
", 


nur"rrrry to mitigate th.e necessity of abrupt over-bènds


oi sãg-¡ànos. conÏràctor shall miniirize the grading where pra_ctigal -to prevent


;;";;ä;w ú¡rtrróäñã" and minimize work requ-ired tõ retum the right-of-wav"to its


õrig¡*l eleiations,'ãiol-"., and profile as closety as, practicaf,'but consistent with


minimizing abrupt o*i-b"'nar arid sag-bends. .Graded s.r¡bsoll materials shall be


à'ióôÈpirào .o it ian 6u ieturnuu to its or-þinal depth and location as opposed tci spread


. ãiãñg tfr" right-pÊwala fná Contractor sñall grub, ör otherwise remove and dispoSe of,


. all stumps, roots rnå'ArUr¡t founO to be inihe way of construction within permãnent


¡ight'of-way limits.


When. the Contractor is cutting grade along or acrbss 9xistj19 
pipeline.s spoil or mats


shalt be placeÇ ou"ith" existin-g änes per thé requirements of the Operating Company of


the foreign pipeline.


DUSTCONTROL


óuring dry weather, when directed by the Company Representative, Contractor shall


iumcËntrv wáter thå iight-of-way to minim¡le duèt as necessary for âir quality, welding


quálity, aÁd coating apflication purposes. :


I
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FOR LAND PIPELINE CONSTRUCTTON


GENERAL


The Contractor shall emptoy. OSHA approved equipnient and methods required to keep


the ditch in compliance with the line'established by the Company'regardless of the type
of soil or rock encountered and regardless of the.depth of excavation necessary.


COMPANY FORE¡GN LINE AND UTILITY CROSSINGS 
.


]he Co¡npa¡y will have exercised due diligence in locating foJeign pipelines and utility


i¡ne ciossingi. However, the Contr-áçþ¡it'ralf cgrrrfirçr¡{he lôöatiön.qif"al[ such crossings
and notiff the owner prior to eny d.rtlihing aoËivity !n the vicini$ öf the crossings. A
minimum clearance of 72in., or as required by the owner/operator, sháll be rnâintained
from the foreign er.ossing.


The Contractor Shall repair or replace alf drainage tile aná/or pipe damaged during
construction. Drain tile across the ditch line shall be adequately supported. Drain lines


across the working side shatl be cleaned out to ensure the tile has not been crushed or


damaged by construction equipment. The Contractor shall construct the pipeline at such


depth at the point of undercrossing all drain tile. that no interference shall occur between
the repaired section of tile.and the pipelíne (
ÐtrcH sPEctFrcATlofls


3.1 Ditch WÍdth and DePth


Unless'otherwise stated on the drawings or right-of-wayline list, thé ditch shall
be a minimum of 12 in. wider than the pipe being laíd for pipe diameters less than


' 12 in. and a minimum of 18 in. wider for pipe diameters 12 in. and greater and of
such depth that the pipe shall have 36 in. minimum cover ln soil in Class 2 and 3
areas, and 30 in- in Class. 1,.and 24 in. in consolidated rock in Class 2 and 3
areas, and 18 in. in Class 1,'measured from the top of the pipe to the averaþe
level of the original or restored ground cin the two sides of the ditch whichevér is' 
lower.


3.2 consoi¡dated Rock


. Consolidated rock is defined as rock layers'where the uppermost surface exists
at a higher elevation ihan the elevation of the top of the pipe. This.condition


' provides protection against damage from extemal forces and justifies'cover.


3.3. Ditch Grading


The bottom of the ditch shall be cut to a uniform grade so that the fult width sf the
ditch shall be available for providing slack in the line when laid.


1.


,


t
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CONSTRUCTION SPECI FICATION
FOR LAND PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION


3.4


3r5


.Bend Excavations


At over-bends and side-bends, the Gontractor shall excavate the ditch to allow
prope.r ctearance betvúeen the inside bend of the pipe and the bottom or side of
the ditch to maintain the minimum cover.


Rock


ln àll cases where rock, or any boufder larger than two in. in diameter is' encountefed in thé bottom of the ditch, the ditch shall be evenly pâdded with soit,
sand or other padding mateäal approved by the Company in order to.prevent the
rock or boulders. from comíng into contact with.the pipe coating


3.6 Drainage Tle


lf drainage tile is damaged during the trenchÍng operations, the locations shall be
immediately flagged for repair. The.flags shall not be removed until.þermanent
repairs have been inspected and accepted by both the Company Representative' and the landowner.


Unless othemvise authorized in the line lists or by the Company Representative,
temporary repairs shall be made and temporary supports installed to maintain' serviceability of the drain tifes until the permanönt repairs can be made and the
tileb properly supported by compacted backfill. Repairs shall be made by cutting
tiles back into undamaged sections and replacing damaged sections with tile of ,


equalbize and quality, using care to maintain previous grádient.


DIKES, LEVEES, FIREWALLS


The Contractor shall install, maintain and reconstruct any temporary facílitids necessary
when cutting through existing dikes, levees, fire walls or other control devices arossed by
pipeline dltch construction.


SPOIL BANK


5.1 General


The spoil bank from the ditching operations shall not be placed on.any loose
debris or foreign matter which might become mixed àuring paddiñg and
backfi lling operations.


5.2 Drainage


'ì. t.r..' :


4.


't
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' The Contractor shall provide and maintain g-aps.or oþeningg in the spoil bank
across cultivated fields, so that excessive rains do not cause watèr to back up
and flood cultivated sections. Extreme care shall be exercised to keep all drain
ditches and water courses open and useful.


6. TEMPORARY BRIDGES


When the ditch is excavated through lands where livestock/wildlife is confíned or through
agricultural fiblds where the Cornpany determines it is dêsirable for the landowner or
tenant to.have a passageway a'cross the ditch, the Contractor shall plug.the ditch or
provide safê,'temporary bridges for crossing the ditch and leave an opening in the spoil


. bank.


7. EXCAVATING NEAR IN.SERVICE PIPELINES


When ditching parallet to. an existing pipeline in the same rights-of-way, near the existing
line and deeper than the existing line, care should be taken to leave sufficient distance
and support to ensure said line does not slough off into new excavation. lf paiallel line ís
a coupled high pressure line, it is not permitted to expose more than one coupling at a
time. ln alf instances, the work should be planned such that the excavation is'open a


Ì minimum.amount of time.


. " *****
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Westlaw.
114 S.W.2d 536 Pase I
13l Tex. 368,ll4 S.W.2d 536
(Cite as: 131 Tex.368,114 S.W.2d 536)


H
Commission of Appeals of Texas, Section A.


CITY OF DALLAS


SHORTALL
No.2144-7058


March 23.1938


Error to Court of Civil Appeals of Fifth Supreme
Judicial District.


Suit by Thomas H. Shortall against the City of Dallas
for extra expenses incurred in performance of con-
tract and for damages for delay. To review a judg-
ment of the Court of Civil Appeals, 87 S.W.2d 844.
affrming a judgment in favor of the plaintiff, the
defendant brings error.


Reversed and rendered.


West Headnotes


lll Contracts 95 æ232(1)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95II(n Compensation
951A32 Alterations and Extra Work


95k232(,1\ k. What Constitutes Extra
Work or Materials in General. Most Cited Cases
A person who agrees to do for a fxed sum a thing
possible to be performed will not be excused or be-
come entitled to additional compensation because
unforeseen diffrculties are encountered.


pl Municipal Corporations 268 æ360(3)


268 Municipal Corporations
2681X Public Improvements


268X(C) Contracts
268k355 Performance of Work


268k360 Alterations and Additional or
Extra Work


268k360(3) k. Mistake in or Change
of Plans and Specifications or Surveys. Most Cited
Cases
Under contract wittr cþ for construction of tunnel
prohibiting allowance for extras or claims based on
misunderstanding of specifications, subcontractor
could recover if at all for extra expense made neces-
sary when formation was found not to be solid rock
as had been anticipated, only on basis of misrepresen-
tation by cþ.


l3] Municipal Corporations 268 æ374(l)


268 Municipal Corporations
2681X Public Improvements


268IX(C) Contracts
268k374 Rights and Remedies of Contrac-


tors and Sureties Against Municipalþ
268k374(1) k. In General. Most Cited


Cases
A contractor which did not rely in making bid on any
representation of city, relative to formation through
which tunnel was to be constructed and which failed
to suffer any damages by reason of performance of
contract, acquired no cause of action against city for
misrepresentation inducing bid and hence subcontrac-
tor acquired no right against city for misrepresenta-
tion from contractor either by subcontract or pur-
ported assignment ofright by contractor.


þf Municipal Corporations 268 æ374(4)


268 Municipal Corporations
2681X Public Improvements


268IX(C) Contracts
268k374 Rights and Remedies of Contrac-


tors and Sureties Against Municipality
268k374(4\ k. Evidence. Most Cited


Cases
To justiff recovery against cþ for extra expense
incurred in performance of contract because of city's
misrepresentation of conditions under which contract
was to be performed, some element of deception
which in contemplation of law is fraudulent or
amounts to bad faith must be proved.
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13l Tex. 368,ll4 S.W.2d 536
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þ] Municipal Corporations 268 æ360(3)


268 Municipal Corporations
2681X Public Improvements


268X(C) Contracts
268k355 Performance of Work


268k360 Alterations and Additional or
Extra \Vork


268k360CI k. Mistake in or Change
of Plans and Specifications or Surveys. Most Cited
Cases


City would be liable to subcontractor for extra ex-
penses incurred by him in construction of tunnel
when formation was found not to be solid rock as had
been anticipated only on showing that representation
that tunnel could be constructed through solid rock
was made as affirmative statement of fact or positive
assertion under such circumstances or with such ac-
companying assurances as justifred subcontractor in
relying thereon without investigation on his part, and
that subcontractor in fact made no independent inves-
tigation to ascertain the truth.


þ| Municipal Corporations 268 e;Ð360(3)


268 Municipal Corporations
26 8IX Public Improvements


268IX(C) Contracts
268k355 Performance of Work


268k360 Alterations and Additional or
Exha Work


268k360(3) k. Mistake in or Change
of Plans and Specifications or Surveys. Most Cited
Cases
The delineation of a rock line a short depth below
surface on profile prepared by city engineer showing
propefty under which tunnel was to be constructed
did not constitute affirmative assurance of rock for-
mation at location of tunnel, knowingly or recklessly
made, so as to render city liable to subcontractor for
extra expense incured when formation encountered
was not solid rock, where line was delineated on pro-
file in accordance with facts disclosed by shallow
holes drilled with hand auger and did not pwport to
show condition at location oftunnel.
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268 Municipal Corporations
268IX Public Improvements


268IX(C) Contracts
268k355 Performance of Work


268k360 Alterations and Additional or
Extra Work


268k360(.3) k. Mistake in or Change
of Plans and Specifications or Surveys. Most Cited
Cases
A subcontractor who made investigation of condi-
tions under which tunnel was to be constructed for
cþ was not entitled to rely on representation ofrock
line on plat prepared by city as representation that
construction was to be through solid rock so as to be
entitled to recover against cþ for extra expenses
incurred when formation was not solid rock, espe-
cially where subcontractor would have found on in-
quiry that rock line shown on plat merely represented
places where rock had been found in drilling auger
holes by hand.


l!!l Municipal Corporations 268 æ374(6)


26 8 Municipal Corporations
26 8IX Public Improvements


268IX(C) Contracts
268k374 Rights and Remedies of Contrac-


tors and Sureties Against Municipalþ
268k374(.6\ k. Trial, Judgment, and


Review. Most Cited Cases
In suit by sub-contractor to whom contractor had
sublet contract for construction of tunnel without
knowledge of city contrary to provisions of contract,
jury's finding that cþ recognized subcontractor as


such in construction oftunnel did not constitute frid-
ing that city had knowledge of subletting of work
during time there was delay in furnishing right of
way as respects right of subcontractor to recover un-
der contract for such delay.


[![ Municipal Corporations 268 S353


268 Municipal Corporations
268IX Public Improvements


268IX(O Contracts
268k353 k. Assignment. Most Cited Cases


Under contract for construction of tunnel prohibiting
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subletting of work without consent of cþ, subcon-
tractor to whom work was sublet without knowledge
of cþ was not entitled to recover under contract for
delay on account of failure of city promptly to furnish
right of way notwithstanding that city knew of sublet-
ting of contract during period of delay, since mere
recognition ofsubcontractor created no contract rela-
tion between him and cþ.
**537 *370 H. P. Kucera, CiIy Atty., and A. J.


Thuss, W. Hughes Knight, and J. Manuel Hoppen-
stein, Asst. City Attys., all of Dallas, and Black &
Graves, of Austin for plaintiff in enor.


R. G. Storey and E. Taylor Armstrong both of Dallas,
for defendant in error.


William McCraw, Atty. Gen., and Leonard King and
William Brown, Asst. Attys. Gen., as amici curiæ.


*371 GERMAN, Commissioner.


The Cþ of Dallas, on March 18, 1930, entered into a


contract with the Central Contracting Company to
construct a certain storm sewer known as Kidd
Springs Branch District No. 24. The main feature of
this enterprise was the construction of a tunnel sev-
eral hundred feet in length through a hill, so as to
divert waters from Kidd Springs Branch into Coombs
creek retention basin. The depth underground ofthis
tunnel varied with the curvature **538 and height of
the hill, and at the highest point of the hill was 85 feet
beneath the surface of the soil.


In obtaining bids for this work, the City of Dallas,
through its engineering departrnent, caused plans and
specifications to be prepared. These plans and speci-
fications consisted, among other things, of a profile
or map showing the general contour of the hill and
the approximate depth of the tunnel beneath the sur-
face of the hill. Preparatory to making this profile, the
engineering department made certain tests to deter-
mine where rock would be encountered in the hill
beneath the surface. In making this investigation,
small holes were bored with hand augers. These hand
augers were used, because atthat time the engineer-
ing department did not have a machine with which to
drill holes to the depth of the location of the proposed
tunnel. In drilling the holes with the hand augers,
rock was encountered at depths ranging from 2 to 8
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or l0 feet. Based upon these borings, there was de-
lineated upon the plat what is referred to as the "rock
line." It is shown upon the profile as a curved line
following the surface line of the soil and being shown
below the surface line at depths ranging from 2 to 8


or l0 feet. The word "rock" appears on this line at
several different places. There is nothing to show
whether corings from these borings were kept or not.
It is undisputed that the line along which are found
the words "rock" was put upon the plat in accordance
with the facts found by boring the holes with hand
augers, and that the rock was actually encountered in
these holes at the depths indicated. No effort was
made by the engineering department to determine the
nature of the soil at the place where the tunnel was to
be located, for the reason that there was no machine
available for that purpose. We may call attention here
to the fact that the jury found that the conditions of
the soil and formation which were encountered along
the cowse where the tunnel was actually driven was
not reasonably anticipated by either party to the con-
ttact.


*372 The proposal for bids, in addition to containing
statements of the proximate quantities of rock and
dirt excavations, the concrete work to be done, etc.,
contained the following provisions:


"Examination of Plans, etc.: All parties who shall bid
on any portion of the work called for in these specif,r-
cations, or shown on the accompanying plans, must
familiarize themselves therewith, and they shall also
personally examine the route of proposed sewer, not-
ing the condition to be met with during construction.


"Information: In case these specifications or plans are
not thoroughly understood, parties making bids shall
apply to the Engineer for further information before
bids are submitted, as no claims on any such grounds
will be entertained, or changes allowed in the specifi-
cations or plans after contract is awa¡ded except un-
der conditions named in the contract as 'Extra.'
'Omitted,' or'Changed Work."'


The plans and specifications contemplated two meth-
ods ofconstruction ofthe tunnel, and the proposal for
bids contemplated two different bids upon these two
different methods. One of the contemplated methods
was what was known as "gunnite" construction. By
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this was meant that if the tunnel was driven through
solid rock, it could be driven by means of blasting
and machinery, and the concrete lining could be put
in the tunnel by use of machinery, without forms. If
the tunnel had to be constructed through soil not alto-
gether solid rock, the excavation could not be done
entirely by blasting with machinery, and the concrete
lining would have to be made by use of forms. This
concrete lining would also have to be heavier when
thus applied than ifapplied by the gunnite process. In
other words, the tunnel could be constructed through
a solid rock formation cheaper than through a forma-
tion not altogether solid rock. The Central Contract-
ing Company made a bid of $45,014.82 for gunnite
construction, and a bid of $49,029.82 for concrete
construction. The gunnite construction was chosen by
the city, and the contract was entered into upon that
basis.


Two days after the contract was entered into and be-
fore any work was begun, the Central Contracting
Company sublet the contract to defendant in error,
Thomas H. Shortall, who will be hereinafter referred
to as plaintiff. The contract between the Central Con-
tracting Company and plaintiff was in no sense an


assignment, but by its terms plaintiff assumed the
place of the Central Contracting Company under the
contract with the city and agreed to fumish all mate-
rials, do all labor, and execute the contract in all par-
ticulars, according to plans and specifications,*373
exactly as the Central Contracting Company **539


had obligated itselfto do. In consideration ofhis ser-


vices, plaintiff was to be paid the sum of $45,014.82,
less 10 per cent. which was to be retained by the Cen-
tral Contracting Company.


Before entering into the contract with the Central
Contracting Company, plaintiffwent over the ground
of the proposed work. He noticed stakes on the
ground indicating the line of the tunnel, and also no-
ticed test holes which had been made with a 2 or 2
ll2 -nch auger. These test holes were about 25 feet
apart. The din or spoil from the holes lay alongside
the holes. Plaintiff put a stick in some of these holes,
but was unable to push the stick very far. He made no
further investigation to determine whether or not the
holes had been drilled to the depth of the proposed
tunnel. He testified that he was not interested in mak-
ing his own investigation, because the plans showed a
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"rock line" and he thought this indicated a rock for-
mation at the location of the proposed tunnel. He
made no inqui.y of the engineering department con-
cerning the result of the tests or concerning the inves-
tigation which the department had made and upon
which the plans were based.


Plaintiff was delayed in beginning work of construct-
ing the tunnel, on account of trouble on the part of
the city in obtaining right of way, and this matter will
be referred to later. After beginning the work, it was
discovered that the location of the tunnel was not
through solid rock and this caused a change in a part
of the construction from gunnite to heavy concrete.
This change was mutually arranged between the par-
ties. Other changes were authorized, and for addi-
tional work allowed under these changes plaintiff was
paid full compensation. In fact, while the bid was
only 545,014.82, he was paid the sum of $66,165.36.
Due to the fact that the ground conditions did not
permit full and complete gunnite construction, plain-
tifl according to his contention, was required to sink
a shaft near the middle of the hill. Through this shaft
he was enabled to do excavation for the tunnel in
both directions, but was required to incur large ex-
penses in excavating and in raising and disposing of
the soil. He was also required, according to his alle-
gations, to do other work which would not have been
necessary ifthe solid condition had existed. The cþ
declined to make allowances for some of these items
and this suit resulted.


The suit was filed in the district court of Dallas
county by plaintiff February 3, 1933. We think it
important to note the precise basis of his suit as set


forth in his petition. After *374 alleging execution of
the contract by the cþ and the Central Contracting
Company, and the subcontract between the Central
Contracting Company and himself, he makes the fol-
lowing allegation:


"That the City of Dallas furnished plans and specifi-
cations for the work contemplated to be done under
said contract, and said plans and specifications dis-
closed a local condition wherein the tunnel was to be
excavated, which plans and specifications were the
only means of information which plaintiff had to in-
form him of the actual ground conditions to be en-
countered; that such plans and specifications indi-
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cated that solid rock would be found where the tunnel
was to be excavated, and this plaintiff relied upon
same in entering into the contract aforesaid. That due
to circumstances over which he had no control, he
performed said work with additional expenses which
\ryere necessary and which could not be foreseen, and
which were not within the contemplation of any of
the parties at the time the contract above referred to
was executed; that said expenses and compensation
to which plaintiff is entitled are as follows:"


After alleging an expense of $2,677.36 on account of
delay, he then alleged as follows:


"(b) Expenses made necessary by different condition
of the soil from that represented by the Cþ in its
profiles and specifications in connection with said
work. The profiles prepared by the City of Dallas,
and the specifications prepared by the Cþ of Dallas
in connection with said work showed that the type of
work to be done was what is known as tunnelling or
could be done by tunnelling method, and the profiles
prepared by the City of Dallas, after making certain
borings and tests of the condition of the soil, showed
that the condition of the soil was such that tunnelling
or tunnelling methods could be used in going through
the same. Your plaintiff would show that in entering
upon said work he discovered that the condition of
the soil was not as represented by the City of Dallas,
and the conditions met necessitated a great outlay and
expense that was not **540 within the contemplation
of any of the parties, said expense consisting of the
following:"


He then enumerates these expenses as follows:


(l) Expense of sinking shaft,82,236.79.


(2) Expense of hauling away soil from shaft,
$ 1. I 39.1 0.


(3) Additional expense for tunneling on account of
the ground conditions being other than solid rock,
$19,600.50.


*375 Trial was before a jury and on frrdings favor-
able to plaintiff he was awarded damages, or addi-
tional compensation for the items above mentioned,
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in the sum of 525,653.75, and the sum of $4,150.21
as interest. The Court of Civil Appeals affirmed the
judgment of the trial court. 87 S.W.2d 844. 855. Jus-
tice Bond dissented.


Aside from the item of expense caused by delay,
plaintiffs action necessarily, in the last analysis, rests
upon a claim for damages on account of misrepresen-
úation by reason of which he was caused to enter into
the contract. This becomes manifest from his allega-
tions as well as the authorities upon which he relies.


[!] If plaintiff were attempting to recover under or by
virtue of the contract, then undoubtedly the provi-
sions with reference to "extra," "omitted," or
"changed work," and the provisions with reference to
the decision of the engineer, as well as cert¿in charter
provisions of the Cþ of Dallas, would control and
would prevent a recovery. Constitutional questions
might also be encountered. Weston v. State" 262 N.Y.
46. 186 N.E. 197. 88 A.L.R. 1219. and annotation.
Besides, it is practically a universal rule that "where
one agrees to do, for a fixed sum, a thing possible to
be performed, he will not be excused or become enti-
tled to additional compensation, because unforeseen
difficulties are encountered." See United States v.
Spearin.248 U.S. 132. 39 S.Ct. 59. 61.63 L.Ed. 166.
The ground upon which recovery was allowed in that
case is not recognized in our state. Lonergan v. San
Antonio Trust Co.. 101 Tex. 63. 104 S.W. 1061. 106
S.W. 876. 22 L.R.A..N.5.,364,130 Am.St.Rep. 803.


[! After a careful consideration of practically all of
the American cases pertinent to a situation such as is
presented in this case, we think that the basis of re-
covery, when allowed, is perhaps best stated by the
court in the case of Pitt Construction Compan)¡ v.
Citv of Alliance. 6 Cir.. 12 F.2d 28. 31. In that case it
was said: "The contract contains the usual provisions
that the engineer shall determine all questions re-
specting the construction and meaning of the plans
and contract, that his decision shall be conclusive in
all cases, and that his estimates shall be a condition
precedent to the recovery of any compensation; also
that there can be no compensation for extra work,
unless a special arrangement was made for it as pro-
vided in the general contract. These contract provi-
sions do not control this action. The *376 suit is not
brought to recover anything earned under the contract
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or for extra work of the character contemplated by
the contract; it is brought to recover damages for the
misrepresentation by which the contract was induced-
-or, to express the same substance in another form, to
recover damages for not furnishing the agreed site."


In the case of Christie v. United States.237 U.S.234.
35 S.Ct. 565. 567. 59 L.Ed. 933. which is the princi-
pal case relied upon by plaintiff, there is found the
following statement, which is at the very foundation
of the holding in that case: "It would seem as if there
could be only one conclusion from these findings.
There was a deceptive representation of the material,
and it misled."


As misrepresentation must necessarily be the basis of
recovery in this case, except possibly as to the item
for delay, we will proceed to determine whether or
not plaintiff made such a case, when tested by the
principles announced in similar cases. The basis of
plaintiffs contention is this: That by the profile or
plat mentioned, which was a part of the plans and
specifications, the city made an affrmative represen-
tation that a solid rock formation existed along the
whole course of the tunnel, that he relied upon such
representation in making his contract with the Central
Contracting Company, that this representation was
found to be untrue, and that he suffered injury by
reason thereofto the extent ofthe extra expenses in-
curred by him in constructing the tunnel under the
conditions actually encountered.


[1] We call attention to the fact that plaintiff does not
attempt to allege that the Central Contracting Com-
pany, the successful bidder, relied upon the alleged
representation, or was in any manner misled thereby,
or was to any extent influenced **541. in making its
bid by reason of said representation. In addition, he
failed to allege or prove that the Central Contracting
Company suffered any damages whatever by reason
of performance of the contract. It follows, therefore,
that the Central Contracting Company never had any
cause of action against the city, and plaintiff acquired
from it no right whatever, either from his fnst con-
tract, or from the purported assignment made to him
during the progress of the trial. His case, therefore,
must rest upon the proposition that in making his
agreement as a subcontractor under the Central Con-
tracting Company he himself had a right to rely upon
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the alleged representation, and did so, was misled
thereby, and suffered damages as alleged.


*377 While entertaining the gravest doubt that plain-
tiff is within the class of those who were entitled to
rely upon the purported representation, yet on ac-
count of the importance of the matter, we have de-
cided to discuss the question as if plaintiff occupied
the position of the bidder to whom the contract was
awarded.


We will not attempt to formulate a general rule appli-
cable to all cases, but will briefly note expressions of
the courts in some of the decisions, from which we
may get an idea of the controlling principles. Plaintiff
relies upon one or more New York cases. That state
has perhaps furnished more cases upon the subject
than all others. The latest, as well as the clearest, ut-
terance by the courts of that state is in the case of
Arthur A. Johnson Corporation v. City of New York.
162 Misc. 665. 295 N.Y.S. 547. 549. The gist of
plaintiffs action in that case is briefly stated by the
court as follows: "This claim arose as the result of the
increased cost of excavation due to the presence in
the soil of what is known as 'hardpan.' It is alleged
that the presence ofhardpan was not shown on Sup-
plementary Drawing D-15, which sets forth the re-
sults of test borings made by a contractor employed
by the city. It is fi¡rther alleged that the plaintiff relied
upon the drawings, that they furnished the basis of
the bid it made, and that the Board of Transportation
knew that the material to be excavated was different
from that shown on the drawings."


Speaking generally, the court said: "It is well settled
law that under a contract such as we have here, in
which it is specifically stipulated that the city does
not guarantee the completeness or correctness ofthe
borings, or of the results thereof the cþ is neverthe-
less liable if it knowingly misrepresents the condi-
tions, or if it withholds from the contractor any mate-
rial information of which the cþ had knowledge and
which if disclosed would have tended to indicate the
incorrectness ofthe boring sheets attached to the con-
tract. In other words, implicit in a contract of the kind
we are considering is the requirement that the city
shall act in good faith."


The court then proceeds to show that the city did not
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act in bad faith, either by knowingly making mislead-
ing statements, or willfully withholding knowledge
within its minds. After referring to the very cases


relied upon by plaintiffhere, the court said: "In each
of the other cases cited, it appears that the govern-
mental body involved made affirmative misrepresen-
tations or had actual knowledge or information
through its employees of *378 the existence of condi-
tions which were withheld from the contractor and
which, if brought to his attention, would have put him
on inquiry with reference to the accuracy of the bor-
ing plans or other data on which he relied in making
his bid."


þ] In the very recent case of Weston v. State of New
York. 262 N.Y. 46. 186 N.E. 197. 199. 88 A.L.R.
1219. speaking of representations such as the one
here alleged to have been misleading, the court said,
"The most [that could be asked] for in regard to this
information was good faith." Putting the matter con-
versely, we fmd that the same condition must exist as


is requisite in every case of fraud, to wit, some ele-
ment of deception which in contemplation of law is
fraudulent, or amounts to bad faith.


In the case of Hollerbach v. United Søtes. 233 U.S.
165. 34 S.Ct. 553. 556. 58 L.Ed. 898. after speaking
of specifications which "spoke with certainty," the
court said: "But the specifications assured them of
the character of the material,--a matter concerning
which the government might be presumed to speak
with lcnowledge and authority. We think this positive
statement of the specifications must be taken as true
and binding upon the govemment, and that upon it,
rather than upon the claimants, must fall the loss re-
sulting from such mistaken representations. We think
it would be going quite too far to interpret the general
language of the other paragraphs as requiring inde-
pendent investigation of facts which the specifica-
tions furnished by the government as a basis of the
contract left in no doubt. If the government wished to
leave the matter open **542 to the independent in-
vestigation of the claimants, it might easily have
omitted the specification as to the character of the
fïlling back of the dam. In its positive assertion of the
nature of this much of the work it made a representa-
tion upon which the claimants had a right to rely
without an investigation to prove its falsity. " (Italics
ours.)
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ln the case of MacArthur Bros. Co. v. U. S.. 258 U.S.
6. 42 S.Ct. 225.227. 66 L.Ed. 433. which is the last
expression of the Supreme Court upon the matter, the
prior decisions relied upon by plaintiff here a¡e re-
viewed, and it is clearly made to appear that in each
of those cases recovery was based on some deceptive
representation, made in such manner and accompa-
nied by such circumstances as warranted reliance
thereon by the bidder. We refer to this case more
fully hereinafter.


þ| From these decisions, and many others which
might be cited, we deduce the conclusion that in or-
der for plaintiff to be entitled*379 to recover dam-
ages for extra expenses incurred by him as alleged, it
must appear that the so-called representation that the
tunnel could be constructed through solid rock was
made as an affirmative statement of fact, or as a posi-
tive assertion, and made under such chcumstances, or
with such accompanying assurances, as justified
plaintiff in relying thereon, without investigation on
his part; and that he in fact made no independent in-
vestigation on his part to ascertain the truth.


The jury made a finding that the plans, specifications,
and tests made on the ground at the site of the tunnel,
made and prepared by the city, disclosed a solid rock
condition to be encountered in driving the tunnel. The
sole basis for such a finding, and the only thing upon
which plaintiff seeks to sustain such finding, is the
fact that what is referred to as the "rock line" was
delineated on the profile a short depth below the sur-
face of the soil. It is undisputed that this line was
delineated on the profile in accordance with the facts
disclosed by the auger holes, none of which were
more than a few feet deep. It is not claimed that the
"rock line" did not reflect the conditions exactly as


they were found. Plaintiff himself admitted that rock
protruded above the ground in certain places. The
profile therefore spoke the truth. But plaintiff con-
tends that the engineer intended to indicate by this
line that there was a solid rock structure downward at
least to the place where the tunnel would be driven,
which was in most places from 60 to 80 feet below
where the "rock lfuie" was indicated to be. It is not
pretended that the engineer knew or could have
known what the condition was at the location of the
tunnel. The profile left it purely to conjecture as to
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how deep the rock structure existed. Plaintiff could
form his own conclusion about that as well as the
engineer. The specifications made no reference to
borings as a basis for the conclusion that the structure
was solid rock. In practically all cases supporting a
theory of deception there were borings, to which ref-
erence was made, and the plans and specifications
purported to be based on such borings. Exactly the
contrary appears here. The plaintiff was familia¡ with
the tests which were made. He saw the test holes had
been bored with only a small auger, and testified that
the spoil from the holes were alongside same. From
this spoil he must have known that the holes did not
go to the depth of 85 feet below the surface. In addi-
tion, he testified that he pushed a stick into some of
the holes and found that they were only a few feet
deep. The engineer testified that there was no instn¡-
ment in North Texas at the time by which borings
could have been made to the depth of the tunnel.
Plaintiff was a contractor of many years' experi-
ence*380 and must have known this. The engineer
further testified that he had no idea as to what condi-
tion would be found at the place where the tunnel
was to be driven. To say that he made a representa-
tion that the structure was solid rock, with no knowl-
edge on which to base such representation, would be
to charge him with deliberate falsehood. The jury
found that the "condition of the soil and formation
which were encountered in the dtiving of the tunnel
by plaintiff Thomas H. Shortall was not reasonably
anticipated by either party to the contract." It there-
fore appears certain that instead of the engineer
knowingly representing that the ground structure was
solid rock, he had no intention whatever of doing so.
The language of the Supreme Court in the case of
MacArthw Bros. Co. v. United States, supra, appears
to be directly appropos here: "But, in realþ, there
was no representation by the government, nor is it
alleged that the govemment had lvtowledge of the
conditions or meqns of knowledge superior to the
Imowledge of the compqny. The latter acquired
knowledge only by the aid of divers as its work pro-
gressed. Such being the situation,**543 does not the
case present one of misfortune rather than misrepre-
sentation? It is true that the govemment's proposal
was for a certain part of the work to be done in the
dry, but it made no representation of the conditions
that existed enabling it to be so done or precluding it
from being so done." (Italics ours.)
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In the same case, after making reference to the cases
relied upon by plaintiff here, the court further said:
"The elements which existed in each of the cited
cases are absent from the case at bar. In the case at
bar the government undertook a project and adver-
tised for bids for its performance. There was indica-
tion of the manner of performance but there was no
knowledge of impediments to performance, no mis-
representations of the conditions, exaggeration of
them, nor concealrnent of them; nor, indeed, Içtowl-
edge of them. To hold the government liable under
such circumstances would make it insurer of the uni-
formþ of all work, and cast upon it responsibility for
all of the conditions which a contractor might en-
counter, and make the cost of its projects always an
unknown quantity." (Italics ours.)


[6ll-7] It, therefore, conclusively appears that the rep-
resentation in question did not constitute an affirma-
tive and positive assurance on the part of the city,
knowingly or recklessly made, that the ground struc-
ture at the location of the tunnel was solid rock. It is
further conclusively shown that there \ryas no circum-
stance which justified plaintiff in relying upon such
purported representation*38l as a fact. Plaintiff made
his own investigation to the extent of frnding out that
the marking of the "rock line" on the plat was based
on the information obtained by drilling the auger
holes. He then knew as much as the engineer knew.
As pointed out in the case of United Construction
Company v. City of St. Louis. 334 Mo. 1006. 69
S.W.zd 639. 643. "The cores taken out by the drill
could not do more than show the character of the
rock at the particular place through which the drill
passed and * * * the correct interpretation of such
borings * * must be made by the bidder himself." In
this connection, the case of Hill v. City of Beaumont.
Tex.Civ.App.. 5 S.W.2d 590. by the Court of Civil
Appeals at Beaumont, is directly in point.


The information to the bidders contained the positive
requirement that "in case these specifications or plans
are not thoroughly understood, parties making bids
shall apply to the engineer for further information
before bids are submitted." Plaintiff admits that he
made no inqulry of the engineer. If he had done so,
he would have ascertained the fact that the "rock
line" shown on the profile merely represented the
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places where rock had been found in drilling the au-
ger holes, and that this line meant nothing more than
that. In view of the foregoing requirement, we think
the following frrther language of the court in the case
of United Construction Company v. Crty of St. Louis,
supra, is very pertinent "The plaintiff was under no
obligation to make a bid for doing this work, and, if
the plans and specifications and the sources of infor-
mation referred to were so deficient or inadequate
that it could not make an intelligent bid and contract,
it should have refrained from doing so."


The following additional cases support the conclu-
sion we have reached: Palmberg v. City of Astoria.
ll2 Or. 353. 228 P . 107 . 229 P . 380: Jahn Contract-
ing Co. v. City of Seattle. 100 Wash. 166. 170 P. 549:
Inland Construction Co. v. City of Pendleton" 116 Or.
668.242 P. 842:. Howland v. City of Asbury Park.
109 N.J.L. 229. 160 A. 354: Foundation Co. v. State.
233 N.Y. 177. 135 N.E. 236: Lentilhon v. Citv of
New York. 102 App.Div. 548. 92 N.Y.S. 897.


[8ll9l As to the item of 82,677.36 allowed plaintiff
for delay occasioned, as alleged by him, on account
of the city failing to promptly furnish right of way,
we think the dissenting opinion of Justice Bond is
unquestionably sound. There was a provision in the
contract that the Central Contracting Company would
not transfer, sublet, or assign same, or sublet any part
of the *382 work, except for delivery of materials, to
any person, frm, or corporation, without obtaining
the consent of the City of Dallas, expressed by a reso-
lution of the board of commissioners, upon such con-
ditions as might be prescribed by said board. As
above indicated, the Central Contracting Company
within two days after the contract was signed sublet
the work to be done thereunder to plaintiff without
the consent of the cþ expressed in the manner men-
tioned. The jury found that the City of Dallas,
through its representatives and agents, knew and rec-
ognized that plaintiff was performing the entire con-
struction of the tunnel as a subcontractor. This does
not constitute a furding that the cþ, during the time
there was delay in fumishing the right of way, knew
anything **544 about the subletting of the work. But
even if this \üere true, the mere recognition of plain-
tiff as a subcontractor created no contract relation
between him and the cþ. The case of Road Im-
provement District v. Mobley Conshuction Co.. l7l
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tuk. 585. 286 S.W. 878. 48 A.L.R. 456. by the Su-
preme Court of Arkansas, is so decisively in point on
this proposition that we need only to cite same.


Upon this feature of the case, we quote from the dis-
senting opinion as follows: "The city made no con-
tract with Shortall, and there is no evidence that, at
the time Shortall moved the machinery and retained
his skilled employees, for which he predicates his
damage for the delay item of $2,677.36, the city
knew the Central Contracting Company had assigned
the work to him. The Central Contracting Company
assembled no machinery, nor is there any claim that
it had skilled employees to cause it damage. So, if
Shortall, under private arrangements with the Central
Contracting Company, incurred that expense, it was
of no concern of the cþ, and the liability of the cþ
therefor would not attach. It is not contended that the
cþ gave consent for the assignment or subletting of
the contract, or that any employee knew at the time of
the delay the contractor had done so. Then, how
could the cþ be estopped, if, in fact, a municipality
may be estopped in the circumstances?"


In addition, we call attention to the fact that while the
jury found that the delay was not occasioned by any
fault of plaintiff, yet there was no finding that it was
caused by any fault or failure of the cþ, which
would amount to a breach of duty even to the Central
Contracting Company, much less to plaintiff.


For the reasons stated, the judgments of the Court of
Civil *383 Appeals and of the district court are re-
versed and judgment is here rendered in favor of
plaintiff in error, City of Dallas.


Opinion adopted by the Supreme Court.


Tex.Com.App. 1938
Cþ of Dallas v. Shortall
131 Tex. 368, ll4 S.rù/.2d 536


END OFDOCUMENT
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H
Supreme Court of Texas.


ENTERPRISE LEASING COMPANY OF HOUS.
TON. Petitioner.


v.
Horacio BARzuOS, Respondent.


No.03-0787.


Nov. 12,2004.


Background: Vehicle rental company brought action
against renter for breach of contract, when renter re-
fused to reimburse company for car that was stolen
during rental term. The County Civil Court at Law
No. 3, Harris County, Patricia Rae Lykos, J., entered
partial summary judgment in favor of company on
issue of liability, and after conducting a hearing on
damages, entered fural judgment in favor of com-
pany. Renter appealed. The Houston Court of Ap-
peals, First District, en banc, 110 S.W.3d 185. re-
versed and remanded. Review was granted.


Holdins: The Supreme Court held that the rental car
agreement, which required renter to pay rental car
company "the retail value of replacing and/or repair-
ing all losses and damages to the rented cat," te-
quired renter to reimburse rental car company for loss
of the entire car by theft.


Court ofAppeals reversed; judgment rendered.


West Headnotes


llf Automobiles 484 æ372(l\


48A. Automobiles
4SAVIII Garage Keepers, Repairmen, Auto


Liverymen, and Filling Stations
48Ak369 Storage of Vehicles; Parking Facili-


ties
48é'k372 Injury to or Loss of Vehicle or


Contents
48Lk372(l\ k. ln General; Nature of


Relation. Most Cited Cases
Rental car agreement, requiring renter to pay rental


car company "the retail value of replacing and/or
repairing all losses and damages to the rented car,"
required renter to reimburse rental car company for
loss of the entire car by theft, though the contract
provision at issue was titled "Damage to Rented
Car."


[2] Contracts gS Þt¿¡.S


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k143.5 k. Construction as a Whole. Most


Cited Cases


Contracts 95 æ'169


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k169 k. Extrinsic Circumstances, Most


Cited Cases


Contracts gsæn6e)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k176 Questions for Jury


95kl76Q\ k. Ambiguity in General.
Most Cited Cases
Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question of law
that must be decided by examining the contract as a
whole in light of the circumstances present when the
contract was entered.


f3ì Contracts 95 e;P143(2)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k143 Application to Contracts in General


95kl432\ k. Existence of Ambiguity.
Most Cited Cases
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Contracts g5æ176Q\


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95Il(A) General Rules of Construction
95k176 Questions for Jury


95k176(2\ k. Ambiguity in General.
Most Cited Cases
If the written instrument is so worded that it can be
given a certain or definite legal meaning or interpre-
tation, then it is not ambiguous and the court will
construe the contract as a matter of law.


[4ì Conrracrs 95 æ143(2)


95 Contracts
95II Constmction and Operation


95II(A) General Rules of Construction
95k143 Application to Contracts in General


95kl43Q\ k. Existence of Ambiguity.
Most Cited Cases
An ambiguity exists only if the contract language is
susceptible to two or more reasonable interpretations.


þ[ Contracts 95 eæ15,


95 Contracts
95Il Construction and Operation


95I(ê) General Rules of Construction
95kl5l Language of Instrument


95k152 k. In General. Most Cited Cases
Although in certain cases, courts may consider the
title ofa contract provision or section when interpret-
ing the contract, the greater weight must be given to
the operative contractual clauses ofthe agreement.


þl Appeal and Error 30 C;;P907(4)


30 Appeal and Error
30XVI Review


3OXVI(G) Presumptions
30k906 Facts or Evidence Not Shown by


Record
30k907 In General


30k907(4) k. Failure to Set Forth All
the Evidence. Most Cited Cases
Appellate court would presume that renter's answers
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to rental car company's request for admissions, which
answers the trial court relied on when granting partial
summary judgment to company in company's action
against renter for breach of contract, supported the
trial court's partial summary judgment ruling, where
renter, as appellant, failed to include the answers in
the appellate record. Vernon's Ann.Texas Rules
Civ.Proc.. Rule l66a; Rules App.Proc.. Rule 34.5(a).


lZl Appeal and Error 30 æ497(1)


30 Appeal and Error
30X Record


30X(A) Matters to Be Shown
30k497 Grounds of Review


30k497(l\ k. In General. Most Cited
Cases


Appeal and Error 30 æ1032(1)


30 Appeal and Error
30XVI Review


30XV(n Harmless Error
3OXVI(J)I In General


30k1032 Burden to Show Prejudice
from Error


30k1032(l) k. In General. Most
Cited Cases
Although the movant bea¡s the burden, in the trial
court, to prove its summary judgment as a matter of
law, on appeal the non-movant bears the burden to
bring forward the record of the summary judgment
evidence to provide appellate courts with a basis to
review the non-movant's claim of harmful error.
Vernon's Ann.Texas Rules Civ.Proc.. Rule 166a.


l!!l Appeal and Error 30 æ907(4)


30 Appeal and Error
30XVI Review


3OXVI(G) Presumptions
30k906 Facts or Evidence Not Shown by


Record
30k907 In General


30k907(4) k. Failure to Set Forth All
the Evidence. Most Cited Cases
If the pertinent summary judgment evidence consid-
ered by the trial court is not included in the appellate
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record, an appellate court must presume that the
omitted evidence supports the trial court's judgment.
Vemon's Ann.Texas Rules Civ.Proc.. Rule l66a;
Rules App.Proc.. Rule 34.5(a).
*548 Hanl, Paul Weitzel, Hutson Brit Smelley, J.


Brett Busbv, Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP,
Daniel Joseph Fay, Law Office of Daniel Joseph Fay,
Houston, for petitioner.


Don D. Becker, John Brice Carroll. Canoll &
Becker, Houston, for respondent.


PER CURIAM.


On April 23, 1998 Horacio Barrios rented a Ford
Explorer from Enterprise Leasing Company of Hous-
ton. Enterprise alleges lhat at the end of the rental
term, Barrios did not return the car because it was
stolen. After Barrios refused to pay for the vehicle,
Enterprise sued Barrios for breach of the rent¿l
agreement, claiming that the agreement required Bar-
rios to reimburse Enterprise for the loss of the vehi-
cle.


The trial court granted Enterprise's motion for partial
summary judgment on liabilþ and, after conducting
a hearing on damages, entered final judgment in fa-
vor of Enterprise. Barrios appealed, claiming that
necessary proof of Enterprise's claim, his answers to
Enterprise's requests for admissions, were not at-
tached to Enterprise's motion for partial summary
judgment. Barrios also argued that his uncontroverted
summary judgment evidence established that "any
loss was not due to any fault of [Banios]." A divided
court of appeals, sitting en banc, reversed the trial
court's judgment, holding that the rental agreement
was ambiguous, and remanded the case to the trial
court. 110 S.W.3d 185. 188-91. Enterprise petitioned
this Court for review.


fl.] Enterprise's motion for partial summary judgment
primarily relied on one provision of the rental agree-
ment to support its contention that the agreement
obligated Barrios to pay for the stolen car. It pro-
vided, in part:


DAMAGE TO RENTED CAR: Renter is responsible
for and agrees to pay to Owner the retail value of
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replacing and/or repairing all losses and damages
to the rented car including "loss of use" during the
period it is unavailable for rental use as measured
by reasonable rental value of renting a replacement
car, regardless of fault or negligence of the Renter
or any person, and regardless if damages are a re-
sult of an act of God.


The court of appeals held that this provision was am-
biguous as to whether Barrios *549 was required to
reimburse Enterprise for a rental car if it was stolen
through no fault or negligence of his own. 110
S.V/.3d at 191. The court of appeals emphasized that
the key provision was titled "Damøge /o Rented Car"
instead of "Loss o/ Rented Car" and reasoned that
"[a] natural reading of the language of the provision
is that the general terms 'loss or damage' are limited
to loss or damage 'to' the cax," as opposed to the
wholesale theft of the car. Id. at 190-91.


l21t31l41"Whether a contract is ambiguous is a ques-
tion of law that must be decided by examining the
contract as a whole in light of the circumstances pre-
sent when the contract was entered." Columbiq Gas
Transmission Corp. v. New Ulm Gas Ltd.. 940
S.W.2d 587.589 (Tex.1996). "If the written instru-
ment is so worded that it can be given a certain or
definite legal meaning or interpretation, then it is not
ambiguous and the court will construe the contract as


a matter of law." Coker v. Coker. 650 S.W.2d 391.
393 (Tex.1983). An ambiguity exists only if the con-
tract language is susceptible to two or more reason-
able interpretations. Am. Mlrs. MuL Ins. Co. v. Schae-


fer. 124 S.W.3d 154.157 ffex.2003).


þl This rental agreement unambiguously requires
renters to reimburse Enterprise if the rented car is
stolen and not returned, regardless offault. The court
of appeals misconstrued the clear language of the
agreement that requires renters to "replac[e] and/or
repair[ ] all losses and damages to the rented car."
Instead, the court put undue weight on the title of the
governing contract provision. Although we recognize
that in certain cases, courts may consider the title of a
contract provision or section to interpret a contract,
"the greater weight must be given to the operative
contractual clauses of the agreement." Neece v.
A.A.A. Realy Co.. 159 Tex. 403.322 S.W.2d 597.
600 (1959). This contract's requirement that renters
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pay Enterprise "the retail value of replacing and/or
repairing all losses and damages to the rented car"
unambiguously requires renters to reimburse Enter-
prise for all losses to the rented car, including the loss
of the entire car by theft. As one of the dissenting
justices succinctly stated, " 'All losses' means øll
losses." I l0 S.W.3d at 193 (Jennings, J., dissenting).


[6]17118l We now review the summary judgment de
novo. Provident Life & Acc. Ins. Co. v. Knott. 128
S.W.3d 211. 215 (Tex.2003). Enterprise's motion for
partial summary judgment was based in part on Bar-
rios's answers to Enterprise's requests for admissions.
The motion states that the answers are attached, but
our review of the record indicates that the answers
are not attached to the motion with the other sum-
mary judgment evidence referenced in the motion.
However, the county clerk's docket sheet reveals that
Barrios filed his answers to Enterprise's first and sec-
ond requests for admissions with the trial court.
Texas Rule of Procedure l66a does not require the
answers to be attached to the motion for summary
judgment to be considered. The answers must only be
"on file at the time of the sumrnary judgment hearing,
or filed thereafter and before judgment with permis-
sion of the court." Although Enterprise bears the bur-
den to prove its summary judgment as a matter of
law, on appeal Barrios bears the burden to bring for-
ward the record of the summary judgment evidence
to provide appellate courts with a basis to review his
claim of harmful error. DeSantis v. llackenhut Corp..
793 S.W.2d 670. 689 Oex.1990); Escontrias v. Apo-
daca.629 S.W.2d 697.699 $ex.1982\; cf.
Tex.R.App. P. 34.5(a) (only the items listed in Rule
34.5(a\ are included in the appellate record absent a
request from one *550 ofthe parties). Ifthe pertinent
summary judgment evidence considered by the trial
court is not included in the appellate record, an appel-
late court must presume that the omitted evidence
supports the trial court's judgment. DeSantis, 793
S.W.2d at 689: see also Crown Life Ins. Co. v. Gon-
zalez. 820 S.W.2d l2l. I22 (Tex.l99l\. Therefore,
we presume that Barrios's answers support the trial
court's partial summary judgment in favor of Enter-
prise.


For these reasons, we reverse the court of appeals'
judgment and render judgment in favor of Enterprise.


Tex.,2004.
Enterprise Leasing Co. of Houston v. Barrios
156 S.W.3d 547,48 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 119
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Supreme Court of the United States. 


ERIE R. CO. 
v. 


TOMPKINS.FN* 
 


FN* Mandate conformed to 98 F.2d 49. 
 


No. 367. 
 


Argued Jan. 31, 1938. 
Decided April 25, 1938. 


 
On Certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of 
Appeals for the Second Circuit. 
 
Action by Harry J. Tompkins against the Erie Railroad 
Company to recover for personal injuries allegedly 
sustained through negligent operation or maintenance 
of a train. To review a judgment of the Circuit Court of 
Appeals, 90 F.2d 603, affirming a judgment for 
plaintiff, the defendant brings certiorari. 
 
Reversed and remanded, with directions. 
 
Mr. Justice BUTLER, and Mr. Justice McREY-
NOLDS, dissenting. 
 


West Headnotes 
 
[1] Federal Courts 170B 381 
 
170B Federal Courts 
      170BVI State Laws as Rules of Decision 
            170BVI(B) Decisions of State Courts as Au-
thority 
                170Bk381 k. State Court Decisions in 
General. Most Cited Cases  
     (Formerly 106k372(1)) 
Where application of the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson, 
by which Federal courts exercising jurisdiction on 
ground of diversity of citizenship need not in matters 
of general jurisprudence apply the unwritten law of the 
state as declared by its highest court but are free to 
exercise an independent judgment as to what the 
common law of a state is or should be, introduced 


grave discrimination by noncitizens against citizens 
and prevented uniformity in the administration of the 
law of a state and thereby invaded rights which were 
reserved by the constitution to the several states, ab-
andonment of the doctrine was required. 
 
[2] Federal Courts 170B 371 
 
170B Federal Courts 
      170BVI State Laws as Rules of Decision 
            170BVI(A) In General 
                170Bk371 k. Nature and Extent of Author-
ity. Most Cited Cases  
     (Formerly 106k372(1)) 
In federal courts, except in matters governed by Fed-
eral Constitution or by acts of Congress, law to be 
applied in any case is law of the state. 28 U.S.C.A. § 
1652. 
 
[3] Common Law 85 13 
 
85 Common Law 
      85k10 Adoption and Repeal 
            85k13 k. Constitution and Laws of United 
States. Most Cited Cases  
 
Federal Courts 170B 374 
 
170B Federal Courts 
      170BVI State Laws as Rules of Decision 
            170BVI(A) In General 
                170Bk374 k. Matters of General Jurispru-
dence; Federal Common Law. Most Cited Cases  
     (Formerly 106k365(1), 106k372(1)) 
There is no federal general common law and Congress 
has no power to declare substantive rules of common 
law applicable in a state, whether they be local or 
general in nature, be they commercial law or apart of 
the law of torts. 
 
[4] Federal Courts 170B 371 
 
170B Federal Courts 
      170BVI State Laws as Rules of Decision 
            170BVI(A) In General 
                170Bk371 k. Nature and Extent of Author-
ity. Most Cited Cases  
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     (Formerly 106k365(1)) 
The phrase “laws of the several states,” as used in 
statute requiring federal courts to apply laws of the 
several states except in matters governed by federal 
Constitution or statutes, held to include not only state 
statutory law, but also state decisions on questions of 
general law, in absence of any constitutional provision 
purporting to confer upon federal courts power of 
declaring substantive rules of common law applicable 
in a state. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1652. 
 
[5] Appeal and Error 30 1177(1) 
 
30 Appeal and Error 
      30XVII Determination and Disposition of Cause 
            30XVII(D) Reversal 
                30k1177 Necessity of New Trial 
                      30k1177(1) k. In General. Most Cited 
Cases  
In a personal injury action where the Circuit Court of 
Appeals ruled in accordance with the then applicable 
doctrine of Swift v. Tyson that the question of the 
defendant's liability was one of general law and on that 
ground declined to decide the issue of state law, Su-
preme Court on deciding that the doctrine should be 
abandoned because the application invaded rights 
which in the opinion of the Supreme Court were re-
served by the constitution to the several states, would 
reverse the judgment and remand the case to the Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals for further proceedings. 
**817 *65 Messrs. Theodore Kiendl, Harold< W. 
Bissell, and William C. Cannon, all of New York City, 
for petitioner. 
 
**818 *68 Messrs. Fred H. Rees, Alexander L. 
Strouse, and Bernard G. Nemeroff, all of New York 
City (Bernard Kaufman and William Walsh, both of 
New York City, and Aaron L. Danzig, of Jamaica, 
L.I., on the brief) for respondent. 
 
*69 Mr. Justice BRANDEIS delivered the opinion of 
the Court. 
 
The question for decision is whether the 
oft-challenged doctrine of Swift v. TysonFN1 shall now 
be disapproved. 
 


FN1 1842, 16 Pet. 1, 10 L.Ed. 865. Leading 
cases applying the doctrine are collected in 
Black & White Taxicab, etc., Co. v. Brown & 
Yellow Taxicab, etc., Co., 276 U.S. 518, 530, 


531, 48 S.Ct. 404, 407, 408, 72 L.Ed. 681, 57 
A.L.R. 426. Dissent from its application or 
extension was expressed as early as 1845 by 
Mr. Justice McKinley (and Mr. Chief Justice 
Taney) in Lane v. Vick, 3 How. 464, 477, 11 
L.Ed. 681. Dissenting opinions were also 
written by Mr. Justice Daniel in Rowan v. 
Runnels, 5 How. 134, 140, 12 L.Ed. 85; by 
Mr. Justice Nelson in Williamson v. Berry, 8 
How. 495, 550, 558, 12 L.Ed. 1170; by Mr. 
Justice Campbell in Pease v. Peck, 18 How. 
595, 599, 600, 15 L.Ed. 518; and by Mr. 
Justice Miller in Gelpcke v. City of Dubuque, 
1 Wall. 175, 207, 17 L.Ed. 520, and U.S. ex 
rel. Butz v. City of Muscatine, 8 Wall. 575, 
585, 19 L.Ed. 490. Vigorous attack upon the 
entire doctrine was made by the Mr. Justice 
Field in Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co. v. 
Baugh, 149 U.S. 368, 390, 13 S.Ct. 914, 37 
L.Ed. 772, and by Mr. Justice Holmes in 
Kuhn v. Fairmont Coal Co., 215 U.S. 349, 
370, 30 S.Ct. 140, 54 L.Ed. 228, and in the 
Taxicab Case, 276 U.S. 518, at page 532, 48 
S.Ct. 404, 408, 72 L.Ed. 681, 57 A.L.R. 426. 


 
Tompkins, a citizen of Pennsylvania, was injured on a 
dark night by a passing freight train of the Erie Rail-
road Company while walking along its right of way at 
Hughestown in that state. He claimed that the accident 
occurred through negligence in the operation, or 
maintenance, of the train; that he was rightfully on the 
premises as licensee because on a commonly used 
beaten footpath which ran for a short distance along-
side the tracks; and that he was struck by something 
which looked like a door projecting from one of the 
moving cars. To enforce that claim he brought an 
action in the federal court for Southern New York, 
which had jurisdiction because the company is a 
corporation of that state. It denied liability; and the 
case was tried by a jury. 
 
*70 The Erie insisted that its duty to Tompkins was no 
greater than that owed to a trespasser. It contended, 
among other things, that its duty to Tompkins, and 
hence its liability, should be determined in accordance 
with the Pennsylvania law; that under the law of 
Pennsylvania, as declared by its highest court, persons 
who use pathways along the railroad right of way-that 
is, a longitudinal pathway as distinguished from a 
crossing-are to be deemed trespassers; and that the 
railroad is not liable for injuries to undiscovered 
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trespassers resulting from its negligence, unless it be 
wanton or willful. Tompkins denied that any such rule 
had been established by the decisions of the Penn-
sylvania courts; and contended that, since there was no 
statute of the state on the subject, the railroad's duty 
and liability is to be determined in federal courts as a 
matter of general law. 
 
The trial judge refused to rule that the applicable law 
precluded recovery. The jury brought in a verdict of 
$30,000; and the judgment entered thereon was af-
firmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals, which held (2 
Cir., 90 F.2d 603, 604), that it was unnecessary to 
consider whether the law of Pennsylvania was as 
contended, because the question was one not of local, 
but of general, law, and that ‘upon questions of gen-
eral law the federal courts are free, in absence of a 
local statute, to exercise their independent judgment as 
to what the law is; and it is well settled that the ques-
tion of the responsibility of a railroad for injuries 
caused by its servants is one of general law. * * * 
Where the public has made open and notorious use of 
a railroad right of way for a long period of time and 
without objection, the company owes to persons on 
such permissive pathway a duty of care in the opera-
tion of its trains. * * * It is likewise generally recog-
nized law that a jury may find that negligence exists 
toward a pedestrian using a permissive path on the 
railroad right of way if he is hit by some object pro-
jecting from the side of the train.’ 
 
*71 The Erie had contended that application of the 
Pennsylvania rule was required, among other things, 
by section 34 of the Federal Judiciary Act of Sep-
tember 24, 1789, c. 20, 28 U.S.C. s 725, 28 U.S.C.A. 
**819 s 725, which provides: ‘The laws of the several 
States, except where the Constitution, treaties, or 
statutes of the United States otherwise require or pro-
vide, shall be regarded as rules of decision in trials at 
common law, in the courts of the United States, in 
cases where they apply.’ 
 
Because of the importance of the question whether the 
federal court was free to disregard the alleged rule of 
the Pennsylvania common law, we granted certiora-
ri.   302 U.S. 671, 58 S.Ct. 50, 82 L.Ed. 518. 
 
First.   Swift v. Tyson, 16 Pet. 1, 18, 10 L.Ed. 865, 
held that federal courts exercising jurisdiction on the 
ground of diversity of citizenship need not, in matters 
of general jurisprudence, apply the unwritten law of 


the state as declared by its highest court; that they are 
free to exercise an independent judgment as to what 
the common law of the state is-or should be; and that, 
as there stated by Mr. Justice Story, ‘the true inter-
pretation of the 34th section limited its application to 
state laws, strictly local, that is to say, to the positive 
statutes of the state, and the construction thereof 
adopted by the local tribunals, and to rights and titles 
to things having a permanent locality, such as the 
rights and titles to real estate, and other matters im-
movable and intra-territorial in their nature and cha-
racter. It never has been supposed by us, that the sec-
tion did apply, or was designed to apply, to questions 
of a more general nature, not at all dependent upon 
local statutes or local usages of a fixed and permanent 
operation, as, for example, to the construction of or-
dinary contracts or other written instruments, and 
especially to questions of general commercial law, 
where the state tribunals are called upon to perform 
the like functions as ourselves, that is, to ascertain, 
upon general reasoning and legal analogies, what is 
the true exposition of the contract or *72 instrument, 
or what is the just rule furnished by the principles of 
commercial law to govern the case.’ 
 
The Court in applying the rule of section 34 to equity 
cases, in Mason v. United States, 260 U.S. 545, 559, 
43 S.Ct. 200, 204, 67 L.Ed. 396, said: ‘The statute, 
however, is merely declarative of the rule which 
would exist in the absence of the statute.'FN2 The fed-
eral courts assumed, in the broad field of ‘general 
law,’ the power to declare rules of decision which 
Congress was confessedly without power to enact as 
statutes. Doubt was repeatedly expressed as to the 
correctness of the construction given section 34, FN3 
and as to the soundness of the rule which it intro-
duced.FN4 But it was the more recent research of a 
competent scholar, who examined the original docu-
ment, which established that the construction given to 
it by the Court was erroneous; and that the purpose of 
the section was merely to make certain that, in all 
matters except those in which some federal law is 
controlling, *73 the federal courts exercising juris-
diction in diversity of citizenship cases would apply as 
their rules of decision the law of the state, unwritten as 
well as written.FN5 
 


FN2 In Hawkins v. Barney's Lessee, 5 Pet. 
457, 464, 8 L.Ed. 190, it was stated that sec-
tion 34 ‘has been uniformly held to be no 
more than a declaration of what the law 
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would have been without it: to wit, that the 
lex loci must be the governing rule of private 
right, under whatever jurisdiction private 
right comes to be examined.’ See, also, Bank 
of Hamilton v. Dudley's Lessee, 2 Pet. 492, 
525, 7 L.Ed. 496. Compare Jackson v. Chew, 
12 Wheat. 153, 162, 168, 6 L.Ed. 583; Li-
vingston v. Moore, 7 Pet. 469, 542, 8 l.Ed. 
751. 


 
FN3 Pepper, The Border Land of Federal and 
State Decisions (1889) 57; Gray, The Nature 
and Sources of Law (1909 ed.) ss 533, 534; 
Trickett, Non-Federal Law Administered in 
Federal Courts (1906) 40 Am.L.Rev. 819, 
821-824. 


 
FN4 Street, Is There a General Commercial 
Law of the United States (1873) 21 
Am.L.Reg. 473; Hornblower, Conflict be-
tween State and Federal Decisions (1880) 14 
Am.L.Rev. 211; Meigs, Decisions of the 
Federal Courts on Questions of State Law 
(1882) 8 So.L.Rev. (n.s.) 452, (1911) 45 
Am.L.Rev. 47; Heiskell, Conflict between 
Federal and State Decisions (1882) 16 
Am.L.Rev. 743; Rand, Swift v. Tyson versus 
Gelpcke v. Dubuque (1895) 8 Harv.L.Rev. 
328, 341-343; Mills, Should Federal Courts 
Ignore State Laws (1900) 34 Am.L.Rev. 51; 
Carpenter, Court Decisions and the Common 
Law (1917) 17 Col.L.Rev. 593, 602, 603. 


 
FN5 Charles Warren, New Light on the 
History of the Federal Judiciary Act of 1789 
(1923) 37 Harv.L.Rev. 49, 51-52, 81-88, 
108. 


 
Criticism of the doctrine became widespread after the 
decision of **820Black & White Taxicab & Transfer 
Co. v. Brown & Yellow Taxicab & Transfer Co., 276 
U.S. 518, 48 S.Ct. 404, 72 L.Ed. 681, 57 A.L.R. 
426.FN6 There, Brown &Yellow, a Kentucky corpora-
tion owned by Kentuckians, and the Louisville & 
Nashville Railroad, also a Kentucky corporation, 
wished that the former should have the exclusive 
privilege of soliciting passenger and baggage trans-
portation at the Bowling Green, Ky., Railroad station; 
and that the Black & White, a competing Kentucky 
corporation, should be prevented from interfering with 
that privilege. Knowing that such a contract would be 


void under the common law of Kentucky, it was ar-
ranged that the Brown & Yellow reincorporate under 
the law of Tennessee, and that the contract with the 
railroad should be executed there. The suit was then 
brought by the Tennessee corporation in the federal 
court for Western Kentucky to enjoin competition by 
the Black & White; an injunction issued by the District 
Court *74 was sustained by the Court of Appeals; and 
this Court, citing many decisions in which the doctrine 
of Swift & Tyson had been applied, affirmed the de-
cree. 
 


FN6 Shelton, Concurrent Jurisdiction-Its 
Necessity and its Dangers (1928) 15 
Va.L.Rev. 137; Frankfurter, Distribution of 
Judicial Power Between Federal and State 
Courts (1928) 13 Corn.L.Q. 499, 524-530; 
Johnson, State Law and the Federal Courts 
(1929) 17 Ky.L.J. 355; Fordham, The Fed-
eral Courts and the Construction of Uniform 
State Laws (1929) 7 N.C.L.Rev. 423; Dobie, 
Seven Implications of Swift v. Tyson (1930) 
16 Va.L.Rev. 225; Dawson, Conflict of De-
cisions between State and Federal Courts in 
Kentucky, and the Remedy (1931) 20 Ky.L.J. 
1; Campbell, Is Swift v. Tyson an Argument 
for or against Abolishing Diversity of Citi-
zenship Jurisdiction (1932) 18 A.B.A.J. 809; 
Ball, Revision of Federal Diversity Jurisdic-
tion (1933) 28 Ill.L.Rev. 356, 362-364; 
Fordham, Swift v. Tyson and the Construc-
tion of State Statutes (1935) 41 W.Va.L.Q. 
131. 


 
Second. Experience in applying the doctrine of Swift 
v. Tyson, had revealed its defects, political and social; 
and the benefits expected to flow from the rule did not 
accrue. Persistence of state courts in their own opi-
nions on questions of common law prevented un-
iformity;FN7 and the impossibility of discovering a 
satisfactory line of demarcation between the province 
of general law and that of local law developed a new 
well of uncertainties.FN8 
 


FN7 Compare Mr. Justice Miller in Gelpcke 
v. City of Dubuque, 1 Wall. 175, 209, 17 
L.Ed. 520. The conflicts listed in Holt, The 
Concurrent Jurisdiction of the Federal and 
State Courts (1888) 160 et seq. cover twen-
ty-eight pages. See, also, Frankfurter, supra 
note 6, at 524-530; Dawson, supra note 6; 
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Note, Aftermath of the Supreme Court's 
Stop, Look and Listen Rule (1930) 43 
harv.L.Rev. 926; cf. Yntema and Jaffin, Pre-
liminary Analysis of Concurrent Jurisdiction 
(1931) 79 U. of Pa.L.Rev. 869, 881-886. 
Moreover, as pointed out by judge Augustus 
N. Hand in Cole v. Pennsylvania R. Co., 
D.C., 43 F.2d 953, 956, 957, 71 A.L.R. 1096, 
decisions of this Court on common-law 
questions are less likely than formerly to 
promote uniformity. 


 
FN8 Compare 2 Warren, The Supreme Court 
in United States History, Rev.Ed. 1935, 89: 
‘Probably no decision of the Court has ever 
given rise to more uncertainty as to legal 
rights; and though doubtless intended to 
promote uniformity in the operation of 
business transactions, its chief effect has 
been to render it difficult for business men to 
know in advance to what particular topic the 
Court would apply the doctrine. * * *’ The 
Federal Digest through the 1937 volume, 
lists nearly 1,000 decisions involving the 
distinction between questions of general and 
of local law. 


 
On the other hand, the mischievous results of the 
doctrine had become apparent. Diversity of citizen-
ship jurisdiction was conferred in order to prevent 
apprehended discrimination in state courts against 
those not citizens of the state. Swift v. Tyson intro-
duced grave discrimination by noncitizens against 
citizens. It made rights enjoyed under the unwritten 
‘general law’ vary according to whether enforcement 
was sought in the state *75 or in the federal court; and 
the privilege of selecting the court in which the right 
should be determined was conferred upon the nonci-
tizen.FN9 Thus, the doctrine rendered**821 impossible 
equal protection of the law. In attempting to promote 
uniformity of law throughout the United States, the 
doctrine had prevented uniformity in the administra-
tion of the law of the state. 
 


FN9 It was even possible for a nonresident 
plaintiff defeated on a point of law in the 
highest court of a State nevertheless to win 
out by taking a nonsuit and renewing the 
controversy in the federal court. Compare 
Gardner v. Michigan Cent. R.R. Co., 150 
U.S. 349, 14 S.Ct. 140, 37 L.Ed. 1107; Har-


rison v. Foley, 8 Cir., 206 F. 57; Interstate 
Realty & Inv. Co. v. Bibb County, 5 Cir., 293 
F. 721; see Mills, supra note 4, at 52. 


 
The discrimination resulting became in practice 
far-reaching. This resulted in part from the broad 
province accorded to the so-called ‘general law’ as to 
which federal courts exercised an independent judg-
ment.FN10 In addition to questions of purely commer-
cial law, ‘general law’ was held to include the obliga-
tions under contracts entered into and to be performed 
within the state, FN11 the extent to which a carrier op-
erating within a state may stipulate for exemption 
from liability for his own negligence or that of his 
employee; FN12 the liability for torts committed within 
the state upon persons resident or property located 
there, even where the question of liability*76 de-
pended upon the scope of a property right conferred by 
the state;FN13 and the right to exemplary or punitive 
damages.FN14 Furthermore, state decisions construing 
local deeds,FN15 mineral conveyances,FN16 and even 
devises of real estate, FN17 were disregarded.FN18 
 


FN10 For a recent survey of the scope of the 
doctrine, see Sharp & Brennan, The Appli-
cation of the Doctrine of Swift v. Tyson since 
1900 (1929) 4 Ind.L.J. 367. 


 
FN11 Black & White Taxicab & Transfer 
Co. v. Brown & Yellow Taxicab & Transfer 
Co., 276 U.S. 518, 48 S.Ct. 404, 72 L.Ed. 
681, 57 A.L.R. 426; Rowan v. Runnels, 5 
How. 134, 139, 12 L.Ed. 85; Boyce v. Tabb, 
18 Wall. 546, 548, 21 L.Ed. 757; Johnson v. 
Chas. D. Norton Co., 6 Cir., 159 F. 361; 
Keene Five Cent Sav. Bank v. Reid, 8 Cir., 
123 F. 221. 


 
FN12 New York Railroad Co. v. Lockwood, 
17 Wall. 357, 367, 368, 21 L.Ed. 627; Li-
verpool & G. W. Steam Co. v. Phenix Ins. 
Co., 129 U.S. 397, 443, 9 S.Ct. 469, 32 L.Ed. 
788; Eells v. St. Louis, K. & N.W. Ry. Co., 
C.C.S.D.Iowa, 52 F. 903; Fowler v. Penn-
sylvania R.R. Co., 2 Cir., 229 F. 373. 


 
FN13 Chicago v. Robbins, 2 Black 418, 428, 
17 L.Ed. 298. Compare Yates v. Milwaukee, 
10 Wall. 497, 506, 507, 19 L.Ed. 984; Yeates 
v. Illinois Cent. Ry. Co., C.C.N.D. Ill., 137 F. 
943; Curtis v. Cleveland, C.C. & St. L. Ry. 
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Co., C.C.E.D.Ill., 140 F. 777. See, also, 
Hough v. Texas Railway Co., 100 U.S. 213, 
226, 25 L.Ed. 612; Baltimore & Ohio R.R. 
Co. v. Baugh, 149 U.S. 368, 13 S.Ct. 914, 37 
L.Ed. 772; Gardner v. Michigan Cent. R.R. 
Co., 150 U.S. 349, 358, 14 S.Ct. 140, 37 
L.Ed. 1107; Beutler v. Grand Trunk Junction 
Ry. Co., 224 U.S. 85, 32 S.Ct. 402, 56 L.Ed. 
679; Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co. v. Good-
man, 275 U.S. 66, 48 S.Ct. 24, 72 L.Ed. 167, 
56 A.L.R. 645; Pokora v. Wabash Ry. Co., 
292 U.S. 98, 54 S.Ct. 580, 78 L.Ed. 1149. 91 
A.L.R. 1049; Cole v. Pennsylvania R.R. Co., 
D.C., 43 F.2d 953, 71 A.L.R. 1096. 


 
FN14 Lake Shore & M.S. Ry. Co. v. Pren-
tice, 147 U.S. 101, 106, 13 S.Ct. 261, 37 
L.Ed. 97; Norfolk & P. Traction Co. v. Mil-
ler, 4 Cir., 174 F. 607; Greene v. Keithley, 8 
Cir., 86 F.2d 238, 239. 


 
FN15 Foxcroft v. Mallet, 4 How. 353, 379, 
11 L.Ed. 1008; Midland Valley Ry. Co. v. 
Sutter, 8 Cir., 28 F.2d 163; Midland Valley 
Ry. Co. v. Jarvis, 8 Cir., 29 F.2d 539, 61 
A.L.R. 1064. 


 
FN16 Kuhn v. Fairmont Coal Co., 215 U.S. 
349, 30 S.Ct. 140, 54 L.Ed. 228; 
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation v. 
Sauder, 10 Cir., 67 F.2d 9, 12, reversed on 
other grounds 292 U.S. 272, 54 S.Ct. 671, 78 
L.Ed. 1255, 93 A.L.R. 454. 


 
FN17 Lane v. Vick, 3 How. 464, 476, 11 
L.Ed. 681; Barber v. Pittsburg, F.W. & C. 
Ry. Co., 166 U.S. 83, 99, 100, 17 S.Ct. 488, 
41 L.Ed. 925; Messinger v. Anderson, 6 Cir., 
171 F. 785, 791, 792, reversed on other 
grounds 225 U.S. 436, 32 S.Ct. 739, 56 L.Ed. 
1152; Knox & Lewis & Alwood, 
D.C.S.D.Ga., 228 F. 753. 


 
FN18 Compare, also, Williamson v. Berry, 8 
How. 495, 12 L.Ed. 1170; Watson v. Tarp-
ley, 18 How. 517, 15 L.Ed. 509; Gelpcke v. 
City of Dubuque, 1 Wall. 175, 17 L.Ed. 520. 


 
In part the discrimination resulted from the wide range 
of persons held entitled to avail themselves of the 
federal rule by resort to the diversity of citizenship 


jurisdiction. Through this jurisdiction individual citi-
zens willing to remove from their own state and be-
come citizens of another might avail themselves of the 
federal rule.FN19 **822 And, without even change of 
residence, a corporate citizen of *77 the state could 
avail itself of the federal rule by reincorporating under 
the laws of another state, as was done in the Taxicab 
Case. 
 


FN19 See Cheever v. Wilson, 9 Wall. 108, 
123, 19 L.Ed. 604; Robertson v. Carson, 19 
Wall. 94, 106, 107, 22 L.Ed. 178; Morris v. 
Gilmer, 129 U.S. 315, 328, 9 S.Ct. 289, 32 
L.Ed. 690; Dickerman v. Northern Trust Co., 
176 U.S. 181, 192, 20 S.Ct. 311, 44 L.Ed. 
423; Williamson v. Osenton, 232 U.S. 619, 
625, 34 S.Ct. 442, 58 L.Ed. 758. 


 
[1] The injustice and confusion incident to the doctrine 
of Swift v. Tyson have been repeatedly urged as rea-
sons for abolishing or limiting diversity of citizenship 
jurisdiction.FN20 Other legislative relief has been pro-
posed. FN21 If only a question of statutory construction 
were involved, we should not be prepared to abandon 
a doctrine so widely applied throughout nearly a 
century.FN22 But the unconstitutionality*78 of the 
course pursued has now been made clear, and compels 
us to do so. 
 


FN20 See, e.g., Hearings Before a Subcom-
mittee of the Senate Committee on the Judi-
ciary on S. 937, S. 939, and S. 3243, 72d 
Cong., 1st Sess. (1932) 6-8; Hearing Before 
the House Committee on the Judiciary on 
H.R. 10594, H.R. 4526, and H.R. 11508, 72d 
Cong., 1st Sess., ser. 12 (1932) 97-104; 
Sen.Rep.No. 530, 72d Cong., 1st Sess. 
(1932) 4-6; Collier, A Plea Against Jurisdic-
tion Because of Diversity (1913) 76 Cent.L.J. 
263, 264, 266; Frankfurter, supra note 6; 
Ball, supra, note 6; Warren, Corporations and 
Diversity of Citizenship (1933) 19 Va.L.Rev. 
661, 686. 


 
FN21 Thus, bills which would abrogate the 
doctrine of Swift v. Tyson have been intro-
duced. S. 4333, 70th Cong., 1st Sess.; S. 96, 
71st Cong., 1st Sess.; H.R. 8094, 72d Cong., 
1st Sess. See, also, Mills, supra, note 4, at 68, 
69; Dobie, supra, note 6, at 241; Frankfurter, 
supra, note 6, at 530; Campbell, supra, note 
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6, at 811. State statutes on conflicting ques-
tions of ‘general law’ have also been sug-
gested. See Heiskell, supra, note 4, at 760; 
Dawson, supra, note 6; Dobie, supra, note 6, 
at 241. 


 
FN22 The doctrine has not been without de-
fenders. See Eliot, The Common Law of the 
Federal Courts (1902) 36 Am.L.Rev. 498, 
523-525; A. B. Parker, The Common Law 
Jurisdiction of the United States Courts 
(1907) 17 Yale L.J. 1; Schofield, Swift v. 
Tyson: Uniformity of Judge-Made State Law 
in State and Federal Courts (1910) 4 
Ill.L.Rev. 533; Brown, The Jurisdiction of 
the Federal Courts Based on Diversity of Ci-
tizenship (1929) 78 U. of Pa.L.Rev. 179, 
189-191; J. J. Parker, The Federal Jurisdic-
tion and Recent Attacks Upon It (1932) 18 
A.B.A.J. 433, 438; Yntema, The Jurisdiction 
of the Federal Courts in Controversies Be-
tween Citizens of Different States (1933) 19 
A.B.A.J. 71, 74, 75; Beutel, Common Law 
Judicial Technique and the Law of Negotia-
ble Instruments-Two Unfortunate Decisions 
(1934) 9 Tulane L.Rev. 64. 


 
[2][3][4] Third. Except in matters governed by the 
Federal Constitution or by acts of Congress, the law to 
be applied in any case is the law of the state. And 
whether the law of the state shall be declared by its 
Legislature in a statute or by its highest court in a 
decision is not a matter of federal concern. There is no 
federal general common law. Congress has no power 
to declare substantive rules of common law applicable 
in a state whether they be local in their nature or 
‘general,’ be they commercial law or a part of the law 
of torts. And no clause in the Constitution purports to 
confer such a power upon the federal courts. As stated 
by Mr. Justice Field when protesting in Baltimore & 
Ohio R.R. Co. v. Baugh, 149 U.S. 368, 401, 13 S.Ct. 
914, 927, 37 L.Ed. 772, against ignoring the Ohio 
common law of fellow-servant liability: I am aware 
that what has been termed the general law of the 
country-which is often little less than what the judge 
advancing the doctrine thinks at the time should be the 
general law on a particular subject-has been often 
advanced in judicial opinions of this court to control a 
conflicting law of a state. I admit that learned judges 
have fallen into the habit of repeating this doctrine as a 
convenient mode of brushing aside the law of a state in 


conflict with their views. And I confess that, moved 
and governed by the authority of the great names of 
those judges, I have, myself, in many instances, un-
hesitatingly and confidently, but I think now erro-
neously, repeated the same doctrine. But, notwith-
standing the great names which may be cited in favor 
of the doctrine, and notwithstanding the frequency 
with which the doctrine has been reiterated, there 
stands, as a perpetual protest against its repetition, the 
constitution of the United States, which recognizes 
and preserves the autonomy and independence of the 
states,-independence in their legislative and indepen-
dence*79 in their judicial departments. Supervision 
over either the legislative or the judicial action of the 
states is in no case permissible except as **823 to 
matters by the constitution specifically authorized or 
delegated to the United States. Any interference with 
either, except as thus permitted, is an invasion of the 
authority of the state, and, to that extent, a denial of its 
independence.' 
 
The fallacy underlying the rule declared in Swift v. 
Tyson is made clear by Mr. Justice Holmes.FN23 The 
doctrine rests upon the assumption that there is ‘a 
transcendental body of law outside of any particular 
State but obligatory within it unless and until changed 
by statute,’ that federal courts have the power to use 
their judgment as to what the rules of common law 
are; and that in the federal courts ‘the parties are en-
titled to an independent judgment on matters of gen-
eral law’: 
 


FN23 Kuhn v. Fairmont Coal Co., 215 U.S. 
349, 370-372, 30 S.Ct. 140, 54 L.Ed. 228; 
Black & White Taxicab, etc., Co. v. Brown & 
Yellow Taxicab, etc., Co., 276 U.S. 518, 
532-536, 48 S.Ct. 404, 408, 409, 72 L.Ed. 
681, 57 A.L.R. 426. 


 
‘But law in the sense in which courts speak of it today 
does not exist without some definite authority behind 
it. The common law so far as it is enforced in a State, 
whether called common law or not, is not the common 
law generally but the law of that State existing by the 
authority of that State without regard to what it may 
have been in England or anywhere else. * * * 
 
‘The authority and only authority is the State, and if 
that be so, the voice adopted by the State as its own 
(whether it be of its Legislature or of its Supreme 
Court) should utter the last word.’ 
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Thus the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson is, as Mr. Justice 
Holmes said, ‘an unconstitutional assumption of 
powers by the Courts of the United States which no 
lapse of time or respectable array of opinion should 
make us hesitate to correct.’ In disapproving that 
doctrine we do not hold *80 unconstitutional section 
34 of the Federal Judiciary Act of 1789 or any other 
act of Congress. We merely declare that in applying 
the doctrine this Court and the lower courts have in-
vaded rights which in our opinion are reserved by the 
Constitution to the several states. 
 
[5] Fourth. The defendant contended that by the 
common law of Pennsylvania as declared by its 
highest court in Falchetti v. Pennsylvania R. Co., 307 
Pa. 203, 160 A. 859, the only duty owed to the plaintiff 
was to refrain from willful or wanton injury. The 
plaintiff denied that such is the Pennsylvania law.FN24 
In support of their respective contentions the parties 
discussed and cited many decisions of the Supreme 
Court of the state. The Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 
that the question of liability is one of general law; and 
on that ground declined to decide the issue of state 
law. As we hold this was error, the judgment is re-
versed and the case remanded to it for further pro-
ceedings in conformity with our opinion. 
 


FN24 Tompkins also contended that the al-
leged rule of the Falchetti Case is not in any 
event applicable here because he was struck 
at the intersection of the longitudinal path-
way and a transverse crossing. The court 
below found it unnecessary to consider this 
contention, and we leave the question open. 


 
Reversed. 
 
Mr. Justice CARDOZO took no part in the consider-
ation or decision of this case. 
Mr. Justice BUTLER (dissenting). 
The case presented by the evidence is a simple one. 
Plaintiff was severely injured in Pennsylvania. While 
walking on defendant's right of way along a 
much-used path at the end of the cross-ties of its main 
track, he came into collision with an open door 
swinging from the side of a car in a train going in the 
opposite direction. Having been warned by whistle 
and headlight, he saw the locomotive*81 approaching 
and had time and space enough to step aside and so 
avoid danger. To justify his failure to get out of the 


way, he says that upon many other occasions he had 
safely walked there while trains passed. 
 
Invoking jurisdiction on the ground of diversity of 
citizenship, plaintiff, a citizen and resident of Penn-
sylvania, brought this suit to recover damages against 
defendant, a New York corporation, in the federal 
court for the Southern District of that state. The issues 
were whether negligence of defendant was a prox-
imate cause of his injuries, and whether negligence of 
plaintiff contributed. He claimed that, by hauling the 
car with the open door, defendant violated a duty to 
him. The defendant insisted that it violated no duty, 
and that plaintiff's injuries were caused by his own 
**824 negligence.  The jury gave him a verdict on 
which the trial court entered judgment; the Circuit 
Court of Appeals affirmed.   2 Cir., 90 F.2d 603. 
 
Defendant maintained, citing Falchetti v. Pennsylva-
nia R. Co., 307 Pa. 203, 160 A. 859, and Koontz v. 
Baltimore & O.R. Co., 309 Pa. 122, 163 A. 212, that 
the only duty owed plaintiff was to refrain from will-
fully or wantonly injuring him; it argued that the 
courts of Pennsylvania had so ruled with respect to 
persons using a customary longitudinal path, as dis-
tinguished from one crossing the track. The plaintiff 
insisted that the Pennsylvania decisions did not es-
tablish the rule for which the defendant contended. 
Upon that issue the Circuit Court of Appeals said ( 90 
F.2d 603, et page 604): ‘We need not go into this 
matter since the defendant concedes that the great 
weight of authority in other states is to the contrary. 
This concession is fatal to its contention, for upon 
questions of general law the federal courts are free, in 
absence of a local statute, to exercise their indepen-
dent judgment as to what the law is; and it is well 
settled that the question of the responsibility of a 
railroad for injuries caused by its servants is one of 
general law.’ *82 Upon that basis the court held the 
evidence sufficient to sustain a finding that plaintiff's 
injuries were caused by the negligence of defendant. It 
also held the question of contributory negligence one 
for the jury. 
 
Defendant's petition for writ of certiorari presented 
two questions: Whether its duty toward plaintiff 
should have been determined in accordance with the 
law as found by the highest court of Pennsylvania, and 
whether the evidence conclusively showed plaintiff 
guilty of contributory negligence. Plaintiff contends 
that, as always heretofore held by this Court, the issues 
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of negligence and contributory negligence are to be 
determined by general law against which local deci-
sions may not be held conclusive; that defendant relies 
on a solitary Pennsylvania case of doubtful applica-
bility, and that, even if the decisions of the courts of 
that state were deemed controlling, the same result 
would have to be reached. 
 
No constitutional question was suggested or argued 
below or here. And as a general rule, this Court will 
not consider any question not raised below and pre-
sented by the petition.   Olson v. United States, 292 
U.S. 246, 262, 54 S.Ct. 704, 711, 78 L.Ed. 1236; 
Johnson v. Manhattan Ry. Co., 289 U.S. 479, 494, 53 
S.Ct. 721, 726, 77 L.Ed. 1331; Gunning v. Cooley, 
281 U.S. 90, 98, 50 S.Ct. 231, 234, 74 L.Ed. 720. Here 
it does not decide either of the questions presented, 
but, changing the rule of decision in force since the 
foundation of the government, remands the case to be 
adjudged according to a standard never before deemed 
permissible. 
 
The opinion just announced states that: ‘The question 
for decision is whether the oft-challenged doctrine of 
Swift v. Tyson (1842, 16 Pet. 1, 10 L.Ed. 865) shall 
now be disapproved.’ 
 
That case involved the construction of the Judiciary 
Act of 1789, s 34, 28 U.S.C.A. s 725: ‘The laws of the 
several States, except where the Constitution, treaties, 
or statutes of the United States otherwise require or 
provide, shall be regarded as rules of decision in trials 
at common law, in the courts of *83 the United States, 
in cases where they apply.’ Expressing the view of all 
the members of the Court, Mr. Justice Story said ( 16 
Pet. 1, at page 18, 10 L.Ed. 865): ‘In the ordinary use 
of language, it will hardly be contended, that the de-
cisions of courts constitute laws. They are, at most, 
only evidence of what the laws are, and are not, of 
themselves, laws. They are often reexamined, re-
versed, and qualified by courts themselves, whenever 
they are found to be either defective, or illfounded, or 
otherwise incorrect. The laws of a state are more 
usually understood to mean the rules and enactments 
promulgated by the legislative authority thereof, or 
long-established local customs having the force of 
laws. In all the various cases, which have hitherto 
come before us for decision, this court have uniformly 
supposed, that the true interpretation of the 34th sec-
tion limited its application to state laws strictly local, 
that is to say, to the positive statutes of the state, and 


the construction thereof adopted by the local tribunals, 
and to rights and titles to things having a permanent 
locality, such as the rights and titles to real estate, and 
other matters immovable and intraterritorial in their 
nature and character. It never has been supposed by us, 
that the section did apply, or was designed to apply, to 
questions of a more general nature, not at all depen-
dent upon local statutes or local usages of a fixed and 
permanent operation, as, for example, to the con-
struction of ordinary contracts or **825 other written 
instruments, and especially to questions of general 
commercial law, where the state tribunals are called 
upon to perform the like functions as ourselves, that is, 
to ascertain, upon general reasoning and legal analo-
gies, what is the true exposition of the contract or 
instrument, or what is the just rule furnished by the 
principles of commercial law to govern the case. And 
we have not now the slightest difficulty in holding, 
that this section, upon its true intendment and con-
struction, is strictly limited to local statutes and local 
usages of the character *84 before stated, and does not 
extend to contracts and other instruments of a com-
mercial nature, the true interpretation and effect 
whereof are to be sought, not in the decisions of the 
local tribunals, but in the general principles and doc-
trines of commercial jurisprudence. Undoubtedly, the 
decisions of the local tribunals upon such subjects are 
entitled to, and will receive, the most deliberate at-
tention and respect of this court; but they cannot fur-
nish positive rules or conclusive authority, by which 
our own judgments are to be bound up and go-
verned.’   (Italics added.) 
 
The doctrine of that case has been followed by this 
Court in an unbroken line of decisions. So far as ap-
pears, it was not questioned until more than 50 years 
later, and then by a single judge.FN1 Baltimore & O. 
Railroad Co. v. Baugh, 149 U.S. 368, 390, 13 S.Ct. 
914, 37 L.Ed. 772. In that case, Mr. Justice Brewer, 
speaking for the Court, truly said ( 149 U.S. 368, at 
page 373, 13 S.Ct. 914, 916, 37 L.Ed. 772): ‘Whatever 
differences of opinion may have been expressed have 
not been on the question whether a matter of general 
law should be settled by the independent judgment of 
this court, rather than through an adherence to the 
decisions of the state courts, but upon the other ques-
tion, whether a given matter is one of local or of gen-
eral law.’ 
 


FN1 Mr. Justice Field Filed a dissenting 
opinion, several sentences of which are 
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quoted in the decision just announced. The 
dissent failed to impress any of his asso-
ciates. It assumes that adherence to section 
34 as construed involves a supervision over 
legislative or judicial action of the states. 
There is no foundation for that suggestion. 
Clearly, the dissent of the learned Justice 
rests upon misapprehension of the rule. He 
joined in applying the doctrine for more than 
a quarter of a century before his dissent. The 
reports do not disclose that he objected to it 
in any later case. Cf. Oakes v. Mase, 165 U.S. 
363, 17 S.Ct. 345, 41 L.Ed. 746. 


 
And since that decision, the division of opinion in this 
Court has been of the same character as it was before. 
In 1910, Mr. Justice Holmes, speaking for himself and 
two other Justices, dissented from the holding that a 
*85 court of the United States was bound to exercise 
its own independent judgment in the construction of a 
conveyance made before the state courts had rendered 
an authoritative decision as to its meaning and effect. 
Kuhn v. Fairmont Coal Co., 215 U.S. 349, 30 S.Ct. 
140, 54 L.Ed. 228. But that dissent accepted ( 215 U.S. 
349, at page 371, 30 S.Ct. 140, 54 L.Ed. 228) as ‘set-
tled’ the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson, and insisted (215 
U.S. 349, at page 372, 30 S.Ct. 140, 54 L.Ed. 228) 
merely that the case under consideration was by nature 
and necessity peculiarly local. 
 
Thereafter, as before, the doctrine was constantly 
applied.FN2 In Black & White Taxicab Co. v. Brown & 
Yellow Taxicab Co., 276 U.S. 518, 48 S.Ct. 404, 72 
L.Ed. 681, 57 A.L.R. 426, three judges dissented. The 
writer of the dissent, Mr. Justice Holmes said, how-
ever ( 276 U.S. 518, at page 535, 48 S.Ct. 404, 409, 72 
L.Ed. 681, 57 A.L.R. 426): ‘I should leave Swift v. 
Tyson undisturbed, as I indicated in Kuhn v. Fairmont 
Coal Co., but I would not allow it to spread the as-
sumed dominion into new fields.’ 
 


FN2 In Salem Co. v. Manufacturers' Co., 264 
U.S. 182, at page 200, 44 S.Ct. 266, 271, 68 
L.Ed. 628, 31 A.L.R. 867, Mr. Justice 
Holmes and Mr. Justice Brandeis concurred 
in the judgment of the Court upon a question 
of general law on the ground that the rights of 
the parties were governed by state law. 


 
No more unqualified application of the doctrine can be 
found than in decisions of this Court speaking through 


Mr. Justice Holmes. United Zinc Co. v. Britt, 258 U.S. 
268, 42 S.Ct. 299, 66 L.Ed. 615, 36 A.L.R. 28; Bal-
timore & O.R.R. Co. v. Goodman, 275 U.S. 66, 70, 48 
S.Ct. 24, 25, 72 L.Ed. 167, 56 A.L.R. 645. Without in 
the slightest departing from that doctrine, but impli-
citly applying it, the strictness of the rule laid down in 
the Goodman Case was somewhat ameliorated by 
**826Pokora v. Wabash Ry. Co., 292 U.S. 98, 54 
S.Ct. 580, 78 L.Ed. 1149, 91 A.L.R. 1049. 
 
Whenever possible, consistently with standards sus-
tained by reason and authority constituting the general 
law, this Court has followed applicable decisions of 
state courts.   Mutual Life Co. v. Johnson, 293 U.S. 
335, 339, 55 S.Ct. 154, 156, 79 L.Ed. 398. See Bur-
gess v. Seligman, 107 U.S. 20, 34 2 S.Ct. 10, 27 L.Ed. 
359; Black & White Taxicab Co. v. Brown & Yellow 
Taxicab Co., supra, 276 U.S. 518, at page 530, 48 
S.Ct. 404, 407, 72 L.Ed. 681, 57 A.L.R. 426. Un-
questionably, the determination of the issues of neg-
ligence and contributory negligence upon which de-
cision of this case *86 depends are questions of gen-
eral law.   Hough v. Texas Railway Co., 100 U.S. 213, 
226, 25 L.Ed. 612; Lake Shore Railway Co. v. Pren-
tice, 147 U.S. 101, 13 S.Ct. 261, 37 L.Ed. 97; Balti-
more & O. Railroad Co. v. Baugh, supra; Gardner v. 
Michigan Central Railroad Co., 150 U.S. 349, 358, 14 
S.Ct. 140, 37 L.Ed. 1107; Central Vermont Ry. Co. v. 
White, 238 U.S. 507, 512, 35 S.Ct. 865, 59 L.Ed. 
1433, Ann.Cas.1916B, 252; Baltimore & O.R.R. Co. 
v. Goodman, supra; Pokora v. Wabash Ry. Co., supra. 
 
While amendments to section 34 have from time to 
time been suggested, the section stands as originally 
enacted. Evidently Congress has intended throughout 
the years that the rule of decision as construed should 
continue to govern federal courts in trials at common 
law. The opinion just announced suggests that Mr. 
Warren's research has established that from the be-
ginning this Court has erroneously construed section 
34. But that author's ‘New Light on the History of the 
Federal Judiciary Act of 1789’ does not purport to be 
authoritative, and was intended to be no more than 
suggestive. The weight to be given to his discovery 
has never been discussed at this bar. Nor does the 
opinion indicate the ground disclosed by the research. 
In his dissenting opinion in the Taxicab Case, Mr. 
Justice Holmes referred to Mr. Warren's work, but 
failed to persuade the Court that ‘laws' as used in 
section 34 included varying and possibly 
ill-considered rulings by the courts of a state on ques-
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tions of common law. See, e.g., Swift v. Tyson, supra, 
16 Pet. 1, 16, 17, 10 L.Ed. 865. It well may be that, if 
the Court should now call for argument of counsel on 
the basis of Mr. Warren's research, it would adhere to 
the construction it has always put upon section 34. 
Indeed, the opinion in this case so indicates. For it 
declares: ‘If only a question of statutory construction 
were involved, we should not be prepared to abandon 
a doctrine so widely applied throughout nearly a 
century. But the unconstitutionality of the course 
pursued has now been made clear and compels us to 
do so.’ This means that, so far as concerns the rule of 
decision now condemned, the Judiciary Act of 1789, 
passed to establish judicial *87 courts to exert the 
judicial power of the United States, and especially 
section 34 of that act as construed, is unconstitutional; 
that federal courts are now bound to follow decisions 
of the courts of the state in which the controversies 
arise; and that Congress is powerless otherwise to 
ordain. It is hard to foresee the consequences of the 
radical change so made. Our opinion in the Taxicab 
Case cites numerous decisions of this Court which 
serve in part to indicate the field from which it is now 
intended forever to bar the federal courts. It extends to 
all matters of contracts and torts not positively go-
verned by state enactments. Counsel searching for 
precedent and reasoning to disclose common-law 
principles on which to guide clients and conduct liti-
gation are by this decision told that as to all of these 
questions the decisions of this Court and other federal 
courts are no longer anywhere authoritative. 
 
This Court has often emphasized its reluctance to 
consider constitutional questions and that legislation 
will not be held invalid as repugnant to the funda-
mental law if the case may be decided upon any other 
ground. In view of grave consequences liable to result 
from erroneous exertion of its power to set aside leg-
islation, the Court should move cautiously, seek as-
sistance of counsel, act only after ample deliberation, 
show that the question is before the Court, that its 
decision cannot be avoided by construction of the 
statute assailed or otherwise, indicate precisely the 
principle or provision of the Constitutional held to 
have been transgressed, and fully disclose the reasons 
and authorities found to warrant the conclusion of 
invalidity. These safeguards against the improvident 
use of the great power to invalidate legislation are so 
well-grounded and familiar that statement of reasons 
or citation of authority to support them is no longer 
necessary. But see, e.g., **827Charles River Bridge v. 
Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. 420, 553, 9 L.Ed. 773; 


Township of Pine Grove v. Talcott, 19 Wall. 666, 673, 
22 L.Ed. 227; Chicago, etc., Railway Co. v. Wellman, 
143 U.S. 339, 345, 12 S.Ct. 400, 36 L.Ed. 176; *88 
Baker v. Grice, 169 U.S. 284, 292, 18 S.Ct. 323, 42 
L.Ed. 748; Martin v. District of Columbia, 205 U.S. 
135, 140, 27 S.Ct. 440, 51 L.Ed. 743. 
 
So far as appears, no litigant has ever challenged the 
power of Congress to establish the rule as construed. It 
has so long endured that its destruction now without 
appropriate deliberation cannot be justified. There is 
nothing in the opinion to suggest that consideration of 
any constitutional question is necessary to a decision 
of the case. By way of reasoning, it contains nothing 
that requires the conclusion reached. Admittedly, 
there is no authority to support that conclusion. 
Against the protest of those joining in this opinion, the 
Court declines to assign the case for reargument. It 
may not justly be assumed that the labor and argument 
of counsel for the parties would not disclose the right 
conclusion and aid the Court in the statement of rea-
sons to support it. Indeed, it would have been appro-
priate to give Congress opportunity to be heard before 
devesting it of power to prescribe rules of decision to 
be followed in the courts of the United States. See 
Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 176, 47 S.Ct. 21, 
45, 71 L.Ed. 160. 
 
The course pursued by the Court in this case is re-
pugnant to the Act of Congress of August 24, 1937, 50 
Stat. 751, 28 U.S.C.A. ss 17 and note, 349a, 380a and 
note, 401. It declares that: ‘Whenever the constitu-
tionality of any Act of Congress affecting the public 
interest is drawn in question in any court of the United 
States in any suit or proceeding to which the United 
States, or any agency thereof, or any officer or em-
ployee thereof, as such officer or employee, is not a 
party, the court having jurisdiction of the suit or pro-
ceeding shall certify such fact to the Attorney General. 
In any such case the court shall permit the United 
States to intervene and become a party for presentation 
of evidence (if evidence is otherwise receivable in 
such suit or proceeding) and argument upon the ques-
tion of the constitutionality of such Act. In any such 
suit or proceeding the United States shall, subject to 
the applicable provisions of law, have all the rights of 
a *89 party and the liabilities of a party as to court 
costs to the extent necessary for a proper presentation 
of the facts and law relating to the constitutionality of 
such Act.’ Section 1, 28 U.S.C.A. s 401. That provi-
sion extends to this Court. Section 5, 28 U.S.C.A. s 
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380a note. If defendant had applied for and obtained 
the writ of certiorari upon the claim that, as now held, 
Congress has no power to prescribe the rule of deci-
sion, section 34 as construed, it would have been the 
duty of this Court to issue the prescribed certificate to 
the Attorney General in order that the United States 
might intervene and be heard on the constitutional 
question. Within the purpose of the statute and its true 
intent and meaning, the constitutionality of that 
measure has been ‘drawn in question.’ Congress in-
tended to give the United States the right to be heard in 
every case involving constitutionality of an act af-
fecting the public interest. In view of the rule that, in 
the absence of challenge of constitutionality, statutes 
will not here be invalidated on that ground, the Act of 
August 24, 1937 extends to cases where constitutio-
nality is first ‘drawn in question’ by the Court. No 
extraordinary or unusual action by the Court after 
submission of the cause should be permitted to fru-
strate the wholesome purpose of that act. The duty it 
imposes ought here to be willingly assumed. If it were 
doubtful whether this case is within the scope of the 
act, the Court should give the United States opportu-
nity to intervene and, if so advised, to present argu-
ment on the constitutional question, for undoubtedly it 
is one of great public importance. That would be to 
construe the act according to its meaning. 
 
The Court's opinion in its first sentence defines the 
question to be whether the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson 
shall now be disapproved; it recites (third page, 58 
S.Ct. 819) that Congress is without power to prescribe 
rules of decision that have been followed by federal 
courts as a result of the construction of section 34 in 
Swift v. Tyson and since; after discussion, it declares 
(seventh page, 58 S.Ct. 822) that ‘the unconstitutio-
nality of the course pursued (meaning the rule of de-
cision *90 resulting from that construction) * * * 
compels' abandonment of the doctrine so long applied; 
and then near the end of the last page, 58 S.Ct. 823, the 
Court states that it does not hold section 34 unconsti-
tutional, but merely that, in applying the doctrine of 
Swift v. Tyson construing it, this Court and the lower 
courts have invaded rights which are reserved**828 
by the Constitution to the several states. But, plainly 
through the form of words employed, the substance of 
the decision appears; it strikes down as unconstitu-
tional section 34 as construed by our decisions; it 
divests the Congress of power to prescribe rules to be 
followed by federal courts when deciding questions of 
general law. In that broad field it compels this and the 
lower federal courts to follow decisions of the courts 


of a particular state. 
 
I am of opinion that the constitutional validity of the 
rule need not be considered, because under the law, as 
found by the courts of Pennsylvania and generally 
throughout the country, it is plain that the evidence 
required a finding that plaintiff was guilty of negli-
gence that contributed to cause his injuries, and that 
the judgment below should be reversed upon that 
ground. 
 
Mr. Justice McREYNOLDS, concurs in this opi-
nion.Mr. Justice REED (concurring in part). 
I concur in the conclusion reached in this case, in the 
disapproval of the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson, and in 
the reasoning of the majority opinion, except in so far 
as it relies upon the unconstitutionality of the ‘course 
pursued’ by the federal courts. 
 
The ‘doctrine of Swift v. Tyson,’ as I understand it, is 
that the words ‘the laws,’ as used in section 34, line 1, 
of the Federal Judiciary Act of September 24, 1789, 28 
U.S.C.A. s 725, do not included in their meaning ‘the 
decisions of the local tribunals.’ Mr. Justice Story, in 
deciding that point, said, 16 Pet. 1, 19, 10 L.Ed. 865: 
*91 ‘Undoubtedly, the decisions of the local tribunals 
upon such subjects are entitled to, and will receive, the 
most deliberate attention and respect of this court; but 
they cannot furnish positive rules, or conclusive au-
thority, by which our own judgments are to be bound 
up and governed.’ 
 
To decide the case now before us and to ‘disapprove’ 
the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson requires only that we 
say that the words ‘the laws' include in their meaning 
the decisions of the local tribunals. As the majority 
opinion shows, by its reference to Mr. Warren's re-
searches and the first quotation from Mr. Justice 
Holmes, that this Court is now of the view that ‘laws' 
includes ‘decisions,’ it is unnecessary to go further 
and declare that the ‘course pursued’ was ‘unconsti-
tutional,’ instead of merely erroneous. 
 
The ‘unconstitutional’ course referred to in the ma-
jority opinion is apparently the ruling in Swift v. Ty-
son that the supposed omission of Congress to legis-
late as to the effect of decisions leaves federal courts 
free to interpret general law for themselves. I am not at 
all sure whether, in the absence of federal statutory 
direction, federal courts would be compelled to follow 
state decisions. There was sufficient doubt about the 
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matter in 1789 to induce the first Congress to legislate. 
No former opinions of this Court have passed upon it. 
Mr. Justice Holmes evidently saw nothing ‘unconsti-
tutional’ which required the overruling of Swift v. 
Tyson, for he said in the very opinion quoted by the 
majority, ‘I should leave Swift v. Tyson undisturbed, 
as I indicated in Kuhn v. Fairmont Coal Co., but I 
would not allow it to spread the assumed dominion 
into new fields.’   Black & White Taxicab Co. v. 
Brown & Yellow Taxicab Co., 276 U.S. 518, 535, 48 
S.Ct. 404, 409, 72 L.Ed. 681, 57 A.L.R. 426. If the 
opinion commits this Court to the position that the 
Congress is without power to declare what rules of 
substantive law shall govern the federal courts, *92 
that conclusion also seems questionable.  The line 
between procedural and substantive law is hazy, but 
no one doubts federal power over procedure.   Way-
man v. Southard, 10 Wheat. 1, 6 L.Ed. 253. The Ju-
diciary Article, 3, and the ‘necessary and proper’ 
clause of article 1, s 8, may fully authorize legislation, 
such as this section of the Judiciary Act. 
 
In this Court, stare decisis, in statutory construction, is 
a useful rule, not an inexorable command.   Burnet v. 
Coronado Oil & Gas Co., 285 U.S. 393, dissent, page 
406, note 1, 52 S.Ct. 443, 446, 76 L.Ed. 815. Compare 
Read v. Bishop of Lincoln, (1892) A.C. 644, 655; 
London Street Tramways v. London County Council, 
(1898) A.C. 375, 379. It seems preferable to overturn 
an established construction of an act of Congress, 
rather than, in the circumstances of this case, to in-
terpret the Constitution. Cf. United States v. Delaware 
& Hudson Co., 213 U.S. 366, 29 S.Ct. 527, 53 L.Ed. 
836. 
 
There is no occasion to discuss further the range or 
soundness of these few phrases of the opinion. It is 
sufficient now to call attention to them and express my 
own non-acquiescence. 
 
U.S. 1938. 
Erie R. Co. v. Tompkins 
304 U.S. 64, 58 S.Ct. 817, 114 A.L.R. 1487, 82 L.Ed. 
1188, 11 O.O. 246 
 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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Supreme Court of Texas. 


FROST NATIONAL BANK, Petitioner, 
v. 


L & F DISTRIBUTORS, LTD., Respondent. 
No. 04-0074. 


 
May 27, 2005. 


 
Background: Assignee of motor vehicle lease 
brought declaratory judgment action against lessor 
after it refused to sell vehicles to assignee before end 
of lease terms. The 370th District Court, Hidalgo 
County, Noe Gonzalez, J., awarded final summary 
judgment to assignee. Lessor appealed. The Corpus 
Christi Court of Appeals, Dori Contreras Garza, J., 
122 S.W.3d 922, affirmed. Review was granted. 
 
Holding: The Supreme Court held that assignee could 
exercise the purchase option only at expiration of the 
lease. 
  
Reversed and remanded. 
 


West Headnotes 
 
[1] Contracts 95 147(2) 
 
95 Contracts 
      95II Construction and Operation 
            95II(A) General Rules of Construction 
                95k147 Intention of Parties 
                      95k147(2) k. Language of Contract. 
Most Cited Cases  
In construing a contract, courts must ascertain and 
give effect to the parties' intentions as expressed in the 
document. 
 
[2] Contracts 95 143.5 
 
95 Contracts 
      95II Construction and Operation 
            95II(A) General Rules of Construction 
                95k143.5 k. Construction as a Whole. Most 
Cited Cases  
Courts consider the entire writing and attempt to 


harmonize and give effect to all the provisions of the 
contract by analyzing the provisions with reference to 
the whole agreement. 
 
[3] Contracts 95 143(4) 
 
95 Contracts 
      95II Construction and Operation 
            95II(A) General Rules of Construction 
                95k143 Application to Contracts in General 
                      95k143(4) k. Subject, Object, or Purpose 
as Affecting Construction. Most Cited Cases  
 
Contracts 95 154 
 
95 Contracts 
      95II Construction and Operation 
            95II(A) General Rules of Construction 
                95k151 Language of Instrument 
                      95k154 k. Reasonableness of Construc-
tion. Most Cited Cases  
Courts construe contracts from a utilitarian standpoint 
bearing in mind the particular business activity sought 
to be served and will avoid, when possible and proper, 
a construction which is unreasonable, inequitable, and 
oppressive. 
 
[4] Contracts 95 143(2) 
 
95 Contracts 
      95II Construction and Operation 
            95II(A) General Rules of Construction 
                95k143 Application to Contracts in General 
                      95k143(2) k. Existence of Ambiguity. 
Most Cited Cases  
 
Contracts 95 176(2) 
 
95 Contracts 
      95II Construction and Operation 
            95II(A) General Rules of Construction 
                95k176 Questions for Jury 
                      95k176(2) k. Ambiguity in General. 
Most Cited Cases  
If, after the pertinent rules of construction are applied, 
the contract can be given a definite or certain legal 
meaning, it is unambiguous and is construed as a 
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matter of law. 
 
[5] Contracts 95 143(2) 
 
95 Contracts 
      95II Construction and Operation 
            95II(A) General Rules of Construction 
                95k143 Application to Contracts in General 
                      95k143(2) k. Existence of Ambiguity. 
Most Cited Cases  
A contract is ambiguous if it is susceptible to more 
than one reasonable interpretation. 
 
[6] Bailment 50 22 
 
50 Bailment 
      50k22 k. Termination, Rescission, and Option to 
Purchase Property. Most Cited Cases  
Lease allowed lessee's assignee to purchase the ve-
hicles only at the end of the sixty-month lease term; 
although the terminal rental adjustment clause entitled 
the lessee to purchase the vehicles by giving written 
notice at least ninety days before expiration, it re-
quired payment of fair market value on the last day of 
expiration, the lease ended on expiration date after 
sixty months and used the term “termination” to de-
scribe end of lease before the expiration, and allowing 
exercise of the option before expiration would permit 
the assignee to purchase the vehicles for twenty per-
cent of the original invoice price at any point during 
the five-year lease. 
*310 David M. Gunn, Russell S. Post, Beck, Redden 
& Secrest, L.L.P., Houston, Frank Weathered, Dunn 
Weathered Coffey Rivera Kasperitis & Rodriguez, 
P.C., Corpus Christi, Daniel H. Byrne, Fritz Byrne 
Head & Harrison, LLC, Austin, Francisco Enriquez, 
Law Offices of Frank Enriquez, McAllen, for Peti-
tioner. 
 
Charles C. Murray, Lisa Powell, Atlas & Hall, L.L.P., 
McAllen, for Respondent. 
 
Karen Sue Neeley, John Mark Heasley, Texas Bank-
ers Association, Austin, for Amicus Curiae. 
 
*311 PER CURIAM. 
 
This case involves the interpretation of a term 
equipment-lease agreement with a purchase option 
provision. The lessee attempted to exercise the pur-


chase option and buy the equipment a little over a year 
into the five-year lease term, but the lessor refused, 
contending that the contract only allowed the lessee to 
purchase the equipment when the lease term ended. 
The trial court and the court of appeals agreed with the 
lessee's interpretation, but we agree with the lessor's. 
Accordingly, we reverse the court of appeals' judg-
ment, render judgment in part for the lessor, and re-
mand the case to the trial court for further proceed-
ings. 
 
Frost National Bank purchased fourteen new delivery 
vehicles and leased them to Williams Distributors, 
Inc., a beer distributor. Frost and Williams entered 
into a sixty-month equipment lease agreement.FN1 The 
lease's purchase option provision, known as a terminal 
rental adjustment clause, or TRAC, gave the lessee 
(Williams) the right to purchase the vehicles by giving 
the lessor (Frost) ninety days' written notice and pro-
vided for payment to be made “on the last day of [the 
lease's] Expiration [in] an amount in cash equal to the 
then Fair Market Value as hereafter defined in this 
section, of such Equipment.” The agreement then 
clarified that the lessor would collect an amount equal 
to twenty percent of the original invoice price of the 
vehicles when they were sold, whether to the lessee or 
to a third party; specifically, if the vehicles were sold 
to a third party, the lessor would pay the lessee any 
proceeds in excess of that amount, and, should the 
lessor receive less than the twenty percent from the 
sale, the lessee would owe the difference as a final 
rental payment. 
 


FN1. The parties actually entered into two 
essentially identical agreements, one con-
cerning eight of the vehicles and one con-
cerning the other six, but for simplicity we 
will refer to them as a single agreement. 


 
Just over a year into the lease term, Williams assigned 
the lease, with Frost's consent, to L & F Distributors, 
Inc., another beer distributor. Shortly thereafter, L & F 
notified Frost of its intent to exercise the purchase 
option. Before Frost responded, L & F sued Frost for a 
declaratory judgment, and L & F later amended its 
petition to add a claim for specific performance. L & F 
also sent Frost a letter with a payment of $169,874.99, 
which amounted to twenty percent of the original 
invoice price of the vehicles. Frost rejected and re-
turned L & F's payment, refusing to sell the vehicles 
until the last day of the lease term, and also counter-
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claimed for declaratory relief and breach of contract 
when L & F stopped paying rent on the vehicles. The 
parties agreed to narrow the scope of the dispute to the 
declaratory judgment requests and to limit Frost's 
claim for damages. Both parties filed motions for 
summary judgment. 
 
The trial court partially granted L & F's motion for 
summary judgment and denied Frost's motion, dec-
laring that Frost breached the lease agreement by 
refusing to sell the vehicles when L & F tendered 
payment. The trial court also awarded L & F its at-
torney's fees. The court of appeals affirmed, holding 
that the lease agreement was unambiguous and al-
lowed L & F, as lessee, to purchase the vehicles with 
proper notice at any time on or before the end of the 
term.FN2 122 S.W.3d 922, 933. 
 


FN2. The court of appeals also affirmed the 
trial court's denial of Frost's motion to 
transfer venue. 122 S.W.3d at 927-29. Frost 
does not challenge the venue ruling in this 
Court. 


 
[1][2][3][4][5] In construing a contract, we must as-
certain and give effect to the parties'*312 intentions as 
expressed in the document. J.M. Davidson, Inc. v. 
Webster, 128 S.W.3d 223, 229 (Tex.2003); Lopez v. 
Muñoz, Hockema & Reed, L.L.P., 22 S.W.3d 857, 861 
(Tex.2000). We consider the entire writing and at-
tempt to harmonize and give effect to all the provi-
sions of the contract by analyzing the provisions with 
reference to the whole agreement. Webster, 128 
S.W.3d at 229. We construe contracts “from a utilita-
rian standpoint bearing in mind the particular business 
activity sought to be served” and “will avoid when 
possible and proper a construction which is unrea-
sonable, inequitable, and oppressive.” Reilly v. Ran-
gers Mgmt., Inc., 727 S.W.2d 527, 530 (Tex.1987). If, 
after the pertinent rules of construction are applied, the 
contract can be given a definite or certain legal 
meaning, it is unambiguous and we construe it as a 
matter of law. Webster, 128 S.W.3d at 229. On the 
other hand, a contract is ambiguous if it is susceptible 
to more than one reasonable interpretation. Id. 
 
[6] The following provisions of the lease agreement, 
including the purchase option provision discussed 
above, are particularly relevant to the parties' dispute: 
 


MASTER EQUIPMENT LEASE AGREE-


MENT  
 


.... 
 


Section 2. Terms; Rental; Unconditional Obliga-
tions; Security. 


 
A. The lease of each item shall begin on the date 


of the related Schedule (the “Acceptance Date”) and 
end on the Expiration Date specified in the Schedule 
(the “Expiration”) or on the date of any earlier or 
later termination hereunder (the “Termination”). 


 
.... 


 
LEASE SCHEDULE TO MASTER EQUIP-
MENT LEASE AGREEMENT  


 
.... 


 
C. Term Expiration. (60) Sixty months (the “Expi-
ration” or “Expiration Date”). 


 
.... 


 
Lease Schedule to Master Equipment Lease 
Agreement  


 
Optional Provisions  


 
.... 


 
Section 3. Purchase; Terminal Rental Adjustment 


 
A. Provided no Event of default shall have oc-


curred and then be continuing, Lessee shall have, by 
giving not less than ninety (90) days prior written 
notice to Lessor, the right to purchase all but not less 
than all the Equipment on or before the Expiration. 
Purchase shall be made by paying to Lessor on the 
last day of such Expiration an amount in cash equal 
to the then Fair Market Value as hereafter defined in 
this section, of such Equipment.... 


 
The court of appeals held that the purchase option 
provision (section 3(A) of the Optional Provisions) is 
unambiguous. 122 S.W.3d at 931. Specifically, the 
court of appeals noted that the first sentence allows L 
& F to buy the vehicles either on or before the expi-
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ration of the lease, the only qualifications being that L 
& F cannot be in default, must buy all the vehicles, and 
must give Frost at least ninety days' notice of the 
purchase. Id. The court of appeals then held that the 
second sentence, which requires payment to be made 
“on the last day of such Expiration,” does not create an 
ambiguity or call for payment only at the end of the 
sixty-month lease term. Id. 
 
Were we to consider the purchase option provision in 
isolation, we might agree with the court of appeals' 
reading. However, when both sentences of the provi-
sion are properly considered in conjunction with each 
other and the rest of the agreement, particularly the 
contractual definition of *313 the term “Expiration,” 
the agreement unambiguously allows L & F to pur-
chase the vehicles only at the end of the sixty-month 
lease term.FN3 
 


FN3. Frost also argues that the Uniform 
Commercial Code, as adopted in Texas, al-
lows us to consider course of dealing, course 
of performance, and usage of trade to “ex-
plain or supplement” the lease. See Tex. Bus. 
& Com. Code § 2A.202. Because the plain 
language of the contract is clear and supports 
Frost's interpretation, we need not consider 
such evidence for explanatory purposes. 


 
The court of appeals ignored pertinent language in the 
lease schedule when it held that, should L & F choose 
to exercise the purchase option before the end of sixty 
months, the lease would simply expire and payment 
would be due at the time of purchase. Id. The agree-
ment specifically states that the lease ends on the 
“Expiration” or “Expiration Date,” which occurs at 
sixty months. A different contractual term, “Termina-
tion,” describes the agreement's being terminated on 
an earlier or later date. By calling for payment “on the 
last day of such Expiration [of] an amount in cash 
equal to the then Fair Market Value,” the agreement 
provides that, should L & F give the requisite notice of 
its intent to exercise the purchase option, it will pay 
Frost at the end of the sixty-month lease term the 
then-fair market value of the vehicles, which will 
effectively come out to twenty percent of the invoice 
price. To reach the court of appeals' conclusion re-
quires either substituting the word “Termination” for 
“Expiration” in the purchase option provision or 
amending the contractual definition of “Expiration,” 
neither of which is appropriate in construing an 


agreement. 
 
In addition, L & F's and the court of appeals' con-
struction is “unreasonable, inequitable, and oppres-
sive.” Reilly, 727 S.W.2d at 530. Such a construction 
allows the lessee to terminate the lease and purchase 
the vehicles for the same price (twenty percent of the 
original invoice price) at any point during the 
five-year lease term with the requisite notice. At the 
lessee's discretion, then, the lessor would essentially 
have to forgo almost the entire rental value of the 
equipment and sell it almost new for twenty percent of 
its value, the same price it would receive for selling 
the equipment at the end of the lease term after col-
lecting rent on it for sixty months. Bearing in mind 
that our primary goal is to ascertain the intent of the 
parties when they entered into the agreement, we find 
such a construction unreasonable. Because there is 
only one reasonable interpretation of the lease, we 
construe it as a matter of law. 
 
* * * * * * 
 
We hold that the lease is unambiguous and provides 
that, while the lessee may give notice at any time 
during the lease term that it intends to exercise the 
purchase option, the lessee can actually purchase the 
vehicles only at the lease's expiration, which occurs 
sixty months after the lease term begins. Accordingly, 
without hearing oral argument, Tex.R.App. P. 59.1, 
we reverse the court of appeals' judgment, render 
judgment for Frost on its declaratory judgment claim, 
and remand the case to the trial court for further pro-
ceedings consistent with this opinion. 
 
Tex.,2005. 
Frost Nat. Bank v. L & F Distributors, Ltd. 
165 S.W.3d 310, 48 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 803 
 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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Background: Liability insurer brought action against 
insured employer and employee's survivors for a 
declaratory judgment that insurer owed no duty to 
defend or indemnify employer in survivors' suit to 
recover exemplary damages. The United States Dis-
trict Court for the Northern District of Texas, Sam R. 
Cummings, J., entered judgment against insurer, and it 
appealed. The Court of Appeals, 381 F.3d 435, certi-
fied question. 
 
Holding: The Supreme Court, Wainwright, J., held 
that public policy did not prohibit coverage under 
employer's liability policy for exemplary damages for 
employer's gross negligence causing employee's 
death. 
  
Question answered. 
 
 Johnson, concurred in part and filed opinion. 
 
 Hecht, J., concurred and filed opinion joined by 
Brister, Medina, and Willett, JJ. 
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The legislature determines public policy through the 
statutes it passes. 
*654 David M. Pruessner, Jes Alexander, The Law 
Offices of David M. Pruessner, Dallas TX, for appel-
lant. 
 
Charles C. Self III, Whitten & Young, P.C., Abilene 
TX, for appellee. 
 
Michael R. Cooper, Salado TX, for Intervenor. 
 
Wade Caven Crosnoe, Thompson Coe Cousins & 
Irons, L.L.P., Austin, TX, G. Andrew Veazey, Huval 
Veazey Felder & Aertker, LLC, Lafayette, LA, Macey 
Reasoner Stokes, Baker & Botts L.L.P., Robert M. 
Roach Jr., Cook & Roach, L.L.P., Houston, Robert D. 
Allen, Meckler Bulger & Tilson LLP, Dallas, Kath-
leen Hopkins Alsina, Phelps Dunbar, L.L.P., Houston, 
P.M. Schenkkan, Graves Dougherty Hearon & Moo-
dy, P.C., Austin, Fred A. Simpson, Jackson Walker 
L.L.P., Randall L. Smith, Houston, E. Thomas Bishop, 
Bishop & Hummert, P.C., Dallas, Mark L. Kincaid, 
Kincaid, Horton & Smith, Austin, TX, for Amicus 
Curiae. 
 
Justice WAINWRIGHT delivered the opinion of the 
Court, joined by Chief Justice JEFFERSON, Justice 
HECHT, Justice O'NEILL, Justice BRISTER, Justice 
MEDINA, Justice GREEN, and Justice WILLETT, 
and by Justice JOHNSON as to sections I, II, and IV 
only. 
 
[1] This case is before the Court on a certified question 
from the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth 
Circuit: “Does Texas public policy prohibit a liability 
insurance provider from indemnifying an award for 
punitive damages imposed on its insured because of 
gross negligence?” Fairfield Ins. Co. v. Stephens 
Martin Paving, LP, 381 F.3d 435, 437 (5th Cir.2004). 
Pursuant to article V, section 3-c of the Texas Con-
stitution and rule 58.1 of the Texas Rules of Appellate 
Procedure, we answer that Texas public policy does 
not prohibit coverage under the type of workers' 
compensation and employer's liability insurance pol-
icy at issue in this case. 
 


I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACK-
GROUND 


 
Stephens Martin Paving, a highway paving company, 


employed Roy Edward Bennett as a brooming ma-
chine operator. On December 20, 2002, Bennett died 
as a result of injuries that occurred when a brooming 
machine rolled over. Stephens Martin Paving carried a 
workers' compensation and employer's liability in-
surance policy, issued by Fairfield Insurance Com-
pany. Fairfield paid workers' compensation benefits to 
Bennett's wife and children under the policy in ac-
cordance with Texas workers' compensation law. 
 
On January 24, 2003, Bennett's survivors sued Ste-
phens Martin Paving for gross negligence, seeking 
exemplary damages because Stephens Martin Paving 
allegedly failed to provide a safe place to work, *655 
failed to follow and enforce OSHA safety rules and 
regulations, and failed to properly train and supervise 
its employees. Having received workers' compensa-
tion benefits, Bennett's survivors are barred by statute 
from recovering actual damages and seek only exem-
plary damages in the suit.FN1 
 


FN1. Generally, an employer who purchases 
workers' compensation insurance is protected 
from an employee's common law claims for 
injuries occurring during the course and 
scope of the employee's work responsibili-
ties. TEX. LAB.CODE § 408.001. However, 
this exclusive remedy doctrine does not pro-
hibit recovery of exemplary damages if the 
employee's death is caused by the employer's 
gross negligence. Id. § 408.001(b)-(c). 


 
On February 24, 2003, Fairfield sued Stephens Martin 
Paving and Bennett's survivors in federal district 
court, seeking a declaratory judgment that Fairfield 
owed no duty to defend or indemnify Stephens Martin 
Paving in the suit for exemplary damages. Relying on 
Ridgway v. Gulf Life Insurance Co., 578 F.2d 1026, 
1029 (5th Cir.1978), the federal district court con-
cluded that the language in Fairfield's policy covers 
exemplary damages and that Texas public policy does 
not prohibit insurance coverage of those damages. The 
court denied Fairfield's motion for summary judgment 
and entered a judgment declaring that Fairfield has a 
duty to defend Stephens Martin Paving and a duty to 
indemnify Stephens Martin Paving as provided by the 
policy if Stephens Martin Paving is adjudicated re-
sponsible for the damages sought in the underlying 
suit brought by Bennett's survivors (either by judg-
ment or settlement). Fairfield appealed, and the Fifth 
Circuit certified to this Court the question of the in-
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surability of exemplary damages for gross negligence. 
Fairfield Ins. Co., 381 F.3d at 437; TEX.R.APP. P. 
58.1. 
 
II. COVERAGE OF EXEMPLARY DAMAGES 


FOR GROSS NEGLIGENCE 
 
Determining whether exemplary damages for gross 
negligence are insurable requires a two-step analysis. 
See, e.g., Grinnell Mut. Reinsurance Co. v. Jungling, 
654 N.W.2d 530, 535-37 (Iowa 2002); Fluke Corp. v. 
Hartford Accident & Indem. Co., 145 Wash.2d 137, 
34 P.3d 809, 814 (Wash.2001); Brown v. Maxey, 124 
Wis.2d 426, 369 N.W.2d 677, 685 (1985). First, we 
decide whether the plain language of the policy covers 
the exemplary damages sought in the underlying suit 
against the insured. 
 
Second, if we conclude that the policy provides cov-
erage, we determine whether the public policy of 
Texas allows or prohibits coverage in the circums-
tances of the underlying suit. We first look to express 
statutory provisions regarding the insurability of ex-
emplary damages to determine whether the Legisla-
ture has made a policy decision. See Town of Flower 
Mound v. Stafford Estates Ltd. P'ship, 135 S.W.3d 
620, 628 (Tex.2004) (“Generally, ‘the State's public 
policy is reflected in its statutes.’ ”) (quoting Tex. 
Commerce Bank, N.A. v. Grizzle, 96 S.W.3d 240, 250 
(Tex.2002)); FM Props. Operating Co. v. City of 
Austin, 22 S.W.3d 868, 873 (Tex.2000). If the Legis-
lature has not made an explicit policy decision, we 
then consider the general public policies of Texas. 
 


A. POLICY LANGUAGE 
 
The policy Fairfield issued to Stephens Martin Paving 
contains two types of insurance: workers' compensa-
tion insurance and employer's liability insurance. 
Under the workers' compensation part of the policy, 
Fairfield agrees to pay the benefits that Stephens 
Martin Paving is required to pay by Texas workers' 
compensation law *656 and other enumerated costs. 
In this case, the parties agree that the policy covers the 
workers' compensation benefits paid to the Bennetts. 
The workers' compensation part of the policy makes 
the employer responsible for “any payments in excess 
of the benefits regularly provided by the workers 
compensation law including those required because: 
1. of your serious and willful misconduct; ... 3. you fail 
to comply with a health or safety law or regulation.” 


 
Under the employer's liability part of the policy, Fair-
field agrees to pay “all sums [Stephens Martin Paving] 
legally must pay as damages because of bodily injury 
to [its] employees, provided the bodily injury is cov-
ered by this Employers Liability Insurance” and other 
specific costs. It excludes coverage of “punitive or 
exemplary damages because of bodily injury to an 
employee employed in violation of law.” An en-
dorsement to the policy adds that “[t]his exclusion 
does not apply unless the violation of law caused or 
contributed to the bodily injury.” The policy also 
excludes damages arising from injuries caused by 
intentional acts. 
 
The Bennetts' claim against Stephens Martin Paving 
seeks only exemplary damages for gross negligence. 
Therefore, the coverage issue in this case concerns 
only the employer's liability part of the policy and not 
the part of the policy regarding workers' compensation 
benefits. Because the Fifth Circuit's question is di-
rected only at the public policy of Texas, we limit our 
discussion to the second prong of the analysis and 
presume that the policy language covers the exem-
plary damages sought. 
 


B. TEXAS STATUTORY PROHIBITIONS 
 
When considering whether public policy should pro-
hibit the coverage of exemplary damages in a partic-
ular case, courts should study the contexts in which 
the Legislature has spoken. In a few instances, the 
Legislature has expressly prohibited or otherwise 
limited the availability of such insurance. 
 
Health Care Providers: Article 5.15-1, section 8 of the 
Texas Insurance Code prohibits insurance coverage of 
exemplary damages assessed against health care pro-
viders and physicians, creating an exception for a 
subset of healthcare providers including hospitals, 
nursing homes, and assisted living facilities: 
 


No policy of medical professional liability insur-
ance issued to or renewed for a health care provider 
or physician in this state may include coverage for 
exemplary damages that may be assessed against 
the health care provider or physician; provided, 
however, that the commissioner may approve an 
endorsement form that provides for coverage for 
exemplary damages to be used on a policy of med-
ical professional liability insurance issued to a hos-
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pital, as the term “hospital” is defined in this article, 
or to a for-profit or not-for-profit nursing home or 
assisted living facility. 


 
TEX. INS.CODE art. 5.15-1, § 8.FN2 
 


FN2. As part of the Medical Liability Insur-
ance Improvement Act of Texas, passed in 
1977, the Legislature prohibited “health care 
providers” from obtaining insurance cover-
age of exemplary damages in Texas. Act of 
May 30, 1977, 65th Leg., R.S., ch. 817, Part 
3, § 8, 1977 Tex. Gen. Laws 2039, 2055-56. 
“Health care provider” was defined as: 


 
any person, partnership, professional as-
sociation, corporation, facility, or institu-
tion licensed or chartered by the State of 
Texas to provide health care as a registered 
nurse, hospital, dentist, podiatrist, chiro-
practor, optometrist, blood bank that is a 
nonprofit corporation chartered to operate 
a blood bank and which is accredited by 
the American Association of Blood Banks, 
or not-for-profit nursing home, or an of-
ficer, employee, or agent of any of them 
acting in the course and scope of his em-
ployment. 


 
Act of May 30, 1977, 65th Leg., R.S., ch. 
817, Part 3, § 2(2), 1977 Tex. Gen. Laws 
2039, 2055. Later amendments redefined 
health care providers and expressly al-
lowed providers to obtain insurance cov-
erage of exemplary damages through an 
approved policy endorsement. Act of June 
3, 1987, 70th Leg., 1st C.S., ch. 1, § 7.01, 
1987 Tex. Gen. Laws 1, 35-36 (allowing 
an endorsement for hospitals); Act of May 
21, 1997, 75th Leg., R.S., ch. 746, § 1, 
1997 Tex. Gen. Laws 2451, 2451 (allow-
ing an endorsement for not-for-profit 
nursing homes); Act of May 27, 2001, 77th 
Leg., R.S., ch. 1284, § 5.02, 2001 Tex. 
Gen. Laws 3083, 3085 (requiring an en-
dorsement for for-profit nursing homes); 
Act of May 14, 2003, 78th Leg., R.S., ch. 
141, § 2, 2003 Tex. Gen. Laws 195, 195 
(allowing an endorsement for assisted 
living facilities). 


 


Guaranty Funds and Excess Liability Pools: The 
Legislature has explicitly excluded*657 risk man-
agement and excess insurance pools for various public 
entities FN3 from paying exemplary damages.FN4 In 
1989, the Legislature amended the Texas Property and 
Casualty Insurance Guaranty Act to exclude from the 
definition of “covered claims” against insolvent in-
surers “any punitive, exemplary, extracontractual, or 
bad faith damages awarded in a court judgment 
against an insured or insurer.” FN5 The Legislature has 
included the same prohibition for several other such 
entities covering exceptional risks.FN6 In each instance 
the Legislature's concern appears to have been for the 
financial impact on these entities of insurance for 
exemplary *658 damages.FN7 
 


FN3. Act of June 3, 1987, 70th Leg., 1st C.S., 
ch. 1, § 5.08, 1987 Tex. Gen. Laws 1, 26 
(current version at TEX.INS.CODE §§ 
2207.001-.409) (Excess Liability Pool for 
Counties and Certain Educational Entities); 
Act of June 3, 1987, 70th Leg., 1st C.S., ch. 
1, § 5.09, 1987 Tex. Gen. Laws 1, 31 (current 
version at TEX. INS.CODE §§ 
2208.001-.309) (Texas Public Entity Excess 
Insurance Pool). 


 
FN4. TEX. INS.CODE § 2207.353(c) 
(“Money in the [Excess Liability Fund for 
Counties and Certain Educational Entities] 
may not be used to pay: (1)punitive damages 
....”); id. § 2208.252(b) (“Money in the 
[Texas Public Entity Excess Insurance Fund] 
may not be used to pay: (1) punitive damages 
....”); id. § 2208.303 (“Excess insurance 
coverage provided by the [Texas Public Ent-
ity Excess Insurance Pool] may not include 
coverage for punitive damages.”). 


 
FN5. Act of May 29, 1989, 71st Leg., R.S., 
ch. 1082, § 6.13, 1989 Tex. Gen. Laws 4370, 
4395-96 (current version at TEX. INS.CODE 
§ 462.210). See also Act of May 30, 2003, 
78th Leg., R.S., ch. 1218, § 2, 2003 Tex. 
Gen. Laws 3458, 3459 (current version at 
TEX. INS.CODE § 462.302(c)(2)) (“The 
[Texas Property and Casualty Insurance 
Guaranty Association] has no liability for ... 
claims for ... exemplary damages....”). That 
Act was first passed in 1971 to protect in-
solvent property and casualty insurers' poli-
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cyholders and third-party claimants by au-
thorizing assessments against other Texas 
insurers to pay “covered claims” against in-
surers that had become insolvent. Act of May 
12, 1971, 62d Leg., R.S., ch. 360, § 1, 1971 
Tex. Gen. Laws 1362 (current version at 
TEX. INS.CODE §§ 462.001-.351). 


 
FN6. TEX. INS.CODE § 463.204(9) (stating 
that the Life, Accident, Health, and Hospital 
Service Insurance Guaranty Association 
cannot pay punitive or exemplary damages); 
id. § 2203.154 (“The [Medical Liability In-
surance Joint Underwriting Association] may 
not issue or renew a medical liability insur-
ance policy for a physician or health care 
provider under this chapter that includes 
coverage for punitive damages assessed 
against the physician or health care provid-
er.”); id. § 2205.253(b) (“Money in the 
[Texas Child-Care Facility Liability Fund] 
may not be used to pay: (1) punitive damages 
....”); id. § 2209.253(b) (“Money in the 
[Texas Nonprofit Organizations Liability 
Fund] may not be used to pay: (1) punitive 
damages ....”); id. § 2209.303 (“Liability 
insurance coverage provided by the [Texas 
Nonprofit Organizations Liability Pool] may 
not include coverage for punitive damag-
es.”); id. § 2602.255(4) (excluding “exem-
plary, extracontractual, or bad faith damages 
awarded against an insured or title insurance 
company by a court judgment” from “cov-
ered claims” against the Texas Title Insur-
ance Guaranty Association). 


 
FN7. The Legislature also requires commer-
cial liability insurers to file closed claim re-
ports including, among much other informa-
tion, “amounts paid for punitive damages.” 
TEX. INS.CODE § 38.154(a)(3)(C)(x). At a 
minimum, this suggests that the Legislature 
is aware that insurers are making some 
payments for punitive damages and has not 
broadly prohibited those payments. 


 
The Legislature is aware of and sensitive to issues of 
insurance coverage of exemplary damages. It has 
made the policy decision to prohibit insurance cov-
erage of those damages in selected circumstances. 
 


C. WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
 
This Court has recognized that “the administration of 
the workers' compensation system is heavily imbued 
with public policy concerns.” Lawrence v. CDB 
Servs., Inc., 44 S.W.3d 544, 553 (Tex.2001), super-
seded by statute, TEX. LAB.CODE § 406.003(e), as 
explained in Storage & Processors, Inc. v. Reyes, 134 
S.W.3d 190, 192 (Tex.2004). Because this case arises 
from a claim for exemplary damages under the Texas 
Workers' Compensation Act, we review the applicable 
statutory scheme and accompanying insurance regu-
lation of that field. 
 
In Texas, participation in the workers' compensation 
system is optional for employers and employees. 
However, if the employer purchases workers' com-
pensation insurance, the employer must adhere to the 
statutory and regulatory guidelines of the Workers' 
Compensation Act. Among these requirements is the 
legislative directive that only workers' compensation 
policies approved by the Texas Department of Insur-
ance are available in Texas. FN8 TEX. INS.CODE art. 
5.56.FN9 These policies provide broad coverage for an 
employee's injuries. In exchange for fulfilling the 
Act's requirements, the Act protects an employer from 
an employee's common law claims for injuries or 
death occurring during the course and scope of the 
employee's work responsibilities, except those claims 
involving the death of an employee caused by an em-
ployer's intentional or grossly negligent conduct. 
TEX. LAB.CODE § 408.001. An employee who does 
not “opt out” of the workers' compensation system 
waives claims not provided by the Act. Id. § 406.034. 
Thus, workers' compensation insurance provides the 
exclusive remedy for the injury or death of a partici-
pating employee in most cases. 
 


FN8. Before 1991, the Texas Department of 
Insurance (TDI) was known as the State 
Board of Insurance. Act of May 27, 1991, 
72d Leg., R.S., ch. 242, § 1.01, 1991 Tex. 
Gen. Laws 939, 939; see also Act of May 30, 
1993, 73rd Leg., R.S., ch. 685, § 1.01, 1993 
Tex. Gen. Laws 2559, 2559 (specifying that 
“a reference in [all statutes involving insur-
ance] to the State Board of Insurance means 
[TDI]”). 


 
FN9. In 2005, the Legislature renumbered 
and codified Article 5.56 and other articles 
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into sections of the Texas Insurance Code. 
Act of May 24, 2005, 79th Leg. R.S., ch. 727, 
§§ 2, 18(a)(4). We cite to the version appli-
cable to the underlying suit in this case. TEX. 
INS.CODE art. 5.56 (added by Act of June 7, 
1951, 52d Leg., R.S., ch. 491, 1951 Tex. 
Gen. Laws 868, 945). 


 
This exclusive remedy does not prohibit recovery of 
exemplary damages if the employee's death is caused 
by the employer's gross negligence. Id. § 
408.001(b)-(c). Section 408 states: 
 


(a) Recovery of workers' compensation benefits is 
the exclusive remedy of an employee covered by 
workers' compensation insurance coverage or a le-
gal beneficiary against the employer or an agent or 
employee of the employer for the death of or a 
work-related injury sustained by the employee. 


 
(b) This section does not prohibit the recovery of 


exemplary damages by the *659 surviving spouse or 
heirs of the body of a deceased employee whose 
death was caused by an intentional act or omission 
of the employer or by the employer's gross negli-
gence. 


 
(c) In this section, “gross negligence” has the 


meaning assigned by Section 41.001, Civil Practice 
and Remedies Code. 


 
The Bennetts bring this claim for exemplary damages 
only under Subsections 408(b) and (c), arguing that 
Stephens Martin Paving's gross negligence caused 
Bennett's death. 
 
TDI is authorized to adopt rules “governing hearings 
and other proceedings necessary for the promulgation 
or approval of rates[,] ... policy forms[,] or policy form 
endorsements.” TEX. INS.CODE art. 1.33C. Article 
5.56 of the Insurance Code provides that TDI “shall 
prescribe standard policy forms to be used by all 
companies or associations writing workmen's com-
pensation insurance in this State” and prohibits or-
ganizations from using policy forms “other than those 
made, established and promulgated and prescribed by 
[TDI],” except as specifically provided by the sta-
tute.FN10 By Article 5.62, the Legislature “empowered 
[TDI] to make and enforce all such reasonable rules 
and regulations not inconsistent with the provisions of 
this subchapter as are necessary to carry out its pro-


visions.” TEX. INS.CODE art. 5.62. 
 


FN10. Organizations may “use any form of 
endorsement appropriate to its plan of oper-
ation, if such endorsement [is] first submitted 
to and approved by the Board.” TEX. 
INS.CODE art. 5.57. 


 
Under the authority delegated to TDI from the Legis-
lature, TDI approves standard workers' compensation 
insurance policies and endorsements. See Texas 
Workers' Compensation Commission and Employers' 
Liability Manual, available at http:// www. tdi. state. 
tx. us/ wc/ regulation/ index. html# manual. As pre-
viously discussed, the policy provides two types of 
insurance coverage-workers' compensation insurance 
and employers' liability insurance. The workers' 
compensation part of the policy only provides cover-
age for benefits required by workers' compensation 
law and other enumerated costs, excluding punitive 
damages. If, under Section 408.001, workers' com-
pensation insurance provides the exclusive remedy for 
an injured employee who is participating in the sys-
tem, then why would the TDI-approved, standard 
policy-the only policy workers' compensation insurers 
may use-provide any additional liability insurance to 
employers? The statutory scheme and TDI's execution 
of the scheme reveal an intent to provide additional 
insurance coverage-coverage for an employer's gross 
negligence.FN11 Although Section 408.001 allows an 
employee to pursue a claim for exemplary damages 
against an employer for intentional acts, the insurance 
policy here excludes coverage for such intentional 
acts. Thus, the “all sums” language in the employer's 
liability part of this TDI-approved, dual coverage 
policy covers *660 some of the common law claims 
excluded from the workers' compensation part of the 
policy, but it does not cover claims based on inten-
tional acts. Under TDI's policy, a participating em-
ployer would have coverage for workers' compensa-
tion claims and claims based on gross negligence. The 
Legislature's expressed intent is that Texas public 
policy does not prohibit insurance coverage for claims 
of gross negligence in this context. 
 


FN11. The TDI policy does not provide 
coverage of “punitive or exemplary damages 
because of bodily injury to an employee 
employed in violation of law,” nor does it 
cover these damages arising from injuries 
caused by intentional acts. An endorsement 
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to the policy adds that “[t]his exclusion does 
not apply unless the violation of law caused 
or contributed to the bodily injury.” We note 
that Bennett's petition alleges that Stephens 
Martin Paving failed to follow and enforce 
safety rules and regulations and OSHA rules 
and regulations. Because we do not have a 
complete record and we limit our discussion 
to the Fifth Circuit's certified question, we do 
not address whether these allegations trigger 
the exclusion. 


 
III. PUBLIC POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 


 
Although the Legislature's expressed direction ends 
our inquiry in the present case, we recognize that the 
Fifth Circuit framed its certified question as a broad 
inquiry about Texas public policy and the coverage of 
exemplary damages. We hesitate to opine on policy 
language and fact situations not before us, but also 
recognize the import of this issue and therefore discuss 
some of the considerations relevant to determining 
whether Texas public policy prohibits insurance cov-
erage of exemplary damages in other contexts in the 
absence of a clear legislative policy decision. 
 


A. SUMMARY OF THE DEBATE 
 
Although determining whether public policy prohibits 
the insurance coverage of exemplary damages for 
gross negligence in Texas is a novel question for this 
Court, the issue is no stranger to the United States' 
legal community. Christopher A. Wilson, Lazenby 
after Hodges-Insurability of Punitive Damage Awards 
in Tennessee: A Continuing Question of Public Policy, 
36 U. MEM. L.REV. 463 (2006); Stephanie L. Gras-
sia, The Insurability of Punitive Damages in Wash-
ington: Should Insureds Who Engage in Intentional 
Misconduct Reap the Benefit of Their “Bargains?,” 
26 SEATTLE U.L.REV. 627 (2003); Lorelie S. 
Masters, Punitive Damages: Covered or Not?, 55 
BUS. LAW. 283 (1999); Michael A. Rosenhouse, 
Annotation, Liability Insurance Coverage as Extend-
ing to Liability for Punitive or Exemplary Damages, 
16 A.L.R.4th 11 (1982). 
 
For over forty years, courts, legislatures, and scholars 
nationwide have struggled with this issue. Of the 
forty-five states in which the highest court of the state 
or the legislature has addressed the insurability of 
exemplary damages in some fashion, twenty-five have 


established generally that their public policy does not 
prohibit coverage, sometimes including or excluding 
the uninsured motorist or vicarious liability con-
texts.FN12 Eight states have *661 adopted a broad 
prohibition against insuring exemplary damages. FN13 
Seven states allow insurance coverage of exemplary 
damages only in the vicarious liability context, pro-
hibiting the practice otherwise.FN14 Three states allow 
insurance coverage of exemplary damages in the un-
insured motorist context, but have not directly spoken 
outside this context.FN15 Two other states *662 have 
precluded insurance coverage of exemplary damages 
in the uninsured motorist context, but have not oth-
erwise directly spoken on the issue.FN16 Finally, the 
insurability of exemplary damages resulting from acts 
akin to gross negligence has not been addressed by the 
highest court or legislature in Indiana, Michigan, 
Missouri, and Texas.FN17 Thus, the majority of states 
that have considered whether public policy prohibits 
insurance coverage of exemplary damages for gross 
negligence, either by legislation or under the common 
law, have decided that it does not. 
 


FN12. HAW.REV.STAT. § 431:10-240 
(2007) (“Coverage under any policy of in-
surance issued in this State shall not be con-
strued to provide coverage for punitive or 
exemplary damages unless specifically in-
cluded.”); MONT.CODE ANN. § 33-15-317 
(2007) (“Insurance coverage does not extend 
to punitive or exemplary damages unless 
expressly included by the contract of insur-
ance.”); NEV.REV.STAT. § 681A.095 
(2007) (“An insurer may insure against legal 
liability for exemplary damages or punitive 
damages that do not arise from a wrongful act 
of the insured committed with the intent to 
cause injury to another.”); VA.CODE ANN. 
§ 38.2-227 (2007) (“It is not against the 
public policy of the Commonwealth for any 
person to purchase insurance providing cov-
erage for punitive damages arising out of the 
death or injury of any person as the result of 
negligence, including willful and wanton 
negligence, but excluding intentional acts.”); 
Montgomery Health Care Facility, Inc. v. 
Ballard, 565 So.2d 221, 226 (Ala.1990) 
(wrongful death case); State Farm Mut. Auto. 
Ins. Co. v. Lawrence, 26 P.3d 1074, 1080 
(Alaska 2001); State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. 
Co. v. Wilson, 162 Ariz. 251, 782 P.2d 727, 
729-36 (1989); Cal. Union Ins. Co. v. Ark. 
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La. Gas Co., 264 Ark. 449, 453, 572 S.W.2d 
393, 395 (1978) (citing So. Farm Bureau 
Cas. Ins. Co. v. Daniel, 246 Ark. 849, 440 
S.W.2d 582 (1969)); Jones v. State Farm 
Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 610 A.2d 1352, 1354 
(Del.1992); Roman v. Terrell, 195 Ga.App. 
219, 393 S.E.2d 83, 86 (1990), aff'd by, State 
Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Weathers, 260 
Ga. 123, 392 S.E.2d 1 (1990); Abbie Uriguen 
Oldsmobile Buick, Inc. v. U.S. Fire Ins. Co., 
95 Idaho 501, 511 P.2d 783, 789-91 (Idaho 
1973); Grinnell, 654 N.W.2d at 540-41 (cit-
ing Skyline Harvestore Sys., Inc. v. Centen-
nial Ins. Co., 331 N.W.2d 106, 109 (Iowa 
1983)); Ky. Cent. Ins. Co. v. Schneider, 15 
S.W.3d 373, 376 (Ky.2000) (citing Cont'l 
Ins. Cos. v. Hancock, 507 S.W.2d 146 
(Ky.1973)); First Nat'l Bank of St. Mary's v. 
Fid. & Deposit Co., 283 Md. 228, 389 A.2d 
359, 364-67 (1978); Shelter Mut. Ins. Co. v. 
Dale, 914 So.2d 698, 703 (Miss.2005); 
Mazza v. Med. Mut. Ins. Co. of N.C., 311 
N.C. 621, 319 S.E.2d 217, 220-22 (1984) 
(negligent medical malpractice); MacKinnon 
v. Hanover Ins. Co., 124 N.H. 456, 471 A.2d 
1166, 1168 (1984) (holding that public pol-
icy does not prohibit homeowner's insurance 
policy from covering liability arising from 
intentional tort of battery and negligent in-
fliction of emotional distress); Cont'l Cas. 
Co. v. Kinsey, 499 N.W.2d 574, 581 
(N.D.1993) (requiring insurer to indemnify 
insured for punitive damages award accord-
ing to insurance policy, but allowing insurer 
to seek reimbursement from insured because 
contracting away responsibility for “willful 
fraud and deceit” violated state statute); 
Harrell v. Travelers Indem. Co., 279 Or. 199, 
567 P.2d 1013, 1021 (1977); S.C. State 
Budget & Control Bd. v. Prince, 304 S.C. 
241, 403 S.E.2d 643, 648 (1991) (holding 
insurer could not deny coverage for punitive 
damages “in the name of the public policy 
when the language of its own policy specif-
ically provides such coverage,” but failing to 
explain why); State v. Glens Falls Ins. Co., 
137 Vt. 313, 404 A.2d 101, 105 (1979); 
Fluke, 34 P.3d at 815; Loveridge v. Chartier, 
161 Wis.2d 150, 468 N.W.2d 146, 159 
(1991); State ex rel. State Auto Ins. Co. v. 
Risovich, 204 W.Va. 87, 511 S.E.2d 498, 505 
(1998); Sinclair Oil Corp. v. Columbia Cas. 


Co., 682 P.2d 975, 981 (Wyo.1984). 
 


FN13. OHIO REV.CODE ANN. § 
3937.182(B) (2008) (prohibiting coverage 
for punitive and exemplary damages in au-
tomobile policies and certain types of ca-
sualty and liability policies); UTAH CODE 
ANN. § 31A-20-101(4) (2007) ( “No insurer 
may insure or attempt to insure against ... 
punitive damages.”); PPG Indus. v. Trans-
america Ins. Co., 20 Cal.4th 310, 84 
Cal.Rptr.2d 455, 975 P.2d 652, 657 (1999); 
Lira v. Shelter Ins. Co., 913 P.2d 514, 517 
(Colo.1996); Bernier v. Burris, 113 Ill.2d 
219, 100 Ill.Dec. 585, 497 N.E.2d 763, 776 
(1986) (citing Beaver v. Country Mut. Ins. 
Co., 95 Ill.App.3d 1122, 51 Ill.Dec. 500, 420 
N.E.2d 1058, 1060-61 (1981)) (in dicta); 
Biondi v. Beekman Hill House Apartment 
Corp., 94 N.Y.2d 659, 709 N.Y.S.2d 861, 
731 N.E.2d 577, 579 (2000); Town of Cum-
berland v. R.I. Interlocal Risk Mgmt. Trust, 
Inc., 860 A.2d 1210, 1219 n. 14 (R.I.2004); 
City of Fort Pierre v. United Fire & Cas. Co., 
463 N.W.2d 845, 848 (S.D.1990). 


 
FN14. KAN. STAT. ANN.. § 40-2,115(a) 
(2006) (“It is not against the public policy of 
this state for a person or entity to obtain in-
surance covering liability for punitive or 
exemplary damages assessed against such 
insured as the result of acts or omissions, 
intentional or otherwise, of such insured's 
employees, agents or servants, or of any 
other person or entity for whose acts such 
insured shall be vicariously liable, without 
the actual prior knowledge of such in-
sured.”); Bodner v. United Servs. Auto. Ass'n, 
222 Conn. 480, 610 A.2d 1212, 1221-22 
(1992); U.S. Concrete Pipe Co. v. Bould, 437 
So.2d 1061, 1064 (Fla.1983); Perl v. St. Paul 
Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 345 N.W.2d 209, 
216 (Minn.1984);; Malanga v. Mfgs. Cas. 
Ins. Co., 28 N.J. 220, 146 A.2d 105, 108-10 
(1958); Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Craig, 771 
P.2d 212, 215-16 (Okla.1989); Esmond v. 
Liscio, 209 Pa.Super. 200, 224 A.2d 793, 800 
(Pa.1966). 


 
FN15. Sharp v. Daigre, 555 So.2d 1361, 
1364 (La.1990) (mentioning but not applying 
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broad rule to general liability insurance); 
Jaramillo v. Providence Wash. Ins. Co., 117 
N.M. 337, 871 P.2d 1343, 1351-52 (1994); 
Carr v. Ford, 833 S.W.2d 68, 71 
(Tenn.1992) (holding uninsured motorist 
statute permits but does not require coverage 
for punitive damages); Lazenby v. Universal 
Underwriters Ins. Co., 214 Tenn. 639, 383 
S.W.2d 1 (1964). But see West v. Pratt, 871 
S.W.2d 477, 479 (Tenn.1994) (stating in 
dicta that a “clear public policy exists in 
Tennessee that strongly disfavors the pay-
ment of punitive damages by uninsured mo-
torist carriers to their insureds”). 


 
FN16. Tuttle v. Raymond, 494 A.2d 1353, 
1360 n. 20, 1362 & n. 25 (Me.1985) (citing 
Braley v. Berkshire Mut. Ins. Co., 440 A.2d 
359, 361-62 (Me.1982)); Santos v. Lumber-
mens Mut. Cas. Co., 408 Mass. 70, 556 
N.E.2d 983, 990, 991 n. 17 (1990). 


 
FN17. Nebraska does not allow recovery of 
exemplary damages. Distinctive Printing & 
Packaging Co. v. Cox, 232 Neb. 846, 857, 
443 N.W.2d 566 (Neb.1989) (citing NEB. 
CONST. art. VII, § 5; Miller v. Kingsley, 194 
Neb. 123, 230 N.W.2d 472, 474 (1975) (“It is 
a fundamental rule of law in this state that 
punitive, vindictive, or exemplary damages 
are not allowed.”)). 


 
Two key cases, decided over forty years ago, continue 
to illustrate the opposing viewpoints on the insurabil-
ity of exemplary damages: Northwestern National 
Cas. Co. v. McNulty, 307 F.2d 432 (5th Cir.1962), and 
Lazenby v. Universal Underwriters Insurance Co., 
214 Tenn. 639, 383 S.W.2d 1 (1964). In McNulty, a 
drunk driver seriously injured another motorist in 
Florida. 307 F.2d at 433. The injured motorist sued for 
compensatory and punitive damages, securing a ver-
dict for $57,500: $37,500 in compensatory damages 
and $20,000 in punitive damages. Id. The drunk 
driver's insurance policy provided $50,000 in cover-
age. Id. The insurer argued that only the compensatory 
part of the verdict was covered by the policy. Id. The 
court agreed, holding that Florida public policy pro-
hibited the insurability of punitive damages. Id. at 434. 
 
Key to the court's reasoning was its conclusion that 
Florida law characterized “punitive damages as a 


penalty, imposed as a means of punishing the defen-
dant in order to deter him and others from antisocial 
conduct, and to no significant extent compensation.” 
Id. at 436. The court relied heavily on the different 
functions of punitive and compensatory damages in 
different states' schemes: 
 


The crucial distinction ... is the different function 
served by compensatory and punitive damages. In a 
system of law basing recovery of damages on the 
defendant's culpability, compensatory liability, 
while it may discourage negligent conduct as a side 
effect, is primarily designed to shift a loss from a 
wholly innocent party to one whose fault is respon-
sible for causing the loss, although in many cases 
the fault of the responsible party may not have been 
so blameworthy that he would have been punished 
criminally if the fault had not caused an accident. 
The rationale of compensatory damages is not so 
much a policy that the responsible party should pay; 
it is more a policy that the wholly innocent party 
should not pay. Insurance against compensatory 
liability therefore does not frustrate the reason for 
imposing the liability. But in a case involving the 
determination that punitive damages are insurable 
the public policy considerations are broader and 
more important. 


 
 Id. at 438. The court concluded that allowing a 
wrongdoer “to insure himself against punishment” 
would result in “a freedom of misconduct inconsistent 
with the establishment of sanctions against such *663 
conduct.” Id. at 440. However, even the McNulty court 
recognized some exceptions to this rule, suggesting 
that public policy would not prohibit an employer 
from obtaining insurance to cover exemplary damage 
awards arising from the acts of employees. Id. 
 
The Supreme Court of Tennessee decided the lead 
case in support of the insurability of exemplary 
damages only a few years after the McNulty decision. 
Lazenby, 383 S.W.2d 1. Again, the case involved an 
insurance company's refusal to pay the punitive 
damages portion of a verdict against a drunk driver. Id. 
at 2. The court recognized that the dominant purpose 
of exemplary damages in Tennessee was similar to 
that discussed in McNulty: “the interest of society and 
of the agreed [sic] individual are blended and such 
damages are allowed as punishment for such conduct 
and as an example or warning to the one so guilty, and 
others, in order to deter them from committing like 
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offenses in the future.” Id. at 4. Despite the similarity 
of the two courts' characterizations of the purpose of 
exemplary damages, the Tennessee Supreme Court 
held that the exemplary damages in that case were 
insurable. Id. at 5. 
 
First, the Lazenby court explained that if criminal 
sanctions “apparently have not deterred this slaughter 
on our highways and streets,” then “the closing of the 
insurance market, in the payment of punitive damag-
es” would be unlikely to deter such wrongful conduct. 
Id. Second, the expectations of the insured, upon 
reading the plain language of the insurance policy, 
was that exemplary damages would be covered absent 
intentional conduct to injure. Id. The court also con-
cluded that the line between “simple negligence and 
negligence upon which an award of punitive damages 
can be made” did not justify a public policy exception 
for acts otherwise covered by the insurance policy. Id. 
Finally, the court observed that using public policy 
arguments to partially void a contract that, if construed 
as written, would protect the insured from both com-
pensatory and punitive damages should not be done 
“except in a clear case” and concluded that “the rea-
sons advanced do not make such a clear case.” Id. 
 
These cases outline the primary arguments advanced 
by the parties in this case and the arguments consi-
dered by courts nationwide. We now consider these 
arguments in light of Texas law. 
 


B. TEXAS PUBLIC POLICY 
 
In the absence of expressed direction from the Legis-
lature, whether a promise or agreement will be unen-
forceable on public policy grounds will be determined 
by weighing the interest in enforcing agreements 
versus the public policy interest against such en-
forcement. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF 
CONTRACTS § 178(1) (“A promise or other term of 
an agreement is unenforceable on grounds of public 
policy if legislation provides that it is unenforceable or 
the interest in its enforcement is clearly outweighed in 
the circumstances by a public policy against the en-
forcement of such terms.”). On one side of the scale is 
Texas' general policy favoring freedom of contract. 
Lawrence, 44 S.W.3d at 553. Courts weighing this 
interest should consider the reasonable expectations of 
the parties and the value of certainty in enforcement of 
contracts generally. See RESTATEMENT 
(SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 178(2).FN18 On the 


other side of the scale *664 is the extent to which the 
agreement frustrates important public policy.FN19 Id. § 
178 cmts. (b)-(d). 
 


FN18. “In weighing the interest in the en-
forcement of a term, account is taken of (a) 
the parties' justified expectations, (b) any 
forfeiture that would result if enforcement 
were denied, and (c) any special public in-
terest in the enforcement of the particular 
term.” RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF 
CONTRACTS S § 178(2). 


 
FN19. “In weighing a public policy against 
enforcement of a term, account is taken of (a) 
the strength of that policy as manifested by 
legislation or judicial decisions, (b) the like-
lihood that a refusal to enforce the term will 
further that policy, (c) the seriousness of any 
misconduct involved and the extent to which 
it was deliberate, and (d) the directness of the 
connection between that misconduct and the 
term.” RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF 
CONTRACTS § 178(3). 


 
1. FREEDOM OF CONTRACT 


 
[2][3] We find applicable here our observations in 
Lawrence, in which this Court affirmed the enforcea-
bility of an agreement related to the Workers' Com-
pensation Act and considered public policies relevant 
at that time: 
 


Undoubtedly, the issue we face raises critical and 
complex public policy issues. And the administra-
tion of the workers' compensation system is heavily 
imbued with public policy concerns. At the same 
time, we have long recognized a strong public pol-
icy in favor of preserving the freedom of contract. 
Courts must exercise judicial restraint in deciding 
whether to hold arm's-length contracts void on 
public policy grounds: 


 
.... 


 
Given the lack of any clear legislative intent to 


prohibit agreements like the ones before us, and 
absent any claim by the petitioners of fraud, duress, 
accident, mistake, or failure or inadequacy of con-
sideration, we decline to declare them void on pub-
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lic policy grounds. We believe the factual-
ly-intensive, competing public policy concerns 
raised by the parties and by amici in these cases are 
not clearly resolved by the statute and are best re-
solved by the Legislature, not the judiciary. 


 
 Lawrence, 44 S.W.3d at 553. This Court has long 
recognized Texas' strong public policy in favor of 
preserving the freedom of contract. TEX. CONST. art. 
I, § 16 (“No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, re-
troactive law, or any law impairing the obligation of 
contracts, shall be made.”); see also Churchill Forge, 
Inc. v. Brown, 61 S.W.3d 368, 371 (Tex.2001); Law-
rence, 44 S.W.3d at 553 (citations omitted); Wood 
Motor Co. v. Nebel, 150 Tex. 86, 238 S.W.2d 181, 185 
(1951). 


[I]f there is one thing which more than another 
public policy requires it is that men of full age and 
competent understanding shall have the utmost li-
berty of contracting, and that their contracts when 
entered into freely and voluntarily shall be held sa-
cred and shall be enforced by Courts of justice. 
Therefore, you have this paramount public policy to 
consider-that you are not lightly to interfere with 
this freedom of contract. 


 
 Nebel, 238 S.W.2d at 185 (quoting Printing & Nu-
merical Registering Co. v. Sampson, LR 19 Eq 462, 
465, 1874 WL 16322 (1875)). We also recognize the 
importance of the “indispensable partner” to the 
freedom of contract: contract enforcement. Chesa-
peake Operating, Inc. v. Nabors Drilling USA, Inc., 94 
S.W.3d 163, 176 (Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 
2002, no pet.) (en banc). Importantly, freedom of 
contract is not unbounded. “As a rule, parties have the 
right to contract as they see fit as long as their 
agreement does not violate the law or public policy.” 
In re Prudential Ins. Co. of Am., 148 S.W.3d 124, 129 
& n. 11 (Tex.2004); see Sonny Arnold, Inc. v. Sentry 
Sav. Ass'n, 633 S.W.2d 811, 815 (Tex.1982) (recog-
nizing “the parties' right to contract with regard to 
their property as *665 they see fit, so long as the con-
tract does not offend public policy and is not illegal”). 
Absent strong public policy reasons for holding oth-
erwise, however, the preservation of contractual 
freedom and enforcement is no less applicable to the 
relationship between an insured and insurer. See For-
tis Benefits v. Cantu, 234 S.W.3d 642, 648, 649 
(Tex.2007). 
 
[4] The Legislature determines public policy through 


the statutes it passes. Stafford Estates Ltd. P'ship, 135 
S.W.3d at 628; Grizzle, 96 S.W.3d at 250 (Texas' 
public policy is reflected in its statutes); FM Props. 
Operating Co., 22 S.W.3d at 873. The Legislature has 
passed many laws declaring certain agreements illegal 
and, therefore, against public policy. See, e.g., TEX. 
BUS. & COM.CODE § 2.302 (unconscionable con-
tracts); Id. § 15.05 (contracts in restraint of trade or 
commerce); TEX. FIN.CODE § 302.001 (contracts 
for usurious interest); TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM.CODE §§ 127.002-.003 (certain mineral 
agreements that provide for indemnification of a neg-
ligent indemnitee). 
 
In other cases, the Legislature has decided that public 
policy requires certain conditions be met before an 
agreement may be enforceable. See, e.g., TEX. BUS. 
& COM.CODE § 17.42 (A consumer's waiver of 
DTPA remedies is against public policy unless spe-
cific requirements are met.); TEX. GOV'T CODE § 
2254.005 (Contracts for professional services not 
obtained in compliance with the Professional Services 
Procurement Act are void as against public policy.); 
TEX. LAB.CODE § 406.035 (Except as provided by 
statute, an agreement waiving an employee's right to 
workers' compensation is void.). 
 
Also, this Court has held in a number of cases over the 
years that public policy clearly disfavors certain types 
of agreements.FN20 In these circumstances, the Court 
has exercised its authority to determine and enforce 
public policy. 
 


FN20. See, e.g., Hoover Slovacek LLP v. 
Walton, 206 S.W.3d 557, 559 (Tex.2006) 
(holding that agreement between lawyer and 
client providing for termination fee was 
against public policy); PPG Indus., Inc. v. 
JMB/Houston Ctrs. Partners Ltd. P'ship, 146 
S.W.3d 79, 82, 87 (Tex.2004) (holding that 
assignment of claims for violations of the 
Texas Deceptive Trade Practices-Consumer 
Protection Act was against public policy); 
Johnson v. Brewer & Pritchard, P. C., 73 
S.W.3d 193, 205 (Tex.2002) (holding that 
lawyer fee-sharing agreement was against 
public policy); State Farm Fire and Cas. Co. 
v. Gandy, 925 S.W.2d 696, 698, 705 
(Tex.1996) (holding that insured's prejudg-
ment assignment of claims against liability 
insurer was against public policy); Zuniga v. 
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Groce, Locke & Hebdon, 878 S.W.2d 313, 
316 (Tex.App.-San Antonio 1994, writ ref'd) 
(holding that assignment of legal malpractice 
claims was against public policy); Elbaor v. 
Smith, 845 S.W.2d 240, 241 (Tex.1992) 
(holding that Mary Carter agreements, in 
which the defendant receives assignment of 
part of plaintiff's claim and both remain par-
ties at trial were against public policy); De-
Santis v. Wackenhut Corp., 793 S.W.2d 670, 
681 (Tex.1990) (holding that unreasonable 
non-competition agreement was against 
public policy); Juliette Fowler Homes, Inc. v. 
Welch Assocs., 793 S.W.2d 660, 663 
(Tex.1990) (same); Int'l Proteins Corp. v. 
Ralston-Purina Co., 744 S.W.2d 932, 934 
(Tex.1988) (holding that assignment of 
plaintiff's claims against one tortfeasor to 
another tortfeasor was against public policy); 
Ethyl Corp. v. Daniel Constr. Co., 725 
S.W.2d 705, 708 (Tex.1987) (holding that 
indemnity against one's own negligence was 
against public policy without express lan-
guage); Trevino v. Turcotte, 564 S.W.2d 682, 
690 (Tex.1978) (holding that assignment of 
right to challenge will to one who had taken 
under will was against public policy); Cro-
well v. Housing Auth. of Dallas, 495 S.W.2d 
887, 889 (Tex.1973) (holding that lease pro-
vision exempting landlord from tort liability 
to tenants was against public policy); Hooks 
v. Bridgewater, 111 Tex. 122, 229 S.W. 
1114, 1118 (Tex.1921) (holding that contract 
transferring custody of a child in exchange 
for permitting the child to inherit from the 
transferee was against public policy). 


 
*666 2. PURPOSE OF EXEMPLARY DAMAGES 
 
In situations where the Legislature has not spoken 
directly on whether public policy prohibits insurance 
coverage of exemplary damages for gross negligence, 
a court should consider the purpose of exemplary 
damages. The common law and legislative develop-
ment of exemplary damages in Texas informs this 
analysis. 
 
For over 150 years, this Court has held that exemplary 
damage awards serve to punish the wrongdoer and set 
“a public example to prevent the repetition of the act.” 
Cole v. Tucker, 6 Tex. 266, 268 (1851); Graham v. 


Roder, 5 Tex. 141, 149 (1849); see also Cavnar v. 
Quality Control Parking, Inc., 696 S.W.2d 549, 555 
(Tex.1985). We confirmed that dual purpose in 
Transportation Insurance Co. v. Moriel, citing the 
Legislature's definition of exemplary damages in force 
at the time of the opinion: “ ‘Exemplary damages' ” 
means “any damages awarded as an example to others, 
as a penalty, or by way of punishment.” 879 S.W.2d 
10, 16 (Tex.1994). Although some pre- Moriel deci-
sions recognized that exemplary damages “also exist 
to reimburse for losses too remote to be considered as 
elements of strict compensation” or to compensate a 
plaintiff for inconvenience and attorneys fees, these 
cases do not undermine the longstanding primary 
purpose of exemplary damages: to punish and deter. 
See Hofer v. Lavender, 679 S.W.2d 470, 474 
(Tex.1984) (citing Mayer v. Duke, 72 Tex. 445, 10 
S.W. 565 (1889)); Allison v. Simmons, 306 S.W.2d 
206, 211 (Tex.Civ.App.-Waco 1957, writ ref'd n.r.e.); 
Foster v. Bourgeois, 253 S.W. 880 
(Tex.Civ.App.-Austin 1923), aff'd, 113 Tex. 489, 259 
S.W. 917 (Tex.1924). 
 
Legislative enactments of the last decade clarify 
compensatory recovery is not a component of exem-
plary damages in Texas today, and the most recent 
enactments downplay the role of deterrence and focus 
squarely on the punitive aspect. Act of April 11, 1995, 
74th Leg., R. S., ch. 19, § 1, 1995 Tex. Gen. Laws 108, 
109 (deleting “as an example to others” from the de-
finition and instead defining exemplary damages as 
“any damages awarded as a penalty or by way of 
punishment”), amended by Act of June 2, 2003, 78th 
Leg., ch. 204, § 13.02, 2003 Tex. Gen. Laws 847, 887 
(current version at TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE 
§ 41.001(5)) (“ ‘Exemplary damages' means any 
damages awarded as a penalty or by way of punish-
ment but not for compensatory purposes. Exemplary 
damages are neither economic nor noneconomic 
damages.”) FN21 
 


FN21. Many of the other “remote” categories 
of damages reflected in previous exemplary 
damage awards are now available, or expli-
citly unavailable, by Legislative enactment 
rather than as a component of exemplary 
damages. See, e.g., TEX. BUS. & 
COM.CODE § 17.50(d) (prevailing con-
sumers “shall” recover attorney's fees under 
the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act); 
TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE § 
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41.001(4) (“ ‘Economic damages' means 
compensatory damages intended to com-
pensate a claimant for actual economic or 
pecuniary loss; the term does not include 
exemplary damages or noneconomic dam-
ages.”) (emphasis added); id. § 41.001(12) ( “ 
‘Noneconomic damages' means damages 
awarded for the purpose of compensating a 
claimant for physical pain and suffering, 
mental or emotional pain or anguish, loss of 
consortium, disfigurement, physical im-
pairment, loss of companionship and society, 
inconvenience, loss of enjoyment of life, in-
jury to reputation, and all other nonpecuniary 
losses of any kind other than exemplary 
damages.”) (emphasis added); see also New 
Amsterdam Cas. Co. v. Tex. Indus. Inc., 414 
S.W.2d 914, 915 (Tex.1967) (restating “the 
rule that statutory provisions for the recovery 
of attorney's fees are in derogation of the 
common law”). These Legislative enact-
ments demonstrate the punitive nature of 
exemplary damages. 


 
Chapter 41 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies 
Code also makes clear that *667 the punishment im-
posed through exemplary damages is to be directed at 
the wrongdoer. Section 41.006 provides that “[i]n any 
action in which there are two or more defendants, an 
award of exemplary damages must be specific as to a 
defendant, and each defendant is liable only for the 
amount of the award made against that defendant.” A 
defendant's liability for exemplary damages based on 
the conduct of employees, agents, and associates is 
also limited. Section 41.005 provides that “a court 
may not award exemplary damages against a defen-
dant because of the criminal act of another” unless: 
 


(1) the criminal act was committed by an em-
ployee of the defendant; 


 
(2) the defendant is criminally responsible as a 


party to the criminal act under the provisions of 
Chapter 7, Penal Code; 


 
(3) the criminal act occurred at a location where, 


at the time of the criminal act, the defendant was 
maintaining a common nuisance under the provi-
sions of Chapter 125, Civil Practice and Remedies 
Code, and had not made reasonable attempts to ab-
ate the nuisance; or 


 
(4) the criminal act resulted from the defendant's 


intentional or knowing violation of a statutory duty 
under Subchapter D, Chapter 92, Property Code, 
and the criminal act occurred after the statutory 
deadline for compliance with that duty. 


 
TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE § 41.005(a)-(b). 
Even when the actor is the defendant's employee, the 
defendant is not liable for exemplary damages unless: 


(1) the principal authorized the doing and the 
manner of the act; 


 
(2) the agent was unfit and the principal acted 


with malice in employing or retaining him; 
 


(3) the agent was employed in a managerial ca-
pacity and was acting in the scope of employment; 
or 


 
(4) the employer or a manager of the employer 


ratified or approved the act. 
 
Id. § 41.005(c). Chapter 41 provides that exemplary 
damages can be awarded for fraud, malice, gross 
negligence, or certain statutory violations. Id. § 
41.003(a), (c). “Fraud” does not include constructive 
fraud. Id. § 41.001(6). “Malice” requires specific 
intent to cause substantial injury. Id. § 41.001(7). 
“Gross negligence” is defined as: 


an act or omission: 
 


(A) which when viewed objectively from the 
standpoint of the actor at the time of its occurrence 
involves an extreme degree of risk, considering the 
probability and magnitude of the potential harm to 
others; and 


 
(B) of which the actor has actual, subjective 


awareness of the risk involved, but nevertheless 
proceeds with conscious indifference to the rights, 
safety, or welfare of others. 


 
Id. § 41.001(11). Other statutory actions may pre-
scribe a different culpable mental state for exemplary 
damages. Id. § 41.003(c). With these basic standards 
in mind, Section 41.011(a) provides: 


In determining the amount of exemplary damag-
es, the trier of fact shall consider evidence, if any, 
relating to: 
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(1) the nature of the wrong; 


 
(2) the character of the conduct involved; 


 
(3) the degree of culpability of the wrongdoer; 


 
(4) the situation and sensibilities of the parties 


concerned; 
 


(5) the extent to which such conduct offends a 
public sense of justice and propriety; and 


 
*668 (6) the net worth of the defendant. 


 
Id. § 41.011(a). 
 
The first, second, and fifth evidentiary factors raise 
concerns of an objective nature. How did the conduct 
of the defendant, viewed in the abstract, irrespective of 
the parties, depart from broad norms or expectations? 
It does not matter whether the defendant was a con-
glomerate or an individual; the nature of the conduct is 
what matters. On the other hand, the third, fourth, and 
sixth factors focus subjectively-because the issue is 
punishment-on the individual parties. What will it take 
to punish the defendant? 
 
There is some inherent tension between the policies 
recognized by freedom of contract and the policy 
behind awarding exemplary damages. Spreading the 
risk of, and obligation for, exemplary damages 
through insurance does not affect the objective factors. 
They may be evaluated without regard for individual 
personalities. The issue is this: What penalty should 
this conduct, in the abstract, bear? But the subjective 
factors are relevant to a determination of the amount 
of exemplary damages only if the defendant must pay 
it to the plaintiff. If exemplary damages are to be paid 
by insurance, it is less relevant to set the amount based 
on whether the plaintiff was trusting or the defendant 
calculating or wealthy. 
 
A few cases applying Texas law have considered 
whether insurance for exemplary damages is against 
public policy in light of the purpose behind exemplary 
damages. Their reasoning regarding the interplay of 
these competing policies is instructive. 
 
Texas appellate courts have uniformly rejected as 


against public policy coverage under uninsured or 
underinsured motorist policies when the insured seeks 
to recover from his own insurer exemplary damages 
assessed against a third-party tortfeasor.FN22 In that 
situation, the burden of the exemplary damages would 
fall entirely on the insurer and its policyholders, not on 
the tortfeasor, thereby entirely defeating the purpose 
of such damages. In one case, State Farm Mutual 
Automobile Insurance Co. v. Shaffer, Shaffer was 
injured in an automobile accident with Torres. 888 
S.W.2d at 147. The court of appeals held that it was 
against public policy to require State Farm, Shaffer's 
insurer, to pay exemplary damages assessed against 
Torres. Id. at 149. Citing Chapter 41 as establishing 
the basis and manner for assessing exemplary dam-
ages, the court explained that “neither deterrence of 
wrongful conduct nor punishment of Torres, the 
wrongdoer, is achieved by imposing exemplary 
damages upon Shaffer's insurance carrier for Torres' 
wrongful act.” Id. (citations omitted). 
 


FN22. Milligan v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. 
Co., 940 S.W.2d 228, 232 
(Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 1997, writ 
denied), overruling Home Indemnity Co. v. 
Tyler, 522 S.W.2d 594 
(Tex.Civ.App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 1975, 
writ ref'd n.r.e.); State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. 
Co. v. Shaffer, 888 S.W.2d 146, 149 
(Tex.App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 1994, writ 
denied); Vanderlinden v. USAA Prop. & Cas. 
Ins. Co., 885 S.W.2d 239, 242 
(Tex.App.-Texarkana 1994, writ denied); 
Gov't Employees Ins. Co. v. Lichte, 792 
S.W.2d 546, 549 (Tex.App.-El Paso 1990), 
writ denied, 825 S.W.2d 431 (Tex.1991) (per 
curiam). 


 
Other Texas courts of appeals have noted that the 
policy considerations regarding exemplary damages 
coverage depend on whether the basis for the damages 
is the conduct of the insured's employees or agents. In 
American Home Assurance Co. v. Safway Steel 
Products Co., the insurers appealed a declaratory 
judgment in favor of the insureds for coverage of 
exemplary damages. 743 S.W.2d 693, 695-96 
(Tex.App.-Austin 1987, writ denied). Exemplary 
damages of $750,000 and $1 million had been as-
sessed against the insureds,*669 respectively, in one 
case for gross negligence in failing to warn about the 
limitations of a football helmet the insured manufac-
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tured and in the other case for gross negligence in the 
design and marketing of a scaffold. Id. 
 
The court of appeals observed that while allowing 
exemplary damages coverage shifts the burden of the 
punishment to “the innocent members of society who 
purchase insurance,” contrary to the purpose of such 
damages, disallowing coverage for a large corporation 
means that exemplary damages for the misconduct of 
perhaps one or only a few employees will “inevitably 
be passed on to the consumers of its products-who are 
also innocent,” also contrary to the damages' purpose. 
Id. at 704. 
 
In DaimlerChrysler Insurance Co. v. Apple, an em-
ployee claimed that three of his employer's managers 
had defamed him. No. 01-05-01115-CV, 2007 WL 
3105899, at *1-2, --- S.W.3d ----, ---- 
(Tex.App.-Houston [1st Dist.], Oct. 25, 2007, reh'g 
filed). The trial court confirmed in part the arbitration 
panel's assessment of exemplary damages of $500,000 
against the employer, $500,000 against its owner and 
CEO, and $50,000 each against the three managers, all 
of whom were determined to be vice-principals. Id. at 
*3 & n. 4, at ---- & n. 4.FN23 Following an appeal, the 
employer settled with the employee, but the employ-
er's insurer under both a CGL policy and an umbrella 
policy refused coverage of the exemplary damage 
awards, arguing in part that such coverage was against 
public policy. Id. at *3-4, at ----. The court of appeals 
disagreed but limited its holding to circumstances 
“where a corporation is held liable for conduct by 
vice-principals; the conduct was done without the 
participation or knowledge of the CEO, officers or 
shareholders of the corporation.” Id. at *18, at ---- 
(citations omitted). The court explained that under 
these circumstances “the agreement ... serves the 
public good because [the employer], its CEO, its of-
ficers, and its shareholders did not commit the 
wrongful acts and should be allowed to have their 
insurance policy, for which they paid, indemnify them 
for the punitive damages.” Id. (citations omitted).FN24 
 


FN23. See also Hammerly Oaks, Inc. v. 
Edwards, 958 S.W.2d 387, 391 (Tex.1997) 
(stating that “the general rule in Texas” is set 
out in RESTATEMENT OF TORTS § 909 
(1939): “Punitive damages can properly be 
awarded against a master or other principal 
because of an act by an agent if, but only if, 
(a) the principal authorized the doing and the 


manner of the act, or (b) the agent was unfit 
and the principal was reckless in employing 
him, or (c) the agent was employed in a 
managerial capacity and was acting in the 
scope of employment, or (d) the employer or 
a manager of the employer ratified or ap-
proved the act.”). 


 
FN24. Similarly, the court of appeals in 
Westchester Fire Insurance Co. v. Admiral 
Insurance Co., made a limited holding that 
exemplary damages in a case involving 
grossly negligent treatment of a nursing 
home resident were, under the applicable 
statute in effect when the underlying suit 
against the insured was settled, insurable. 
152 S.W.3d 172, 176 (Tex.App.-Fort Worth 
2004, pet. filed). The primary carrier filed a 
motion for partial summary judgment, ar-
guing that Texas public policy prohibits in-
surance coverage of exemplary damages. 
The trial court concluded that any coverage 
for exemplary damages under the policy was 
void. The court of appeals reversed, deciding 
that Texas public policy at the times relevant 
to the underlying case did not preclude cov-
erage for exemplary damages under the pri-
mary carrier's policy. Id. at 189-90. 


 
These courts of appeals cases highlight the general 
considerations that are important when determining 
whether the policy behind exemplary damages should 
limit parties' ability to contract for coverage of those 
damages. In the uninsured and underinsured motorist 
context, it may be appropriate*670 for policyholders 
to share in the burden of injuries caused by underin-
sured motorists, but not their punishment. In other 
words, the purpose of exemplary damages may not be 
achieved by penalizing those who obtain the insurance 
required by law for the wrongful acts of those who do 
not. 
 
The considerations may weigh differently when the 
insured is a corporation or business that must pay 
exemplary damages for the conduct of one or more of 
its employees. Where other employees and manage-
ment are not involved in or aware of an employee's 
wrongful act, the purpose of exemplary damages may 
be achieved by permitting coverage so as not to pe-
nalize many for the wrongful act of one. When a party 
seeks damages in these circumstances, courts should 
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consider valid arguments that businesses be permitted 
to insure against them. 
 
Extreme circumstances may prompt a different anal-
ysis. The touchstone is freedom of contract, but strong 
public policies may compel a serious analysis into 
whether a court may legitimately bar contracts of 
insurance for extreme and avoidable conduct that 
causes injury. For example, liability policies them-
selves normally bar insurance for damages caused by 
intentional conduct, as did the liability policy in this 
case. The fact that insurance coverage for exemplary 
damages may encourage reckless conduct likewise 
gives us pause. Were the existence of insurance cov-
erage to completely eviscerate the punitive purpose 
behind awarding exemplary damages, it could defeat 
not only an explicit legislative policy but also the 
court's traditional role in deterring conscious indiffe-
rence. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CON-
TRACTS § 178(3). However, JUSTICE HECHT'S 
concurrence would go further and more fully address 
these circumstances. 
 


IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The Legislature authorized the Texas Department of 
Insurance to create a policy that provides insurance 
coverage for exemplary damages in workers' com-
pensation cases. Thus, we decline to invalidate the 
parties' workers' compensation contract to enforce a 
public policy urged by Fairfield but not adopted by the 
Legislature. In response to the certified question, we 
answer that the public policy of Texas does not pro-
hibit insurance coverage of exemplary damages for 
gross negligence in the workers' compensation con-
text. However, without clear legislative intent to gen-
erally prohibit or allow the insurance of exemplary 
damages arising from gross negligence, we decline to 
make a broad proclamation of public policy here but 
instead offer some considerations applicable to the 
analysis in other cases. Of course, how our answer is 
applied in the case before the Fifth Circuit is solely the 
province of that certifying court. Amberboy v. Societe 
de Banque Privee, 831 S.W.2d 793, 798 (Tex.1992). 
 
Justice HECHT filed a concurring opinion, joined by 
Justice BRISTER, Justice MEDINA, and Justice 
WILLETT. 
Justice JOHNSON filed a concurring opinion.Justice 
HECHT, joined by Justice BRISTER, Justice ME-
DINA, and Justice WILLETT, concurring. 


The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth 
Circuit has certified to us FN1 this question: “Does 
Texas public policy prohibit*671 a liability insurance 
provider from indemnifying an award for punitive 
damages imposed on its insured because of gross 
negligence?” FN2 As usual, the Circuit “disclaim[s] any 
intention or desire that the Supreme Court of Texas 
confine its reply to the precise form or scope of the 
question certified.” FN3 The Court answers “no” for the 
workers' compensation insurance at issue in the fed-
eral court action, but the Circuit's question is broader 
and deserves a fuller response than the Court gives. 
The Court provides some insight into the relevant 
considerations, but I would add to them and describe 
in more detail the way they should be analyzed. Most 
of what I say is consistent with the Court's opinion, 
and to that extent I join it. 
 


FN1. See TEX. CONST. art. V, § 3-c(a) 
(“The supreme court and the court of crimi-
nal appeals have jurisdiction to answer 
questions of state law certified from a federal 
appellate court.”); TEX.R.APP. P. 58 (pre-
scribing procedures for certification of ques-
tions of law by federal appellate courts). 


 
FN2. Fairfield Ins. Co. v. Stephens Martin 
Paving, LP, 381 F.3d 435, 437 (5th Cir.2004) 
(per curiam). 


 
FN3. Id. 


 
I 


 
I begin with a few general observations. 
 
Texas law recognizes and protects a broad freedom of 
contract. We have repeatedly said that: 
 


if there is one thing which more than another public 
policy requires it is that men of full age and com-
petent understanding shall have the utmost liberty of 
contracting, and that their contracts when entered 
into freely and voluntarily shall be held sacred and 
shall be enforced by Courts of justice. Therefore, 
you have this paramount public policy to consid-
er-that you are not lightly to interfere with this 
freedom of contract.FN4 


 
FN4. Gym-N-I Playgrounds, Inc. v. Snider, 
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220 S.W.3d 905, 912 (Tex.2007) (commer-
cial lease expressly waiving warranties) 
(quoting Wood Motor Co. v. Nebel, 150 Tex. 
86, 238 S.W.2d 181, 185 (1951) (construing 
contract termination clause) (quoting Print-
ing & Numerical Registering Co. v. Samp-
son, LR 19 Eq 462, 465, 1874 WL 16322 
(1875))); In re Prudential Ins. Co. of Am., 
148 S.W.3d 124, 130 n. 11 (Tex.2004) (con-
tractual jury waiver) (quoting Wood Motor 
Co. and Sampson); BMG Direct Mktg., Inc. 
v. Peake, 178 S.W.3d 763, 767 (Tex.2005) 
(liquidated damages clause) (quoting Wood 
and Sampson); Missouri, Kan. & Tex. Ry. 
Co. of Tex. v. Carter, 95 Tex. 461, 68 S.W. 
159, 164 (Tex.1902) (contract waiving re-
sponsibility for fires caused by railroad en-
gines) (quoting Sampson ). 


 
Still, freedom of contract is not unbounded. “As a rule, 
parties have the right to contract as they see fit as long 
as their agreement does not violate the law or public 
policy.” FN5 
 


FN5. In re Prudential, 148 S.W.3d at 129 & 
n. 11; see Sonny Arnold, Inc. v. Sentry Sav. 
Ass'n, 633 S.W.2d 811, 815 (Tex.1982) (re-
cognizing “the parties' right to contract with 
regard to their property as they see fit, so long 
as the contract does not offend public policy 
and is not illegal”); Woolsey v. Panhandle 
Refining Co., 131 Tex. 449, 116 S.W.2d 675, 
678 (Tex.1938) (“In line with the universally 
accepted rule, this court has repeatedly re-
fused to enforce contracts which are either 
expressly or impliedly prohibited by statutes 
or by public policy.”); Curlee v. Walker, 112 
Tex. 40, 244 S.W. 497, 498 (Tex.1922) 
(“The law recognizes the right of parties to 
contract with relation to property as they see 
fit, provided they do not contravene public 
policy and their contracts are not otherwise 
illegal.”); James v. Fulcrod, 5 Tex. 512, 520 
(1851) (“That contracts against public policy 
are void and will not be carried into effect by 
courts of justice are principles of law too well 
established to require the support of authori-
ties, and the only question is whether the 
agreement set forth in the petition be or not in 
violation of public policy or in fraud of the 
law.”); see generally RESTATEMENT 


(SECOND) OF CONTRACTS S § 178 
(1981). 


 
We have voided contractual provisions that are con-
trary to public policy,FN6 including*672 insurance 
policy provisions.FN7 But we have also recognized that 
“[c]ourts must exercise judicial restraint in deciding 
whether to hold arm's-length contracts void on public 
policy grounds”. FN8 We observed long ago: 
 


FN6. See, e.g., Hoover Slovacek LLP v. 
Walton, 206 S.W.3d 557, 559 (Tex.2006) 
(termination fee agreement between lawyer 
and client); PPG Indus., Inc. v. JMB/Houston 
Ctrs. Partners Ltd. P'ship, 146 S.W.3d 79, 
82, 87 (Tex.2004) (assignment of claims for 
violations of the Texas Deceptive Trade 
Practices-Consumer Protection Act); John-
son v. Brewer & Pritchard, P. C., 73 S.W.3d 
193, 205 (Tex.2002) (lawyer fee-sharing 
agreement); State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. 
Gandy, 925 S.W.2d 696, 698 (Tex.1996) 
(defendant insured's prejudgment assignment 
to plaintiff of claims against liability insurer); 
Zuniga v. Groce, Locke & Hebdon, 878 
S.W.2d 313, 314 (Tex.App.-San Antonio 
1994, writ ref'd) (assignment of legal mal-
practice claims); Elbaor v. Smith, 845 
S.W.2d 240, 241 (Tex.1992) (“Mary Carter” 
agreements, in which the defendant receives 
assignment of part of plaintiff's claim and 
both remain parties at trial); DeSantis v. 
Wackenhut Corp., 793 S.W.2d 670, 681 
(Tex.1990) (unreasonable non-compete 
agreement); Juliette Fowler Homes, Inc. v. 
Welch Assocs., Inc., 793 S.W.2d 660, 663 
(Tex.1990) (same); International Proteins 
Corp. v. Ralston-Purina Co., 744 S.W.2d 
932, 934 (Tex.1988) (assignment of plain-
tiff's claims against one tortfeasor to another 
tortfeasor); Hill v. Mobile Auto Trim, Inc., 
725 S.W.2d 168 (Tex.1987) (covenant not to 
compete in a “common calling”); Bergman v. 
Norris of Houston, 734 S.W.2d 673 
(Tex.1987) (same); Trevino v. Turcotte, 564 
S.W.2d 682, 690 (Tex.1978) (assignment of 
right to challenge will to one who had elected 
to take under will); Crowell v. Housing Auth. 
of Dallas, 495 S.W.2d 887, 889 (Tex.1973) 
(lease provision exempting authority from 
tort liability to tenants); Hooks v. Bridgewa-
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ter, 111 Tex. 122, 229 S.W. 1114, 1118-1119 
(Tex.1921) (contract transferring custody of 
a child in exchange for permitting the child to 
inherit from the transferee); Barnhart v. Kan. 
City, Mex. & Orient Ry. Co., 107 Tex. 638, 
184 S.W. 176, 179 (1916) (contract in which 
employee assumes the risk of workplace in-
jury); Texas Standard Cotton Oil Co. v. 
Adoue, 83 Tex. 650, 19 S.W. 274 (Tex.1892) 
(contract creating a combination to fix pric-
es). 


 
FN7. See, e.g., National County Mut. Fire 
Ins. Co. v. Johnson, 879 S.W.2d 1, 2 
(Tex.1993) (family member exclusion in 
automobile liability policy); Puckett v. U.S. 
Fire Ins. Co., 678 S.W.2d 936, 938 
(Tex.1984) (aviation policy excluding cov-
erage based on lapse of airworthiness certif-
icate even when lapse is causally unrelated to 
loss); Unigard Sec. Ins. Co. v. Schaefer, 572 
S.W.2d 303, 306 (Tex.1978) (automobile 
liability policy endorsement excluding Per-
sonal Injury Protection coverage for one 
driver); Jones v. Fid. & Guar. Ins. Co., 250 
S.W.2d 281, 281-282 (Tex.Civ.App.-Waco 
1952, writ ref'd) (policy covering innocent 
ex-wife for damages caused by ex-husband 
to their jointly-owned property), overruled 
by Kulubis v. Tex. Farm Bureau Underwri-
ters Ins. Co., 706 S.W.2d 953, 955 
(Tex.1986); International Travelers' Ass'n v. 
Branum, 109 Tex. 543, 212 S.W. 630 
(Tex.1919) (policy provision prescribing 
venue); Cheeves v. Anders, 87 Tex. 287, 28 
S.W. 274, 275 (Tex.1894) (public policy 
does not allow one who lacks an insurable 
interest to own a policy on another's life, but 
an insurer may be required to pay proceeds to 
proper parties, and, here, to reimburse an 
ex-partner for premiums paid by partners' 
now-dissolved firm); Mayher v. Manhattan 
Life Ins. Co., 87 Tex. 169, 27 S.W. 124, 125 
(Tex.1894) (“It is against public policy for 
one man to become interested in the death of 
another when he has no interest in the con-
tinuance of life.”). Compare Burch v. Com-
monwealth County Mut. Ins. Co., 450 S.W.2d 
838, 840-841 (Tex.1970) (public policy 
would preclude an insurance company from 
knowingly assuming a previously-occurring 
loss, but not when the loss was unknown to 


person arranging for the insurance, and there 
was no conscious or negligent failure to ad-
vise him of it); Hatch v. Turner, 145 Tex. 17, 
193 S.W.2d 668, 669-670 (Tex.1946) (life 
insurance policy limiting benefits to pre-
miums paid if covered person killed in mili-
tary service in war was not against public 
policy); Equitable Life Assur. Soc'y v. Haz-
lewood, 75 Tex. 338, 12 S.W. 621, 624-625 
(Tex.1889) (insured's brother, and insured 
himself, have an insurable interest in in-
sured's life). 


 
FN8. Lawrence v. CDB Servs., Inc., 44 
S.W.3d 544, 553 (Tex.2001), superseded by 
statute, Act of June 17, 2001, 77th Leg., R.S., 
ch. 1456, §§ 16.01, 17.01 & 17.02, 2001 Tex. 
Gen. Laws 5196, as explained in Villareal v. 
Steve's & Sons Doors, Inc., 139 S.W.3d 352, 
353-354 (Tex.App.-San Antonio 2004, no 
pet.) (new statute applied because employee 
was injured on July 21, 2001, after amend-
ment's June 17, 2001 effective date). 


 
According to the well-known dictum of an English 
judge, public policy “is a very *673 unruly horse, 
and when you once get astride it, you never know 
where it will carry you.” This striking illustration 
admonishes us that the words “public policy” are 
vague in meaning and dangerous of application, and 
that, unless we exercise due discrimination, we are 
likely to fall into error when we come to apply them 
to the construction of a contract, with a view to de-
termine the validity of its provisions.FN9 


 
FN9. Singer Mfg. Co. v. Rios, 96 Tex. 174, 71 
S.W. 275, 276 (Tex.1903) (concluding that a 
sewing machine mortgage provision that al-
lowed the mortgagee to repossess the prop-
erty, which he did without violence, was not 
void as against public policy) (citation 
omitted). 


 
For this reason, a state's public policy must be care-
fully “deduced from its constitution, laws, and judicial 
decisions.” FN10 The requirement of deduction is crit-
ical; it circumscribes judicial authority. Courts are to 
derive public policy from existing law, not create it. 
And courts must also recognize that public policy may 
change over time.FN11 
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FN10. McElreath v. McElreath, 162 Tex. 
190, 345 S.W.2d 722, 746 (Tex.1961) (cita-
tions omitted); see Vidal v. Girard's Ex'rs, 43 
U.S. (2 How.) 127, 197-198, 11 L.Ed. 205 
(1844) (“The question, what is the public 
policy of a State, and what is contrary to it, if 
inquired into beyond [the limits of what its 
constitution, laws, and judicial decisions 
make known], will be found to be one of 
great vagueness and uncertainty, and to in-
volve discussions which scarcely come 
within the range of judicial duty and func-
tions, and upon which men may and will 
complexionally differ....”); Town of Flower 
Mound v. Stafford Estates Ltd. P'ship, 135 
S.W.3d 620, 628 (Tex.2004) (“Generally, 
‘the State's public policy is reflected in its 
statutes.’ ” (quoting Texas Commerce Bank, 
N.A. v. Grizzle, 96 S.W.3d 240, 250 
(Tex.2002))); Lawrence, 44 S.W.3d at 553 
(“Public policy, some courts have said, is a 
term of vague and uncertain meaning, which 
it pertains to the law-making power to define, 
and courts are apt to encroach upon the do-
main of that branch of the government if they 
characterize a transaction as invalid because 
it is contrary to public policy, unless the 
transaction contravenes some positive statute 
or some well-established rule of law.” (in-
ternal quotations and citation omitted)); 
Castillo v. Canales, 141 Tex. 479, 174 
S.W.2d 251, 253 (Tex.1943) (“The Legisla-
ture has the power to declare what shall be 
the policy of the State with reference to in-
surance matters.”); see generally RESTA-
TEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 
179 (1981) (“A public policy against the 
enforcement of promises or other terms may 
be derived by the court from (a) legislation 
relevant to such a policy, or (b) the need to 
protect some aspect of the public wel-
fare....”). 


 
FN11. State v. City of Austin, 160 Tex. 348, 
331 S.W.2d 737, 741 (Tex.1960) (“[S]tatutes 
and ordinances express the public policy of 
the state as it existed at the time of their 
adoption. Subject to constitutional limita-
tions, however, that policy may be changed 
by the Legislature at any time.”). 


 


Insurance is “an agreement by which one party as-
sumes a risk faced by another in return for a premium 
payment.” FN12 This risk-shifting is the purpose of 
insurance.FN13 When the agreement is unique, the 
insured's risk is transferred to an insurer who bears it 
alone, but when the agreement is a standard policy 
offered by an insurer to the general public, the in-
sured's risk is, in a real sense, borne by the insur-
er's*674 policyholders as a group, from whose pool of 
premiums all claims must be paid if the insurer is to 
remain in business. One public-policy concern is 
whether it is or is not in the public interest for a risk to 
be shifted. As the cases cited in the margin illustrate, 
public policy sometimes insists on risk-shifting,FN14 
sometimes prohibits it,FN15 and sometimes is indiffe-
rent, leaving the matter to the parties' contract.FN16 
 


FN12. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 802 
(7th ed.1999); see 1 HOLME'S APPLEMAN 
ON INSURANCE 2D § 1.2, at 3-4 (1996) 
(“At its core essence, risk is the Mother Mold 
of insurance.”); COUCH ON INSURANCE 
3D § 1.9 (2005) ( “The primary requisite 
essential to a contract of insurance is the as-
sumption of a risk of loss and the undertaking 
to indemnify the insured against such loss.” 
(footnotes omitted)). 


 
FN13. Fortis Benefits v. Cantu, 234 S.W.3d 
642, 647 (Tex.2007) ( “an insurance policy's 
fundamental purpose ... is to protect the in-
sured by shifting the risk of loss to the in-
surer”); Insurance Co. of N. Am. v. Morris, 
981 S.W.2d 667, (Tex.1998) (risk-shifting 
and risk-pooling “are quintessential elements 
of insurance contracts”). 


 
FN14. See, e.g., National County Mut. Fire 
Ins. Co. v. Johnson, 879 S.W.2d 1, 2 
(Tex.1993) (family member exclusion in 
automobile liability policy was against public 
policy); Puckett v. U.S. Fire Ins. Co., 678 
S.W.2d 936, 938 (Tex.1984) (aviation policy 
excluding coverage based on lapse of air-
worthiness certificate even when lapse is 
causally unrelated to loss was against public 
policy); Unigard Sec. Ins. Co. v. Schaefer, 
572 S.W.2d 303, 306 (Tex.1978) (automo-
bile liability policy endorsement excluding 
Personal Injury Protection coverage for one 
driver was against public policy); Kulubis v. 
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Tex. Farm Bureau Underwriters Ins. Co., 
706 S.W.2d 953, 955 (Tex.1986) (policy 
covering loss to innocent ex-spouse for 
damages to co-owned property was not 
against public policy). 


 
FN15. See, e.g., Burch v. Commonwealth 
County Mut. Ins. Co., 450 S.W.2d 838, 
840-841 (Tex.1970) (holding that a policy 
covering a known loss was against public 
policy); Jones v. Fid. & Guar. Ins. Corp., 250 
S.W.2d 281, 281-282 (Tex.Civ.App.-Waco 
1952, writ ref'd) (policy covering innocent 
ex-wife for damages caused by ex-husband 
to their jointly-owned property was against 
public policy), overruled by Kulubis, 706 
S.W.2d at 955. 


 
FN16. See, e.g., Hatch v. Turner, 145 Tex. 
17, 193 S.W.2d 668, 669-670 (Tex.1946) 
(holding that public policy did not prohibit, 
though it certainly did not require, a life in-
surance policy provision limiting benefits to 
premiums paid if covered person killed in 
military service in war). 


 
In some instances, the effect of public policy on in-
surance is relatively simple and uncontroversial. For 
example, the beneficiary of a life insurance policy 
must have an insurable interest in the insured's life. As 
the basis for that rule, we quoted the United States 
Supreme Court more than a century ago: “It is gener-
ally agreed that mere wager policies-that is, policies in 
which the assured party has no interest whatever in the 
matter insured, but only an interest in its loss or de-
struction-are void, as against public policy.” FN17 The 
rule is unquestioned to this day. As another court has 
more recently explained: 
 


FN17. Equitable Life Assur. Soc'y v. Hazle-
wood, 75 Tex. 338, 12 S.W. 621, 624 
(Tex.1889) (quoting Connecticut Mut. Life 
Ins. Co. v. Schaefer, 94 U.S. 457, 460, 24 
L.Ed. 251 (1877)). 


 
The insurable interest requirement for beneficiaries 
of life insurance rests on two coexisting policy 
considerations: (1) that no inducement be offered to 
one person to take the life of another; and (2) that no 
one should be permitted to wager on the continua-
tion of a human life.FN18 


 
FN18. See Stillwagoner v. Travelers Ins. Co., 
979 S.W.2d 354, 360 (Tex.App.-Tyler 1998, 
no pet.). 


 
Other instances, however, may implicate multiple, 
conflicting policies. For example, we once held that if 
co-owners of property were insured under the same 
policy and one of them damaged the property, the 
innocent owner could not recover on the policy be-
cause the wrongdoer would also benefit through his 
ownership interest, and “public policy dictates that a 
wrongdoer should not benefit from his wrongdoing.” 
FN19 Years later, we came to see that the public policy 
concerns implicated in the issue were broader and 
conflicting; these concerns include the prevention of 
insurance fraud by co-owners acting in collusion, the 
prevention of unjust enrichment of insurers, and the 
injustice of imputing one person's criminal acts to an 
*675 innocent victim. FN20 On balance, we concluded 
that the law should permit the innocent insured to 
recover, at least in some circumstances.FN21 Still later, 
we held that when the co-insureds were married and 
the property was community, recovery on the policy 
by the innocent spouse could not be conditioned on 
divorce or partition because the public policy against 
divorce was more important than the possibility that 
the wrongdoing spouse might benefit. FN22 Different 
policies called for a different rule in different situa-
tions. 
 


FN19. Kulubis, 706 S.W.2d at 955. 
 


FN20. Id. 
 


FN21. Id. 
 


FN22. Texas Farmers Ins. Co. v. Murphy, 
996 S.W.2d 873, 880-881 (Tex.1999). 


 
In sum, “the business of [insurance] is affected with a 
public interest” FN23 that is neither simple nor static 
and that supercedes the parties' freedom to contract for 
the shifting of risks in some instances and not in oth-
ers. With that predicate in mind, I turn to the Circuit's 
question. 
 


FN23. Burch v. Commonwealth County Mut. 
Ins. Co., 450 S.W.2d 838, 841 (Tex.1970). 
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II 
 
The sources of public policy considerations relevant to 
the Circuit's question are statutes stating the purpose 
of punitive damages and prescribing the manner in 
which they are to be assessed, other statutes allowing 
and disallowing insurance for punitive damages, ad-
ministrative regulations of insurance, Texas caselaw, 
and caselaw in other American jurisdictions. I ex-
amine each in turn. 
 


A 
 
The first public policy consideration, and perhaps the 
most important because the Legislature has firmly 
spoken, is that the purpose of punitive damages is to 
punish. At one time, punitive damages were awarded 
not only to punish the defendant (hence “punitive”) 
but to deter others (hence “exemplary”) and to com-
pensate the plaintiff for losses for which the law pro-
vided no recovery, like inconvenience, attorney fees, 
and mental anguish.FN24 But over the years, new ele-
ments of damages became recoverable for many 
causes of action, thus affording a fuller range of 
compensation for many claimants. Eventually, in 
1987, the Legislature limited the purpose of punitive 
damages, providing, in Chapter 41 of the Texas Civil 
Practice and Remedies Code, at section 41.001(3) 
that: 
 


FN24. Hofer v. Lavender, 679 S.W.2d 470, 
474 (Tex.1984) (“Of course, punishment of 
the wrongdoer is one purpose of exemplary 
damages. But, as recently as last year, we 
have stated that another of the purposes of 
such damages is to serve as an example to 
others. Pace v. State, 650 S.W.2d 64, 65 
(Tex.1983). We said the same thing in Shef-
field Division, Armco Steel Corp. v. Jones, 
376 S.W.2d 825, 831 (Tex.1964). An earlier 
supreme court had concluded that exemplary 
damages also exist to reimburse for losses 
too remote to be considered as elements of 
strict compensation. Mayer v. Duke, 72 Tex. 
445, 10 S.W. 565 (1889).”); City of Tyler v. 
Likes, 962 S.W.2d 489, 495 (Tex.1997)(“For 
this reason, Texas courts at one time catego-
rized mental anguish in most types of cases 
as too remote or speculative to be compens-
able as actual damages, holding the emo-
tional consequences of the tort relevant only 


to exemplary damages. See Crawford v. 
Doggett, 82 Tex. 139, 17 S.W. 929, 930 
(1891) (citing Traweek v. Martin-Brown Co., 
79 Tex. 460, 14 S.W. 564, 565-66 
(1890))....”); Travelers Indem. Co. of Ill. v. 
Fuller, 892 S.W.2d 848, 852 n. 5 (Tex.1995) 
(“The history of punitive damages also re-
veals that the early courts considered the 
remedy a part of the jury's discretion to pu-
nish an offender who had injured the plaintiff 
in some aggravated fashion. The early judges 
gave the jury discretion to inflate a general 
damage award where the plaintiff's injury, 
though comparatively small, was inflicted in 
a manner which the law sought to prevent.”). 


 
*676 “Exemplary damages” means any damages 
awarded as an example to others, as a penalty, or by 
way of punishment. “Exemplary damages” includes 
punitive damages.FN25 


 
FN25. Act of June 3, 1987, 70th Leg., 1st 
C.S., ch. 2, § 2.12, 1987 Tex. Gen. Laws 37, 
44. 


 
Based on this statute, we held that “punitive damages 
are levied for the public purpose of punishment and 
deterrence”,FN26 omitting-as the Legislature had 
done-compensation to the plaintiff as part of the pur-
pose of punitive damages. In 1995, the Legislature 
renumbered the provision Section 41.001(5) and 
amended it to delete the phrase, “as an example to 
others”, leaving punishment as the sole purpose of 
punitive damages.FN27 The statute was amended again 
in 2003,FN28 again to make clear that punitive damages 
are not compensatory, and it now states: 
 


FN26. Transportation Ins. Co. v. Moriel, 879 
S.W.2d 10, 17 (Tex.1994). 


 
FN27. Act of April 11, 1995, 74th Leg., R.S., 
ch. 19, § 1, 1995 Tex. Gen. Laws 108, 109. 


 
FN28. Act of June 2, 2003, 78th Leg., R.S., 
ch. 204, § 13.02, 2003 Tex. Gen. Laws 847, 
887. 


 
“Exemplary damages” means any damages awarded 
as a penalty or by way of punishment but not for 
compensatory purposes. Exemplary damages are 
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neither economic nor noneconomic damages. 
“Exemplary damages” includes punitive damag-
es.FN29 


 
FN29. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE § 
41.001(5). 


 
As originally enacted, Chapter 41 applied to any ac-
tion for negligence and any action for personal injury, 
property damage, or death based on strict liability, 
products liability, or breach of warranty,FN30 but there 
were sixteen exceptions.FN31 In 1995, Chapter 41 was 
amended FN32 to reduce *677 the exceptions to three: 
certain actions under the Texas Free Enterprise and 
Antitrust Act of 1983,FN33 actions under the Deceptive 
Trade Practices-Consumer Protection Act FN34 except 
as specifically provided in Section 17.50 of that 
Act,FN35 and actions brought under Chapter 21 of the 
Texas Insurance Code.FN36 A fourth exception was 
added in 2005 for actions under Chapter 36 of the 
Human Resources Code.FN37 The Legislature's en-
largement of the scope of Chapter 41 over time re-
flects its intent to establish punishment of the defen-
dant as the sole purpose of punitive damages in Texas. 
 


FN30. Act of June 3, 1987, 70th Leg., 1st 
C.S., ch. 2, § 2.12, 1987 Tex. Gen. Laws 37, 
45 (enacting § 41.002(a) to read: “This 
chapter applies to an action in which a clai-
mant seeks exemplary damages relating to a 
cause of action as defined by Section 
33.001.”). 


 
FN31. Id. at 45 (enacting § 41.002(b) to read: 
“(b) This chapter does not apply to: (1) an 
action brought under the Deceptive Trade 
Practices-Consumer Protection Act (Sub-
chapter E, Chapter 17, Business & Com-
merce Code); (2) an action brought under 
Chapter 21, Insurance Code; (3) an action 
brought under the workers' compensation 
laws of this state (Article 8306 et seq., Re-
vised Statutes); (4) an action to recover ex-
emplary damages against an employer by the 
employee's beneficiaries in a death action 
arising out of the course and scope of em-
ployment where the employer is a subscriber 
under the workers' compensation laws of this 
state (Article 8306 et seq., Revised Statutes); 
(5) an action governed by Chapter 81, Civil 
Practice and Remedies Code; (6) an action 


brought under Chapter 246, Acts of the 63rd 
Legislature, Regular Session, 1973, Home 
Solicitation Transactions (Article 
5069-13.01 et seq., Vernon's Texas Civil 
Statutes); (7) an action brought under Chap-
ter 547, Acts of the 63rd Legislature, Regular 
Session, 1973, Debt Collection Practices 
(Article 5069-11.01 et seq., Vernon's Texas 
Civil Statutes); (8) an action brought under 
Chapter 54, 91, or 92, Property Code; (9) an 
action brought under the Texas Manufac-
tured Housing Standards Act (Article 5221f, 
Vernon's Texas Civil Statutes); (10) an action 
brought under the Texas Motor Vehicle 
Commission Code (Article 4413(36), Ver-
non's Texas Civil Statutes); (11) an action 
brought under the Texas Proprietary School 
Act, Chapter 32, Education Code; (12) an 
action brought under Section 9.507 or Sec-
tion 27.01, Business & Commerce Code; 
(13) an action brought under Chapter 36, 
Family Code; (14) an action brought under 
the Health Spa Act (Article 5221l, Vernon's 
Texas Civil Statutes); (15) an action brought 
under the Business Opportunity Act (Article 
5069-16.01 et seq., Vernon's Texas Civil 
Statutes); or (16) an action brought under the 
Texas Timeshare Act (Article 6573c, Ver-
non's Texas Civil Statutes).”). 


 
FN32. Act of April 11, 1995, 74th Leg., R.S., 
ch. 19, § 1, 1995 Tex. Gen. Laws 108, 
109-110. See also Act of May 8, 1997, 75th 
Leg., R.S., ch. 165, § 4.01, 1997 Tex. Gen. 
Laws 327, 328-329 (revising and amending § 
41.002(b) to reflect 1995 amendments). 


 
FN33. TEX. BUS. & COM.CODE § 15.21 
(allowing injured persons and governmental 
entities to recover treble damages for willful 
or flagrant violations of the Act). 


 
FN34. Id. §§ 17.41-.63. 


 
FN35. See Id. § 17.50(b) and (g) (providing 
that Chapter 41, Civil Practice & Remedies 
Code, does not apply to actions under this 
subchapter). 


 
FN36. Chapter 21 has been repealed and its 
provision recodified. Act of May 22, 2003, 
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78th Leg., R.S., ch. 1274, 2003 Tex. Gen. 
Laws 3611. 


 
FN37. TEX. HUM. RES.CODEE §§ 
36.001-.132 (“Medicaid Fraud Prevention”); 
id. §§ 36.0011 (defining “culpable mental 
state”); 36.002(defining “unlawful acts”); 
36.052 (allowing the state to recover, in ad-
dition to the payment or value of a benefit 
occasioned by an unlawful act, up to two 
times the amount of that payment or benefit, 
and, in some circumstances, other civil pe-
nalties); 36.101 (authorizing actions by pri-
vate persons on behalf of themselves and the 
state); 36.110 (authorizing awards to private 
plaintiffs). 


 
Chapter 41 also makes clear that the punishment im-
posed through punitive damages is to be directed at the 
wrongdoer. Section 41.006 provides that “[i]n any 
action in which there are two or more defendants, an 
award of exemplary damages must be specific as to a 
defendant, and each defendant is liable only for the 
amount of the award made against that defendant.” A 
defendant's liability for punitive damages based on the 
conduct of employees, agents, and associates is also 
limited. Section 41.005 provides that “a court may not 
award exemplary damages against a defendant be-
cause of the criminal act of another” FN38 unless: 
 


FN38. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE § 
41.005(a). 


 
(1) the criminal act was committed by an em-


ployee of the defendant; 
 


(2) the defendant is criminally responsible as a 
party to the criminal act under the provisions of 
Chapter 7, Penal Code; 


 
(3) the criminal act occurred at a location where, 


at the time of the criminal act, the defendant was 
maintaining a common nuisance under the provi-
sions of Chapter 125, Civil Practice and Remedies 
Code, and had not made reasonable attempts to ab-
ate the nuisance; or 


 
(4) the criminal act resulted from the defendant's 


intentional or knowing violation of a statutory duty 
under Subchapter D, Chapter 92, Property Code, 


and the criminal act occurred after the statutory 
deadline for compliance with that duty.FN39 


 
FN39. Id. § 41.005(b). 


 
Even when the actor is the defendant's employee, the 
defendant is not liable for punitive damages unless: 
 


(1) the principal authorized the doing and the 
manner of the act; 


 
(2) the agent was unfit and the principal acted 


with malice in employing or retaining him; 
 


(3) the agent was employed in a managerial ca-
pacity and was acting in the scope of employment; 
or 


 
*678 (4) the employer or a manager of the employer 
ratified or approved the act.FN40 


 
FN40. Id. § 41.005(c). 


 
If punitive damages are covered by insurance and paid 
from policyholders' premiums, so that the wrongdoer 
suffers no more than a sliver of the sanction, the sting 
of punishment is dissipated. As Judge John Minor 
Wisdom explained in his seminal opinion on the in-
surability of punitive damages in Northwestern Na-
tional Casualty Co. v. McNulty: 
 


Where a person is able to insure himself against 
punishment he gains a freedom of misconduct in-
consistent with the establishment of sanctions 
against such misconduct. It is not disputed that in-
surance against criminal fines or penalties would be 
void as violative of public policy. The same public 
policy should invalidate any contract of insurance 
against the civil punishment that punitive damages 
represent. 


 
The policy considerations in a state where ... pu-


nitive damages are awarded for punishment and 
deterrence, would seem to require that the damages 
rest ultimately as well as nominally on the party 
actually responsible for the wrong. If that person 
were permitted to shift the burden to an insurance 
company, punitive damages would serve no useful 
purpose. Such damages do not compensate the 
plaintiff for his injury, since compensatory damages 
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already have made the plaintiff whole. And there is 
no point in punishing the insurance company; it has 
done no wrong. In actual fact, of course, and con-
sidering the extent to which the public is insured, 
the burden would ultimately come to rest not on the 
insurance companies but on the public, since the 
added liability to the insurance companies would be 
passed along to the premium payers. Society would 
then be punishing itself for the wrong committed by 
the insured.FN41 


 
FN41. 307 F.2d 432, 440-441 (5th Cir.1962). 


 
The insured in the case before us attempts to argue that 
insurance does not lessen the punishment of punitive 
damages. The insured's premiums may increase. Its 
insurance may be cancelled. It may be forced out of 
business. It will be stigmatized as a wrongdoer. But 
even if an insured would not escape altogether the 
consequences of punitive damages, insurance would 
indisputably spread them among many who deserve 
no punishment at all, which would contravene the 
policy clearly reflected in Chapter 41. 
 
Rather clearly, insuring against punitive damages 
impairs their purpose. 
 


B 
 
The next question is whether insuring against punitive 
damages is consistent with the manner in which they 
are assessed. Chapter 41 provides that punitive dam-
ages can be awarded for fraud, malice, gross negli-
gence, or a statutory violation.FN42 “Fraud” does not 
include constructive fraud. FN43 “Malice” requires 
specific intent to cause substantial injury. FN44 “Gross 
negligence” is defined as: 
 


FN42. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE § 
41.003(a), (c). 


 
FN43. Id. § 41.001(6). 


 
FN44. Id. § 41.001(7). 


 
an act or omission: 


 
(A) which when viewed objectively from the 


standpoint of the actor at the time of its occurrence 
involves an extreme degree of risk, considering the 


probability and magnitude of the potential harm to 
others; and 


 
*679 (B) of which the actor has actual, subjective 


awareness of the risk involved, but nevertheless 
proceeds with conscious indifference to the rights, 
safety, or welfare of others.FN45 


 
FN45. Id. § 41.001(11). 


 
Other statutory actions may prescribe a different 
culpable mental state for punitive damages.FN46 With 
these basic standards in mind, section 41.011(a) pro-
vides: 
 


FN46. Id. § 41.003(c). 
 


In determining the amount of exemplary damag-
es, the trier of fact shall consider evidence, if any, 
relating to: 


 
(1) the nature of the wrong; 


 
(2) the character of the conduct involved; 


 
(3) the degree of culpability of the wrongdoer; 


 
(4) the situation and sensibilities of the parties 


concerned; 
 


(5) the extent to which such conduct offends a 
public sense of justice and propriety; and 


 
(6) the net worth of the defendant.FN47 


 
FN47. Id. § 41.011(a). 


 
Three of these factors-(1), (2), and (5)-are objective. 
The nature of the wrong and character of the conduct 
consider the defendant's actions in the abstract, com-
pared with broad norms and expectations. Were the 
defendant's actions the work of a moment or the 
product of careful plotting and planning? Did they 
threaten few or many? Were they merely wrong, or 
were they offensively wrong? Were they morally, 
criminally or otherwise especially culpable? Did they 
pose a heightened offense to public justice and pro-
priety? For such questions, the identity of the defen-
dant, whether an individual or an organization, is 
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irrelevant; the nature of the conduct is what matters. 
On the other hand, three other factors-(3), (4), and 
(6)-are subjective. What was the defendant thinking? 
Was he vile, angry, or malicious, or was he con-
sciously indifferent to an objectively extreme degree 
of risk to others? FN48 What was the plaintiff thinking? 
Was he trusting or suspicious? What will it take to 
punish the defendant? Is he an individual with limited 
means or an entity with a large net worth? 
 


FN48. Id. § 41.001(11). 
 
Applying the objective factors is akin to deciding 
whether a crime should be a misdemeanor or a felony. 
The seriousness of the misconduct is not affected by 
whether the corresponding punitive damages must be 
paid by the defendant's insurer rather than the defen-
dant. But the subjective factors help determine what a 
specific defendant should be required to pay a specific 
plaintiff. If punitive damages are covered by insur-
ance, and the burden of payment thus shared in effect 
by the insurer's policyholders, it makes no sense to set 
the amount based on whether the plaintiff was trusting 
or the defendant was calculating or wealthy. What a 
group should pay, as opposed to an individual, de-
pends on how innocent most plaintiffs are, how 
culpable most defendants are, and the defendants' 
mean net worth. From individual, subjective cir-
cumstances one cannot extrapolate what penalty the 
community should bear. 
 
The Legislature has required that the specific cir-
cumstances of a plaintiff and a defendant be taken into 
account in determining what amount of punitive 
damages should be assessed against the defendant and 
paid to the plaintiff. Insurance coverage makes this 
impossible. The amount an insured defendant will pay 
depends on the extent of coverage and any deductible. 
Thus, insuring against punitive damages *680 con-
flicts with the way in which such damages must be 
assessed under Chapter 41. 
 


C 
 
In a few instances, the Legislature has expressly pro-
hibited or limited insurance for punitive damages; in a 
few others, it has expressly allowed such insurance. 
Although all legislative action is relevant in deter-
mining public policy, little can be learned from the 
statutory provisions related to punitive damages. 
 


For reasons never entirely clear, the Legislature has 
restricted the availability of punitive damages cover-
age to health care providers, then lifted those restric-
tions in specific instances. In 1977, as part of the bill 
adopting the Medical Liability Insurance Improve-
ment Act of Texas, the Legislature provided that 
professional liability insurance policies issued for 
physicians and certain other health care providers “in 
this state”, including hospitals and not-for-profit 
nursing homes, could not include punitive damages 
coverage.FN49 Since the Act addressed what the Leg-
islature found to be a “medical malpractice insurance 
crisis”,FN50 the prohibition may have been intended to 
reduce insurance premiums.FN51 But it has never been 
clear whether the prohibition applied to insureds “in 
this state” or only policies issued “in this state”, so that 
punitive damages coverage could be obtained from 
out-of-state insurers.FN52 If the latter, then the effect of 
the prohibition on insurance costs was diminished. 
Furthermore, in 1987, 1997, 2001, and 2003, the sta-
tute was amended to allow the Board of Insurance, and 
later the Commissioner, to approve a policy en-
dorsement providing punitive damages coverage first 
for hospitals, then not-for-profit nursing homes, then 
for-profit nursing homes, and finally assisted living 
facilities.FN53 These amendments suggest that insur-
ance cost control was never the Legislature's motiva-
tion. Indeed, it is difficult to discern in these amend-
ments *681 any policy or policies whatsoever. The 
statute now provides: 
 


FN49. Act of May 30, 1977, 65th Leg., R.S., 
ch. 817, § 31.01, 1977 Tex. Gen. Laws 2039, 
2054-2056 (adding former TEX. INS. CODE 
art. 5.15-1, sections 2(2) (defining “health 
care provider”) and 8 (stating “No policy of 
medical professional Insurance issued or re-
newed for a health care provider or physician 
in this state may include coverage for puni-
tive damages that may be assessed against 
the health care provider.”)). 


 
FN50. Id. § 1.02(a)(5), at 2039-2040. 


 
FN51. See HOUSE STUDY GROUP, BILL 
ANALYSIS, C.S. H.B. 1048, 65th Leg., 
R.S., 5 (1977) (committee substitute) (“Ex-
empting punitive damages from malpractice 
insurance coverage will help hold down 
premiums.”). 
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FN52. The bill analyses for a 1997 amend-
ment suggested that the prohibition applied 
only to policies issued in Texas. HOUSE 
RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, BILL 
ANALYSIS, TEX. H.B. 1170, 75th Leg., 
R.S., 1-2 (April 4, 1997) (“Currently, 
[not-for-profit nursing] homes must purchase 
insurance against punitive damages from 
out-of-state carriers, because only hospitals 
are currently allowed to do so in Texas.... 
[The amendment] would simply allow these 
homes to purchase insurance in Texas from a 
Texas regulated company.”); SEN. RE-
SEARCH CTR. [SEN. ECONOMIC DEV. 
COMM.] BILLANALYSIS, C.S.H.B. . 
1170, 75th Leg., R.S., 1 (May 6, 1997) 
(“Currently, the Insurance Code prohibits 
not-for-profit nursing homes from purchas-
ing punitive damage insurance coverage 
under medical professional liability insur-
ance from an admitted carrier. Not-for-profit 
nursing homes may purchase such insurance 
from non-admitted, out-of-state carriers.”). 


 
FN53. Act of June 3, 1987, 70th Leg., 1st 
C.S., ch. 1, § 7.01, 1987 Tex. Gen. Laws 1, 
35-36 (allowing an endorsement for hospit-
als); Act of May 21, 1997, 75th Leg., R.S., 
ch. 746, § 1, 1997 Tex. Gen. Laws 2451, 
2451 (allowing an endorsement for nonprofit 
nursing homes); Act of May 27, 2001, 77th 
Leg., R.S., ch. 1284, § 5.02, 2001 Tex. Gen. 
Laws 3083, 3085 (allowing an endorsement 
for for-profit nursing homes); Act of May 16, 
2003, 78th Leg., R.S., ch. 141, § 2, 2003 Tex. 
Gen. Laws 195, 195 (allowing an endorse-
ment for assisted living facilities). 


 
(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a 


medical professional liability insurance policy is-
sued to or renewed for a physician or health care 
provider in this state may not include coverage for 
exemplary damages that may be assessed against 
the physician or health care provider. 


 
(b) The commissioner [of insurance] may ap-


prove an endorsement form that provides for cov-
erage for exemplary damages for use on a medical 
professional liability insurance policy issued to: 


 
(1) a hospital; or 


 
(2) a for-profit or not-for-profit nursing home 


or assisted living facility. FN54 
 


FN54. TEX. INS.CODE § 1901.252. 
 
Several times the Legislature has created or modified 
guaranty funds and excess liability pools, prohibiting 
them from paying punitive damage claims either en-
tirely or in part.FN55 In each instance the Legislature's 
concern appears to have been for the economic impact 
on these entities of insurance for punitive damages. 
 


FN55. Id. § 462.210 (excluding from the de-
finition of “covered claims” against insolvent 
insurers under the Texas Property and Ca-
sualty Insurance Guaranty Act “any punitive, 
exemplary, extracontractual, or bad-faith 
damages awarded in a court judgment against 
an insured or insurer”); § 462.302(c) (“The 
[Texas Property and Casualty Insurance 
Guaranty Association] is not liable for ... a 
claim for ... exemplary damages ....”); § 
463.204 (stating that the Life, Accident, 
Health, and Hospital Service Insurance Gu-
aranty Association cannot pay punitive or 
exemplary damages); § 2203.154 (“The 
[Medical Liability Insurance Joint Under-
writing Association] may not issue or renew 
a medical liability insurance policy for a 
physician or health care provider under this 
chapter that includes coverage for punitive 
damages assessed against the physician or 
health care provider.”); § 2205.253(b) 
(“Money in the [Texas Child-Care Facility 
Liability Fund] may not be used to pay ... (1) 
punitive damages ....”); § 2207.353(c) 
(“Money in the [Excess Liability Fund for 
Counties and Certain Educational Entities] 
may not be used to pay ... (1) punitive dam-
ages ....”); § 2208.252(b) (“Money in the 
[Texas Public Entity Excess Insurance Fund] 
may not be used to pay: (1) punitive damages 
....”); § 2208.303 (“Excess insurance cover-
age provided by the [Texas Public Entity 
Excess Insurance Pool] may not include 
coverage for punitive damages.”); § 
2209.303 (“Liability insurance coverage 
provided by the [Texas Nonprofit Organiza-
tions Liability Pool] may not include cover-
age for punitive damages.”); § 2602.255(4) 
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(excluding “exemplary, extracontractual, or 
bad faith damages awarded against an in-
sured or title insurance company by a court 
judgment” from “covered claims” against the 
Texas Title Insurance Guaranty Associa-
tion); § 2209.253(b) (“Money in the [Texas 
Nonprofit Organizations Liability Fund] may 
not be used to pay: (1) punitive damages 
....”); § 2209.303 (“Liability insurance cov-
erage provided by the [Texas Nonprofit Or-
ganizations Liability Pool] may not include 
coverage for punitive damages.”). 


 
Finally, since 1987 the Legislature has required 
commercial liability insurers to file closed claim re-
ports including, among much other information, 
“amounts paid for ... punitive damages”.FN56 The re-
ports, which are still required,FN57 show that punitive 
damages factor only very slightly into the settlement 
of commercial liability claims.FN58 
 


FN56. Act of June 3, 1987, 70th Leg., 1st 
C.S., ch. 1, § 1.01, 1987 Tex. Gen. Laws 1, 4. 


 
FN57. TEX.INS.CODE § 
38.154(a)(3)(C)(ix) (for claims over 
$25,000), § 38.156(3)(B)(iv) (for claims over 
$10,000 but under $25,000). These reports 
are analyzed on the Department's website at 
http:// www. tdi. state. tx. us/ reports/ re-
port5.html. 


 
FN58. The 1998 report showed that for over 
5,000 commercial liability claim settlements 
greater than $25,000, a third were influenced 
by either non-economic damages, exemplary 
damages, or prejudgment interest, and of the 
total paid on those claims, 9% was attributed 
to exemplary damages. For over 4,000 set-
tlements between $10,000 and $25,000, 5% 
were influenced by exemplary damages, and 
of the total paid on those claims, 6% was at-
tributed to exemplary damages. For cases 
tried to a verdict, 11% of the amounts 
awarded were for punitive damages. TEXAS 
DEP'T OF INS., 1998 TEXAS LIABILITY 
INSURANCE CLOSED CLAIM REPORT 
2, 5-6, 17 (1998). 


 
The influence of exemplary damages on 
such settlements declined fairly steadily 


through 2005. The report for that year 
showed that for 5,440 commercial liability 
claim settlements greater than $25,000, a 
fifth were influenced by non-economic 
damages, exemplary damages, or pre-
judgment interest, and of the total paid on 
those claims, 2% was attributed to exem-
plary damages. For settlements between 
$10,000 and $25,000, 0.15% were influ-
enced by exemplary damages, and of the 
total paid on those claims, 2% was for 
exemplary damages. For cases tried to a 
verdict, 4% of the amounts awarded were 
for punitive damages. TEXAS DEP'T OF 
INS., 2005 TEXAS LIABILITY IN-
SURANCE CLOSED CLAIM REPORT 
2, 5-6, 17 (2005). 


 
From this legislative activity only a few inferences can 
be drawn. Since 1977, the *682 Legislature seems to 
have been concerned that liability insurance for health 
care providers offered by Texas insurers not be made 
more expensive by coverage of punitive damages. But 
health care providers may not have been prevented 
from obtaining insurance covering punitive damages 
from insurers outside Texas, and assuming such cov-
erage comes at additional expense, it has presumably 
had an effect on the cost of health care in Texas. Also, 
since 1987, the Legislature has made various excep-
tions for hospitals, nursing homes, and assisted living 
facilities, and it is not clear why, or why there have 
been no other exceptions. The Legislature has also 
shown concern that guaranty funds and excess liability 
pools, entities funded by assessments and therefore of 
limited means, not be burdened by payments for pu-
nitive damages. Again, its concern appears to be 
economic, even when a pool covers governmental 
entities whose liability for punitive damages is li-
mited.FN59 
 


FN59. For example, the Texas Tort Claims 
Act does not waive governmental immunity 
from punitive damages, TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM.CODE § 101.024, but the Act does not 
apply to liability for proprietary functions. 
The State and its subdivisions, such as coun-
ties, do not engage in proprietary junctions, 
Bennett v. Brown County Water Improve-
ment Dist. No. One, 153 Tex. 599, 272 
S.W.2d 498 (Tex.1954), but municipalities 
do, and when they do: “As a general rule a 
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municipality may not be held liable for ex-
emplary damages; however, if the plaintiff 
can show that there is intentional, willful, or 
grossly negligent conduct which shows an 
entire want of care to his rights and that such 
conduct can be imputed directly to the go-
verning body of the municipality, exemplary 
damages may be recovered.” City of 
Gladewater v. Pike, 727 S.W.2d 514, 522 
(Tex.1987). The Legislature may authorize 
punitive damages against the government, as 
it once did in the Whistleblower Act, Act of 
May 30, 1983, 68th Leg., R.S., ch. 832, § 4, 
1983 Tex. Gen. Laws 4751, 4752, before it 
changed its mind, Act of May 25, 1995, 74th 
Leg., R.S., ch. 721, § 3, 1995 Tex. Gen. Laws 
3812, 3812 (codified at TEX. GOV'T CODE 
§ 554.003(a)). The government is not liable 
for punitive damages for employment dis-
crimination. TEX. LAB.CODE § 21.2585. 


 
Because the Legislature's first enactment limited the 
availability of punitive damages coverage, it may be 
tempting to infer that such coverage did not offend 
public policy before 1977 and does not do so since 
except in the specific situations the Legislature has 
identified. But this supposes that the Legislature has 
taken a comprehensive view of the subject when in 
fact its actions have been sporadic over three decades, 
directed to specific, narrow circumstances, and largely 
unexplained. If the predominant concern is the eco-
nomic effect of such coverage, as it seems to have 
been, it is not clear why that concern has been given 
voice in only a few situations when it speaks to many. 
 
Thus, it is difficult to find an indication of public 
policy in the legislative limitations *683 on, and ex-
press approvals of, punitive damages coverage. 
 


D 
 
Insurance in Texas, as in other states, is thoroughly 
regulated. For the most part, policy forms must be 
approved by the Commissioner of Insurance, and in 
some instances the Commissioner is authorized to 
prescribe the use of standard policy forms.FN60 The 
workers' compensation policy from which the Fifth 
Circuit's certified question comes is a standard form 
policy.FN61 
 


FN60. See, e.g., TEX. INS.CODE § 


2301.003(b) (“This subchapter applies to all 
lines of the following kinds of insurance 
written under an insurance policy or contract 
issued by an insurer authorized to engage in 
the business of insurance in this state: (1) 
general liability insurance; (2) residential and 
commercial property insurance, including 
farm and ranch insurance and farm and ranch 
owners insurance; (3) personal and com-
mercial casualty insurance, except as pro-
vided by Section 2301.005; (4) medical 
professional liability insurance; (5) fidelity, 
guaranty and surety bonds other than crimi-
nal court appearance bonds; (6) personal 
umbrella insurance; (7) personal liability 
insurance; (8) guaranteed auto protection 
(GAP) insurance; (9) involuntary unem-
ployment insurance; (10) financial guaranty 
insurance; (11) inland marine insurance; (12) 
rain insurance; (13) hail insurance on farm 
crops; (14) personal and commercial auto-
mobile insurance; (15) multi-peril insurance; 
and (16) identity theft insurance issued under 
Chapter.”); id. § 2301.006(a) ( “Except as 
provided by Section 2301.008, an insurer 
may not deliver or issue for delivery in this 
state a form for use in writing insurance de-
scribed by Section 2301.003 unless the form 
has been filed with and approved by the 
commissioner.”); id. § 2301.008 (“The 
commissioner may adopt standard insurance 
policy forms, printed endorsement forms, 
and related forms other than insurance policy 
forms and printed endorsement forms, that an 
insurer may use instead of the insurer's own 
forms in writing insurance subject to this 
subchapter.”). 


 
FN61. TEX. INS.CODE § 2052.002(a) (“The 
commissioner shall prescribe standard policy 
forms and a uniform policy for workers' 
compensation insurance.”). 


 
The Commissioner's approval of policy forms in-
cluding and excluding various types of coverage is 
some reflection of public policy. Standard form per-
sonal automobile policies do not state specifically 
whether punitive damages are covered, and while two 
courts have concluded that punitive damages are 
damages for bodily injury covered by automobile 
policies,FN62 that position has been uniformly rejected 
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in the context of uninsured and underinsured motorist 
coverage FN63 and is therefore dubious at best. Stan-
dard form homeowners' policies also do not appear to 
cover punitive damages although the subject is not 
expressly addressed in the policies. Other policies 
shave been held to cover punitive damages in the 
absence of a provision specifically excluding such 
coverage.FN64 
 


FN62. Dairyland County Mut. Ins. Co. v. 
Wallgren, 477 S.W.2d 341, 342 
(Tex.Civ.App.-Fort Worth 1972, writ ref'd 
n.r.e.); Manriquez v. Mid-Century Ins. Co., 
779 S.W.2d 482, 484-485 (Tex.App.-El Paso 
1989, writ denied), disapproved in part on 
other grounds, Trinity Universal Ins. Co. v. 
Cowan, 945 S.W.2d 819, 822-824 
(Tex.1997). 


 
FN63. Milligan v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. 
Co., 940 S.W.2d 228, 231-232 
(Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 1997, writ 
denied), overruling Home Indem. Co. v. Ty-
ler, 522 S.W.2d 594 (Tex.Civ.App.-Houston 
[14th Dist.] 1975, writ ref'd, n.r.e.); State 
Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Shaffer, 888 
S.W.2d 146 (Tex.App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 
1994, writ denied); Vanderlinden v. USAA 
Prop. and Cas. Ins. Co., 885 S.W.2d 239, 
242 (Tex.App.-Texarkana 1994, writ de-
nied); Government Employees Ins. Co. v. 
Lichte, 792 S.W.2d 546, 549 (Tex.App.-El 
Paso 1990), writ denied, 825 S.W.2d 431 
(Tex.1991) (per curiam). 


 
FN64. See, e.g., DaimlerChrysler Ins. Co. v. 
Apple, ---S.W.3d ----, 2007 WL 3105899 
(Tex.App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 2007) (CGL 
and umbrella policies) (policies provided 
coverage for claims for “personal injury,” 
which was defined to oral publication of li-
belous material, but excluded coverage for 
publication of material done by or at the di-
rection of the insured with knowledge of its 
falsity); Westchester Fire Ins. Co. v. Admiral 
Ins. Co., 152 S.W.3d 172, 181-182, 185-190 
(Tex.App.-Fort Worth, 2004, pet. pending) 
(for-profit nursing home) (insurer agreed to 
pay “those sums which the insured shall be-
come legally obligated to pay as damages 
because of bodily injury to any person arising 


out of the rendering of or failure to render, 
during the policy period ... professional ser-
vices” including nursing care); American 
Home Assur. v. Safway Steel Prods. Co., 743 
S.W.2d 693, 701-702 (Tex.App.-Austin 
1987, writ denied) (umbrella policy); Ridg-
way v. Gulf Life Ins. Co., 578 F.2d 1026, 
1029 (5th Cir.1978) (commercial vehicle 
policy). 


 
*684 The workers' compensation policy in the case 
before the Fifth Circuit specifically excluded punitive 
damages assessed “because of bodily injury to an 
employee employed in violation of the law” but spe-
cifically included punitive damages assessed for the 
death of an employee caused by the employer's gross 
negligence or intentional conduct. Although workers' 
compensation benefits are ordinarily the exclusive 
remedy for an employee injured on the job,FN65 an 
action for punitive damages for the death of an em-
ployee caused by the employer's gross negligence is 
preserved by Article XVI, § 26 of the Texas Consti-
tution,FN66 adopted at a time when, as already ex-
plained, punitive damages were thought to have a 
compensatory function. Also, by making a person who 
kills another “responsible” to the surviving family, the 
constitutional provision in essence creates a wrongful 
death action, which the common law did not allow, 
only with a heightened standard of proof and limited 
recovery. In both respects, insurance coverage for 
punitive damages does not present the same incon-
sistencies with the purpose and manner of assessing 
punitive damages that such coverage would otherwise. 
 


FN65. TEX. LAB.CODE § 408.001(a) 
(“Recovery of workers' compensation bene-
fits is the exclusive remedy of an employee 
covered by workers' compensation insurance 
coverage or a legal beneficiary against the 
employer or an agent or employee of the 
employer for the death of or a work-related 
injury sustained by the employee.”). 


 
FN66. TEX. CONST. art. XVI, § 26 (“Every 
person, corporation, or company, that may 
commit a homicide, through wilful act, or 
omission, or gross neglect, shall be respon-
sible, in exemplary damages, to the surviving 
husband, widow, heirs of his or her body, or 
such of them as there may be, without regard 
to any criminal proceeding that may or may 
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not be had in relation to the homicide.”). The 
action is correspondingly recognized by the 
Workers' Compensation Act. TEX. 
LAB.CODE § 408.001(b) (“This section 
[providing an exclusive remedy for injured 
employees] does not prohibit the recovery of 
exemplary damages by the surviving spouse 
or heirs of the body of a deceased employee 
whose death was caused by an intentional act 
or omission of the employer or by the em-
ployer's gross negligence.”). 


 
Without a complete review of insurance regulation, it 
is impossible to determine what factors influence the 
Commissioner of Insurance in deciding whether to 
approve or disapprove punitive damages coverage. 
But because of the Commissioner's role in regulating 
the insurance business in Texas, that decision must be 
taken into account in considering whether the cover-
age is against public policy. 
 


E 
 
A few cases applying Texas law have considered 
whether insurance for punitive damages is against 
public policy. These may be divided into three cate-
gories in which the punitive damages to be covered are 
assessed against (1) someone other than the insured, 
(2) an individual insured based on his own conduct, 
and (3) a corporate insured based on the conduct of its 
employees. 
 
In the first category are cases involving uninsured or 
underinsured motorist coverage in which the insured 
seeks to recover *685 from his own insurer punitive 
damages assessed against a third-party tortfeasor. 
Recent Texas courts have uniformly rejected such 
recovery as against public policy. FN67 In that situation, 
the burden of the punitive damages would fall entirely 
on the insurer and its innocent investors and policy-
holders, not on the tortfeasor, thereby entirely de-
feating the purpose of such damages. In one case, 
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. v. 
Shaffer, Shaffer was injured in an automobile accident 
with Torres. The court of appeals held that it was 
against public policy to require State Farm, Shaffer's 
insurer, to pay punitive damages assessed against 
Torres. Citing Chapter 41 as establishing the basis and 
manner for assessing punitive damages, the court 
explained: 
 


FN67. See sources cited, supra note 63. 
 


Exemplary damages are assessed to punish a 
wrongdoer and to serve as a deterrent to future 
wrongdoers. This policy does not support rendering 
damages against State Farm since neither deterrence 
of wrongful conduct nor punishment of Torres, the 
wrongdoer, is achieved by imposing exemplary 
damages upon Shaffer's insurance carrier for Torres' 
wrongful act.FN68 


 
FN68. Shaffer, 888 S.W.2d at 149 (citations 
omitted). 


 
In the second category are two cases involving per-
sonal automobile insurance. Both concluded that pu-
nitive damages coverage is not against public policy. 
Dairyland County Mutual Insurance Co. v. Wallgren, 
decided in 1972, was the first case to consider whether 
punitive damages coverage is against Texas public 
policy.FN69 The court concluded that a personal au-
tomobile policy's coverage of “damages because of ... 
bodily injury” included punitive damages and that the 
coverage could not be against public policy because it 
had been approved by the state regulatory agency.FN70 
As already explained, regulatory approval is certainly 
one factor to consider in determining public policy, 
although it may not be conclusive. A 1989 decision in 
Manriquez v. Mid-Century Insurance Co. held that a 
personal automobile policy covered punitive damages 
but did not discuss whether that was consistent with 
public policy.FN71 Neither case considered whether 
insurance against punitive damages should be availa-
ble when the sole purpose of such damages is pu-
nishment, as the Legislature has since determined. 
 


FN69. 477 S.W.2d 341 (Tex.Civ.App.-Fort 
Worth 1972, writ ref'd n.r.e.). 


 
FN70. Id. at 342-343. 


 
FN71. 779 S.W.2d 482, 484-485 
(Tex.App.-El Paso 1989, writ denied), dis-
approved in part on other grounds, Trinity 
Universal Ins. Co. v. Cowan, 945 S.W.2d 
819 (Tex.1997). 


 
In the third category are four cases, two of which 
involve commercial vehicle insurance. In Ridgway v. 
Gulf Life Insurance Co., a 1978 diversity-jurisdiction 
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case, the Fifth Circuit summarily affirmed a federal 
district court's decision that punitive damages cover-
age is not against Texas public policy.FN72 The district 
court relied entirely on Dairyland, discussed above, 
and Home Indemnity Co. v. TylerFN73 as stating Texas 
law.FN74 In Home Indemnity, the court held that un-
insured motorist coverage of punitive*686 damages is 
not against public policy, but the same court has since 
overruled that case and followed the other courts that 
have reached the opposite conclusion.FN75 Ridgway 
preceded Chapter 41 by nine years and did not con-
sider whether punitive damages coverage is consistent 
with the purpose of punishment. In 1998, a federal 
district court in Hartford Casualty Insurance Co. v. 
Powell, 19 F.Supp.2d 678 (N.D.Tex.1998), another 
commercial vehicle insurance case, surveyed Texas 
law since Dairyland and Home Indemnity and con-
cluded that Ridgway's Erie-guess about Texas law “is 
clearly wrong when considered in context with the 
present Texas legal environment.” FN76 Powell made 
its own Erie-guess that in most instances punitive 
damages coverage contravenes Texas public policy. 
 


FN72. 578 F.2d 1026, 1029 (5th Cir.1978). 
 


FN73. Home Indemnity Co. v. Tyler, 522 
S.W.2d 594 (Tex. Civ. App.-Houston [14th 
Dist.] 1975, writ ref'd, n.r.e.), overruled by 
Milligan v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 
940 S.W.2d 228, 232 (Tex.App.-Houston 
[14th Dist.] 1997, writ denied). 


 
FN74. Ridgway, 578 F.2d at 1029-1030. 


 
FN75. Milligan, 940 S.W.2d at 232. 


 
FN76. 19 F.Supp.2d 678, 696 
(N.D.Tex.1998). 


 
The other two cases in the third category involved 
general liability policies issued to corporate insureds. 
Both noted that the policy considerations regarding 
punitive damages coverage are different when the 
basis for the damages is the conduct of the insured's 
employees or agents. American Home Assurance Co. 
v. Safway Steel Products Co. was a consolidation of 
two declaratory judgment actions, one involving an 
umbrella policy and the other an excess policy.FN77 
Punitive damages of $750,000 and $1 million had 
been assessed against the insureds, respectively, in 
one case for gross negligence in failing to warn of the 


limitations of a football helmet the insured manufac-
tured, and in the other case for gross negligence in the 
design and marketing of a scaffold.FN78 The court 
observed that while allowing coverage of punitive 
damages would shift the burden of the punishment to 
“innocent” insurance purchasers,FN79 thus thwarting 
the purpose of such damages, disallowing coverage 
for a large corporation would mean shifting the burden 
for the misconduct of a few employees to innocent 
consumers,FN80 which is also contrary to the purpose 
for such damages. In the end, the court said, “[t]he 
question of how to ‘punish’ a corporation is a difficult 
one.” FN81 
 


FN77. 743 S.W.2d 693, 695-696 
(Tex.App.-Austin 1987, writ denied). 


 
FN78. Id. at 695. 


 
FN79. Id. at 704. 


 
FN80. Id. 


 
FN81. Id. 


 
 American Home was decided in late 1987, shortly 
after Chapter 41 took effect. It did not refer to that 
statute and noted specifically that “[i]n Texas, juries 
are not allowed to consider the defendant's wealth, 
resources, or insurance coverage when assessing 
compensatory or punitive damages.” FN82 It was not 
until three months later that this Court held for the first 
that a defendant's net worth is relevant in assessing 
punitive damages. FN83 The only case to consider the 
current provisions of Chapter 41 in determining public 
policy regarding punitive damages coverage is 
DaimlerChrysler Insurance Co. v. Apple.FN84 There, a 
car dealership's inventory control manager claimed 
that his employer's controller, general manager, and 
used car sales manager had defamed him. An arbitra-
tion panel agreed and assessed punitive damages of 
$500,000 against the dealership,*687 $500,000 
against its owner and CEO, and $50,000 each against 
the three employees, all of whom were determined to 
be vice-principals. FN85 The district court confirmed 
the award of punitive damages against the dealership 
and two of the employees, and on appeal, the dealer-
ship settled with the plaintiff.FN86 The dealership's 
insurer under both a CGL policy and an umbrella 
policy refused coverage of the punitive damage 
awards, arguing in part that such coverage was against 
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public policy. FN87 The court rejected the argument in 
these circumstances but stressed that its decision was a 
limited one: 
 


FN82. Id. (italics omitted). 
 


FN83. Lunsford v. Morris, 746 S.W.2d 471, 
473 (Tex.1988). 


 
FN84. --- S.W.3d ----, 2007 WL 3105899 
(Tex.App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 2007) (cause 
no. 01-05-01115-CV) (pending on motion 
for rehearing). 


 
FN85. Id. at ---- & n. 4; see also Hammerly 
Oaks, Inc. v. Edwards, 958 S.W.2d 387, 391 
(Tex.1997) (stating that “the general rule in 
Texas” is set out in RESTATEMENT OF 
TORTS § 909 (1939): “Punitive damages can 
properly be awarded against a master or other 
principal because of an act by an agent if, but 
only if, (a) the principal authorized the doing 
and the manner of the act, or (b) the agent 
was unfit and the principal was reckless in 
employing him, or (c) the agent was em-
ployed in a managerial capacity and was 
acting in the scope of employment, or (d) the 
employer or a manager of the employer rati-
fied or approved the act.”). 


 
FN86. DaimlerChrysler v. Apple, ---- at ----. 


 
FN87. Id. 


 
We express no opinion on whether, as a general 


rule, Texas policy disallows a party from insuring 
for exemplary damages. Our holding today is li-
mited to the narrow circumstances before us, where 
a corporation is held liable for conduct by 
vice-principals; the conduct was done without the 
participation or knowledge of the CEO, officers or 
shareholders of the corporation; and the contract at 
issue covers “all sums” and is an arm's-length 
transaction between an insurance company and a 
corporation that distinguishes between conduct 
done by employees and conduct done by the cor-
porate entity, its CEO, its shareholders, and its of-
ficers. Thus, we cannot conclude that allowing the 
insurance coverage under these limited circums-
tances violates public policy to punish the wrong-


doer. 
 


Viewing the underlying facts concerning this 
agreement, we also cannot conclude that this 
agreement is contrary to the public good. Rather, the 
agreement here serves the public good because [the 
dealership], its CEO, its officers, and its share-
holders did not commit the wrongful acts and 
should be allowed to have their insurance policy, for 
which they paid, indemnify them for the punitive 
damages, which were assessed against the corpora-
tion only due to conduct, of which its CEO, officers, 
and shareholders were not aware, done by its em-
ployees who held management positions. We hold 
that the agreement does not violate public poli-
cy.FN88 


 
FN88. Id. at ---- (citations omitted). 


 
Outside the insurance context, it is worth noting that 
this Court has suggested that a person's pre-injury 
waiver of another's liability for gross negligence is 
against public policy while holding that a post-injury 
waiver is not.FN89 And one court of *688 appeals has 
held that an agreement to indemnify a person for his 
own gross negligence is not against public policy, FN90 
an issue on which this Court has expressed no opi-
nion.FN91 
 


FN89. Memorial Med. Ctr. of E. Tex. v. 
Keszler, 943 S.W.2d 433, 435 (Tex.1997) 
(per curiam) (“The court of appeals held that 
such a release is against public policy [citing 
Smith v. Golden Triangle Raceway, 708 
S.W.2d 574, 576 (Tex.App.-Beaumont 1986, 
no writ) ]. However, the court of appeals 
failed to distinguish a pre-accident waiver of 
liability from a post-injury release made in 
settlement of claims. In Golden Triangle, the 
issue was whether a pre-injury release could 
effectively dispense with a claim of gross 
negligence. The court found a pre-injury re-
lease of gross negligence invalid as against 
public policy. [ Golden Triangle, 708 S.W.2d 
at 576.] We have never held post-injury re-
leases of gross negligence claims invalid. 
There is no logic in prohibiting people from 
settling existing claims. Significantly, such a 
rule would preclude settlement of many such 
claims. The court of appeals erred in holding 
that [the plaintiff] could not release his gross 
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negligence claim against [the defendant].” 
(citations omitted)). 


 
FN90. Webb v. Lawson-Avila Constr., Inc., 
911 S.W.2d 457, 461-462 (Tex.App.-San 
Antonio 1995, writ dism'd w.o.j.) (“Appel-
lants argue that indemnity for one's own 
gross negligence, in a non-insurance context, 
is violative of public policy.... [T]here is 
nothing in the record or in the law which 
would allow us to ignore [an indemnity pro-
vision's] plain meaning. The record reveals 
nothing other than an arm's length transaction 
between two business entities, and we must 
fairly and reasonably interpret the contract.... 
[Whether the provision is against public 
policy] is a matter better left to the Legisla-
ture or the ruling of our Supreme Court.”). 


 
FN91. Atlantic Richfield Co. v. Petrol. Pers., 
Inc., 768 S.W.2d 724, 726 n. 2 (Tex.1989) 
(“We do not decide whether indemnity for 
one's own gross negligence or intentional 
injury may be contracted for or awarded by 
Texas courts. This issue is not presented in 
this [case].”). 


 
In sum, recent Texas courts have uniformly held that 
uninsured or underinsured motorist coverage of puni-
tive damages is against public policy, but in other 
contexts they have not had the opportunity, except in 
DaimlerChrysler, to take into account the importance 
of the purpose and manner of assessing punitive 
damages set out in Chapter 41. That case particularly, 
as well as the others, illustrates the important distinc-
tions between punitive damages coverage for the gross 
negligence of the insured himself, the insured's em-
ployees, and third parties. 
 


F 
 
Finally, though Texas' public policy is its own, it is 
formed, not in a vacuum, but in awareness of the law 
of other American jurisdictions. That law is, of course, 
heavily influenced by the jurisdiction's view of puni-
tive damages. The cases defy easy categorization, but 
it appears that: 19 states generally permit coverage of 
punitive damages; FN92 8 states would permit coverage 
of punitive damages for grossly negligent conduct, but 
not for more serious conduct; FN93 11 states would 
permit coverage of punitive damages for vicarious-


ly-assessed liability, but not directly-assessed liability; 
FN94 7 states generally prohibit an insured from in-
demnifying himself against punitive damages; FN95 
and the remainder have silent, unclear, or otherwise 
inapplicable law.FN96 States may fall into more than 
one category. 
 


FN92. Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, 
Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Maryland, Missis-
sippi, Montana, New Hampshire, New 
Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, Vermont, Washington, Wiscon-
sin, and Wyoming. 


 
FN93. Arkansas, Kentucky, Iowa, Louisiana, 
Nevada, Oregon, Virginia, and West Vir-
ginia. 


 
FN94. California, Connecticut, Florida, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, 
New Jersey, Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania. 


 
FN95. Colorado, New York, North Dakota, 
Ohio, Rhode Island, South Dakota, and Utah. 


 
FN96. Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Missouri, and Nebraska. 


 
III 


 
I return now to the Circuit's question. The case pend-
ing before that court involves a workers' compensation 
policy that expressly provides coverage for punitive 
damages for the death of an employee caused by the 
employer-insured's gross negligence. The policy is a 
standard form prescribed by the Commissioner of 
Insurance for workers' compensation insurance in 
Texas. The action, as noted above, was *689 pre-
served in the Texas Constitution at a time when puni-
tive damages were often treated as compensatory, and 
is in the nature of a wrongful death action with a 
heightened burden of proof-gross negligence-and 
limited damages-punitive only. The purpose and 
manner of assessing punitive damages generally, now 
reflected in Chapter 41, has evolved apart from the 
constitutional action. And in many instances, em-
ployers will be corporations whose liability will be 
due to the conduct of other employees. For these 
reasons, I agree with the Court that the coverage does 
not contravene Texas public policy. 
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But the Circuit's question is broader. The following 
considerations inform its answer in other insurance 
contexts: 
 


• Contracts must be respected, and the right to con-
tract freely should not be restricted without com-
pelling reasons. 


 
• Punitive damages may be assessed only as pu-
nishment and not for any other purpose, and thus 
they must be directed at the specific conduct of an 
individual defendant and must be based on his par-
ticular circumstances, including his net worth. 


 
• Punitive damages coverage may pose an unde-
sirable cost to insureds and to the public. 


 
• Insurance is highly regulated, and the Commis-
sioner of Insurance must have broad discretion to 
determine when punitive damages coverage may be 
offered. 


 
For uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage, 
the consensus among the courts of appeals is that 
public policy prohibits extending the coverage to 
punitive damages. It is one thing for insurers' policy-
holders to share in the burden of injury caused by an 
underinsured motorist and quite another to share in his 
punishment. Penalizing those who obtain the insur-
ance required by law for those who do not simply 
cannot be justified. 
 
The considerations weigh differently when the insured 
is a corporation or business that must pay punitive 
damages for the conduct of one or more employees. 
Although the conduct is attributable to the business, as 
it must be for liability for punitive damages, it will 
often be the case that stockholders, other employees, 
and even management as a larger group have done 
little to deserve punishment. Chapter 41 sets out the 
policy that punitive damages be directed against spe-
cific wrongdoing, but when such damages are as-
sessed against an entire business for one employee's 
wrongdoing, the punishment is at best indirect. While 
punitive damages are nevertheless imposed, a valid 
argument can be made that businesses should be 
permitted to insure against them, so that the burden is 
shared by others in like situations. 
 


But even if public policy considerations do not prec-
lude punitive damages coverage for the business, they 
counsel against extending that coverage to the 
wrongdoer himself. To insure an individual against 
punitive damages for his own gross negligence en-
tirely defeats the punitive purpose of such damages 
and reduces the disincentive for misconduct. Even if 
the insured must pay higher premiums, which is not 
always the case, the punishment is so diluted that the 
purpose of punitive damages is seriously impaired. 
For example, the owner of a truck, aware that its 
brakes are malfunctioning, may be more likely to 
continue to use it, despite the grave risk to his em-
ployees and others, if his liability for punitive dam-
ages is covered by insurance and he perceives that the 
benefit to his business exceeds the cost of his insur-
ance. In that situation, insurance encourages conduct 
punitive damages are intended to deter. 
 
*690 Taking into account the policy favoring freedom 
of contract, I would hold that when Chapter 41's pu-
nitive purpose would be significantly impaired, and a 
defendant's net worth could not be meaningfully in-
corporated in the assessment, as Chapter 41 requires, 
insurance against punitive damages would violate 
Texas public policy unless these considerations are 
outweighed by other factors, such as expressions of 
legislative will, or regulatory approval of the cover-
age, or the attenuation of the burden of liability from 
the misconduct. In these situations, in my view, there 
is no formulaic answer to the public policy question. 
Chapter 41 provides for punishment of a person who 
knows full well that his conduct poses an extreme risk 
of harm to others and yet does not care. That, in es-
sence, is gross negligence. The public policy analysis 
must answer why punitive damages for such egregious 
behavior should be avoided by insurance. 
Justice JOHNSON, concurring in part. 
I join the Court's opinion as to parts I, II and IV. 
However, I consider part III of the opinion to go fur-
ther than necessary in responding to the certified 
question presented even in light of Texas Constitution 
article V, section 3-c. Accordingly, I do not join part 
III and express neither agreement nor disagreement 
with its substance. 
 
Tex.,2008. 
Fairfield Ins. Co. v. Stephens Martin Paving, LP 
246 S.W.3d 653, 51 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 491 
 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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Background: Drilling contractor brought action
against well operator, seeking declaration that con-
tractor was not required under the parties' contract to
reimburse operator for spill clean-up costs. Operator
counterclaimed. The 129th District Court, Harris
County, Samuel Grant Dorfinan, J., granted operator
summary judgment, and contractor appealed.


Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Kem Thompson
Frost, J., held that:
(l) contractor did not breach comprehensive general
liability (CGL) policy procured by contractor by not
reimbursing operator for clean-up costs of spill that
fell within the policy's deductible, and
(2) under indemnity provision of parties' drilling con-
tract, operator agreed to release and indemniff con-
tractor from liabilþ for the clean-up costs.


Reversed, judgment rendered, and remanded.
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Drilling contractor was not required under parties'
drilling contract to reimburse well operator for clean-
up costs operator incurred in connection with spill of
drilling fluids into the surrounding field that fell
within the deductible of the comprehensive general
liabilþ (CGL) insurance policy procured by contrac-
tor, though the drilling contract required contractor to
procure a CGL policy that named operator as an addi-
tional insured and provided that all deductibles would
be the sole obligation of the contractor, where in-
demnþ provision of the contract stated that, "not-
withstanding anything to the contrary contained
herein," operator agreed to release, assume all re-
sponsibility for and indemnif, contractor against all
claims of every kind or character arising from pollu-
tion and contamination that arose during the conduct
of operations, including the use or disposition of
drilling fluids.
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Marcus R. Tucker. Robert Hays Etnyre, Houston, for
appellee.


Panel consists of Chief Justice FIEDGES and Justices
FOWLER and FROST.


OPINION


KEM THOMPSON FROST. Justice.
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This is a contract construction case arising out of a
dispute between parties to a *637 drilling contract.
The contractor argues that, under its unambiguous
terms, the drilling contract allocates responsibility for
the loss in question to the operator. The operator re-
lies on a line offederal cases that seek to give effect
to both indemnþ provisions and covenants to name
another party as an additional insured. Faced with
cross-motions for summary judgment, the trial court
ruled in favor of the operator and rendered summary
judgment against the contractor on the operator's
breach-of-contract claim. We conclude that, even if
Texas were to adopt the line of cases upon which the
operator relies, these cases do not apply to the drill-
ing contract in this case. Because the unambiguous
language of the drilling contract allocates responsibil-
ity for this loss to the operator, we reverse the trial
court's judgment and render judgment granting the
contractor the declaratory relief it sought in its peti
tion and denying the operator recovery on its coun-
terclaim. We also remand this case to the trial court
for further proceedings regarding the contractor's
attorney's fees request.


I. FACTUAL A}{D PROCEDI.JRAL BACK-
GROUND


The contractor, appellant Helmerich & Payne Inter-
national Drilling Co. ('H & P"), and the operator,
appellee Swift Enerry Company ("Swiff'), are par-
ties to a Daywork Drilling Contract, dated July 27,
2000 (the "Drilling Contracf'). The Drilling Contract
initially covered the Kana # l-H well in Fayette
County, Texas. In December 2000, the parties agreed
by letter that the terms and conditions of the Drilling
Contract (with the exception of certain rates) would
apply when H & P drilled the Post # I well in Goliad
County, Texas. During H & P's operations at the Post
# I well, drilling fluids spilled into the surrounding
field. Swift had this spill cleaned up, incurring
$155,078.86 in tot¿l costs relating to the spill
("Costs"). The Drilling Contract requires H & P to
maint¿in a Comprehensive General Liability
("CGL') insurance policy that includes Swift as an
additional insured. H & P maintained a CGL policy
issued by American Home Assurance Company (the
"CGL Policy"). Swift made a claim for the Costs as
an additional insured under the CGL Policv. Ameri-
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can Home responded to the claim by agreeing that
Swift had additional-insured status under the CGL
Policy; however, American Home concluded it owed
nothing because the claim fell within the $750,000
deductible per occurrence for pollution claims under
the CGL Policy.


H & P refused to reimburse Swift for the Costs. In-
stead, H & P filed this suit as a declaratory-judgment
action to determine its rights and obligations under
the Drilling Contract. In its petition, H & P seeks a
judgment declaring that the Drilling Contract allo-
cates responsibilþ for all claims and damages result-
ing from the flow or spill of drilling fluids in the in-
cident in question to Swift, that the Drilling Contract
precludes Swift from recovering the Costs, and that
Swift must defend and indemnify H e P in any ac-
tion to recover the Costs. H & P also sought its rea-
sonable and necessary attorney's fees under Chapters
37 and 38 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies
Code.


Swift filed a counterclaim against H & P for breach
ofcontract based on H & P's alleged failure to honor
its purported obligation to reimburse Swift for the
Costs. Swift also sought declaratory relief in this re-
gard, as well as reasonable and necessary attorney's
fees under Chapters 37 and 38 of the Texas Civil
Practice and Remedies Code.


H & P and Swift filed cross-motions for surTrmary
judgment. The trial court granted Swiffs motion and
denied H & P's motion. The trial court rendered a
fural *638 judgment awarding Swift actual damages
of $154,193.86, plus attorney's fees, court costs, and
prejudgment and postjudgment interest. H & P now
challenges that judgment and asks this court to re-
verse and render judgment grarting H & P's motion
for summary judgment.


II. STANDARD OF REVIEW


l[ A summary-judgment movant must establish its
right to summary judgment by conclusively proving
all elements of the movant's claim or defense as a
matter of law. ,See TEX.R. CIV. P. l66a(c); Hqvlenv.
McDougail. 22 S.W.3d 343.345 Gex.2000\. When
both parties move for summary judgment, each party
must carry its own burden, and neither can prevail
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because of the failure of the other to discharge its
burden.N INAC Corp. v. (lnderwriters at Lloyd's. 56
S.W.3d 242. 247 (Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.]
2001. no pet.). Because each parly was a movant, the
burden for each was the same: to establish entitle-
ment to a sunmary judgment by conclusively prov-
ing all the elements of the claim or defense as a mat-
ter of law. Id. When both sides move for summary
judgment and the trial court grants one motion and
denies the other, the appellate court must review all
summary-judgment evidence, determine all issues
presented, and render thejudgment that the trial court
should have rendered. FM Props. Onerating Co. v.


Ciï, ol Austin. 22 S.W3d 868. 872 (Tex.2000)^ This
court reviews the summary-judgment evidence using
familiar standards of review. See Dolcqlìno v.


Randolph. 19 S.W.3d 906. 916 (Tex.App.-Houston


[14th Dist.] 2000. pet. denied).


FNl. In its motion, H & P did not prove its
reasonable and necessary attorney's fees;
rather, it stated that it would prove those
fees if the trial court ruled in its favor on the
merits of its declaratory-judgment action.
We conclude that, to the extent H & P's mo-
tion runs afoul of the requirement that the
cross-motion must seek a final judgment,
that motion falls within the exception for
declaratory-judgment relief. See CU Lloyd's
ol Tetcas v. Feldman. 977 S.W.Zd 568. 569
(Tex.1998). Accordingly, this court has the
ability to reverse and render judgment as to
H & P's motion and to remand the issue of
attorney's fees to the trial court. See id.


ilI.ISSUE PRESENTED


ln a single issue on appeal, H & P asserts the trial
court erred in granting Swiffs motion for summary
judgment and in denying H & P's motion for sum-
mary judgment. H & P asserts, among other things,
that under the unambiguous language ofparagraph 14


of the Drilling Contract, Swift assumed all responsi-
bilþ for the Costs, agreed to release and indemniff
H & P for the Costs, and agreed that the provisions of
paragraph 14.11 would take precedence over the pro-
visions ofparagraph 13 to the extent ofany conflict.


TV. ANALYSIS
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The parties' arguments implicate several provisions
of the Drilling Contract. The top of the first page of
the Drilling Contract states, "THIS AGREEMENT
CONTAINS PROVISIONS RELATING TO IN-
DEMMTY, RELEASE OF LIABILITY, ANI)
ALLOCATION OF RISK." (emphasis in original).
Paragraph 14 of the Drilling Contract contains the
following relevant provisions :


RESPONSIBILITY FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE,
IIIDEMNITY, RELEASE OF LIABILITY AJ\I)
ALLOCATION OF RISK:


1 4. 1 I Pollution and Contamination: N otwithst ønding
anything to the contrøry contøined herein, except
the provisions ofParagraphs 10 and 12, it is under-
stood and agreed by and between *639 [H & P]
and [Swift] that the responsibility for pollution and
contamination shall be as follows:


(a) Unless otherwise provided herein, [H & P] shall
assume all responsibilþ for, including control and
removal of and shall protect, defend and indem-
niû lSwift] from and against all claims, demands
and causes of action of every kind and character
arising from pollution or contamination, which
originates above the surface of the land or water
from spills of fuels, lubricants, motor oils, pipe
dope, paints, solvents, ballast, bilge and garbage,
except unavoidable pollution from reserve pits,
wholly in [H & P's] possession and control and di-
rectly associated with [H & P's] equipment and fa-
cilities.


(b) ts*tftl shall assume all responsibility for, n-
cluding control and removal of and shall protect,
defend and indemnify IH & P] from and against all
claims, demands, and causes of action of every kind
and character arising directly or indirectly from all
other pollution or contamination which may occur
during the conduct ofoperations hereunder, includ-
ing, but not limited to, that which may result from
fne, blowout, cratering, seepage or any other ur-
controlled flow of oil, gas, water or other sub-
stance, as well as the use or disposition of all drill-
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ing fluids, including, but not limited to, oil emul-
sion, oil base or chemically treated drilling fluids,
contaminated cuttings or cavings, lost circulation
and fish recovery materials and fluids. [Swifi] shall
release IH & P] of arry liabilityfor theforegoing.


14.13 Indemnþ Obligation: Except as otherwise
expressly limited herein, it is the intent of parties
hereto that all releases, indemnity obligations
and/or liabilities assumed by such parties under
terms of this Contract, including, without limita-
tion, Subparagraph l4.l through 14.12 hereof, be
without limit and without regard to the cause or
causes thereof (including preexisting conditions),
strict liability, regulatory or statutory liability,
breach of warranty (express or implied), any theory
of tort, breach of contract or the negligence of any
party or parties, whether such negligence be sole,
joint or concurrent, active or passive.ry


FN2. Swift asserts that paragraph 14.13 is ir-
relevant to the issues at hand because the
purpose of this paragraph is to satis$ the
express negligence test, which is not an is-
sue in this case. Nonetheless, even presum-
ing that this was the main purpose of the
parties regarding this paragraph, we cannot
ignore this paragraph as to issues in this ap-
peal to which its language relates.


(italics added).


Swift does not axgue that the Costs arise from the
pollution or contamination described in Paragraph
14.11(a), and the summary-judgment evidence shows
that the Costs arise directly or indirectly from the
pollution or contamination described in paragraph
l4.llO). Swift asserts, among other things, that its
counterclaim against H & P does not implicate para-
graph 14 of the Drilling Contract because this coun-
terclaim is a separate and independent claim under
paragraph 13 of the Drilling Contract, which reads in
pertinent part:


13. Insu¡ance:
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At all times during the life of this Contract, and in
addition to, and independent of, the insurance pro-
curement obligations set forth in paragraphs 14.8
and 14.9, [H & P] shall procure and maintain in-
surance coverages of the types and in the amounts
set forth on the attached and incorporated Exhibit
C. All such policies shall be with insurance*640
company(ies) acceptable to [Swift]. [H & P] shall
procure from each insurer providing coverage(s)
required nExhibit C acertificate ofinsurance con-
firning that such insurance is in full force and ef-
fect and providing that such insurance shall not be
canceled or materially changed without thirty (30)
days prior written notice to lSwift]. All policies re-
quired n Exhibit C shall provide: (a) that under-
writers waive all rights of recovery and subrogation
as against [Swift], its parent, subsidiaries, aff,rliates,
and partnerships, and its and their respective offi-
cers, directors, employees, insurers, joint owners,
co-lessees, joint venturers, [Swift's] contractors,
subcontractors and contract consultants and their
respective officers, directors and employees ("Op-
erator Group"); (b) that such insurance shall be
primary, with regard to obligations issued under
this Contract, and shall not contribute with any in-
surance Operator Group, or any one of its mem-
bers, may carry,regardless of the existence of any
"other insurance" clauses in such insurance; (c)
rJnat Operator Group shall be included as addi-
tional insureds, except with respect to [H & P's]
worker's compensation insurance; (d) thøt qll de-
ùtctibles, self-insured retentions, or coinsurance
amounts shall be the sole obligation of [H & P];
(e) that all coverages afforded to Operator Group
shall be coextensive with the coverage provided to


[H & P] or any named insured on such policy, and
any language in such policies which purports to
limit the coverage available to Operator Group
shall be deemed deleted as to Operator Group, and
(Ð that the coverage afforded Operator Group as


additional insureds under the policies listed in Ex-
hibit "C" shall extend to Operator Group for
claims and liabilities expressly assumed by [H &
Pl and arising out of or relating to this Contract or
work under this Contract. In the event that [H & P]
chooses to carry insurance with greater limits than
those required under Exhibit C., Operator Group,
as additional insureds, shall be entitled to the full
limits of all insurance which [H & P] actually car-
ries up to a maximum of $35,000,000.
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(underlining in original; italics added).


Exhibit C to the Contract contains specifications for
the various insurance policies, including the CGL
Policy. Exhibit C requires that the CGL Policy in-
clude pollution coverage, and it does. Exhibit C does
not contain any requirements regarding the deducti-
ble for the CGL Policy. The CGL Policy does not
provide that all deductibles shall be the sole obliga-
tionofH&P.


H & P's alleged liability for the Costs is one arising
out of H & P's operations. As to such liabilities, the
CGL Policy provides additional-insured coverage
when such coverage is required by wriuen contract.
The CGL Policy states that the insurer's obligation to
pay damages under the policy applies only to the
amount of damages in excess of the applicable de-
ductible amount for that coverage. Under the CGL
Policy, the deductible amount for pollution coverage
is $750,000 per occrurence. American Home refused
to pay any amount of the Costs because they did not
exceed the $750,000 per-occurrence deductible.


L2lL3l Neither party claims the Drilling Contract is
ambiguous. Whether a contract is ambiguous is a
question of law that we must decide by examining the
contract as a whole in light of the circumstances pre-
sent when the it was created.N See *641 Columbia
Gas Transmission Corp. v. New Ulm Gqs. Ltd.. 940
S.W.2d 587. 589 Oex.1996). If the written agree-
ment is so worded that it can be given a certain or
defurite legal meaning or interpretation, then it is not
ambiguous and we will construe it as a matter of law.
See American Mfrs. Mut. Ins. Co. v. Schaefer. 124
S.W.3d 154. 157-58 Oex.2003). For reasons ex-
plained below, we conclude that, although the Drill-
ing Contract may be susceptible to more than one
interpretation, there is only one reasonable interpreta-
tion as to the issues presented in this appeal. There-
fore, we construe the Drilling Contract as a matter of
law. See id.


FN3. The Drilling Contract states that Texas
law governs the interpretation and enforce-
ment of that contract and the relationship be-
tween the parties. Neither H & P nor Swift
has challenged the validity of this choice-of-
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law provision, and they both agree that
Texas law applies.


[4][5ll-6.l In construing the Drilling Contract, our
primary concern is to ascertain and give effect to the
intentions of the parties as expressed in the written
agreement. Kelle.v-Coppedge, Inc. v. Highlands Ins.
Co.. 980 S.W.2d 462. 464 (Tex.1998). To ascertain
the true intentions of the parties to the contract, we
examine the entire agreement in an effort to harmo-
nize and give effect to all of the provisions of the
contract so that none will be rendered meaningless.
MCI Telecomms. Corp. v. Texas Utils. Elec. Co.,995
S.rW.2d 647. 652 (Tex.1999). We cannot rewrite the
Drilling Contract or add to its language under the
guise of interpretation. See id. at 16l-62 (stating "we
may neither rewrite the parties' contract nor add to its
language"). Rather, we must enforce the Drilling
Contract as written. See Rovql Indem. Co. v. Mar-
såal/. 388 S.W.2d 176. 181 (Tex.l965).


In its counterclaim, Swift asserts that H & P breached
a contract by refusing to reimburse Swift for the
Costs; however, Swift does not speciS, the contract
that it alleges H & P breached. In both its motion for
summary judgment and in its appellate brief, Swift
appears to be arguing that it is suing for breach ofthe
CGL Policv. or in the alternative for breach of the
Drilling Contract. ry The trial court's judgment does
not speciff which contract it found H & P to have
breached. We address, in turn, whether the trial court
properly granted summary judgment based on an
alleged breach of the CGL Policy and based on an
alleged breach of the Drilling Contract.


FN4. For example, in its motion for sum-
mary judgment, Swift states that "[n]ow
Swift is seeking coverage under the H & P
policy which names Swift as an additional
insured." On the other hand, Swift states
later in the motion that "[u]nder the express
terms of the contract at issue, H & P agreed
to name Swift as an additional insured."
Similarly, in its appellate brief, Swift asserts
that "Swift's claim is an insurance claim
against H & P's policy issued by American
Home and not a claim against H & P." Later
in its brief, Swift asserts that "[e]ven if
Swift's claim can be construed as a claim
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against H & P[,] Paragraph 14.11(b) only
comes into play after H & P's additional in-
sured obligation has been exhausted."


A. Did the trial court err to the extent it granted
summary judgment based on H & P's alleged
breach of the CGL Policy?


[] Presuming, without deciding, that there is no gen-
eral impediment to an additional inswed under an
insurance policy suing a named insured for payment
of the policy deductible, Swift still would have to
base its breach-of-contract claim on language in the
CGL Policy that creates a contractual obligation for
H & P to reimburse Swift for covered claims that are
within the policy deductible.N See Schaefer. 724
S.W.3d at 157-58 (stating that *642 insurance poli-
cies are construed under normal rules of contract
construction). After reviewing the entire CGL Policy,
we find no language that creates such an obligation.
The CGL Policy states that the insurer's obligation to
pay damages under the policy applies only to the
amount of damages in excess of the applicable de-
ductible amount for that coverage. The CGL Policy is
silent as to how claims within the deductible are to be
allocated between or among named insureds and ad-
ditional insureds. The CGL Policy does not provide
that all deductibles shall be the sole obligation of H
& P. Under the unambiguous language of the CGL
Policy, we conclude it imposes no contractual obliga-
tion on H & P to reimbwse Swift for claims within
the deductible amount.N See id. at 161-62 (holding
that unambiguous language of insurance contract did
not impose obligation to compensate insured for "di-
minished market value"). We conclude tJre trial court
erred to the extent it granted summary judgment
based on H & P's alleged breach of the CGL Pol-
i.y.w


FN5. We also presume, without deciding,
that the Costs fall within the pollution cov-
erage of the CGL Policy.


FN6. In its letter denying Swiffs claim, the
insurer under the CGL Policy stated that "[H
& Pl will be responsible for the deductible."
Even if we presume that the insurer meant to
say that H & P will be solely responsible
and liable to pay the Costs, this statement of
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the insurer's opinion as to H & P's liabilþ
does not affect our determination of whether
H & P is liable to Swift for the Costs under
either the unambiguous language of the
CGL Policy or the Drilling Contract.


FN7. Furthennore, even if the CGL Policy
otherwise would make H & P liable for the
Costs, paragraph 14.13 of the Drilling Con-
tract states that the parties intend that all re-
leases, indemnity obligations, and/or liabili-
ties assumed by the parties under paragraph
14.11 of the Drilling Contract, be without
limit and without regard to any theory of
breach of contract. Under the analysis in
section IV. 8., mfra, and based on this lan-
guage in paragraph l4.l3,H & P's alleged
liabilþ for the Costs still would be negated
by paragraph 14.l I of the Drilling Contract.


B. Did the trial court err to the extent it granted
summary judgment based on H & P's alleged
breach of the Drilling Contract and denied H &
P's motÍon for summary judgment?


I&l Swift also asserts that H & P breached the Drill-
ing Contract by reñrsing to reimburse Swift for the
Costs. Swift argues that H & P has an obligation to
reimburse Swift for claims within the deductible of
the CGL Policy based on paragraph l3 of the Drilling
Contract. Paragraph 13 requires that H & P procure
and mainøin a CGL policy, and it requires that the
CGL policy provide that all deductibles shall be the
sole obligation of H & P. Paragraph 13, however,
does not state that H & P must reimburse Swift for a
claim within the deductible; therefore, any such obli-
gation would be an implied obligation necessary to
carry into effect the purposes of paragraph 13. For
the purposes of our analysis, we presume, without
deciding, that the language ofparagraph 13, by itself
would impose an implied obligation on H & P to re-
imburse Swift for the Costs.ry


FN8. Swift has not asserted a claim based on
an alleged breach by H & P of its contrac-
tual obligation to procure and maintain a
CGL policy that provides that all deductibles
shall be its sole obligation, in which case its
alleged damages would be based on an al-
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leged abilþ to recover under the CGL Pol-
icy if the policy contained such language. In
any event, even if Swift had asserted a claim
based on H & P's alleged breach ofthis ex-
press obligation under paragraph 13, our
analysis would not be significantly different.


Under paragraph 14.11 of the Drilling Contract, not-
withstanding anything to the contrary contained in
paragraph 13 of the Drilling Contract, Swift releases,
assumes all responsibility for, and shall protect, de-
fend, and indemnifr H & P from and *643 against all
claims of every kind and character arising, directly or
indirectþ, from pollution or contamination such as


that which gave rise to the Costs.ry Furthermore,
paragraph 14.13 states, among other things, that the
parties intend that all releases, indemnity obligations,
and/or liabilities assumed by Swift under paragraph
14.l l(b) shall be without limit. Even if the language
of paragraph 13, by itself, would impose an obliga-
tion on H & P to reimburse Swift for the Costs, to
this extent, this language would be contrary to Swiffs
release, assumption of all responsibility for, and in-
demnification of H & P against all claims of every
kind and character arising, directly or indirectly, from
pollution or contamination that gave rise to the Costs.
Under the plain meaning of paragraph 14.11, Swift
assumes all liability for the Costs and indemnifies H
& P against all claims of every kind and character
arising, directly or indirectþ, from pollution or con-
tamination that gave rise to the Costs, notwithstand-
ing any obligation to reimburse Swift for the Costs
that may be contained in paragraph 13 of the Drilling
Contract.


FN9. Paragraph 14.11 excludes paragraphs
l0 and 12 from the "notwithstanding any-
thing to the contrary contained herein"
clause; however, these provisions do not af-
fect our analysis, and paragraph 13 is not in-
cluded in this exception to the "notwith-
standing" clause.


[9J When parties use the clause "notwithsønding
anything to the contrary contained herein" in a para-
graph of their contract, they contemplate the possibil-
ity that other parts of their contract may conflict with
that paragraph, and they agree that this paragraph
must be given effect regardless ofany conüary provi-
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sions of the contract. See Cleere Drilling Co. v. Do-
minion Explor. & Prod., Inc.. 351 F.3d 642. 649 &. n.
13 (5th Cir.2003) (applying Texas law to drilling
contract containing language substantially similar to
paragraph l4.ll of the Drilling Confact and stating
that the "notwithstanding anything to the confary
contained herein" clause constitutes an express decla-
ration by the parties that this paragraph ofthe drilling
contract supersedes all other provisions of the con-
tract ro); Gulf Oit Corp. v. Southland Rol¿alry Co..
496 S.W.2d 547. 551 (Tex.1973) (stating that section
of lease containing "anything in this lease to the con-
trary notwithstanding" clause gave that section of the
lease priority over any contrary lease provision);
N.M. Uranium. Inc. v. Moser.587 5.W.2d809.814-
l5 (Tex.Civ.App.-Corpus Christi 1979. writ refd
n.r.e.) (stating that court had to give effect to one
provision ofa lease regardless ofa conflicting provi-
sion because the former provision contained an "any
provision herein to the contrary notwithstanding'
clause); Ridsewood Timber, Inc. v. GMAC Commer-
cial Mort. Corp. No. 05-99-00054-CY. 1999 WL
1140821. at *4 (Tex.App.-Dallas. Dec.14. 1999. no
pet.) (not designated for publication) (stating that,
even if two contract provisions conflicted, the one
with the "notwithstanding anyttring to the contrary
contained herein" clause would take precedence).
Accordingly, we conclude that, under the unambigu-
ous language of the Drilling Contract, Swift has re-
leased H & P from any obligation to pay the Costs,
assumed all responsibilþ for the Costs, and indemni-
fied H & P against all claims of every kind and char-
acter arising, directly or indirectly, from pollution or
contamination that gave *644 rise to the Costs.N


FNl0. Like paragraph l4.ll of the Drilling
Contract, the drilling contract in Cleere
Drilling Co. excluded two parts of the drill-
ing contract from the scope of the "notwith-
standing" clause; however, as in this case,
the two excluded provisions were not rele-
vant to the issues at hand.


FNl l. Having ruled in H & P's favor on this
basis, we need not and do not address H &
P's argument that any obligation it might
have to Swift for reimbursement of the
Costs is limited by paragraph l3(f) to claims
and liabilities "expressly assumed" by the H
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& P. Likewise, rile need not and do not ad-
dress the applicability ofthe "circuþ ofac-
tion" doctrine urged by H & P.


Swift asserts ttrat H & P's obligations under para-
graph 13 are separate and independent and do not
conflict with paragraph l4.ll because they do not
upset the risk-allocation scheme in the Drilling Con-
tract. Swift argues that it is not asserting a direct
claim against H & P for pollution loss; rather, Swift
is asserting its right to inswance coverage against H
& P as an additional insured under the CGL Policy.
To the extent Swifr is referring to an alleged claim
against H & P for breach of the CGL Policy, this
claim fails for the reasons stated above. To the extent
this argument refers to Swift's claim for alleged
breach of the Drilling Contract, we conclude this ar-
gument lacks merit. Imposing an obligation on H & P
under paragraph 13 to reimburse Swift for the Costs
would be contrary to the risk-allocation scheme in the
Drilling Contract. Swifr is suing H & P for an alleged
breach of an obligation under paragraph 13 that
would impose responsibility on H & P for a liability
that Swift assumed under paragraph l4.ll. Presum-
ing such an obligation exists under paragraph 13, it is
contrary to paragraph 14.11 and therefore, it is ne-
gated by paragraph 14.11's "notwithstanding any-
thing to the contrary contained hereirt'' clause. Al-
though the obligations under paragraph 13 may be
separate and independent, as Swift asserts, this status
does not remove the contractual prohibition baning
parcgraph 13 from imposing obligations conhary to
paragraph 14.11. The parties agreed that paragraph
14.11 must be given effect regardless ofany contrary
obligations imposed by paragraph 13, and paragraph
l3's separate and independent nature does not alter
this agreement. ro


FNl2. In regard to its "separate and inde-
pendent obligation" argument, Swift cites a
Texas Supreme Court case holding that an
agreement to name a party as an additional
insured is not subject to the requirements of
the Texas Oilfield Anti-Indemnity Statute.
See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE
ANN. $ 127.001. el s¿ø. (Texas Oilfield
Anti-Indemn8 Søtute); Getut Oil Co. v.
Ins. Co. of N. Am. 845 5.W.2d794.803-05
(Tex.l992\. The GeW Oil Co. opinion con-
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struing the scope of the Texas Oilfield Anti-
Indemnþ Statute does not affect our con-
struction of the Drilling Contract in this
case. No party in this cases asserts that any
indemnity in the Drilling Contract is void
under the Texas Oilfield Anti-Indemnitv
Statute.


Swift also asserts that construing paragraph l4.ll to
preclude its right to reimbursement for the Costs un-
der paragraph 13 would render paragraph 13 mean-
ingless. We disagree. The CGL Policy provides cov-
erage for various risks that fall outside the scope of
paragraph 14.1l(b), including but not limited to risks
described in paragraph 14.11(a). Therefore, our con-
struction of the Drilling Contract does not render
meaningless H & P's agreement in paragraph 13 to
procure and maintain a CGL policy which provides
that (l) this policy is primary, (2) Swift is an addi
tional insured, (3) all deductibles shall be H & P's
sole obligation, and (4) the coverages afforded Swift
are coextensive with the coverage provided to H & P.
Furthermore, any alleged obligation to reimburse
Swifr for claims within the deductible is likewise not
rendered meaningless; it simply does not apply to
claims within the scope of paragraph l4.ll@).nü3
On the other hand, *645 to adopt Swift's interpreta-
tion of the Drilling Contract would render meaning-
less the "notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained herein" clause in paragraph 14.11. See


Ridgewood Timber. Inc.. 1999 WL 1140821. at x4


(stating that one party's interpretation ofthe contract
at issue would render the "notwithstanding" provi-
sion meaningless).


FNl3. It should also be noted that, if, though
not required by the Drilling Contract, H & P
procwed insurance covering the Costs, our
holding today would not prevent Swift from
recovering against the insurer under the pol-
icy providing coverage.


Swift also cites three cases holding that the language
of additional-insured provisions in the contracts at
issue were not tied to the validity of the indemnþ
provisions ofthe contract and therefore were not af-
fected by the alleged invalidity of the indemnity pro-
visions under applicable anti-indemnity statutes. 


^See
Mid-Continent Cas. Co. v. Swift Energv Co.. 206
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F.3d 487. 492-95 (sth Cr.2000); LeBlanc v. Global
Marine Drilling Co^ 193 F.3d 873. 875 (Sth
Cir.l999); Lloyd's of London v. OrW Energ,' Co'
142 F.3d 255. 258-60 (5th Cir.1998). Swift cites
these cases in part for the proposition that paragraph
13 is a separate and independent obligation; however,
as discussed above, this characteristic does not re-
move paragraph 13 from the scope and operation of
the "notwithstanding" clause in paragraph l4.ll.
Even if, as Swift asserts, these cases indicate that the
parties had to clearly state their intent that paragraph
14.1I limit paragraph 13 to the extent of any conflict,
the parties did so through the "notwithstanding"
clause. These three cases do not involve the issues of
contract construction that we face in this case, and
they do not involve a provision containing a "not-
withstanding" clause. There is nothing in these cases


that changes our analysis in this case.


Swift also argues in the alternative that paragraph
14.l I does not come into play until after all of Swift's
"additional insured coverage" under paragraph 13 is
exhausted. Swift bases this argument on four deci-
sions from the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit. See Tullier v. Halliburton Geophltsical
Serus., /2c., 8l F.3d 552 (5th Cir.199ô; Woods v.


Drqvo Bqsic Materials Co.. 887 F.2d 618 (Srh
Cir.l989); Klepac v. Champlin Petroleum Co.. 842
F.2d 746 (5th Cir.1988); Ogea v. LoÍland Bros. Co..
622 F.2d 186 (5th Cir.1980), each of which we ad-
dress.M


FN14. Swift asserts that this court recently
acknowledged the validþ and accepted the
holding of the Ogea case. See Nabors Corp.
Servs.. Inc. v. Northfreld Ins. Co.. 132
S.W.3d 90. 98-99 (Tex.App.-Houston [l4th
Dist.l 2004, no pet.). We disagree. In
Nabors. this court simply acknowledged the
existence of the Ogea decision and decided
that it was not on point. ,See ld This court
did not conclude that Oeea was the rule un-
der Texas law. See id.


In Ogeø. the Fifth Circuit applied Louisiana law in
interpreting a drilling contract that contained an in-
demnþ as well as a covenant by the indemnitee to
name the indemnitor as an additional insured under
insurance policies providing coverage for matters
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within the scope of the indemnitor's indemnity obli-
gation. See Ogea. 622 F.2d at 188-90. The Ogea
court held that, reading these two provisions in con-
junction with each other, the indemnitee first must
exhaust the insurance it agreed to obt¿in before ob-
taining contractual indemnþ against the indemnitor.
See id. at188-90. The relevantprovisions of the drill-
ing contract tn Ogea did not contain any "notwith-
standing" clause and the relevant indemnity clause
did not contain the broad language in paragraph
14.l I of the Drilling Contract (for example, "assume
all responsibilþ for" and "without limif'). See id.


In Klepac. the Fifth Circuit interpreted a drilling con-
tract without speciffing *646 which jurisdiction's law
applied. Furthermore, although the court did not
quote the indemnþ provision in question, the court
did not mention that the relevant provisions of the
contract conúain a "notwithstanding" clause or that
the relevant indemnþ provision contained broad
language like that in paragraph 14.11 of the Drilling
Contract. See Klepøc. 842 F .2d at 7 46-48.


In Woods. the Fifth Circuit interpreted a contract un-
der Louisianalaw. See Woods. 887 F.2d at 619-22.
The insurance clause at issue tn Woods did not con-
tain a "notwithstanding" clause, and, although the
court did not quote the entire indemnþ provision in
question, the court did not mention that the indemnþ
contained a "notwithstanding" clause or that it con-
øined broad language like that in paragraph 14.1 I of
the Drilling Contract. See id. Although the indemnity
provision at issue tn Woods stated that nothing in that
provision should be construed to affect or limit any
other provision of the contract, the insurance provi-
sion at issue also stated that nothing in that provision
should be construed to affect or limit any other provi-
sion of the contract. See id. at 619-20. The Woods
court did not discuss the effect ofthese clauses; how-
ever, this language is not the equivalent of having a
"notwithstanding" clause in the indemnifica-
tion/assumption of liability provision and no such
clause in the insurance provision. See id. In fact,
these two clauses support the application of the Ogea
rule because they indicate the parties intended both
the insurance and the indemnity provisions to be
given effect to the fullest extent possible.


ln Tullier. the Fifttr Circuit interpreted a contract un-
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der general maritime law. See Tullier. 8l F.3d at 552-
55. The insurance clause at issue in Tullier did not
contain a "notwithstanding" clause. T}lre Tullier covrt
did not quote the entire indemnþ provision in ques-
tion, but the couf did not mention that the indemnity
contained a "notwithstanding" clause or that it con-
tained broad language like that in paragraph 14.1 I of
the Drilling Contract. See id.


Presuming, without deciding, that Texas would adopt
the Ogea rule, we nonetheless conclude that this rule
does not apply to the facts of this case based on the
"notwithstanding" clause and the broad assumption
of all liability language contained in paragraph 14.11


of the Drilling Contract. In the Ogeø line of cases,


courts seek to reconcile to the greatest extent possible
indemnification and insurance clauses. Unlike those
cases, in the case at hand, the parties agreed on how
to reconcile the conflict between paragraph 14.1 1 and
paragraph l3-they agreed that paragraph l4.ll con-
trols to the extent of any conflict. See Cleere Drilling
Co.. 351 F.3d at 649 & n. 13: Gul.f Oil Corp.. 496
S.W.2d at 551r N.M. Uranium. Inc.. 587 S.W.2d at
814-15: Ridgewood Timber. Inc.. 1999'\tr|L 114082I-
at*4.


We must enforce the Drilling Contract as written; we
cannot question the wisdom of the parties' agreement
or rewrite the relevant provisions under the guise of
interpretation. See Schaefer. 124 S.W.3d at 16l-62:
Roval Indem. Co.. 388 S.W.2d at l8l. Under the un-
ambiguous language of paragraph l4.ll, Swift as-


sumes all liability for the Costs and indemnifies H &
P against all claims of every kind and character aris-
ing, directly or indirectly, from the pollution or con-
tamination that gave rise to the Costs, notwithst¿nd-
ing any obligation to reimburse Swift for the Costs
that may be contained in paragraph 13 of the Drilling
Contract. Accordingly, under the applicable standard
of review, the trial court erred in granting Swiffs
motion for summary judgment and in denying H &
P's motion for summary judgrnent. The trial *647


court should have granted H & P's motion and ren-
dered a declaratory judgment as follows:


Under the Drilling Contract, Swift is responsible for
all claims and damages resulting from the flow or
spill of the drilling fluids in this matter, including
the costs of cleaning up the spill.
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In the Drilling Contract, Swift released H & P from
any liability for the spill of the drilling fluids in this
matter, including the costs of cleaning up the spill.


Swift is precluded from recovering the clean up costs
from H & P, even if Swift's claim is cast as one for
coverage under the CGL Policy.


Swift is required to defend and indemniff H & P in
any action to recover from H & P the clean up
costs, even if cast as payment of a deductible.


V. CONCLUSION


Under the unambiguous language of the Drilling
Contract, Swift assumed all liability for the Costs and
indemnified H & P against all claims of every kind
and character arising directly or indirectly from the
pollution or contamination that gave rise to the Costs,
without limit and notwithstanding any obligation to
reimburse Swift for the Costs that may be cont¿ined
in paragraph 13 of the Drilling Contract. Therefore,
we conclude that the trial court erred in granting
Swift's motion for summary judgment and in denying
H & P's motion for summary judgment. Accordingly,
we sustain H & P's appellate issue. We reverse the
trial court's judgment, and we render judgment deny-
ing Swift's motion for summary judgment, ganting H
& P's motion for summary judgment, ordering that
Swift take nothing as to its counterclaim, and making
the four declarations contained in section IV. 8., sø-
prø. We also remand this case to the trial court for
further proceedings so that the trial court may address
H & P's attorney's fees request.


Tex.App.-Houston I I 4 Dist.],2005.
Helmerich & Payne Intern. Drilling Co. v. Swift En-
ergy Co.
180 S.rW.3d 635,163 Oil & Gas Rep. 402


END OF DOCUMENT
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Background: Tenants under commercial lease
brought action against landlord asserting claims of
negligence, fraud, breach of implied warranty of suit-
ability, and violation of Deceptive Trade Practices-
Consumer Protection Act (DTPA), after leased prem-
ises were destroyed in a fire. The207th Judicial Dis-
trict Court, Comal County, Gary L. Steel, J., granted
pafüal surnmary judgment for landlord. Tenants ap-
pealed. The Austin Court of Appeals, 158 S.W.3d 78.
affirmed. Review was granted.


Holdings: The Supreme Court, Wallace B. Jefferson,
C.J., held that:
(1) "as is" clause remained in effect during holdover
month-to-month tenancy;
(!) claim for breach of implied warranty of suitability
for intended commercial purposes was waived, be-
cause lease's "as is" clause expressly disclaimed such
warranty; and
(3) "as is" clause negated the causation element
which was essential to tenant's claims of negligence
per se, gross negligence, violations of Deceptive
Trade Practices-Consumer Protection Act. and fraud.


Affirmed.


West Headnotes
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233 Landlord and Tenant
2331V Terms for Years


233IV(D) Extensions and Renewals
233k90 Extension or Renewal by Holding
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Over
233k90(2\ k. Conditions in General.


Most Cited Cases
"As is" clause of commercial lease remained in effect
during holdover month-to-month tenancy without
written consent of landlord, pursuant to lease provid-
ing that any holding over without written consent of
landlord would constitute a lease from month-to-
month "under the terms and provisions" of original
lease to the extent applicable to tenancy from month-
to-month.


l!] Landlord and Tenant ?33æß6


233 Landlord and Tenant
233VIII Rent and Advances


233VII(A) tughts and Liabilities
233k196 k. Holding Over After Expiration


of Term. Most Cited Cases
A cotenant who does not hold over is not liable for
unpaid rent incurred when the other cotenant holds
over.


pf Landlord and Tenant ß3æ125(2\


233 Landlord andTenant
233VII Premises, and Enjoyment and Use


Thereof
233VII(A) Description, Extent, and Condition


233k125 Tenantable Condition of Premises
233k125(,2\ k. Suitability of Premises


for the Purpose for Which They Were Leased. Most
Cited Cases
Commercial tenant's claim for breach of implied war-
ranty of suitability for intended commercial purposes,
after fire destroyed the leased premises, was waived,
where lease's "as is" clause expressly disclaimed such
warranty.


llf Landlord and Tenant ß3æ125(2)


233 Landlord and Tenant
233VIl Premises, and Enjoyment and Use


Thereof
233VII(A) Description, Extent, and Condition
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233k125 Tenantable Condition of Premises
233k125Q\ k. Suitabilþ of Premises


for the Purpose for Which They Were Leased. Most
Cited Cases
The implied wananfy of suitabilþ for intended
commercial purposes means that at the inception of
the lease there are no latent defects in the facilities
that are vital to the use of the premises for their in-
tended commercial purpose and that these essential
facilities will remain in a suitable condition.


þ[Landlord and Tenant ?J'3æÍ2SQ)


233 Landlord andTenant
233VII Premises, and Enjoyment and Use


Thereof
233VII(A) Description, Extent, and Condition


233k125 Tenantable Condition of Premises
233k125(2\ k. Suitability of Premises


for the Purpose for Which They Were Leased. Most
Cited Cases
Factors to consider when determining whether there
has been a breach of implied warranty of suitability
for intended commercial purposes include nature of
defect, its effect on tenant's use of premises, length of
time the defect persisted, age of structure, amount of
rent, area in which premises are located, whether
tenant waived defects, and whether defect resulted
from any unusual or abnormal use by tenant.


þl Contracts 95 æ1


95 Contracts
95I Requisites and Validity


95I(A) Nature and Essentials in General
95kl k. Nature and Grounds of Contractual


Obligation. Most Cited Cases
Texas strongly favors parties' freedom ofcontract.


lf[ Antitrust and Trade Regulation 2gT æ297


29T Antitrust and Trade Regulation
29TIII Statutory Unfair Trade Practices and Con-


sumer Protection
29TIII(E) Enforcement and Remedies


29TIII(E)I In General
29TlA97 k. Waiver of Rights or Reme-


dies. Most Cited Cases
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Fraud 1s4 æ36


184 Fraud
l84Il Actions


l84I(A) Rights of Action and Defenses
184k36 k. Defenses. Most Cited Cases


Landlord and Tenant 233 æ166(6)


233 Landlord and Tenant
233VIl Premises, and Enjoyment and Use


Thereof
233VII(E) Injuries from Dangerous or Defec-


tive Condition
233k166 Injuries to Property of Tenant on


Premises
233k166(.6) k. Injuries Due to Negli-


gent Acts of Landlord. Most Cited Cases


"As is" clause of commercial lease negated the cau-
sation element which was essential to tenant's claims
of negligence per se, gross negligence, violations of
the Deceptive Trade Practices-Consumer Protection
Act (DTPA), and fraud, after fire destroyed the
leased premises. V.T.C.A. Bus. & C.. $ 17.41 et seq.


f!!l Landlord and Tenant 233æ12sQ)


233 Landlord and Tenant
233VII Premises, and Enjoyment and Use


Thereof
233VII(A) Description, Extent, and Condition


233k125 Tenantable Condition of Premises
233k125(1\ k. In General. Most Cited


Cases
By agreeing to lease properry'oas is," a lessee agrees
to make his own appraisal of the bargain and accepts
the risk that he may misjudge its value, because the
lessor gives no assurances, express or implied, con-
cerning the value or condition of the premises.
*906 Christopher A. Fusselman, The Fusselman Law
Firm, Gus D. Oppermann V, Folger, Wheat & Op-
pernan, L.L.P., Houston, for Petitioner.
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Sylvia Ann Mayer, Amicus Curiae, Well, Gotshal &
Manges LLP, Houston, for Pacific Legal Foundation.


Chief Justice JEFFERSON delivered the opinion of
the CouÍ.


Commercial real estate landlords impliedly warrant
that their premises are suitable for the tenants' in-
tended commercial purposes. In this case, however,
the tenants expressly disclaimed that wananty. We
must decide whether the disclaimer precludes the
tenants' suit against the landlord for breach of the
warranty. We also decide whether the tenants' agree-
ment to lease the commercial building "as is" pre-
vents them from suing the landlord for other claims
based on the property's condition. We answer both
questions "yes" and affirm the court of appeals'
judgment.


I


Background


In 1981, Ron Snider founded Gym-N-I Playgrounds,
Inc., a playground equipment manufacturing com-
pany. The business grew rapidly. In 1983, Snider
purchased six acres of land in New Braunfels and
subsequently constructed a20,075 square foot build-
ing for the business. By the late 1980s, Gym-N-I em-
ployed about twenty people, including Bonnie
Caddell and Patrick Finn, to whom Snider later sold
the business. Caddell was Gym-N-I's bookkeeper;
Finn performed miscellaneous jobs including assem-
bling and installing playgrounds, maintaining ma-
chinery, purchasing supplies, and managing human
resources.


The City of New Braunfels' fire code requires owners
to install sprinkler systems for any building exceed-
ing 20,000 square feet if the building contains certain
combustible materials. GymN-I's building exceeded
that threshold, and the fire marshal recommended,
but did not require, that the building have a sprinkler
system. Both Caddell and Finn knew that the fire
marshal's recommendation was never implemented.


Eventually, Finn and Caddell purchased the business,
and Snider leased them the building. Each party was
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represented by counsel during the lease negotiations.
Finn and Caddell decided not to inspect the premises
before leasing because, as Caddell testified, they
"knew more about the building" than anyone else.


The lease provided that Gym-N-I would: (l) accept
the buildilg "as is," expressly*907 waiving all war-
ranties; N (Z) obtain insurance on the building to
cover fue-related los.s; w and (3) perform mainte-
nance and repairs.N The lease also contained a
holdover provision.N4


FNI.


ACCEPTANCE OF PREMISES:


(a) Tenant [Gym-N-I] accepts the Prem-
ises "as is." LANDLORD [Snider] HAS
NOT MADE AND DOES NOT MAKE
ANY REPRESENTATIONS AS TO THE
COMMERCIAL SUITABILITY, PHYSI-
CAL CONDITION, LAYOUT, FOOTAGE,
EXPENSES. OPERATION OR ANY
OTHER MATTER AFFECTING OR RE-
LATING TO THE PREMISES AND THIS
AGREEMENT, EXCEPT AS HEREIN
SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH OR RE-
FERRED TO AND TENANT HEREBY
EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT
NO SUCH REPRESENTATIONS HAVE
BEEN MADE. LANDLORD MAKES NO
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY,
MARKETABILITY, FITNESS OR SUIT-
ABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR PUR-
POSE OR OTHERWISE, EXCEPT AS
SET FORTH HEREIN. ANY IMPLIED
I4.ARRANTIES ARE EXPRESSLY DIS.
CLAIMED AND EXCLUDED. * X *


(e) THE REPRESENTATIONS, WAR-
RANTIES, COVENANTS, TERMS, CON-
DITIONS, AND ø/AIVERS SET FORTH
IN THIS SECTION SHALL SURVIVE
THE TERMINATION OF THE LEASE.


FN2. Paragraph fourteen of the lease re-
quired Gym-N-I to insure "all buildings and
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improvements on the Leased premises ...


against loss or damage by f,ue."


FN3.


MAINTENANCE OBLIGATIONS OF
TENANT. Tenant covenants and agrees, at
Tenant's sole cost and expense, to perform
all maintenance and repairs of the Prem-
ises and to repair or replace any damage
or injury done to the Premises, or any part
thereof, caused by any reason, except the
gross negligence of Landlord. All such
maintenance and repairs shall restore the
Premises to the same or as good a condi-
tion as existed prior to such injury or
damage and shall be effected in compli
ance with all building and fire codes and
other applicable laws and regulations.


FN4. HOLDING OVER: Any holding over
without written consent of Landlord shall
constitute a lease from month-to-month, un-
der the terms and provisions of this Lease to
the extent applicable to a tenancy from
month-to-month ...


The lease was signed on September 30, 1993, and the
original term expired in September of 1996. The par-
ties did not execute a new instrument, but Gym-N-I
continued to pay and Snider continued to accept
monthly rent checks. On August 10, 2000, a fue de-
stroyed the building.


il


Procedural Historv


Snider's insurer, American Economy Insurance Com-
pany, paid him approximately $400,000 for the loss
of the building. Gym-N-I received nearly $1,000,000
under its insurance policy covering the building's
contents and business intemrption. Thereafter,
American Economy brought a subrogation suit
against Gym-N-I, which filed cross-claims against
American Economy and third-party claims against
Snider. Ultimately, all parties other than Gym-N-I
and Snider were dismissed prior to this appeal.
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Gym-N-I's suit against Snider alleged that defective
electrical wiring and the lack of a sprinkler system
caused the fire.N Snider's sunmary judgment mo-
tion argued that all of Gym-N-I's claims, except the
breach of contract claim, were barred by the "as is"
clause and warranty disclaimer,*9O8 or were alfema-
tively precluded by the lease's waiver of subrogation
clause. The parties settled the contract claim, and the
trial court granted Snider a fulal summary judgment.
In the court of appeals, Gym-N-I argued that the "as
is" clause was no longer in effect after the original
lease term ended in 1996, and that even if it was, the
clause was unenforceable. 158 S.W.3d 78. 83-84.


FN5. Gym-N-I sued for negligence, negli-
gence per se, gross negligence, Deceptive
Trade Practices-Consumer Protection Act
violations, breach of the implied warranty of
suitability for commercial purposes, fraud,
premises liability, res ipsa loquitur, and
breach ofcontract.


The court of appeals affirmed the trial court's judg-
ment. Id. at 81. We granted Gym-N-I's petition for
review. 49Tex. Sup.Ct. J.509 (Apr.21,2006).


ilI


Issues Presented


Gym-N-I argues that: (1) the "as is" clause lapsed
when the original lease term expired; (2) the clause
does not waive claims for breach of the implied war-
ranty of suitabilþ, negligence per se, gross negli-
gence, and fraud; (3) the absence of a sprinkler sys-
tem constitutes a latent premises defect; and (4) the
waiver of subrogation clause is not valid. We hold
that the "as is" clause was in effect at the time of the
fÌre, the implied warranty of suitability disclaimer
expressly and effectively disclaimed that warranty,
and the "as is" clause negated the causation element
of Gym-N-I's other claims against Snider. Conse-
quently, we do not reach Gym-N-I's remaining issues.


ry


Discussion
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A


Enforceability of the "as is" clause


Gym-N-I argues that the "as is" provision did not
survive when lease's original term expired. Gym-N-I
contends that because it never exercised the lease's
renewal options,Ñ and the lease expired almost four
years before the fire, the parties "shared a simple
month-to-month, landlord-tenant relationship under
the 'holding over' clause of the original lease" when
the fire occurred. Citing Bockelmann v. Marvnick.
788 S.V/.2d 569 (Tex.l990), Gym-N-I argues that the
holdover tenancy is a "new tenancy" to which the
terms of the original lease do not apply.


FN6. The lease provided two options for re-
newal, one in the original document and an-
other in a signed amendment to the lease.
The clauses granted Gym-N-I an "option to
extend the term of this Lease" for two year
terms upon ninety days notice prior to the
expiration of the current term.


fl] Snider responds that, under the written lease, the
"as is" clause, along with all other terms of the lease,
governs during any holdover month-to-month ten-
ancy. The court ofappeals held that the "as is" clause
survived the original lease term's expiration. 158


S.V/.3d at 84. lWe agree.


Gym-N-I and Snider allowed the original lease
agreement to expire without executing a new instru-
ment. Because Gym-N-I continued to occupy the
premises, it was a holdover tenant. The parties agree
that their relationship was best characterized as a
month-to-month tenancy as contemplated by the
holdover clause in the lease. That clause provides that
"[a]ny holding over without written consent of Land-
lord shall constitute a lease from month-to-month,
under the terms and provisions of this Leqse to the
extent applicable to a tenancy from month-to-month."
(Emphasis added.) Although Gym-N-I argues that the
tenancy is not governed by the lease's terms, \rye can-
not ignore the plain and ordinary meaning of the
phrase "under the terms and provisions of this
Lease." We hold that "under the terms and provisions
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of this Lease" means just *909 thafi the lease gov-
erned the month-to-month tenancy. Thus, the "as is"
clause was in effect when the fire occurred.


Furthermore, Gym-N-I's reliance on Bockelmann is
misplaced. See Bockelmqnn. 788 S.W.2d 569.In that
case, Brenda and Hermann Bockelmann, husband
and wife, were cotenants in a residential \ease. Id. at
570. Ten days before the lease expired, Brenda sepa-
rated from Hermann and vacated the residence. .Id
Hermann remained on the premises after the lease
expired, triggering the lease's holdover provision,
which provided that "[s]hould Tenant remain in pos-
session of the demised premises ... after the natural
expiration of this lease, a new tenancy from year to
year shall be created between Lessor and Tenant
which shall be subject to all the terms and conditions
hereof...." 1d Subsequently, Hermann ceased paying
rent and the landlord sued both Hermann and Brenda
to recover the unpaid rent. Id.


[2] The issue before us was whether Brenda was li-
able for the rent that accrued while Hermann was a


holdover tenant. Id. at 570. Holding that Brenda was
not liable, we said that "under the express terms of
the lease, [Hermann's] holdover tenancy was a new
tenancy rather than an extension or renewal of the
original lease." Id. at 571-72. Thus, Hermann's hold-
over tenancy was not a continuation of the original
cotenancy, but rather a new tenancy for which only
Hermann was liable. Id. at 572. Our use of the term
"new tenancy" came directly from the holdover pro-
vision of the lease. We did not say that the terms and
provisions of the original lease would not apply. To
the contrary, we gave effect to the lease stating that
"this new tenancy would be subject to the same terms
and conditions as the original tenancy." Id. at 571.
The difference between the original and new tenan-
cies involved the parties who were bound, not the
tenancy's terms and conditions. At least one court of
appeals has recognized this important distinction.
Clqrk v. I4lhitehead. 874 S.W.2d 282. 283-84
(Tex.App.-Houston llst Dist.] 1994. writ denied)
(rejecting holdover tenant's argument that
Bockelmann supports a f,mding that guarantees con-
tained in the original lease did not apply to the hold-
over tenancy). Bockelmann stands for the proposition
that a cotenant who does not holdover is not liable for
unpaid rent incurred when the other cotenant holds
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over; thus, it does not support Gym-N-I's argument
that the original lease terms did not apply to the
holdover tenancy.


Having concluded that the "as is" provision was still
in effect when the fire occurred, we next address
whether it waives some or all of Gvm-N-I's claims.


B


Effect of the implieu.ìlil.ålrr of suitability dis-


Gym-N-I argues that the "as is" provision cannot
nullifl the implied warranty of suitability as to the
defects at issue in this case. Gym-N-I contends that
our Dqvidow opinion authorized a waiver of the im-
plied wananty of suitabilþ only when the lease
makes the tenant responsible for certain specif,rcally
enumerated defects. Dqvidow v. Inwood North Pro-
fuatonsl Gtory-Phqse I. 747 S.W.2d 373. 377
(Tex.1988). Consequently, the general "as is" provi-
sion in this lease could not waive the warranW.


þl Snider answers that Gym-N-I's claim for breach
of the implied warranty of suitabilþ is waived be-
cause the lease's "as is" clause expressly disclaimed
that warrantv. See *9lÙPrudential Ins. Co. Of Am. v.


(Tex.1995). We agree with Snider.


FN7. Because the "as is" clause at issue in
this case expressly disclaimed the implied
warranty of suitabilþ, we do not address
whether an "as is" clause lacking express
disclaimer language would effectively waive
the implied warranty of suitability.


[4] We f,rrst recognized the implied warranty of suit-
ability for intended commercial purposes n Dqvidow.
747 S.W.2d, at 377. The warranty means "that at the
inception of the lease there are no latent defects in the
facilities that are vital to the use of the premises for
their intended commercial purpose and that these
essential facilities will remain in a suitable condi-
tion." Id.


Døvidow illustrates the purpose of the implied war-
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ranty of suitability. Dr. Davidow leased office space
from Inwood for his medical practice and began ex-
periencing problems soon after moving into the
building. Davidow, 7 47 S.W .2d at 37 4. The problems
were extensive: inadequate air conditioning, a leaþ
roof, pest and rodent infestations, inadequate lighting,
periods of no electricity, a filtþ parking lot, and re-
peated vandalization. Id. at 374-7 5. Davidow eventu-
ally vacated the premises and ceased paying rent be-
fore the lease expired. Id. at 375.Inwood sued Davi-
dow for the unpaid rent. Id. Davidow raised the aÊ
firmative defenses of material breach of contract and
breach of the implied warranty that the premises were
suitable for use as a medical office. Id. We agreed
with Davidow's argument that "commercial tenants
generally rely on their landlords'greater abilities to
inspect and repair the premises." Id. at 376. Dqvidow
merely expanded the application of the implied war-
ranty ofhabitability already recognized in residential
leases in Kamarath v. Bennett. 568 S.W.2d.658. 660-
61 (Tex.l978).N


FN8. After orfi Kqmarath decision, the Leg-
islature quickly passed a statute goveming
the implied warranty of habitabilþ in resi-
dential rental property. See Act of May 28,
1979, 66th Leg., R.S., ch. 780, $$ 1-18,
1979 Tex. Gen. Laws 1978 (current version
at TEX. PROP.CODE 6ô 92.001-.061).


[ål While Dqvidow did not address whether or how
the implied warranfy of suitability may be waived,
we did say that if "the parties to a lease expressly
agree that the tenant will repair certain defects, then
the provisions of the lease will control." Dqvidow.
747 S.W.2dat377. We also listed several factors to
consider when determining a breach of the warranty,
including:


the nature of the defect; its effect on the tenant's use
of the premises; the length of time the defect per-
sisted; the age of the structure; the amount of the
rent; the area in which the premises are located;
whether the tenqnt wqived the defects; and
whether the defect resulted from any unusual or
abnormal use by the tenant.


1d. (emphasis added). Thus, Døvidow both recog-
nized the implied warranty of suitability and noted
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that the agreementrs terms could alter that warranty.
We had no occasion to decide the manner in which
the warranty could be waived.


Although we have not spoken again on the scope of
the waiver, several courts of appeals-including the
court of appeals in this case-have. See G:¡m-N-(. I58
S.W.3d at 87 ("[U]nder Døvidow. the 'as is' clause
negates the implied warranty of suitability itself.");
Lee v. Perez, 120 S.W.3d 463. 468 (Tex.App.-
Houston I l4th. Dist.'l 2003. no pet.Xnoting that an
"as is" clause may waive implied warranties, but
concluding that the clause in this case did not waive
the deed restriction defect at *911 issue because the
scope of the "as is" waiver was limited to physical
conditions on the property); cf. Parts Indus. Corp. v.


A.V.A. Servs.. Inc.. 104 S.W.3d 671.680 (.Tex.App.-


Corpus Ch¡isti 2003. no pet.) ("As a matter of law,
the landlord's implied wananty of suitability for
commercial purposes is limited only by those specific
terms in a commercial lease whereby a tenant ex-
pressly agrees to repair certain defects."); Gober v.


lrlrr'g¿1, 838 S.rW.2d 794. 798 (Tex.ApÞ.-Housron


llst Dist.] 1992. writ denied) (same). The Parts In-
dustries and Gober courts agreed that the implied
wananty of suitability can only be waived as to spe-
cific conditions where the "tenant expressly agrees to
repair certain defects." Parts Indus., 104 S.W.3d at
680: Gober. 838 S.W.2d at 798. Neither of these
cases, however, involved an express disclaimer of the
implied warranty of suitability like the lease at issue
here. Moreover, the leases in Parts Industries and
Gober expressly made the lessor responsible for the
defects at issue. Pørts Indus.. 104 S.W.3d af 675
(finding that the lessor agreed to keep the rooÊthe
defect at issueJ'in good repair"); Gober. 838 S.W.2d
at 796 (frnding that under the lease, the lessors were
responsible for repair ofthe roof-the defect at issue).
Therefore, Gym-N-I is distinguishable from Parls
Industries and Gober because the lease expressly
disclaims the implied warranty of suitability. Here,
the court of appeals determined that under
Prudentiql. the "as is" clause would foreclose the
implied warranty of suitability claim.N 158 S.W.3d
at 87. Vy'e agree.


FN9. Zee also supports this reading of
Prudential. Lee v. Perez. 120 S.W.3d 463.
In that case, the landlord argued that the
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lease's "as is" clause waived the implied
warranty of suitability. Id. at 467-68. The
court ofappeals noted that an "as is" clause
"may indeed waive express or implied war-
ranties." Id. at 468 (citing PrudentiaD. It
concluded, though, that the deed restriction
defect at issue was not waived by the clause
in that case because its waiver was limited to
physical conditions on the properly.,i'd.


In Prudential. we were asked to determine the effect
of an "as is" clause on a buyer's claim for damages
against the seller based on the condition of the com-
mercial property. 896 S.W.2d at 158-59. In that case,


Goldman bought an office building from Prudential
Insurance Company. Id. at 159. The contract's "as is"
clause provided:


Seller and Purchaser agree that Purchaser is taking
the Properly "AS IS" with any and all latent and
patent defects and that there is no warranty by
Seller that the Property is fit for a particular pur-
pose. Purchaser acknowledges that it is not rely-
ing upon any representation, statement or other
assertion with respect to the Property condition,
but is relying upon its examination of the Prop-
erty. Purchaser takes the Propefty under the ex-
press understanding there are no express or im-
plied warranties (except for limited warranties of
title set forth in the closing documents).


Id. at 160. Goldman, a knowledgeable real estate
investor, had the properly inspected by his mainte-
nance supervisor, his property manager, and an inde-
pendent professional engineering firm; none of the
inspectors discovered the asbestos that would later
become the basis of the lawsuit. Id. at l59.In addi-
tion, there was no evidence that Prudential knew-
before the parties completed the sale-that the building
contained asbestos. Id. at 159-60. Goldman later dis-
covered that the building contained asbestos fire-
proof,rng when he tried to refinance the building. 1d.


at 160. He sued Prudential, alleging violations of the
Texas Deceptive Trade Practices-Consumer Protec-
tion Act, negligence, *912 fraud, and breach of the
duty of good faith and fair dealing. Id. at 160. We
held ttrat the "as is" provision negated the causation
element necessary for Goldman to recover on each
asserted cause of action. Id. at 161 .
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The sole cause of a buyer's injury [when he agrees to
purchase something "as is"], by his own admis-
sion, is the buyer himself. He has agreed to take
the full risk of determining the value of the pur-
chase. He is not obliged to do so; he could insist
instead that the seller assume part or all of that
risk by obtaining warranties to the desired effect.
If the seller is willing to give such assurances,
however, he will ordinarily insist upon additional
compensation. Rather than pay more, a buyer
may choose to rely entirely upon his own deter-
mination of the condition and value of his pur-
chase. In making this choice, he removes the
possibility that the seller's conduct will cause
him damage.


,Id. Thus, by agreeing to purchase the property "as
is," Goldman agreed to rely on his own appraisal of
the bargain, and he accepted the risk that he may err.
Id. We did not address what effect, if any, an "as is"
provision would have on a claim for breach of the
implied warranty of suitability, as this warranty ap-
plies only to commercial leases and Prudential in-
volved a sale of commercial properly. Today, we
squarely address whether an express disclaimer may
waive the implied warranty of suitability in a com-
mercial lease. Davidow noted that the provisions of
the lease would control if the parties expressly agreed
that the tenant would repair certain defects. 747
S.W.2d at 377. Prudential stands for the proposition
that-absent fraud in the inducement-an "as is" provi-
sion can waive claims based on a condition of the
propeúy. 896 S.W.2d at 161. Taken together, these
cases lead to one logical conclusion: the implied war-
ranty of suitabilþ is waived when, as here, the lease
expressly disclaims that warranty. We hold, there-
fore, that as a matter of law, Gym-N-I waived the
implied warranty of suitability.N


FN10. Normally, under Prudential. a court
must first determine whether the "as is"
clause is enforceable. 896 S.W.2d at 162
(listing factors to be considered in determin-
ing whether the "as is" clause is enforce-
able). We do not address this preliminary
question, however, because the court of ap-
peals found that the "as is" clause was en-
forceable, and neither parly has challenged
that furding. 158 S.W.3d at 84-85.
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L6l Our conclusion that the implied warranty of suit-
ability may be contractually waived is also supported
by public policy. Texas strongly favors parties' free-
dom of contract. BMG Direct Mktg.. Inc. v. Peake.
178 S.W.3d 763. 767 Oex.2005); In re Prudential
Ins. Co. qf Am.. 148 S.W.3d 124. 129 (Tex.2004)
("As a rule, parties have the right to contract as they
see fit as long as their agreement does not violate the
Iaw or public policy."). We recently reaffirmed this
policy, stating that:


[P]ublic policy requires ... that men of full age and
competent understanding shall have the utmost
liberfy of contracting, and that their contracts
when entered into freely and voluntarily shall be
held sacred and shall be enforced by Courts of
justice. Therefore, you have this paramount pub-
lic policy to consider-that you are not lightly to
interfere with this freedom of contract.


BMG Direct. 178 S.W.3d at767 (quoting llood Mo-
tor Co. v. Nebel. 150 Tex. 86. 238 S.W.2d l8l. 185
(1951)). Freedom of contract allows parties to bar-
gain for mutually agreeable terms and allocate risks
as they see fit. A lessee may wish to make her own
determination of the commercial suitabilþ*9l3 of
premises for her intended purposes. By assuming the
risk that the premises may be unsuitable, she may
negotiate a lower lease price that reflects that risk
allocation. Alternatively, the lessee is free to rely on
the lessor's assurances and negotiate a contract that
Ieaves the implied warranty of suitabilþ intact.


We recognize that our holding today stands in con-
trast to the implied warranty of habitability, which
"can be waived only to the extent that defects are
adequately disclosed." Centex Homes v. Buecher. 95
S.W.3d 266.274 (Tex.2002\.N The implied war-
ranty of habitability "applies in almost all jurisdic-
tions only to residential tenancies" while commercial
tenancies are "excluded primarily on the rationale
that the feature of unequal bargaining power justiff-
ing the imposition of the warranty in residential
leases is not present in commercial transactions." 2
RICHARD R. POWELL, POWELL ON REAL
PROPERTY $ 233t21þl (Patrick J. Rohan,
ed.,1991).ro 'While most states recognize the im-
plied warranty of habiøbility, four of the six state
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high courts to consider the implied warranty of suit-
ability in commercial leases have declined to adopt
it.ro The factthatthe lessor impliedly warrants suit-
ability in *914 Texas ensures that, when the warranty
is waived, the parties focus their attention on who is
responsible for discovering and repairing latent de-
fects, and they may allocate the risk accordingly. We
see no compelling reason to disturb that market
transaction here.


FNI l. After we decided Centex Homes. the
Legislature created the Texas Residential
Construction Commission and gave it rule-
making authority to create statutory warran-
ties of workmanship and habitabilþ as to
new residential construction. SeefEX.
PROP.CODE $ 408.001(2). These statutory
warranties are exclusive and supercede all
previous implied warranties of workmanship
and habitability. Id. $ 430.006. The Com-
mission created a statutory warranty of habi-
tabilþ obligating a builder to construct a


home that is "safe, sanitary and fit for hu-
mans to inhabit'' and prohibited parties from
contractually waiving or modifling the war-
ranty. 10 TEX. ADMIN. CODE ô 304.3(Ð.
(i) (2005) (Tex. Residential Constr. Com-
m'n, Limited Warranties).


FN12. See a/soRESTATEMENT (SEC-


OND) OF PROPERTY. LANDLORD &
TENANT
implied warranty of habitability in residen-
tial leases but taking no position as to
whether it should be extended to commercial
leases, noting that such leases "are usually
made under circumstances of greater equal-
ity of bargaining power than in the case of
residential properties and the considerations
that affect decisions often differ in the two
situations so far as the condition of the
premises on the date the lease is made is
concerned"); Paula C. Murray, The
Evolution qf Implied [ilarranties in Com-
mercial Reql Estate Leases, 28 U. R[CH. L.
REV. 145. 160-62 (1994) ("Courts that have
eagerly embraced the notion of implied
covenants in residential leases have not been
very willing to do so in the commercial con-
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text."); Anthony J. Vlatas, An Economic
Anall¡sis of Implied Wqrranties qf Fitness in
Commercial Leases. 94 COLUM. L.REY.
658. 667-69 (1994) ("[M]any legislatures
and courts have implied a warranty of 'habi-
tability' into leases of real properly for resi-
dential purposes.... [A]uthorities have di-
vided over whether the law should now also
imply a warranty of commercial-leasehold
frtness.").


FN13. See Sen. Oil Co. v. White. 218 Kan.
87 ^ 542 P .2d 652. 659-60 (-197 5) (retusing to
recognize implied warranty of suitability be-
cause a "lessee [of commercial property]
does not generally occupy an inferior bar-
gaining position" and "[t]he higher stan-
dards of personal facilities vital to public
health and welfare required for residential
property are not generally required for busi-
ness or commercial properly"); Gehrke v.


Gen. Theatre Corp.. 207 Neb. 301. 298
N.V/.2d 773. 775 (1980) ("In the absence of
an express agreement to the contrary, a les-
sor does not waffant the fitness or safety of
the premises and the lessee takes them as he
finds them."); Golub v. Colby. 120 N.H.
535. 419 A.2d 397. 398 (1980) ("[W]e de-
cline to extend, to commercial leases, the
implied warranty of habitability found to ex-
ist in residential leases."); B.W.S. Invs. v.


Mid-Am Rests.. Inc.. 459 N.W.2d759.763
CN.D.I990) ("While North Dakota statutory
law requires a landlord of a residential
dwelling unit to 'make all repairs and do
whatever is necessary to put and keep the
premises in a fit and habitable condition,'
there is no statutory authority or case law
authority in North Dakota that supports [the
tenant's] argument for an implied warranty
of habitabilþ or fitness for a lease on com-
mercial property.") (internal citations omit-
ted). Contra Reste Realtv Corp. v. Cooper.
53 NJ. 444. 25r A.2d 268. 273 0969\;
Davidow. 7 47 S.W .2d 373.


C


Gym-N-I's other claims against Snider
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[Zl The trial court granted summary judgrnent for
Snider on Gym-N-I's other claims, including negli-
gence per se, gross negligence, violations of the De-
ceptive Trade Practices-Consumer Protection Act,
and fraud. Gym-N-I argues that record evidence sup-
ports each claim. The court of appeals held that, as a
matter of law, the "as is" clause negated the causation
element essential to each of these causes of action,
158 S.W.3d at 86 (citing Prudential. 896 S.W.2d af.


l6l). We agree.


[&l By agreeing to lease properly "as is," a lessee


agrees to make his own appraisal of the bargain and
accepts the risk that he may misjudge its value.
Prudential, 896 S.W.2d at 161. The lessor gives no
assurances, express or implied, concerning the value
or condition of the premises. 1d. Thus, an "as is"
agreement precludes the lessee from proving that the
lessor's conduct caused harm. Id.


Gym-N-I expressly agreed to "accept[ ] the Premises
'as is.' " Gym-N-I further agreed that Snider "has not
made and does not make any representations as to the
commercial suitability, physical condition, layout,
footage, expenses, operation or any other matter af-
fecting or relating to the premises." Therefore, Gym-
N-I contractually disavowed any reliance upon any
representation by Snider. Prudential. 896 S.W.Zd at
161. By agreeing to lease the building "as is," G¡m-
N-I agreed to make its own appraisal of the physical
condition of the premises. 1d. Thus, the sole cause of
Gym-N-I's injury, by its own admission, is itself.ld.
We hold, therefore, that the "as is" clause negates


Gvm-N-I's claim that Snider's actions caused in-
ju.y.ro


FN14. In Prudential. we noted than an "as
is" agreement procured by fraudulent in-
ducement would not negate the causation
element of a fraud-in-the-inducement claim.
896 S.W.2d at 16l. We need not consider
that exception in this case because Gym-N-I
has not asserted that claim.


Because we hold that all of Gym-N-I's claims are
foreclosed by the "as is" clause and express dis-
claimer of the implied warranty of suitability, we do
not reach Gym-N-I's other issues.
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v


Conclusion


For the reasons stated, we affirm the court ofappeals'
judgment. TEX. R. APP. P. 60.2(a).


Tex.,2007.
Gym-N-I Playgrounds, Inc. v. Snider
220 S.W.3d 905, 50 Tex. Sup. Ct. J.634


END OF DOCUMENT
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United States Court of Federal Claims. 


YOUNGDALE & SONS CONSTRUCTION CO., INC., 
etc., Plaintiff, 


v. 
The UNITED STATES, Defendant. 


No. 553-88C. 
 


Jan. 15, 1993. 
 
Contractor filed suit under the Contract Disputes Act 
seeking to recover damages based on its claim of differing 
site conditions. The Court of Federal Claims, Reginald W. 
Gibson, J., held that: (1) contractor, which constructed 
apartment buildings at Air Force base, failed to satisfy the 
six elements required to establish a Type I differing site 
condition with respect to subterranean rock formations 
encountered and also failed to establish the requisite ele-
ments necessary for a Type II differing site condition 
claim; (2) contractor was not entitled to recover damages 
on its claim of differing site conditions due to excess 
groundwater under the total cost method or the modified 
total cost method but, rather, was entitled to relief solely 
under the direct cost method; (3) where there were multiple 
proper claims filed under Contract Disputes Act, and the 
later claims were merely a revised or repeat claim, interest 
would run from the date the initial claim was received by 
the contracting officer; and (4) although contractor may 
have delayed the project, fact that government caused the 
delay with respect to excess water condition negated the 
applicability of liquidated damages clause contained in the 
contract, and thereby prevented government from assess-
ing any amount with respect to liquidated damages against 
contractor. 
 
Judgment in accordance with opinion. 
 
See also 22 Cl.Ct. 345. 
 


West Headnotes 
 
[1] United States 393 70(22.1) 
 
393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k70 Construction and Operation of Contracts 
                393k70(22) Changed or Unexpected Conditions 


                      393k70(22.1) k. In General. Most Cited 
Cases  
     (Formerly 393k70(22)) 
Government's admitted liability to contractor with respect 
to excess groundwater differing site condition included 
unsuitable soil condition found in the roadways, buildings, 
and parking areas of apartment buildings constructed at Air 
Force base. 
 
[2] United States 393 70(22.1) 
 
393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k70 Construction and Operation of Contracts 
                393k70(22) Changed or Unexpected Conditions 
                      393k70(22.1) k. In General. Most Cited 
Cases  
     (Formerly 393k70(22)) 
Contractor, which constructed apartment buildings at Air 
Force base, failed to satisfy the six elements required to 
establish a Type I differing site condition with respect to 
subterranean rock formations encountered and also failed 
to establish the requisite elements necessary for a Type II 
differing site condition claim. 
 
[3] United States 393 73(9) 
 
393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k73 Performance or Breach of Contracts 
                393k73(8) Decisions of Officers or Arbitrators 
                      393k73(9) k. In General. Most Cited Cases  
Under Contract Disputes Act contractor is not precluded 
from modifying the amount of the claim or from proffering 
additional evidence in support of increased damages where 
the increased amount thereof does not constitute a new 
claim which was not previously submitted to the con-
tracting officer for decision. Contract Disputes Act of 
1978, § 2 et seq., 41 U.S.C.A. § 601 et seq. 
 
[4] United States 393 70(23) 
 
393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k70 Construction and Operation of Contracts 
                393k70(22) Changed or Unexpected Conditions 
                      393k70(23) k. Increased Costs of Labor or 
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Material. Most Cited Cases  
In order to secure recovery of damages under total cost 
method, a plaintiff must prove the impracticability of 
proving actual losses directly, the reasonableness of its bid, 
the reasonableness of its actual costs, and the lack of re-
sponsibility for the added costs; if plaintiff cannot prove all 
of the elements, or if defendant can disprove at least one of 
them, the court will deny total cost recovery. Contract 
Disputes Act of 1978, § 2 et seq., 41 U.S.C.A. § 601 et seq. 
 
[5] United States 393 70(23) 
 
393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k70 Construction and Operation of Contracts 
                393k70(22) Changed or Unexpected Conditions 
                      393k70(23) k. Increased Costs of Labor or 
Material. Most Cited Cases  
 
United States 393 74(12.1) 
 
393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k74 Rights and Remedies of Contractors 
                393k74(12) Damages and Amount of Recovery 
                      393k74(12.1) k. In General. Most Cited 
Cases  
     (Formerly 393k74(12)) 
 
 United States 393 74(13) 
 
393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k74 Rights and Remedies of Contractors 
                393k74(12) Damages and Amount of Recovery 
                      393k74(13) k. Breach of Contract in General. 
Most Cited Cases  
In order to prevent the government from obtaining a 
windfall stemming from the plaintiff's inability to satisfy 
all the elements of the total cost method, court will modify 
that test, so that the amount that would have been received 
by the plaintiff under the total cost method is only the 
starting point from which the court will adjust the plain-
tiff's recovery downward to reflect the inability to prove 
any of the four elements necessary to establish recovery 
under the total cost method. Contract Disputes Act of 
1978, § 2 et seq., 41 U.S.C.A. § 601 et seq. 
 
[6] United States 393 74(13) 
 


393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k74 Rights and Remedies of Contractors 
                393k74(12) Damages and Amount of Recovery 
                      393k74(13) k. Breach of Contract in General. 
Most Cited Cases  
Contractor, which failed to prove the impracticability of 
proving actual losses directly or the reasonableness of its 
bid or actual costs, was not entitled to recover damages on 
its claim of differing site conditions due to excess 
groundwater under the total cost method or the modified 
total cost method but, rather, was entitled to relief solely 
under the direct cost method. Contract Disputes Act of 
1978, § 2 et seq., 41 U.S.C.A. § 601 et seq. 
 
[7] United States 393 110 
 
393 United States 
      393VIII Claims Against United States 
            393k110 k. Interest. Most Cited Cases  
Interest begins to run under Contract Disputes Act from 
date that the contracting officer receives the contractor's 
proper claim; claim submitted to contracting officer must 
first be appropriately certified and quantified to be proper 
claim sufficient to activate the running of interest. Contract 
Disputes Act of 1978, §§ 6(a), 12, 41 U.S.C.A. §§ 605(a), 
611. 
 
[8] United States 393 110 
 
393 United States 
      393VIII Claims Against United States 
            393k110 k. Interest. Most Cited Cases  
Contractor's unquantified or uncertified claims were not 
proper claims upon which interest would accrue under 
Contract Disputes Act. Contract Disputes Act of 1978, §§ 
6(a), 12, 41 U.S.C.A. §§ 605(a), 611. 
 
[9] United States 393 110 
 
393 United States 
      393VIII Claims Against United States 
            393k110 k. Interest. Most Cited Cases  
Where there were multiple proper claims filed under 
Contract Disputes Act, and the later claims were merely a 
revised or repeat claim, interest would run from the date 
the initial claim was received by the contracting officer. 
Contract Disputes Act of 1978, §§ 6(a), 12, 41 U.S.C.A. §§ 
605(a), 611. 
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[10] Damages 115 85 
 
115 Damages 
      115IV Liquidated Damages and Penalties 
            115k84 Operation and Effect of Stipulations 
                115k85 k. In General. Most Cited Cases  
Although contractor may have delayed the project, fact that 
government caused the delay with respect to excess water 
condition negated the applicability of liquidated damages 
clause contained in the contract, and thereby prevented 
government from assessing any amount with respect to 
liquidated damages against contractor. 
 
[11] United States 393 110 
 
393 United States 
      393VIII Claims Against United States 
            393k110 k. Interest. Most Cited Cases  
Interest under Prompt Payment Act on contractor's claim to 
recover liquidated damages previously assessed against it 
ran from the date that the government actually paid the 
agreed upon contract price, less liquidated damages to the 
date that the contractor filed its claim under the Contract 
Disputes Act. 31 U.S.C.A. §§ 3902(a), 3903, 
3906(b)(1)(A). 
 
[12] United States 393 73(9) 
 
393 United States 
      393III Contracts 
            393k73 Performance or Breach of Contracts 
                393k73(8) Decisions of Officers or Arbitrators 
                      393k73(9) k. In General. Most Cited Cases  
 
United States 393 110 
 
393 United States 
      393VIII Claims Against United States 
            393k110 k. Interest. Most Cited Cases  
No interest accrued under Contract Disputes Act on mo-
nies withheld from contractually prescribed payments 
where the contractor failed to file a “proper” certified 
claim with the contracting officer with respect to the un-
derlying claim. Contract Disputes Act of 1978, §§ 6(a), 12, 
41 U.S.C.A. §§ 605(a), 611. 
*517 Larry E. Robinson, Los Angeles, CA, attorney of 
record, for plaintiff. 
 
Steven L. Schooner, Washington, DC, with whom was 
Asst. Atty. Gen. Stuart M. Gerson, for defendant. 


 
OPINION 


 
REGINALD W. GIBSON, Judge: 
 
This is a Contract Disputes Act (CDA) case in which the 
plaintiff, Youngdale & Sons Construction Co., Inc. 
(Youngdale),FN1 seeks to recover damages in excess of 
$1.6 million, plus interest, from the defendant, the United 
States, acting through the Department of the Army, Corps 
of Engineers (Corps). In its complaint, plaintiff avers, inter 
alia, that during construction of the subject project, Visit-
ing Officers' Quarters at Vandenberg Air Force Base, it 
encountered two differing site conditions, i.e., excess 
ground water and subterranean rock formations. Plaintiff 
further avers that pursuant to the differing site conditions 
clause of subject contract, and given apposite case law, it is 
entitled not only to recover the additional costs incurred 
due to said conditions, but it is also entitled to *518 utilize 
the total-cost method in proving derivative damages.FN2 
 


FN1. Formerly known as J.R. Youngdale Con-
struction Company, Inc. 


 
FN2. At trial, plaintiff's proof with respect to 
damages focused primarily, if not exclusively, 
upon the utilization of the total-cost method as its 
only means of calculating its entitlement. In its 
post-trial submissions, however, plaintiff wisely 
decided not to put all its eggs in one basket. In-
stead, plaintiff emphasized that, although it is 
primarily entitled to relief under the total-cost 
method, in the event that the court determines that 
it has not carried its burden with respect to the 
requirements of said method, the court should 
consider various other recommended alternative 
methods of recovery to determine its damages, 
i.e., modified total cost, productivity comparison, 
estimated evaluation, jury verdict, and cost plus. 


 
The defendant, on the other hand, belatedly concedes to the 
pre-award existence of the excess ground water condition, 
but emphatically denies the existence of different site 
conditions regarding the rock. In addition to the foregoing, 
the defendant strongly contends that the plaintiff is not 
entitled to utilize the total-cost method in proving its 
damages; but rather, it is only entitled on this record to 
utilize the direct or specific cost method. For the reasons 
hereinafter expressed, the court finds, after a full and tho-
rough review of the record, that the plaintiff is entitled to 
recover certain additional costs plus interest stemming 
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from the excess water differing site condition only. With 
respect to the alleged rock differing site condition, we find 
that plaintiff is not entitled to any recovery thereunder, 
because it failed to prove by the requisite quantum that said 
condition constitutes a differing site condition. Moreover, 
we find that any damages to which plaintiff is entitled in 
view of the excess water differing site condition must be 
calculated pursuant to the direct cost method, and not the 
total-cost method, inasmuch as the plaintiff has failed to 
establish the necessary elements required under that me-
thod of calculating damages. Lastly, given that the plaintiff 
is entitled to recover damages with respect to the excess 
water differing site condition, we accordingly find that the 
defendant is not entitled to liquidated damages under the 
terms of the contract. 
 
Jurisdiction is premised on 41 U.S.C. § 609(a) FN3 of the 
CDA. 
 


FN3. Title 41, of the United States Code, § 609(a) 
states in pertinent part: 


 
... in lieu of appealing the decision of the con-
tracting officer under section 6 [41 U.S.C. § 
605] to an agency board, a contractor may bring 
an action directly on the claim in the United 
States Claims Court [now the United States 
Court of Federal Claims], notwithstanding any 
contract provision, regulation, or rule of law to 
the contrary. 


 
FACTS 


 
On December 27, 1982, the defendant issued its invitation 
for bids (No. DACA-05-83-B-0040) on contract No. 
DACA-09-83-C-0053, for the construction of two 
two-story apartments and one two-unit single story 
apartment at Vandenberg Air Force Base. The estimated 
cost of the project noted by defendant was approximately 
$3,030,000 to complete. Id. Plaintiff and 11 other bidders 
FN4 submitted their bids on January 26, 1983, for the 
Vandenberg project. Youngdale's bid of $2,693,800 was 
found to be considerably lower than that of the govern-
ment's estimate, as well as that of the 11 other bidders; 
therefore, the government awarded the contract to 
Youngdale on or about February 24, 1983 (PX 5). 
 


FN4. The following 12 bids were submitted for 
the Vandenberg Visiting Officers' Quarters 
project: 


 
1. J.R. Youngdale Construction Company, 
Inc.-$2,693,800. 


 
2. Cox Construction & James M. 
Cox-$2,815,148. 


 
3. Claude E. Atkins Enterprises, 
Inc.-$2,849,000. 


 
4. Palmo Construction Co., Inc.-$2,967,000. 


 
5. J.R. Roberts Corp./Kirkham Constructors, 
AJV-$3,093,000. 


 
6. Harold J. Younger, Inc.-$3,094,000. 


 
7. H.A. Ekelin & Associates-$3,233,000. 


 
8. S.L.S. Construction Co., DBA Pacific Const. 
Co.-$3,333,333. 


 
9. Brinegar & Fuller, Inc.-$3,370,490. 


 
10. Charles Cunningham Construction 
Corp.-$3,373,000. 


 
11. John R. Selby, Inc.-$3,666,000. 


 
12. Ground Construction Co., Inc.-$3,996,987. 


 
PX 7. 


 
In furtherance of the award, on March 15, 1983, Young-
dale received a Notice to Proceed dated March 8, 1983, 
from the government. The contract required that Young-
dale complete the project by June 7, 1984, i.e., within 450 
calendar days. However,*519 this date was later revised by 
the government to June 13, 1984. In any event, on March 
17, 1983, upon inspection FN5 of the site, Youngdale per-
sonnel encountered 8 to 18 inches of ground water within 2 
to 3 minutes of digging several potholes throughout the 
site. In addition, the soil removed from these holes was of a 
pancake-batter consistency. Upon discovering this condi-
tion, Youngdale immediately informed the government 
personnel at a pre-construction meeting of the saturated 
soil condition. The government indicated, in response, that 
all jobs on the base were experiencing similar problems. 
Notwithstanding, Youngdale sent Serial Letter No. 7 to the 
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government on March 23, 1983, memorializing and ad-
vising it that Youngdale considered the saturated soil 
conditions to be materially different from those indicated 
in the contract documents and, therefore, it would reserve 
all rights with respect to any adjustments in time and price 
relating to what it deemed to be a compensable differing 
site condition. The government responded on April 5, 
1983, with Serial Letter 005 denying that the conditions 
encountered were “inconsistent with those shown on the 
contract drawings and specifications.” Moreover, on April 
11, 1983, the government stated in another letter that “the 
saturated soil condition is normal at this time of year and 
therefore should have reasonably been anticipated [by the 
contractor]; hence, no pecuniary or time adjustments are 
deemed necessary.” 
 


FN5. According to the testimony at trial, no one 
visited the site prior to Youngdale's bid for the 
contract. Tr. 214-216. 


 
However, despite the defendant's firm position, supra, 
Garcia Paving, one of Youngdale's subcontractors, was 
unable to clear and grub the site at the outset of the project 
because its equipment immediately became mired in the 
muddy soil and had to be removed from the site. In view 
thereof, Youngdale sent another letter on April 15, 1983, 
informing the government that it was unable to commence 
earthwork activities and that it needed clear direction as to 
how it should best proceed given the existing differing site 
condition. In addition, Youngdale forwarded to the gov-
ernment a report from Sobhani Engineers, a private engi-
neering firm hired by Youngdale, to examine the soil 
conditions at subject site. The government, in turn, 
strongly responded on April 27, 1983, that the contract 
correctly reflected the site conditions and that Youngdale 
should proceed as planned. Moreover, that letter also 
contained a Cure Notice, for inadequate progress, indi-
cating that Youngdale was in noncompliance with the 
contract because it had failed to prosecute its work dili-
gently. Following thereon, the government sent a super-
seding Cure Notice on May 2, 1983, to plaintiff threatening 
termination for “failure to begin substantial performance of 
the contract.” Therefore, as required by the government's 
Cure Notices, and in spite of the apparent adverse condi-
tions at the site, Youngdale and its subcontractors at-
tempted, once again, to clear and grub the site; however, 
they were again unsuccessful. 
 
As a result of the foregoing, and in light of the govern-
ment's pertinacious position as to the excess water condi-
tion at the site, Youngdale videotaped said site conditions 


on May 6, 1983, to buttress its position with respect to the 
disputed water differing site condition. The video depicted 
the mired equipment and the several potholes dug by 
Youngdale that immediately became filled with water 
within minutes of being dug. Tr. 146-156. Notwithstanding 
these conditions, Youngdale again required its subcon-
tractor, Garcia Paving, to return to the job site and to con-
tinue working. Although the equipment continued to be-
come mired in the mud, Garcia was able to make marginal 
progress through the earthwork for the building pads for 
Buildings “A” and “B.” The parking and roadway areas, 
however, were completely saturated and were conti-
nuously pumping out water; thus, Garcia was unable to 
perform any significant work in these areas. Later, on May 
24, 1983, Youngdale commenced excavation on Building 
“C”; however, excessive *520 moisture was encountered 
here as well, and Garcia was unable to proceed according 
to plan. Given the foregoing, and in accordance with the 
contract, Youngdale again notified the government of the 
aforementioned conditions; the government, however, 
merely ordered Youngdale to overexcavate the saturated 
areas.FN6 
 


FN6. Later, however, it was denied by the de-
fendant that Lt. Shultz, the representative of the 
Corps who had given the order to overexcavate, 
had any authority to do so. Therefore, defendant 
refused to give any direction with respect to the 
unsuitable material under Building “C.” PX 70. 


 
All of the foregoing facts and circumstances, as well as 
those infra, caused plaintiff to file what it deemed to be 
seven CDA claims with the contracting officer (CO). Such 
alleged claims were filed between May 26, 1983 and June 
2, 1988. Each so-called claim will be briefly noted in its 
proper chronological order in the explication of other 
operative facts hereinafter in this section. However, in the 
Discussion section, infra, they will be discussed, as to their 
legal efficacy, en masse. There we find that only three of 
the seven claims are CDA bona fide. 
 
On May 26, 1983, Youngdale submitted its first claim to 
the CO requesting a final decision as to entitlement with 
respect to the excess ground water condition. Said claim 
was not quantified. Youngdale also notified the govern-
ment on May 26 and 27, 1983, that work was being per-
formed out of sequence pending the government's direc-
tion as to how best to proceed given Youngdale's conten-
tion that it was unable to complete the earthwork phases of 
the roads, parking areas, embankments, and Building “C” 
due to the “too wet materials” found in these locations. To 
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determine the best course of action, a meeting was held on 
May 31, 1983, between the government and Youngdale 
personnel, wherein the government verbally directed 
Youngdale to proceed with the overexcavation of Building 
“C” and that it would check into the removal of the ma-
terial at the roadways and parking areas. In addition, on 
June 7, 1983, the government sent a Modification of Con-
tract Performance, extending the time to perform the con-
tract by six days. PX 81. Youngdale returned said Mod-
ification unsigned on June 10, 1983. PX 84. 
 
Two months later, on August 8, 1983, Youngdale submit-
ted its purported second claim to the CO which requested 
$169,556.00 in damages for the removal of the unsuitable 
material under the roadways and parking areas. Also dur-
ing early August 1983, Youngdale commenced excavation 
for the sewer lines and, this time, encountered hard ma-
terial. In view of such, Youngdale requested Sobhani En-
gineers, on August 16, 1983, to inspect what it contends to 
be another differing site condition, i.e., a rock differing site 
condition. According to Sobhani, the alleged rock condi-
tion could not have been anticipated from the contract 
documents, and thus constituted a differing site condition 
under the contract. Based on this report, Youngdale noti-
fied the government, on August 17, 1983, that it had en-
countered rock during excavation for the utilities and that it 
considered said circumstance to constitute a differing site 
condition. In addition to the rock condition, Youngdale 
sent Serial Letter J099 indicating that the footings desig-
nated in the contract drawings may have a design defi-
ciency. The government, on August 26, 1983, responded 
four days later stating that said claim with respect to the 
footings and masonry may have merit; however, with 
respect to the excess water condition, the government 
responded on August 30, 1983, indicating that it was still in 
the process of reviewing the alleged claim for differing site 
conditions, and did not expect to issue a decision until 
Youngdale provided the CO with a quantification of the 
claim. Youngdale, in turn, responded that its May 26, 1983 
claim letter seeks a limited determination as to entitlement 
only, and not as to the amount of costs resulting from the 
alleged water condition. 
 
During the course of construction of the project, Young-
dale also requested that a second report be prepared, this 
time from *521 Pacific Geoscience, as to the correctness of 
the boring logs in depicting the alleged rock condition. On 
October 1, 1983, Pacific Geoscience issued its report 
opining that there was a significant amount of rock in 
subject area and that the boring logs did not appropriately 
reflect the actual conditions encountered. Thus, on De-


cember 22, 1983, Youngdale sent another letter notifying 
the government that it had encountered hard rock while 
excavating for the utilities. In spite of the foregoing, the 
government instructed Youngdale to proceed in accor-
dance with the contract, and Youngdale, in turn, responded 
by submitting its third claim to the CO dated January 4, 
1984, in the amount of $50,322.00 for the excavation of the 
rock. 
 
Later, on January 10, 1984, Youngdale sent another serial 
letter to the government requesting direction as to the 
unsuitable materials under the parking and roadway areas, 
and further notifying the government that it intended to 
treat any delays resulting therefrom as delays attributable 
to the government's lack of direction with respect to said 
matters. As usual, the government merely instructed 
Youngdale to proceed with the contract as specified 
therein. Moreover, the government even went as far as to 
send Youngdale a letter (February 16, 1984) delineating 
what it considered to be Youngdale's quality control defi-
ciencies, thereby essentially placing the blame for any 
added costs on Youngdale's shoulders, despite any appar-
ent adverse site conditions. In any event, the government 
did modify its compaction requirements for the roadways 
and parking areas from 95% to 92.5% on February 23, 
1984. 
 
As for the alleged rock condition, the government em-
phatically stated in its letter of April 27, 1984, that the 
boring logs correctly depicted the actual site conditions 
and that Youngdale's claim of January 4, 1984 was invalid. 
The government then sent a letter to Youngdale dated June 
18, 1984, regarding liquidated damages it intended to 
assess against Youngdale because of the protracted delay 
in the completion of the project. Said letter indicated that 
liquidated damages were to be assessed against Youngdale 
due to extended performance delays which according to 
the government effected overall job coordination and ac-
tivities both on and off the critical path. Moreover, the 
government stated that “the net effect of this lack of per-
formance and overall coordination is a failure to complete 
the contract within the construction period when all work 
could have been completed by the contract completion 
date.” PX 148. Youngdale did not contemporaneously 
thereafter respond to said liquidated damages claim by the 
government; instead, it submitted a fourth claim to the CO, 
dated May 29, 1984, in the amount of $37,507.00, for 
added costs incurred for unsuitable soil under buildings. 
 
Finally, after issuing an interim unsatisfactory Contractor 
Performance Evaluation on August 21, 1984, on December 
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19, 1984, the government accepted the project as substan-
tially complete and forwarded a punchlist to Youngdale on 
January 2, 1985. On January 19, 1985, Youngdale left the 
job site, and the government sent an updated punchlist to 
the contractor on February 8, 1985. Next, on February 28, 
1985, a Construction Contractors Evaluation report, which 
rated Youngdale's performance on the job as unsatisfac-
tory, was forwarded. Notwithstanding said evaluation, 
Youngdale submitted its fifth claim to the CO on March 
25, 1985, premised upon the alleged increased costs in-
curred as a result of the excess ground water differing site 
condition, i.e. $163,183.00. A year and a half later, on 
November 11, 1986, Youngdale submitted a consolidated 
claim (the sixth) which included all prior claims submitted, 
and added thereto any impact damages allegedly caused by 
the ground water differing site condition, removal of the 
unsuitable soil under buildings, roadways, and parking 
areas, the rock excavation, the inclement weather ineffi-


ciencies, all extended overhead costs, material and 
equipment storage costs, and out of sequence work costs. 
Said impact claim totaled $423,082.00,*522 FN7 which was 
when added to the direct cost claims in the amount of 
$420,568.00, FN8 aggregated to a grand total of 
$843,650.00. Youngdale's seventh and final claim was 
submitted to the CO on June 2, 1988. Said claim also re-
capitulated all the previous claims, including that of No-
vember 11, 1986; accordingly, the only difference between 
the former and the latter claims were the plaintiff's calcu-
lations of its indirect costs, i.e., its impact claim. FN9 More 
specifically, in the June 2 claim, plaintiff's indirect costs 
increased to $454,637.00 from $423,082.00 as referenced 
in the November 11 claim, thereby establishing a new 
grand total of indirect and direct costs of $875,205.00.FN10 
 


FN7. 


 
Summary of Impact Claims


(PX 154)
  


Description Amount
Extended Overhead $ 78,315.00
Inclement Weather Inefficiency 81,246.00
Material & Equipment Storage 6,430.00
Out of Sequence Work 216,620.00
  $382,611.00


10% Profit 38,261.00
.525% Bond 2,210.00
Total Indirect Costs $423,082.00
 FN8. 
 


Summary of Direct Cost Claims
(PX 154)


  
Youngdale# Date Submitted Amount Delay Days


CP-9, 14, 15 8/08/83 $169,556.00 0
CP-20 1/04/84 50,322.00 17
CP-8 5/29/84 37,507.00 20
CP-1 3/25/85 163,183.00 90
Total Direct Costs   $420,568.00 127


 FN9. 
 


Summary of Direct and Indirect Costs
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(PX 159)
  


Direct Costs:    
Youngdale# Date Submitted Amount Delay Days


CP-9, 14, 15 8/08/83 $169,556.00 0
CP-20 1/04/84 50,322.00 17
CP-8 5/29/84 37,507.00 20
CP-1 3/25/85 163,183.00 90
Total Direct Costs   $420,568.00 127


     
Indirect Costs:    
Description Amount   
Extended Overhead $ 81,903.00   
Inclement Weather Inefficiency 95,132.00   
Material & Equipment Storage 5,925.00   
Out of Sequence Work 228,188.00


  $411,148.00   
10% Profit 41,115.00   
.525% Bond 2,374.00


Total Indirect Costs $454,637.00   
Grand Total $847,414.00 ** 
**See note 10. 
 


FN10. On June 2, 1988, Youngdale resubmitted 
its impact claim with the CO; therein, Youngdale 
recalculated its impact damages and came up with 
a total claim of $847,414.00. However, this 
amount was added incorrectly, in that, $420,568 
of direct costs and $454,637 of indirect costs to-
tals $875,205.00, not $847,414.00. Note that both 
the plaintiff and the defendant utilize the cor-
rected figure in their respective post-trial sub-
missions. 


 
*523 Following the filing of the foregoing claims, the 
government paid Youngdale, on June 17, 1988, 
$2,666,526.00, the contract price FN11 less $46,750 in li-
quidated damages for 187 days of alleged contractor de-
lays. FN12 To date, the CO has failed to issue a final decision 
on Youngdale's November 11, 1986 and June 2, 1988 
claims. Consequently, Youngdale filed this action on 
September 19, 1988, seeking damages for the alleged 
differing site conditions, as well as the release and payment 


of the $46,750.00 in liquidated damages withheld by the 
government.FN13 
 


FN11. The original contract price was 
$2,693,800. However, this figure was later mod-
ified by the government in Modification Nos. 
P00001-P00004. Thus, the total modified contract 
amount was $2,713,276.00. 


 
FN12. Liquidated damages were assessed at 
$250.00 per day x 187 days, which equals 
$46,750.00. 


 
FN13. Youngdale did not file a claim with the CO 
for the $46,750 in liquidated damages. 


 
With regard to the liquidated damages claim, the govern-
ment did not obtain a CO's decision with respect to said 
claim until July 24, 1990, more than two years after final 
payment was received.FN14 Moreover, the day after the 
CO's final decision granting liquidated damages to the 
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government, i.e., July 25, 1990, the government made a 
judicial admission as to liability with respect to the excess 
ground water condition. Based on the foregoing, Young-
dale, on November 27, 1990, requested that the CO re-
consider his decision with respect to the $46,750 in liqui-
dated damages on the grounds that “he had not reviewed 
YOUNGDALE'S position in the matter prior to rendering 
his decision as required by law nor had he taken into ac-
count that the government had conceded in this litigation 
that delays were caused by the perched water condition at 
the site.” The CO, however, to date has not responded to 
Youngdale's request for reconsideration of the govern-
ment's liquidated damages claim. 
 


FN14. The decision of the CO herein only reaf-
firms the previously-stated reasons for assessing 
liquidated damages against Youngdale. 


 
CONTENTIONS 


 
A. PLAINTIFF 
 
1. Water and Unsuitable Material 
 
Youngdale contends in its complaint that the excess water 
condition encountered at the site constituted both Type I 
and Type II differing site conditions, in that (i) the plans 
and specifications were materially different from the con-
ditions actually encountered at the site, i.e., a Type I con-
dition, and (ii) the excessive abnormal rainfall coupled 
with the unanticipated moisture-retentive nature of the 
soils resulted in quagmire-like conditions, i.e., a Type II 
condition. Moreover, Youngdale avers that it has incurred 
severe and “ruinous” damages as a result of the defendant's 
failure to timely recognize and acknowledge the “excess 
water” condition, correct the plans, and direct Youngdale 
to remove the unsuitable material under the buildings, 
roadway, and parking areas. 
 
2. Rock 
 
Youngdale also contends that it is entitled to be compen-
sated for additional costs due to the unexpected rock en-
countered during construction. First, Youngdale avers that 
the rock condition constitutes a Type I differing site con-
dition in that (i) the subsurface conditions it encountered 
were materially different from those depicted in the con-
tract; (ii) these conditions were not reasonably anticipated; 
and (iii) Youngdale relied on its interpretation of the de-
fendant's plans and specifications. Further, Youngdale 


avers that the rock condition also constitutes a Type II 
differing site condition in that (i) it was unaware of the 
presence of the subsurface rock at the time the contract was 
entered into; (ii) it could not have anticipated the rock 
condition from looking at the site; and (iii) it is abnormal to 
encounter “pervasive cementitious” rock at depths of 1 to 4 
feet in similar-type contracting work. 
 
3. Damages 
 
Next, Youngdale contends that in addition to the actual 
damages due it by the government with respect to both the 
water *524 and the rock differing site conditions, plaintiff 
is also entitled to delay and impact damages totaling 290 
days due to, inter alia, the numerous delays caused by the 
government's failure to recognize and respond to plaintiff's 
timely notification of the water and rock differing site 
conditions,FN15 i.e., loss of productivity and accelerated 
work schedules. Plaintiff further avers that in calculating 
the amount of damages due from the government, it is 
entitled to utilize the “total cost method.” In the event that 
the court does not agree with Youngdale's contentions that 
it is entitled to determine damages pursuant to the to-
tal-cost method, then plaintiff contends that it is entitled to 
an equitable adjustment calculated pursuant to either the 
modified total cost method, the productivity comparison 
method, the estimated evaluation method, the jury verdict 
method, or the cost plus method. 
 


FN15. Note that the water differing site condition 
was present from the inception of the construction 
project and existed throughout. Moreover, the 
government was aware of the “excess water” 
condition from the very beginning. Jt.Stip. of 
Facts, p. 2. 


 
4. Interest 
 
In essence, Youngdale contends that pursuant to estab-
lished case law, it is entitled to interest from the date it filed 
its initial certified claim with the CO, i.e., May 26, 1983, 
notwithstanding the fact that the claim lacked quantifica-
tion or a sum certain. 
 
5. Liquidated Damages 
 
Finally, Youngdale contends that the government wrong-
fully withheld liquidated damages in the amount of 
$46,750 on subject project without first obtaining a CO's 
decision, as required by the contract provisions and Fed-
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eral Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 33.206(b).FN16 In addi-
tion, Youngdale avers that (i) the CO's decision was arbi-
trary and capricious, in that it was not rendered until two 
years after the assessment of liquidated damages; (ii) the 
CO's decision is ineffectual because he failed to grant 
Youngdale the opportunity to reply to the government's 
claim; and (iii) the government's wrongful assessment is in 
violation of the terms of the contract and the Prompt 
Payment Act. Youngdale further avers that it is entitled to 
said wrongfully-withheld liquidated damages, plus inter-
est, under both the Prompt Payment Act and the CDA. 
 


FN16. In Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief In Support Of 
Claim For Payment Of $46,750 Plus Interest, 
plaintiff cites to the following contract provi-
sions: 


 
 DISPUTES  


 
(c)(iii) ... A claim by the Government against 
the Contractor shall be subject to a decision by 
the Contracting Officer. (emphasis as added 
therein). 


 
Furthermore, FAR 33.206 provides in pertinent 
part: 


 
Initiation of a claim.... 


 
(b) The Contracting Officer shall issue a written 
decision on any government claim initiated 
against a contractor. 


 
B. DEFENDANT 
 
1. Water and Unsuitable Material 
 
The government judicially admitted on July 25, 1990, that 
Youngdale is entitled to an equitable adjustment with 
respect to the “excess water” condition.FN17 However, the 
government does not define with any specificity exactly 
what it deems to be included within its concession to the 
“excess ground water” condition. The court observes that 
the plaintiff, in this connection, contends that the unsuita-
ble soil under the roadways, parkways, and buildings are 
within the ambit of the defendant's concession and that the 
defendant has not averred anything to the contrary, despite 
its opportunity to do so in its post-trial submissions. 
 


FN17. Joint Exhibit (JX) 1 is entitled Joint 


Statement of Issues of Fact and Law. Therein 
defendant and plaintiff state the following: 


 
Defendant does not contest that the existence of 
excess ground water on the site constituted a 
differing site condition, the existence of which 
plaintiff J.R. Youngdale Construction Com-
pany (“Youngdale”) properly, promptly, 
brought to the attention of the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers (“Corps”). Accordingly, Young-
dale is entitled to contract damages, pursuant to 
the Differing Site Conditions clause of its con-
tract with the Corps. 


 
*525 2. Rock 
 
On the other hand, the government contends that, at trial, 
Youngdale failed to carry its burden and establish that the 
existence of rock constituted a differing site condition. 
Specifically, the government avers that its decision to 
describe the subsurface conditions in terms of “Soils” 
rather than “Rock” does not, ipso facto, entitle Youngdale 
to compensation pursuant to the differing site conditions 
clause in the contract. Moreover, the defendant avers that 
Youngdale failed to prove the six elements required by this 
court as a condition precedent in establishing a Type I 
differing site condition. See Weeks Dredging & Con-
tracting, Inc. v. United States, 13 Cl.Ct. 193 (1987), aff'd, 
861 F.2d 728 (Fed.Cir.1988). The government, however, 
does not address Youngdale's contention that the alleged 
rock condition constitutes a Type II condition, in addition 
to a Type I condition. 
 
3. Damages 
 
Because Youngdale bears the burden of establishing, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, the amount of its equitable 
adjustment, defendant contends that Youngdale is not 
entitled to utilize the total-cost method of recovery in 
computing its damages since it failed to prove the opera-
tive facts necessary to utilize said method. That is, the 
government contends that Youngdale failed to establish 
that (i) it actually incurred the costs alleged; (ii) its added 
costs were solely due to government delay; and (iii) its bid 
was realistic. Additionally, the government avers that 
Youngdale's calculation of its damages fails to account for 
any government modifications to the contract which were 
previously paid to it by the government. Lastly, the de-
fendant avers that Youngdale is also not entitled to utilize 
the jury verdict method of calculating damages, but in-
stead, must utilize the direct (specific) cost recovery me-
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thod. 
 
4. Interest 
 
Defendant next contends that Youngdale is not entitled to 
interest on any equitable adjustments from May 26, 1983, 
but rather it is entitled to recover interest under the CDA 
only from the date the CO received Youngdale's duly cer-
tified and quantified claims. Specifically, the government 
claims that (i) if the court awards damages up to and in-
cluding $163,183, Youngdale is entitled to interest on and 
up to said amount from March 25, 1985; (ii) if the court 
awards damages in excess of $163,183, but not in excess of 
$420,568, Youngdale is entitled to interest on said amount 
from November 11, 1986; and (iii) if the court awards 
damages that exceed $420,568, then Youngdale is entitled 
to interest on such excess from June 2, 1988, only. 
 
5. Liquidated Damages 
 
Essentially, the defendant contends that it is entitled to 
retain the liquidated damages under the subject contract 
because Youngdale, not the government, delayed the 
project 187 days beyond the completion date. 
 


ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Water 
 
There is no issue as to liability with respect to the “excess 
water” differing site condition, as the government has 
conceded liability with respect to this issue. 
 
2. Unsuitable Material Under The Buildings, Roadway, 
And Parking Areas 
 
The question herein is-whether the unsuitable material 
condition is to be included in the government's concession 
as to the “excess ground water” different site condition. 
Given that the government failed to address said issue in its 
post-trial submissions, and that the government acknowl-
edged the existence of the unsuitable material, we deem 
said issue to be a non-issue and, therefore, it is subsumed 
within the water different site condition. 
 
3. Rock 
 
The issue here is-whether the rock as alleged by Young-
dale constitutes a differing site condition, i.e., Type I 
and/or Type II. After a careful review of the evidence 


adduced at trial, as well as the parties' *526 post-trial 
briefs, we conclude that Youngdale has failed to satisfy the 
six elements required to establish a Type I differing site 
condition. Further, we find that Youngdale has also failed 
to establish the requisite elements necessary for a Type II 
differing site condition claim. Consequently, we find, 
infra, that the government is not liable with respect to any 
additional costs associated with Youngdale's alleged rock 
claim. 
 
4. Damages 
 
The threshold issue herein is-whether Youngdale is en-
titled to utilize the total-cost method to prove its damages 
with respect to the “excess ground water” different site 
condition. If it is not so entitled, then the question be-
comes-under what theory of recovery is Youngdale en-
titled to determine its damages, i.e., the modified total-cost 
method, the productivity comparison method, the esti-
mated evaluation method, the jury verdict method, the cost 
plus method, or the direct cost method. Based on the evi-
dence adduced at trial, and the various theories of recovery 
posited in the parties' post-trial submissions, we hold that 
Youngdale is not entitled to recover damages under the 
total-cost method, but rather is entitled to recover damages 
under the direct cost method. A discussion of the court's 
analysis as to the proper method of calculating damages on 
this record is addressed, infra. 
 
5. Interest 
 
To the extent that Youngdale has established liability for a 
different site condition on the part of the government and is 
able to appropriately prove damages by one of the 
above-referenced methods, the remaining threshold issue 
is-what is the earliest date from which Youngdale may 
properly accrue interest under the CDA. Two sub-issues 
are (i) whether Youngdale must simultaneously submit a 
duly certified and quantified claim to the CO before it is 
entitled to accrue interest; and (ii) given the fact that 
Youngdale submitted several claims, whether interest will 
run as to each claim independently, or from the date of the 
initial efficacious claim, although it may not have con-
tained all theories of recovery of the optimum amount. 
 
According to the bright-line rule, under § 611 of the CDA, 
interest accrues from the date the CO receives the properly 
certified claim pursuant to 41 U.S.C. § 605(a) until pay-
ment thereof. A properly certified claim is one that is not 
only certified but also contains a request for a sum certain. 
Contract Cleaning Maintenance, Inc. v. United States, 811 
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F.2d 586, 592 (Fed.Cir.1987). Thus, Youngdale's unquan-
tified or uncertified claim is not a proper claim upon which 
interest will accrue, i.e., here interest will not run from 
May 26, 1983, as averred by Youngdale. However, § 611 
does award interest on any amounts later found due from 
the date the CO receives the certified and quantified claim. 
Servidone Constr. Corp. v. United States, 931 F.2d 860, 
862 (Fed.Cir.1991). Therefore, defendant's contention that 
Youngdale is entitled to interest only up to and including 
the amount of each claim from the date submitted to the 
CO is without merit. We will address this substantive issue 
in detail, infra. 
 
6. Liquidated Damages 
 
The primary issue with respect to the refund of the liqui-
dated damages claim of the plaintiff is-whether, under 
subject contract provisions, the government is entitled to 
retain the $46,750 withheld from Youngdale. Within this 
threshold question, there is also a secondary issue, name-
ly-whether the government is required to obtain a CO's 
decision prior to withholding any such sums otherwise due 
the plaintiff. We conclude, given this record, that the 
government is not entitled, as a matter of law, to liquidated 
damages in any amount. Moreover, with respect to the 
issue of-whether the government must first obtain a CO's 
decision prior to assessing liquidated damages-the court 
abstains from addressing said issue at this time, given our 
foregoing ruling that liquidated damages are inappropriate 
as to any matters contained herein. 
 


*527 DISCUSSION 
 
A. LIABILITY 
 
1. Overview 
 
At the outset, the court noted herein that with respect to 
both the alleged excess water differing site condition and 
the rock differing site condition, Youngdale contends that 
a Type I and a Type II differing site condition exist.FN18 
Accordingly, after a brief overview of relevant law per-
taining to differing site conditions, we shall discuss, in 
detail, the requirements for each type of differing site 
condition, i.e., Type I and Type II, seriatim. 
 


FN18. Whether a Type I or Type II condition 
exists with respect to the excess water condition is 
irrelevant, given the government's concession of 
liability. However, the question remains an im-


portant one with respect to the rock condition al-
legedly encountered. 


 
Traditionally, one of the major risk factors experienced and 
considered by contractors when determining the amount 
they should bid on a particular construction project is the 
type or nature of subsurface or other latent physical con-
dition that may be encountered during the construction of 
the project. John Cibinic, Jr. & Ralph C. Nash, Jr., Ad-
ministration of Government Contracts 368 (2d ed. 1985). 
Therefore, to avoid any “padding” FN19 of the contract price 
by the contractors and to, at the very least, remove some of 
the gamble in bidding, the government has provided the 
Differing Site Conditions clause contained in 41 C.F.R. § 
1-7.602-4 (1976) as an ameliorating factor.FN20 Said clause 
states in pertinent part that: 
 


FN19. “Padding” of the contract may occur when 
the contractor attempts to allocate some of the 
risk for delays or increases in costs of perfor-
mance due to any latent or subsurface conditions 
discovered during performance of the contract 
which were generally not accounted for in the 
original bid estimate. As a result, such contin-
gency bidding by the contractor works against the 
government, in that it is unable to obtain the best 
possible price for the construction project. 


 
FN20. In 1983, 41 C.F.R. § 1-7.602-4 (1976) was 
in effect. It was subsequently amended and rec-
lassified in 1984, under Title 48, Code of Federal 
Regulations § 52.236-2. Said amended regulation 
is identical to the 1976 regulation, with the ex-
ception of the addition of section (d). 


 
(a) The Contractor shall promptly, and before the con-
ditions are disturbed, give a written notice to the Con-
tracting Officer of (1) subsurface or latent physical 
conditions at the site which differ materially from those 
indicated in this contract, or (2) unknown physical con-
ditions at the site, or unusual nature, which differ mate-
rially from those ordinarily encountered and generally 
recognized as inhering in work of the character provided 
for in the contract. 


 
(b) The Contracting Officer shall investigate the site 
conditions promptly after receiving notice. If the condi-
tions do so materially differ and cause an increase or 
decrease in the contractor's cost of, or the time required 
for, performing any part of the work under this contract, 
whether or not changed as a result of the conditions, an 
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equitable adjustment shall be made under this clause and 
the contract modified in writing accordingly. 


 
(c) No request by the Contractor for an equitable ad-
justment to the contract under this clause shall be al-
lowed unless the Contractor has given the written notice 
required; provided, that the time prescribed in (a) above 
for giving written notice may be extended by the Con-
tracting Officer. 


 
In addition to the Differing Site Conditions clause, the 
government has also sought to further reduce the contrac-
tor's need to include contingencies in its bidding by either 
furnishing the bidders, or allowing them to examine, the 
information it possesses concerning the site.FN21 Cibinic & 
Nash, Administration of Government Contracts 368. In 
fact, the government even encourages bidders to make 
reasonable site investigations to reduce the risk *528 of 
“unexpected unfavorable conditions [on the part of the 
contractor] while protecting the government if the condi-
tions encountered turn out to be more favorable than 
should have been expected.” Id. In light of the foregoing 
precautions granted to the contractor, the regulations and 
related case law have established that recovery under the 
differing site conditions clause shall be appropriate only 
with respect to two types of conditions, i.e., a Type I or a 
Type II differing site condition. The first condition pro-
vided by the regulations is a “Type I” differing site condi-
tion which is defined as “subsurface or latent physical 
conditions at the site which differ materially from those 
indicated in this contract.” 41 C.F.R. § 1-7.602-4(a)(1). 
That is to say, a Type I differing site condition is dependent 
upon whether a contractor can prove by a preponderance of 
the evidence that he has encountered a subsurface or latent 
physical condition differing materially from the conditions 
which are indicated in the contract documents or may be 
implied from other language in the contract documents. 
See Weeks Dredging & Contracting, Inc. v. United States, 
13 Cl.Ct. 193, 218 (1987), aff'd, 861 F.2d 728 
(Fed.Cir.1988); Cibinic & Nash, Administration of Gov-
ernment Contracts 379. More specifically, this court has 
previously held in Weeks that with respect to a Type I 
differing site condition there are six indispensable elements 
which must be established by the plaintiff: 
 


FN21. Generally, the government is in a better 
position to provide the contractor with the ne-
cessary information about site conditions, given 
the fact that it has already taken the time to design 
the project, make its own borings, as well as in-
vestigate and evaluate the site prior to submitting 


the project for bidding. 
 


(i) the contract documents must have affirmatively in-
dicated or represented the subsurface conditions which 
form the basis of the plaintiff's claim; [FN22] (ii) the con-
tractor must have acted as a reasonably prudent con-
tractor in interpreting the contract documents; [FN23] (iii) 
the contractor must have reasonably relied on the indi-
cations of subsurface conditions in the contract; [FN24] 
(iv) the subsurface conditions actually encountered, 
within the contract site area, must have differed mate-
rially from the subsurface conditions indicated in the 
same contract area; [[FN25] (v) the actual subsurface con-
ditions encountered must have been reasonably unfore-
seeable; [FN26] and (vi) the contractor's claimed excess 
costs must be shown to be solely attributable to the ma-
terially different subsurface conditions within the con-
tract site. [FN27] 


 
FN22. See P.J. Maffei Building Wrecking Corp. v. 
United States, 732 F.2d 913, 916 (Fed.Cir.1984); 
United Contractors v. United States, 177 Ct.Cl. 
151, 161, 368 F.2d 585, 595 (1966). 


 
With regard to the term “contract documents,” 
the Court of Claims has expansively interpreted 
said term to include not only the bidding 
documents (Invitation for Bids, drawings, spe-
cifications and other documents physically 
furnished to bidders), but also documents and 
materials referred to in the bidding documents. 
See Hunt & Willett, Inc. v. United States, 168 
Ct.Cl. 256, 351 F.2d 980 (1964). 


 
FN23. See Foster Construction Co. v. United 
States, 193 Ct.Cl. 587, 600, 435 F.2d 873 (1970). 


 
FN24. See Sanders Construction Co. v. United 
States, 220 Ct.Cl. 639, 640, 618 F.2d 121 (1979); 
Pacific Alaska Contractors, Inc. v. United States, 
193 Ct.Cl. 850, 864, 436 F.2d 461 (1971). 


 
FN25. See P.J. Maffei, 732 F.2d at 916; Arundel 
Corp. v. United States, 207 Ct.Cl. 84, 105, 515 
F.2d 1116 (1975). 


 
FN26. See Stuyvesant Dredging Co. v. United 
States, 11 Cl.Ct. 853, affirmed, 834 F.2d 1576 
(1987). 
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FN27. See William F. Klingensmith, Inc. v. 
United States, 731 F.2d 805, 809 (Fed.Cir.1984). 
For a complete discussion of element 6 herein, see 
the “Damages” section of the opinion. 


 
 Weeks, 13 Cl.Ct. at 218 (citations omitted) (emphasis as 
noted in the original). 
 
The second type of differing site condition prescribed by 
the regulations is Type II which occurs when the contractor 
encounters “unknown physical conditions at the site, of an 
unusual nature, which differ materially from those ordina-
rily encountered and generally recognized as inhering in 
work of the character provided for in the contract.” 41 
C.F.R. § 1-7.602-4(a)(2). Specifically, the Servidone court 
has held that the plaintiff must satisfy three elements to 
establish said condition before it is entitled to recover, i.e., 
the plaintiff must establish that-(i) it encountered an un-
known physical condition; (ii) the condition was unusual; 
and (iii) the condition differed materially from those or-
dinarily encountered and generally recognized as inhering 
in the work of the character provided for in this contract. 
*529Servidone Construction Co. v. United States, 19 
Cl.Ct. 346, 360 (1990). See generally Vann v. United 
States, 190 Ct.Cl. 546, 572, 420 F.2d 968 (1970); Kaiser 
Industries Corp. v. United States, 169 Ct.Cl. 310, 315, 340 
F.2d 322 (1965); Loftis v. United States, 110 Ct.Cl. 551, 76 
F.Supp. 816 (1948). 
 
In connection with entitlement under either of the fore-
going types of differing site conditions, we stated the fol-
lowing in Weeks: 
 


... a differing site condition claim stands or falls upon 
what is indicated in the contract documents. 


 
 * * * * * * 
 


Where the contract contains no affirmative ... represen-
tation of the subsurface conditions, purportedly relied on 
by the contractor, the government has no liability. 


 
 13 Cl.Ct. at 219 (citations omitted) (emphasis added). 
Conversely, we hasten to add by analogy that where the 
contract contains affirmative indications and representa-
tions of the subsurface conditions, which indications were 
in fact encountered and the contractor, as here, failed to 
rely on said accurate contract depictions, we also hold that 
the government has no liability. 
 


Thus, given the foregoing well-established general prin-
ciples for determining compensable differing site condi-
tions, we shall now turn to the operative facts presently 
before the court. 
 
2. Water And Unsuitable Material 
 
[1] As previously stated above, Youngdale has taken the 
position that the unsuitable material under the buildings, 
roadway, and parking areas, sometimes described as 
“overly wet material” or “a layer of silty clay,” is syn-
onymous with the “excess ground water claim” and, 
therefore, the government's concession as to the existence 
of a “differing site condition” is inclusive. In examining 
the government's position with respect to this contention, 
the court observes that the government fails to address this 
issue in its post-trial submissions.FN28 Given this record, 
there has been no direct acceptance or rejection by the 
government as to plaintiff's position that the unsuitable soil 
materials found under the roadways, parkways, and 
buildings is one and the same condition as that of a dif-
ferent site condition stemming from excess ground water. 
However, in a letter dated September 28, 1983, which was 
admitted into evidence as PX 118, the government indi-
cated therein that “[t]he existing soil conditions at the entry 
drive and the north portion of the parking lot for the Vi-
siting Officers' Quarters are unstable, due to a layer of silty 
clay encountered approximately 12 inches below the ex-
isting ground.” Thus, given the government's acknowl-
edgment of the “silty clay” and its lack of response to the 
aforementioned issue in its post-trial briefs, the court finds 
that based on (i) the plaintiff's characterization of the un-
suitable material as “overly wet material” or “a layer of 
silty clay” throughout the construction of the project, as 
well as during the proceedings herein; (ii) the defendant's 
characterization of the unsuitable material as “a layer of 
silty clay” in its letter to the plaintiff on September 28, 
1983 (PX 118); and (iii) the fact that the government has 
tacitly admitted that the unsuitable soil condition is, in fact, 
a non-issue, by neither addressing it at trial nor in its 
post-trial submissions as a separate different site condition 
from that of the excess ground water, the unsuitable soil 
condition, supra, is one and the same as that stemming 
from the “excess water condition,” which existed 
throughout the site and construction of the project.FN29 
Therefore, the government's concession that “Youngdale 
encountered a groundwater *530 differing site condition,” 
FN30 during construction of the project is hereby deemed to 
include that of the unsuitable soil condition found in the 
roadways, buildings, and parking areas. In view of the 
admitted liability of the government with respect to the 
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excess ground water differing site condition, we now turn 
to the issue of liability with regard to the alleged rock 
differing site condition. 
 


FN28. According to the defendant, the only issue 
remaining with respect to the excess water con-
dition is that of damages, i.e., whether plaintiff is 
entitled to obtain damages under the total-cost 
method or some other theory of recovery. 


 
FN29. In addition to the foregoing, in the video of 
the project area which was admitted into evidence 
as PX 53, one of the gentleman therein specifi-
cally pointed out the excess water condition in the 
parking, building, and roadway areas. Tr. 
146-156. Moreover, Mr. Gaber also testified at 
trial that the roadways and the parking areas were 
saturated with water. Tr. 169. 


 
FN30. Defendant's response to plaintiff's 
post-trial brief. 


 
3. Rock 
 
[2] According to the plaintiff, the alleged rock encounter 
constituted both a Type I and a Type II differing site con-
dition. As previously stated herein, to meet its burden, 
plaintiff must prove by a preponderance of the evidence six 
conjunctive elements with respect to a Type I condition, 
and three conjunctive elements with respect to a Type II 
condition. We will now address each condition in turn. 
 


(a) TYPE I-DIFFERING SITE CONDITION 
 


(i) Express Contract Indications 
 
First, with respect to a Type I condition, the plaintiff must 
prove that the government affirmatively indicated or 
represented the subsurface conditions on which the basis of 
plaintiff's claim is formed. Weeks, 13 Cl.Ct. at 219. See 
Pacific Alaska, 193 Ct.Cl. at 869, 436 F.2d 461; P.J. 
Maffei, 732 F.2d at 916; Stuyvesant Dredging, 11 Cl.Ct. at 
858, affirmed, 834 F.2d 1576.FN31 Where the contract is 
silent on this point, a claim cannot arise. Ragonese, 128 
Ct.Cl. at 159, 120 F.Supp. 768; S.T.G. Construction Co. v. 
United States, 157 Ct.Cl. 409 (1962). 
 


FN31. The differing site conditions clause cannot 
be invoked “if the plans and specifications do not 
‘show’ or ‘indicate’ anything about the alleged 


unforeseen condition, i.e., if they say ‘nothing one 
way or the other about subsurface [conditions].’ ” 
United Contractors v. United States, 177 Ct.Cl. at 
161, 368 F.2d at 595 (citing Ragonese v. United 
States, 128 Ct.Cl. 156, 159, 120 F.Supp. 768, 769 
(1954)). 


 
When construing plaintiff's contract, it is the court's charge 
to interpret said contract within the framework and guide-
lines delineated by the Federal Circuit and our predecessor 
Court of Claims. Weeks, 13 Cl.Ct. at 219. In accordance 
with this mandate, we are required to view plaintiff's case 
as if “this court [were] stepping ‘into the shoes of a ‘rea-
sonable and prudent’ contractor' to decide how ‘such a 
contractor would act in [the plaintiff's] situation.’ ” Weeks, 
13 Cl.Ct. at 219 (citing P.J. Maffei, 732 F.2d at 917, 
quoting H.N. Bailey & Associates v. United States, 196 
Ct.Cl. 156, 449 F.2d 387, 390 (1971)). Further, we are to 
note that “contract indication[s] need not be explicit or 
specific ... so long as they provide sufficient grounds by 
which the contractor can justify his expectation of latent 
conditions materially different from those encountered.” 
P.J. Maffei, 732 F.2d at 916. Against this background, we 
now look to the contract documents in the instant case to 
assess whether they assert, directly or indirectly, the cha-
racter or nature of the subsurface materials that would 
reasonably be expected to be found by Youngdale at the 
site. 
 
The operative facts herein establish that the contract con-
tains 10 boring logs describing the subsurface materials 
that were extracted from the area. Of the 10 holes drilled, 
only three boring logs, i.e., # 23, # 24 and # 25, were done 
in the construction area because the location of the con-
struction site was changed prior to the commencement of 
the contract. See also attached Appendix-A. With regard to 
the information contained in the relevant boring logs, su-
pra, the left side vertical axis of each of the logs depicts the 
depth of the boring, and the second column to the left 
within the chart provides the N-value, or the results of the 
standard penetrometer tests. Youngdale's expert witness, 
Mr. James Michael Sims, testified that the standard pene-
trometer test indicates the hardness of the materials en-
countered, i.e., a standard penetration test refers to the use 
of a 140-pound hammer free-falling over a 30-inch drop 
which strikes an anvil that is on top of a rod that is attached 
to a sampler at the bottom of the hole. The record of that 
sampling is reported as “blows per *531 foot,” i.e., the 
number of blows it takes a 140-pound hammer to drive a 
sampler one foot through the material being sampled; this 
is ultimately referred to as the N-number on the boring 
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logs. In addition to this information, on the right-hand side 
of the log sheet is a box containing the standard penetro-
meter descriptive data. Said data explains the meaning of 
the numbers and letters in the N-value column, in addition 
to indicating the type of material encountered as it is clas-
sified under the Uniform Soils Classification System 
(USCS). Youngdale's expert witness testified that to a 
“reader [who] is knowledgeable in standard penetration 
testing, it [the standard penetrometer test results] gives him 
an indication of the hardness of the materials encoun-
tered.” Tr. 1354 (emphasis added). For example, according 
to Mr. Sims testimony, a “blow count” in excess of 31 with 
regard to cohesive materials, indicates that the material is 
either “stiff or hard.” Tr. 1357. With respect to cohesion-
less material, a blow count in excess of 50 would indicate 
“very dense” material, and a blow count of 51 or higher (or 
if the material was cohesive and the blow counts exceed 
30) would indicate “very hard or stiff” material. Tr. 1358. 
Lastly, a blow count in excess of 100 would clearly indi-
cate what is referred to as “refusal.” Refusal is used when 
50 blows of the hammer fail to achieve six inches of pe-
netration, or in other words, 100 blows fail to achieve a 
penetration of a foot. On the boring logs, refusal is noted 
by using the letter “R” in the N-column. According to Mr. 
Sims, materials such as soft cement, cemented sand, or a 
car body would be hard enough to cause refusal. 
 
As to the specific details contained within each log, Mr. 
Sims testified that in boring log # 23, the N-column of the 
boring log indicated that the following blow counts were 
achieved: “36,” “R”-refusal, “A”-attempt, “56,” “85,” 
“R”-refusal, “79,” and finally “R”-refusal. Tr. 1358. With 
respect to the descriptive data contained in boring # 23, 
between 0'-2', the log described the material sampled as 
“sandy clay, light brown, low plasticity fines, 40-45% fine 
to medium grained sand, some organic material (hair roots, 
etc.), some shale fragments; between 2'-2.5', clayey sand, 
very fine to medium grained sand; between 2.5'-5', clayey 
sand, graded sand, gravel to 3/4 " size, cemented; between 
4'-5' depth, highly weathered monterey shale; between 
5'-8', gravelly sandy clay, light gray, graded sand, gravel to 
1" size, layers of monterey shale; between 6'-14', gravelly 
clayey sand, yellow-brown, 30-35% high plasticity fines, 
45-50% medium to course grained sand, 15-20% hard 
angular gravel to 3/4 " size, gravels are highly weathered 
shale fragments with iron staining (field) and at 12.5" 
depth, some rounded gravels to 1/2 " size (field); and 
lastly, between 14'-14.9', the material sampled was de-
scribed as clayey silt, light brownish-gray, slightly damp, 
cemented, some iron staining. FN32  
 


FN32. Boring log # 24 contained the following 
information: 


 
Blow Counts: “18,” “28,” “59,” “A,” “A,” “R,” 
“A”. 


 
Descriptive Data: 


 
-From 0'-2.6'-“Sandy clay, light-brown, me-
dium plasticity fines, 40-45% medium grained 
sand, some organic odor and material (roots, 
etc.)-(field).” 


 
-From 2.6'-5.5'-“Sandy clay, dark-brown, 
graded sand, some iron staining.” 


 
-From 5.5'-11.0'-“Clayey sand, yellow-brown, 
30-36% medium plasticity fines, graded sand, 2 
pieces of 1" sandstone.” 


 
-From 11.0'-15.0'-“Sand, gray-brown, damp, 
low plasticity fines, fine to coarse graded sand, 
some shale fragments.” 


 
“At 13.5' depth, scattered gravels to 3/4 " size.” 


 
Boring log # 25 contained the following in-
formation: 


 
Blow Counts: “7,” “18,” “R,” “R,” “R,” “59,” 
“57.” 


 
Descriptive Data: 


 
-From 0'-3'-“Silty sand, light-brown, 35-40% 
non-plasticity to low plasticity fines, fine to 
medium grained sand, organic odor and ma-
terial (roots, etc.)-(field).” 


 
-From 3'-4'-Clayey sand, brownish-gray, very 
fine to medium grained sand.” 


 
-From 4'-4.5'-“Sandy clay, dark brownish-gray, 
sand, medium plasticity fines, fine grained 
sand.” 


 
-From 4.5'-12'-“Clayey sand, light-brown, very 
fine to coarse graded sand (mostly very fine 
grained), gravel particles mostly 3/4 "-1" size, 
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cemented layers.” 
 


-From 12'-15.5'-“Sand, light-brown, damp, low 
plasticity fines, very fine to fine grained sand, 
some pea-sized gravels.” 


 
*532 With respect to the foregoing, on direct examination 
Mr. Sims, plaintiff's expert geologist, testified as follows: 
 


Q. Would you define Monterey shale, sir? 
 


A. Monterey shale is a sedimentary rock.... [Tr. 
1318][FN33]. 


 
FN33. Moreover, the parties stipulated to the de-
finition of “Monterey shale” as follows: “Sedi-
mentary rock that was deposited in layers in a 
deep sea environment between five and fifteen 
million years ago. The formation is several 
thousand feet thick.” (emphasis added). Joint 
Stipulated Glossary of Technical Terms filed on 
December 10, 1991. 


 
 * * * * * * 


 
Q. Would you call cemented sand a rock? 


 
A. Not in all cases. [Tr. 1355]. 


 
Consequently, given the foregoing geological data con-
tained in the three relevant boring logs and the corro-
borative testimony of plaintiff's own expert with respect 
to the information contained in those borings, it is clear 
to the court that the government has made a reasonably 
accurate positive representation as to the character and 
nature of the subsurface materials expected to be en-
countered and where they may be found, given the lo-
cation of each of the borings.FN34 See Weeks, 13 Cl.Ct. at 
220-21. Moreover, even plaintiff posits in its post-trial 
memoranda (at p. 41), that “where the contract plans 
and specifications contain boring logs, the courts gen-
erally hold that such logs are affirmative representa-
tions by the government of subsurface conditions,” citing 
Foster, 193 Ct.Cl. at 606, 435 F.2d 873; and United 
Contractors, 177 Ct.Cl. at 165, 368 F.2d 585. In addi-
tion, the record shows that the soil boring logs used the 
USCS in describing the subsurface conditions. Thus, it is 
clear beyond cavil that the first element of the test has 
been established by the plaintiff, in that the contract 
boring logs do in fact indicate a clear and positive re-


presentation of the subsurface conditions that a con-
tractor could reasonably expect to encounter. 


 
FN34. See Appendix-A for a map of the con-
struction site including the location of the three 
relevant boring logs, i.e., Borings # 23, # 24, and 
# 25. 


 
(ii) Reasonableness of Plaintiff's Interpretation of the 


Contract Indications 
 
The plaintiff avers that the contract boring logs do not 
accurately depict the conditions as existed at the site; in 
other words, the contention is that the government sub-
mitted defective specifications to the bidders. Plaintiff 
further implies that the “Final Geotechnical Report” pre-
pared by the Foundations and Materials Branch of the Corp 
of Engineers (“COE”) dated July 26, 1982, misrepresented 
to the plaintiff the fact that there was no rock at the site. 
According to the plaintiff, said misrepresentation stems 
from the following facts: (1) the report indicates that la-
boratory test results show that the soils were classified as 
“sandy clay (CL and CH), clayey sand (SC and SC-SM), 
silty sand (SM), gravelly clayey sand (SC), and gravelly 
sandy clay (CH)....”; and (2) the Guide Specifications 
contained in said report state in section: 
 


b. CE 02201, “Excavation, Filing and Backfilling for 
Buildings.” Delete references to rock excavation. 


 
c. CE 02221, “Excavation, Trenching, and Backfilling 
for Utilities Systems.” Delete references to rock exca-
vation. Under structures and roadways, compact mate-
rials to 95%. All other areas compact materials to 90%. 


 
d. CE 02230, “Excavation, Embankment and Prepara-
tion of Subgrade for Roadways.” Delete references to 
rock excavation. Compact materials to 95%. 


 
(emphasis added). Finally, plaintiff's expert witness report 
opines that “the logs do not appropriately reflect the actual 
conditions encountered.” PX 119. 
 
Defendant, on the other hand, strongly asserts that said 
boring logs clearly and accurately depict the conditions 
actually encountered. Defendant avers that the real issue 
herein is whether the government was correct in choosing 
to describe the subsurface conditions as “soils” rather than 
“rock.” In any event, the government points out that it 
explicitly stated in Boring # 23 that rock, i.e., monterey 
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shale, *533 existed below the surface at depths of 2.5 feet 
to 5 feet, and shale fragments from 0 feet to 2 feet. 
Moreover, Boring # 24 indicated that there were shale 
fragments at depths of 11-15 feet, and, most importantly, 
the government avers that a reasonably prudent contractor 
in interpreting the boring logs would have been on notice 
to the fact that very dense and hard materials were present, 
despite the government's classification, in light of the fact 
that standard penetration data clearly indicated that there 
were refusals, i.e., see the N-value column, following very 
high blow counts. In said column, Boring # 23 indicated 
that the government encountered refusal on three separate 
occasions; in Boring # 24 refusal was indicated at least 
once; and in Boring # 25 refusal was indicated in three 
instances. 
 
As stated previously, “our standard is to judge the plain-
tiff's ‘reasonableness,’ in interpreting contract indications, 
from the perspective of a reasonable and prudent contrac-
tor acting under similar conditions.” See Weeks, 13 Cl.Ct. 
at 224; Maffei, 732 F.2d at 916. With respect to the ques-
tion whether plaintiff's responsible agents even looked at 
the boring logs prior to the bid, the following 
cross-examination of plaintiff's geologist is pertinent: 
 


Q. ... would you be concerned ... if I told you that on this 
job we haven't heard testimony from anyone that looked 
at the boring logs before the contract was awarded? 


 
A. (No response.) 


 
Q. Do you think a reasonable contractor should look at 
the boring logs before they bid the contract? 


 
A. Of course, I do, yes. [Tr. 1359] 


 
Q. If the contractor told you the[y] had never looked at 
the boring logs before they bid, and then after they bid ... 
they told you that the boring log didn't have the word 
rock [in it], [and] ... the blow counts showed ... very hard 
material. Do you think that ... contract[or] was deceived 
by the Government before they bid ...? 


 
A. No. [Tr. 1360]. 


 
Pertinent to the foregoing, Messrs. Gaber, and Manka, 
on-site superintendent, testified,FN35 on cross-examination, 
respectively, as follows: 
 


FN35. While on the other hand a “claim” letter 


dated January 4, 1984, by Mr. D.L. Johnson, 
vice-president of plaintiff, filed with the COE, 
averred that-“At the time of estimating this job, 
we reviewed the boring logs for evidence of 
rock....” PX 128. We observe, however, that Mr. 
Johnson failed to testify, and such failure was not 
explained; thus, no favorable inference is war-
ranted. Goldberger Foods, Inc. v. United States, 
23 Cl.Ct. 295, 308 (1991). 


 
Q. Did you review the boring logs prior to the submis-
sion of Youngdale's bid? 


 
A. No, I didn't. [Gaber Tr. 479]. 


 
 * * * * * * 
 


Q. Did you review the boring logs in bidding this con-
tract? 


 
A. ... No. 


 
Q. Do you know if anyone in your office reviewed the 
boring logs? 


 
A. I don't. No. [Manka Tr. 215]. 


 
Against this background, we are compelled to conclude 
that plaintiff is presently unreasonable in its belated inter-
pretation of the contract documents in light of the clear and 
unmistakable indications in Boring logs # 23, # 24, and # 
25,FN36 and it was also grossly unreasonable and negligent 
in its failure to examine the boring logs prior to its bid. This 
conclusion, on this record, is indisputable inasmuch as 
inspection of said boring logs would have put a reasonable 
and prudent contractor on notice of the existence of rock 
beneath the surface and, therefore, would have required 
that contractor to investigate the site prior to bidding. The 
well-established principle is true that a contractor is not 
required “to discover hidden subsurface conditions or 
those beyond the limits of an inspection appropriate to the 
time available.” Foster, 193 Ct.Cl. at 615, 435 F.2d 873. 
Moreover, the court is also mindful of the fact that a con-
tractor is not charged with the technical intellect or grasp of 
a geologist or other *534 expert.FN37 Stock & Grove, Inc. v. 
United States, 204 Ct.Cl. 103, 119, 493 F.2d 629 (1974). 
On the other hand, the court also notes that a contractor is 
deemed to be on notice of any subsurface conditions in-
dicated, as here, within the boring logs of the contract 
documents, Ragonese, 128 Ct.Cl. at 159, 120 F.Supp. 768; 
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and, to the extent that a contractor must interpret said logs, 
a contractor is to be held to the standard of a reasonably 
prudent contractor in deciphering the meaning of such 
logs. Erickson-Shaver Contracting Corp. v. United States, 
9 Cl.Ct. 302, 305-06 (1985). 
 


FN36. The Court of Claims held in United Con-
tractors, that “[b]orings are nevertheless consi-
dered the most reliable reflection of subsurface 
conditions.” United Contractors, 177 Ct.Cl. at 
164, 368 F.2d 585. 


 
FN37. The court in Foster also indicated that, 
given the time constraints of the bidding process, 
the bidder is not required to conduct geological or 
other technical investigations upon the site, par-
ticularly where the government has previously 
done so. Foster, 193 Ct.Cl. at 612-13, 435 F.2d 
873. 


 
In the case at bar, we observe that the descriptive data 
portion of Boring # 23 is eminently clear in its indications 
that there were “some shale fragments” at depths of 0 to 2 
feet below the surface, and again at 8 to 14 feet; also there 
was monterey shale at depths of 4 to 5 feet, and layers of 
monterey shale at 5 to 8 feet. Furthermore, Youngdale's 
expert witness, Mr. Sims, conceded when testifying that 
the government had indicated in Boring # 23 that there was 
rock present at the site, in that it identified the monterey 
shale in the boring log as rock.FN38 Mr. Sims observed that 
where the government identified that there was monterey 
shale present, monterey shale was indeed present. Tr. 
1332. Finally, when questioned by the court as to the pro-
priety of calling shale “rock,” Youngdale's expert testified 
that different geologists may use different descriptive 
definitions with respect to the same type of material. Tr. 
1341.FN39 We are constrained to conclude, therefore, that 
based even on the testimony of plaintiff's expert, the gov-
ernment properly utilized the USCS as its system of soils 
classification and correctly labeled the materials found at 
the site, despite Mr. Sims' contrary implication that said 
materials should have been labeled otherwise, i.e., sand-
stone or conglomerate.FN40 Moreover, the report of de-
fendant's expert observes that “... the cemented material 
could arguably be called a sandstone or conglomerate.” 
FN41 DX 42. 
 


FN38. Mr. Robinson, plaintiff's counsel herein, 
asked Mr. Sims if “there [were] any descriptions 
in those logs, which you as a geologist would 
conclude was rock?” Mr. Sims replied “... in one 


of the logs I reviewed, rock is identified.” Mr. 
Robinson then asked “... and how is it identified,” 
to which Mr. Sims replied, “it is identified as a 
layer of monterey shale.” Tr. 1317-18. 


 
Mr. Sims was then asked by the court to define 
monterey shale, to which Mr. Sims replied that 
monterey shale is “a sedimentary rock that is 
deposited in layers in deep sea environment. 
The formation is several thousand feet thick. It 
was deposited approximately five-between five 
and fifteen million years ago. It varies in 
hardness from chert to soft shale and usually 
occurs in layers of two to three inches each.” 
Tr. 1318-19. Mr. Sims also provided the court 
with a sample of monterey shale taken in 1991 
from a road cut approximately a quarter of a 
mile from the site. PXs 175-176, Tr. 1323. Mr. 
Sims indicated that he did not have any samples 
from his initial investigation of the site in 1983. 
Tr. 1322. 


 
FN39. The court posed the following proposition: 
“... in one instance you may call a mass shale or 
rock and another equally qualified expert geolo-
gist may call it something else and at the same 
time accurately describe it”-to which the witness 
replied “that is correct.” Tr. 1341. 


 
FN40. Note that although defendant's expert 
witness, Mr. Ed Ketchum, did not testify at trial, 
his report was admitted as evidence, and when 
questioned about said report, plaintiff's expert, 
Mr. Sims, indicated that he could find no errors 
with the report but for the fact that Mr. Ketchum 
failed to identify the monterey shale as such in his 
report. Tr. 1351. However, Mr. Sims testified that 
different qualified geologists may classify the 
same material in different terms and still be cor-
rect. Tr. 1355. 


 
FN41. With regard to the plaintiff's implied con-
tention that it was misled by the government's 
“Final Geotechnical Report” dated July 26, 1982, 
the court notes that with respect to said exhibit, 
plaintiff did not receive said document until May 
12, 1983, approximately five months after plain-
tiff had bid upon the project and had been 
awarded the contract. PX 3. Thus, it appears im-
possible, in the present light, that plaintiff could 
have been misled by any of the statements made 
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in this document. Moreover, plaintiff failed to 
offer any probative evidence establishing that 
said document was part of the contract docu-
ments, or in any event, a part of any of the 
bid-related documents. 


 
This second element, we find, cannot be satisfied, by the 
requisite quantum of proof *535 by plaintiff for the simple 
reason that the creditable evidence, supra, shows that it 
failed by its own negligence to review the boring logs 
(contract documents) prior to its bid. In an analogous issue 
in C.W. Blakeslee & Sons, Inc. v. United States, 89 Ct.Cl. 
226, 246 (1939), the court stated: 
 


Plaintiffs knew this but made no effort to consult the log 
book, which was available to them. Plaintiffs therefore 
have no one but themselves to blame for the fact that at 
the time they submitted their bid they did not know that 
dynamite had been used by the defendant in making the 
borings and cannot be heard to complain that they were 
misled.... 


 
Since plaintiff negligently failed to review contract doc-
uments, i.e., boring logs, prior to its bid, it necessarily 
follows that it could not have “acted as a reasonably pru-
dent contractor in interpreting ” same at that time. 
 


(iii) Contractor Must Reasonably Rely On Subsurface 
Contract Indications 


 
It further follows with equal force, and we so find, that 
Youngdale cannot satisfy the third element of a Type I 
different site condition, i.e., the contractor must have rea-
sonably relied on the indications of the subsurface condi-
tions in the contract, because again it failed to review the 
explicating boring logs.FN42 In fact, the record is clear 
beyond doubt that had plaintiff reviewed the three logs 
prior to bidding, it would have been fully advised as to the 
monterey shale (i.e., rock) and undoubtedly would have 
increased its bid appropriately. Had that occurred, there of 
course would be no rock differing site condition issue. 
 


FN42. At trial, Mr. Gaber testified that Mr. 
Youngdale had been in the business for over 25 
years, perhaps 30 years. Tr. 76. Moreover, Mr. 
Gaber indicated that Youngdale bid on the aver-
age “a job a week as a norm.” Id. at 77. In addi-
tion, Mr. Gaber indicated that Mr. David Johnson, 
then superintendent at the Vandenberg project 
and vice president of the company was an expert 
in the field of masonry. Tr. 75, 77-78, 81. Con-


sequently, it is apparent to the court that J.R. 
Youngdale and his staff were experienced 
earthwork contractors. 


 
(iv) Subsurface Conditions Encountered Must Materially 


Differ From Contract Indications 
 
Here, the irrefutable probative evidence establishes the 
contrary, i.e., that the subsurface conditions actually en-
countered in the contract site area mirrored in all material 
particulars the subsurface contract indications in said area. 
Stated differently, the boring logs depicted proof by a 
preponderance of the evidence precisely a rock-like sub-
stance, which subsurface material was actually encoun-
tered. Therefore, we are compelled to find that plaintiff 
failed to establish the fourth element-that encountered 
materials differed substantially from contract indications. 
 
(v) Encountered Subsurface Conditions Must Have Been 


Unforeseeable 
 
The fifth element requires a finding, given notice and 
availability of all contract documents, that subsurface 
conditions encountered must have been reasonably unfo-
reseeable. According to the case law, the court looks 
generally to the information which the contractor pos-
sessed or was available to the contractor at the time of 
bidding in determining whether the encountered subsur-
face conditions were foreseeable. See Stuyvesant Dredg-
ing, 11 Cl.Ct. at 858; Foster, 193 Ct.Cl. at 614-15, 435 
F.2d 873; and United Contractors, 177 Ct.Cl. at 168, 368 
F.2d 585. Plaintiff also fails in its proof on this element 
simply because had it reviewed the operative logs, prior to 
bid, the encountered subsurface conditions would have 
been clearly foreseeable.FN43 
 


FN43. The only outside evidence that plaintiff 
indicates may have “misled” it into believing that 
the encountered rock was reasonably unforesee-
able was the government's “Final Geological 
Report” dated July 26, 1982. Therein, the plaintiff 
contends that the government represents that the 
plaintiff need not consider the existence of rock as 
a subsurface condition, in light of the fact that the 
Guide Specifications of the report indicate that 
with regard to excavation for the buildings, utili-
ties, and roadways, the contractor may delete 
references to rock excavation. The primary 
problem with plaintiff's analysis, however, is that 
it lacks proof upon which the court may find that 
plaintiff actually possessed such information 
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prior to or at the time of bidding. According to 
our decision in Weeks, the plaintiff must possess 
information at the time of bidding which would 
make it reasonably foreseeable or unforeseeable 
that a certain condition may occur. Id. at 236. 
Based on the facts herein, plaintiff did not receive 
the government's “Final Geological Report” until 
May 12, 1983, a time significantly after the 
plaintiff had bid (January 26, 1983) on the 
project, as well as had been awarded the contract. 
Moreover, even if the plaintiff had been in pos-
session of said document prior to or contempo-
raneously with the bidding process, we have 
previously concluded that, based on the contract 
documents contained herein, the actual subsur-
face conditions encountered by Youngdale would 
have been foreseeable had it timely and properly 
interpreted the boring logs with respect to the 
rock condition. 


 
*536 A related issue as to both elements 4 and 5 involves 
to the depths at which Youngdale actually encountered 
(shale) rock. Mr. Sims' expert report and his testimony at 
trial indicate that plaintiff encountered rock at about 5 feet 
in locations approximately where Borings # 23 and # 24 
were taken. FN44 Thus, according to the facts, Boring log # 
23 accurately depicts the presence of (shale) rock at 4-5 
feet, in that Mr. Sims found rock at that location at a depth 
of 5 feet. With regard to Boring log # 24, although said log 
does not specifically indicate that monterey shale was 
present at 5 feet, it does indicate that some sandstone FN45 
was found at depths of 5.5 feet to 11 feet.FN46 Moreover, 
said log (# 24) shows, at 5.5 feet, blow counts of “59” 
which denotes “very dense” material; additionally, at about 
6 feet there appears in the N-column the letter “A” which 
indicates “attempt.” Thus, it appears clear to the court that 
based on Mr. Sims' testimony, Borings # 23 and # 24 ac-
curately depicted the conditions encountered by Young-
dale at the site and did not materially differ from the actual 
conditions encountered. Moreover, when asked by plain-
tiff's counsel as to whether the other logs (logs # 24 and # 
25) depicted that there was rock at the site, Mr. Sims li-
mited his response to the “written portion of the log.” FN47 
That is to say, despite the fact that Mr. Sims conceded later 
in his testimony that different geologists may use different 
descriptive terms to classify the same material, he did not 
deny the fact that the standard penetrometer data contained 
in the borings may have clearly depicted the conditions at 
the site, even if the descriptive data was not as accurate. 
FN48 In fact, Mr. Sims testified that if one ignores the de-
scriptive data, and relies solely on the standard penetration 
test results, “the only assumption I [Mr. Sims] could make 


is that you [the contractor] encountered a very hard ma-
terial.” Tr. 1356. 
 


FN44. Specifically, Mr. Sims testified: “One of 
our excavations was done in the area of the log 
that showed monterey shale and we encountered 
monterey shale.... The other excavation was done 
in the area where no shale was shown, but we 
encountered monterey shale at a depth of five 
feet.” Tr. 1336-37. 


 
FN45. Note that plaintiff's expert identified the 
rock found at the site near Boring # 23 as sand-
stone. PX 119. 


 
FN46. This difference of .5 feet is not legally 
significant and does not rise to the level of a ma-
terial difference as required by the differing site 
conditions clause. See Servidone, 19 Cl.Ct. at 
356. 


 
FN47. Mr. Sims testified that-“[t]he other logs 
that I observed did not describe in the written 
portion of the log any presence of rock.” Tr. 1334. 


 
FN48. Recall that refusal occurred on no less than 
six separate occasions with respect to the three 
relevant borings. DX 42. 


 
In addition to Mr. Sims' testimony, the court finds that both 
Mr. Gaber and Mr. Manka testified as to the presence of 
rock at the site. Tr. 171-173, 330-331. However, only Mr. 
Gaber provided the court with any indications as to what 
depths Youngdale encountered the rock. According to Mr. 
Gaber, Youngdale encountered rock “at probably 18 
[inches] to 2 feet below the surface” while it was exca-
vating for the utility lines near the buildings. Tr. 171-172. 
As to which building, in particular, Mr. Gaber was refe-
rencing, the record is unclear, inasmuch as Mr. Gaber 
failed to precisely indicate exactly where he and other 
Youngdale employees encountered the rock. In this con-
nection, however, the court was able to utilize PX 168, i.e., 
a color-coded map drawing indicating where the site utili-
ties were placed in relation to the referenced buildings. The 
map also indicated with some degree of specificity where 
Youngdale encountered the hard rock. Thus, from the 
diagram of the construction site as situated on PX 168, the 
*537 court was able to determine that the hard rock was 
found predominately near Building “A.” This being true, 
the court's next step was to determine what borings were 
within the site area of Building “A.” To accomplish this 
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task, the court looked to DX 42, wherein there is a map 
entitled V.O.Q. Project Layout which depicts where Bor-
ings # 23, # 24, and # 25 were taken in relation to the 
buildings and other areas at the site. From this map, which 
is attached hereto as Appendix-A, the court was able to 
determine that Boring # 23 was located within the prox-
imity of Building “A,” whereas Borings # 24 and # 25 were 
closer to Building “C.” Therefore, by superimposing DX 
42 map over PX 168 map, the court was able to determine 
with respect to Building “A” that Boring # 23 would con-
tain the requisite descriptive subsurface data needed to 
determine the condition of the ground within that area. 
Borings # 24 and # 25 were more indicative of the sub-
surface area near Building “C.” 
 
After completing the aforementioned analysis, the court 
then returned to the descriptive portion of Boring # 23 
which indicates that, between 0 feet and 2 feet, there are 
“some shale fragments”; and between 4 feet to 5 feet, 
“highly weathered monterey shale” is present; and “layers 
of monterey shale” appear between 5 feet to 8 feet. With 
regard to the blow counts, the court also finds that refusal 
occurred as early as 2.5 feet and again at approximately 11 
feet below the surface. Taking all these factors into ac-
count, it is patently clear, and we so find, that with respect 
to the area next to and within the reasonable proximity of 
Boring # 23, monterey shale (rock ) was in fact present. 
This being true, then it is also crystal clear that Youngdale 
should have, and would have, anticipated that it was likely 
to encounter rock near Building “A” had it reviewed the 
boring logs, given that Boring log # 23 is a reasonably 
accurate indicator of the subsurface conditions in that area. 
All of the foregoing we find as fact. Not only does Boring # 
23 indicate that there is rock present with respect to 
Building “A,” but also that Youngdale actually encoun-
tered such (shale) rock in areas and depths reasonably 
proximate, in depth, as depicted in the boring log(s) when 
excavating for its utilities for Building “A.” Thus, we hold 
that the actual conditions encountered at the site did not 
materially differ, as to depth, from those depicted in the 
contract documents. See Arundel, 515 F.2d 1116. Plaintiff, 
therefore, has also failed to establish a different site con-
dition relating to the situs or location of depicted subsur-
face material. 
 
Finally, since plaintiff has failed to establish a material-
ly-different site condition with respect to rock, supra, the 
conclusion is inescapable that it cannot establish the sixth 
element, i.e., that its excess cost stems solely from the 
materially-different subsurface condition. 
 


(b) TYPE II-DIFFERING SITE CONDITION 
 
Previously, we observed that plaintiff's claim with respect 
to the rock encounter averred both a Type I and a Type II 
differing site condition. In light of the court's ruling that 
plaintiff failed to carry its burden with respect to a Type I 
differing site condition, we now address plaintiff's con-
tention that the encountered rock when compared with 
contract indications constitutes a Type II differing site 
condition. 
 
Our reading of the relevant and binding case law leads us 
to conclude that, in order for the plaintiff to prove a Type II 
differing site condition, a combination of two of three 
indispensable elements must be established, namely, that 
(i) the physical condition at the site was unknown; or (ii) 
said condition was unusual and could not be reasonably 
anticipated by the contractor from his study of the contract 
documents,FN49 his inspection of the site, and his *538 
general experience, if any, in the contract area; and (iii) the 
condition encountered was materially different from those 
ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as in-
hering in the work of this character. Servidone, 19 Cl.Ct. at 
360; Perini, 180 Ct.Cl. at 780, 381 F.2d 403. See generally 
Loftis, 110 Ct.Cl. at 618, 76 F.Supp. 816; Lathan Com-
pany, Inc. v. United States, 20 Cl.Ct. 122 (1990); S.T.G. 
Construction Co. v. United States, 157 Ct.Cl. 409, 415 
(1962). In other words, to prevail on this issue, plaintiff 
must prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, either 
elements # 1 and # 3 or elements # 2 and # 3. 
 


FN49. Plaintiff cites specifically to Perini Corp. 
v. United States, 180 Ct.Cl. 768, 780, 381 F.2d 
403, 410 (1967), and the language therein in its 
post-trial submissions; however, it conveniently 
left out that portion of the court's standard which 
indicates that the condition must not be antic-
ipated by the contractor from his study of the 
contract documents. Specifically, plaintiff states 
in its brief: 


 
“A Type II claim requires plaintiff to show 
three elements. First, plaintiff must show that it 
did not know about the physical condition. 
Second, plaintiff must show that it could not 
have anticipated the condition from inspection 
or general experience. Third, plaintiff must 
show that the condition varied from the norm in 
similar contracting work....” 


 
(further citations omitted). 
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In reviewing the record with respect to the Type II claim, 
the court finds that not only does the defendant fail to even 
address the claim, but also the plaintiff merely addresses 
the claim in a highly conclusory argumentative manner. 
That is to say, plaintiff points to no probative evidence in 
the record, and we find none, purporting to prove, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, the foregoing elements that 
must be established. For example, in its brief of December 
10, 1991, plaintiff discusses (at p. 51) this issue on all of 
one page and merely hospitably concludes that: 
 


It did not know of the subsurface rock. Youngdale could 
not have anticipated the condition from looking at the 
site-it was slightly rolling and no rock was evident. It is 
not normal to encounter pervasive cementitious rock at 
depths of 1 to 4 feet in contracting work. 


 
While defendant proffers no argument or proof respecting 
the existence of a Type II different site condition respect-
ing the rock, this circumstance gives plaintiff no comfort 
inasmuch as the threshold burden of proof is on plaintiff 
respecting this issue.FN50 Given this record, apparently 
neither party is of the position that the facts herein will 
support a finding that the rock constituted a Type II dif-
fering site condition, and we agree, as discussed, infra. 
 


FN50. The court observes, however, that the 
burden of proof rests upon the plaintiff and does 
not shift until the plaintiff has established a prima 
facie case by a preponderance of the evidence. 
Hendricks v. United States, 14 Cl.Ct. 143, 148 
(1987); Smith v. United States, 557 F.Supp. 42, 51 
(W.D.Ark.1982); Thinguldstad v. United States, 
343 F.Supp. 551, 556 (S.D.Ohio 1972). 


 
Turning to the first element, i.e., the physical condition at 
the site was unknown prior to the bid, has not been and 
cannot be proven by a preponderance of the evidence. This 
is true for the reason that we find that the boring logs were 
part of the contract documents and were available to 
plaintiff prior to the bid. We have further found that the 
proof shows that notwithstanding the foregoing, plaintiff, 
for whatever reason, failed to review such logs prior to 
bidding. The record further shows, and we so find, that had 
plaintiff reviewed such logs, prior to bidding, it would 
have then known that monterey shale, a hard, a/k/a 
rock-like, substance, was found at varying depths by the 
borings. On these creditable and indisputable facts, we are 
constrained to impute actual knowledge of the subsurface 
condition at the site. It is settled that “a contractor who 


knows or should have known the facts of the conditions at 
the site is estopped.” Vann v. United States, 190 Ct.Cl. 546, 
420 F.2d 968, 982 (1970); see also C.W. Blakeslee, 89 
Ct.Cl. 226. Coupled with the foregoing, and the overall 
general contracting experience of Youngdale, supra, we 
find that plaintiff, as a reasonable and prudent contractor, 
did in fact know, or should have known, of the actual 
subsurface condition at the construction site prior to its bid. 
 
With respect to the second element, there is no probative 
evidence in the record warranting a finding that the en-
countered subsurface condition was in fact unusual in any 
respects and could not reasonably have been anticipated 
given available data and experience. Thus, we find that 
proof is wanting respecting the second element.FN51 
 


FN51. Note that according to the testimony at 
trial, the plaintiff never visited the site prior to 
bidding on the contract. 


 
*539 Finally, the third element requires that the encoun-
tered condition must differ materially from that of similar 
conditions normally encountered by contractors perform-
ing similar contracting work. With respect to this element, 
plaintiff offered not one scintilla of proof at trial that the 
alleged rock condition encountered at the site in any way 
differed, let alone differed materially, from those condi-
tions ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as 
inherent in the type of excavation work performed by 
Youngdale. Therefore, plaintiff fails in proof of its burden 
on this issue as well. 
 
In summary, therefore, we are constrained to conclude that, 
based on the criteria required to be applied in determining 
the existence of a Type II differing site condition, the facts 
of this case as established by the plaintiff do not prove by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the rock condition was 
unknown at the time of the bid, unusual to the extent un-
foreseeable, nor do they show how this condition differs 
materially from any other conditions normally encountered 
in similar contractual work. See Servidone, 19 Cl.Ct. at 
360-377. The plaintiff, therefore, has failed to establish a 
Type II differing site condition with respect to the rock 
encountered.FN52 
 


FN52. In its post-trial submissions, the plaintiff 
briefly addressed the following four claims in-
itially raised in its pretrial submission(s) filed on 
July 16, 1990: (i) Failure to Disclose Vital In-
formation, a breach of contract claim; (ii) Con-
tract Interpretation During Performance; (iii) In-
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terference and Failure to Cooperate; and (iv) 
Acceleration (the latter three constructive change 
claims). With respect to the aforementioned 
claims, the court observes that the plaintiff failed 
to file a CDA claim with the CO as to each of the 
four claims. Consequently, this court does not 
have jurisdiction to hear any of the four claims in 
light of the Claims Court's holding in SMS Data 
Products Group, Inc. v. United States, 19 Cl.Ct. 
612 (1990). 


 
In SMS Data, Judge Rader held, and we agree, 
that “[p]laintiff may not seek damages for a 
new claim-a claim not yet submitted to and 
decided by the contracting officer.” Id. at 615. 
In support of said well-established premise, 
Judge Rader cited to LDG Timber Enterprises, 
Inc. v. United States, 8 Cl.Ct. 445, 455 (1985), 
wherein the court stated: 


 
[The claim before the Claims Court] is not 
merely an aspect of a claim which has already 
been presented to the CO and on which the CO 
has deliberated. Rather, it raises new matters 
which must, in the first instance, be presented 
to the CO for his consideration (including the 
possibilities of settlement). Since plaintiff 
failed to present this claim to the CO, this court 
is without jurisdiction to hear the matter. 


 
(citations omitted). According to the record 
herein, plaintiff's only claim before the CO is 
that of direct and indirect damages stemming 
from its differing site conditions claims. No-
where does it mention, prior to its pretrial 
submissions, the four previously-referenced 
claims in any of its multiple-filed claims with 
the CO, supra. Moreover, each of the four 
claims are based on separate and distinct new 
theories of law, i.e., the Failure to Disclose 
Vital Information claim is a breach of contract 
claim which requires, inter alia, that the plain-
tiff prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, 
that the defendant had knowledge of the exis-
tence of the excess water condition prior to 
submitting the contract specifications, Servi-
done, 19 Cl.Ct. at 375; (ii) the Contract Inter-
pretation During Performance claim is a con-
structive change claim which requires the 
plaintiff to prove that “as a result of the Gov-
ernment's misinterpretation of [the] contract 


provision[s] the contractor ... [was] required to 
perform more or different work, or to higher 
standards, not called for under ... [the contract] 
terms.” Cibinic & Nash, Administration of 
Government Contracts, at 325 (quoting Emer-
son-Sack-Warner Corp., ASBCA No. 6004, 
61-2 BCA ¶ 3248, at 16,827, 1961 WL 602 
(1961); (iii) the Interference and Failure to 
Cooperate claim is also a constructive changes 
claim whereby the plaintiff must prove that the 
government's actions or inactions, i.e., the 
breach of its duty to cooperate with the con-
tractor or not hinder or interfere with his con-
tract performance, caused the plaintiff to suffer 
damages. Note that this claim is generally filed 
as an alternate theory of recovery where a 
contractor has been unable to recover under the 
contract itself. See Cibinic & Nash, at 352-57; 
and finally, (iv) the Acceleration claim is again 
a constructive changes claim which requires the 
plaintiff to prove, inter alia, that the contracting 
officer had knowledge of an excusable delay at 
the time it made some statement or act which 
could be construed as an acceleration order. Id. 
at 340. 


 
In addition to the foregoing, even if the four 
putative claims had been submitted to the CO, 
said claims lack quantification and, therefore, 
are not proper claims under the CDA. Contract 
Cleaning, 811 F.2d at 592; Metric Construction 
Co., Inc. v. United States, 1 Cl.Ct. 383, 391 
(1983). 


 
B. DAMAGES 
 
Having determined that plaintiff has failed to prove both a 
Type I and Type II *540 rock differing site condition, but 
has established, by a preponderance of the evidence, the 
existence of a water differing site condition, we now turn 
to the appropriate theory or methodology in calculating 
such damages. To the extent that the plaintiff has not spe-
cifically bifurcated the proof of its damages entitlement, 
with respect to the water and the rock, said damages shall 
be disallowed, pursuant to Klingensmith, Inc. v. United 
States, 731 F.2d 805, 809 (Fed.Cir.1984).FN53 
 


FN53. “The general rule is that ‘[w]here both 
parties contribute to the delay neither can recover 
damage[s], unless there is in the proof a clear 
apportionment of the delay and expense attri-
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butable to each party.’ [citations omitted] Courts 
will deny recovery where the delays are concur-
rent and the contractor has not established its de-
lay apart from that attributable to the govern-
ment.” 731 F.2d at 809. 


 
We now turn to the issue-what method of recovery is the 
plaintiff entitled to utilize in calculating its damages in 
light of the facts and circumstances herein. According to 
the defendant on this record, plaintiff is entitled to use only 
the actual cost method of recovery; whereas, the plaintiff 
contends that it is entitled to use the total cost method. For 
the reasons discussed hereinafter, we disagree with the 
plaintiff, in that we deem that the appropriate method to 
calculate damages herein is the direct (actual) cost method. 
 
1. The Total Cost Method and the Modified Total Cost 
Method 
 
[3] Prior to and at the trial, plaintiff strenuously averred 
that the sole method of calculating its damages was the 
total cost method. The defendant, on the other hand, avers 
that not only is the plaintiff not entitled to utilize the total 
cost method of recovery, but also this court has no juris-
diction to hear said methodological claim because 
“Youngdale never submitted its total cost claim [theory] to 
the contracting officer.” On this issue, we disagree with the 
defendant's contentions, in that, in J.F. Shea Co., Inc. v. 
United States, 4 Cl.Ct. 46, 54-55 (1983), the Claims Court 
held that jurisdiction over a claim for damages in excess of 
the claim submitted to the CO is proper where the “factual 
basis of the claim before this court is identical to the claim 
which was certified to the contracting officer.” Id. at 55. 
Thus, the contractor is not precluded from modifying the 
amount of the claim or from proffering additional evidence 
in support of increased damages where the increased 
amount thereof does not constitute a new claim which was 
not previously submitted to the CO for decision. Id. at 
54-55. Moreover, the court points out that “it would be 
most disruptive of normal litigation procedure if any in-
crease in the amount of a claim based upon matters de-
veloped in litigation before the court had to be submitted to 
the contracting officer before the court could continue to a 
final resolution on the claim.” Id. at 54.FN54 The primary 
reason for the certification process is to ensure that the 
plaintiff is submitting a claim in an amount that he then 
believes is due, and that the data furnished at that time is 
accurate and complete to the best of his knowledge and 
belief. Id.; cf. Continental Drilling-U.S., AGBCA No. 
81-182-1, 82-1 BCA ¶ 15,545 at 77,068, 1982 WL 7003 
(1982). Thus, to the extent that any portion of plaintiff's 


total cost claim is deemed to be appropriate herein, the 
court has jurisdiction to hear said claim.FN55 Accordingly, 
we shall address the total cost method in addition to the 
various other methods of recovery espoused by the plain-
tiff in its post-trial submissions, to the extent that they bear 
any relevance to the evidence in this case. 
 


FN54. In Concrete Placing Co. v. United States, 
25 Cl.Ct. 369, 377 (1992), the court noted that the 
plaintiff set forth its total cost claim initially at 
trial. The court then concluded that the plaintiff 
had satisfied the necessary criteria, and awarded 
plaintiff damages pursuant to the total cost me-
thod accordingly. 


 
FN55. Similarly, the court has jurisdiction to hear 
plaintiff's other claim theories with respect to the 
computation of damages, i.e., the modified total 
cost method, the productivity comparison me-
thod, the estimated evaluation method, the jury 
verdict method, and the cost plus method. 


 
The total cost method of proving damages has been ap-
proved by the Federal Circuit as a theory of last resort. 
Servidone, 931 F.2d at 861. We understand this *541 to 
mean that the Federal Circuit has condoned the use of said 
method only “in those extraordinary circumstances where 
no other way to compute damages was feasible and where 
the trial court employed proper safeguards.” Id. at 862. In 
essence, the amount of damages recoverable under the total 
cost method is roughly equivalent to the total actual costs 
incurred in performing the contract minus the contractor's 
bid price or estimated costs. Use of this method is highly 
disfavored by the courts, because it blandly assumes-that 
every penney of the plaintiff's costs are prima facie rea-
sonable, that the bid was accurately and reasonably com-
puted, and that the plaintiff is not responsible for any in-
creases in cost. Urban Plumbing & Heating v. United 
States, 187 Ct.Cl. 15, 408 F.2d 382 (1969); F.H. McGraw 
& Co. v. United States, 131 Ct.Cl. 501, 130 F.Supp. 394 
(1955). These assumptions will not fly because relevant 
case law has shown that this method is used only in cases 
where no other means of accurately computing damages 
are available. J.D. Hedin v. United States, 171 Ct.Cl. 70, 
347 F.2d 235 (1965); G.M. Shupe, Inc. v. United States, 5 
Cl.Ct. 662, 676 (1984); Wunderlich Contracting Co. v. 
United States, 173 Ct.Cl. 180, 193, 351 F.2d 956 (1965). 
That is to say, the total cost method is only utilized in 
extreme cases where it is difficult or impossible to identify 
specific increases in costs with the actions of the defen-
dant. Phillips Construction Co. v. United States, 184 Ct.Cl. 
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249, 394 F.2d 834 (1968). 
 
[4] In light of these constrictions, the courts, as a safeguard 
against the utilization of the total cost method, have de-
veloped a set of criteria which the plaintiff must establish 
in order to secure a recovery of damages under this ap-
proach. In short, the acceptability of said methodology 
hinges on plaintiff's proof of-(i) the impracticability of 
proving actual losses directly; (ii) the reasonableness of its 
bid; (iii) the reasonableness of its actual costs; and (iv) the 
lack of responsibility for the added costs. Servidone, 931 
F.2d at 861; Boyajian v. United States, 191 Ct.Cl. 233, 
246-254, 423 F.2d 1231 (1970); WRB Corporation v. 
United States, 183 Ct.Cl. 409, 426 (1968). In general, the 
Claims Court has not only strictly adhered to this four-part 
conjunctive test, but it has also held that the plaintiff has 
the burden of proving its damages by a preponderance of 
the evidence. Teledyne McCormick-Selph v. United States, 
218 Ct.Cl. 513, 517, 588 F.2d 808 (1978). Thus, if plaintiff 
cannot prove all of the elements, or if the defendant can 
disprove at least one of them, the court will deny total cost 
recovery. See Servidone, 931 F.2d at 862. Such a cir-
cumstance, however, is not fatal to a recovery of damages 
inasmuch as it may give rise to the court's use of an alter-
native, i.e., the modified total cost method. Id. 
 
[5][6] The modified total cost method is simply the total 
cost method modified or adjusted for any deficiencies in 
the plaintiff's proof in satisfying the four requirements of 
said method. See Servidone, 931 F.2d at 861. In other 
words, to the extent that the court modifies any of the 
four-prongs of the total cost test, the court has, in actuality, 
utilized the modified total cost method as opposed to the 
total cost method. Id. The theory behind the modified 
approach is that, in order to prevent the government from 
obtaining a windfall stemming from the plaintiff's inability 
to satisfy all of the elements of the total cost method, the 
court will modify that test, so that the amount that would 
have been received by the plaintiff under the total cost 
method, is only the starting point from which the court will 
adjust the plaintiff's recovery downward to reflect the 
inability to prove any of the aforementioned four elements. 
Id. at 862. See Boyajian, 191 Ct.Cl. at 247-48, 423 F.2d 
1231; MacDougald Constr. Co. v. United States, 122 
Ct.Cl. 210 (1952). Against this background, we shall now 
address, seriatim, each of the requisite four elements to the 
recovery of damages under the total cost method, and, if 
appropriate, the modified total cost method as well. 
 
(a) The Impracticability Of Proving Actual Losses Directly 
 


To prove this element, it must be appropriately established 
that the nature of *542 plaintiff's losses makes it highly 
impracticable to determine the amount of the actual losses 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Servidone, 931 F.2d 
at 861. On this record, we are satisfied, for several reasons, 
that the plaintiff has failed to meet its burden with respect 
to this prong of the test, in that: 
 
(1) plaintiff knew as early as the pre-construction confe-
rence that it had discovered a water differing site condi-
tion; 
 
(2) from that point in time, it memorialized by let-
ter/memorandum to defendant each adverse circumstance 
stemming from the excess water that adversely affected its 
costs; 
 
(3) these historical facts are contained in 457 daily reports 
and approximately 26 letters to the Corps from plaintiff; 
 
(4) at all times pertinent herein, plaintiff had at its disposal, 
in evaluating additional costs, its bid estimate containing 
the costs of detailed items; FN56 
 


FN56. Often plaintiff's equipment sank so deep 
into the mud that even a large tractor would be 
almost completely immersed in the soil. Tr. 
146-156. 


 
(5) plaintiff was an experienced construction contractor 
having performed in this business for approximately 25 
years; 
 
(6) plaintiff failed to introduce its books and records, al-
though admittedly in the courtroom and established 
through its accountant, that not only could it not maintain 
reasonably accurate records of its additional costs attri-
butable to the excess water, but also that it did not in fact 
maintain such records; and 
 
(7) since a plausible explanation was not proffered for such 
failure, we believe an adverse inference is warranted, i.e., 
the books might in fact show additional costs from the 
excess water to be a fraction of the amount claimed. 
 
Certainly, it is clear beyond cavil that by 1983 cost ac-
counting had sufficiently advanced to the point where, 
consistent with Generally Accepted Accounting Practices 
(GAAP), plaintiff's additional and unanticipated costs 
stemming from the excess water condition could have been 
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separated out from the original cost estimate with reason-
able accuracy. In such circumstance, precision is not re-
quired-where a reasonable approximation is credible. 
Here, plaintiff failed on both counts. Consequently, we 
find that plaintiff has failed to satisfy prong one of this 
four-part test. Since the elements are in the conjunctive and 
plaintiff has failed to meet the first one, our analysis, as to 
its entitlement to utilize the total cost method in deter-
mining damages, could, of course, end here. Nevertheless, 
and because of plaintiff's strong belief in its entitlement, 
we shall briefly discuss each element in turn. 
 


(b) The Reasonableness Of The Bid 
 
According to the Federal Circuit and the Claims Court, this 
element requires that the plaintiff prove that its bid was 
reasonable as made. Servidone, 19 Cl.Ct. at 384, 931 F.2d 
at 862. With respect to this element, the Servidone court 
points out that the justification behind the reasonable bid 
requirement is that, although entitled to recovery under the 
total cost method, the plaintiff should not “get the benefit 
of its own failure to anticipate that level of difficulty that a 
reasonable contractor should have expected.” Servidone, 
19 Cl.Ct. at 384-85. In other words, the plaintiff should not 
get the benefit of increased damages merely because it 
submitted an unreasonably low bid, thereby increasing the 
difference between its bid and its actual costs solely by 
underbidding the project and not by incurring incremental 
costs caused by the defendant's reprehensible actions. 
Servidone, 931 F.2d at 861-62. In this connection, Servi-
done, 19 Cl.Ct. at 385, observes that “... a determination of 
what was a reasonable bid must be made from the bids of 
others.” 
 
In reviewing the facts in this case, this court is of the opi-
nion, as in Servidone, that we cannot utilize the plaintiff's 
bid in calculating the appropriate amount of damages un-
der the total cost method because said bid is, on this record, 
unreasonable. This is true, despite Mr. Gaber's testimony 
regarding Youngdale's detailed bid preparation methods. 
In reviewing said testimony, it is clear to the court that Mr. 
Gaber *543 had no specific knowledge as to how the in-
dividual estimates of the Vandenberg bid were developed. 
Tr. 196. In fact, he specifically testified that the estimating 
department of Youngdale prepared the bid estimates, and 
he merely reviewed them with Mr. Johnson, the superin-
tendent of the project, only to see if anything was out of 
line. Tr. 76, 81-85. Moreover, when questioned by the 
court on direct as to whether he specifically took part in 
preparing subject bid, Mr. Gaber responded in the nega-
tive, and when asked again on cross, he indicated that he 


didn't know. Tr. 116, 196-97. While it appears that Mr. 
Gaber may be generally familiar with Youngdale's bidding 
processes, the record does not support a finding that he 
actively participated in the preparation of that bid and was 
able to identify what actually took place in the preparation 
thereof. In addition, the only documentary evidence sub-
mitted by the plaintiff to prove that its bid was reasonable 
is PX 6, a one-page master summary bid sheet, which, 
according to Mr. Gaber's testimony, is missing other sup-
porting detail sheets that were utilized at the time the bid 
was actually prepared. Tr. 100-102. Moreover, upon re-
viewing the other 11 contractors' bids, in addition to the 
government's bid, the court was able to determine that 
Youngdale's bid was approximately 17% lower than the 
average of the 12 FN57 other bids. FN58 Thus, given these 
facts, as well as the following factors: (1) Youngdale failed 
to prove with any degree of specificity how it calculated its 
bid estimates; (2) Youngdale misinterpreted the contract 
documents with respect to the rock condition and negli-
gently failed to include in its bid reasonable costs asso-
ciated with excavating for that rock; and (3) Youngdale 
failed to conduct a site investigation before bidding on the 
project, it is obvious to the court that the record reasonably 
supports an inference that Youngdale underbid the project. 
 


FN57. The 12 bids are made up of 11 other con-
tractor bids (see note 4) and the government's bid 
of $3,030,000. 


 
FN58. In addition to Mr. Gaber's testimony, Mr. 
Guy Brinegar, another bidder on the Vandenberg 
project, testified in a conclusory manner as to the 
reasonableness of Youngdale's bid. Tr. 524-25. In 
this connection, however, the court observed that 
a majority of Mr. Brinegar's testimony related to 
how he prepared his own bid, which, according to 
the facts herein, was over $675,000 more than 
Youngdale's bid. Tr. 521-38. The only specific 
knowledge Mr. Brinegar had of Youngdale's bid 
was obtained from a 45-minute conversation that 
he had with Mr. Youngdale after the bid opening. 
Tr. 534. 


 
Rather than attempt to speculate as to the full impact of 
Youngdale's underbid, we conclude, in accordance with 
our predecessor court in Great Lakes Dredge & Rock Co. 
v. United States, 119 Ct.Cl. 504, 96 F.Supp. 923, 926 
(1951), and because there is no other testimony in the 
record as to what would have been a reasonable bid, that an 
average of the government's estimate and the 11 other bids 
would be the appropriate method for calculating the fairest 
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basis by which to compare the reasonableness of plaintiff's 
increased costs (bid). Id. Thus, under the facts herein, we 
find that a reasonable bid estimate for Youngdale would 
have been $3,235,080.00,FN59 including profit. Addition-
ally, because the court has modified plaintiff's bid so as to 
satisfy element 2 of the total cost method test, the court 
hereby finds that the plaintiff has failed to prove its dam-
ages claim under the total cost method by a preponderance 
of the evidence, and is hereby relegated, if appropriate, to 
use of the modified total cost method as proof of its dam-
ages. See Teledyne, 218 Ct.Cl. at 517, 588 F.2d 808; Ser-
vidone, 931 F.2d at 861. Notwithstanding the availability 
of the modified total cost method, the court must still ad-
dress the final two elements of the total cost method, since 
the elements of these two methods are one and the same. 
Servidone, 931 F.2d at 861. 
 


FN59. This average is arrived at by aggregating 
the bids of the 11 other contractors plus the gov-
ernment's estimate and dividing by 12 
($38,820,958 / 12 = $3,235,080). 


 
(c) The Reasonableness of Actual Costs 


 
The third element of the “modified” total cost method is 
whether plaintiff's actual costs are reasonable. Id. In this 
connection, the court looked at the documentary evidence 
submitted by both parties and scoured the testimony of the 
witnesses testifying*544 as to plaintiff's cost data. In so 
doing, we note that the evidence which the plaintiff ad-
duced to prove its actual costs is-(1) PX 162, a two-page 
Job Cost sheet dated January 4, 1985, prepared by 
Youngdale's in-house accounting staff, Tr. 568; (2) PX 
169, a one-page bid-cost comparison sheet, prepared by 
Ms. Finch, Tr. 587; (3) PX 170, a one-page calculation of 
damages determining Youngdale's equitable adjustment 
under the total cost method, prepared by Ms. Finch, Tr. 
609; and (4) the testimony of Ms. Lisa Finch, an accoun-
tant. Tr. 566-740. First, with respect to the Job Cost sheet, 
the totals thereon conclude that Youngdale spent 
$3,732,786.31 on the Vandenberg project, excluding 
overhead. PX 162. The information on said two-page job 
cost sheet, however, specifically shows detailed costs for 
only $1,054,863.99. Id. In short, there is no indication on 
either of the two pages of the job cost sheet as to what 
actual specific costs are included in the remaining 
$2,677,922.32. In fact, the only reference to said amount is 
a handwritten notation that indicates that $2,677,922.32 
was merely added to $1,054,863.99 to aggregate the 
$3,732,786.31 total. There is no proof, therefore, as to 
where the $2,677,922.32 originated from, what it entails, 


or who even wrote the amount on the exhibit. While 
plaintiff admitted that its books and records were in the 
courtroom (Tr. 740), it neglected to explain its failure to 
offer same into evidence to corroborate said costs. Again, 
since plaintiff failed in this regard, we are compelled to 
draw an adverse inference with respect to PX 162 in proof 
of the $3,732,786.31 in costs. Hoffman v. Commissioner, 
298 F.2d 784, 788 (3d Cir.1962). This is appropriate be-
cause, based on PX 162, the court is at a loss as to what 
detailed costs are contained in the $3,732,786.31. The 
court, therefore, went on to consider the other relevant 
evidence in addition to Ms. Finch's testimony as to the 
alleged costs herein. In so doing, the court sought to de-
termine whether Ms. Finch's testimony corroborated the 
aforementioned costs and related them back to its source 
documents, thereby allowing the court to comfortably rely 
upon said costs, despite the fact that plaintiff failed to 
adduce its original source documents. Also, we proceed in 
this manner in light of our predecessor court's holding 
that-“[a] schedule of verified costs ... is not proof of 
damages but only a starting point.” Boyajian, 191 Ct.Cl. at 
247, 423 F.2d at 1239. The Court of Claims also held that 
“[plaintiff's costs] appear[ing] on plaintiff's damage 
schedule does not by itself amount to probative evidence in 
the absence of anything else....” Id. (quoting Roberts v. 
United States, 174 Ct.Cl. 940, 949, 357 F.2d 938 (1966)). 
FN60 
 


FN60. Recently, the Claims Court has indicated 
that “[j]ust because plaintiff has submitted an 
actual cost figure ... does not necessarily compel 
the conclusion that this figure is the most accurate 
reflection of the damages plaintiff incurred.” 
Concrete Placing, 25 Cl.Ct. at 378. 


 
In reviewing Ms. Finch's testimony and the documents she 
admittedly prepared, PXs 169 and 170, the court gets no 
comfort as to the probative value of the job sheet (PX 162) 
inasmuch as PXs 169 and 170 are merely a regurgitation of 
PX 162. Tr. 566-740. To this extent, and on the whole, Ms. 
Finch's testimony was neither credible nor probative as to 
PX 162. When questioned by the court as to exactly what 
she did to verify PX 162, Ms. Finch testified that she 
merely reviewed the numbers, i.e., refooted the exhibit to 
ensure that the totals were correct. Id. She also stated that 
she looked at the computerized general ledger reports to 
verify the amounts on the exhibit. However, when asked if 
she verified all the figures or at least a majority of them, 
she testified that she only looked at two of the 29 accounts 
and that she did not review any supporting documentation 
with respect to any of the alleged costs. Tr. 579 and 650. It 
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is obvious to the court, against this record, that a mere 
sampling of less than 10% of plaintiff's alleged costs is 
clearly inappropriate given the magnitude of plaintiff's 
contentions with respect to its damage claims. Moreover, 
when the defendant questioned Ms. Finch as to whether 
she was aware of how this particular job cost sheet was 
prepared, her testimony indicated that she was unaware of 
any specifics with respect to the preparation of PX 162, 
and that she was also unaware of even who *545 in fact 
prepared said document in 1985 beyond that of “Mr. 
Youngdale's in-house accounting staff.” Tr. 568-70, 
572-77. In fact, she admittedly never even saw PX 162 
until sometime in 1991.FN61 Tr. 577. 
 


FN61. The court observes that Ms. Finch testified 
that the job cost sheet was audited by “an ac-
counting firm named John Pought from Portland, 
Oregon. And he prepared the audited financial 
statements for the fiscal year ending March 31, 
1985, in which this job was completed” (Tr. 583); 
however, the plaintiff failed to call anyone from 
said firm to testify as to the accuracy of any of the 
audited figures. 


 
The probative value of Ms. Finch's analysis of plaintiff's 
job costs is marginal at best, in light of her inexperience in 
government contract costing, particularly as to what costs 
are allowable or unallowable pursuant to the regulations. 
Tr. 649-60.FN62 Consequently, we are constrained to con-
clude that Ms. Finch's testimony is not credible with re-
spect to the efficacy of the figures on plaintiff's job cost 
sheet, PX 162. Moreover, we cannot give much, if any, 
credence to PXs 169 and 170,FN63 which were prepared by 
Ms. Finch as proof that Youngdale is entitled to an equit-
able adjustment under the total cost method, because both 
exhibits are derived from the unsubstantiated job cost 
sheet, i.e., PX 162, and the bid master sheet, i.e., PX 6, 
which were determined by this court to be unreasonable, 
supra. 
 


FN62. Plaintiff's counsel failed to establish Ms. 
Finch's educational or professional background 
beyond the fact that she is presently employed as 
a manager at Kuhn and Thefeld, a certified public 
accounting firm. Tr. 568. 


 
FN63. PX 169 is a one-page summary sheet 
which compares the bid estimates for a particular 
item, i.e., labor, to the actual costs incurred with 
respect to that item, and then calculates Young-
dale's excess costs therefrom, i.e., the extent to 


which the actual costs exceed the bid estimates. 
 


PX 170 is a one-page summary schedule de-
picting Youngdale's equitable adjustment as 
determined under the total cost method, i.e., it 
begins with Youngdale's alleged total costs of 
$3,732,786** and adds to that $46,500*** in 
alleged “wrongfully” withheld liquidated 
damages, $25,000*** for the Garcia Paving 
settlement claim allegedly paid by Youngdale, 
overhead of $189,750,** and a 10% profit of 
$399,403, for a grand total of costs, overhead, 
and profit of $4,393,440. The schedule then 
deducts from that figure Youngdale's bid of 
$2,693,800, for an equitable adjustment of 
$1,699,640. 


 
** Note that plaintiff has not offered any 
credible proof with respect to substantiating the 
amount of this item. 


 
*** This amount is in error, as the liquidated 
damages withheld from Youngdale by the 
government totalled $46,750, not $46,500. DX 
44. 


 
Therefore, given, but not limited to, the marginal probative 
value of Ms. Finch's testimony, the dearth of evidence 
proffered by the plaintiff with respect to its actual costs, 
and the plaintiff's failure to introduce its books and records, 
the court is of the opinion that the plaintiff has also failed to 
meet the third element of the total cost method, i.e., rea-
sonable actual costs. FN64 In this instance, the court is una-
ble to modify this prong of the test, as plaintiff has failed to 
give the court even one scintilla of probative evidence 
upon which we can reasonably rely in determining plain-
tiff's actual costs, let alone determine that said costs were 
reasonable. 
 


FN64. According to the court in Servidone, the 
plaintiff therein was allowed to recover under the 
total cost method, because the court was able to 
rely upon the accountant's testimony with respect 
to the costs claimed, i.e., the court was generally 
impressed with the accountant's considerable 
experience in auditing construction companies, 
and his knowledge and competency as a witness. 
Servidone, 19 Cl.Ct. at 384. Additionally, the 
court indicated that the accountant “completely 
reconstructed plaintiff's accounting records by 
going back to original documents.” Id. Clearly, 
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this is not the case at bar. 
 
As a consequence, we hereby hold that not only has the 
plaintiff failed to prove its damages by a preponderance of 
the evidence as to the total cost method, but it has also 
failed to do so as to the modified total cost method. More 
significantly, the court is of the opinion that due to plain-
tiff's lack of probative evidence as to any of its excess 
costs, save one significant exception, we would be clearly 
justified in disallowing all of plaintiff's damages claims 
irrespective of the method otherwise utilized in the instant 
case. However, the court believes that it would be a great 
injustice to deny all damages due to plaintiff's failure of 
affirmative proof, where it is clearly evident that plaintiff 
incurred substantial additional costs due to the excess 
water condition. *546 See Luria Bros. & Co. v. United 
States, 177 Ct.Cl. 676, 696, 369 F.2d 701 (1967). Fortu-
nately for the plaintiff, however, defendant, in its post-trial 
memorandum, has judicially conceded not only liability 
but also to the fact that Youngdale is entitled to at least 
$210,433. DML, p. 19. That is to say, the government is of 
the position that Youngdale is only entitled to damages 
indicated by those direct costs as to which its government 
auditor was able to verify in its audit report. DX 50. We 
agree, but only to the extent that the court is able to rely 
upon said report, and with such exception(s) as discussed, 
infra. 
 
In the interests of completeness, we shall next address the 
fourth and final element of the total cost method before we 
address the defendant's contention that plaintiff is entitled 
to utilize only the direct cost method in calculating its 
damages. 
 


(d) The Lack Of Responsibility For Additional Costs 
 
The fourth and final element of the total cost method turns 
on-whether the contractor was responsible for any of its 
added costs. Servidone, 19 Cl.Ct. at 386. We have pre-
viously held that the plaintiff is responsible for all added 
costs associated with the alleged rock condition inasmuch 
as it does not give rise to a differing site condition. With 
respect to any additional costs beyond that of the rock 
claim, the defendant avers that, notwithstanding admitting 
liability regarding excess water, many of the delays which 
occurred during construction of the project were due pri-
marily to plaintiff's poor performance and style of man-
agement of the project. The defendant also avers that the 
plaintiff must establish causation, in addition to liability 
and injury, in order to be entitled to an equitable adjust-
ment, and we agree. Servidone, 931 F.2d at 861; Wunder-


lich, 173 Ct.Cl. at 199, 351 F.2d 956. See J.D. Hedin, 171 
Ct.Cl. 108-09, 347 F.2d at 259. It is a well-established 
principle of law that it is the “plaintiff's obligation in the 
case at bar to prove with reasonable certainty the extent of 
unreasonable delay which resulted from defendant's ac-
tions and to provide a basis for making a reasonable correct 
approximation of the damages which arose therefrom.” 
Wunderlich, 173 Ct.Cl. at 199, 351 F.2d 956. In other 
words, “it is incumbent upon plaintiff to show the nature 
and extent of the various delays for which damages are 
claimed and to connect them to some act of commission or 
omission on defendant's part.” Id. at 200, 351 F.2d 956. 
Additionally, the general rule is that “[w]here both parties 
contribute to the delay neither can recover damage[s], 
unless there is in the proof a clear apportionment of the 
delay and expense attributable to each party.” Klingens-
mith, 731 F.2d at 809 (quoting Blinderman Construction 
Co. v. United States, 695 F.2d 552, 559 (Fed.Cir.1982)). 
Therefore, the plaintiff in the instant case can only recover 
if it can establish that the government delayed the work and 
by how much it did so. Id. This is true because it is well 
established “that the government is relieved of liability 
irrespective of its faulty specifications, where the actual 
delays were occasioned by factors outside the govern-
ment's control (citations omitted).” J.D. Hedin, 171 Ct.Cl. 
at 82-83, 347 F.2d at 244. 
 
In light of the foregoing principles, we have reserved our 
discussion of plaintiff's delay claim until this time since we 
find that said claim is closely related to the fourth element 
of the total cost method in that the plaintiff must prove 
therein that it was not responsible for any of the additional 
delays which resulted in any of the added costs. In this 
respect, we will briefly discuss (1) the court's findings as to 
what happened at the site during construction of the 
project, and (2) the plaintiff's critical path schedule pur-
porting to delineate the total number of delay days attri-
butable to the defendant. To the extent that we find that the 
plaintiff was responsible for additional costs and/or delay 
time, we shall modify plaintiff's recovery to reflect said 
responsibility. Klingensmith, 731 F.2d at 809. If, on the 
other hand, we are unable to distinguish from the record “a 
clear apportionment of the delay and expense” attributable 
to either the plaintiff or the defendant, then the plaintiff 
shall not be entitled to recovery of its added costs which 
are unapportionable. Id. 
 


*547 (i) Brief Overview Of The Project 
 
According to Messrs. Gaber and Manka (Tr. 165-188, 
284-354), Youngdale's first activity on the project was to 
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have its subcontractor, Garcia Paving, grub the entire site 
area and then excavate the site area for Building A by 
moving the material in that area out into the future parking 
lot area. Garcia would then have to rough the soil under-
neath and compact it to a specified density, as required by 
the contract documents. After completing the Building A 
site, Garcia would then begin to excavate the Building B 
site by taking Building B's material over to Building A to 
construct the proper elevation for the building pad of 
Building A. Any excess would then go back to Building B 
to buttress its building pad. This approach would create an 
efficient path for the machinery to move around the site, 
given all the dirt that had to be moved. Next, Garcia would 
excavate the Building C site, and any additional material 
needed to fill up Building C's pad would come from the 
roadways or parking areas which were also to be com-
pacted and built up in order to lay the asphalt. Youngdale 
would then create all the parking and roadway configura-
tions at this time, and, thereafter, it would prepare for the 
foundations by laying out the corners of Buildings A, B, 
then C with the surveyor, i.e., chalking out the trench 
configurations for said foundations, and then excavating 
the foundations with a backhoe until they reached the 
required thickness for the foundation. Youngdale would 
then install the rebar reinforcement and pour the concrete. 
According to Youngdale's plan, each building was to be 
completed in a specific time order so as to maximize effi-
ciency. After the building sites were prepared, the roads 
and parking areas would be worked to provide a stable 
staging area for the project, i.e., to enable access to and 
around the site. 
 
While the foregoing was designed to optimize the bottom 
line, Youngdale was unable to proceed in a logical and 
efficient manner from the outset of the project, i.e., March 
17, 1983. First, the witnesses (Gaber and Manka) indicated 
that no sooner had they attempted to begin the excavation 
for the buildings, they encountered subsurface water. 
Youngdale also encountered water in the parking and 
roadway areas; thus, they immediately had to stop work 
and request the Corps to direct them as to how best to 
proceed. The Corps, however, refused to acknowledge that 
there was an excess water differing site condition. In fact, 
the government even went so far as to issue a Cure Notice 
for noncompliance with the contract, and later a notice of 
termination if Youngdale did not begin to substantially 
perform the contract. Consequently, Youngdale went back 
to work despite the numerous adverse conditions at the 
site. With regard to parking and roadway areas, however, 
Youngdale had to leave said areas alone since it was im-
possible to physically work them, and, according to Mr. 
Gaber's testimony, this break in the stream of work sub-


stantially affected Youngdale's work schedule throughout 
the entire construction project, particularly the site utilities 
which were to traverse between the buildings and across 
the parking lot as a part of the earthwork operations.FN65 
 


FN65. Additionally, Mr. Gaber testified that 
Youngdale was further delayed in putting in the 
site utilities because they encountered rock and, 
therefore, had to stop to excavate the rock before 
putting in the utilities or find some other manner 
to go around the rock. The court notes, however, 
that it does not recognize any of the delays with 
respect to the alleged rock condition because said 
delays are attributable solely to the plaintiff's 
conduct. 


 
Because Youngdale's entire scheduling was off from the 
beginning, the work which had been scheduled to be 
completed before the 1983/1984 winter was not fully 
complete. Tr. 353-54. Thus, when the rainy season came 
upon the area, i.e., sometime in November of 1983, it was 
often impossible to move around the project with the heavy 
equipment, i.e., forklifts and manlifts, required to perform 
the earthwork operations, particularly in those areas where 
there were water pockets and overly-muddy conditions. Tr. 
339-40. This problem, i.e., the muddy conditions, contin-
ued in varying degrees, right up until the end of the project, 
according to Mr. Gaber's testimony; and according to Mr. 
Manka, *548 Youngdale was even having difficulty 
spreading the excavated soil because it was extremely 
moist, and often Youngdale had to just wait until it dried 
before spreading and compacting it to the appropriate 
contract requirement levels. Tr. 174, 319-320. 
 
Another problem which existed with respect to the sche-
duling related to the procurement of supplies and mate-
rials. Often materials would be ordered according to the 
original scheduling dates, and they would just sit around at 
the site until they could be used. For example, Mr. Gaber 
testified that the masonry blocks sat around at the site for 
quite a long time in light of the fact that Youngdale had not 
completed the earthwork because of the murky conditions. 
Moreover, Youngdale was often forced to use equipment 
that it had not planned on using because of the consistency 
of the soil. For example, instead of using scaffolding as 
planned, it was compelled to rent manlifts. Tr. 340-41. So, 
not only was the planned equipment sinking in the ground, 
but often Youngdale had to recruit other equipment and 
men to dig out the equipment which became mired in the 
mud. In this connection, Youngdale or its subcontractors 
would also have to leave the construction area to let it dry 
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out. Tr. 321. As for Building C, which was located at the 
lowest and swampiest point in the site,FN66 Youngdale 
experienced a considerable amount of difficulty in re-
moving the materials here in that, on at least one occasion, 
Youngdale had to dig a hole, fill it with rock, place a barrel 
inside to allow the water to accumulate, and then pump the 
water out in order to overcome the dampness of the soil. 
 


FN66. This was also the situs of the access road. 
Tr. 177-78. 


 
With respect to the pavement, Youngdale did not put it in 
until the end of the project because of the numerous dif-
ficulties in excavating the area as a result of the excess 
water in the soil. Thus, to compensate for the added diffi-
culty in accessing the site caused by the lack of pavement 
early on in the project, Youngdale was forced to place 
truck loads of gravel over the roadways so that they could 
at least access the site, which, according to Mr. Manka, 
was not part of the construction plans. Later on during the 
project construction, a significant amount of difficulty was 
experienced with the compaction of the soil, so much so 
that eventually the government had to issue a modification 
order so that Youngdale's subcontractor, Garcia Paving, 
could complete the installation of the pavement. According 
to the record, Garcia was able to install the pavement; 
however, it took an exceptionally-long time to do so, given 
the fact that they could not achieve the proper compaction 
percentage as required by the contract, i.e. 95%. This cir-
cumstance compelled the government to modify its com-
paction requirements to 92.5%. Therefore, because the 
installation of the pavement occurred at the end of the 
project rather than when it was scheduled to occur, i.e., 
earlier in the project, Youngdale suffered additional delays 
which would not have otherwise occurred had the pave-
ment been completed on schedule. Tr. 182-83. 
 
Notwithstanding these delays, Mr. Manka also testified 
that whenever they encountered any of the aforementioned 
conditions, Youngdale notified the government and would 
often have to wait anywhere from a week to a month to get 
an answer. Tr. 333. As noted previously, the record shows 
that Youngdale sent approximately 26 letters over the 
period of construction, including CO claims, to the gov-
ernment with reference to the excess water condition, 
memorializing the government's knowledge of same as 
early as March 17, 1983. In spite of this early and timely 
knowledge, the government failed to acknowledge the 
excess water condition until after more than seven years 
had passed, i.e., July 25, 1990. Clearly, the facts show that 
the government failed to provide timely aid to the con-


tractor in its numerous difficulties with respect to the 
excess water condition. This being true, the government, 
nevertheless, is still of the opinion that not only is 
Youngdale responsible for a considerable amount of the 
delays which occurred at the site, but it (defendant) is also 
of the opinion that it is entitled to liquidated damages as a 
result of these *549 alleged contractor-caused delays. The 
question remaining, therefore, is whether, given the fore-
going, Youngdale is responsible for any of the delay days 
alleged by the government and any of the additional costs 
associated therewith. 
 
In addressing the defendant's contention with respect to 
contractor-caused delays, we have reviewed defendant's 
submissions, including its summary schedule of delay 
days, and compared said delays to the exhibits 
cross-referenced therein. In so doing, the court observed 
that the majority of the delays noted therein were due to 
earthwork, footings for all the buildings, masonry work, 
roof frame, and site utilities.FN67 We also find that a ma-
jority of these delays were summarily accounted for in DX 
27, a letter from the authorized representative of the CO to 
Youngdale notifying it that due to “lack of performance 
and overall coordination” of the project, the government 
was assessing liquidated damages against it. Said letter 
was dated June 18, 1984, approximately six years prior to 
the government's admission of the existence of a water 
differing site condition. If said letter were prepared today, 
i.e., after the government's admission to liability with 
respect to the excess water differing site condition, the CO 
would, of course, have to rethink his position with respect 
to the number of delays he would attribute solely to the 
plaintiff and, instead, deem a significant number of those 
delays to be the fault of the defendant, particularly in light 
of the fact that said excess water condition existed 
throughout the period of construction of the project. 
Moreover, and upon further review of the record, it is not 
clear to the court that all the averred delays by the gov-
ernment as being the fault of the plaintiff were in fact 
caused by the plaintiff. This is especially true in light of the 
fact that the defendant declined to put on its case-in-chief 
during the trial on the merits. It would have been extremely 
helpful to the court, with respect to the issue of the con-
tractor-caused delays, had the government corroborated its 
documentary evidence with credible sworn testimony as to 
specific events with respect to which the government al-
leges that the contractor is responsible. Given such failure, 
therefore, the court is of the opinion that, based solely on 
the documentary evidence before it, a majority of the 
government's so-called plaintiff-related delay days can be 
explained away as resulting primarily, if not exclusively, 
from the excess ground water differing site condition, 
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which existed from day one of the project. Moreover, 
based on the credible testimony of Messrs. Manka, Gaber, 
and Brinegar, all witnesses who were present at the Van-
denberg site, and the reasonable inference deductible from 
the belated admission of defendant, it appears that the 
ground water condition critically impacted the entire con-
struction of the project. Against this record background, 
we believe that the following quotation from J.D. Hedin, 
171 Ct.Cl. at 76, 347 F.2d at 240-41, is instructive as to the 
proper disposition of this issue: 
 


FN67. However, note that with respect to the site 
utilities, after reviewing the daily reports, testi-
mony, and other documentary evidence, the court 
is of the opinion that a majority of the delays stem 
from plaintiff's encountering the rock (i.e., shale) 
and having to adjust its scheduled activities ac-
cordingly. Therefore, because we have already 
ruled that plaintiff is at fault with respect to the 
alleged rock condition, there is no need for the 
court to consider this matter further, particularly 
in light of our ruling that no damages shall be 
allowable with respect to any increased costs or 
delay time attributable to said condition. 


 
There is some color of truth to defendant's contentions 
that plaintiff's conduct with respect to the project left 
much to be desired. We think, however, that the genesis 
of the difficulties which were encountered was defen-
dant's faulty specifications and its undue delay in cor-
recting them. Whatever derelictions of duty plaintiff, as 
a contractor, might have been guilty of were not signif-
icant enough to counterbalance this initial govern-
ment-caused difficulty. 
(emphasis added). We wholeheartedly agree that the 
foregoing ruling is thoroughly apposite to the facts here. 
Accordingly, we conclude that, to the extent that 
Youngdale is able to prove by a preponderance of the 
evidence the number of delay days attributable to the 
excess water*550 differing site condition, it shall be en-
titled to any such days. Those delay days delineated by 
the government as resulting from the plaintiff's poor 
performance and inadequate management of the project 
shall be treated as non-significant in light of the fact that, 
based on the evidence herein, we are of the same opinion 
as was the court in Hedin, i.e., that the majority of delays 
alleged by the defendant attributable to the plaintiff were 
“not-significant enough to counterbalance the initial 
government-caused difficulty,” i.e., the ground water 
differing site condition. Moreover, had the government 
recognized and timely acknowledged the perched water 


differing site condition, many of the delays attributable 
to the government's lack of direction with respect to the 
water condition would have been avoided. 


 
In view of the foregoing, our next question, therefore, 
is-whether Youngdale has carried its burden by a prepon-
derance of the evidence and is entitled to any recovery with 
respect to the 290 days of delay it attributes to the excess 
water differing site condition. In its attempt to prove such 
facts, Youngdale submitted a critical path method (CPM) 
schedule (PX 165) and the expert testimony of Mr. Donald 
Scarbrough, a CPM expert. Tr. 831-1311. According to the 
Court of Claims in Haney v. United States, 230 Ct.Cl. 148, 
167-68, 676 F.2d 584 (1982), the CPM is described in the 
following manner: 
 


Essentially, the critical path method is an efficient way 
of organizing and scheduling a complex project which 
consists of numerous interrelated separate small 
projects. Each subproject is identified and classified as 
to the duration and precedence of the work. (E.g., one 
could not carpet an area until the flooring is down and 
the flooring cannot be completed until the underlying 
electrical and telephone conduits are installed.) The data 
is then analyzed, usually by computer, to determine the 
most efficient schedule for the entire project. Many 
subprojects may be performed at any time within a given 
period without any effect on the completion of the entire 
project. However, some items of work are given no 
leeway and must be performed on schedule; otherwise, 
the entire project will be delayed. These latter items of 
work are on the “critical path.” A delay, or acceleration, 
of work along the critical path will affect the entire 
project. 


 
Further, in Shupe, the Claims Court held that: 


In order to calculate delay damages, it is necessary to 
determine which work items on the ... project were in the 
critical path and the time period that these work items 
remained on the critical path. The reason that the de-
termination of the critical path is crucial to the calcula-
tion of delay damages is that only construction work on 
the critical path ha[s] an impact upon the time in which 
the project was completed .... Delay involving work not 
on the critical path generally had no impact on the 
eventual completion days of the project. 


 
 Shupe, 5 Cl.Ct. at 728 (emphasis added). Thus, it stands to 
reason that, based on the principles espoused in Haney and 
Shupe, the proof must show that a delay item or activity 
must be on the critical path in order for that particular delay 
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to impact the completion of the project. This being true, the 
plaintiff must, by a preponderance of the evidence: (1) 
quantify the number of delay days attributable to the de-
fendant, and (2) provide proof that said delay days were in 
fact on the critical path. Thus, we now turn to plaintiff's 
critical path schedule, as set forth in PX 165, and our 
analysis thereof. 
 


(ii) Critical Path Method 
 
Mr. Donald Scarbrough was hired by plaintiff prior to 
construction of the project to develop a critical path 
schedule, as required by the government. In so doing, he 
spoke with Messrs. Gaber and Manka, and reviewed the 
plans and specifications in order to develop the logic of the 
network to determine what had to be done to complete this 
project, in short, a diagram of the project. According to Mr. 
Scarbrough's testimony, he developed three work product 
schedules for the plaintiff. The first *551 was the 
As-Planned Schedule, FN68 then the As-Built Schedule,FN69 
and finally, the As-Built No Delays Schedule.FN70 Tr. 
966-67. All three schedules disclose a report date of Oc-
tober 10, 1991, with 8 runs for the As-Planned, 153 runs 
for the As-Built, and 61 runs for the As-Built No Delays. 
PX 165 and Tr. 1025-26. 
 


FN68. The As-Planned Schedule indicates that 
the project was to be completed in 450 days. PX 
165. 


 
FN69. The As-Built Schedule indicates that it 
actually took 657 days to complete the contract. 
PX 165. 


 
FN70. The As-Built No Delays Schedule depicts 
the completion of the project as it would have 
been but for the government's delays, and that, in 
this analysis, the project would have been com-
pleted in 359 days. PX 165. 


 
Plaintiff's expert's report further states, on page 2, as fol-
lows: 
 


The as-built schedule was prepared from the daily re-
ports, project correspondence, interviews with persons 
responsible for managing the contract, as well as other 
sources. Although the daily reports are excellent through 
May 1984 (the date Mr. Manka left the job), they became 
less so after that date. The correspondence initiated after 
this date is also less useful, as the contractor made a de-


cision about this time to complete the job as expedi-
tiously as possible, without regard to the conditions or 
the amount of cost. After June, activities from the ap-
proved as-planned schedule were used instead of actual 
activities. Activities, prior to June, were actual and those 
following June were as planned. 


 
(emphasis added). See also Tr. 1033-35. Given the fore-
going, we note that the plaintiff, as well as his CPM expert, 
postulates that there were 290 total delay days solely at-
tributable to the government. First, the plaintiff indicates 
that it is entitled to 206 government-caused delay days 
from the beginning of the project until June 19, 1984; and 
secondly, plaintiff contends that it is entitled to an addi-
tional 84 government-caused delay days after June 19, 
1984, to completion of the project. With respect to the 
latter period, we conclude that said contention is not sup-
ported by creditable evidence, let alone by a preponderance 
of the evidence. Therefore, we are compelled to deny this 
aspect of plaintiff's claimed delay days because admittedly 
they are not determined from “As-Built” activities. Tr. 
1035. That is to say, according to Mr. Scarbrough's testi-
mony, that portion of the As-Built Schedule delineating the 
delays which occurred after June 19, 1984, was based upon 
the As-Planned Schedule, which is a mere projection of 
what might occur with respect to construction of the 
project and not historical fact. Tr. 1034-37. The only 
averred delay days remaining within the court's consider-
ation, therefore, are the alleged 206 government-caused 
delay days which occurred from March 1983 to June of 
1984.FN71 
 


FN71. Moreover, Mr. Scarbrough's report only 
contends that “the project was delayed two hun-
dred and six (206) calendar days by the govern-
ment's failure to respond to the differing site 
conditions.” PX 165, p. 1. At trial, however, Mr. 
Scarbrough testified on direct that in his opinion 
the government delayed the project-(i) beyond the 
contract completion date, in excess of 190 days; 
(ii) beyond Youngdale's scheduled completion 
date, in excess of 290 days; and (iii) in excess of 
320 delay days by its acts. Tr. 1002-03. 


 
In reviewing Mr. Scarbrough's three detailed CPM sche-
dules, against this background, the court observed that 
there were numerous nebulous discrepancies in PX 165 
which were irreconcilable to the testimony adduced at trial. 
Given the complexities of same, we shall discuss them in 
full in Appendix-B to this opinion. For our present pur-
poses, therefore, we shall merely delineate in this body 
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those errors which we deem to be undeniable obstacles to 
crediting plaintiff's expert's opinion report with respect to 
the alleged 206 delay days. First, and according to Mr. 
Scarbrough's testimony, the “As-Built Without Delay” 
Schedule depicts the project as it would have occurred but 
for the government-caused delays. Tr. 1023. However, 
following extensive cross-examination by the defendant, 
Mr. Scarbrough essentially admitted that the As-Built No 
Delay Schedule contains numerous errors and is ques-
tionable as a tool to prove plaintiff's entitlement.*552 Tr. 
1052-87. In that connection, Mr. Scarbrough testified as 
follows: 
 


I did not put a lot of care into this As-Built [No De-
lays]-it was done very swiftly, very quickly. I don't put a 
lot of store into compressed As But For schedules. They 
are simply one more way of testing the results of the 
information that we found by the very careful analysis in 
the As-Built. Once I got the first pass through and 
showed that it was in the ballpark, I didn't evaluate it, I 
didn't look at it. I just took a very rough approach to it. I 
just threw out all things that were delays [and said] ... 
“computer take out all the delays.” The result is that we 
have these errors. I apologize. Since I submitted this to 
the Court, I should have double checked for these errors. 


 
Tr. 1086 (emphasis added). Given the foregoing testimony 
of plaintiff's expert with respect to the disparagement of its 
own As-Built No Delay Schedule, such is clearly sufficient 
for this court to find that it is not reliable or credible with 
respect to plaintiff's delay claim. Thus, the court is thereby 
clearly justified in holding that it is more probable than not 
that plaintiff fails to establish the facts which it purports to 
convey. Consequently, the only ostensibly credible sche-
dule which remains as to plaintiff's claimed delay days 
attributable to defendant is the As-Built Schedule. 
 
Simply put, and based on plaintiff's contentions, the court 
should be able to review the As-Built Schedule and Mr. 
Scarbrough's testimony, and determine therefrom the 
number of delay days solely, and not concurrently, attri-
butable to government-caused activities that are deemed to 
be on the critical path. However, we find, on this record, 
that is not true. According to the evidence in the record, 
i.e., PX 165 and the testimony of Mr. Scarbrough, the 
As-Built Schedule purports to depict the various activities 
which took place throughout the project in the manner in 
which they actually occurred. Presumably, said informa-
tion came from the daily logs, as well as other evidence in 
the record, including discussions with Messrs. Manka, 
Gaber, and Youngdale, and other employees. However, we 


find, on this record, that many of plaintiff's major premises 
are not true because, when the court attempted to 
cross-check a particular alleged task or delay as to its time 
frame with the daily logs, said items were not depicted as 
referenced in the schedule.FN72 Moreover, the court has no 
*553 way of determining exactly what particular activities 
make up a task as it is labelled by Mr. Scarbrough. Nor is 
there any probative evidence in the record as to how Mr. 
Scarbrough specifically determined the duration of each of 
the particular tasks and their alleged related delays, nor is 
there any testimony explicating such fact. Thus, given the 
failure of the plaintiff to point to any probative corrobo-
rating evidence in the record (regarding PX 165) specifi-
cally explicating activities on the critical path, and how the 
duration of each was established, save rank speculation, 
the court was completely unable to verify any of Mr. 
Scarbrough's assertions as to the alleged number of delay 
days solely attributable to defendant, or whether said al-
leged delays related to the defendant's actions or the 
plaintiff's actions. Tr. 1050-55, 1109-11. Furthermore, Mr. 
Scarbrough was unable to clarify to the court how the 
errors in his report (i.e., with respect to contract extensions 
by the government, Tr. 1023-24, the inclusion of non-work 
days, i.e., weekends and holidays, Tr. 1099-1102) effected 
the overall accuracy of the As-Built report. Tr. 1023-1152. 
(See Appendix-B, incorporated herein by reference.) Ac-
cordingly, based on the record as a whole, the court is 
compelled to conclude that plaintiff's expert's report is not 
sufficiently credible to carry its burden by the requisite 
quantum of proof in light of (i) the manner in which vari-
ous aspects of the report were prepared, (ii) the inability of 
the court to determine the precise effect the errors in 
plaintiff's report had on the overall delay claim of 206 
days, and (iii) the lack of probative evidence as to what 
delays were specifically attributable to the defendant or to 
the plaintiff, given that plaintiff's but-for schedule was 
discredited by plaintiff's own expert witness. The prede-
cessor Court of Claims stated in Sternberger v. United 
States, 185 Ct.Cl. 528, 535-36, 401 F.2d 1012 (1968), 
that-[e]ven uncontradicted opinion testimony is not con-
clusive if it is intrinsically nonpersuasive. Also see Dayton 
Power & Light v. Commissioner, 292 U.S. 290, 299, 54 
S.Ct. 647, 652, 78 L.Ed. 1267 (1934), where the Supreme 
Court stated that “... opinions ... even if entitled to some 
weight, have no such conclusive force that there is error of 
law in refusing to follow them. This is true of opinion 
evidence generally.....” (emphasis added). The court is, of 
course, aware that the determination and calculation of 
damages in such cases are not an exact science, and that a 
reasonable approximation may be appropriate in some 
instances; S.W. Electronics & Manufacturing Corp. v. 
United States, 228 Ct.Cl. 333, 351, 655 F.2d 1078 (1981); 
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however, the court in this instant is unable to reasonably 
rely upon the expert report submitted herein, nor is it able 
to reasonably approximate, on this record, the number of 
delay days clearly attributable to the government based on 
the evidence before it. Thus, we will not speculate and, 
therefore, are constrained to hold that plaintiff is not en-
titled to the 206 days of delay alleged in its post-trial 
submissions, inasmuch as it has failed to carry its burden 
by a preponderance of the evidence.FN73 
 


FN72. For example, on the As-Built Schedule, the 
following, but not limited to, inconsistencies were 
noted with respect to various averred critical path 
activity codes: 


 
(i) Activity code 120, entitled “SURVEY” in-
dicates that a Survey took place sometime be-
tween May 17, 1983 and June 8, 1983, and that 
said survey took 5 days to complete. In re-
viewing the relevant daily report, the court 
could find no reference to said survey anywhere 
within the specified dated time frame that was 
indicated in plaintiff's CPM report. 


 
(ii) Activity codes 520 and 524, entitled “C 
BLDG PAD,” indicate that earthwork on 
Building C commenced on May 23, 1983, and 
continued through the following periods: May 
23, 1983-May 28, 1983; and June 26, 1983 to 


June 28, 1983. The daily reports indicate oth-
erwise. According to said reports, Building C's 
earthwork began on May 24, 1983, went 
through to May 26, 1983, and stopped. It began 
again on June 1, 1983, continued for another 
two days, i.e., up to and including June 3, 1983, 
and was not mentioned again until June 14, 
1983. With respect to the remaining days noted 
in the CPM report, i.e., June 15-17, said daily 
reports make no mention of work being per-
formed on Building C. With respect to the re-
port's June 26-28 dates, the daily reports indi-
cate that work on Building C occurred only on 
the 27th and 28th. No work was done on June 
26, 1983. 


 
(iii) Finally, activity code 926, entitled “WET 
SITE CONDITIONS,” indicates that with re-
spect to this code number, said wet site condi-
tions occurred from December 30, 1983 to 
February 21, 1984, for a total of 54 days. The 
court in reviewing the relevant daily reports, 
however, notes that the daily report for De-
cember 30, 1983, makes no mention of any type 
of wet site conditions, and that the first such 
indication did not occur until January 3, 1984. 
From that point on, the following daily reports 
indicated that the project was being effected by 
“wet site conditions”: 


 
Daily Report Dates Number of Calendar Days Included
January 3-January 6, 1984 4 days 
January 10-January 12, 1984 3 days 
January 17, 1984 1 day 
January 19, 1984 1 day 
January 27, 1984 1 day 
February 2, 1984 1 day 
February 8-February 21 14 days 
 TOTAL 25 days.
 


Given the foregoing analysis, it appears to the 
court that the daily reports do not support plain-
tiff's calculation of 54 days within its As-Built 
report, PX 165. 


 
FN73. The court further observes that the plaintiff 
provided the court with detailed summary sche-
dules of its critical path method in its Supple-


mental Memorandum To Post-Trial Brief filed on 
February 18, 1992; however, the court also found 
numerous errors therein, and has so delineated 
said errors in its Appendix-B accordingly. 


 
Moreover, the court has reviewed Tab 2 of said 
supplemental memorandum, wherein the 
plaintiff attempts to cross-reference its critical 
path delay days to the daily reports, the Con-
struction Quality Control (CQC) reports, and 
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the testimony adduced at trial. However, upon 
review of said data, the court is still unable to 
determine within a reasonable approximation 
that the plaintiff, more probably than not, in-
curred 206 delay days as a result of the gov-
ernment's activities at the Vandenberg Air 
Force Base. 


 
Notwithstanding the foregoing grave deficiencies we find 
in plaintiff's proof, the court must, nevertheless, conclude 
on this record that Youngdale in fact suffered a significant 
number of delay days stemming from the excess water 
differing site condition. Whether or not there were 206 
days of delay attributable specifically to the govern-
ment*554 is undeterminable, as expressed supra. Not-
withstanding, we deem it appropriate, in light of plaintiff's 
deficiencies in proof, to find on this record that Youngdale 
is clearly entitled to some substantive recovery given the 
defendant's judicial admission as to liability to the costs, 
and the delay days implicitly attributable to said admitted 
additional costs, in its auditor's report, i.e., DX 50. Con-
sequently, to the extent that the plaintiff has proven any 
portion of its additional costs, as delineated in its June 2, 
1988 claim, which was audited by the government, the 
court shall allow said admitted costs and any related delay 
days sub silentio attributable to said conceded additional 
costs. FN74 Accordingly, we shall next address defendant's 
judicial admission, i.e., the audit report, DX 50. 
 


FN74. In plaintiff's June 2, 1988 claim, the 
plaintiff indicated that it is entitled to 127 delay 
days with respect to its four direct cost claims, 
including 17 days for the rock condition, and that 
it is entitled to an additional 69 days of extended 
overhead as a result of its impact claim contained 
therein. PX 159. Thus, in total, the plaintiff claims 
approximately 196 days of delay. Given that said 
days are not specifically referenced to the costs 
associated therewith, the court is unable to de-
termine with any degree of specificity as to what 
days are actually allowed. However, as pre-
viously held herein, to the extent that any costs 
are allowed by the court with respect to said audit 
report, the plaintiff shall be entitled to those delay 
days attributable to said costs. 


 
2. The Direct Cost Method 
 
Since we have held that plaintiff is not entitled to calculate 
its damages pursuant to either the total cost method or the 
modified total cost method, the sole viable alternative is 


the direct cost method. In this connection, based on the 
audit of plaintiff's June 2, 1998 claim, the defendant has 
conceded that the plaintiff's records verify “the quantum or 
cost considerations of [its] claim” to the extent of $210,433 
of the $875,205 sought for the excess water and rock dif-
fering site conditions. If it were not for this concession, 
verified in the defendant's audit report (DX 50), the plain-
tiff would have failed to carry its burden, by a prepon-
derance of evidence, with respect to its alleged damages. 
We shall address hereinafter defendant's contention that 
plaintiff is entitled to only $210,433 FN75 in additional costs 
pursuant to the admission contained in the government 
auditor's report. 
 


FN75. On page two of the audit report, the DCAA 
auditor states that he questioned $631,565 of the 
$875,205 claimed by the contractor. The defen-
dant then subtracts the former figure from the 
latter figure, and gets $243,640, which includes 
$33,207 for plaintiff's rock claim. Defendant then 
subtracts the $33,207 which represents the rock 
claim costs, which it does not concede is a dif-
fering site condition, from the aforementioned 
figure and comes up with a grand total of 
$210,433. DML, p. 19. 


 
During the trial on the merits, the defendant declined to put 
on its case-in-chief. In short, defendant apparently relied 
solely on what it deemed to be grave deficiencies in 
plaintiff's proof, its cross-examination of plaintiff's wit-
ness, and the documentary evidence submitted at trial. 
Primary among the foregoing is DX 50, the Defense Con-
tract Audit Agency's (DCAA) audit report of Youngdale's 
June 2, 1988 claim. This was the last claim submitted by 
Youngdale to the CO before filing its petition in this court. 
That claim encompasses all the alleged direct and indirect 
costs as well as the impact costs attributable to the excess 
water and alleged rock differing site conditions known to 
the plaintiff at the time it submitted the certified claim to 
the CO on June 2, 1988. PX 159. The resulting government 
report audited the entire claim contained in Youngdale's 
June 2, 1988 claim, including any claims referenced 
therein which were previously and separately submitted to 
the CO. The court is aware that the defendant did not put 
the auditor on the stand to testify as to how the audit was 
conducted; to what extent plaintiff's records failed to cor-
roborate said claim, beyond the explanations contained in 
the report; and we are equally mindful of the fact that 
plaintiff stipulated to or voiced no objection to the admis-
sibility of the audit report, DX 50. 
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Defendant strenuously contends that the court should ac-
cept the auditor's report as probative of the outer limits to 
plaintiff's entitlement for all damages stemming from *555 
the water differing site condition. The basis for the fore-
going position is that-plaintiff failed to introduce any 
evidence contrary or in rebuttal to the audit report. To the 
above, the court adds-the adverse inference to be drawn 
from the failure of plaintiff to introduce its primary books 
and records which admittedly were in the courtroom dur-
ing the trial.FN76 Hoffman, 298 F.2d 784, 788 (3d Cir.1962) 
(failure to introduce evidence within possession gives rise 
to the presumption that, if produced, it will be unfavora-
ble). 
 


FN76. More importantly, as was stated in Baifield 
Indus. Div. of A-T-O, Inc., ASBCA Nos. 13,418, 
13,555 and 17,241, 77-1 BCA ¶ 12,308, at p. 
59,455, 1976 WL 2080 (1976), aff'd, 706 F.2d 
320 (Fed.Cir.1983)-“We cannot conceive that a 


responsible contractor would knowingly incur 
millions of dollars, for which it considered the 
Government to be responsible, without main-
taining records of the costs claimed to be the 
Government's responsibility. [The contractor] 
kept extensive records but, in support of its 
quantum claim, has presented none [at trial] 
identifying Government responsibility.” 


 
We now turn specifically to plaintiff's June 2, 1988 certi-
fied claim and the DCAA auditor's report of said claim. PX 
159 and DX 50. First, the June 2, 1988 certified claim 
asserted the following items of additional costs: FN77 
 


FN77. In plaintiff's June 2, 1988 claim, which 
encompasses all prior claims, the plaintiff deli-
neates the amount of delay days attributable to 
each claim. 


 
  Item Amount


(1) CP-1, Excess Water Differing Site Claim $163,183.00
(2) CP-8, Removal of Unsuitable Soil Under Buildings 37,507.00
(3) CP-9, 14, 15, Removal of Unsuitable Soil Under Parkways and Roadways; Change Grading; Change 


Storm Drain Outlets 
169,556.00


(4) CP-20, Rock Excavation 50,322.00
  Total Direct Costs $420,568.00


 
(5) Impact Claim: 
  (a) Extended Overhead $ 81,903.00   
 (b) Inefficiency Claim 95,132.00   
 (c) Material and Equipment 5,925.00   
 (d) Out-of-Sequence Work 228,188.00   
  Subtotal Indirect Costs $411,148.00    
  Profit (10%) $ 41,115.00    
  Bond (.525%) $ 2,374.00    
  Total Indirect Costs   $454,637.00  


  Grand Total   $875,205.00  
 
----- 
 
The DCAA audit was conducted in accordance with gen-
erally-accepted government auditing standards. In that 
connection, the primary focus was to assure that the claim 
was free of material misstatement with respect to alleged 


cost considerations. However, because worksheets or 
schedules that would provide supporting detail “between 
the claimed cost and its financial data were not provided by 
the contractor[ ],” the auditors “consider the contractor's 
claim to be inadequate....” See DX 50, p. 2. Given such 
circumstance, the audit report questioned $631,565 of the 
claimed $875,205, and concluded that said claimed amount 
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is not free of material misstatement. 
 
The following schedule depicts the contractor's claimed 
costs considered by the auditor, those costs questioned 
(deemed not proven) by the auditor and this court, and such 
claimed costs considered proven by the court. We con-
clude, on this record, in particular based on DX 50, that 
plaintiff is entitled to additional costs due to the water 


differing site condition in the amount of *556 $343,774, a 
net increase of $100,134,FN78 which we will discuss, infra, 
over the amount which defendant's audit report concedes 
($243,640). 
 


FN78. Within this net increase of $100,134, the 
court has adjusted for plaintiff's rock claim, i.e., it 
has disallowed said claim in full. 


 
SUMMARY


Items Contractor 
Claimed


Auditor 
Questioned


Additional Court 
Adjustments 


Total


      
Direct Costs:          
-CP-1 $163,183   ($ 52,138 ) $11,051   $122,096  
-CP-8 37,507   ( 15,218 ) 1,139   23,428  
-CP-9, 14, 15 169,556   ( 169,556 ) ---0---   ---0---  
-CP-20 (rock) 50,322 ( 17,115 ) ($33,207 ) ---0---


  $420,568   $254,027   ($21,017 ) $145,524  


         
Impact Costs          
Extended O/H:          
-Field O/H $ 56,787   ($ 19,389 ) ---0---   $ 37,398  
-Home Office O/H 79 25,116 7,245 ---0--- 32,361


  $ 81,903   $ 12,144     $ 69,759  


         
Weather Inefficiency:          
-Labor $ 80,417 80 ($ 80,417 ) $20,250   $ 20,250  
-Equipment 14,715 8,175 ---0---   6,540


  $ 95,132   $ 88,592   $20,250   $ 26,790  


         
Material/Equipment Storage $ 5,925   $ 5,527   ---0---   $ 398  
Out-of-Sequence Work $228,188 81 $228,188 $ 82,339   $ 82,339


Subtotal $411,148   $334,451   $102,589   $179,286  
Profit 10% 41,115   41,115   17,929   17,929  
Bond 2,374 1,972 633 1,035


Total Impact Damages $454,637   $377,538   $121,151   $198,250  
Total Direct and Impact $875,205 $631,565 $100,134 $343,774 .


 FN79. Youngdale's home office overhead was 
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calculated using the Eichleay formula. The gov-
ernment auditor also utilized the Eichleay for-
mula in recalculating Youngdale's home office 
overhead. 


 
FN80. Said cost was computed as follows: 
$201,043 labor base costs x 40% = $80,417. 


 
FN81. Said cost was computed as follows: 
$1,081,526 total labor minus $168,775 weather 
inefficiency = $912,751 x 25% = $228,188. 


 
----- 
 
After carefully and critically analyzing all of the ques-
tioned costs contained in the auditor's report with respect to 


plaintiff's impact claim and direct costs, the court is of the 
opinion that the following costs should be allowable, in 
addition to $243,640 FN82 in costs conceded by the auditor 
to have been established. 
 


FN82. While the auditor verified $243,640 of the 
total $875,205 claim, the defendant herein stre-
nuously argues that the conceded amount is only 
$210,433 inasmuch as $33,207 of the rock dif-
fering site condition is included. Because we have 
held there is no rock differing site condition, such 
rock costs are not allowable. 


 
Those additional costs we deemed are allowable, based on 
this record; will be briefly discussed, seriatim, as follows: 


 
Impact Costs:    
Weather Inefficiency-Labor $ 20,250  
Out-Of-Sequence Work 82,339  


 $102,589  


   
Direct Costs    
CP-1 Profit (10% @ $110,509) 11,051  
CP-8 Profit (10% @ $11,389) 1,139  
CP-20 Rock (33,207 )
  $ 81,572  
Profit 17,929  


 99,501  


   
Bond 633  


   
Net Adjustment $100,134 .
    
 
*557 Weather Inefficiency-Labor: 
 
Upon examination, the auditor disallowed said amount 
($80,417) in full because-he deemed that plaintiff's 40% 
inefficiency factor is unsupported by any creditable evi-


dence; the base labor costs incurred during the period was 
only $155,245 and not $201,043; and it questioned the 
method used in applying the factor. The auditor ac-
knowledged that the revised methodology would be more 
appropriate and reliable, and we agree. 


 
Item Contractor Claimed Revised Methodology
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Labor (10/1/83-3/1/84) $201,043 $155,245   
Claimed Methodology x40%    
Revised Methodology   /115%   
Total Efficient Labor  134,995   
Total Inefficient Labor $ 80,417 $ 20,250 .
 
----- 
 
The court is of the opinion, on this record, that the plaintiff 
is entitled to reasonable additional costs with respect to its 
weather inefficiencies notwithstanding proof deficiencies. 
This is particularly true since it is very clear from the 
record that the plaintiff suffered said inefficiencies as a 
result of the numerous delays which existed from the out-
set of construction and continued throughout the con-
struction of the project. Therefore, based on all the evi-
dence submitted on the record, the court finds that a rea-
sonable proper labor inefficiency rate is 15%. In addition, 
the court has recalculated Youngdale's inefficiency costs 
utilizing the auditor's suggested base labor amount of 
$155,245 and the auditor's new methodology of deter-
mining said inefficiency costs, for a total allowable labor 
inefficiency cost of $20,250. We, therefore, have disal-


lowed only $60,167 of plaintiff's claimed $80,417 of inef-
ficient labor costs. 
 
 Out-Of-Sequence Work: 
 
Similar to the analysis above, the court also determines that 
plaintiff is entitled to some reasonable recovery due to 
out-of-sequence work. As above, on examination the au-
ditor disallowed the $228,188 claimed amount in full be-
cause-there is no support for the proposed 25% ineffi-
ciency factor; the base labor cost used is questionable; the 
field overhead labor must be adjusted out in that it is in-
cluded in the field overhead section; and they similarly 
questioned the method used in applying the factor. Again, 
the auditor conceded that a revised methodology, with the 
foregoing adjustments, would be more reliable, and we 
also agree here. 


 
Item Contractor Claimed Revised Methodology
Total Labor   $1,204,302   
Less Field Overhead Labor   143,330   
Subtotal $1,081,526 $1,060,972   
Less Weather Inefficiency 168,775 155,245   
 $ 912,751 $ 905,727   
Inefficiency Factor:     
Claimed Methodology x 25%    
Revised Methodology   / 110%   
  $ 823,388


Total Inefficient Labor $ 228,188 $ 82,339 .
 
*558 As above, we have concluded that the plaintiff is 
reasonably entitled to at least a 10% inefficiency factor 
with respect to its out of sequence work, and that in uti-
lizing said figure premised on the auditor's base labor costs 
and revised methodology, Youngdale is entitled to an 
additional $82,339 in allowable out-of-sequence costs. 
Given the foregoing, the court has, therefore, disallowed 
only $145,849 of the $228,188 claimed by the plaintiff 


(and disallowed by the auditor) with respect to said addi-
tional cost. 
 
 Profit: 
 
In addition to the foregoing changes with respect to the 
auditor's report, the court observes that the auditor disal-
lowed Youngdale's profit in full ($41,115) on the addi-
tional costs relating to the impact claim. According to the 
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auditor, the reasoning justifying said disallowance is that 
under DAR 7-602.46(b), Suspension of Work, the con-
tractor is not entitled to profit on damages calculated the-
reunder. In this regard, we agree. However, with respect to 
the instant case, the plaintiff herein is requesting profit on 
its additional costs stemming from a differing site condi-
tion, and not from suspension of work. Specifically, De-
fense Regulation (DAR) 7-602.4, which is applicable to 
the differing site conditions clause, does not delineate 
whether profit is allowable. Consistent with this circums-


tance, the court in Servidone clearly provided that a plain-
tiff “is entitled to reasonable profit on additional costs 
allowed in connection with the [differing site conditions] 
equitable adjustment.” Servidone, 19 Cl.Ct. at 386. We 
agree with the court's ruling in Servidone on this issue, and 
hereby hold that plaintiff is entitled to profit on its differing 
site condition equitable adjustment claim. This being true, 
the following schedule depicts Youngdale's entitled impact 
damages per the court's review: 


 
Impact Claim-Court's Adjustment of Auditor's Report


Cost Element Contractor's Claim Court's Questioned Costs
Field Overhead $ 56,787    $ 19,389   
Home Office Overhead 25,116    (7,245 )


Weather Inefficiency:       
Labor 80,417    60,167   
Equipment 14,715    8,175   
Material and Equipment Storage 5,925    5,527   
Out of Sequence Work 228,188    145,849   
Subtotal $411,148    $231,862   
Profit (10%) 41,115    23,186   
Bond (.525%) 2,374    1,339   
Total $454,637    $256,387   
Total Allowed Costs:   $198,250 .    
 
*559 Thus, with respect to plaintiff's impact claim, plain-
tiff is entitled to recover an additional $121,151 
($20,250-Weather Inefficiency + 
$82,339-Out-of-Sequence Work + $17,929-Profit + 
$1,035-Bond). 
 
Our next inquiry is with respect to the direct cost claims 
contained in the June 2, 1988 composite claim. Said claims 
were also audited by the government's auditor to determine 
the efficacy of Youngdale's contentions therein. With 
regard to these direct cost claims, the court found that, 
based on the record, there was no reason to modify the 
auditor's findings except in two instances; first, the rock 
claim of $33,207 was allowed by the auditor; and se-
condly, profit was not allowed on the proven direct costs 
CP-1 and CP-8. With respect to the rock claim, the court 
has previously ruled that plaintiff is not entitled to recover 
any damages with respect to said claim. Consequently, the 
court has disallowed the rock claim costs in full and ad-


justed for allowable profit. And, finally, with respect to the 
allowed direct costs regarding CP-1 and CP-8, we have 
allowed reasonable profit of 10% in the amounts of 
$11,051 and $1,139, respectively. Thus, the following 
schedule depicts (i) Youngdale's claimed direct cost 
claims, (ii) the related questioned costs, and (iii) the court's 
allowable impact (indirect) costs, for a total allowable cost 
of $343,774.FN83 
 


FN83. Youngdale in its complaint and its 
post-trial submissions requested the court to 
award it $25,000 for a settlement claim that 
Youngdale allegedly paid to its subcontractor 
Garcia Paving. The record is void of any proba-
tive evidence that plaintiff, in fact, paid said 
claim, or even that it incurred said costs. As a 
result, we are constrained to conclude that 
Youngdale has failed to carry its burden with re-
spect to said subcontractor claim and is, therefore, 
not entitled to the additional $25,000 in costs. The 
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court noted that in its direct cost claims contained 
in the June 2, 1988 claim, Youngdale included 
over $100,000 in costs relating to Garcia Paving. 
Whether said costs included the $25,000 which 


the plaintiff alleges that the defendant owes it as a 
result of the excess water condition is indeter-
minable based on the failure of proof. 


 
SUMMARY OF COURT'S NET ADJUSTMENT PER AUDITOR'S REPORT 


Cost Element Contractor's Claim Court's Questioned Costs
CP-1-Excess Water Condition $163,183    $ 41,087   
CP-8-Unsuitable Soil Bldgs. 37,507    14,079   
CP-9-Unsuitable Soil Pkwys & Roads 169,556    169,556   
CP-20-Rock 50,322    50,322 84


Total Direct Costs $420,568    $275,044   
Total Indirect Costs $454,637    256,387   
Total Costs $875,205    $531,431   
Total Allowed Costs:   $343,774 .    
 


FN84. The auditor allowed $33,207 with respect 
to this claim; the court, however, has denied said 
costs in full for the reasons addressed supra. 


 
----- 
Based on our foregoing determination as to Youngdale's 
entitled damages claim, we shall now very briefly address 
plaintiff's other miscellaneous methods of recovery. 
 
3. Other Methods of Recovery of Damages 
 
In light of our foregoing holdings with respect to plaintiff's 
failure to prove its *560 costs by a preponderance of the 
evidence, and the fact that we have previously determined 
that based on the record herein the plaintiff is entitled to 
relief solely under the direct cost method, the court finds it 
unnecessary, at this time, to address plaintiff's alternative 
methods of calculating damages, i.e., the Productivity 
Comparison method, the Estimated Evaluation Approach, 
the Jury Verdict method, and the Cost Plus method. In 
short, we have concluded, supra, that the plaintiff has 
failed to offer any probative evidence supported by its 
books and records to otherwise affirmatively substantiate 
any of the costs which it may have incurred. Consequently, 
there is no rational basis upon which this court may rea-
sonably determine plaintiff's method of calculating dam-
ages beyond that which it has already done, i.e., the direct 
cost method buttressed by DX 50. Therefore, and finally, 
we shall next address plaintiff's interest and liquidated 
damages claims, seriatim. 


 
C. INTEREST 
 
The defendant has conceded liability with respect to the 
excess ground water differing site condition, and the court 
has appropriately assessed damages based on the record. 
Interest, therefore, shall be appropriately assessed with 
respect to the excess ground water differing site condition 
since we found no liability regarding the rock condition. 
 
In light of the above, the threshold issue with respect to the 
quantum of interest entitlement-is when does interest begin 
to accrue on damages under the CDA. Two secondary 
issues also exist as to-(i) whether Youngdale's claim, to be 
a proper claim upon which interest may accrue, was duly 
certified and quantified when filed; and (ii) whether 
Youngdale may relate back, for the running of interest, any 
subsequently filed claims FN85 to the initially-filed effica-
cious claim with respect to the water condition. Plaintiff 
opines that its initially-filed claim of May 26, 1983, is a 
proper claim to commence the running of interest in spite 
of the failure to quantify, because said claim was properly 
certified. Plaintiff further contends that, in light of the 
Federal Circuit's recent ruling in Servidone, said interest 
should accrue from May 26, 1983, as to the entire ground 
water claim. See Servidone, 931 F.2d at 862.FN86 Conse-
quently, the defendant contends that interest may not run 
from May 26, 1983, simply because the claim received by 
the CO on that date is not an efficacious claim under the 
CDA in that it avers neither a quantum due or a sum cer-
tain. Additionally, the defendant contends that, in re-
viewing the numerous claims submitted by Youngdale to 
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the CO, the court should allow interest only as of the date 
the CO received a particular claim and only on the amount 
claimed within that particular claim. According to the 
defendant, each of plaintiff's several claims filed with the 
CO are based upon different facts and theories of recovery; 
thus, they cannot be consolidated into one claim and then 
related back to Youngdale's initial claim for purposes of 
calculating the total interest due the plaintiff. In short, 
argues defendant, Youngdale may recover interest com-
mencing only upon each claim as of the date it was filed, 
and, more importantly, only up to and including that 
averred within that claim. 
 


FN85. Youngdale filed several separate claims 
with the CO relating to the excess water condi-
tion. The question is-may Youngdale aggregate 
all of those claims and relate them back to its in-
itially-filed water claim for the purpose of calcu-
lating the commencing of the interest due on said 


claims. 
 


FN86. In Servidone, the Federal Circuit found 
that “[a]t the time it filed a proper claim, Servi-
done had yet to incur the total costs which it later 
recovered. Nonetheless Section 611 [of the CDA] 
awards interest on any amounts later ‘found due 
... from the date the contracting officer receives 
the claim.’ ” Servidone, 931 F.2d at 862 (quoting 
41 U.S.C. § 611 (1982) in pertinent part). 


 
Given the conflicting contentions of the parties as to the 
date interest shall commence, and the fact that Youngdale 
filed several claims with the CO, a brief overview of the 
multiple claims submitted by Youngdale is appropriate. 
Accordingly, the following chart summarizes the opera-
tive*561 facts relevant to the critical elements constituting 
a viable claim: 


 
Date Of Amount Signed    
Claim  Quantified Claim Certified87 Comments
5/26/83 No No No PX66-water DSC.
8/8/83 $169,556 (Complaint) Yes No PX96-water DSC (document 
  $ 49,001 (Claim)    reflects $49,000; complaint, 
     judicial admission concedes 
     $169,556).88


1/4/84 $ 50,322 (Complaint) Yes No PX 128-excavating rock 
  ($-0-Claim)    (document reflects “zero” 
     amount, complaint, 
     judicial admission concedes 
     $50,322).


5/29/84 $ 37,507 No No PX 147-to remove rock/shale 
     -unsuitable soil/water. 
3/25/85 $163,183 Yes Yes PX 151-addendum to 5/26/83 
     claim-water, unsuitable soil 
     material.


11/11/86 $843,650 No No PX 154-water/soil unsuitable 
     -rock.


6/2/88 $874,982 Yes Yes PX 159-direct costs 
     removal of unsuitable soil 
     material plus impact costs. 
 FN87. In order to be effective, the certification 
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statement must be signed by an authorizing offi-
cial of the party to be charged. 48 C.F.R. § 
33.207(c)(2). Inherent in the certification re-
quirement as construed through the legislative 
history of § 605(c)(1), and by the ordinary 
meaning of the term itself, the term “certify” 
clearly requires that one attesting to the truth of 
the certification must necessarily sign it in order 
to be held accountable for any falsities contained 
therein. See Fidelity and Deposit Co. of Maryland 
v. United States, 2 Cl.Ct. 137, 144 (1983) (citing 
Contract Disputes Act of 1978: Joint Hearings on 
S. 2292, S. 2787 and S. 3178, before the Sub-
comm. on Federal Spending Practices and Open 
Government of the Senate Subcomm. on Citizens 
and Shareholder Rights and Remedies of the Se-
nate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess. 21 (1978)). 


 
FN88. This variance is understood on the basis 
that PX 96 as submitted apparently was not 
complete. This is true because there are three 
separate parts to the claim identified as “Item No. 
1; Item No. 2; and Item No. 3.” The first two 
contain a quantified amount but the third item 
appears to be missing a page or pages in that said 
Item No. 3 is not similarly quantified. On this 
record, therefore, it is reasonable to infer, given 
the judicial admission of plaintiff in its complaint, 
that said filed claim totaled $169,556; that Items 
No. 1 and 2 thereof aggregated $49,001; and that 
the missing page(s) quantifying Item No. 3 must 
have totaled the difference, i.e., $120,555 
($169,556 - $49,001). Thus, we find that the 
August 8, 1983 claim, as allegedly filed, was in 
the amount of $169,556, was not certified, as 
required, and, therefore, not a valid claim. 


 
----- 
 
[7] Applying the aforementioned facts to the primary issue 
herein, i.e., when does interest begin to accrue under the 
CDA, we look to both the statute itself and the prevailing 
case law relevant to the subject issue. First, the language in 
41 U.S.C. § 611 reads as follows: 
 


Interest on amounts found due contractors on claims 
shall be paid to the contractor from the date the con-
tracting officer receives the claim pursuant to section 
6(a) [41 U.S.C. § 605(a) ][FN89] from the contractor until 
payment thereof. 


 
FN89. Section 605(a) states that “all claims by a 
contractor against the government relating to a 
contract shall be in writing and shall be submitted 
to the contracting officer for a decision.” 41 
U.S.C. § 605(a) (1982). 


 
41 U.S.C. § 611 (1982) (emphasis added). The legislative 
history of § 611 indicates that the section was originally 
drafted so that interest would run from “the date the *562 
claim accrues.” However, Congress, in its wisdom, saw fit 
to change that provision to read from “the date the con-
tracting officer receives the claim pursuant to § 605(a)” of 
the CDA. The rationale behind the change to a specific 
red-letterFN90 date was to avoid any potential confusion 
with respect to the actual date when interest would start to 
run, moreover, to serve as an incentive for contractors to 
submit claims as soon as they are identified. 124 
Cong.Rec. S. 36267 (1978). See Servidone, 931 F.2d at 
862-63; and Fidelity Constr. Co. v. United States, 700 F.2d 
1379, 1385 (Fed.Cir.) cert. denied, 464 U.S. 826, 104 S.Ct. 
97, 78 L.Ed.2d 103 (1983). Given the foregoing precedent, 
it is, therefore, clear beyond cavil that interest begins to 
run, in all instances, from the date that the CO receives the 
contractor's “proper claim.” Id. at 862. 
 


FN90. See Servidone, 931 F.2d at 862. 
 
This legal analysis, however, is not the end of our interest 
evaluation here because the defendant further contends that 
the claim submitted to the CO must, of course, first be 
appropriately certified and quantified to be a proper claim 
sufficient to activate the running of interest, and we agree. 
See Skelly & Loy v. United States, 231 Ct.Cl. 370, 685 F.2d 
414 (1982); Fidelity Construction, 700 F.2d at 1384 (“an 
uncertified claim ... is ... a legal nullity and therefore no 
interest can accrue”). Essex Electro Engineers v. United 
States, 702 F.2d 998 (Fed.Cir.1983) (emphasizing the 
court's finding in Fidelity ); and ReCon Paving, Inc. v. 
United States, 745 F.2d 34 (Fed.Cir.1984). Based on the 
foregoing cases, it is clear that they establish the fact that a 
proper claim upon which interest may begin to run, once 
received by the CO, is one that is duly certified. 
 
As noted, supra, FAR establishes that a valid claim must 
also “demand ... the payment of money in a sum certain”; 
i.e., it must be a quantified to be a proper claim. Defendant 
contends that it does; however, the plaintiff contends that it 
does not. The defendant is obviously correct on this point 
as well, given the recent holding in several Federal Circuit 
and Claims Court cases. See Contract Cleaning, 811 F.2d 
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586, and Metric Construction Co. v. United States, 1 Cl.Ct. 
383, 390 (1983). In interpreting § 605(c)(1) of the CDA, 
the court in Contract Cleaning stated that-“[w]e know of 
no requirement in the Disputes Act that a ‘claim’ must be 
submitted in any particular form or use any particular 
wording. All that is required is that the contractor submit in 
writing to the contracting officer adequate notice of the 
basis and the amount of the claim.” FN91 Contract Cleaning, 
811 F.2d at 592. Further, the court in Metric, not only held 
that-“the contractor is required to certify that the ‘amount 
requested accurately reflects the contract adjustment for 
which the contractor believes the government is liable,’ ” 
but it also emphasized the fact that “the total dollar re-
covery ... is the bottom line of the dispute between the 
parties.” Metric, 1 Cl.Ct. at 391.FN92 We conclude that, 
with respect to contract claims asserted administratively, 
“the amount claimed must be stated in a manner which 
allows for reasonable determination of the recovery 
available at the time the claim is presented and/or decided 
by the contracting officer.” Id. 
 


FN91. CDA § 605(c)(1) provides in pertinent 
part: 


 
For claims of more than $50,000, the contractor 
shall certify that the claim is made in good 
faith, that the supporting data are accurate and 
complete to the best of his knowledge and be-
lief, and that the amount requested accurately 
reflects the contract adjustment for which the 
contractor believes the government is liable. 


 
FN92. Furthermore, the court in Robin Industries, 
Inc. v. United States, 22 Cl.Ct. 448 (1991), notes 
that, although the CDA contains no definition of 
the term “claim,” the FAR defines “claim” as 
follows: 


 
“Claim” ... means a written demand or written 
assertion by one of the contracting parties 
seeking, as a matter of right, the payment of 
money in a sum certain.... 


 
48 C.F.R. § 33.201 (1988). 


 
We now turn to the critical questions-(i) whether the puta-
tively-filed claims are proper, and (ii) if so, when does the 
interest commence to run as to each. Stated differently, is 
interest accruable on all subsequently-filed claims with the 
CO from the date the original claim is filed, i.e., retroac-
tively,*563 or does each claim utilize its filing date for the 


calculation of interest. 
 
Our analysis of this record compels us to hold that only two 
of the above-filed claims are proper CDA claims, and they 
are the March 25, 1985 and the June 2, 1988 claims. The 
record is clear that these two claims are valid inasmuch as 
both are quantified and duly signed and certified by an 
authorized corporate official. We shall discuss the accrual 
date of the interest of these two claims after we briefly 
explain why the five claims are not valid CDA claims. 
 
[8] The May 26, 1983 claim was not quantified, nor was 
the document signed by any company official (PX 66). The 
August 8, 1983 claim contains an amount of $49,000 
therein; however, the complaint avers the quantum to be 
$169,556. We take that assertion to be a judicial admission 
against interest and irrefutable. Therefore, since it ex-
ceeded $50,000 and plaintiff failed to certify same, the 
claim is improper. The January 4, 1984 claim document 
reflected “zero” amount, whereas the complaint avers said 
claimed amount was $50,322. Under either scenario, 
plaintiff's claim is improper if we accept as a fact that it 
was not quantified, and secondly if we accept its judicial 
admission that its claim was $50,332, then it is not proper 
because of the failure to certify. The May 29, 1984 claim of 
$37,507 is not a proper claim although duly quantified 
because it was not signed by anyone, i.e., we find from 
such fact that it is more probable than not that it is not a 
duly authorized corporate act, i.e., a nullity. Finally, we 
also find that the November 11, 1986 claim is not proper, 
although duly quantified in excess of $50,000, because it is 
not certified, nor does it purport to contain a signature 
reflecting an authorized corporate act. 
 
[9] Since we have found that the first proper claim was not 
filed by plaintiff until March 25, 1985, the interest thereon 
will commence at that time. That claim related primarily to 
the alleged additional costs ($163,183) stemming from the 
excess water differing site condition which included 
dealing with unsuitable soil. 
 
The properly filed June 2, 1988 claim is a conglomeration 
of three previously improperly filed direct claims, i.e., 
August 8, 1983, totalling $169,556; January 4, 1984, to-
talling $50,322; and May 29, 1984, totalling $37,507, and 
the previously properly filed March 25, 1985 claim in the 
amount of $163,183. Additionally, the June 2, 1988 claim 
contained an impact claim of indirect costs in the aggregate 
amount of $454,637. The claim for $163,183 is not new, 
but is merely a restatement of the March 25, 1985 claim. A 
thorough analysis also discloses that the August 8, 1983 
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and the May 29, 1984 components of the June 2, 1988 
claim are also not new claims. They relate to additional 
costs stemming from the excess water relating to removing 
soil from various locations, etc. In short, they merely 
represent additional costs premised on the same underlying 
factual basis and theory as the March 25, 1985 claim. As a 
revision of the initial proper claim, we believe that, on 
balance, the record reasonably supports a finding that the 
interest on the total allowable equitable adjustment, at bar, 
should, therefore, run from March 25, 1985. 
 
In short, while we have multiple claim dates regarding the 
properly filed claims, we find that the subsequent claims 
are not new, but merely are a recomputation, revision, and 
expansion of the former, based on the same underlying 
facts. Servidone, 931 F.2d at 862, provides that interest is 
awarded on any amounts “found due ... from the date the 
contracting officer receives the claim.” Where there are 
multiple proper claims filed, as here, and the later claim(s) 
are merely a revised or repeat claim, i.e., there has been no 
change in the underlying factual basis or theory of recov-
ery or computation, then interest shall run from the date the 
initial claim is received by the CO. Cf. Southwest Marine, 
ASBCA No. 33208, 88-3 BCA ¶ 20,982 at p. 106,003, 
1988 WL 81090. 
 
We, therefore, conclude that the interest on the entire 
amount should commence from March 25, 1985. 
 
D. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 
 
Liquidated damages clauses are often used to encourage 
the timely performance *564 of a contract. Goldberger 
Foods, 23 Cl.Ct. 295, 312 (1991). They must be reasonable 
under the circumstances, however, and must not operate as 
a penalty.FN93 Rex Trailer Co. v. United States, 350 U.S. 
148, 151, 76 S.Ct. 219, 221, 100 L.Ed. 149 (1956). More 
importantly, when such damages are determined to be fair 
and reasonable, the United States Supreme Court has held 
that they should be enforced. Wise v. United States, 249 
U.S. 361, 365, 39 S.Ct. 303, 304, 63 L.Ed. 647 (1919); 
Priebe & Sons v. United States, 332 U.S. 407, 411-12, 68 
S.Ct. 123, 126, 92 L.Ed. 32 (1947). 
 


FN93. According to the Court of Claims, rea-
sonable means “that which is proper, fair, equit-
able and honest in the judgment of a ‘reasonable 
man,’ and is suitable and appropriate to the end in 
view of the facts and circumstances.” National 
Steel & Shipbuilding v. United States, 190 Ct.Cl. 
247, 267-68, 419 F.2d 863 (1969). 


 
In general, we have held that provisions for liquidated 
damages are not against public policy, particularly in cases 
involving government contracts. Cegers v. United States, 7 
Cl.Ct. 615, 618 (1985); JMNI v. United States, 4 Cl.Ct. 
310, 315 (1984). However, numerous safeguards have 
been imposed to ensure that the damages claimed are in 
fact fair and reasonable. Higgs v. United States, 212 Ct.Cl. 
146, 156, 546 F.2d 373 (1976); Racine Screw Co. v. United 
States, 156 Ct.Cl. 256 (1962); Goldberger Foods, 23 Cl.Ct. 
at 312-13. For example, the “reasonability” or “fairness” of 
the “liquidated damages must be considered on a 
case-by-case basis.” Goldberger, 23 Cl.Ct. at 313. In ad-
dition, the government is allowed to assess liquidated 
damages against a contractor only where it has acted rea-
sonably in attempting to mitigate costs to the contractor. 
Id. Moreover, “the right to claim liquidated damages may 
be waived if the government prevents or delays perfor-
mance within the time stipulated by the contract.” Id. See 
Fortec Constructors v. United States, 8 Cl.Ct. 490, 508 
(1985). In any event, the party alleging that the liquidated 
damages assessed are excessive or unreasonable must bear 
the burden of proving that said damages are inappropriate. 
Goldberger, 23 Cl.Ct. at 313. 
 
[10] According to the facts herein, the government as-
sessed liquidated damages in the amount of $46,750 (187 
days at $250 per day), because of Youngdale's delay in 
completing the project.FN94 The plaintiff, however, avers 
that it is entitled to the full $46,750 plus interest in light of 
the government's concession as to the water differing site 
condition.FN95 Thus, given the foregoing relevant case law, 
and after a careful and thorough review of the evidence 
presented in this case, we believe that the plaintiff is cor-
rect, in that the government's assessment of liquidated 
damages was improper. This is especially true, for three 
reasons-(1) the government's concession to liability as to 
the water differing site condition, (2) the fact that the 
government failed to recognize that condition until more 
than seven years from whence it was initially notified, and 
(3) because the evidence adduced herein clearly depicts 
delays attributable to the defendant as a result of said 
condition. In any event, according to the Claims Court 
ruling in Fortec: 
 


FN94. The predecessor Claims Court noted in 
Sun Eagle Corp. v. United States, 23 Cl.Ct. 465, 
480 (1991), that “a claim for liquidated damages 
is the quintessential government claim.” Moreo-
ver, the Sun Eagle court held that, in accordance 
with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 
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Circuit's decision in Placeway Const. Corp. v. 
United States, 920 F.2d 903 (Fed.Cir.1990)- 


 
The Claims Court has jurisdiction over a final 
decision on a government claim even though 
the claim is not certified: “The [contracting of-
ficer's] decision was adverse to Placeway and 
thus it could properly appeal to the Claims 
Court. As a final decision on a government 
claim, the Claims Court has jurisdiction even 
though the claim was not certified....” (citations 
omitted). 


 
 Sun Eagle, 23 Cl.Ct. at 480. 


 
FN95. Previously, on February 5, 1991, the 
plaintiff filed a partial motion for summary 
judgment alleging that the government wrong-
fully assessed liquidated damages in the amount 
of $46,750 against Youngdale. Said motion was 
denied on February 8, 1991, in light of the court's 
determination that the plaintiff had previously 
waived its right to file said motion and that, in the 
interests of conserving judicial resources, said 
issue would be more appropriately handled at 
trial. 


 
[W]hen the contractor has agreed to do a piece of work 
within a given time and the *565 parties have stipulated 
a fixed sum as liquidated damages not wholly dispro-
portionate to the loss for each day's delay, in order to 
enforce such payment the other party must not prevent 
the performance of the contract within the stipulated 
time, and that where such is the case, and thereafter the 
work is completed, though delayed by the fault of the 
contractor, the rule of the original contract cannot be 
insisted upon, and liquidated damages measured the-
reby are waived. 
 Fortec, 8 Cl.Ct. at 508 (quoting United States v. United 
Engineering and Contracting Co., 234 U.S. 236, 242, 34 
S.Ct. 843, 845, 58 L.Ed. 1294 (1914)) (emphasis as de-
picted in Fortec). Therefore, given the Supreme Court's 
holding in this matter, we are obliged to conclude that, 
although the contractor may have delayed the project, 
the fact that the government caused the delay with re-
spect to the excess water condition negates the applica-
bility of the liquidated damages clause contained in the 
contract, and thereby prevents the government from as-
sessing any amount with respect to liquidated damages 
against Youngdale.FN96 


 


FN96. With regard to plaintiff's various other 
contentions as to why the government is not en-
titled to liquidated damages, i.e. (1) the CO's de-
cision was arbitrary and capricious in that it was 
not rendered until two years after the assessment 
of liquidated damages; (2) the CO's decision is 
ineffectual because the CO did not grant 
Youngdale the opportunity to reply to the gov-
ernment's claim; and (3) the government's 
wrongful assessment is in violation of the terms 
of the contract and the Prompt Payment Act, there 
is no need to address said contentions at this time, 
in light of the court's finding that Youngdale is 
entitled to the full $46,750 of assessed liquidated 
damages for the reasons previously stated. 


 
In addition to the foregoing analysis, plaintiff contends that 
it is also entitled to interest on the $46,750 in liquidated 
damages assessed, from December 1985 under the Prompt 
Payment Act and from November 1986 under the CDA. 
Under the Prompt Payment Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3901-3907, 
§ 3902(a) provides that: 
 


the head of an agency acquiring ... [a] service from a 
business concern, who does not pay the concern ... shall 
pay an interest penalty to the concern on the amount of 
the payment due. The interest shall be computed at the 
rate the Secretary of the Treasury establishes for interest 
payments under section 12 of the Contract Disputes Act 
of 1978 (41 U.S.C. § 611). 


 
Section 3902(b) provides: 


[e]xcept as provided in section 3906 of this title, the in-
terest penalty shall be paid for the period beginning on 
the day after the required payment date and ending on 
the date on which payment is made. 


 
Section 3903(1) defines the required payment date as: 


(A) the date payment is due under the contract for the 
item of property or service provided; or 


 
(B) 30 days after a proper invoice for the amount due is 
received if a specific payment date is not established by 
contract. 


 
Lastly, § 3906(a)-(b) provides: 


(a) A claim for interest penalty not paid under this 
chapter may be filed under section 6 of the Contract 
Disputes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. § 605). 
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(b)(1) An interest penalty under this chapter does not 
continue to accrue- 


 
(A) after a claim for a penalty is filed under the Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. § 601 et seq.); or 


 
(B) for more than one year. 


 
[11] Given the foregoing language of the Prompt Payment 
Act, Youngdale is entitled to interest on its liquidated 
damages claim from either the date the government was 
required to pay it under the contract or 30 days from the 
date it submitted a proper invoice for the amount due. 
According to the evidence herein, the contract does not 
specifically require the government to pay Youngdale on 
any specified date; thus, the court looked to see when 
Youngdale submitted a proper invoice for the amount due 
under the contract. In so doing, the court found that 
Youngdale failed to submit any proof by which the court 
could determine when it submitted its invoice for payment 
of the contract price. *566 Consequently, we have deter-
mined that based on the fact that Youngdale has failed to 
raise any objections with respect to the date on which the 
government actually paid the agreed upon contract price, 
less liquidated damages, i.e., June 16, 1988, said date is a 
reasonable date under these circumstances upon which we 
may deem that payment was due under the contract pur-
suant to the language contained in § 3903 of the Prompt 
Payment Act. FN97 Thus, pursuant to these findings and the 
relevant statutory law, interest under the Prompt Payment 
Act shall begin to run from June 17, 1988, to September 
19, 1988, the date Youngdale filed its claim with this court 
under the CDA. 31 U.S.C. § 3906(b)(1)(A). The appro-
priate interest rate shall be as specified in § 611 of the 
CDA. 31 U.S.C. § 3902(a). 
 


FN97. The government paid Youngdale on June 
16, 1988, a total of $2,666,526, which is the 
contract price of $2,713,276 less $46,750 in li-
quidated damages. 


 
[12] With this in mind, we now turn to the CDA to deter-
mine what interest thereunder, if any, plaintiff is entitled to 
on the amount of liquidated damages. Under the CDA, § 
611, as previously noted, provides as follows: 
 


Interest on amounts found due contractors on claims 
shall be paid to the contractor from the date the con-
tracting officer receives the claim pursuant to section 
6(a) [41 U.S.C. § 605(a) ] FN98 from the contractor until 
payment thereof. 


 
FN98. Section 605(a) states that “all claims by a 
contractor against the government relating to a 
contract shall be in writing and shall be submitted 
to the contracting officer for a decision.” 41 
U.S.C. § 605(a) (1982). 


 
41 U.S.C. § 611 (1982) (emphasis added). In addition to 
the foregoing, the Federal Circuit has specifically held that 
interest shall accrue from the date the CO receives the 
contractor's claim, Servidone, 931 F.2d at 862; Fidelity 
Constr., 700 F.2d at 1385, and, in following this 
well-established rule, the Department of Transportation 
Contract Appeals Board (DOT CAB) has held that interest 
shall not begin to run until the CO receives a proper-
ly-certified claim from the contractor. Security Associates 
International, Inc., DOTCAB, Nos. 1340, 1432, 84-2 BCA 
¶ 17,444 at 86,843, 86,861-62, 1984 WL 13455. Further-
more, the Board also indicated that, despite the plaintiff's 
contentions therein that said claim was a government 
claim, the contractor must, nevertheless, submit a claim 
with the CO for the underlying amount, i.e., the $46,750 
herein, in order to be entitled to interest under the CDA. Id. 
Consistent with the foregoing, the Claims Court in Ruh-
nau-Evans-Ruhnau Associates v. United States, 3 Cl.Ct. 
217, 218 (1983), held that a literal reading of § 605(a) 
indicates that a contractor, not the government, must 
submit the operative claim to the CO. Id.FN99 See also Sun 
Eagle, 23 Cl.Ct. at 482. Accordingly, in the case at bar, 
contrary to that of Security Associates wherein the con-
tractor also filed a certified claim with the CO incorpo-
rating the government's underlying claim into its own 
claim, Youngdale failed to file a claim with the CO with 
respect to the underlying liquidated damages. While 
Youngdale may argue that its letter of reconsideration 
which was sent to the CO on November 27, 1990, consti-
tuted the operative claim upon which interest may begin to 
accrue, we disagree in light of the fact that said so-called 
claim was not a “proper” claim inasmuch as it was signed 
*567 by plaintiff's attorney and not an authorized official 
of Youngdale, as required by the CDA.FN100 Therefore, we 
are constrained to conclude that however unjust the result 
may be in this particular case, no interest may accrue under 
the CDA on monies withheld from contractual-
ly-prescribed payments, i.e., liquidated damages, where 
the contractor has failed to file a “proper” certified claim 
with the CO with respect to said underlying claim. Cf. 
Security Associates, 84-2 BCA at 86,862. In summary, 
interest on the government's liquidated damages claim 
shall be accruable under the Prompt Payment Act from 
June 17, 1988 to September 19, 1988, but no interest shall 
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be accruable under the CDA. 
 


FN99. In Ruhnau-Evans, the plaintiff argued that 
it was entitled to interest because the court should 
treat the underlying “claim” before the court as a 
government claim upon which the CO has ren-
dered a final decision, or that the court should 
consider the contractor's letter of protest accom-
panying its payment as a claim sufficient to trig-
ger the contractor's entitlement to the payment of 
interest on said underlying claim. Ruhnau-Evans, 
3 Cl.Ct. at 218. All this being true, however, the 
court indicated that said government claim was 
not a certified claim submitted by the contractor 
to the CO. Specifically, the court stated that: 


 
To accept plaintiff's first theory, the court 
would have to ignore the words “from the 
contractor” which modify the term “claim.” 
Section 611 plainly refers to a claim by the 
contractor, not one by the government. To ac-
cept plaintiff's alternate theory would require 
the court to overlook the words “pursuant to 
section 605(a)” which ... [limits] the type of 
claim the contractor must present. 


 
Id. (emphasis added). 


 
FN100. It is hornbook law that a corporation is an 
artificial entity. “Corporations must [therefore] 
act through individuals, and the ordinary rule is 
that an individual who is properly appointed as an 
agent of a corporation has the authority to bind 
that corporation within the scope of his or her 
authority.” Little River Lumber Co. v. United 
States, 21 Cl.Ct. 527, 533 (1990). See 18B 
Am.Jur.2d, Corporations § 1341. In the case at 


bar, the plaintiff failed to submit any evidence in 
the record, i.e., a power of attorney, establishing 
that Mr. Larry E. Robinson, attorney of record 
herein, had the requisite authority to submit a 
CDA claim to the CO on behalf of Youngdale. 
Consequently, we have determined that plaintiff's 
Request For Reconsideration letter dated No-
vember 27, 1990, is not a “proper” claim upon 
which CDA interest may accrue. 


 
CONCLUSION 


 
Given the foregoing, we are compelled to hold that with 
regard to the water differing site condition, with respect to 
which the government has conceded liability, Youngdale 
has proven causation and resulting injury, and, therefore, is 
entitled to $343,774.00, plus interest pursuant to 41 U.S.C. 
§ 611. Interest with respect to the foregoing claim shall run 
from March 25, 1985. 
 
With regard to the alleged rock differing site condition, we 
hold that Youngdale is not entitled to damages under this 
claim due to failure of proof. Finally, we hold that 
Youngdale is entitled to receive the $46,750 in liquidated 
damages previously assessed against it by the CO, plus 
interest from June 17, 1988 to September 19, 1988, pur-
suant to the Prompt Payment Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3901-3907. 
Youngdale, however, is not entitled to any interest on the 
$46,750 under the CDA. The Clerk shall enter judgment 
accordingly. Costs to the plaintiff. 
 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
 


*568 APPENDIX A 
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*569 APPENDIX-B 
 
As noted supra, the court observed that PX 165, Mr. Do-
nald Scarbrough's CPM expert report, is contaminated with 
numerous nebulous discrepancies. The following is a list 
of such errors which we encountered during our review of 
plaintiff's critical path method schedules. Said list, merely 
illustrative, is by no means inclusive of all of the discre-
pancies encountered by this court. Moreover, the court has 


also provided a brief list of the various discrepancies it 
encountered in the post-trial Plaintiff's Supplemental 
Memorandum filed on February 18, 1992. Said memo-
randum purports to provide the court with a number of 
summary schedules derived from PX 165 which seek to 
clarify, as well as explicitly quantify, the number of delay 
days allegedly attributable to government-caused delay. 
Such was not established by the requisite quantum of 
proof, however, because it is abundantly clear to the court 
that, given the significant discrepancies contained in 
plaintiff's CPM report, infra, the court cannot justifiably 
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rely upon a summary schedule of an expert report in which 
the foundational information contained therein is inaccu-
rate and unreliable, given the testimony and evidence ad-
duced on the record as a whole. In any event, in the inter-
ests of completeness, we have provided a list of illustrative 
errors with respect to plaintiff's schedules where we have 
found certain underlying data to be unreliable. 
 
A. Problems in the As-Built Schedule 
 
(1) There is absolutely no specific cross-reference tying in 
the data in the As-Built schedule to any of the daily reports 
from which the schedule is allegedly predominately de-
rived. In fact, the activities as described within said sche-
dule are, for the most part, completely ambiguous given 
the comprehensive and generic manner in which they are 
labeled and listed therein. As a result, the court is unable to 
determine with any degree of certainty what particular 
“tasks” make up an activity as it is referenced therein. 
 
(2) Mr. Scarbrough testified that he used calendar days, 
and not work days, in scheduling the As-Built report. Tr. 
100-05. He also testified that, because of this fact, he had to 
“adjust” the time durations of the various activities deli-
neated in the daily reports to compensate for the added 
weekend days in order to run his program under a system 
of continuous calendar days, with start and finish dates, 
reflecting a seven-day work week instead of five. Tr. 
1101-02. Accordingly, many of the individual start and 
finish dates are not accurate. Tr. 1113-14. 
 
Mr. Scarbrough also testified that actual performance 
times could vary as much as four days, Tr. 1113-14, and 
that the computer software which he utilized to schedule 
this project was incapable of producing precise dates; thus, 
error margins of several days could exist as to each activ-
ity. Tr. 1113. Consequently, in the majority of instances, 
the actual dates of an activity cannot be determined from 
the As-Built schedule which, in the court's mind, calls into 
question the validity of the report's indications. Likewise, 
Mr. Scarbrough's testimony that holidays were not ac-
counted for accurately in his computer-generated schedule 
also demonstrates the lack of accuracy and reliability of his 
report. Tr. 1101. 
 
(3) In cross-checking the As-Built FN1 report with the 
As-Planned report,FN2 the court *570 observed that Mr. 
Scarbrough renamed or recharacterized almost all of the 
activities in the As-Built report. As a result, a significant 
number of individual activities in the As-Built report are 
not traceable to the As-Planned report. In addition to this 


labeling problem, the activity code numbers on the 
As-Built chart were also almost completely renumbered. 
Therefore, even the few activities whose labels are initially 
traceable from the As-Built to the As-Planned are subse-
quently lost within the new renumbering system. Thus, no 
meaningful or reliable conclusion can be reached by 
comparing anticipated production with actual perfor-
mances. 
 


FN1. The Joint Stipulated Glossary Of Technical 
Terms defined these terms as follows: 


 
AS-BUILT CPM A CPM network that includes 
the same activities as the as-planned CPM, but 
is based on actual performance dates. These 
dates are researched from the updatings of the 
original or as-planned CPM plan, the progress 
reports, and any other documentation availa-
ble.... The as-built schedule is a factual sche-
dule of when things occurred (and why they 
occurred).... 


 
AS-PLANNED CPM The initially approved 
CPM network. This describes the manner in 
which the contractor intended to meet the re-
quirements of the contract at the start of the 
project. 


 
(emphasis added). 


 
FN2. At first, it appeared to the court that the 
renumbering of the As-Built schedule was ne-
cessary to allow the computer to implement its 
scheduling calculations, by listing each of the ac-
tivities as they actually occurred during the 
project, which, in this case, would have been in an 
order different from that of the As-Planned 
schedule due to the water differing site condition. 
However, testimony later adduced at trial, and 
Tab 4 of plaintiff's post-trial supplemental sub-
mission, indicate that the linear relationships 
between the various activities did not necessarily 
dictate how a particular activity was to be num-
bered; in fact, it appears from the record as a 
whole that various related activities were often 
remotely numbered for mere convenience sake. 
See Tab 4, Supplement to Post-Trial Brief, and Tr. 
1117-35. This renumbering problem also occurs 
with respect to the activity codes listed on the 
As-Built No Delays report. See Section B, num-
ber (1) herein. 
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(4) Finally, as previously referenced, supra, even the data 
imputed into the As-Built report after June of 1984 was not 
actual data. Mr. Scarbrough testified at trial that he used 
the date contained on the As-Planned report to complete 
the As-Built report, because after June of 1984, there were 
large gaps in the dates of the “daily” reports, and the in-
formation provided thereafter was, in essence, unreliable. 
Tr. 1034-35. As a result, after June of 1984, the As-Built 
report fails to provide any relevant information as to what 
actually occurred during construction of the project. On 
cross-examination, the following colloquy is probative: 
 


Q. From June 1984 to the end of the project [December 
1984], is it correct that anything that you have identified 
as As-Built is not, in fact, As-Built? 


 
A. That's correct. 


 
Tr. 1035. 
 
B. Problems in the As-Built No Delay Schedule 
 
(1) Mr. Scarbrough admits that the activity code numbers 
in the As-Built schedule do not correlate to the numbers 
contained in the As-Built No Delay schedule. Tr. 1074, 
1117. Further, Mr. Scarbrough testified, “[when] I tell the 
computer [to] take [a group of] activities and move them 
over to another project ... it renumbers them for me. I'm not 
really happy with it. It makes it so that the cross referenc-
ing is very difficult. I'm not really happy with that part of 
it.” Tr. 1074. More importantly, neither Mr. Scarbrough 
nor the plaintiff provided the court with a mechanism by 
which it could cross-reference the activities from the 
As-Built to the As-Built No Delay in light of the foregoing 
proof problems. This is true, despite Mr. Scarbrough's 
testimony that-he too saw a distinct need for 
cross-referencing the items on the various schedules; it 
makes cross-referencing very difficult; and he deemed this 
to be an error. Tr. 1057, 1074. 
 
(2) On the As-Built report, we observed that there were 12 
critical items, i.e., numbered 550, 554, 558, 560, 598, 600, 
602, 604, 610, 650, 658, and 1423, which were omitted 
from the As-Built No Delay schedule. Tr. 1058. No satis-
factory explanation was given for such an occurrence. In 
fact, Mr. Scarbrough admitted that “ ... it is difficult to say 
what they would do.” Mr. Scarbrough also testified that 
said omission was an error. Tr. 1061. FN3 
 


FN3. On cross-examination, when asked as to 
why these 12 items were removed, Mr. Scar-
brough responded, “This is an error. When I made 
the transition [from the As-Built to the As-Built 
No Delay], they didn't move over.” Tr. 1061. 


 
(3) In comparing the As-Built and the As-Built No Delay 
schedules, we further observed that the time durations 
noted for a particular activity on the As-Built schedule, i.e., 
the number of days in which it actually took to complete a 
particular activity, often do not agree with the time dura-
tions noted on the As-Built No Delay for the same activity. 
For example, at trial Mr. Scarbrough admitted that, with 
respect *571 to the As-Built schedule, activity code num-
ber 1422, entitled “B RI PLUMB/MECH UNISTRUT” 
indicated that said activity took three days to complete; 
however, on the As-Built No Delay schedule, that very 
same activity took 45 days to complete. PX 165. Although 
Mr. Scarbrough admitted that the two activities were one 
and the same, he was unable to explain the reason for the 
extreme variation in the time durations between the two 
schedules. Tr. 1143-44. 
 
C. Problems in Plaintiff's Post-Trial Supplemental Sum-
mary Schedules 
 
Plaintiff's Supplemental Memorandum dated February 18, 
1992, filed post-trial, contains five major sections which 
purport to summarize the results of Mr. Scarbrough's ex-
pert report, as well as link said report to the testimony and 
exhibits adduced at trial. Tab 1 of the supplement is en-
titled “Schedule Of Critical Activities With Related Crit-
ical Delays For The Vandenberg Project Through 6/11/84 
(Without Cross-Reference).” Tab 2 is entitled “Schedule 
Of Critical Activities With Related Critical Delays For The 
Vandenberg Project Through 6/11/84 (With 
Cross-References To ‘Testimony’ and ‘Documentary 
Evidence’).” Tab 3 is “Summary of the Delays To Activi-
ties With Redundancies Removed,” and Tab 4 is a 
“Breakdown Of Information Set Out In Previous Sche-
dules Analyzed By Cause (Redundancies Removed).” 
Lastly, Tab 5 is entitled “Delays Cross-Referenced To 
Trial Testimony And Exhibits For The Delay Caused By 
The Government After 6/18/84.” 
 
In the interests of brevity, we shall only discuss those er-
rors which we found in Tabs 3 and 4 of the Supplement, 
since Tabs 3 and 4, according to the plaintiff, purport to 
support its primary contention that it is entitled to 206 
government-caused delay days from March 15, 1983 to 
June 11, 1984. 
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(1) In Tab 3, the plaintiff argues that all the delays in Mr. 
Scarbrough's report add up to 374 actual days of critical 
delay having removed any concurrent delays. The first 
error we note is that the list itself adds up to only 370 
critical delay days, and secondly, there is no reference 
therein as to what concurrences were removed from Tab 1 
and why. No rationale was given as to what activities re-
sulted in concurrent delays, nor was there any specific 
evidence identified or adduced at trial as to that fact by 
plaintiff. Thus, the court is troubled and handcuffed by its 
inability to verify whether any and all redundancies have in 
fact been removed, and, for that matter, whether said re-
moval was accurately accomplished, particularly in light of 
the numerous discrepancies already noted in PX 165. 
 
(2) In Tab 4, the plaintiff attempts to breakdown and ca-
tegorize the list of alleged delay days contained in Tab 3, 
by various groups of individual activities. That is, for each 
alleged government-caused delay delineated in Tab 3, the 
plaintiff provides a schedule of related activities which 
allegedly make up the total number of delay days indicated 
in Tab 3. In so doing, however, the court observes that 
plaintiff neglected to include 10 of the listed critical delay 
entries contained in Tab 3, totaling 130 delay days, in its 
Tab 4 breakdown. Consequently, the court is unable to 
trace 130 of the alleged Tab 3 delay days with those al-
leged activities which compose said delay days in Tab 4. 
 
(3) Also, in Tab 3, plaintiff cites 462 days as the period 
(March 15, 1983 to December 19, 1984) “covered by this 
report,” i.e., construction days. Mr. Scarbrough testified, 
however, that his report covered 615 days or 645 days 
depending on which actual start date was used by him in 
preparing his report, either March 15, 1983, or April 14, 
1983. Tr. 1164 and 1167. See, infra, Miscellaneous Errors, 
number (2). Moreover, we note that Tabs 1 and 2 indicate 
that, prior to removing concurrences in delay calculations, 
plaintiff allegedly experienced 463 (added as 459 in error) 
days of delay. Thus, the 462 or 463 days noted above ap-
pear to relate to the number of unsanitized alleged delay 
days and not construction days. We suspect that, given the 
convoluted manner in which this expert report was pre-
pared, the plaintiff must have confused the number of 
construction *572 days (i.e., 645), supra, with the number 
of alleged delay days (463) indicated therein. 
 
(4) Finally, in Tab 3, the court further observed that the 
plaintiff contends that of the 374 (this tab adds up to 370) 
calendar days of delay, 206 of these alleged delay days 
were the result of the actions of the government. That is, 


the plaintiff concludes that “but for” the actions of the 
government, “Youngdale would have completed the work 
in 168 calendar days,” i.e., the entire project. (See 
“As-Built No Delay Section of Scarbrough Report-Exhibt 
165). In reviewing the As-Built No Delay schedule, the 
court could find no reference therein, nor could it deter-
mine therefrom that, “but for” the government's actions, 
the plaintiff would have completed the project within 168 
calendar days. To the contrary, the As-Built No Delay 
schedule in fact represents that the project would have 
taken 359 days to complete “but for” the govern-
ment-caused delays. Moreover, the As-Planned schedule 
projected 450 days to complete the project, and the con-
tract also indicated that the plaintiff was allowed by the 
defendant 450 days to complete construction. See DX 1, p. 
SP-1. Where and how the plaintiff determined that it could 
complete construction of this entire project, against this 
background, in 168 days is a total mystery to this court, and 
shall obviously remain so, in light of the fact that nowhere 
in either the testimony or exhibits is there any reference to 
the number 168. Consequently, we conclude that the 
foregoing further calls into question the total absence of 
probative value of Mr. Scarbrough's opinion report.FN4 
 


FN4. It appears to the court that the plaintiff 
merely subtracted the 206 alleged govern-
ment-caused delay days from the 374 days of 
critical delay contained in Tab 3, to arrive at “but 
for” 168 days. This we believe to be mere spec-
ulation, however. 


 
D. Miscellaneous Problems Re Plaintiff's Exhibit 165 
 
(1) In reviewing Mr. Scarbrough's testimony, it is clear that 
he even failed to explain the meanings of the captions to 
the columns on the three reports, i.e., the As-Planned, the 
As-Built, or the As-Built No Delay. Although some col-
umn headings were blandly mentioned at one point, they 
were never explicitly defined so as to facilitate the court's 
use of PX 165 in its deliberations. Tr. 1062. In fact, the 
record shows that even the defendant had to inquire on 
cross-examination as to the meaning of various columns 
contained in the As-Built report. Tr. 1062-63. 
 
(2) In PX 165, the As-Built schedule indicates that the 
project took 657 days to complete, with a start date of 
March 15, 1983, and a finish date of December 30, 1984. 
According to Mr. Scarbrough's testimony at trial, however, 
the actual start date was April 14, 1983, and the actual 
completion date was December 19, 1984. Tr. 1160-63. He 
then testified that, in using those dates to calculate the 
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amount of time it took to complete the project, said period 
would be 615 calendar days. Tr. 1164. Mr. Scarbrough 
later corrected himself to indicate that the April 14, 1983 
date was the scheduled start date, and that the actual start 
date was March 15, 1983. Id. He, therefore, recalculated 
the construction period to be 645 days, from March 15, 
1983 to December 19, 1983. Tr. 1165-67. Notwithstanding 
the foregoing inconsistencies, Mr. Scarbrough again cor-
rected himself in his testimony as to the correct actual start 
date. This time, Mr. Scarbrough testified that the April 14, 
1983 date was in fact the correct actual start date, not 
March 15, 1983, and, therefore, the additional 30-day 
period which he had previously added to his 615-day cal-
culation was erroneous. Tr. 1212-13. 
 
In any event, the As-Built report in PX 165 clearly indi-
cates that the project took 657 calendar days to complete, 
not 615 days, as well as depicts the start and finish dates for 
the project as March 15, 1983 and December 30, 1984, not 
April 14, 1983 and December 19, 1984. In reviewing the 
parties' “Stipulated Joint Memorandum of Contentions of 
Fact,” filed on July 25, 1990, the court notes, however, that 
the parties stipulated that construction began on April 14, 
1983, and ended on December *573 19, 1984. Clearly, the 
parties' stipulations and the plaintiff's expert report are 
inconsistent as to this extremely important factor. 
 
(3) According to the As-Built schedule, Youngdale com-
pleted the project 206 days beyond the contract completion 
date, i.e., from June 7, 1984 to December 30, 1984. Mr. 
Scarbrough testified, however, that the actual construction 
period beyond the contract completion date was 195 days, 
i.e., from June 7, 1984 to December 19, 1984. Tr. 1167. 
Obviously, the extra 11 days (206-195) are a result of the 
report's erroneous use of December 30, 1984 as its com-
pletion date, when in actuality said stipulated date was 
December 19, 1984. 
 
Fed.Cl.,1993. 
Youngdale & Sons Const. Co., Inc. v. U.S. 
27 Fed.Cl. 516, 38 Cont.Cas.Fed. (CCH) P 76,467 
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Supreme Court of the United States


UNITED STATES


SPEARIN.
SPEARIN


LINITED STATES.
Nos.44,45.


ArguedNov, l4 and 15, 1918.
Decided Dec. 9, 1918,


Appeals from the Court of Claims.


Suit by George B. Spearin against the United States.
From judgment for plaintiff (51 Ct. Cl. 155). both
parties appeal. Affrmed.


Vy'est Headnotes


Evidence t57 æ441Q)


157 Evidence
157XI Parol or Exhinsic Evidence Affecting


Writings
157XI(C) Separate or Subsequent Oral


Agreement
157k440 Prior and Contemporaneous Col-


lateral Agreements
l57k44I In General


157k441(7\ k. Contracts for Build-
ings and Other Works. Moqt Cited Cases
The parol evidence rule did not preclude a dry dock
contractor from relying on the government's war-
ranty, implied by law from provisions of contract,
that if he made necessary relocation of sewer as pre-
scribed it would be adequate to permit erection of dry
dock.


united States 393 G¡e70(8)


393 United States
393III Contracts


Page I


393k70 Construction and Operation of Con-
tracts


3 93,k7 0 (6\ Subj ect-Matter
393k70(8) k. Construction of Ships,


Buildings and Other Works. Most Cited Cases
Rev.St. S 37 44, 41 U.S.C.A. E 1 6, providing that con-
tracts of the Navy Department shall be reduced to
writing, did not preclude contractor to build dry dock
from relying on govenrment's warranQr, implied by
law from provisions of contract, that if he made nec-
essary relocation of sewer as prescribed, it would be
adequate to permit erection of dry dock.


united states 393 *lllz+'¡


393 United States
393III Contracts


393k73 Performance or Breach of Contracts
393k73Q4\ k. Cancellation of Contracts.


Most Cited Cases
Where dry dock was to be built in accordance with
plans furnished by the United States, and contract
provided for necessary relocation of sewer, articles
prescribing its character, dimensions, and location
imported warranty that if complied with sewer would
be adequate, and, despite general clauses requiring
contractor to examine site, etc., he could refuse to
resume work where he relocated sewer as provided,
and it was not suffrcient, and, when govemment an-
nulled contract without justification, it became liable
in damages.


Contracts g5æß2Q)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95II(Ð Compensation
95k232 Alterations and Extra Work


95þ232(.1) k. What Constitutes Extra
Work or Materials in General. Most Cited Cases
Where one agrees to do for a fixed sum a thing possi-
ble to be performed, he will not be excused or be-
come entitled to additional compensation on account
of unforeseen diffrculties.
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Contracts 95 æ2S0(3)


95 Contracts
95V Performance or Breach


95k280 Sufüciency of Performance in Gen-
eral


95k280(3) k. Building Contracts in Gen-
eral. Most Cited Cases


If contractor is bound to build according to owner's
plans and specifications, owner will be responsible
for consequences of defects in plans and specifica-
tions, despite clauses requiring checking ofplans, etc.


Contracts 95 æ319(1)


95 Contracts
95V Performance or Breach


95k319 Rights and Liabilities on Partial Per-
formance


95k319(l) k. Right to Recover for Partial
Performance in General. Most Cited Cases
One who, after partially performing a contract, is
wrongfully prevented by the other contracting paxty
from completing it, may recover actual expenditures
made by him on account of such contract, and also
damages for loss of profits.
**60 *133 Messrs. Frank W. Hackett, of Washing-
ton, D. C., and Charles E. Hughes, of New York City,
for Spearin.


Mr. Assistant Attorney General Thompson, for the
United States.


Mr. Justice BRANDEIS delivered the opinion of the
Court.


Spearin brought this suit in the Court of Claims de-
manding a balance alleged to be due for work done
under a contract to construct a dry dock and also
damages for its annulment. Judgment was entered for
him in the sum of $141,180.86 ( 5l Ct. Cl. 155). and
both parties appealed to this court. The govenment
contends that Spearin is entitled to recover only
$7,907,98, Spearin claims the additional sum of
$63,658.70.


First. The decision to be made on the government's
appeal depends upon whether or not it was entitled to
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annul the contract. The facts essential to a determina-
tion ofthe question are these:


Spearin contracted to build for $757,800 a dry dock
at the Brooklyn Navy Yard in accordance with plans
and specifications which had been prepared by the
govemment. The site selected by it was intersected
by a 6-foot brick sewer; and it was necessary to di-
vert and relocate a section thereofbefore the work of
constructing the dry dock could begin. The plans and
specifications provided that the contractor should do
the work and prescribed the dimensions, material and
location of the section to be *134 substituted. All the
prescribed requirements were fully complied \ryith by
Spearin; and the substituted section was accepted by
the government as satisfactory. It was located about
37 to 50 feet from the proposed excavation for the
dry dock; but a large part of the new section was
within the area set aside as space within which the
contractor's operations were to be carried on. Both
before and after the diversion of the 6-foot sewer, it
connected, within the Navy Yard but outside the
space reserved for work on the dry dock, with a 7-
foot sewer which emptied into Wallabout Basin.


About a year after this relocation of the 6-foot sewer
there occurred a sudden and heavy downpour ofrain
coincident with a high tide. This forced the water up
the sewer for a considerable distance to a depth of 2
feet or more. Internal pressure broke the 6-foot sewer
as so relocated, at several places; and the excavation
of the dry dock was flooded. Upon investigation, it
was discovered that there was a dam from 5 to 5 ll2
feet high in the 7-foot sewer; and that dam, by divert-
ing to the 6-foot sewer the greater part of the water,
had caused the internal pressure which broke it. Both
sewers were a part of the city sewerage system; but
the dam was not shown either on the city's plan, nor
on the government's plans and blueprints, which were
submitted to Spearin. On them the 7-foot sewer ap-
peared as unobstructed. The govemment officials
concerned with the letting of the contract and con-
struction of the dry dock did not know of the exis-
tence of the dam. The site selected for the dry dock
was low ground; and during some years prior to mak-
ing the contract sued on, the sewers had, from time to
time, overflowed to the knowledge of these govem-
ment officials and others. But the fact had not been
communicated to Spearin by any one. He had, before
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entering into the contract, made a superficial exami-
nation of the premises and sought from the civil en-
gineer's office at the Navy *135 Yard information
concerning the conditions and probable cost of the
work; but he had made no special examination of the
sewers nor special inqury into the possibility to the
work being flooded thereby, and had no information
on the subject.


Promptly after the breaking of the sewer Spearin no-
tified the government that he considered the sewers
under existing plans a menace to the work and that he
would not resume operations unless the government
either made good or assumed responsibilþ for the
damage that had already occurred and either made
such changes in the sewer system as would remove
the danger or assumed **61 responsibilþ for the
damage which might thereafter be occasioned by the
insufficient capacity and the location and design of
the existing sewers. The estimated cost of restoring
the sewer was $3,875. But it was unsafe to both
Spearin and the government's property to proceed
with the work with the 6-foot sewer in its then condi-
tion. The govemment insisted that the responsibility
for remedying existing conditions rested with the
contractor. After 15 months spent in investigation
and fruitless correspondence, the Secretary of the
Navy annulled the contract and took possession of
the plant and materials on the site. Later the dry dock,
under radically changed and enlarged plans, was
completed by other contractors, the government hav-
ing first discontinued the use ofthe 6-foot intersect-
ing sewer and then reconstructed it by modifring
size, shape and material so as to remove all danger of
its breaking from intemal pressure. Up to that time
$210,939.18 had been expended by Spearin on the
work; and he had received from the government on
account thereof 9129,758.32. The court found that if
he had been allowed to complete the contract he
would have earned a profit of $60,000 and its judg-
ment included that sum.


The general rules of law applicable to these facts are
well *136 settled. Where one agrees to do, for a fixed
sum, a thing possible to be performed, he will not be
excused or become entitled to additional compensa-
tion, because unforeseen difficulties are encountered.
Day v. United States. 245 U. S. 159. 38 Sup. Ct. 57.
62 L. Ed. 219:. Phoenix Bridge Cq. v. United Søtes.
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211 U. S. 188.29 Sup. Ct. 81. 53 L. Ed. l4l. Thus
one who undertakes to erect a structure upon a par-
ticular site, assumes ordinarily the risk of subsidence
of the soil. Simpson v. United States. 172 U. S. 372.
19 SVp. Ct. 222. 43 L. Ed. 482:. Dermott v. Jones. 2
WalL l. 17 L. Ed. 762. But if the contractor is bound
to build according to plans and specifications pre-
pared by the owner, the contractor will not be respon-
sible for the consequences ofdefects in the plans and
specifications. MacKnight Flintic Stone Co. v. The
Mayor. 160 N. Y. 72. 5{ N. E. 661: Filbert v. Phila-


Celphia. 18.1 Pa. 530:.FN. Bentley v. State. 73 Wis.
416. 4l N. W. 338. See Sundstrom v. State of New
York. 213 N. Y. 68. lQ6 N. E. 924. This responsibil-
ity of the owner is not overcome by the usual clauses
requiring builders to visit the site, to check the plans,
and to inform themselves of the requirements of the
work, as is shown by Christie v. United States. 237
U. S.234.35 Sup. Ct. 565. 59 L. Ed. 933: Hollerbach
v. unired stares.233 u. s. 165.34 Sup. Ct.553.58
L. Ed. 898. and United States v. Stage Co.. 199 U. S.


414. 424.26 Sup. Ct. 69. 50 L. Ed.251. where it was
held that the contractor should be relieved, if he was
misled by erroneous statements in the specifications.


In the case at bar, the sewer, as well as the other
structures, was to be built in accordance with the
plans and specifications furnished by the government.
The construction of the sewer constituted as much an
integral part ofany part ofthe dry dock proper. It was
as necessary as any other work in the preparation for
the foundation. It involved no separate contract and
no separate consideration. The contention ofthe gov-
ernment that the present case is to be distinguished
from the Bentley Case, supra, and other similar cases


on the ground that the contract with reference to the
sewer is purely collateral is clearly without *137


merit. The risk of the existing system proving ade-
quate might have rested upon Spearin, if the contract
for the dry dock had not contained the provision for
relocation of the 6-foot sewer. But the insertion of the
articles prescribing the cha¡acter, dimensions and
location of the sewer imported a warranty that if the
specifications were complied with, the sewer would
be adequate. This implied warranty is not overcome
by the general clauses requiring the contractor to ex-
amine the site, N to check up the plans,w and to
assume responsib,ility for the work until completion
and acceptance.ry The obligation to examine the site
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did not impose upon him the duty of making a dili-
gent inquiry into the history of the localþ with a
view to determining, at his peril, whether the sewer
specifically prescribed by the govemment would
prove adequate. The duty to check plans did not im-
pose the obligation to pass upon their adequacy to
accomplish the purpose in view. And the provision
concerning contractor's responsibility cannot be con-
strued as abridging rights arising under specific pro-
visions of the contract.


Neither section 3744 of the Revised Statutes (Comp.
St. 1916, $ 6895) which provides *138 that contracts
of the Navy Department shall be reduced to writing,
nor the parol evidence rule, precludes reliance upon a
warranty implied by law. See **62Kellogg Bridge
Co. v. Hamilton. I l0 U. S. 108. 3 Sup. Ct. 537. 28 L.
Ed. 86. The breach of warranty, followed by the gov-
emment's repudiation of all responsibility for the past
and for making working conditions safe in the future,
justified Spearin in refusing to resume the work. He
was not obliged to restore the sewer and to proceed,
at his peril, with the construction of the dry dock.
When the government reftised to assume the respon-
sibility, he might have terminated the contract him-
self Anvil Mining Co. v. Humble. 153 U. S. 540.
551. 552. 14 Sup. Ct. 876. 38 L. Ed. 814: but he did
not. When the government annulled the contract
without justification, it became liable for all damages
resulting from its breach.


Second. Both the main and the cross appeal raise
questions as to the amount recoverable.


The government contends that Spearin should, as


requested, have repaired the sewer and proceeded
with the work; and that having declined to do so, he
should be denied all recovery except $7,907.98,
which represents the proceeds ofthat part ofthe plant
which the government sold plus the value of that re-
tained by it. But Spearin was under no obligation to
repair the sewer and proceed with the work, while the
govemment denied responsibilþ for providing and
refused to provide sewer conditions safe for the work.
When it wrongfully annulled the contract, Spearin
became entitled to compensation for all losses result-
ing from its breach.


Spearin insists that he should be allowed the addi-
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tional sum of $63,658.70, because, as he alleges, the
lower court awarded him (in addition to $60,000 for
profits) not the difference between his proper expen-
ditures and his receipts from the govemment, but the
difference between such receipts and the value ofthe
work, materials, and plant (as reported by a naval
board appointed by the defendant). *139 Language in
the furdings of fact conceming damages lends possi-
bly some warrant for that contention; but the discus-
sion of the subject in the opinion makes it clear that
the rule enunciated in Unitgd States v. Behan. 110 U.
S. 338" 4 Sup. Ct. 81. 28 L. Ed. 168. which claimant
invokes, was adopted and correctly applied by the
court.


The judgment of the Court of Claims is, therefore,
afñrmed.


Mr. Justice McREYNOLDS took no part in the con-
sideration and decision ofthese cases.


FN'r'37 Atl. 545.


FNI '271. Exqminqtion of Site.-Intendng
bidders are expected to examine the site of
the proposed dry dock and inform them-
selves thoroughly of the actual conditions
and requirements before submitting propos-
als.'


FN2 '25. Checking Plans and Dimensions;
Lines and Levels.-The contractor shall check
all plans furnished him immediately upon
their receipt and promptly notif, the civil
engineer in charge of any discrepancies dis-
covered therein. * '¡ 'l' The contractor will be
held responsible for the lines and levels of
his work, and he must combine all materials
properly, so that the completed structure
shall conform to the true intent and meaning
ofthe plans and specifications.'


FN3'21. Contractor's Responsibility.-The
contractor shall be responsible for the entire
work and every part thereof, until comple-
tion and final acceptance by the Chief of Bu-
reau of Yards and Docks, and for all tools,
appliances, and property of every descrip-
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tion used in connection therewith. * * *'


u.s. 1918
U.S. v. Spearin
248 U.S. 132, 54 Cr.Cl. 187, 39 S.Cr. 59,63 L.Ed.
166,42 Cont.Cas,Fed. (CCH) P 77,225
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130 Am.St.Rep. 803


Supreme Court of Texas.
LONERGAN et al.


SAN ANTONIO LåIN & TRUST CO.
Oct.30. 1907.


Error to Court of Civil Appeals of Fourth Supreme
Judicial District.


Action by the San Antonio Loan & Trust Company
against Thomas Lonergan and the American Surety
Company of New York; John W. Rapp intervening.
From a judgment of the Court of Civil Appeals, aÊ
firming a judgment for plaintiff, defendants and
intervener bring error. Judgment as to defendant
Lonergan and intervener affirmed; and, as to defen-
dant company, reversed and remanded.


West Headnotes


Contracrs 95 æ136(2)


95 Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95fI(B) Parties
95k185 Rights Acquired by Third Persons


95k186 Privity of Contract in General
95k186(2) k. Building and Road


Construction Contracts. Most Cited Cases
Where a contractor, in erecting a building, undertook
to do the f,ueproofing, the cost of which was included
in the price of the building, and the specifications did
not in any way take away from him power to control
the fireproofurg, excepting that they required the bids
to be for any kind of good freproofing, the contractor
was not the agent of the owner in subcontracting for
the fireproofurg so as to make the owner liable as


principle to the subcontractor for the work.


Contracts 95 æ199(1)


95 Contracts
95II Constnrction and Operation


95I(C) Subject-Matter
95k197 Buildings and Other Works


95k199 Plans or Drawings and Specifi-
cations


95k199(l) k. ln General. Most Cited
Cases


Owner, by submitting plans and specifications to
contractors for bids and by entering into contract for
construction of building in accordance therewith does
not impliedly guaranty sufficiency of such plans and
specifications.


Contracts 95 æ302


95 Contracts
95V Performance or Breach


95k302 k. Defects in Performance. Most
Cited Cases
A contractor having failed to complete a building
according to plans and specifications, it having fallen
when nearly complete, is liable for the loss, though
the building fell through architectural defects and
without his fault; there being no guaranty by the
owner as to the sufficiency of the plans and specif,rca-
tions, and the making of the contract implying that
the contractor understood the plans.


Mechanics' Liens 257 €tOS


257 Mechanics'Liens
257II Right to Lien


2571I(E) Subcontractors, and Contractors'
Workers and Materialmen


257k108 k. Persons Furnishing Materials to
Contractors or Subcontractors. Most Cited Cases
The statute under which one may fx a lien for mate-
rial furnished by him does not creale a debt against
the owner, but appropriates so much of the money in
the owner's hands as is due or may become due to the
contractor to the extent necessaxy to satisff that
claim; the owner being liable only as he would be
liable to the contractor.


Principal and Surety 309 æ99
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309 Principal and Surety
309III Discharge of Surety


309k96 Change in Obligation or Duty of
Principal


309k99 k. Provisions of Contracts in Gen-
eral. Most Cited Cases
Generally, any material change in a contract for the
performance of which a bond is given, without the
surety's consent, will release the surety, whether the
change is for his benefit or not.


Principal and Surety 309 æ99


309 Principal and Surety
309III Discharge of Surety


309k96 Change in Obligation or Duty of
Principal


309k99 k. Provisions of Contracts in Gen-
eral. Most Cited Cases
The rule that material changes in a contract for the
performance of which a bond is given, made without
the surety's consent, will discharge him from liability,
is not affected because the surety receives compensa-
tion for signing the bond.


Principal and Surety 309 e=Ð100(4)


309 Principal and Surety
309III Discharge of Surety


309k96 Change in Obligation or Duty of
Principal


309k100 Provisions of Building Contracts
309k100(4) k. Provisions as to Change


in Plans. Most Cited Cases
The provision of a building contract that no changes
in the work should be made unless noted on the con-
tract was for the common benefit of the owner, the
contractor, and the contractor's surety, and failure by
the owner to comply with such provision could not be
waived by him and the principal so as not to dis-
charge the surety on its being disregarded.
*64 **1061 Newton & Ward, *65 Stayton &Berry,
Swearingen &. Tayloe, and Thomas W. Bullitt, for
plaintiffs in error.


Denman, Franklin & McGown, for defendant in er-
ror.
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*66 BROWN, J.


The San Antonio Loan & Trust Company instituted
this suit against Thomas Lonergan & Co, as princi-
pals, and the American Surety Company of New
York as its surety to recover damages for the breach
of a contract and bond entered into by the said par-
ties, which we here copy: 'Agreement made this 2lst
day ofFebruary, 1899, between San Antonio Loan &
Trust Company of the one part, and Thomas Loner-
gan & Co., contractors, of the other part. Witnesseth:
Said Thomas Lonergan & Co., contractors, hereby
agree in consideration of the sum of forty-seven
thousand, five hundred dollars to erect and build for
said San Antonio Loan &, Trust Company, as per
plans and specifications, made by Alfred Giles, archi-
tect, of San Antonio, Texas, a certain building corner
of Navarro and Commerce streets, in the cþ of San
Antonio, Bexar county, Texas. The entire work to be
strictly in accordance with said drawings and specifi-
cations, and also do further agree to perform the
whole of the intended works, matters, and things un-
der the direction of, and to the entire satisfaction of,
the architect, whose decision is to be final and con-
clusive on all points. The entire Commerce and
Navarro street front Io *67 be terra cotta set and
pointed up in the best manner as per said plans and
specifications and drawings.'


Thomas Lonergan & Co. excuted a bond in the sum
of $45,000 with the American Surety Company of
New York as surety, payable to the San Antonio
Loan & Trust Company, the conditions of which are
as follows: 'Now if the said Thos. Lonergan & Co.
shall strictly and faithfully carry out and perform the
said contract so entered into with said San Antonio
Loan & Trust Company in all particulars as required
by the terms thereof, and to ttre full approval of said
architect shall complete said works in the time re-
quired by this contract, shall save said San Antonio
Loan & Trust Company harmless from all damages
growing out of a negligent or unskillful performance
of work under said contract, or resulting from any
violation of any of the provisions contained in said
specifications, or from a failure to comply with the
same, from any cause whatever, which specifications
and drawings are hereby specially referred to and
made a part hereof, :l' * {' then and in this case this
instrument to be null and void. Otherwise to remain
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in full force and effect.'


By indorsement on the bond it was made **1062 to
embrace, the following supplemental contracL 'This
agreement, made this 26th day of April, 1899, be-
tween the San Antonio Loan & Trust Company, of
the one part, and Thos. Lonergan & Co., contractors,
of the other part, witresseth: Said Thos, Lonergan &
Co., contractors, hereby agree in consideration ofthe
sum of four thousand four hundred and fifty dollars
($4,450.00) to erect and build for said San Antonio
Loan & Trust Company, as per plans and specifica-
tions made by Alfred Giles, architect, of said San
Antonio Loan & Trust Company, being drawing No.
25, a certain west wall of the new building of said
San Antonio Loan &, Trust Company, now being
constructed by said Thos. Lonergan & Co., under
contract heretofore made between them and San An-
tonio Loan & Trust Company, which said building is
situated at the corner of Navarro and Commerce
streets, situated in the city of San Antonio, Bexar
county, Texas. The said wall to be strictly in accor-
dance with the drawings and specifications prepared
therefor by the said architect, and to be of skeleton
construction with brick filling, and to be eight inches
thick to the fifth floor, and the fifth floor to be twelve
inches thick. The said Thos. Lonergan & Co. agree to
perform the whole of said intended work, matters and
things under the direction and to the entire satisfac-
tion of said architect, whose decision is to be final
and conclusive on all points. The said San Antonio
Loan &. Trust Company agree to pay said contractors
said sum of money at the times and on the terms and
conditions specified and provided by said plans and
specifications, and stipulations therein contained.
One month additional time is allowed on original
contract. Unavoidable delays in procuring beams
shall be taken in favor ofcontractor.'


The petition alleged that, in pursuance of the said
contract and bond, Thos. LonergarL & Co. entered
upon the performance of the work of building the
said house, and prosecuted the same until it *68 was
nearing completion, when the said house fell, and
that said Thos. Lonergan & Co. failed and refused to
replace the said building, but abandoned the said
work. The plaintiff alleged that it had performed all
of its promises in the said contract, and in accordance
with the terms thereof had paid to the said Thos.
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Lonergan & Co., for labor, materials, etc,, the sum of
$25,720.I1 was alleged that both Thos. Lonergan &
Co. and the American Surety Company had refused
to replace and rebuild the said house, whereby the
plaintiff was damaged in the sum paid for materials,
labor, etc., under the contract, and in other sums
specified in the petition but not necessary to be stated
here.


Thos. Lonergan & Co., answered by general demw-
rer, special exceptions, by general denial, and by spe-
cial answer, setting up the following defenses: As a
special defense to its obligation to rebuild the struc-
ture, Thos. Lonergan & Co. alleged, in substance,
that the building did not fall by reason ofany defect
in the material used by it in the construction of the
said building, nor for want of skill and care in the
construction of the same, but that the said collapse
was caused solely by defects and imperfections in the
plans and specifications furnished by the loan and
trust company to guide the said defendants in the
performance of their work; that the said collapse was
caused by want of skill on part of the architect who
represented the loan and trust company, and by want
of care on his part, as well as his directing the per-
formance of things improper to be done and making
changes in the original plans and specifications which
weakened the building and caused its fall. There was
no question made upon the suffrciency of the allega-
tions in the answer to present the issue and we have
not undertaken to set them out with any degree of
particularity, but state in general terms the defenses
presented. Thos. Lonergan &. Co. pleaded that the
architect, Giles, inspected the work and material and
accepted the same at different times, whereby plain-
tiff was estopped to deny its liability therefor, and
pleaded in reconvention against the plaintiff for the
value of work done and material furnished and not
paid for, based upon the facts set up in the answer to
the amount of $18,930.


The American Surety Company of New York
adopted the answer of Thos. Lonergan & Co., pre-
sented general demurrer and special exceptions to
plaintiffs petition, general denial of the allegations of
the petition, and pleaded specially that the contract
between the plaintiff and Thos. Lonergan & Co.,
supplemented by the contract dated April 26, 1899,
with the specifications and plans, which were made a
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part thereof, was incapable of execution or perform-
ance because of uncertainty therein, pointing out the
uncertainty relied upon, which is not necessary for us
to set out at this time. The said surety company fur-
ther pleaded that the specif,rcations constituting a part
of the original contract and the bond guaranteeing a


performance of the contract by the said Thos. Loner-
gan &, Co. contained certain provisions, which are set
out in the plea, and then alleged that after the execu-
tion and delivery of the original contract dated Feb-
ruary 21,1899, and the execution and delivery *69 of
the supplemental contract and bond, the San Antonio
Loan & Trust Company and Thos. Lonergan & Co.,
without the knowledge or consent of the American
Surety Company of New York, by an agreement en-
tered into between themselves, altered in various and
sundry ways the terms and conditions of the said
original contract and supplemental contract and al-
tered the amount and character of the materials to be
used and the work to be done, and agreed upon a per-
formance by the said Thos. Lonergan & Co. of cer-
tain extra additional work not mentioned in nor con-
templated **1063 by the said original or supplemen-
tal contract; that at the time of the making of the said
agreement as to the alterations no agreement was
made as to the addition to or deduction from the
original contract price on account thereof, nor upon
the additional items necessary to complete the same,
nor was any such agreement reduced to writing and
indorsed either upon the original or supplemental
contract, nor was there any attempt to make an
agreement with reference to either of these subjects,
nor \ryas the decision of the architect asked in refer-
ence thereto, nor were the changes noted on the con-
tract whereby the said American Surety Company
was discharged from its obligations upon the bond as


the surety of Thos. Lonergan & Co. The answer
specified 16 separate and distinct changes, altera-
tions, and items of extra work by which it was dis-
charged, but they will not be inserted in this state-
ment, but referred to as may be necessary. The an-
swer also contains a plea of estoppel, in this, that the
architect was to have full power to dismiss from the
works any man or men for incompetency or miscon-
duct, and the contractor should not have any right,
without permission of the architect, to reinstate such
person; also, set up the provision in the specifications
that in case of delay by the contractor in providing
and delivering the requisite materials, or in the ad-
vancement of work, a deficiency of workmen, or for
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misconduct or inability, the architect should provide,
at the expense of the contractor, all such materials
and employ such number of workmen at the works as


the architect may think proper, and the cost and
charges incurred shall be retained out ofthe contract
and paid by a reservation from the estimates from
time to time, or amounts thereof, which may be due
as liquidated damages. It is claimed that by virtue of
these provisions in the specifications the loan and
trust company did represent and guarantee to the de-
fendant, as surety of Thos. Lonergan & Co., that Al-
fred Giles, acting for and on behalf of the San Anto-
nio Loan & Trust Company, would continuously, as


the work of construction progressed, superintend the
construction of said building in accordance with such
contract, plans, and specifications, and that he would
not permit to be used or would cause to be removed
from said building all improper work and materials,
and, when the same should have been inspected and
its fitness decided upon and approved by the said
architect, the same should be received and considered
by all parties as sufficient; that said architect did con-
tinuously inspect the said workmanship and character
of materials used in the said building, and did decide
that the said materials and work were done in accor-
dance with the contract*1O and specifications, etc.;
therefore that the loan and trust company was es-
topped to assert against the American Surety Com-
pany the imperfection of any such materials or char-
acter of work.


'It was agreed upon the trial, by all parties: That the
firm of Thos. Lonergan & Co. was dissolved by mu-
tual agreement of its members on the 25th day of
September, 1900, and thatby the terms of the agree-
ment of dissolution Thos. Lonergan took charge of all
the propeúy and assets of the firm and assumed all its
liabilities. That since the institution of the suit P. S.


Larkin, a member of the firm before its dissolution,
died insolvent, leaving his widow and children as his
sole heirs. That he had nver been served with process


in this case, and never appeared nor submitted him-
self to the jurisdiction of the court, and his wife and
children were nonresidents of Texas, and, though
served with notice to appear and answer, have failed
and refused to do so. Wherefore Thos. Lonergan re-
quested the court that this cause proceed against him
individually and against the partnership, and that he
be allowed to prosecute the same as such, and the
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American Surety Company, having also in open court
requested that the case proceed without P. S. Larkin
or his heirs being made parties, and agreed that it
would make no objection to the cause proceeding
without Larkin and his heirs or representatives being
made parties, and the plaintiff and intervener having
agreed that the cause so proceed, it was ordered by
the court that P. S. Larkin individually and his widow
and children and heirs be dismissed from the suit, and
that the cause proceed with plaintiff as plaintiff and
the defendant Thos Lonergan in his individual capac-
ity and the firm of Thos. Lonergan & Co., and the
American Surety Company of New York as defen-
dants, and that Lonergan have the right in his indi-
vidual capacity for and in behalf of said flrm to de-
fend said suit and prosecute the cross action.'


John V/. Rapp intervened in this suit, alleging that he
had, under a contract with Lonergan &, Co., furnished
labor and material for certain work which was done
in the construction of the building, which labor and
material amounted to the sum of 53,426.37. Rapp set
up the fact that the building had been almost com-
pleted, and that for reasons alleged in his intervention
it fell and was destroyed. He claimed a judgment
against Lonergan & Co. for his debt, and also prayed
for a foreclosure of the mechanic's lien upon the lot
on which the building was being constructed.


'Plaintiff answered intervener's petition by a general
demurrer, general denial, and pleaded specially that
intervener, being a contractor's laborer and material-
man, should not recover, in that Lonergan & Co.
abandoned their contract and never completed the
building, nor delivered the same, the portion of the
work done by Lonergan & Co. having been entirely
destroyed and rendered utterly useless and valueless
to plaintiff; fhai at the time of the collapse of said
building plaintiff was not indebted to Lonergan &
Co., and therefore not indebted to intervener.**1064
It also plead the statute of limitations of two and four
years. Defendants Lonergan & Co. filed no answer to
intervener's petition.'


*71 The loan and trust company filed special excep-
tions to different portions of the answer of Thos.
Lonergan & Co. and of the American Surety Com-
pany. Each exception raised the question ofthe legal
sufficiency of the allegations to constitute a defense
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to the plaintiffs action. The exceptions were sus-
tained, which action of the court is assigned as effor
here, and we will state more fully the exceptions
when we come to discuss each assignment of error.


The surety company and Thos. Lonergan & Co. make
a common defense against this suit upon the contract,
which we will flust consider, and then examine into
the defense made by the surety company independ-
ently of the other defendant. In order to determine the
scope of the contract-that is, what the plaintifß in
error undertook to do-we must look to the contract
itsell the specifications which are made a part of it,
and to the bond given to secure the performance of it.
The effect of these instruments is that Thos. Loner-
gan &, Co. covenanted and agreed with the San Anto-
nio Loan & Trust Company to build upon the lot
specified a structure in accordance with the specifica-
tions and plans submitted by the trust company, and
to complete the said structure to the satisfaction of
the architect, Alfred Giles. It is not disputed that
Lonergan & Co. failed to complete the building in
accordance with the specifications and contract, and
there is no question made of the proposition that,
having failed, Thos. Lonergan & Co. and their surety
are liable to the loan and trust company for the dam-
ages sustained by the failure, unless they show some
lawful excuse for not fulfilling their conhact. It is
alleged by the plaintiffs in error that the destruction
of the building was caused by defects in the specifi-
cations furnished by the owner, andthat the loan and
trust company expressly guaranteed the sufficiency
of the specifications, and, if not expressed, the terms
of that contract are such that the law will imply a
guaranty in favor of the builder. In support of this
defense, the plaintiffs in error cite the following
clause of the specifications: 'The owner being bound
in all cases to recognize the acts ofthe architect, not
only as regards extra work, but also as to the suffi-
ciency of the design, material and workrnanship.'


The plaintiffs in error have presented their objections
to the judgment of the trial court and of the Court of
Civil Appeals by many assignments, but by careful
grouping and clear propositions of law under each
group the questions to be considered have been re-
duced to a small compass. The careful preparation of
this case by the attorneys of all parties has been of
much assistance to this court in making a thorough
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investigation of the interesting questions presented.
The most important question in this case stands at the
threshhold of the investigation and is presented in
this concise form in the application for writ of error:
'The building which Thos. Lonergan & Co. con-
tracted to erect for the San Antonio Loan & Trust
Company fell, not because of defective material or
work, nor because of negligence or other default on
the part ofthe contractors, but solely and exclusively
because of fatal defects inherent nthe*72 'plans and
specifications' made part of the contract. Therefore
Thos. Lonergan & Co. were not under obligation to
rebuild the structure nor to repay to the trust company
moneys received for work and material furnished
pursuant to the contract.'Plaintiffs in error cite, in
support ofthat proposition, Thompson v. Chaffee. 89
S. W. 285. decided by the Court of Civil Appeals of
the First District. The facts were that Thompson and
Chaffee made a contract for the erection of a building
by Chaffee based upon specifications frrrnished by
the owner. The building collapsed before completion,
and it was claimed to have been caused by defects in
the specifications. In the trial court judgment was
given against Thompson, and the Court of Civil Ap-
peals in passing upon the case made this statement of
Chaffee's defenses: 'That he had undertaken the con-
struction of the house and it was nearing completion,
when it fell on account of defective plans, for which
he was in no wise responsible and against which he
had protested.'Announcing its conclusions, the court
said: 'As between the plaintiff and Chaffee, her suit
must stand or fall on the plans sued on. It being un-
disputed, also, that these plans contained the feature
to the weakness of which Chaffee ascribes the fall of
the building, a finding of the jury sustaining that de-
fense would sustain the judgment as it stands.'There
is no discussion of the question, and no authority
cited in support of the conclusion, and we think that
the learned judge who wrote the opinion would not
have so summarily disposed of a question of such
importance if it had been involved in the decision.
Besides, there seems to have been an issue that after
the contract was executed a change in the specifica-
tions was made over the protest of Chaffee which
caused the loss ofthe building. The decision does not
rest upon imperfections of the original specifications
and is not in point.


In support oftheir proposition plaintiffs in error rely
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upon Benetley v. State. 73 Wis. 416. 4l N. W. 338.
which counsel for defendant in error has attempted to
distinguish from this case; but we are of opinion that
it is well in point, and, if sound in doctrine, would
require the reversal of this judgment. The facts of that
case were that the state of Wisconsin, desiring to add
to her capitol building, enacted a statute by which a
commission was created to let the contract for the
work and to perform all the acts necessary to secure
its construction. The statute authorized the commis-
sion to employ an architect, who **1065 should pre-
pare the plans and specifications for the structure and
superintend the work, representing the state in the
course of the work. In pursuance of the statute, the
commission by public notice invited bids to be pre-
sented to the commission and directed all bidders to
call upon the architect for inspection of the plans and
specifications. Bentley and his associates submitted a
bid for the work which was accepted. The specifica-
tions were made a part of the contract and provided
for the supervision and control by the architect. When
the work was well advanced towards completion, a
part of the structure fell, from defects in the specifi-
cations. Bentley restored that portion ofthe building
at an expense of about $20,000 and completed the
work. The comrnission*73 refused to pay the cost of
restoring that portion of the walls, and Bentley sued
the state to recover the cost of material and labor and
for money expended in the work of restoration. The
Supreme Court of Wisconsin held in that case that the
state was liable for the loss sustained by Bentley on
account ofthe defects in the plans and specifications;
in other words, that the state of Wisconsin stood as


guarantor for the sufficiency of the specifications
fumished by the architect. The conclusion of the
court was announced in these words: 'According to
such facts, the state undertook to furnish suitable
plans and specifications, and required the plaintiffs to
conform thereto, and assumed control and supervi-
sion of the execution thereof, and thereby took the
risk of their efficiency. What was thus done, or omit-
ted to be done, by the architect, must be deemed to
have been done or omitted by the state. Moreover, we
must hold, notwithstanding the English case cited,
that the language of the contract is such as to fairly
imply an undertaking on the part of the state that such
architect had sufFrcient learning, experience, skill,
and judgment to properly perform the work thus re-
quired of him, and that such plans, drawings, and
specifications were suitable and efficient for the pur-
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pose designed.'From the standpoint ofthe contractor,
the court clearly and forcibly laid down the proposi-
tion which is ably presented in this case. Realizing
that their decision was in conflict with the case of
Thom v. Mayor, etc., L. R. 1 App. Cas. 120, relied
upon in that case as in this by the defendant in error,
the Supreme Court of Wisconsin criticised the Eng-
lish case thus: 'The value ofsuch decisions as author-
ity, however, is somewhat impaired by reason of the
uncertainty as to the precise grounds upon which they
are based. This grows out of the fact, so common
among English decisions especially of the present
day, of rendering numerous opinions in the same
case. Thus, in that case, there were five different
opinions rendered in the Exchequer Chamber, and
four in the House of Lords. Each of these opinions
puts such decision upon grounds differing more or
less from some, if not all, of the others.'An examina-
tion of Thorn v. Mayor will show that the four opin-
ions delivered in the House of Lords are in perfect
agreement upon the main question decided in the
case; in fact, there is no conflict. Some reasons are


assigned in each not found in the other opinions, but
that adds strength to it, instead of weakening the au-


thority of the case. The conclusion reached by the
House of Lords in that case is entirely consistent with
the fundamental principles that underlie the law of
contracts, and is in harmony with the decisions of the
American courts upon this class of contracts as to the
obligation of the contracting parties and their rela-
tions to each other. In Bentley v. State, the Supreme
Court of Wisconsin ignores the fact that this is a mat-
ter of contract in which the parties are at arrn's length.
The opinion is pregnant with the idea that there was a
duty resting on the state to take care of the bidders
with whom it was dealing, but there is no reason for
charging the building with such duty to the contrac-
tor.


In the case under consideration, the parties were each
competent to *74 contract, and there is no circum-
stance indicating the slightest unfairness in the trans-
action. The transaction may be fairly summarized
thus: The loan and trust company owned a lot upon
which it desired to build a house, and employed an
architect in whom its officers had confidence to pre-
pare the plans and specifications. The trust company
was willing to risk the skill of the architect and sub-
miued the specifications to bidders for inspection and
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for their own determination as to whether or not they
were willing to bind themselves to build the house in
pursuance of and in accordance with the specifica-
tions as prepared. The owner being satisfied with the
specifications, the contractors were called upon to
exercise their own judgment, and, if they were not
competent to judge for themselves, it became their
duty to protect their interests by procuring such aid as


was necessary to put them in possession ofthe facts.
There is no more reason why the loan and trust com-
pany should be held responsible for the alleged de-
fects in the specifications that it did not discover for
want of skill and knowledge of the business of an
architect, than there is for holding Thos. Lonergan &
Co. to be bound by their acceptance of the defective
plans which they understood as well as the trust com-
pany did, and in all probability much better. The fact
that Lonergan & Co. contracted to construct the
building according to the specifications furnished
implied that they understood the plans. Clark v. Pope.


70lll. l33l LloydBldg. Con. $ 4. In Bentley v. State
the Supreme Court of \Visconsin say: 'The state un-
dertook to furnish suitable plans and specifications,'
etc. But we furd no such undertaking expressed in
that contract, and, ifthe state either expressly and by
implication so covenanted, then that case is not like
this in the facts, and the decision is not applicable
here. Ifthat court attached to the contract the **1066


obligation 'to fumish suiøble specifications' as a


matter of law, it assumes the proposition under dis-
cussion, and asserts in different words that the law
imports into such a contract a guaranty of the specifi-
cations without regard to the intention of the parties.
Bentley v. State rests upon a fallacy which would be
destructive of the basic principles of contracts, while
Thorn v. Mayor is bottomed upon and supported by
the well-recognized and long-established rule of law
that, in the absence of fraud or other improper influ-
ence, competent persons may make their own con-
tracts for lawfrrl purposes and will be required to per-
form them. Dermott v. Jones. 2 Wall (IJ. S.) 7. 17 L.
F,d.762. We are of opinion that the rule announced in
the English case is sound in principle and ought to be
applied to such contracts. We therefore hold that the
loan and trust company was not bound as guarantor
ofthe sufflrciency ofthe specifications as a legal con-
sequence of submitting them for bids on the work and
enterins into the contract.
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Ifthere be any obligation resting upon the loan and
trust company, as guarantor ofthe sufficiency ofthe
specification, it must be found expressed in the lan-
guage of the contract, or there must be found in that
contract such language as will justiff the court in
concluding that the parties intended that the loan and
trust company should *75 guarantee the sufficiency
of the specifications to Thos. Lonergan & Co. This
brings us to the consideration of the language of the
contract itself. We believe that no provision in the
contract has been invoked as containing any express
guaranty except the following clause: 'The owner
being bound in all cases to recognize the acts of the
architect not only as regards extra work but also as to
the sufhciency of the design, material and workman-
ship.'Disconnected from the context, this language
might be construed to apply to the design or specifi-
cation for the building of the house; but, when read in
connection with that which goes before and that
which follows, we think it cannot be so understood.
The sentence quoted is found between two para-
graphs, and its meaning is shown by the following
extract:


'The owner reserves the right, by conferring with the
architect, to alter or modify the design or to add to or
diminish from the contract price, the architect being
at liberty to make any alterations in the plans, form,
construction, detail or execution described by the
drawings and specifications without invalidating or
rendering void the contract and in case of any differ-
ence of expense, an addition to or abatement from the
contract shall be made in the ratio or proportion such
work may bear to the whole contract work agreed to
be performed, and the same to be determined as be-
fore mentioned.


'The owner being bound in all cases to recognize the
acts of the architect, not only as regards extra work,
but also as to the sufficiency of the design, material
and workrnanship.


'No alterations or extra work to be done except upon
the price and additional time necessary to complete
same being agreed upon before hand, and endorsed
upon the contract; and in case no agreement could be
effected between the owner and the contractor in re-
gard to the price for alterations or modifications, as


above referred to. the decision of the architect is to be
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final and conclusive.'


It is quite evident that the subject here treated of is
the changes which might be made by the owner
through the action of the architect which might in-
volve some change in the plans for executing the
work as well as some change in the material. This
was to be under the superivision and control of the
architect, and that clause which is relied upon by the
plaintiffs in error and quoted hereinbefore was evi-
dently inserted to protect the builders, Lonergan &
Co., against any future claims by the loan and trust
company that the work had not been done according
to the terms and specifications embraced in the origi-
nal contract. In other words, the owner, in exercising
the right to make these changes, agreed to be bound
by whatever the architect should do to accomplish the
changes. The 'design' mentioned did not refer to the
original plan. We have not been able to fmd, from a
carefi.rl examination of the contract and specifica-
tions, any terms used therein from which we think
there could by any fair construction arise by implica-
tion a guaranty of the sufficiency of the specifica-
tions, and no such clause has been pointed out. The
plaintiffs in error claim that *76 this can be derived
from the fact that the architect is to have supervision
and control of all the work and other circumstances
of that character; but these are provisions simply for
the protection of the owner, who was represented in
the execution of the work by the architect, while the
builder represented himself. We are of the opinion
that Thos. Lonergan & Co., having failed to comply
with their agreement to construct and complete the
building in accordance with the contract and the
specifications, must be held responsible for the loss,
notwithstanding the fact that the house fell by reason
of its weakness arising out of the defects in the speci-
fications and without any fault on the part of the
builder. Dermott v, Johes. 2 Wall. (U. S.) 8. 17 L. Ed.
762:School Dist. v. Dauchy, 25 Colt.535, 68 Am.
Dec. 371; Superintendent v. Bennett. 27 N. J. Law.
513.72 Am.Dec.373'. Clark v. Pope. 70 Ill. 133.


Counsel for plaintiffs in error have cited many cases


in which the courts have said that the builder or con-
tractor does not guarantee the sufficiency of the
specifications. It is a correct proposition, because the
specifications are, as a matter of law, not guaranteed
by either parly to the other. In the cases cited, we
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believe that without exception **1067 the contractor
had performed his work according to the terms of his
agreement and had fulfilled his contract by furishing
the structure, terminating his relation as contractor,
after which the house was destroyed by some acci-
dent or calamþ, or had fallen from some defect or
weakness in the structure or fault of the soil, and in
such cases the courts have held that the contractor
does not guarantee the sufficiency of the specifica-
tions, but only the skill with which he performs his
work and the soundness of the material used therein.
He is therefore not liable for the destruction of the
building after he has performed his agreement by
completing the structure. Clark v. Pope. 70 IIl. 132. It
has been just as uniformly held, however, that when-
ever the building or structure has been destroyed by
reason ofany defect in the work done, or by any ac-
cident or any means whatever before the contract has
been completed, then the contractor must bear the
loss, no matter what might be the occasion thereof,
unless it be some wrong done by the owner subse-
quent to the making of the contract which caused the
fall. Liability of the builder does not rest upon a
guaranty ofthe speciflrcations, but upon his failure to
perform his contract to complete and deliver the
stnrcture.


Counsel for defendant in error have not denied that
the allegations of the plea of the surety company
show such material changes to have been made in the
contract without its consent as would ordinarily dis-
charge the surety from liability upon its bond. V/e
shall therefore not cite authority, nor adduce argu-
ment, to sustain that general proposition; but we will
examine the contentions of the defendant in error
which are expressed in two propositions, the fust of
which we copy: 'The bond of the American Surety
Company in this case is, in its nature, an insurance
contract to indemnifu the loan and trust company
against defaults of Lonergan & Co., and as such must
be construed like any other contract of insurance; that
is, if it is susceptible of two constructions,*11 one
favorable and the other unfavorable to the surety
company, the latter, if consistent with the object for
which the contract was made, must be adopted.'The
honorable Court of Civil Appeals sustained this
proposition, holding that the surety company was in
this case not entitled to the same protection of the law
that would be accorded to a surety who executed the
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same bond without compensation, and cite the fol-
lowing cases in support of that conclusion: Cowles
v. U. S. Fid. & Guar. Co.. 32 Wash. 124. 72 Pac.
1033. 98 Am. St. Rep. 838: Pac. Bridge Co. v. U. S.


Fid. Co.. 33 Wash. 57. 73 Pac. 775. Both of the cases


cited were decided by the Supreme Court of Wash-
ington. In neither'case is any reason assigned why
there should be a difference in the rights of a com-
pensated and voluntary surety, and we have been
unable to discover a plausible ground for such dis-
tinction. How it could be that receiving compensation
by the surety would affect the relation between the
surety on the bond and the owner of the building has
not been suggested by counsel and is not apparent to
us. The well-established rule that material changes in
the contract, made without the consent of the surety,
will discharge him from liability, is based upon the
clear and distinct ground that the surety's obligation
is to answer for the contract as it is made, and a mate-
rial change destroys that contract and substitutes a
new one, for which the surety has not contracted to
be responsible. Why should a compensated, any more
than a voluntary, surety be held to guarantee a con-
tract to which he has not consented? The proposition
antagonizes the fundamental requirement that to
make a valid contract the minds of the contracting
parties must meet and agree upon its terms. We are of
opinion that the holding of the Court of Civil Appeals
upon this question was error.


The defendant in error asserts that the provision of
the contract, which is claimed to have been violated,
was made for its benefit; therefore it had the right to
waive that violation. The second proposition is in
these words: 'Where the contract, as in this case, pro-
vides that no alterations or extra work is to be done,
except upon the price and additional time necessary
to complete the same being agreed upon beforehand
and indorsed upon the contract, the owner may waive
compliance with the provision; and the surety on the
contractors' bond is not discharged because it has
been disregarded. This condition of the contract be-
ing for the benefit of the owner, it could waive it, and
such waiver does not affect the liability of the surety
company.'This proposition was also sustained by the
Court of Civil Appeals, in support of which it cited
the following cases: Hohn v. Shideler. 164 lnd. 242.
72 N. E. 575: Cowles v. U. S, Fid. & Guar. Co.. 32
Wash. 124" 72Pac.1033 ( 98 Am. St. Rep. 838): Pac.
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Bridge Co. v. U. S. Fid. & Guar. Co.. 33 Wash. 57.
73 Pac.775. The general rule upon this subject is that
any material change made in the contract upon which
the bond is predicated, without the consent of the
surety, will release the surety, whether that change be
for his benefit or not. Lane & Savlor v. Scott & Cul-
well. 57 Tex. 370. In that case the court said: 'It is a
further well-established principle that, when the
original contract has been thus varied, a *78 court of
equity will discharge the surety without further in-
quiry as to whether he has been prejudiced or bene-
fited by it, for the reason that this question, as a gen-
eral rule, would not be a practicable one.'If we admit,
however, that the failure to comply with a stipulation
in the contract, which was solely for the benefit of the
owner, would not discharge the surety, still we have
the question whether the provision, which was
claimed to have been disregarded in this instance,
was not for the benefit ofthe surety **1068 also, and
that therefore the rule which has been invoked would
not apply to the facts of this case. For the sake of
convenience, we here again copy the two provisions
of the contract which are brought in question by this
proposition:


'The owner reserves the right, by conferring with the
architect, to alter or modify the design or to add to or
diminish from the contract price, the architect being
at liberry to make any alterations in the plans, form,
construction, detail or execution described by the
drawings and specifications without invalidating or
rendering void the contract and in case of any differ-
ence of expense, an addition to or abatement from the
contract shall be made in the ratio or proportion such
work may bear to the whole contract work agreed to
be performed, and the same to be determined as be-
fore mentioned.


'No alterations or extra work to be done except upon
the price and additional time necessary to complete
same being agreed upon beforehand, and endorsed
upon the contract; and in case no agreement could be
effected between the owner and the contractor in re-
gard to the price for alterations or modifications, as


above referred to, the decision ofthe architect is to be
final and conclusive.'


It may be admitted that the fust paragraph above
quoted was inserted solely for the benefit of the
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owner of the property. It confers authorþ to make
changes which could be made by no other person, but
it is not for a disregard ofthat clause ofthe contract
that complaint is made. Therefore that clause cannot
be considered in determining the rights of the parties
under this proposition. It was in the interest of the
owner of the property that the changes in the prices to
be paid, and other matters connected with those
changes should be in writing, as required by the sec-
ond clause, so that there could be no controversy as


to the extent of the changes to be made nor the com-
pensation to be paid. It was not solely for the owner's
benefit, for the contractor and the surety were like-
wise interested in the observance of the second clause
above quoted. The trust company might have waived
the performance ofan act to be done by Lonergan &
Co. which was for the benefit of the trust company
only, but how could it waive the performance by it-
self of a condition upon which its authority to make
changes rested? It is distinctly provided that the
owner cannot make changes provided for in the fnst
clause, except upon the condition that such changes


shall be noted on the contract. This is clearly not in
the interest of the owner alone, for it could not be


said that in his own interest a limitation would be
placed upon his action. The terms in which the limi-
tation is expressed clearly *79 indicate that it is in-
tended principally to protect the contractor and the
surety against any claim on the part of the owner not,
expressed in the written contract. In other words, it
was the intention of the parties that the whole con-
tract, including changes made by authority of its
terms, should be in writing for the mutual benefit of
the owner, the contractor, and the surety, and a fail-
ure by the owner to comply with such a provision
could not be waived by him and the principal as


against the surety upon the bond. Ryan v. Morton. 65
Tex.262.In the case cited, the contract provided that
the owner of the property should retain certain sums
of the contract price in his hands. He failed to do so,
and the surety set up that this was a failure to perform
the contract and was virtually a change of the con-
tract as to him. It was therefore claimed that it was a
provision for the protection of the owner and could
not be waived. The court said: 'This was a part of the
contract for the protection of the owner of the prop-
erty, but it gave a gvararlty to the sureties that the
work would not be paid for until it was done. This
tended to their protection, and, if a part of the work
was not done by their principal, the owner ought to
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have retained a fund in his hands, at least equal to the
contract price for the work not done, which would
have lessened the liability of the sureties to him on
failure of their principal to comply with his contract.
This he did not do, but, on the contrary, he paid to
their principal, in violation of the contract, the full
price to which he would have been entitled had he
performed the entire work.'It was held in that case


that the violation ofthe contract discharged the sure-
ties. That case is in point and is a complete answer to
the contention of the defendant in error upon this
branch of the case. We conclude that the changes
made in the contract, without the consent of the
American Surety Company, operated to discharge
that company from liability upon the bond.


John W. Rapp intervened in this suit in the district
court, claiming: (l) That the contract for the con-
struction of the building made Lonergan & Co. the
agents for the trust company to contract for the fire-
proofrng, and that his contract was made with the
trust company through its agents, Lonergan & Co.,
and not with Lonergan & Co. as contractors; (2) that
he fumished the material and did the work as speci-
fied in his petition of intervention, and that he gave
notice of his claim as required by law to the owner,
the trust company, and thereby acquired a lien upon
the lots on which the house was being constructed to
secure his debt against Lonergan & Co. The builder,
Lonergan &, Co., undertook in the construction of the
house to do the fireproofurg, the cost of which was
included in the sum to be paid by the owner for the
construction and completion of the building. The
specifïcations contained these provisions: 'The draw-
ings are made for using expanded metal lathing and
concrete for all fueproofrng and all partitions and
lathing and as otherwise **1069 specified, but the
entire fireproofing to be left open to bidders for any
good system of fireproofrrg.'Again: 'It is particularly
to be understood that whatever system offreproofing
*80 is adopted, only the very flmest work will be al-
lowed to go in, and none other need be figured
upon.'Manifestly, these clauses did not in any way
take from the contractor power to control the fire-
proofmg, except that it required that bids should be
received for any kind of good freproofing and should
not be conf,rned to the lathing and concrete expressed
in the specifications, and the last quotation shows the
purpose was to secure the best fneproofing that was
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to be had. The language is not susceptible ofthe con-
struction placed upon it by counsel for Rapp.


The evidence of Giles, the architect, shows that at the
time the notice of Rapp's claim was served on him as


architect the trust company had in its hands about
$6,430, being 20 per cent. of the estimates previously
made upon the work and for which payments had
been made. The 20 per cent. was by the contract re-
served by the company for its own protection and to
be paid only when the building was completed and
the contract complied with. Therefore it was not sub-
ject to the claim of the plaintiff, because it was not
due to Lonergan & Co. Between the time when the
notice was given by Rapp and the collapse of the
building, there was work done upon the structure
which was never estimated, and, as payments were to
be made only upon the estimate of the architect there
was not at any time a sum which Lonergan & Co. had
a right to demand.


The proceeding prescribed by the statute by which a


materialman is permitted to fix a lien for material
fumished by him and used in the erection of an im-
provement does not create a debt against the owner of
the property, but operates as a writ of garnishment
would, and appropriates so much of the money in the
hands of the owner as is then due and payable, or
may become due and payable, to the contractor to the
extent necessary to satisff that claim. Fullenwider v.
Longmove. 73 Tex. 480. I I S. W. 500. In the case


cited, the court says of a similar proceeding: 'The
lien acquired is, however, in all cases subordinate and


never superior to the terms of the contract. No origi-
nal indebtedness is created by establishing the lien.
The debt of the owner of the property as fixed by the
contract cannot be modified, changed, or enlarged by
the proceedings fixing the lien. These proceedings do
no more than establish a lien against the property for
such amount as is unpaid and is payable by the terms
of the contract when the proceedings are commenced.
From the time of the service of the notice upon the
owner of the property, he can make no fuither pay-
ment to the contractor without incurring liability for
the lien debt, if proper steps shall be taken to estab-
lish it, to the extent of his indebtedness under the
contract when the notice is served. If the owner of the
propeúy is indebted to the contractor, the service of
the notice, if followed by the acts required to fix the
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lien, secures the fund as does a writ of garnishment in
an ordinary case, except that a pro rata distribution
may become necessary by the terms of the statute
between different lienholders, and the process ofcol-
lecting the money is different.'The owner of the
property is liable to the materialman only as he (the
owner) would be liable *81 to the contactor. Under
the facts Lonergan & Co. cannot recover against the
ûust company. Therefore Rapp cannot enforce a lien
upon the lots, nor recover from the trust company for
the value of materials and work done for Lonergan &
Co. Riter & Conley v. Oil Co.. 19 Civ. App. 519. 48
S. W. 758: Ricker v. Schadt. 5 Civ. App. 465. 23 S.


w.907.


We are of opinion that there was no error in the
charge of the court, and the judgments of the trial
court and of the Court of Civil Appeals, as between
Rapp and the original contractor, and also as between
Rapp and the trust company, are affirmed.


It is ordered that the judgment of the district court
and of the Court of Civil Appeals in favor of the San
Antonio Loan & Trust Company against Thos. Lon-
ergan be, and the same is, in all things affirmed. And
it is further ordered that the judgment of said courts
in favor of the San Antonio Loan & Trust Company
against the American Surety Company be, and the
same is hereby, reversed and remanded for trial, ex-
cept as to the issues determined by the judgment as


between the San Antonio Loan & Trust Company
and Thos. Lonergan. It is ordered that the San Anto-
nio Loan & Trust Company recover all costs of all of
the courts as against Thomas Lonergan and John
Rapp, but that the American Surety Company recover
of the said San Antonio Loan & Trust Company its
costs in the Court of Civil Appeals and in this court.


Tex. 1907
Lonergan v. San Antonio Loan & Trust Co.
101 Tex. 63, 104 S.W. 1061, 22 L.R.A.N.S.364, 130
Am.St.Rep.803
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P
Supreme Court of the United States


ARCHIBALD HOLLERBACH and SamuelL. May,
Þartners, Doing Business as Hollerbach & May,


Appts.,


LINITED STATES.
No.250.


Argued and submitted March 9,1914.
Decided April 6, 1914.


APPEAL from the Court of Claims to review a


judgment dismissing in part the petition in a suit for
damages alleged to be due under a contract for a pub-
lic work. Reversed.


See same case below, 47 CL Cl.236.


The facts are stated in the opinion.


West Headnotes


Contracts 95 æ156


!l Contracts
95II Construction and Operation


95lI(A) General Rules of Construction
95k151 Language of Instrument


95k156 k. General and Specific Vy'ords


and Clauses. Most Cited Cases


united srares 393 cæzo(so)


393 United States


393III Contracts
393k70 Construction and Operation of Con-


tracts
393k70(30) k. Representations and Specifi-


cations Misleading Contractor. Most Cited Cases


The damage incurred by persons contracting to repair
a dam for the United States, because the existing dam
had not been built as positively stated in the specifi-
cations, may be recovered from the government,
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notwithstanding general language in other paragraphs


of the specifications that no claim shall be made for
any excess or deficiency, and that bidders are ex-
pected to visit the site and ascertain the nature ofthe
work.
**554 *165 Messrs. William B. King, George A.
King, and William E. Harvey for appellant.


*166 Assistant Attorney General Thompson for ap-


pellee.


Mr. Justice Day delivered the opinion of the


This suit was brought to recover upon a contract be-
lween the appellants, doing business as Hollerbach &
May, and the United States, for the repair of Dam No.
l, Green river, Kentucþ. In the aspect in which it is
now presented the question involved concerns the


right of the claimants to recover because of certain
damages alleged to have been suffered by them
which would not have accrued had the dam been


backed with broken stone, sawdust, and sediment, as


was stated in paragraph 33 of the specifications at-


tached to the contract.


The determination of this controversy requires refer-
ence to certain parts of the contract and the furdings
of the court of claims. The specifications provide,
among other things:


'20. It is understood and agreed that the quantities
given are approximate only, and that no claim shall


be made against the United States on account of any


excess or deficiency, absolute or relative, in the same.


Bidders, or their authorized agents, are expected to
examine the maps and drawings in this office, which
are open to their inspection, to visit the localþ of the
work, and to make their own estimates of the facili-
ties and difficulties attending the execution of the
proposed contract, including local conditions, uncer-
tainty of weather, and all other contingencies.


'33. Work to be done. . . . The present dam, a wooden


crib structure, is 528 feet long between abutments


*.167


court:
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and about 52 feet wide at its base. The expected
depth of concrete work is shown on the blue prints,
but it may be made greater as the condition of the old
timber may render it necessary. The work shall be


carried out in sections, generally from 50 to 100 feet
long, and no more of the old work shall be torn out
than can be rebuilt in a few days in *168 case ofne-
cessity. All the exterior surfaces ofthe concrete shall


be faced with the facing described in paragraph 59,
which shall be placed before the concrete below has


set, and shall be smoothly finished off. The dam is
now backed for about 50 feet with broken stone,


sawdust, and sediment to a height of within 2 or 3


feet of the crest, and it is expected that a cofferdam
can be constructed with this stone, after which it can
be backed with sawdust or other material. The exca-
vation behind the dam will be required to go to the


bottom, and it is thought that a slope of I horizontal
to l.2vefücal will give ample room.


'60. BIue prints. Blue print drawings showing the
method of construction may be seen at this office;
they shall form a part ofthese specifications and shall
not be departed from except as may be found neces-


sary by the condition of the old timber encountered.


'70. Investigation. It is expected that each bidder will
visit the site of this work, the office of the lock mas-
ter, and the office ofthe local engineer, and ascertain
the nature of the work, the general character of the


river as to floods and low water, and obtain the in-
formation necessary to enable him to make an intelli-
gent proposal.'


The court of claims found as a matter of fact, among
other things:


'As the contractors proceeded with the work of re-
moving the material behind the dam it was found that
said dam was not backed with broken stone, sawdust,
and sediment, as stated in paragraph 33 of the speci-
fications, but that said backing was composed of a


soft, slushy sediment from a height of about 2 feet
from the crest to an average depth of 7 feet, and be-
low that to the bottom ofthe required excavation said
dam was backed by cribwork ofan average height of
4.3 feet, consisting of sound logs filled with stones.'


*169 The court of claims refused to enter judgment
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for the damages suffered by reason of the difference
in the backing ofthe dam as found by the court, but
estimated the damages for the matters in dispute in
that respect to aggregate 56,549.23 (47 Ct. CL.236\.


In the course of its opinion the court below said that
if paragraph 33 stood alone it would be a warranty of
the material backing the dam. 'It was,' said the court,
'a positive and material representation as to a condi-
tion presumably within the knowledge of the gov-
ernment, and upon which, in the absence of any other
provision or warning, the plaintiffs had a right to
rely.'But the court held that the cautionary provisions
of paragraph 20 and 70 required the claimants to in-
form themselves of the condition of the backing of
the dam, and that when those paragraphs were read


with paragraph 33 the statements and representations
ofthe last-named paragraph could not be regarded as


a warranty upon which the claimants had the right to
rely, and the **555 court reached this conclusion
upon the authority of certain cases of its own and
Simpson
482. l9 Sup. Ct. Rep.212.


In Simpson v. United States, supra, suit was brought
upon a contract for the construction of a dry dock at


the Brooklyn Navy Yard. It was discovered that the


foundations upon which the dry dock rested con-


tained quicksands which were unknown, and which
were not shown in the drawings and plans inspected


by the contractors before the making of the contract,
and upon the strength of which the contractors had


made their bid. This court held that the written con-
tract merged all previous negotiations and must be
presumed in law to express the final understanding of
the parties. Of the contract itself the court said that it
was clear that there was nothing in its terms which
supported, even by remote implication, the premise


upon which the claimants rested their right of recov-
ery; that the contract contained no statement or *170


agreement or even intimation of a warranty, express


or implied, concerning the character of the underly-
ing soil at the place where the dock was to be built;
that the only word in the contract which supported
the contention of warranty was that the dock was to
be built in the navy yard upon a site which was
'available,' and that the word 'available' did not war-
rant against the quicksands which were found, and it
certainly did appear that the site was available, for
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the dock was constructed upon it. It is therefore ap-


parent that this case is entirely different from the one


now under consideration, in the contents of the con-
tract and specifications made part thereof, and that in


the Simpson Case the claimants relied upon previous
negotiations and information as to the site for the


dock, developed in the plans showing the result of an


examination made by government officers upon a


portion ofthe yard, and did not depend, as here, upon


the terms of the contract.


In this case the claimants rely upon the contract, read


in the light of the f,urdings of the court of claims.
Turning to paragraphs 20 and 70, the court of claims
justified its conclusion in that part of paragraph 20


which provides that 'quantities given are approximate
only, and that no claim shall be made against the


United States on account ofany excess or deficiency,
absolute or relative, in the same. Bidders, or their
authorized agents, are expected . . . to visit the local-
ity of the work, and to make their own estimates,'


etc.; and in that part of paragraph 70 wlrich reads, 'it
is expected that each bidder will visit the site of this


work, . . . and ascertain the nature of the work,' etc'


The term 'quantities,' as used in paragraph 20, may


doubtless refer to estimates of the amount of different
kinds of work which are specif,red in the contract. We


do not see how it could control the statement of para-


graph33, definitely made, as to the character of the


material back of the dam. Pertinent parts of the para-


graphs *171 referred to would seem to be those


which required bidders or their authorized agents to


investigate for themselves and to visit the locality of
the work to ascertain its nature and make their own


estimates thereof. The specifications attached to the


contract set forth the work to be performed in great


detail, as to its nature and character, and many par-


ticulars as to manner and extent of the work to be


done, the removal of old timber and material, etc., the


general character of the river as to floods and low
water, etc., and the difficulties attending the execu-


tion of the contract, and as to all these things the bid-
der was required by paragraphs 20 and 70 to make


examination for himself and at his own peril.


In paragraph 33 the government sets forth with par-


ticularity a description of the old dam, its length and


width, and it was there added: 'The dam is now
backed for about 50 feet with broken stone, sawdust,
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and sediment to a height within 2 or 3 feet of the


crest,' etc. The specifications provided that the exca-


vations behind the dam must be to the bottom. In the


light of this specification, turn to the finding of fact,


and we learn that the claimants, as they proceeded


with the work, found that the dam 'was not backed


with broken stone, sawdust, and sediment, as stated


in paragraph 33 of the specifications,' and below 7


feet from the top to the bottom there was a backing of
cribbing of an average height of 4.3 feet of sound


logs filled with stone. Obviously, this made it much


more expensive to do the work than if the representa-


tion inserted by the government in the specifications
of its own preparation had been true, and only the


character of material had been found which the speci-


fîcation unequivocally asserted was there'


A government contract should be interpreted as are


contracts between individuals, with a view to ascer-


taining the intention of the parties and to give it effect


accordingly, if that can be done consistently with the


terms *172 of the instrument. In paragraph 33 the


specifications spoke with certainty as to a part of the


conditions to be encountered by the claimants. True,


the claimants might have penetrated the 7 feú of soft


slushy sediment by means which would have discov-


ered the log crib work filled with stones which was


concealed below, **556 but the specifications as-


sured them of the character of the material,-a matter


concerning which the government might be presumed


to speak with knowledge and authority. We think this
positive statement of the specifications must be taken


as true and binding upon the government, and that


upon it, rather than upon the claimants, must fall the


loss resulting from such mistaken representations.


We think it would be going quite too far to interpret


the general language of the other paragraphs as re-
quiring independent investigation of facts which the


specifications furnished by the government as a basis


of the contract left in no doubt. If the govemment


wished to leave the matter open to the independent


investigation of the claimants, it might easily have


omitted the specification as to the character of the


filling back of the dam. In its positive assertion of the


nature of this much of the work it made a representa-


tion upon which the claimants had a right to rely
without an investigation to prove its falsity. See


United States v. Utah. N. & C. Stage Co. 199 U. S'


414 4).4 50 L. ed. 252.255- 26 Sun. Ct. Rep.69.
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It follows that the judgment of the Court of Claims


must be reversed and the case remanded to that court


with directions to enter judgment for the claimants


for the damages incuned because of the different


character of material found behind the dam than that


described in the sPecifications.


Reversed.


u.s. 1911


Hollerbach v. U.S.
233 U.S. 165, 49 Ct.Cl. 686, 34 S.Ct. 553, 58 L.Ed.


898
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Supreme Court of Texas. 


In re UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSO-
CIATION, Relator. 


No. 07-0871. 
 


Argued Dec. 9, 2008. 
Decided March 26, 2010. 


Rehearing Denied May 7, 2010. 
 
Background: Former employee brought action 
against employer under Texas Commission on Human 
Rights Act (TCHRA) alleging illegal discrimination 
based on his age. The County Court at Law No. 7, 
Bexar County, Timothy F. Johnson, J., denied em-
ployer's plea to the jurisdiction, and later entered 
judgment on jury's verdict awarding employee 
$188,406 in back pay, $350,000 in front pay, 
$300,000 in punitive damages, $129,387 in attorney 
fees, and prejudgment interest. Employer appealed. 
The San Antonio Court of Appeals, 161 S.W.3d 566, 
affirmed. Review was granted. The Supreme Court, 
215 S.W.3d 400, reversed, concluding that the amount 
in controversy exceeded limit for jurisdiction in 
county court at law. After employee refiled his claim 
in the 150th Judicial District Court, Bexar County, 
Janet Littlejohn, J., employer filed a plea to the juris-
diction and a motion for summary judgment. The 
District Court, Bexar County, Gloria Saldana, J., de-
nied the plea and the motion. Employer petitioned for 
writ of mandamus. The San Antonio Court of Ap-
peals, 2007 WL 3003131, denied the petition. Em-
ployer petitioned for writ of mandamus. 
 
Holdings: The Supreme Court, Jefferson, C.J., held 
that: 
(1) two-year period in Texas Commission on Human 
Rights Act for filing suit is mandatory but not juris-
dictional, overruling Schroeder v. Texas Iron Works, 
Inc., 813 S.W.2d 483; 
(2) TCHRA's two-year statute of limitations is tolled 
for those cases falling within the tolling statute's sav-
ings provision for refiling of actions originally filed in 
the wrong court; 
(3) as a matter of first impression, once an adverse 
party has moved for relief under the “intentional dis-
regard” provision of the tolling statute, the nonmovant 
has the burden of producing information showing that 


he did not intentionally disregard proper jurisdiction 
when filing the case; 
(4) former employee acted with intentional disregard 
of proper jurisdiction in filing the action in a county 
court at law; and 
(5) extraordinary circumstances warranted mandamus 
relief. 
  
Writ conditionally granted. 
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106 Courts 
      106IV Courts of Limited or Inferior Jurisdiction 
            106k186 Municipal Courts 
                106k188 Jurisdiction 
                      106k188(1) k. In general. Most Cited 
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Municipal Corporations 268 636 
 
268 Municipal Corporations 
      268X Police Power and Regulations 
            268X(B) Violation and Enforcement of Reg-
ulations 
                268k634 Criminal Prosecutions 
                      268k636 k. Jurisdiction, venue, and 
limitations. Most Cited Cases  
The jurisdiction of the municipal courts is generally 
limited to criminal matters, although they may also 
hear certain civil cases involving dangerous dogs. 
V.T.C.A., Health & Safety Code § 822.0421. 
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106 Courts 
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Appellate rights can vary depending on which court a 
case is filed in, even among trial courts with concur-
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rent jurisdiction, and even when the same judge in the 
same courtroom presides over two distinct courts. 
 
[3] Courts 106 39 
 
106 Courts 
      106I Nature, Extent, and Exercise of Jurisdiction 
in General 
            106k39 k. Determination of questions of ju-
risdiction in general. Most Cited Cases  
Under five-step process for determining the jurisdic-
tion of any particular trial court, recourse must be had 
first to the Constitution, second to the general statutes 
establishing jurisdiction for that level of court, third to 
the specific statute authorizing the establishment of 
the particular court in question, fourth to statutes 
creating other courts in the same county whose juris-
dictional provisions may affect the court in question, 
and fifth to statutes dealing with specific subject 
matters. 
 
[4] Courts 106 4 
 
106 Courts 
      106I Nature, Extent, and Exercise of Jurisdiction 
in General 
            106k3 Jurisdiction of Cause of Action 
                106k4 k. In general. Most Cited Cases  
Characterizing a statutory requirement as jurisdic-
tional means that the trial court does not have, and 
never had, power to decide the case. 
 
[5] Appeal and Error 30 23 
 
30 Appeal and Error 
      30II Nature and Grounds of Appellate Jurisdiction 
            30k23 k. Determination of questions of juris-
diction in general. Most Cited Cases  
 
Appeal and Error 30 185(1) 
 
30 Appeal and Error 
      30V Presentation and Reservation in Lower Court 
of Grounds of Review 
            30V(B) Objections and Motions, and Rulings 
Thereon 
                30k185 Organization and Jurisdiction of 
Lower Court 
                      30k185(1) k. In general. Most Cited 
Cases  


Not only may an issue of subject matter jurisdiction be 
raised for the first time on appeal by the parties or by 
the court, a court is obliged to ascertain that subject 
matter jurisdiction exists regardless of whether the 
parties questioned it. 
 
[6] Judgment 228 489 
 
228 Judgment 
      228XI Collateral Attack 
            228XI(B) Grounds 
                228k488 Want of Jurisdiction 
                      228k489 k. In general. Most Cited Cases  
The classification of a matter as one of jurisdiction 
opens the way to making judgments vulnerable to 
delayed attack for a variety of irregularities that per-
haps better ought to be sealed in a judgment, and thus, 
the modern direction of policy is to reduce the vulne-
rability of final judgments to attack on the ground that 
the tribunal lacked subject matter jurisdiction. Res-
tatement (Second) of Judgments § 12 cmts. b, e. 
 
[7] Statutes 361 227 
 
361 Statutes 
      361VI Construction and Operation 
            361VI(A) General Rules of Construction 
                361k227 k. Construction as mandatory or 
directory. Most Cited Cases  
A statutory requirement commanding action, even if 
not jurisdictional, remains mandatory. 
 
[8] Appeal and Error 30 428(2) 
 
30 Appeal and Error 
      30VII Transfer of Cause 
            30VII(D) Writ of Error, Citation, or Notice 
                30k428 Filing Notice and Proof of Service 
                      30k428(2) k. Time for filing. Most Cited 
Cases  
A timely notice of appeal is jurisdictional. 
 
[9] States 360 191.1 
 
360 States 
      360VI Actions 
            360k191 Liability and Consent of State to Be 
Sued in General 
                360k191.1 k. In general. Most Cited Cases  
When elements of a statutory claim involve the juris-
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dictional inquiry of sovereign immunity from suit, 
those elements can be relevant to both jurisdiction and 
liability. 
 
[10] Statutes 361 212.7 
 
361 Statutes 
      361VI Construction and Operation 
            361VI(A) General Rules of Construction 
                361k212 Presumptions to Aid Construction 
                      361k212.7 k. Other matters. Most Cited 
Cases  
The court presumes that the Legislature did not intend 
to make a statutory provision jurisdictional, a pre-
sumption overcome only by clear legislative intent to 
the contrary. 
 
[11] Statutes 361 211 
 
361 Statutes 
      361VI Construction and Operation 
            361VI(A) General Rules of Construction 
                361k204 Statute as a Whole, and Intrinsic 
Aids to Construction 
                      361k211 k. Title, headings, and mar-
ginal notes. Most Cited Cases  
A statute's title cannot limit or expand the statute's 
meaning, but gives some indication of the Legisla-
ture's intent. V.T.C.A., Government Code § 311.024. 
 
[12] Courts 106 85(1) 
 
106 Courts 
      106II Establishment, Organization, and Procedure 
            106II(F) Rules of Court and Conduct of 
Business 
                106k85 Operation and Effect of Rules 
                      106k85(1) k. In general. Most Cited 
Cases  
The Supreme Court's procedural rules have the force 
and effect of statutes. 
 
[13] Limitation of Actions 241 182(2) 
 
241 Limitation of Actions 
      241V Pleading, Evidence, Trial, and Review 
            241k181 Pleading Statute as Defense 
                241k182 Necessity 
                      241k182(2) k. Necessity in general. 
Most Cited Cases  


Limitations is an affirmative defense. Vernon's 
Ann.Texas Rules Civ.Proc., Rule 94. 
 
[14] Civil Rights 78 1104 
 
78 Civil Rights 
      78II Employment Practices 
            78k1102 Constitutional and Statutory Provi-
sions 
                78k1104 k. Purpose and construction in 
general. Most Cited Cases  
 
Courts 106 97(5) 
 
106 Courts 
      106II Establishment, Organization, and Procedure 
            106II(G) Rules of Decision 
                106k88 Previous Decisions as Controlling 
or as Precedents 
                      106k97 Decisions of United States 
Courts as Authority in State Courts 
                          106k97(5) k. Construction of federal 
Constitution, statutes, and treaties. Most Cited Cases  
 
Statutes 361 226 
 
361 Statutes 
      361VI Construction and Operation 
            361VI(A) General Rules of Construction 
                361k226 k. Construction of statutes adopted 
from other states or countries. Most Cited Cases  
One of the primary goals of the Texas Commission on 
Human Rights Act (TCHRA), which is modeled after 
federal civil rights law, is to coordinate state law with 
federal law in the area of employment discrimination, 
and thus, analogous federal statutes and the cases 
interpreting them guide the court's reading of the 
TCHRA. V.T.C.A., Labor Code § 21.001 et seq. 
 
[15] Judgment 228 16 
 
228 Judgment 
      228I Nature and Essentials in General 
            228k16 k. Jurisdiction of the person and sub-
ject-matter. Most Cited Cases  
A judgment is void if rendered by a court without 
subject matter jurisdiction. 
 
[16] Civil Rights 78 1731 
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78 Civil Rights 
      78V State and Local Remedies 
            78k1730 Time for Proceedings; Limitations 
                78k1731 k. In general. Most Cited Cases  
Two-year period in Texas Commission on Human 
Rights Act (TCHRA) for filing suit is mandatory but 
not jurisdictional; overruling Schroeder v. Texas Iron 
Works, Inc., 813 S.W.2d 483. V.T.C.A., Labor Code § 
21.256. 
 
[17] Limitation of Actions 241 104.5 
 
241 Limitation of Actions 
      241II Computation of Period of Limitation 
            241II(G) Pendency of Legal Proceedings, 
Injunction, Stay, or War 
                241k104.5 k. Suspension or stay in general; 
equitable tolling. Most Cited Cases  
Equitable tolling of statutes of limitations, a 
court-created doctrine, may not apply if a statutory 
requirement is deemed jurisdictional. 
 
[18] Limitation of Actions 241 130(7) 
 
241 Limitation of Actions 
      241II Computation of Period of Limitation 
            241II(H) Commencement of Proceeding; Re-
lation Back 
                241k130 New Action After Dismissal or 
Nonsuit or Failure of Former Action 
                      241k130(7) k. Failure of action for want 
of jurisdiction. Most Cited Cases  
Statutory tolling of limitations period between date of 
filing of action and date of second filing of the action 
in a different court, when the first court dismisses the 
action for lack of jurisdiction, is a legislative dictate 
that limitations be tolled for “any action” filed in the 
wrong court. V.T.C.A., Civil Practice & Remedies 
Code § 16.064(a). 
 
[19] Limitation of Actions 241 130(7) 
 
241 Limitation of Actions 
      241II Computation of Period of Limitation 
            241II(H) Commencement of Proceeding; Re-
lation Back 
                241k130 New Action After Dismissal or 
Nonsuit or Failure of Former Action 
                      241k130(7) k. Failure of action for want 


of jurisdiction. Most Cited Cases  
Absent language in the Texas Commission on Human 
Rights Act (TCHRA) indicating that statutory tolling 
is not intended to apply to claims under the TCHRA, 
the TCHRA's two-year statute of limitations is tolled 
for those cases falling within the tolling statute's sav-
ings provision for refiling of actions originally filed in 
the wrong court. V.T.C.A., Civil Practice & Remedies 
Code § 16.064(a); V.T.C.A., Labor Code § 21.256. 
 
[20] Courts 106 170 
 
106 Courts 
      106IV Courts of Limited or Inferior Jurisdiction 
            106k167 Limitations as to Amount or Value in 
Controversy 
                106k170 k. Allegations and prayers in 
pleadings. Most Cited Cases  
The jurisdictional statute for county courts at law 
values the matter in controversy on the amount of 
damages “alleged” by the plaintiff. V.T.C.A., Gov-
ernment Code § 25.0003(c)(1). 
 
[21] Limitation of Actions 241 195(3) 
 
241 Limitation of Actions 
      241V Pleading, Evidence, Trial, and Review 
            241k194 Evidence 
                241k195 Presumptions and Burden of Proof 
                      241k195(3) k. Burden of proof in gen-
eral. Most Cited Cases  
Once an adverse party has moved for relief under the 
“intentional disregard” provision of the tolling sta-
tute's limitations savings provision for refiling of 
actions originally filed in the wrong court, the non-
movant has the burden of producing information 
showing that he did not intentionally disregard proper 
jurisdiction when filing the case. V.T.C.A., Civil 
Practice & Remedies Code § 16.064(a, b). 
 
[22] Limitation of Actions 241 130(7) 
 
241 Limitation of Actions 
      241II Computation of Period of Limitation 
            241II(H) Commencement of Proceeding; Re-
lation Back 
                241k130 New Action After Dismissal or 
Nonsuit or Failure of Former Action 
                      241k130(7) k. Failure of action for want 
of jurisdiction. Most Cited Cases  
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While the limitations tolling statute protects plaintiffs 
who mistakenly file suit in a forum that lacks juris-
diction, it does not apply to a strategic decision to seek 
relief from such a court. V.T.C.A., Civil Practice & 
Remedies Code § 16.064(a, b). 
 
[23] Limitation of Actions 241 130(7) 
 
241 Limitation of Actions 
      241II Computation of Period of Limitation 
            241II(H) Commencement of Proceeding; Re-
lation Back 
                241k130 New Action After Dismissal or 
Nonsuit or Failure of Former Action 
                      241k130(7) k. Failure of action for want 
of jurisdiction. Most Cited Cases  
Former employee acted with intentional disregard of 
proper jurisdiction in filing, in county court at law, 
action against employer under Texas Commission on 
Human Rights Act (TCHRA) alleging illegal dis-
crimination based on his age, and thus, the tolling 
statute's limitations savings provision for refiling of 
actions originally filed in the wrong court was inap-
plicable; employee sought damages in excess of 
county court at law's jurisdiction, employee did not 
contend that he had been unaware of or confused 
about county court's jurisdictional limitation, and 
employee's petition omitted the statement required by 
civil procedure rules that the damages sought were 
within the jurisdictional limits of the court, and instead 
pleaded only that employee's damages exceeded $500. 
V.T.C.A., Civil Practice & Remedies Code § 
16.064(a, b); V.T.C.A., Labor Code § 21.256; Ver-
non's Ann.Texas Rules Civ.Proc., Rule 47(b). 
 
[24] Mandamus 250 4(1) 
 
250 Mandamus 
      250I Nature and Grounds in General 
            250k4 Remedy by Appeal or Writ of Error 
                250k4(1) k. In general. Most Cited Cases  
Deciding whether the benefits of mandamus outweigh 
the detriments requires the court to weigh public and 
private interests, recognizing that, rather than cate-
gorical determinations, the adequacy of an appeal 
depends on the facts involved in each case. 
 
[25] Mandamus 250 51 
 
250 Mandamus 


      250II Subjects and Purposes of Relief 
            250II(A) Acts and Proceedings of Courts, 
Judges, and Judicial Officers 
                250k51 k. Signing or entry of judgment or 
order. Most Cited Cases  
Mandamus is generally unavailable when a trial court 
denies summary judgment, no matter how meritorious 
the motion. 
 
[26] Mandamus 250 51 
 
250 Mandamus 
      250II Subjects and Purposes of Relief 
            250II(A) Acts and Proceedings of Courts, 
Judges, and Judicial Officers 
                250k51 k. Signing or entry of judgment or 
order. Most Cited Cases  
Extraordinary circumstances warranted grant of 
mandamus relief to employer with respect to trial 
court's denial of employer's motion for summary 
judgment in former employee's age discrimination 
action under Texas Commission on Human Rights Act 
(TCHRA); employer had already endured one trial in a 
forum that lacked jurisdiction and then endured a 
subsequent appeal to the Court of Appeals and the 
Supreme Court, employer was facing a second trial on 
a claim that was barred by limitations, two wasted 
trials would not be the most efficient use of the state's 
judicial resources, and denying mandamus relief 
would thwart the legislative intent that non-tolled 
TCHRA claims be brought within two years, as well 
as the tolling statute's inapplicability to suits filed with 
intentional disregard of proper jurisdiction. V.T.C.A., 
Civil Practice & Remedies Code § 16.064(a, b); 
V.T.C.A., Labor Code § 21.256. 
*302 Lacey L. Gourley, Bracewell & Giuliani, L.L.P., 
Pamela Stanton Baron, Thomas R. Phillips, Baker 
Botts L.L.P., Austin, TX, Mario A. Barrera, Bracewell 
& Giuliani LLP, San Antonio, TX, William H. Ford, 
Ford & Massey, P.C., San Antonio, TX, for Relator. 
 
Jeffrey D. Small, Law Office of Jeff Small, Jeffrey 
Alan Goldberg, Cynthia A. Cano, Law Offices of 
Jeffrey A. Goldberg, San Antonio, TX, for Real Party 
in Interest. 
 
Charles C. High Jr., Kemp Smith P.C., El Paso, TX, 
for Amicus Curiae Texas Association of Business. 
 
Vanetta Loraine Christ, Vinson & Elkins LLP, Hou-
ston, TX, for Amicus Curiae Texas Employment Law 
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Council. 
 
Daniel L. Geyser, Asst. Solicitor General, James C. 
Ho, Solicitor General of Texas, David S. Morales, 
Office of the Attorney General of Texas, Clarence 
Andrew Weber, First Assistant Attorney General, 
Greg W. Abbott, Attorney General of Texas, Austin, 
TX, for Amicus Curiae State of Texas. 
 
Chief Justice JEFFERSON delivered the opinion of 
the Court. 
 
[1][2][3] Texas has some 3,241 trial courts FN1 within 
its 268,580 square miles.FN2 Jurisdiction is limited in 
many of the courts; it is general in others. Compare 
TEX. GOV'T CODE § 25.0021 (describing jurisdic-
tion of statutory probate court), with *303 id. § 
24.007-.008 (outlining district court jurisdiction); 
Thomas v. Long, 207 S.W.3d 334, 340 (Tex.2006) 
(noting that Texas district courts are courts of general 
jurisdiction). We have at least nine different types of 
trial courts, FN3 although that number does not even 
hint at the complexities of the constitutional provi-
sions and statutes that delineate jurisdiction of those 
courts. See OFFICE OF COURT ADMINISTRA-
TION, 2008 ANNUAL REPORT, TEXAS JUDI-
CIAL SYSTEM, SUBJECT-MATTER JURISDIC-
TION OF THE COURTS passim (2008), available at 
http:// www. courts. state. tx. us/ pubs/ AR 2008/ jud 
branch/2a-subject-matter-jurisdiction-of-courts.pdf; 
FN4 GEORGE D. BRADEN ET AL., THE CON-
STITUTION OF THE STATE OF TEXAS: AN 
ANNOTATED AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
367 (1977). Statutory county courts (of which county 
courts at law are one type) FN5 usually have jurisdic-
tional limits of $100,000, see TEX. GOV'T CODE § 
25.0003(c)(1), unless, of course, they do not, see, e.g., 
TEX. GOV'T CODE §§ 25.0732(a) (El Paso County), 
25.0862(a) (Galveston County), 25.0942(a) (Gregg 
County), 25.1322(a) (Kendall County), 25.1802(a) 
(Nueces County), 25.2142(a) (Smith County); see also 
Sultan v. Mathew, 178 S.W.3d 747, 756 (Tex.2005) 
(Hecht, J., dissenting) (observing that “[m]onetary 
jurisdictional limits on statutory county courts are 
generally from $500 to $100,000, but they vary widely 
from county to county, and many such courts have no 
monetary limits”). Appellate rights can vary depend-
ing on which court a case is filed in, even among trial 
courts with concurrent jurisdiction, and even when the 
same judge in the same courtroom presides over two 
distinct courts. See, e.g., Sultan, 178 S.W.3d at 752 


(holding that there was no right of appeal to courts of 
appeals from cases originating in small claims courts, 
but recognizing that justice court judgment would be 
appealable); see also id. at 754-55 (Hecht, J., dis-
senting) (noting that the same justice of the peace 
hears small claims cases and justice court cases).FN6 
Consider the five-step process involved in determin-
ing the jurisdiction of any particular trial court: 
 


FN1. Texas Courts Online Home Page, 
http:// www. courts. state. tx. us/ (all Internet 
materials as visited March 24, 2010 and copy 
available in Clerk of Court's file). This figure 
includes municipal courts, whose jurisdiction 
is generally limited to criminal matters, al-
though they may also hear certain civil cases 
involving dangerous dogs. See TEX. 
HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 822.0421. It 
also includes statutory probate courts. 


 
FN2. TEXAS ALMANAC 2010-1160 
(Elizabeth Cruce Alvarez ed., Texas State 
Historical Association 65th ed. 2010), 
available at http:// www. texasalmanac. com/ 
environment/. 


 
FN3. Those courts include district courts, 
criminal district courts, constitutional county 
courts, statutory county courts, justice of the 
peace courts, small claims courts, statutory 
probate courts, and municipal courts. They 
also include family district courts which, al-
though they are district courts of general ju-
risdiction, have primary responsibility for 
handling family law matters. OFFICE OF 
COURT ADMINISTRATION, 2008 AN-
NUAL REPORT, TEXAS JUDICIAL 
SYSTEM, SUBJECT-MATTER JURIS-
DICTION OF THE COURTS 1, 3-18 (2008), 
available at http:// www. courts. state. tx. us/ 
pubs/ AR 2008/ jud 
branch/2a-subject-matter-jurisdiction-of-co
urts.pdf. 


 
FN4. In a page-and-a-half, this report ex-
plains the subject matter jurisdiction of our 
appellate courts. OFFICE OF COURT AD-
MINISTRATION, SUBJECT-MATTER 
JURISDICTION OF THE COURTS at 1-2. 
The remainder of the eighteen-page, dual 
column, single-spaced document identifies, 
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in painstaking detail, the various jurisdic-
tional schemes governing our trial courts. Id. 
at 3-18. 


 
FN5. TEX. GOV'T CODE § 21.009(2) (“ 
‘Statutory county court’ means a county 
court created by the legislature under Article 
V, Section 1, of the Texas Constitution, in-
cluding county courts at law, county criminal 
courts, county criminal courts of appeals, and 
county civil courts at law, but does not in-
clude statutory probate courts as defined by 
Section 3, Texas Probate Code.”). 


 
FN6. Section 28.053 of the Government 
Code, at issue in Sultan, was recently 
amended to allow appeals to the court of 
appeals from de novo trials in county court 
on claims originating in small claims court. 
See Act of June 19, 2009, 81st Leg., R.S., ch. 
1351, section 8, 2009 Tex. Gen. Laws 4274, 
4274. 


 
[R]ecourse must be had first to the Constitution, 
second to the general statutes establishing jurisdic-
tion for that level of court, third to the specific sta-
tute authorizing the establishment of the particu-
lar*304 court in question, fourth to statutes creating 
other courts in the same county (whose jurisdic-
tional provisions may affect the court in question), 
and fifth to statutes dealing with specific subject 
matters (such as the Family Code, which requires, 
for example, that judges who are lawyers hear ap-
peals from actions by non-lawyer judges in juvenile 
cases). 
OFFICE OF COURT ADMINISTRATION, 
SUBJECT-MATTER JURISDICTION OF THE 
COURTS at 1. 


 
Our court system has been described as “one of the 
most complex in the United States, if not the world.” 
BRADEN, THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE 
OF TEXAS, at 367; see also Continental Coffee 
Prods. Co. v. Cazarez, 937 S.W.2d 444, 449 
(Tex.1996) (voicing “concern[ ] over the difficulties 
created for the bench, the bar, and the public by the 
patchwork organization of Texas' several trial 
courts”); Sultan, 178 S.W.3d at 753 (Hecht, J., dis-
senting) (noting that Texas courts' “jurisdictional 
scheme ... has gone from elaborate ... to Byzantine”); 
Camacho v. Samaniego, 831 S.W.2d 804, 807 n. 4, 


811 (Tex.1992) (stating that “confusion and ineffi-
ciency are endemic to a judicial structure with dif-
ferent courts of distinct but overlapping jurisdiction” 
and observing that “there are still more than fifty dif-
ferent jurisdictional schemes for the statutory county 
courts”); TEXAS JUDICIAL COUNCIL, ASSESS-
ING JUDICIAL WORKLOAD IN TEXAS' DIS-
TRICT COURTS 2 (2001), available at http:// www. 
courts. state. tx. us/ tjc/ TJC Reports/Final Report.pdf 
(observing that “ ‘the Texas trial court system, com-
plex from its inception, has become ever more con-
fusing as ad hoc responses are devised to meet the 
needs of an urban, industrialized society’ ” (quoting 
CITIZENS' COMMISSION ON THE TEXAS 
JUDICIAL SYSTEM, REPORT AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS-INTO THE TWENTY-FIRST 
CENTURY 17 (1993))). 
 
Proposals to modernize this antiquated jurisdictional 
patchwork have failed, FN7 but the Legislature has 
attempted to address one of its most worrisome as-
pects. In 1931, the Legislature passed “[a]n act to 
extend the period of limitation of any action in the 
wrong court.” Act approved Apr. 27, 1931, 42d Leg., 
R.S., ch. 81, 1931 Tex. Gen. Laws 124, 124, current 
version at TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE § 
16.064. This statute tolls limitations for those cases 
filed in a trial court that lacks jurisdiction, provided 
the case is refiled in a proper court within sixty days of 
dismissal. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE § 
16.064(a). The tolling provision does not apply, 
however, to those cases in which the first filing was 
made with “intentional disregard of proper jurisdic-
tion.” Id. § 16.064(b). We must decide today whether 
the plaintiff intentionally disregarded the jurisdic-
tional limits applicable to county courts at law in 
Bexar County. Because we conclude that he did, in a 
way that cannot be cured by ordinary appellate review, 
we conditionally grant relief. 
 


FN7. See, e.g., Tex. S.B. 1204, 80th Leg., 
R.S. (2007) (“AN ACT relating to the reor-
ganization and administration of, and pro-
cedures relating to, courts in this state, in-
cluding procedures for appeals.”); Tex. H.B. 
2906, 80th Leg., R.S. (2007) (same). 


 
I. Background 
 
James Steven Brite sued USAA, his former employer, 
alleging that it had illegally discriminated against him 
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based on his age, violating the Texas Commission on 
Human Rights Act (TCHRA). See generally United 
Servs. Auto. Ass'n v. Brite, 215 S.W.3d 400 
(Tex.2007) (“ Brite I ”). He filed suit in the Bexar 
County Court at Law No. 7, which has jurisdiction 
concurrent with that of the district court in “civil cases 
in which the matter in controversy exceeds $500 but 
does not exceed $100,000, excluding interest, statu-
tory or punitive *305 damages and penalties, and 
attorney's fees and costs, as alleged on the face of the 
petition....” TEX. GOV'T CODE § 25.0003(c)(1). 
Brite asserted in his original petition that his damages 
exceeded the $500 statutory minimum, but he did not 
plead that his damages were below the $100,000 
maximum. Brite I, 215 S.W.3d at 401. He pleaded that 
“[i]n all reasonable probability, [his] loss of income 
and benefits will continue into the future, if not for the 
balance of [his] natural life” and sought “compensa-
tion due Plaintiff that accrued at the time of filing this 
Petition” (back pay), “the present value of unaccrued 
wage payments” (front pay), punitive damages, and 
attorney's fees. Id. 
 
Before limitations expired, USAA filed a plea to the 
jurisdiction, contending that Brite's damage claims 
exceeded the $100,000 jurisdictional limit of the sta-
tutory county court, excluding interest, statutory or 
punitive damages, and attorney's fees and costs. 
USAA argued that because Brite's annual salary was 
almost $74,000 when he was terminated, his front pay 
and back pay allegations alone exceeded the county 
court's jurisdictional maximum. Brite opposed, and 
the trial court twice denied, USAA's jurisdictional 
plea. Shortly thereafter, Brite amended his petition to 
seek damages of $1.6 million, and subsequently 
claimed in discovery responses that “ ‘his lost wages 
and benefits in the future, until age 65, total approx-
imately $1,000,000.00.’ ” Brite I, 215 S.W.3d at 401 
(quoting discovery responses). After a jury trial, the 
trial court awarded Brite $188,406 in back pay, 
$350,000 in front pay, $300,000 in punitive damages, 
$129,387 in attorney's fees, and prejudgment interest. 
Id. 
 
A divided court of appeals affirmed the trial court's 
judgment. See United Servs. Auto. Ass'n v. Brite, 161 
S.W.3d 566, 579 (Tex.App.-San Antonio 2005, pet. 
granted). We reversed, concluding that the amount in 
controversy at the time Brite filed suit exceeded 
$100,000, depriving the county court at law of juris-
diction over the matter. Brite I, 215 S.W.3d at 402. We 


dismissed the underlying suit for want of jurisdiction. 
Id. at 403. 
 
Within sixty days of our judgment dismissing the 
county court case, Brite refiled his claim in Bexar 
County district court. USAA filed a plea to the juris-
diction and moved for summary judgment asserting, 
among other things, that the trial court lacked subject 
matter jurisdiction because Brite failed to file suit 
within TCHRA's two-year time limit; that the tolling 
provision in section 16.064 of the Civil Practice and 
Remedies Code did not apply to TCHRA claims; and 
that even if it did, Brite's original suit was filed with 
“intentional disregard of proper jurisdiction,” depriv-
ing him of that provision's protection. The trial court 
denied the plea and motion. The court of appeals de-
nied relief, concluding that USAA had not established 
that its appellate remedy was inadequate. 2007 WL 
3003131, at *1, 2007 Tex.App. LEXIS 8206, at *1-*2. 
USAA now petitions this Court for mandamus relief. 
 
II. Is TCHRA's two-year period for filing suit ju-
risdictional? 
 
USAA argues that TCHRA's two year deadline for 
filing suit is jurisdictional, precluding application of 
the tolling statute. But “ ‘[j]urisdiction,’ ” as the 
United States Supreme Court has observed, “ ‘is a 
word of many, too many, meanings.’ ” Steel Co. v. 
Citizens for a Better Env't, 523 U.S. 83, 90, 118 S.Ct. 
1003, 140 L.Ed.2d 210 (1998) (quoting United States 
v. Vanness, 85 F.3d 661, 663 n. 2 (D.C.Cir.1996)). 
Nineteen years ago, in a footnote, we observed that the 
time period for filing a TCHRA lawsuit was “man-
datory and jurisdictional.” *306Schroeder v. Texas 
Iron Works, Inc., 813 S.W.2d 483, 487 n. 10 
(1991).FN8 In support, we cited Green v. Aluminum Co. 
of America, 760 S.W.2d 378, 380 (Tex.App.-Austin 
1988, no writ), which in turn relied on our decision in 
Mingus v. Wadley, 115 Tex. 551, 285 S.W. 1084 
(1926). Mingus held that the requirements of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act were jurisdictional, 
and that “[t]he general rule is that where the cause of 
action and remedy for its enforcement are derived not 
from the common law but from the statute, the statu-
tory provisions are mandatory and exclusive, and must 
be complied with in all respects or the action is not 
maintainable.” Mingus, 285 S.W. at 1087. 
 


FN8. In 1993, the limitations period was 
changed from one to two years. Act of May 
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14, 1993, 73rd Leg. R.S., ch. 276, § 7, 1993 
Tex. Gen. Laws 1285, 1291 (amending 
TEX.REV.CIV. STAT. art. 5221k, § 7.01(a)) 
(now codified at TEX. LAB.CODE § 
21.256). 


 
[4][5] But we, like the U.S. Supreme Court,FN9 have 
recognized that our sometimes intemperate use of the 
term “jurisdictional” has caused problems. Characte-
rizing a statutory requirement as jurisdictional means 
that the trial court does not have-and never had-power 
to decide the case. See Univ. of Tex. Sw. Med. Ctr. v. 
Loutzenhiser, 140 S.W.3d 351, 359 (Tex.2004) (“The 
failure of a jurisdictional requirement deprives the 
court of the power to act (other than to determine that 
it has no jurisdiction), and ever to have acted, as a 
matter of law.”). Thus, “[n]ot only may an issue of 
subject matter jurisdiction ‘be raised for the first time 
on appeal by the parties or by the court’, a court is 
obliged to ascertain that subject matter jurisdiction 
exists regardless of whether the parties questioned it.” 
Id. at 358 (footnote omitted). 
 


FN9. See, e.g., Arbaugh v. Y & H Corp., 546 
U.S. 500, 510, 126 S.Ct. 1235, 163 L.Ed.2d 
1097 (2006) (noting that “[t]his Court, no 
less than other courts, has sometimes been 
profligate in its use of the term”); Kontrick v. 
Ryan, 540 U.S. 443, 454, 124 S.Ct. 906, 157 
L.Ed.2d 867 (2004) (observing that “[c]ourts, 
including this Court, it is true, have been less 
than meticulous” in their use of the term). 


 
[6] In Dubai Petroleum Co. v. Kazi, 12 S.W.3d 71, 76 
(Tex.2000) (quoting RESTATEMENT (SECOND) 
OF JUDGMENTS § 12 cmt. b. at 118 (1982)), we 
observed that “ ‘[t]he classification of a matter as one 
of jurisdiction ... opens the way to making judgments 
vulnerable to delayed attack for a variety of irregular-
ities that perhaps better ought to be sealed in a judg-
ment.’ ” Thus, “[a]lthough Mingus represented the 
dominant approach when it was decided, ‘the modern 
direction of policy is to reduce the vulnerability of 
final judgments to attack on the ground that the tri-
bunal lacked subject matter jurisdiction.’ ” Dubai, 12 
S.W.3d at 76 (quoting RESTATEMENT (SECOND) 
OF JUDGMENTSS § 11 cmt. e. at 113). We overruled 
Mingus “to the extent that it characterized the plain-
tiff's failure to establish a statutory prerequisite as 
jurisdictional.” Id. Instead, we held that “ ‘[t]he right 
of a plaintiff to maintain a suit, while frequently 


treated as going to the question of jurisdiction, has 
been said to go in reality to the right of the plaintiff to 
relief rather than to the jurisdiction of the court to 
afford it.’ ” Id. at 76-77 (quoting 21 C.J.S. Courts § 16, 
at 23 (1990)). 
 
Since Dubai, we have been “reluctant to conclude that 
a provision is jurisdictional, absent clear legislative 
intent to that effect.” City of DeSoto v. White, 288 
S.W.3d 389, 393 (Tex.2009). We have held that the 
Payday Law's 180-day period for filing a wage claim, 
though “a mandatory condition to pursuing the ad-
ministrative cause *307 of action,” was “not ... a bar to 
... [the] exercise of jurisdiction”; that the Tort Claims 
Act's notice provision was “a complete defense to suit 
but [did] not deprive the court of subject matter juris-
diction”; that the failure to comply with dismissal 
dates in parental rights termination cases did not de-
prive trial courts of jurisdiction; that the noncom-
pliance with a mandatory notice requirement in the 
Fire Fighter and Police Officer Civil Service Act did 
not divest a hearing examiner of jurisdiction over an 
appeal; and that the statutory requirement that a con-
demnor and a property owner be “unable to agree” on 
damages was not jurisdictional but that a failure to 
satisfy the requirement would result in abatement. City 
of DeSoto, 288 S.W.3d at 398; In re Dep't of Family & 
Protective Servs., 273 S.W.3d 637, 644 (Tex.2009); 
Igal v. Brightstar Info. Tech. Group, Inc., 250 S.W.3d 
78, 86 (Tex.2008); Loutzenhiser, 140 S.W.3d at 354; 
Hubenak v. San Jacinto Gas Transmission Co., 141 
S.W.3d 172, 191 (Tex.2004). 
 
[7][8][9] We have been careful to emphasize, how-
ever, that a statutory requirement commanding action, 
even if not jurisdictional, remains mandatory. Lout-
zenhiser, 140 S.W.3d at 359 (“The failure of a 
non-jurisdictional requirement mandated by statute 
may result in the loss of a claim, but that failure must 
be timely asserted and compliance can be waived.”). 
And some requirements, such as a timely notice of 
appeal, remain jurisdictional. See In the Interest of 
K.A.F., 160 S.W.3d 923, 928 (Tex.2005); accord 
Bowles v. Russell, 551 U.S. 205, 213, 127 S.Ct. 2360, 
168 L.Ed.2d 96 (2007) (concluding that party's “fail-
ure to file his notice of appeal in accordance with the 
statute therefore deprived the Court of Appeals of 
jurisdiction”). Moreover, when elements of a statutory 
claim involve “the jurisdictional inquiry of sovereign 
immunity from suit,” those elements can be relevant to 
both jurisdiction and liability. State v. Lueck, 290 
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S.W.3d 876, 883 (Tex.2009). 
 
But we have never revisited our statement in 
Schroeder, even though courts have questioned 
whether Schroeder remains the law after Dubai. See, 
e.g., Ramirez v. DRC Distribs., Ltd., 216 S.W.3d 917, 
921 n. 8 (Tex.App.-Corpus Christi 2007, pet. denied) 
(noting that “[a]lthough the Texas Supreme Court held 
in Schroeder v. Texas Iron Works ... that exhaustion of 
the TCHRA's administrative remedies is mandatory 
and jurisdictional, several courts of appeals have 
questioned whether its decision in Dubai Petroleum 
Co. v. Kazi indicated a retreat from this position”) 
(collecting cases). Most recently, although we ob-
served that “in the past we have described a statutory 
time limitation in the Commission on Human Rights 
Act as ‘mandatory and jurisdictional,’ ” we stated only 
that “those cases predate Dubai and dealt with a dif-
ferent statutory scheme than presented here.” Igal, 250 
S.W.3d at 83 n. 5 (quoting Schroeder, 813 S.W.2d at 
486). 
 
[10][11] Today we reexamine whether section 
21.256's time limit is jurisdictional. We begin with the 
statutory language, presuming “that the Legislature 
did not intend to make the [provision] jurisdictional; a 
presumption overcome only by clear legislative intent 
to the contrary.” City of DeSoto, 288 S.W.3d at 394. 
The statute provides that an action “may not be 
brought ... later than the second anniversary of the date 
the complaint relating to the action is filed.” TEX. 
LAB. CODE § 21.256. The Legislature titled the 
provision “Statute of Limitations,” id., and while such 
a heading cannot limit or expand the statute's meaning, 
TEX. GOV'T CODE § 311.024, the heading “gives 
some indication of the Legislature's intent,” *308 
Loutzenhiser, 140 S.W.3d at 361; see also Zipes v. 
Trans World Airlines, Inc., 455 U.S. 385, 394, 102 
S.Ct. 1127, 71 L.Ed.2d 234 (1982) (noting that legis-
lative history indicated that Title VII filing deadline 
was intended to operate as a statute of limitations 
rather than jurisdictional requirement). We too have 
characterized the deadline as a statute of limitations, 
calling it a “limitation period” and noting that “[t]he 
statute of limitations for such action runs from the date 
of filing the complaint with the Commission.” 
Schroeder, 813 S.W.2d at 487 n. 10. In Schroeder, a 
case that dealt primarily with “whether exhaustion of 
administrative remedies is a prerequisite to bringing a 
civil action for age discrimination in employment,” 
the legal character of the section 21.256 deadline was 


not at issue. Schroeder, 813 S.W.2d at 484; accord 
Zipes, 455 U.S. at 395, 102 S.Ct. 1127 (stating that 
“[a]lthough our cases contain scattered references to 
the timely-filing requirement as jurisdictional, the 
legal character of the requirement was not at issue in 
those cases, and as or more often in the same or other 
cases, we have referred to the provision as a limita-
tions statute”). While the phrase “may not be brought” 
makes the provision mandatory, see TEX. GOV'T 
CODE § 311.016(5), the statute does not indicate that 
the provision is jurisdictional or that the consequence 
of noncompliance is dismissal. City of DeSoto, 288 
S.W.3d at 396 (observing that statute did not contain 
explicit language indicating that requirement was 
jurisdictional nor did it provide a consequence for 
noncompliance); accord Igal, 250 S.W.3d at 84 (not-
ing that statutory language did not indicate that statute 
was intended to address jurisdiction, as it merely 
“establish[ed] a procedural bar similar to a statute of 
limitations and does not prescribe the boundaries of 
jurisdiction”); see also Zipes, 455 U.S. at 394, 102 
S.Ct. 1127 (noting that statutory time period for filing 
EEOC claim under Title VII “does not speak in juris-
dictional terms or refer in any way to the jurisdiction 
of the district courts”). 
 
[12][13] Our procedural rules, which have the force 
and effect of statutes, and our cases classify limita-
tions as an affirmative defense. TEX.R. CIV. P. 94; In 
re City of Georgetown, 53 S.W.3d 328, 332 
(Tex.2001); see also Day v. McDonough, 547 U.S. 
198, 205, 126 S.Ct. 1675, 164 L.Ed.2d 376 (2006) (“A 
statute of limitations defense ... is not ‘jurisdictional,’ 
hence courts are under no obligation to raise the time 
bar sua sponte.”). While the Legislature could make 
the Labor Code filing deadlines jurisdictional, as it has 
in cases involving statutory requirements relating to 
governmental entities, see TEX. GOV'T CODE § 
311.034 (providing that “statutory prerequisites to a 
suit, including the provision of notice, are jurisdic-
tional requirements in all suits against a governmental 
entity”), it has not done so here. 
 
[14] We also consider the statute's purpose. See 
Loutzenhiser, 140 S.W.3d at 360; Helena Chem. Co. 
v. Wilkins, 47 S.W.3d 486, 494 (Tex.2001). The 
TCHRA was enacted to “provide for the execution of 
the policies of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964.” TEX. LAB. CODE § 21.001(1). It is “modeled 
after federal civil rights law,” NME Hosps., Inc. v. 
Rennels, 994 S.W.2d 142, 144 (Tex.1999), and “[o]ne 
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of the primary goals of the statute is to coordinate state 
law with federal law in the area of employment dis-
crimination,” Vielma v. Eureka Co., 218 F.3d 458, 462 
(5th Cir.2000). Thus, “analogous federal statutes and 
the cases interpreting them guide our reading of the 
TCHRA.” Quantum Chem. Corp. v. Toennies, 47 
S.W.3d 473, 476 (Tex.2001) 
 
The United States Supreme Court has consistently 
construed Title VII's requirements as mandatory but 
not jurisdictional. *309 See Arbaugh v. Y & H Corp., 
546 U.S. 500, 516, 126 S.Ct. 1235, 163 L.Ed.2d 1097 
(2006); Zipes, 455 U.S. at 393, 102 S.Ct. 1127; see 
also Irwin v. Dep't of Veterans Affairs, 498 U.S. 89, 
95-96, 111 S.Ct. 453, 112 L.Ed.2d 435 (1990) (hold-
ing that equitable tolling applied to Title VII suit 
against federal employer); Crown, Cork & Seal Co., 
Inc. v. Parker, 462 U.S. 345, 349 n. 3, 103 S.Ct. 2392, 
76 L.Ed.2d 628 (1983) (rejecting argument that time 
period was jurisdictional and holding that filing of 
class action tolled limitations under Title VII). In 
Zipes, 455 U.S. at 393, 102 S.Ct. 1127, the Court held 
that the timely filing of an employment discrimination 
complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission was not a jurisdictional prerequisite to 
suit under Title VII, a conclusion compelled by “[t]he 
structure of Title VII, the congressional policy un-
derlying it, and the reasoning of [the Court's] cases.” 
In a later case, the Court decided that Title VII's 
15-employee minimum was an element of the claim, 
rather than a jurisdictional prerequisite. Arbaugh, 546 
U.S. at 516, 126 S.Ct. 1235. In reaching that conclu-
sion, the Court adopted a “readily administrable bright 
line” rule: 
 


If the Legislature clearly states that a threshold li-
mitation on a statute's scope shall count as jurisdic-
tional, then courts and litigants will be duly in-
structed and will not be left to wrestle with the is-
sue.... But when Congress does not rank a statutory 
limitation on coverage as jurisdictional, courts 
should treat the restriction as nonjurisdictional in 
character. 


 
 Id. at 515-16, 126 S.Ct. 1235 (footnote omitted). This 
is not unlike our own post-Dubai approach: we have 
been “reluctant to conclude that a provision is juris-
dictional, absent clear legislative intent to that effect.” 
City of DeSoto, 288 S.W.3d at 393. 
 
Although the Supreme Court has not addressed 


whether the time period for filing suit under Title VII 
is jurisdictional, every federal circuit that has consi-
dered the issue has held that it is not. See Seitzinger v. 
Reading Hosp. & Med. Ctr., 165 F.3d 236, 239-40 (3d 
Cir.1999); Smith-Haynie v. D.C., 155 F.3d 575, 579 
(D.C.Cir.1998); Truitt v. County of Wayne, 148 F.3d 
644, 646 (6th Cir.1998) (“Although Zipes dealt only 
with the time limit for filing charges of discrimination 
with the EEOC, its logic has been extended to the 
ninety-day time limit for filing suit in the district court 
after receipt of a right-to-sue letter.”) (citations omit-
ted); Goldsmith v. City of Atmore, 996 F.2d 1155, 
1161 (11th Cir.1993); Scheerer v. Rose State Coll., 
950 F.2d 661, 665 (10th Cir.1991); Hill v. John Chezik 
Imps., 869 F.2d 1122, 1124 (8th Cir.1989); Valenzuela 
v. Kraft, Inc., 801 F.2d 1170, 1174 (9th Cir.1986) 
(concluding that Supreme Court precedent “firmly 
establish[es] that the 90-day filing period is a statute of 
limitations subject to equitable tolling in appropriate 
circumstances”); Espinoza v. Mo. Pac. R.R. Co., 754 
F.2d 1247, 1248 n. 1 (5th Cir.1985); Brown v. J.I. 
Case Co., 756 F.2d 48, 50 (7th Cir.1985); Johnson v. 
Al Tech Specialties Steel Corp., 731 F.2d 143, 146 (2d 
Cir.1984) (noting that “[t]he Supreme Court ... has 
evinced a policy of treating Title VII time limits not as 
jurisdictional predicates, but as limitations periods 
subject to equitable tolling”); see also Baldwin County 
Welcome Ctr. v. Brown, 466 U.S. 147, 151-52, 104 
S.Ct. 1723, 80 L.Ed.2d 196 (1984) (holding that 
plaintiff had not shown herself entitled to equitable 
tolling of filing deadline, but not rejecting equitable 
tolling as inapplicable to that deadline). 
 
[15] We also consider the consequences that result 
from each interpretation. Helena Chem., 47 S.W.3d at 
495. A judgment is void if rendered by a court without 
subject matter jurisdiction. *310Mapco, Inc. v. For-
rest, 795 S.W.2d 700, 703 (Tex.1990). If TCHRA's 
limitations period were jurisdictional, trial courts that 
have denied summary judgment motions based on the 
failure to satisfy that requirement would forever have 
their judgments open to reconsideration. Conversely, 
those courts that granted such motions would have had 
no power to do so, nor would appellate courts have 
had the power to affirm the judgments. See, e.g., Vu v. 
ExxonMobil Corp., 98 S.W.3d 318, 321 
(Tex.App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 2003, pet. denied) 
(affirming summary judgment because TCHRA suit 
not filed until more than two years after charge of 
discrimination); see also Zipes, 455 U.S. at 397, 102 
S.Ct. 1127 (observing that, if the timely filing re-
quirement were jurisdictional, “the District Courts in 
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Franks [v. Bowman Transp. Co., 424 U.S. 747, 96 
S.Ct. 1251, 47 L.Ed.2d 444 (1976),] and Albemarle 
Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405 [95 S.Ct. 2362, 45 
L.Ed.2d 280] (1975), would have been without juris-
diction to adjudicate the claims of those who had not 
filed as well as without jurisdiction to award them 
seniority,” but “[w]e did not so hold”). It is preferable 
to “avoid a result that leaves the decisions and judg-
ments of [a tribunal] in limbo and subject to future 
attack, unless that was the Legislature's clear intent.” 
City of DeSoto, 288 S.W.3d at 394. 
 
[16] In keeping with the statute's language, Dubai and 
subsequent cases, as well as the purposes behind 
TCHRA and federal interpretations of Title VII, we 
conclude that the two-year period for filing suit is 
mandatory but not jurisdictional, and we overrule 
Schroeder to the extent it held otherwise. 
 
II. Does the tolling statute, Tex. Civ. Prac. & 
Rem.Code § 16.064, apply to a TCHRA claim? 
 
In pertinent part, section 16.064 provides: 
 


The period between the date of filing an action in a 
trial court and the date of a second filing of the same 
action in a different court suspends the running of 
the applicable statute of limitations for the period if: 


 
(1) because of lack of jurisdiction in the trial court 
where the action was first filed, the action is dis-
missed or the judgment is set aside or annulled in a 
direct proceeding; and 


 
(2) not later than the 60th day after the date the 
dismissal or other disposition becomes final, the 
action is commenced in a court of proper jurisdic-
tion. 


 
TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE § 16.064(a). 
 
USAA contends that, even if the limitations period is 
not jurisdictional, the tolling statute does not apply, 
citing a string of cases holding generally that section 
16.064 does not apply to special statutory proceed-
ings. See, e.g., Heart Hosp. IV, L.P. v. King, 116 
S.W.3d 831, 836 (Tex.App.-Austin 2003, pet. denied); 
Argonaut Sw. Ins. Co. v. Walker, 64 S.W.3d 654, 657 
(Tex.App.-Texarkana 2001, pet. denied); Gutierrez v. 
Lee, 812 S.W.2d 388, 392 (Tex.App.-Austin 1991, 


writ denied); Castillo v. Allied Ins. Co., 537 S.W.2d 
486, 487 (Tex.Civ.App.-Amarillo 1976, writ ref'd 
n.r.e.); Pan Am. Fire & Cas. Co. v. Rowlett, 479 
S.W.2d 782, 783 (Tex.Civ.App.-Eastland 1972, writ 
ref'd n.r.e.); Braden v. Transp. Ins. Co., 307 S.W.2d 
655, 656 (Tex.Civ.App.-Dallas 1957, no writ); Lea-
don v. Truck Ins. Exch., 253 S.W.2d 903, 905 
(Tex.Civ.App.-Galveston 1952, no writ); Bear v. 
Donna Indep. School Dist., 85 S.W.2d 797, 799 
(Tex.Civ.App.-San Antonio 1935, writ dism'd w.o.j.). 
 
But there are at least three problems with this ap-
proach. First, we have never *311 endorsed the theory 
that section 16.064 is inapplicable to causes of action 
created by statute. All of those decisions were from 
our courts of appeals, and most predate Dubai. 
Second, those cases are based on the Mingus rationale, 
overruled in Dubai, that a “dichotomy [exists] be-
tween common-law and statutory actions,” with 
mandatory statutory provisions also being jurisdic-
tional. Dubai, 12 S.W.3d at 76. Post- Dubai, we have 
rejected such a distinction, adopting instead “an ap-
proach to jurisdictional questions designed to streng-
then finality and reduce the possibility of delayed 
attacks on judgments, regardless of whether the claim 
was anchored in common law or was a special-
ly-created statutory action.” City of DeSoto, 288 
S.W.3d at 394 (emphasis added). 
 
[17][18] Third, the argument conflates equitable tol-
ling with statutory tolling. The former is a 
court-created doctrine, see e.g., Taliani v. Chrans, 189 
F.3d 597, 597 (7th Cir.1999) (noting that “equitable 
tolling [is] the judge-made doctrine ... that excuses a 
timely filing when the plaintiff could not, despite the 
exercise of reasonable diligence, have discovered all 
the information he needed in order to be able to file his 
claim on time”), that may not apply if a statutory 
requirement is deemed jurisdictional, see Zipes, 455 
U.S. at 393, 102 S.Ct. 1127 (holding that “filing a 
timely charge of discrimination with the EEOC is not 
a jurisdictional prerequisite to suit, ... but a require-
ment that, like a statute of limitations, is subject to 
waiver, estoppel, and equitable tolling”). The latter is 
a legislative dictate that limitations be tolled for “any 
action” filed in the wrong court. See Act approved 
Apr. 27, 1931, 42d Leg., R.S., ch. 81, 1931 Tex. Gen. 
Laws 124, 124, current version at TEX. CIV. PRAC. 
& REM.CODE § 16.064 (emphasis added). 
 
[19] Here we must construe two statutes-one that 
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creates a limitations period and a second that tolls it. 
There is no reason, absent clear legislative intent, that 
we should not harmonize the two. See La Sara Grain 
Co. v. First Nat'l Bank, 673 S.W.2d 558, 565 
(Tex.1984) (“Generally, courts are to construe statutes 
so as to harmonize with other relevant laws, if possi-
ble.”). Had the Legislature wanted to prohibit statu-
tory tolling, it could have done so, but TCHRA is 
devoid of any such indication. Cf. TEX. CIV. PRAC. 
& REM.CODE § 74.251(a) (creating limitations pe-
riod that applies “[n]otwithstanding any other law”); 
Liggett v. Blocher, 849 S.W.2d 846, 850 
(Tex.App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 1993, no writ) (holding 
that “notwithstanding any other law” meant that sta-
tutory tolling provision did not apply to health care 
liability claims). Thus, absent language indicating that 
section 16.064 was not intended to apply to TCHRA 
claims, the statute of limitations is tolled for those 
cases falling within section 16.064's savings provi-
sion. 
 
IV. Was Brite's first suit filed with “intentional 
disregard of proper jurisdiction”? 
 
Section 16.064 will not save a later-filed claim if the 
first action was filed “with intentional disregard of 
proper jurisdiction.” TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM.CODE § 16.064(b). USAA contends that is what 
happened here, while Brite asserts that a jury must 
decide whether he intended to evade jurisdiction, 
given that he vigorously denies doing so. We agree 
with USAA. 
 
Noting “[t]he importance of simplifying Court pro-
cedure,” the Texas Judicial Council in 1930 drafted 
the tolling statute. See SECOND ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE TEXAS CIVIL JUDICIAL COUNCIL TO 
THE GOVERNOR AND SUPREME COURT, Bill 
No. 6, at 10-12 (1930). The Legislature made a single 
change-extending the refiling period from thirty to 
sixty days-and passed the bill. See Act approved Apr. 
27, 1931, 42d *312 Leg., R.S., ch. 81, 1931 Tex. Gen. 
Laws 124, 124, current version at TEX. CIV. PRAC. 
& REM. CODE § 16.064; see also Burford v. Sun Oil 
Co., 186 S.W.2d 306, 310 (Tex.Civ.App.-Austin 
1944, writ ref'd w.o.m.). In its recommendation ac-
companying the bill, the Council noted 
 


[t]hat the wrong court is frequently and in good faith 
chosen by capable lawyers, [as] evidenced by the 
hundreds of cases cited in the annotations upon the 


subject given in Vernon's Annotated Texas Sta-
tutes,-9 pages upon Justice Court, 17 pages upon 
county court and 29 pages upon district court juris-
diction. 


 
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT, at 11. The Council 
explained that the Texas bill was based on a Kentucky 
statute that tolled limitations for actions “commenced 
in due time and in good faith” in a court that lacked 
jurisdiction. Id. (citing CARROLL'S KY. STAT. § 
2545 (1922)). The Council stated that its bill was “like 
that of Kentucky in substance, but ... a definition of 
‘good faith’ [is] supplied.” Id. at 11-12. It is that de-
finition that is at issue here. 
 
[20] As we noted in Brite I, “[t]he jurisdictional statute 
for county courts at law values the matter in contro-
versy on the amount of damages ‘alleged’ by the 
plaintiff....” Brite I, 215 S.W.3d at 402-03 (quoting 
TEX. GOV'T CODE § 25.0003(c)(1)). Here, Brite's 
petition omitted the statement required by our 
rules-that the “damages sought are within the juris-
dictional limits of the court,” TEX.R. CIV. P. 
47(b)-and instead pleaded only that his damages ex-
ceeded $500. Brite has never contended that he was 
unaware of or confused about the county court's ju-
risdictional limitation. See, e.g., Clary Corp. v. Smith, 
949 S.W.2d 452, 461 (Tex.App.-Fort Worth 1997, pet. 
denied) (noting that 16.064 did not apply because 
“there [was] no evidence of mistake here,” as plain-
tiffs “have neither alleged nor presented evidence that 
they were unaware of the trial court's amount in con-
troversy limits”). While such confusion would be 
understandable, as other statutory county courts (even 
those in one county adjacent to Bexar County) FN10 
have no such restriction, he instead argued that “the 
amount in controversy should not be calculated by the 
damages originally sued for, but instead by the amount 
of damages that, more likely than not, the plaintiff 
would recover.” Brite I, 215 S.W.3d at 402. We re-
jected that argument, concluding that “[t]he amount in 
controversy in this case exceeded $100,000 at the time 
Brite filed suit.” Id. at 403. 
 


FN10. See TEX. GOV'T CODE § 25.1322(a) 
(providing that county courts at law in Ken-
dall County have concurrent jurisdiction with 
the district court); see also TEXAS AL-
MANAC 2010-11, at 221, 306. 


 
The parties disagree about the proper standard for 
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intentional disregard under the tolling statute, which 
requires that USAA “show[ ] in abatement that the 
first filing was made with intentional disregard of 
proper jurisdiction.” TEX. CIV. PRAC. & 
REM.CODE § 16.064(b). Brite contends that intent is 
always a fact issue, inappropriate for resolution on 
summary judgment, while USAA asserts it has met its 
burden through circumstantial evidence of Brite's 
intent and that Brite is charged with knowledge of the 
law. We have never before addressed this issue. 
 
[21] We agree, in part, with USAA. Once an adverse 
party has moved for relief under the “intentional dis-
regard” provision, the nonmovant must show that he 
did not intentionally disregard proper jurisdiction 
when filing the case. As it is the nonmovant who has 
this information, he should bear the burden of pro-
ducing it. Cf. *313Brown v. Shores, 77 S.W.3d 884, 
889 (Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 2002, no pet.) 
(Brister, J., concurring) (noting that, because “dili-
gent-service question focuses almost entirely on the 
efforts and thoughts of plaintiff's counsel, so the initial 
burden of presenting evidence should rest there, too”; 
“[o]therwise, every one of these numerous cases will 
begin with the defendant sending a notice to depose 
plaintiff's counsel and a subpoena for all files”). 
 
[22] We disagree, however, that a plaintiff's mistake 
about the court's jurisdiction would never satisfy the 
requirement. Section 16.064's intent standard is simi-
lar to that required for setting aside a default judg-
ment, see Craddock v. Sunshine Bus Lines, Inc., 134 
Tex. 388, 133 S.W.2d 124, 126 (1939) (requiring new 
trial if defendant proves three elements, the first of 
which is that default was neither intentional nor due to 
conscious indifference), and we have held that a mis-
take of law may be a sufficient excuse, Bank One, 
Tex., N.A. v. Moody, 830 S.W.2d 81, 84 (Tex.1992). 
Moreover, section 16.064 was drafted precisely be-
cause “capable lawyers” often make “good faith” 
mistakes about the jurisdiction of Texas courts. See 
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT, at 11; see also CIT-
IZENS' COMMISSION ON THE TEXAS JUDICIAL 
SYSTEM, REPORT AND RECOMMENDA-
TIONS-INTO THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY, at 
17 (1993) (“No one person understands or can hope to 
understand all the nuances and intricacies of Texas' 
thousands of trial courts.”). 
 
[23] But while the tolling statute protects plaintiffs 
who mistakenly file suit in a forum that lacks juris-


diction, it does not apply to a strategic decision to seek 
relief from such a court-which is what happened here. 
Hotvedt v. Schlumberger, Ltd. (N.V.), 942 F.2d 294, 
297 (5th Cir.1991) (refusing to apply section 16.064 
because “[i]t is clear ... that errors in [an attorney's] 
tactical decisions were not meant to be remedied by 
the savings statute”); Clary, 949 S.W.2d at 461 
(holding that “[s]ection 16.064 was not intended to 
remedy ... tactical decisions”); see also Brite I, 161 
S.W.3d at 586 (Duncan, J., dissenting) (noting that 
“the record, taken as a whole, establishes that Brite's 
trial attorney filed the Original Petition with full 
knowledge that Brite sought far more than $100,000 in 
actual damages and purposefully drafted the Original 
Petition to conceal that fact by omitting the statement 
required by Rule 47(b)”). Because Brite unquestion-
ably sought damages in excess of the county court at 
law's jurisdiction, it matters not that he subjectively 
anticipated a verdict within the jurisdictional limits. 
For that reason, limitations was not tolled. His second 
suit, filed long after the expiration of the two year 
statute, is therefore barred. 
 
V. Is USAA entitled to mandamus relief? 
 
[24] Finally, we must decide whether mandamus relief 
is appropriate. Deciding whether the benefits of 
mandamus outweigh the detriments requires us to 
weigh public and private interests, recognizing 
that-rather than categorical determinations-“the ade-
quacy of an appeal depends on the facts involved in 
each case.” In re McAllen Med. Ctr., Inc., 275 S.W.3d 
458, 469 (Tex.2008); In re The Prudential Ins. Co. of 
Am., 148 S.W.3d 124, 136-37 (Tex.2004). 
 
In CSR Ltd. v. Link, 925 S.W.2d 591, 596-97 
(Tex.1996), we conditionally granted mandamus re-
lief ordering the trial court to grant CSR's special 
appearance in a toxic tort case. We held that “ex-
traordinary circumstances” (namely the enormous 
number of potential claimants and the most efficient 
use of the state's judicial resources) warranted ex-
traordinary relief, even though it was typically un-
available for the denial of a special appearance. 
*314    CSR, 925 S.W.2d at 596; see also Canadian 
Helicopters Ltd. v. Wittig, 876 S.W.2d 304, 308-09 
(Tex.1994). 
 
[25][26] And although “mandamus is generally un-
available when a trial court denies summary judgment, 
no matter how meritorious the motion,” that rule is 
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based in part on the fact that “trying a case in which 
summary judgment would have been appropriate does 
not mean the case will have to be tried twice”-a justi-
fication not applicable here. In re McAllen Med. Ctr., 
275 S.W.3d at 465-66. USAA has already endured one 
trial in a forum that lacked jurisdiction (and then a 
subsequent appeal to the court of appeals and this 
Court) and is facing a second trial on a claim that we 
have just held to be barred by limitations. Two wasted 
trials are not “[t]he most efficient use of the state's 
judicial resources.” CSR, 925 S.W.2d at 596; cf. In re 
McAllen Med. Ctr., 275 S.W.3d at 466. Denying 
mandamus relief here would thwart the legislative 
intent that non-tolled TCHRA claims be brought 
within two years (as well as the tolling provision's 
inapplicability to suits filed with intentional disregard 
of proper jurisdiction), and we should not “frustrate 
th[at] purpose[ ] by a too-strict application of our own 
procedural devices.” In re McAllen Med. Ctr., 275 
S.W.3d at 467. 
 
Because the extraordinary circumstances presented 
here merit extraordinary relief, we conditionally grant 
the writ and direct the trial court to grant USAA's 
motion for summary judgment. We are confident the 
trial court will comply, and our writ will issue only if it 
does not. 
 
Justice JOHNSON did not participate in the decision. 
Tex.,2010. 
In re United Services Auto. Ass'n 
307 S.W.3d 299, 108 Fair Empl.Prac.Cas. (BNA) 
1626, 53 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 485 
 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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SYNOPSIS 
 
After the claims committee for the Department of Trans-
portation denied public contractor's claim for damages 
attributable to delays in contract for construction of portion 
of interstate highway, public contractor brought action 
against the DOT for breach of contract. The trial court 
entered judgment in favor of public contractor. Appeal was 
taken. The Superior Court, Appellate Division, affirmed in 
part and reversed in part. Public contractor and the DOT 
appealed. The Supreme Court, O'Hern, J., held that: (1) 
sufficient factual basis existed to sustain the trial court's 
finding that the State's nondisclosure of material facts 
constituted misrepresentation of site conditions for which 
recovery could be allowed; (2) public contractor's claims 
for damages attributed to delays in utility relocation were 
precluded by terms of contract; and (3) public contractor 
was not entitled to prejudgment interest. 
 
Judgment of the Appellate Division affirmed. 
 


West Headnotes 
 
[1] Highways 200 113(4) 
 
200 Highways 
      200VII Construction, Improvement, and Repair 
            200k111 Work of Construction or Repair 
                200k113 Contracts 
                      200k113(4) k. Performance of Contract and 
Payment of Compensation. Most Cited Cases  
Sufficient factual basis existed to sustain the trial court's 
finding that the State's nondisclosure of material facts 
relating to contract for construction of portion of interstate 


highway constituted misrepresentation of site conditions 
so as to permit public contractor to recover for delay at-
tributable to unexpectedly wet site conditions; the State 
failed to disclose letter indicating that working conditions 
at the site would impose unusual difficulties. N.J.S.A. 
59:13-1 to 59:13-10. 
 
[2] States 360 104 
 
360 States 
      360III Property, Contracts, and Liabilities 
            360k104 k. Construction and Operation of Con-
tracts. Most Cited Cases  
When the State actually makes false representations in its 
contract documents that are more than gratuitous and 
amount to positive averments of site conditions, it will 
remain liable to the public contractor despite general ex-
culpatory clause in the contract; in some cases, actual 
concealment of information may be considered false fac-
tual representation, but, inferential conclusions from con-
tract documents shall not be considered false factual re-
presentations in the face of sufficiently clear and unam-
biguous disclaimers of liability by the State. N.J.S.A. 
59:13-1 to 59:13-10. 
 
[3] Highways 200 113(4) 
 
200 Highways 
      200VII Construction, Improvement, and Repair 
            200k111 Work of Construction or Repair 
                200k113 Contracts 
                      200k113(4) k. Performance of Contract and 
Payment of Compensation. Most Cited Cases  
Public contractor's claims for damages attributed to delays 
in utility relocation were precluded by language of dis-
claimer clause in contract for construction of portion of 
interstate highway; the State was not required to ascertain, 
before start of the work, that the utilities had all the parts, 
materials, and supplies necessary to do the job, as well as 
sufficient crews available to perform the work tasks, and 
the State was not required to ensure that utilities adhere to 
and comply with agreed timetable for their work. N.J.S.A. 
59:13-1 to 59:13-10. 
 
[4] States 360 171 
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360 States 
      360V Claims Against State 
            360k171 k. Interest. Most Cited Cases  
Public contractor was not entitled to prejudgment interest 
on damages awarded for the State's breach of express 
contract for construction of portion of interstate highway; 
the Contractual Liability Act precludes the award of pre-
judgment interest for claims against public entities, and 
thus, public contractor did not have vested right to pre-
judgment interest. N.J.S.A. 59:13-3. 
**1330 *540 Kevin E. Rittenberry, Deputy Atty. Gen., for 
defendant-appellant and cross-respondent (W. Cary Ed-
wards, Atty. Gen., attorney; James J. Ciancia, Asst. Atty. 
Gen., of counsel). 
 
*541 Herbert C. Klein, Clifton, for plaintiff-respondent 
and cross-appellant (Klein, Chapman,**1331 Greenburg, 
Henkoff & Siegel, attorneys; Leonard A. Peduto, Jr., on the 
brief). 
 
Peter J. Smith and Joseph C. Amann, Roseland, submitted 
a brief on behalf of amicus curiae Const. Industry Ad-
vancement Program of New Jersey (Connell, Foley & 
Geiser, attorneys; Mark L. Fleder, of counsel). 
 
Kevin E. Rittenberry, Deputy Attorney General, argued the 
cause for appellant and cross-respondent (W. Cary Ed-
wards, Attorney General of New Jersey, attorney; James J. 
Ciancia, Assistant Attorney General, of counsel).Herbert 
C. Klein argued the cause for respondent and 
cross-appellant (Klein, Chapman, Greenburg, Henkoff & 
Siegel, attorneys; Leonard A. Peduto, Jr., on the 
brief).Peter J. Smith and Joseph C. Amann submitted a 
brief on behalf of amicus curiae Construction Industry 
Advancement Program of New Jersey (Connell, Foley & 
Geiser, attorneys; Mark L. Fleder, of counsel). 
 
The opinion of the Court was delivered by 
O'HERN, J. 
 
We granted certification, 105 N.J. 517, 523 A.2d 162 
(1986), primarily to consider the respective contentions of 
the State and a public contractor that the decision below so 
far departed from settled legal principles as to call for 
exercise of our appellate supervision. The State contends 
that the Appellate Division judgment, allowing damages to 
the contractor for delay attributable to unexpectedly wet 


site conditions, erred in two respects: (1) it allowed re-
covery on a theory of “implied warranty” specifically 
precluded by the New Jersey Contractual Liability Act, 
N.J.S.A. 59:13-1 to -10; and (2) it refused to give effect to 
the “no damage for delay” provisions of the contract that 
specifically disclaimed liability for delays caused by dif-
fering site conditions, thereby conflicting with three recent 
reported decisions of the Appellate Division. The con-
tractor contends that the Appellate Division erred in giving 
force and effect to one aspect of the “no damage for delay” 
provision when it refused to allow damages for delay oc-
casioned by the work of other contractors that hindered the 
plaintiff's performance. 
 
We find that there is a sufficient factual basis to sustain the 
trial court's finding that the State's nondisclosure of ma-
terial facts constituted a misrepresentation of site condi-
tions for which recovery may be allowed. The general 
exculpatory clauses of the contract disclaiming responsi-
bility for differing site conditions do not apply in the face 
of such a finding. We note, however, that had the plaintiff's 
claim been premised only *542 on its conclusion that dry 
working conditions were implicit in the contract specifi-
cations, recovery would have been precluded by the spe-
cific disclaimers of State responsibility for site conditions. 
There is a critical distinction between a claim based on the 
State's implying that conditions would be dry and a claim 
founded on the State's withholding information that con-
ditions would be wet. 
 
We also find that claims for damages attributed to delays in 
utility relocation were precluded by the terms of the con-
tract. Hence, we affirm the judgment of the Appellate 
Division, which disallowed $240,768 in contract extras for 
the utility delays sought by plaintiff, but did allow recovery 
of $1,243,861 for the misrepresentation of site conditions. 
 


I. 
 
We shall state only the facts relevant to the issues that we 
address. The case involves a substantial contract for a 
small section of Interstate Route 78 as it passes through the 
heavily built-up areas of Union County in Springfield, 
New Jersey. It involves 1.4 miles of construction where the 
new multi-lane super-highway is cut under two heavily 
traveled local roads, Vaux Hall Road and Burnett Avenue. 
The contract has this added feature: it involves a joint 
venture. Generally, this plaintiff was to do such tasks as 
site clearance, underground and roadway work; the other 
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contractor, Ell-Dorer Contracting Co., was to do the bridge 
construction. 
 
At the work site, the south side of the road is bordered by 
single-family dwellings, the north side by mixed uses, 
primarily residential but including a large commercial 
development with paved parking areas. The reader should 
try to visualize an east-west cut within this built-up area 
with an existing downward slope to the west. The plan was 
to move extra soil from the east end of the project to the 
west end, to provide drainage both along and across the 
roadway, to bridge the super-highway for the two local 
roads, to finish the grade, and to pave the *543 divided 
super-highway. Obviously, such a contract is vastly more 
complex than this description, given here only to provide a 
background for the dispute. 
 
**1332 The contract was awarded on October 31, 1972, 
for a bid price of $9,337,584.45. Plaintiff and Ell-Dorer 
commenced work on November 8, 1972. The contract 
called for completion by November 15, 1974. The contract 
was not completed until June 11, 1976. 
 
According to plaintiff's witnesses, the job was plagued 
from the start by poor working conditions. The project 
foreman said that following the first heavy rain, water 
collected on the site, sometimes leaving the west end fill 
site three to four feet under water. This collection of water 
was attributed to varied site factors to be discussed in detail 
later. It was this watery condition that made the roadway 
excavation material too porous to serve adequately as fill 
material for the bridge embankments and road bed, thereby 
“creat[ing] a problem as far as making [the] fills.” In an 
attempt to drain the area, plaintiff built a temporary ditch 
before beginning construction of the box culvert required 
by the contract plans.FN1 
 


FN1. As to other causes of delay, plaintiff offered 
testimony that the State's failure to provide, in its 
plans and specifications, for sheeting to contain 
the porous fill behind the south wing wall of Vaux 
Hall bridge delayed completion of the bridge for 
three and one-half months from the time it took to 
recognize the problem until the remedy was 
complete. Change orders were approved by the 
State on this aspect of the job. 


 
Plaintiff's experts testified that stripping 9.87 acres an 
average depth of two feet required almost ten times the 


amount of such stripping called for in the contract, and 
took 171 days to complete rather than the three days 
originally allocated to the job. In short, plaintiff contended 
that the State, through the contract process, had misled it 
into believing that it would be working under dry or normal 
working conditions by use of the term “stripping.” 
 
*544 On the utility relocation issue, there was conflicting 
testimony about the degree to which the poor coordination 
of the utilities work hindered the completion of the project. 
Plaintiff contended that the utility delays stalled the project 
for four months. 
 
Both P.T. & L. and the State claimed compensation for the 
delays. The State invoked its liquidated damage clause of 
$300.00 per day.FN2 As noted before, P.T. & L. claimed 
that the delays were caused by the State in that the State 
misrepresented conditions at the site and caused utility 
delays. Although in March 1979, P.T. & L. filed a com-
plaint for breach of contract against the State Department 
of Transportation (because the principles applied are 
equally applicable to the State and DOT, we use the terms 
State and DOT interchangeably), it first submitted its 
claims to the DOT Claims Committee pursuant to the 
terms of the contract.FN3 In July 1979, the parties entered a 
consent order staying proceedings pending the Commit-
tee's decision. The matter was restored to active status 
when the Committee denied relief in January 1980. This 
was also apparently one of the first projects constructed 
under the “Critical Path Method” (CPM) by which com-
puterized work schedules may be adjusted to cope with 
delays, a factor emphasized in the proofs but not essen-
tially relevant to the legal issues we address. We shall first 
discuss the opinion and judgments of the courts below and 
then consider separately the design-deficiency misrepre-
sentation claims and the utility delay claims. 
 


FN2. The State did not petition to review the 
judgment below that disallowed liquidated dam-
ages in this case. 


 
FN3. The issue of waiver of claims limiting P.T. 
& L.'s demand to a specified sum of $1,750,000 
also is not before us. 


 
II. 


 
In an oral opinion, the trial court found the DOT liable for 
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material misrepresentations of conditions at the west end, 
and *545 for utility delays and change orders. Specifically, 
it held that: the eighteen-inch stripping should have been 
labeled as wet excavation; the plans should have called for 
Zone 2 instead of Zone 3 fill material; the DOT's failure to 
inform plaintiff of the absence of drainage in the area was a 
material misrepresentation; the plans should have included 
construction of a cofferdam and a stone base for the cul-
verts; **1333 and finally, DOT's withholding of certain 
information constituted a “misrepresentation if not a 
fraud.” The court found that the material misrepresenta-


tions were not covered by the exculpatory or 
no-damage-for-delay clauses. With respect to the utility 
delays, the court found that the DOT had a duty to coor-
dinate the activities of the utilities and therefore was liable 
for its breach in this regard because the exculpatory clauses 
of the contract covered only delays “within the contem-
plation of the parties.” The trial court awarded plaintiffs 
$1,484,638 in delay damages.FN4 
 


FN4. The award was calculated as follows: 


 
 (1) Cost Overruns  
 Item 8 - Additional expenses  
 incurred in general  
 roadway excavation  
 due to wet conditions $661,200
 Item 10 - Additional expenses  
 incurred in 18 inch  
 average depth  
 stripping 32,032
 Item 14 - Ditch excavation 2,551
 Wage Escalation and Related Cost  
 P.T.&L. 29,750
 Triad 1,800
 Lighting Electric 1,986
 (2) Fixed Daily Cost Damages  
 $1,254 x 465 days of delay 583,110
 (3) Recovery of Liquidated Damages  
 Withheld by DOT  
 $300 per day x 574 172,200
 TOTAL $1,484,629
 (The trial court rounded off the award at $1,484,638.)
 
 
The Appellate Division affirmed the judgment in all re-
spects except one: it upheld the exculpatory clause as “ef-
ficacious in *546 the circumstances of the utility delays.” 
Thus, it disallowed $240,768 of the damage award attri-
butable to those delays.FN5 
 


FN5. The Appellate Division calculated the 
$240,768 figure by reducing the fixed daily cost 
damages by 192 days of utility delay x $1254 per 
day. 


 
In this opinion, we shall not address in detail the essentially 
factual resolution of how the various aspects of DOT's 
actions affected P.T. & L.'s performance. We shall resolve 
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primarily the underlying legal principles and accept the 
findings of fact made by the courts below. 
 


III. 
 
[1] The portion of the trial concerning the west end delay 
issues revolved primarily around four contentions set forth 
in P.T. & L.'s brief: 
 
(1) the Contract item for 18-inch average depth “stripping” 
was improperly designated as such in view of the extensive 
water problem existing in the west end; the work should 
have been described to bidders as “wet excavation”; FN6 
 


FN6. The contract called for two levels of strip-
ping: six-inch and eighteen-inch. The cost over-
runs incurred with respect to the former were in-
cluded in the $661,200; the latter amount was 
$32,032. 


 
(2) the Contract called for the use of Zone 3 fill material, 
excavated from the Project site, in the roadway embank-
ments to be constructed in the west end, thereby clearly 
indicating dry conditions since both the DOT's Standard 
Specifications and accepted engineering practice require 
the use of more porous Zone 2 fill material in or under 
water; 
 
(3) the Contract (P-1, Sheet 18) indicated by way of both a 
pictorial description (i.e., an arrow) and the use of the word 
“flow” that a branch or tributary of the East Rahway River 
which traversed the Project would furnish the drainage 
facilities required for the west end of the Project, when, in 
fact, there was no drainage for the area; and 
 
(4) the Contract did not specify either the construction of a 
cofferdam around the culvert to be built through the west 
end, or the placement of a stone base underneath the cul-
vert, both of which are ordinarily required when a culvert 
is to be built under wet conditions. 
 
These contentions illustrate the inevitable polarity of pub-
lic contracting. 
 
Disputes are inherent in the construction of public works 
projects. A tension exists between the state and the con-
tractor who agrees to build a project. Each *547 party is 
oriented to the contract price, **1334 which is a fixed 


amount reached on the basis of competitive sealed bidding. 
Not only is the contract price fixed, but it is fixed as the 
lowest amount offered by any responsible contractor who 
competitively bid for the project. 
 
The rationale used to justify the practice of awarding the 
contract to the low bidder is that the practice promotes 
price competition among those seeking public works con-
tracts. Although it may promote competition, the practice 
of awarding to the low bidder produces an anomalous 
effect. As a practical matter, awarding the contract to the 
lowest responsible bidder forces both the contractor and 
the state to search intensively for means to protect, if not 
improve, their positions once the contract price is fixed and 
performance is begun. 
 
The parties' abilities to improve their respective positions 
largely depend upon the contractual language that allocates 
cost risks associated with performance. The contractor, 
who has underbid his competitors to win the contract, 
wants to minimize his performance costs. Thus, the con-
tractor interprets the contract language in a manner that 
enables him to render the minimum performance-at the 
lowest cost-that complies with the terms of the contract. 
The state, however, like any owner who hires a contractor, 
is inclined to demand the maximum possible performance. 
 
[Livingston, “Fair Treatment for Contractors Doing 
Business With the State of Maryland,” 15 Univ.Balt.L.Rev. 
215, 226-27 (1986) (footnotes omitted).] 
 
Government is a major contractor in our society. A for-
midable body of state and federal law has developed on the 
subject of differing site conditions as constituting grounds 
for increased compensation to contractors. In essence, the 
four contentions of P.T. & L. reduce to the one argument 
that it encountered unexpectedly wet conditions at the site 
that delayed its work progress. To summarize the four 
contentions: (1) the “18 inches average stripping” item 
should have been described as “wet excavation”; (2) the 
fill material specified was suitable only for “dry condi-
tions”; (3) the drainage arrow on the drawings connoted 
“dry conditions” of work; and (4) the box culvert drawings 
did not specify either a cofferdam or stone base, thus sig-
nifying no “wet conditions.” 
 
First, we must note that the standard State contract does not 
contain a “differing conditions” clause. The federal prac-
tice, however, is often to include a “differing conditions” 
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clause in the contract documents. Notwithstanding, the 
general principles of law applicable to “differing condi-
tions” clauses must be *548 referred to, for they are in-
structive on the policy underlying the law. This policy is 
well set forth by the following: 
 
The starting point of the policy expressed in the changed 
conditions clause is the great risk, for bidders on con-
struction projects, of adverse subsurface conditions: “no 
one can ever know with certainty what will be found dur-
ing subsurface operations.” Kaiser Industries Corp. v. 
United States, * * * 340 F.2d 322, 329 [169 Ct.Cl. 310] 
(Ct.Cl.1965). Whenever dependable information on the 
subsurface is unavailable, bidders will make their own 
borings or, more likely, include in their bids a contingency 
element to cover the risk. Either alternative inflates the 
costs to the Government. The Government therefore often 
makes such borings and provides them for the use of the 
bidders, as part of a contract containing the standard 
changed conditions clause. 
 
Bidders are thereby given information on which they may 
rely in making their bids, and are at the same time prom-
ised an equitable adjustment under the changed conditions 
clause, if subsurface conditions turn out to be materially 
different than those indicated in the logs. The two elements 
work together; the presence of the changed conditions 
clause works to reassure bidder that they may confidently 
rely on the logs and need not include a contingency ele-
ment in their bids. Reliance is affirmatively desired by the 
Government, for if bidders feel they cannot rely, they will 
**1335 revert to the practice of increasing their bids. 
 
The purpose of the changed conditions clause is thus to 
take at least some of the gamble on subsurface conditions 
out of bidding. Bidders need not weigh the cost and ease of 
making their own borings against the risk of encountering 
an adverse subsurface, and they need not consider how 
large a contingency should be added to the bid to cover the 
risk. They will have no windfalls and no disasters. The 
Government benefits from more accurate bidding, without 
inflation for risks which may not eventuate. It pays for 
difficult subsurface work only when it is encountered and 
was not indicated in the logs. 
 
All this is long-standing, deliberately adopted procurement 
policy, expressed in the standard mandatory changed con-
ditions clause and enforced by the courts and the adminis-
trative authorities on many occasions. 


 
[ Foster Constr. C.A. & Williams Bros. Co. v. United 
States, 435 F.2d 873, 887, 193 Ct.Cl. 587 (1970) (empha-
sis added).] 
 
That court's view of the policy is that courts should not 
frustrate it by a too-expansive concept of the bidder's duty 
to investigate. 
 
The difficulty lies in applying these broad policy principles 
to particular cases. The seminal case setting forth the pol-
icy is United States v. Spearin, 248 U.S. 132, 39 S.Ct. 59, 
63 L.Ed. 166 (1918). When the government makes a posi-
tive statement of fact about the character of work to be 
performed, upon which the contractor may reasonably rely, 
it is binding on the *549 government notwithstanding the 
inclusion of exculpatory clauses in the contract. Id. at 
136-37, 39 S.Ct. at 61, 63 L.Ed. at 169-70. The reason: “if 
the contractor is bound to build according to the plans and 
specifications * * *, the contractor will not be responsible 
for the consequences of defects in the plans and specifica-
tions.” Id. at 136, 39 S.Ct. at 61, 63 L.Ed. at 169. More to 
the point is Hollerbach v. United States, 233 U.S. 165, 34 
S.Ct. 553, 58 L.Ed. 898 (1914). There, the Court held in-
applicable a disclaimer as to site conditions where the 
specifications were clear, but false. The government had 
stated that the dam to be repaired was backed by a stone 
compound, not the crib work found by the contractor. The 
court stated that “it would be going quite too far to interpret 
the general language of other paragraphs as requiring in-
dependent investigation of facts which the specifications 
furnished by the government as a basis of the contract left 
in no doubt.” Id. at 172, 34 S.Ct. at 556, 58 L.Ed. at 901. 
 
Contractual provisions shifting liability to the contractor to 
investigate site conditions have been limited, Umpqua 
River Navigation Co. v. Crescent City Harbor, 618 F.2d 
588, 594 (9th Cir.1980), because the “government cannot 
make a contractor the insurer of all government mistakes.” 
Michigan Wisconsin Pipeline Co. v. Williams-McWilliams 
Co., 551 F.2d 945, 953 (5th Cir.1977) (citations omitted). 
Such courts have held that equity bars the public entity 
from gaining a windfall where the contractor reasonably 
relied on the specifications and the error in representation 
was material. D. Federico Co., Inc. v. New Bedford Re-
development Auth., 723 F.2d 122, 125 (1st Cir.1983); 
Umpqua River Navigation Co., supra, 618 F.2d at 594. 
Nevertheless, the contractor must absorb expenses that 
would have been avoided if the contractor had been con-
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scientious in its investigation. D. Federico Co., Inc. v. New 
Bedford Redevelopment Auth., supra, 723 F.2d at 125. 
 
Similar themes have developed in state law. California was 
among the first to imply a warranty of correctness in con-
tract plans and specifications furnished by public bodies. 
See *550Souza & McCue Constr. Co. v. Superior Court of 
San Benito Cty., 57 Cal.2d 508, 370 P.2d 338, 20 Cal.Rptr. 
634 (1962) (citing Gogo v. Los Angeles County Flood 
Control Dist., 45 Cal.App.2d 334, 114 P.2d 65 (1941)). 
However, subsequently in E.H. Morrill Co. v. State, 65 
Cal.2d 787, 423 P.2d 551, 56 Cal.Rptr. 479 (1967), it 
limited the implied warranty to situations in which the state 
makes positive and material representations as to condi-
tions within **1336 the knowledge of the public body, the 
facts about which the bidder is not reasonably able to 
discover for itself. Where statements honestly made are 
neither positive nor specific, but are suggestive only, and 
where the parties are in an equal position as to knowledge 
and information surrounding the contract, California has 
held that a purported warranty may be disclaimed. Wun-
derlich v. State ex rel. Dep't of Public Works, 65 Cal.2d 
777, 423 P.2d 545, 56 Cal.Rptr. 473 (1967). Other states 
have followed this rule, focusing on the specificity of the 
disclaimer, see, e.g., Nelson Constr. Co. v. Port of Bre-
merton, 20 Wash.App. 321, 582 P.2d 511 (Ct.App.1978) 
(no recovery where explicit disclaimer included warning 
that conditions encountered might not be amenable to 
normal procedures and provided special means of com-
pensation for this contingency), the materiality of the al-
leged misrepresentation, see, e.g., Metro Sewerage 
Comm'n v. R.W. Constr., Inc., 72 Wis.2d 365, 241 N.W.2d 
371 (1976) (material misrepresentation found where test 
logs indicate presence of pressurized artesian water, which 
is very difficult to remove, and contract drawings indicate 
presence of water, but omit mention of type of water con-
dition), and the reasonableness of the bidder's reliance, see, 
e.g., Ray D. Lowder, Inc. v. North Carolina State Highway 
Comm'n, 26 N.C.App. 622, 217 S.E.2d 682 (Ct.App.) 
(plaintiff reasonably relied on contract estimates based on 
outmoded report made by department not involved in 
bidding, which report was not made available to bidders), 
cert. denied, 288 N.C. 393, 218 S.E.2d 467 (1975). 
 
*551 New Jersey State public contract law has evolved on 
parallel lines but without a “differing conditions” 
clause.FN7 Yet, our courts appear to have made the same 
policy judgment as other jurisdictions. The three cases 
referred to by the State in its petition for certification were 


Sasso Contracting Co. v. State, 173 N.J.Super. 486, 414 
A.2d 603 (App.Div.), certif. den., 85 N.J. 101, 425 A.2d 
265 (1980); Golomore Associates v. New Jersey State 
Highway Auth., 173 N.J.Super. 55, 413 A.2d 361 
(App.Div.1980); and Ell-Dorer Contracting Co. v. State, 
197 N.J.Super. 175, 484 A.2d 356 (App.Div.1984). Each 
case dealt, at least in part, with two specific clauses in 
standard state contracts disclaiming liability for site con-
ditions. FN8 The two *552 earlier cases have been **1337 
viewed as presenting “arguably different views on deter-
mining the impact of [such] disclaimers.” T. Geiser & B. 
Donohue, New Jersey Construction Law 14 (1986). In 
Golomore, supra, despite the existence of a general dis-
claimer, the Appellate Division found a positive repre-
sentation in government contract drawings that incorrectly 
depicted the elevations on the job site. The misrepresenta-
tions led contractors to anticipate more fill material than 
was actually available and the court held that the contractor 
could pursue damage claims for the additional costs that 
resulted. 173 N.J.Super. at 58-59, 413 A.2d 361. But the 
court barred recovery for additional costs incurred in re-
moving unanticipated wet material since the specifications 
were silent on this issue. Id. at 59, 413 A.2d 361. In Sasso, 
supra, 173 N.J.Super. at 486, 414 A.2d 603, the contract 
drawings represented the existing layer of asphalt as two 
inches deep when, in fact, it was an average of three and 
one-half inches deep. The court, however, called the State's 
representations of the job site *553 conditions “merely 
gratuitous” and held that the contractor, who was obliged 
to remove the excess material, relied on the information at 
its own peril. Id. at 490, 414 A.2d 603. 
 


FN7. P.T. & L. was, apparently, the par-
ty-plaintiff in the seminal decision of P.T. & L. 
Construction Co. v. Commissioner, Dept. of 
Transportation, 55 N.J. 341, 346, 262 A.2d 195 
(1970), which imposed contractual liability on the 
State “even though satisfaction of a favorable 
judgment would depend wholly on the willing-
ness of the Legislature to honor the judgment and 
provide for payment.” Subsequently, the Legis-
lature enacted the New Jersey Contractual Lia-
bility Act, N.J.S.A. 59:13-1 to -10, L.1972, c. 45. 
Even though the purpose of the legislation was 
“primarily * * * to treat the State similarly to 
private individuals and corporations * * *, it 
nonetheless provided that the State should not be 
subjected to liability on the basis of a contract 
implied at law, [or] for breach of warranty * * * 
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since the nature and extent of such liability and 
damages could expose the State to unforeseen 
risks.” Legislative Statement to Contractual Lia-
bility Act, L. 1972, c. 45. 


 
FN8. The two clauses were described in 
Ell-Dorer Contracting Co. v. State, 197 
N.J.Super. 175, 484 A.2d 356 (App.Div.1984), 
thus: 


 
Article 1.2.11, dealing with “Familiarity with 
Work,” is a general exculpatory clause obli-
gating the contractor to become familiar with 
the plans and specifications and to investigate 
the physical characteristics of the site. The 
clause specifically reads as follows: 


 
Article 1.2.11 Familiarity with Work: 


 
It is the obligation of the Bidder to ascertain for 
himself all the facts concerning conditions to be 
found at the location of the Project including all 
physical characteristics above, on and below 
the surface of the ground, to fully examine the 
Plans and read the Specifications, to consider 
fully these and all other matter [sic] which can 
in any way affect the work under the Contract 
and to make the necessary investigations re-
lating thereto, and he agrees to this obligation 
in the signing of the Contract. The State as-
sumes no responsibility whatsoever with re-
spect to ascertaining for the Contractor such 
facts concerning physical characteristics at the 
site of the Project. 


 
Article 1.2.12 deals with “Subsurface Condi-
tions” and contains an exculpatory clause ob-
ligating the contractor to conduct his own in-
vestigations of subsurface conditions. Specifi-
cally it provides: 


 
Article 1.2.12 Subsurface Conditions: 


 
It is the obligation of the Bidder to make his 
own investigations of subsurface conditions 
prior to submitting his Proposal. Borings, test 
excavations and other subsurface investiga-
tions, if any, made by the Engineer prior to the 


construction of the project, the records of which 
may be available to bidders, are made for use as 
a guide for design. Said borings, test excava-
tions and other subsurface investigations are 
not warranted to show the actual subsurface 
conditions. The Contractor agrees that he will 
make no claims against the State, if in carrying 
out the Project he finds that the actual condi-
tions encountered do not conform to those in-
dicated by said borings, test excavations and 
other subsurface investigations. 


 
Any estimate or estimates of quantities shown 
on the Plans or in the form of proposal, based 
on said borings, test excavations and other 
subsurface investigations, are in no way war-
ranted to indicate the true quantities. The Con-
tractor agrees that he will make no claims 
against the State, if the actual quantity or 
quantities do not conform to the estimated 
quantity or quantities, except in acordance [sic ] 
with the provisions of Art. 1.8.4. [ 197 
N.J.Super. at 182, 484 A.2d 356.] 


 
The two cases were reconciled in Ell-Dorer by Judge 
Greenberg, who stated: 
 
Golomore and Sasso stand for the proposition that when 
the State makes false representations it will be liable for 
damages resulting from them despite a general disclaimer 
of liability for inaccurate representations. However, if the 
disclaimer is sufficiently specific or if the statements only 
purport to be the results of tests rather than being actual 
conditions or descriptions of actual conditions, then the 
contractor cannot recover.FN9 [ 197 N.J.Super. at 183, 484 
A.2d 356.] 
 


FN9. In Ell-Dorer, the court found that the con-
tract specifications included additional provisions 
so specific that liability was precluded. The con-
tractor claimed that the State had misrepresented 
the quantity of fill on the site. But the contract 
specifications stated that “the estimated quantities 
of the several scheduled items of work involved 
in the performance of the Project and stated in the 
form of proposal are approximate. The actual 
quantities may be greater or less.” The court 
found that payment would be authorized only for 
the “actual quantity of authorized work done 
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under each item scheduled in the Proposal at the 
unit price bid therefor * * *.” The court concluded 
that “these articles are straightforward and un-
ambiguous. They limit the State's liability to 
payment for the actual quantity of work done.” 
197 N.J.Super. at 183, 484 A.2d 356. 


 
We see no difference in applying the principles applicable 
to the “subsurface” site conditions or the disclaimers in the 
context of this case. If anything, the contractor's burden to 
investigate is easier to meet with regard to surface condi-
tions. 
 
Applying these principles to this case, we ask: (1) Is the 
disclaimer sufficiently specific, i.e., is it straightforward 
and unambiguous as applied to the contract interpretations 
at issue, see, Buckley & Co., Inc. v. State, 140 N.J.Super. 
289, 356 A.2d 56 (Law Div.1975); FN10 or conversely, (2) 
Are the statements in the contract themselves ambiguous 
and not descriptive of actual working conditions, i.e., are 
they not positive averments purporting actually to describe 
the land? 
 


FN10. Buckley illustrates judicial analysis of 
disclaimers in public contract context. 


 
*554 As far as the plaintiff's contention that the contract 
specification of eighteen-inch average depth stripping 
constitutes a representation as to subsurface or surface 
conditions, the item in fact simply appears **1338 to 
represent a description of the work that had to be done on 
the west end of the site before the fill could be moved from 
the east end and placed at the west end. The specification 
tells what had to be done, not how it was to be done. S & M 
Constructors, Inc. v. City of Columbus, 70 Ohio St.2d 69, 
71-5, 434 N.E.2d 1349, 1352-53 (1982); see Wunderlich, 
supra, 65 Cal.2d at 782, 423 P.2d at 548, 56 Cal.Rptr. at 
476. Nevertheless, the critical question is whether the 
contract specifications were “positive averments which 
purported to actually describe the land,” Golomore, supra, 
173 N.J.Super. at 58, 413 A.2d 361, or ones “which made 
no mention of whether such conditions would be encoun-
tered.” Id. at 59, 413 A.2d 361. If the latter applies, the 
plaintiff will have “failed to state a claim with respect to 
the additional costs of removing unanticipated wet ma-
terial.” Ibid. In Golomore, recovery was allowed only for 
damages caused by the actual misrepresentation of eleva-
tions on the job site that resulted in less fill being available. 
 


In this case, the specifications appear ambiguous. The 
contract specifications themselves simply refer to the 
stripping item as the removal of vegetation. They state, 
“[b]efore grading work is commenced, the vegetation and 
underlying topsoil within excavation and embankment 
areas shall be stripped off to a depth * * *.” Standard 
Specifications, Article 2.2.3. Plaintiff emphasizes that use 
of the term “stripping,” which is not defined in the speci-
fications, indicates that the project would “be a dry opera-
tion that can be performed with bulldozers or scrapers 
rather than wet excavation with a drag line.” But this type 
of contention appears to have been rejected by the court in 
Golomore, supra, 173 N.J.Super. at 59, 413 A.2d 361, 
when it stated: 
 
We conclude, however, that plaintiffs have failed to state a 
claim with respect to the additional costs of removing 
unanticipated wet material. The specifications at issue 
made no mention of whether such conditions would be 
encountered. Even if the absence of such statements might 
have been significant because it is customary in the in-
dustry to note such factors, plaintiffs cannot *555 over-
come the specific disclaimer in the specifications for any 
information concerning subsurface conditions. That de-
fendants might have provided for separate and increased 
payments for such work if they had anticipated the condi-
tion is of no moment where there has been a specific dis-
claimer, and no information to the contrary has been 
withheld. 
 
Plaintiff also emphasizes the apparently erroneous de-
scription of the quantity of eighteen-inch stripping set forth 
in the contract.FN11 But it is difficult to understand why 
even the casual visual observation of the site made by P.T. 
& L. would not have disclosed the scope and quantity of 
work involved in removing the vegetation. Plaintiff's 
principal officer described his visit to the premises before 
the submission of P.T. & L.'s bid as disclosing that dry 
grass and vegetation covered the entire site. He testified: “I 
saw low area, dry as a bone. * * * Absolutely dry as a bone. 
Dusty. * * * [The ditches were] [a]ll dried out.” 
 


FN11. The trial court's opinion resolved the effect 
upon the contract delay claims of the change or-
der which increased the contract item for strip-
ping from one acre to ten acres. 


 
The argument with respect to the Zone 3 material presents 
the same basic issue. The contract provided that the ma-
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terial from the east end of the site was to be used as fill for 
the west end. P.T. & L.'s best case scenario was that it 
would be trucking the material from east to west “at 35 
mph.” P.T. & L. argues that it interpreted the contract 
documents as warranting dry working conditions because 
of the specified use of Zone 3 material, which is upland fill. 
Zone 3 material is silty and has the characteristic of plas-
ticity in that it gets mushy when wet. In contrast, Zone 2 
material, because it is more porous, gravelly, and free 
draining, is a material suitable for filling in wet locations. 
No one disputed that the test borings for the project showed 
that the site material would become silty when mixed with 
water. 
 
**1339 As it turns out, the contract was in fact performed 
with the use of the Zone 3 material. Concededly the job 
was enormously more difficult than expected because of 
the adverse working *556 conditions encountered. But 
again, the question is whether the specification amounts to 
a positive averment describing the actual condition of the 
land as exemplified by the unambiguous but incorrect 
statement of the road elevation in Golomore, or a more 
general description of site conditions, qualified by a dis-
claimer, as in Sasso. 
 
The contractor's argument premised on the arrow depicting 
water drainage on the drawings is similar. Is it more than 
informational? The particular work site served as a local 
drainage area eventually flowing to a branch of the East 
Rahway River. There were numerous problems at the site. 
The foremost problem was that downstream from the site 
an obstruction at the point where the stream crossed Morris 
Avenue caused a general water backup into this area. This 
backup was to have been alleviated by a United States 
Army Corps of Engineers project involving a change in the 
stream bed of the East Rahway River and a partial removal 
of the Morris Avenue obstruction. The Army Corps 
project, however, was never undertaken. The State argues 
that there was drainage for the area; the fact is that the 
drainage was inadequate. Nevertheless, it hardly seems 
likely that the use of an arrow and the word “flow” would 
constitute a representation that the conditions observed 
would remain stable. When the plaintiff viewed the site, it 
was at the end of an extraordinarily dry summer, and this 
tributary to the East Rahway River was nothing more than 
a dry river bed. 
 
The final point concerns the construction of a temporary 
cofferdam around the box culvert to be built through the 


west end and underlaid by a stone base. Plaintiff argues 
that the failure to provide for these two wet condition 
design features in the specifications constitutes a positive 
averment that site conditions would be dry. The contractor 
may have interpreted the documents in this manner, but the 
absence of these design features does not constitute a pos-
itive averment. Even plaintiff's interpretation is difficult to 
sustain in view of the fact that the lower elevation of the 
proposed box culvert was at a *557 seventy-six foot ele-
vation and that the test borings of the State revealed, on 
several occasions, that the water level was above an eighty 
foot elevation. 
 
What we must balance, then, is the presence or absence of 
a clear and unambiguous description of ground conditions 
in any of the four particulars above, against the unambi-
guous obligation of the bidder to “make his own investi-
gations of subsurface conditions prior to submitting his 
Proposal.” Standard Specifications, Article 1.2.12. As to 
the description of ground conditions, the contractor agreed 
that it would “make no claim for additional payment or 
extension of time for completion of the work * * * because 
of any misinterpretation or misunderstanding of the Con-
tract, on his part, or of any failure to fully acquaint himself 
with all conditions relating to the work.” Standard Speci-
fications, Article 1.2.11 (emphasis added). If the sole issue 
in this case was one of misrepresentation or misinterpre-
tation, we would find the contentions to be much closer to 
those in Ell-Dorer and Sasso. 
 
But the trial court also premised its judgment on other 
findings. The law generally provides that under certain 
circumstances a governmental agency may be liable for 
failing to impart its knowledge of the difficulties to be 
encountered in a construction project. The California Su-
preme Court in Warner Construction Corp. v. City of Los 
Angeles, 2 Cal.3d 285, 294, 466 P.2d 996, 1001, 85 
Cal.Rptr. 444, 449 (1970), held that 
 
a cause of action for non-disclosure of material facts may 
arise in at least three instances: (1) the defendant makes 
representations but does not disclose facts which mate-
rially qualify the facts disclosed, or which render his dis-
closure likely to mislead; (2) the facts are known or ac-
cessible only to defendant, and defendant knows that they 
are not known to or reasonably discoverable by the plain-
tiff; and (3) the defendant actively **1340 conceals dis-
covery from the plaintiff. [footnotes omitted.] 
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See generally, Annotation, “Public Contracts: Duty of 
Public Authority to Disclose to Contractor Information, 
Allegedly in its Possession, Affecting Cost or Feasibility 
of Project,” 86 A.L.R.3d 182 (1978) (where not prohibited 
by a sovereign immunity or limited by statute, public 
contractor may sue government*558 for its concealment or 
nondisclosure of material information if affirmative mi-
srepresentations made to contrary). Of course, when the 
contrary policy choice has been made to insert a differing 
conditions clause in the contract, it is not necessary to find 
that the bidder was “misled” or that the government 
“concealed” information. United Contractors v. United 
States, 368 F.2d 585, 597 n. 6, 177 Ct.Cl. 151 
(Ct.Cl.1966). This is because 
the very purpose of * * * [the differing conditions clause] 
is to prevent bidders from adding high contingency factors 
to protect themselves against unusual conditions discov-
ered while excavating * * *. [ Id. 368 F.2d at 599.] 
 
It will suffice under that form of contract that the bidder 
did not expect or have reasonable cause to anticipate the 
underground conditions encountered. 
 
Since the standard State contract shifts to the bidder the 
burden of evaluating subsurface conditions, the higher 
standard should be met. See also Maurice Mandel, Inc. v. 
United States, 424 F.2d 1252, 1256 (8th Cir.1970) (absent 
express representation or warranty, bidder is responsible to 
determine soil conditions). This was the point emphasized 
in Golomore, supra, 173 N.J.Super. at 58, 413 A.2d 361, 
which barred recovery for unexpected wet conditions “if 
no information to the contrary has been withheld.” Federal 
public contracting law emphasizes the point, however, in 
analyzing whether a bidder has adequately investigated the 
site. See D. Federico Co., Inc. v. New Bedford Redeve-
lopment Auth., supra, 723 F.2d 122, 125-26; Flippin Ma-
terials Co. v. United States, 312 F.2d 408, 413 & n. 8, 160 
Ct.Cl. 357 (Ct.Cl.1963); Robert E. McKee, Inc. v. City of 
Atlanta, 414 F.Supp. 957, 959-60 (N.D.Ga.1976). 
 
Here there were two aspects of the case in which the trial 
court found that facts were known or reasonably accessible 
only to defendant and were not known to or reasonably 
discoverable by the plaintiff. First, there was the so-called 
“Madigan-Hyland letter,” dated December 30, 1964.FN12 
This letter *559 clearly disclosed to the State that working 
conditions at the site would impose unusual difficulties for 
a construction contractor. In the fill area between the 
proposed Springfield Avenue bridge and the cut and fill 


line, i.e., the area that is the focus of this litigation, Madi-
gan-Hyland stated that the “extent of the removal of the 
wet excavation * * * will depend on the climatic conditions 
and the time of the year in which the construction will be 
accomplished.” The trial court was most aggrieved by this 
feature of the case, saying that “[t]he withholding of the 
Madigan-Hyland information represented a misrepresen-
tation, if not a fraud, for the withholding of material in-
formation.” (emphasis added). Second, the design of the 
project itself was predicated on the completion of a project 
to drop a branch of the East Rahway River in accordance 
with the plan of the Army Corps of Engineers, a factor 
relevant to the court's conclusion concerning the culvert 
construction. FN13 These factual omissions and assumptions 
were held by the trial court to constitute, along with other 
design features, “design defects, and those design defects 
[did] constitute misrepresentations to this contractor at the 
time [it] bid.” 
 


FN12. There is no claim that the State knowingly 
withheld this letter. In fact, the letter was found 
only in the files of Madigan-Hyland during dis-
covery. The 1964 date indicates that the letter was 
written when initial work for the project was first 
undertaken. 


 
FN13. Although not mentioned in the trial court's 
findings, the evidence indicated that there there 
was a pipe or pipes that crossed the site at the west 
end at an elevation of 80 feet. These pipes made it 
practically impossible for the water level to sub-
side below the 80 foot level for any extended pe-
riod of time. 


 
It is the unrevealed information that takes this case out of 
the defense theory **1341 asserted by DOT that a “con-
tract implied in the law” is barred pursuant to the prohibi-
tion of N.J.S.A. 59:13-3 that “there shall be no recovery 
against the State * * * for claims based upon implied 
warranties or upon contracts implied in law.” In short, it is 
not an implied representation but a series of misrepresen-
tations upon which the trial court premised its award to 
plaintiff. 
 
*560 Although the findings of the trial court may be re-
garded as mixed resolutions of law and fact, “we are con-
scious of the usual reluctance of an appellate tribunal to 
interfere with such a finding.” In re Dodge, 50 N.J. 192, 
241, 234 A.2d 65 (1967). “Unless we have a definite con-
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viction that the judge went so wide of the mark, a mistake 
must have been made, we are duty-bound to accept his 
factual findings.” Tantum v. Binz, 186 N.J.Super. 296, 298, 
452 A.2d 667 (App.Div.1981) (citations omitted), rev'd 
o.g., 91 N.J. 426, 452 A.2d 667 (1982). Our review is thus 
limited to determining whether there is sufficient credible 
evidence in the record to support these findings, Close v. 
Kordulak Bros., 44 N.J. 589, 598-99, 210 A.2d 753 (1965), 
not whether we might have made them ourselves. 
 
As we know, in the long run, it is the public that pays for 
these cost over-runs. Courts must weigh the unknown 
economic consequences of reinterpretation of contract 
documents. In this case it does not appear to have been 
much of a secret that this site frequently flooded. The 
problem of the backup at the Morris Avenue bridge site 
was well known in the area. It had been the subject of 
frequent public meetings. Accordingly, a bidder who had 
familiarized itself with these site conditions might have 
submitted a bid based on wet excavation techniques that 
was higher than P.T. & L.'s bid but lower than the ultimate 
cost to the State as a result of our judicial determination. 
Hence, a natural uncertainty exists about permitting re-
covery in this case. 
 
But the trial court had much the better opportunity to 
evaluate all of the testimony and the exhibits, and to weigh 
all the relevant factors, especially what it regarded as 
withheld information, to determine whether a misrepre-
sentation of site conditions caused the delay. It devoted 
thirty-eight days to the trial of the liability issues and six 
days to the trial of the damage issues. The trial took place 
in 1982 before the 1984 decision in Ell-Dorer. We are 
convinced that the trial court, even had it viewed the four 
factors emphasized by plaintiff in a manner similar to ours, 
would have taken these factors into account as cumulative 
of its conclusion that the site conditions were misrepre-
sented.*561 We find then in this record and the trial court's 
opinion a sufficient factual predicate, within the principles 
stated, to sustain the judgment of the trial court and Ap-
pellate Division on this aspect of the case. In the future we 
shall expect that judicial factfinders will hew more closely 
to the contours of public contract law as outlined in 
Ell-Dorer and re-emphasized here. 
 
Should we err by giving too much force to the contract 
documents that would limit recoveries such as those 
awarded here, bid prices will have to be inflated to cover 
the risk. The State will have to adjust its policy in response 


to those market factors, not to the vagaries of litigation. 
That policy choice was emphasized during oral argument 
when the State argued that it “would rather pay up front 
than through litigation” in order to ensure better budget 
predictions and public confidence in government spending. 
But once a policy choice in bidding is made, it should be 
respected. Contractual provisions plainly providing for 
allocation of the risk to the contractor should mean just 
that. There may be situations in which the public agency 
simply does not know of the subsurface conditions and the 
contractor must bid in accordance with the risks. But see D. 
Federico v. New Bedford Redevelopment Auth., supra, 723 
F.2d 122 (Authority's failure to disclose information per-
tinent to project and not readily available to contractor 
permits recovery for extra costs incurred by contractor). 
 
Moreover, there are other solutions to public contracting 
disputes. Binding arbitration is one. (See Livingston, su-
pra, 15 U.Balt.L.Rev. 215, for other suggestions). **1342 
But it is not for us to tell the State how to conduct its public 
bidding. Cf. Keyes Martin & Co. v. Director, Div. of 
Purchase & Property, 99 N.J. 244, 491 A.2d 1236 (1985) 
(statutory scheme limits judicial review of public bidding 
decisions). 
 
For now, we believe the best course should be to allow the 
parties to adjust their bids to market choices reflected by 
the specifications. “The contractor that chooses to accept 
these *562 risks [should] reflect the accompanying re-
sponsibility in [its] price.” Broadway Maintenance Corp. 
v. Rutgers, 90 N.J. 253, 270, 447 A.2d 906 (1982). 
 
[2] To sum up, when the State actually makes false repre-
sentations in its contract documents that are more than 
gratuitous and amount to positive averments of site condi-
tions, it will remain liable to the public contractor despite a 
general exculpatory clause in the contract. In some cases, 
actual concealment of information may be considered a 
false factual representation. Inferential conclusions from 
contract documents, however, shall not be considered a 
false factual representation in the face of sufficiently clear 
and unambiguous disclaimers of liability by the State. 
 


IV. 
 
[3] The remaining major issue in the case is P.T. & L.'s 
contention that the Appellate Division erred by giving 
effect to a disclaimer of damages for delay provision where 
the delay was attributable to failures of performance by 
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other contractors. Once again, we must address the ques-
tion of policy: How should the parties resolve the eco-
nomic risk? Obviously, nearly every public contract in-
volves difficult balancing and scheduling procedures. 
 
In this case, the scheduling was made even more complex 
by the various stages of utility relocation work. Temporary 
detour roads had to be built and utilities installed. When 
the new bridges were in place, utilities had to be run 
through the conduits; then the temporary service had to be 
removed. Plaintiff contended that its work was delayed in 
several particulars. At the Vaux Hall Road bridge, the gas 
company was two weeks late in arriving to start work; the 
water company was two weeks late in arriving at work and 
was late in finishing its work. Later in 1974, the electric 
utility was six weeks late starting work, had to suspend 
work due to a shortage of underground cable, and failed to 
take down deactivated lines on *563 the detour road and on 
an existing road that was to be removed as part of the 
project. The situation at the Burnett Avenue bridge was 
similar. In the fall of 1974, workers for the gas utility al-
legedly walked off the job because of a dispute with the 
State, thereby preventing the contractor from completing 
bridge approaches and main line construction. In both 
cases, excavation had to be done around the utility poles 
that were left in place on mounds in the main line of the 
highway project. As a result of these various utility delays, 
plaintiff claimed four months damages. 
 
The issue here concerns Article 1.4.2 of the Standard 
Specifications that provided: 
 
The right is reserved by the State to do work with its own 
employees or by other contractors and to permit public 
utility companies and others to do work during the 
progress and within the limits of, or adjacent to, the 
Project, and the Contractor shall conduct his work and 
cooperate with such utility companies and others so as to 
cause as little interference as possible with their work, as 
the Engineer may approve. The Contractor shall allow 
other Contractors and utility companies and their agents 
access to their work within the site of the Project. The 
Contractor shall and hereby does agree to make no claims 
against the State for additional payment due to delays or 
other conditions created by the operations of such other 
parties * * *. 
 
In Broadway Maintenance Corp., supra, 90 N.J. 253, 447 
A.2d 906, we had occasion to review the application of 


such a clause in connection with the alleged liability of 
Rutgers University for failure to supervise the work of 
subcontractors. This Court held that Rutgers University 
could not be held liable for the delays occasioned by the 
work of other contractors in the **1343 face of a similar 
“no-damage for delay” clause. Id. at 268, 447 A.2d 906. 
The Appellate Division here read this article in conjunction 
with Article 1.6.11 of the Supplementary Specifications, 
which required the contractor to provide the other con-
tractors with access to the project site and further required 
cooperation with regard to the extensive relocation of 
utilities. This article also specifically listed each of the 
utilities involved in the extensive relocation work. 
 
Plaintiff points to the fact that the Broadway Maintenance 
Corp. clause specifically referred to any act or neglect of 
the *564 owner, whereas the contract in this case only 
refers to the acts of other contractors. We agree, however, 
with the Appellate Division that in this case the plain 
language of the disclaimer clause appears to cover the 
damages sought by plaintiff. As the Court noted in 
Broadway Maintenance Corp., supra, such provisions are 
“part of the economic package upon which the parties 
agree.” 90 N.J. at 270, 447 A.2d 906. Broadway Main-
tenance dealt with multiple prime contracts for the general 
construction of a medical school as well as for the elec-
trical and plumbing work. Coordination of each prime's 
work was critical. Coordination here, however, was of the 
utilities' work, not of other primes. The State in Broadway 
Maintenance denied it had any duty to coordinate under 
the circumstances. But even were such a duty found in the 
present case, we reaffirm the rule stated in Broadway 
Maintenance that when there is a disclaimer of liability, in 
the absence of a specific finding of bad faith, the State will 
not be liable for delays in carrying out its duty to coordi-
nate, even if the delay is unreasonable. As the Appellate 
Division noted in Dobson v. State, 218 N.J.Super. 123, 
128-29, 526 A.2d 1150 (App.Div.), certif. den., --- N.J. ---- 
(1987), 
 
“[a]ctive interference” connotes more than negligence. 
While the term is not capable of precise definition, it con-
templates reprehensible behavior beyond “a simple mis-
take, error in judgment, lack of total effort, or lack of 
complete diligence....” Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. Iowa 
Southern Utilities Co., 355 F.Supp. 376, 399 (S.D.Iowa 
1973). The public agency must commit some affirmative, 
willful act, in bad faith which unreasonably interferes with 
the contractor's compliance with the contract terms before 
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it can be said that there has been active interference which 
subjects the public agency to delay damages notwith-
standing the no damage for delay clause in the contract. 
Ibid. The ultimate determination must be based on the 
intention of the parties, Buckley & Co., Inc. v. State, 140 
N.J.Super. 289, 299 [356 A.2d 56] (Law Div.1975), as can 
be discerned from the contractual language in light of the 
circumstances. Broadway Maintenance Corp., supra, 90 
N.J. at 270 [447 A.2d 906]. 
 
This is precisely the latitude that the State bargains for in 
its multiple contracts, namely, that it shall not be liable for 
the cross-delays occasioned by the various contracting 
efforts. Nor shall it expose itself to inquiries into the rea-
sonableness of every delay. 
 
*565 In this case, the trial court did not make a specific 
factual finding that the State had interfered with plaintiff's 
performance or wrongfully interfered with other subcon-
tractors' work. The trial court tended to equate the amount 
of delay with the owner's breach of duty to coordinate. It 
concluded that the disclaimer could not be given force and 
effect because the delay was unreasonable and not within 
the contemplation of the parties. But in Broadway Main-
tenance we held: 
 
Such a construction would subject [the public entity] in 
almost every case to the question of whether the delay was 
reasonable, thereby rendering the provision meaningless. 
See Psaty & Fuhrman, Inc. v. Housing Authority, 76 R.I. 
87, 68 A.2d 32 (1949). The very purpose of the clause was 
to avoid that type of exposure and, though a contractual 
provision should generally be construed narrowly against 
the drafter, Ace Stone, Inc. v. Wayne Township, 47 N.J. 
[431,] 434 [ 221 A.2d 515 (1966) ], the construction should 
be sensible and in conformity with the **1344 expressed 
intent of the parties. [ Broadway Maintenance, supra, 90 
N.J. at 270-71, 447 A.2d 906.] 
 
P.T. & L.'s view of the obligation of the State as expressed 
in its brief was that the State would have to ascertain, 
before the start of the work, that the utilities had all the 
parts, materials, and supplies necessary to do the job, as 
well as sufficient crews available to perform the work 
tasks, that it must ensure that the utilities perform on the 
dates scheduled, insuring the utilities adhere to and comply 
with the agreed time table for their work. We reject such a 
view. Obviously, those third parties may remain liable to 
other contractors, in the absence of specific language in the 


documents, for the breach of their contractual duties. 
Broadway Maintenance, supra, 90 N.J. at 268, 447 A.2d 
906. But we suspect that a significant portion of public 
contracting throughout the State is accomplished with 
good cooperation from the utilities whose mutual interests 
are involved. 
 
[4] The final issue raised by the defendant was that the 
prohibition against prejudgment interest on damages 
awarded for the State's breach of an express contract is 
unconstitutional. We agree with the Appellate Division's 
disposition of that issue. The awarding of prejudgment 
interest is generally a matter of judicial discretion go-
verned by equitable principles. *566    Bak-A-Lum Corp. v. 
Alcoa Building Products, 69 N.J. 123, 131, 351 A.2d 349 
(1976). See Rule 4:42-11(b) (allowing prejudgment inter-
est in tort actions). The New Jersey Contractual Liability 
Act, N.J.S.A. 59:13-8, precludes the award of prejudgment 
interest for claims against public entities. Thus, the Ap-
pellate Division held that plaintiff did not have a vested 
right to prejudgment interest. It therefore reasoned by 
analogy to its holding in Dorn v. Transport of New Jersey, 
200 N.J.Super. 159, 491 A.2d 1 (App.Div.1984) (exempt-
ing New Jersey Transit Corporation from prejudgment 
interest under the New Jersey Tort Claims Act), that the 
preclusion of prejudgment interest in this case was con-
stitutional. Cf. West Virginia v. United States, 479 U.S. ----, 
----, 107 S.Ct. 702, 707, 93 L.Ed.2d 639, 647 (1987) (a 
state may refuse to be liable for prejudgment interest in 
suits brought by private party). 
 
The judgment of the Appellate Division is affirmed. 
 
For affirmance-Chief Justice WILENTZ, and Justice 
CLIFFORD, HANDLER, POLLOCK and O'HERN-5. 
Opposed-None. 
N.J.,1987. 
P.T. & L. Const. Co., Inc. v. State of N.J., Dept. of Transp. 
108 N.J. 539, 531 A.2d 1330 
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$ 14:45. Origins of modern clauses addressing differing site conditions and site inspection: changed condi-
tions clause, differing site conditions clause and site inspection clause


To the construction industry in the early 20th century, one thing was clear: any contractor that planned to sur-
vive in the construction business needed to include in any fixed price bids involving earth work a price contingency
to cover the "gamble" associated with unanticipated site conditions. A "gamble" (1) difficult to judge under normal
circumstances due to variability of soils; and (2) compounded by the lack of uniformity among decisions applying
the doctrine of "sanctity of contract" and its myriad exceptions, which collectively gave contractors little practical
guidance in appraising the economic and legal consequences of site condition risks. As a result, contractors were
placed on the horns of a difficult dilemma-whether to include in their bids pricing contingencies large enough to
protect against the site conditions gamble, or eliminate or reduce such contingencies in order to better assure sub-
mission of the lowest bid. The result was predictable. Those contractors most desperate for new work priced the
smallest contingencies and assumed the greatest risks-a practice that all too frequently resulted in insolvencies,
abandoned contracts, and litigation.


In l92l,just one year after the United States Supreme Court decided the third of its trilogy of landmark soils
misrepresentation cases favorable to contractors,[1] the federal government decided to create a contract clause to (1)
alleviate the government's risk of misrepresented site conditions, (2) take the "gamble" out of subsurface conditions,
(3) eliminate the need for contractors to include significant pricing contingencies to offset the risks of unanticipated
site conditions, and (4) offer administrative relief for soil misrepresentation claims. The new clause, entitled
"Changed Conditions,"[2] was incorporated in the federal government's Standard Form General Conditions in Au-
gust 1926.[]l


The federal clause initially focused just on misrepresented site conditions, but in I 93 5 was broadened to cover
unknown conditions differing materially from those ordinarily encountered.þl The acknowledgedpurpose of the
new Changed Conditions clause was noted as follows: "The purpose of Article 4 of the contract relating to changed
conditions is that the bidder should not include in this bid a sum to insure him against loss resulting from unforeseen
conditions, but should rely on the Govemment's promise to grant him an equitable adjustment if the unforeseen oc-
curs and harms him."þ] The wisdom of and justification for the "Changed Conditions" clause was confirmed when
the American Institute of Architects addressed the issue in its 1937 edition of the AIA Document A20l-1997. Gen-
eral Conditions of Contract applicable to private construction.
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Notwithstanding the inclusion of a "changed conditions" clause in the contract forms of both the federal gov-
ernment and the American Institute of Architects, many public and private omers continued for decades to rely
upon "extra work" clauseslf] and common-law principles of risk allocation[Z] to deal with differing site condi-
tions.[8] An early owner concem was that contractors would continue to include contingencies for soils risks in their
bids norwithstanding the changed conditions clause, and thus increase project costs to the owner. That concern was
proven to be unfounded-"empirical research has established that contracts utilizing differing site conditions clauses


do not lead to an increase in cost to the owner."[9]


The construction industry clearly favors the trend toward inclusion in construction contracts of the "Changed
Conditions" clause (also known as a "Differing Site Conditions" clause).[]!l This trend is confirmed by the 1974
recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences'U.S. National Committee on Tunneling Technolory:


It is recommended that a changed conditions (differing site conditions) clause, which provides, in essence, for
assumption by the owner of the risk concerning unknowns in subsurface physical conditions, be included in all
underground fixed-price type contracts. A clause appropriate for use in contracts issued by all levels ofgovern-
ment, including federal, state, and municipal, and by quasi-public and private owners, is the changed conditions
clause, entitled "Differing Site Conditions," now contained in the Government Construction Contracts Standard
Form 23-4, or a clause promising equivalent relief under the conditions set forth in the federal form. The lan-
guage of the federal clause ... is recommended, because a body ofjudicial interpretation, sufficient to provide
owners, engineers, and contractors with good information concerning the effect of including such a clause, is
now available.[!!]


Use of the differing site conditions clause by federal agencies now is mandated by the Federal Acquisition
Regulations,[2] and, as a mandatory clause, may be read into federal construction contracts even if inadvertently
left out.[13] The clause also is required for use in (l) state and local construction contracts funded by the federal
government, unless state law provides to the contrary,þ] and (2) contracts in states which mandate by statute the
inclusion of the differing site conditions clause.[!!]


lFNll See $ 14:29.


lFN2l See Greenberg, Problems Relating to Changes and Change Conditions in Public Contracts, 3 Pub.
Cont. L. J. 135 (1970); Gaskins, Practical Aspects of the Changed Conditions Clause Under Government
Construction Contracts, 5 Bost. Coll. L. Rev. 79 (1969); Gaskins, Changed Conditions and Misrepresenta-
tion of Subsurface Materials as Related to Government Construction Contracts, 24 Fordham L. Rev. 588


(1956); Anderson, Changes, Changed Conditions and Extras in Government Contracting, 17 lll. L. Rev. 29
(1948). For a history ofthe development of the federal standard form general conditions, see Nagle, History
of Govemment Contracting, 355 to 357 (1999):


A national scheme for procurement occurred when the Budget and Accounting Act of l92l created the Bureau
of the Budget... . The Budget and Accounting Act also created the General Accounting Offrce, headed by the
Controller General... . Although the Bureau of the Budget was a civilian agency, it had a decidedly military fla-
vor. Its first three directors were high-ranking army officers. President Harding selected General Charles G.


Dawes, a former Chief of Supply and Procurement for the American Army in France and a future Vice-
President of the United States and Nobel Peace Prize winner, as the first Director of the Budget.


On July 27, 1921, General Dawes issued Budget Circular No. 15, which created the Coordinating Service to su-


pervise the purchasing functions of all departments and coordinate purchasing with the transfer, sale or disposal
of procurement propefry... . [The Interdepartmental Board of Contracts and Adjustments (IBCA)] compiled the
Standard Form for Construction and Supply Contracts, which the Bureau of the Budget required all federal
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agencies to use... . The IBCA ... faithfully adhered to its instructions to draft simple concise contract forms.
Whether it developed the clauses itself or improved the clauses then in use, the IBCA followed the same pains-
taking practice. It laboriously studied the various problems and benefits associated with each suggested change.
Each important change culminated from a lengtþ succession of drafts, reports, and presentations of interested
parties, [which led up to the promulgation on August 31, 1926 of the federal govemment's Standard Form Gen-
eral Conditionsl.


tFN3l The clause was included in Federal Standard Form General Conditions issued August 20, 1926. See
Geotechnical Baseline Reports for Underground Construction, American Society for Civil Engineers 12 (R.
Essex ed., 1997). The earliest reported case making reference to but not reciting the federal "changed con-
ditions" clause is Hirsch v. U.S.. 94 Ct. Cl. 602. 1941 WL 4559 (1941), which involved disputes arising
under a contract with the U.S. Secretary of Commerce dated November 20, 1928. This early "changed con-
ditions" clause, reported in U.S. v. Rice. 317 U.S. 61. 63 S. Ct. 120. 87 L. Ed. 53 (1942), included in a con-
tract on which work commenced in May 1932, provided as follows:


Article 4-Changed Conditions-Should the contractor encounter, or should the Government discover during
the progress of the work, subsurface and (or) latent conditions at the site materially differing from those shown
on the drawings or indicated in the specifications, the attention of the contracting officer should be called im-
mediately to such conditions before they are disturbed. The contracting officer shall thereupon promptþ inves-
tigate the conditions, and if he finds that they materially differ from those shown on the drawings or indicated
on the specifications, he shall at once, with the written approval of the head of the department or his representa-
tive, make such changes in the drawings and (or) specifications as he may find necessary, and may increase or
decrease the cost and (or) difference in time resulting from such changes shall be adjusted as provided in Article
3 [the disputes clause] ofthis contract.


[FN4] See Geotechnical "Differing Site Conditions," Geotechnical Guideline No. 15, U.S. Dept. of Trans-
portation, Federal Highway Administration 3 (Apr. 30,1996):


The history offederal efforts to deal with changed conditions substantially predates the current discourse which
applies to Federal Aid work. In 1926, the Federal Board of Contracts and Adjustments required the inclusion of
a DSC clause in all Federal construction contracts. The Board's motion was taken to reduce or eliminate the
contingency factor for subsurface conditions and to limit the latent costs incurred by contractors for pre-bid sub-
surface explorations. The original clause only applied where the conditions varied materially from those indi-
cated. In 1935, the clause was broadened to include situations where the contract is silent regarding subsurface
conditions but the contractor encounter unforeseen. unusual conditions which differ materially from conditions
ordinarily encormtered.


lFN5l See JosephMeltzer. Inc.. of N.J. v. U.S.. lll Ct. Cl.389.77 F. Suoo. 1018. 1020 11948). which
awarded relief under a changed conditions clause in a contract awarded in December 1933.


lFN6l See $ 4:8.


[FN7] Even where a differing site conditions clause has not been included in highway contracts, courts
have looked to the principles of law developed under differing site conditions clauses as "instructive." See
P.T. & L. Const. Co.. Inc. v. State of N.J.. Dept. of Transp.. 108 N.J. 539. 531 A.2d 1330. 1334 (1987):


[W]e must note that the standard State contract does not contain a'differing conditions' clause. The federal prac-
tice, however, is often to include a'differing conditions' clause in the contract documents. Notwithstanding, the
general principles of law applicable to 'differing conditions' clauses must be referred to, for they are instructive
on the policy underlying the law.
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See also Damon Pursell Const. Co. v. Missouri Hishway and Transp. Com'n. 192 S.W.3d 461 (Mo. Ct.
App. W.D. 200ô, reh'g and/or transfer denied, (May 30, 2006) and as modified, (May 30, 2006) (ruling
that a dirt claim could be pursued under alternative theories ofa differing site condition and a breach ofa
contractual warranty arising out of a positive misrepresentation by the govemment as to suitabilþ and
adequacy of materials).


lFNSl Not until 1987 was a differing site conditions clause mandated for use in federal and state highway
contracts by the Federal Highway Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation. See 23 C.F.R.
ô 635.109 establishing policies, requirements, and procedures for standardized changed conditions clauses


for federal aid included in highway projects. As a result of the delayed use of a differing site conditions
clause in federal and state highway contracts, cases involving soils disputes on highway projects are still
being decided under "extra work" clauses and the common-law principles of risk allocation. See R,J. Wild-
ner Contr4ctine Co..Inq. v. Ohio Turnpike Com'n.913 F. Supp. 1031 CN.D. Ohio 1996) (causes of action
stated for breach of contract based on superior knowledge doctrine and for unjust enrichment); Mpgney's.
Inc. v. South Dakota Dept. of Transp.. 482 N.W.2d 43 (S.D. 1992) (contractor's allegations of misrepresen-
tation and breach of implied warranty of design adequacy denied); Midwest Dredging Co. v. McAninch
Corp.. 424 N.W.2d 216 ûowa 1988) (contractor claim against the Iowa DOT for breach of implied war-
ranty was granted).


[FN9] See Smith, Risk Identification and Allocation: Saving Money by Improving Contracts and Contract-
ing Practices, 12 Intern. Const. L. Rev. 40, 57 (Ian. 1995), citing as authority Halligan, Hester & Thomes,
Managing Unforeseen Site Conditions, Journal of Construction Engineering and Management Vol. 112,


No. 2, American Society of Civil Engineers 273-78 (June 1987).


IFNIO] See Smith, Risk Identification and Allocation: Saving Money by Improving Contracts and Con-


tracting Practices, 12 International Construction L. Rev. 40,57 (Jan. 1995):
Over the past 15-20 years, there has been a significant trend towards the use of differing sites conditions clauses


in contracts. Such clauses assign the risk ofunexpected and unknown subsurface conditions to the owner. In the
absence ofsuch a clause, contractors are forced to include a contingency amount in their bids. Ifthere are unex-
pected conditions, they have to hope the contingency is sufficient. If it isn't, they are usually forced to sue any-
way. And, when the contingency is not needed to deal with bad conditions, then the contractor gets a windfall.
Differing sites conditions clauses result in lower bids and result in payments to contractors only when the
owner's site is actually more difficult to deal with than anticipated. This is consistent with the kind of risk that
an owner ought to be taking.


Early concerns that contractors would continue to include contingencies for soils risks and their bids notwith-
standing the changed conditions clause, and thus increase project costs to the owner, had been determined to be
unfounded, because "empirical research has established that contracts utilizing differing site conditions clauses


do not lead to an increase in cost to the owner."


tFNlll See Better Contracting for Underground Construction, U.S. National Committee on Tunneling
Technology, National Academy of Sciences 20 (1974). This report is particularly significant because of the
constituency of its membership, which included senior officers, federal agencies, large owners, and engi
neering firms, tunneling and building contractors, and construction lawyers. The committee constituted
perhaps the most illustrious collection of construction industry representatives that could have been assem-


bled at the time. See also Executive Presentation-Recommendations on Better Contracting for Under-
ground Construction, U.S. National Committee on Tunneling Technolory of the national Research Council,
National Academy of Sciences (1976); Lloyd, The Grove Report: The Backgroundto the Conference on
Whose Risk?, l8 Int'l Const. L. Rev. 302 (2001) (discussing report prepared for government of Hong Kong
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recommending use of differing site conditions clauses in public construction contracts).


lFNl2l See F.A.R. I 36.5Q2, 48 C.F.R. ô 36.502 and F.A.R. ö 52.236-2,48 C.F.R. I 52.236-2.


IFNl3l This is the federal "Christian doctrine." See G. L. Christian and Associates v. U. S.. 160 Ct. Cl. 1"


312F.24418 (1963\, reargument denied, 160 Ct. Cl. 58.320 F.2d 345 (1963); General Engineerins &
Mach. Works v. Q'Keefe. 991 F.2d 775. 38 Conl. Cas. Fed. (CCH) 1T?6504 (Fed. Cir. 1993); Shedd, The
Christian Doctrine, 9 Pub. Cont. L. J. I (June 1977).


IFN14.| This influence is pervasive, given the massive federal support for state and local construction pro-
jects involving sewage and wastewater treatment, environmental cleanup, aþort expansions' and roads and
highways.


l-FNlsl See Mass. Ggn. Laws Ann. ch. 30. ô 39(n), which mandates the use of the differing site conditions
clause closely paralleling the federal clause for use in all state and local contracts; D. Federico Co.. Inc. v.
New Bedford Redevelopment Authoritv. 723 F.2d 122. 126 (lst Cir. 1983); Sutton Corp, v. Metropolitan
Dist. Com'n. 423 Mass. 200. 667 N.E.2d 838 (1996). In 2000, the Illinois legislature also mandated that all
local government contracts exceeding $75,000 in value conúain a differing site conditions clause.


See also California Public Contract Code ô 7104 (Aug. 28, 2006), which mandates the inclusion of a differ-
ing site conditions clause in every public contract contemplating excavation deeper than four feet below
ground surface.
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Chapter
14. DIFFERING SITE CONDITIONS


References


$ f 4:1. Construction industry's "great risk"


Mankind has understood for millennia that the stability and durability of its structures has depended upon the
foundational firmness and suitability of their earthly support.[]l It was not by mistake that the surviving palaces,
monuments, castles, and cathedrals of antiquity were sited on high ground-well above the groundwater table-with
foundations either anchored in rockpl or built of stepped stone (sometimes mass concrete or timber piles)[]l on


firm soils allowed to consolidate under the surcharge of the gradually increasing weight of those structures, which
frequently took generations and even centuries to complete.[4] Nor was it by fortuþ that antiquity paid great atten-
tion to the foundations and soils upon which were placed roads, bridges, and aqueducts.þ]


Throughout recorded history, determination of the foundational suitabilþ of soils has remained an art.[fl The
extraordinary variability of soils[f] with respect to soil bearing capacity, density, compressibility, water retention,
grain size, chemical reaction to heat and water, mineral content, and other physical properties, combined with the
influence of groundwater and the general lack of uniformity in deposition throughout the earth's crust, has made the
practical understanding of soils mechanics especially complex. Adding to the variability of native soils are man-
kind's own contributions over the millennia, ranging from buried stone foundations for buildings and roads, buried
water and sewer lines, garbage dumps, chemical pollution, surface water drainage control, and alteration of ground-
water levels.


The uncertainty inherent in the variability of underground soil conditions, and in the subjective judgments and
interpretations about those conditions made on limited soils tests and investigations, is the construction industry's
"great risk."[8] For even today "no one can ever know with certainty what will be found during subsurface opera-
tions."[9] A committee of the National Research Council explained n 1976 this practical risk in the context of mod-
ern underground construction as follows:


The bidder works from fragmentary indications of what lies below the surface and, as the project progresses, he
may encounter a series of new and unpredicted conditions. The tunneler may find himself working through a


dozen different kinds of strata and rock, each of which may require a different method of excavation and a dif-
ferent system of tunnel supports. He may encounter extraordinary flows of water, or very little water. He may
run into forgotten foundations of old buildings, pockets of methane gas, or high-pressure steam lines. He may,
during the course of a single project, encounter clay or cobble, fractured rock, squeezing ground, or running
sand. He may have to work underwater or in water-saturated soils where it would be necessary to compress the
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air in the tunnel and men could work only two hours out of eight, to comply with medical standards for working
under pressurized conditions. There is one characteristic of tunneling to which owners, engineers, contractors,
designers, and particularly the worlanan can attest with impunþ: the only certainty in tunneling lies in its un-
certainty.[0]


Until the 20th century, about the only source of knowledge about soil characteristics and underground condi-
tions was from practical experience derived over generations of "trial and error." Even with the extensive knowledge
acquired in the 20th century about soils analysis and subsurface exploration techniques, underground construction
remains an uncertain gamble because of the increased use of marginal land.ll1] Given this uncertainty, precontract
exploration of site conditions and the contractual allocation of the risk of unanticipated site conditions are vital sub-
jects in planning any construction project. The owner who fumishes the land upon or under which the project will be
constructed has a clear financial interest in the early exploration ofsubsurface and other site conditions to verifu site
suitability in relation to structural design, construction cost, and long-term use and enjoyment. The contractor, con-
cerned with project cost and constructibility in conformance with contract plans and specifications, has a clear fi-
nancial interest in making allowance in its contract price and construction schedule for any conhactually assumed
risks associated with subsurface and other site uncertainties.


This allowance takes the form of a pricing contingency[!!] which, if overlooked or insufficient, frequently re-
sults in the filing of claims for relief and sometimes in the insolvency and default of the contractor.[3]Only within
the past 75 years have owners begun to recognize that their best interests might be better served by contractually
retaining the risk ofsubsurface and site uncertainties under clearly stated contract conditions.[14] Standard contract
forms utilized in both the public and private construction today use similar language to authorize payment of addi-
tional compensation to contractors who encounter subsurface or other concealed site conditions "materially different
than those indicated" in their contracts or otherwise constituting "unknown physical conditions of an unusual nature
and materially different from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inhering in the work."[]5]


[FNl] See Matthew
7:24-27 (New Revised Standard Edition) which records that Jesus of Nazareth, who had practiced carpentry
as a boy, ended His Sermon on the Mount with this admonition:


Everyone then who hears these words of mine and acts on them will be like awise man who built his house on
rock. The rain fell, the floods came, and the winds blew and beat on that house, but it did not fall, because it had
been founded on rock. And everyone who hears these words of mine and does not act on them will be like a
foolìsh manwho built his house on sqnd.The rain fell, and ttre floods came, and the winds blew and beat against
that house, and it fell-and great was its fall! (Emphasis added.)


History confirms that building on unsuitable soils also could lead to severe temporal punishment. About
1750 years before Christ, the Babylonian King, Hammurabi, promulgated his famous Code of Hammurabi,
said to have been based on even older collections of Sumarian and Akkadian laws. See Roth,
Mesopotamian Legal Traditions andthe Laws of Hammurabi. Tl Chi-Kent L. Rev. 13 (1995); Levmore,
Rethinking Comparative Law: Varietv and Uniformitv in Ancient and Modern Tort Law. 6l Tul. L. Rev.
235 (1986). Under its "eye for an eye" system ofjustice, the Code dictated that builders be punished for in-
juries to others caused by collapse oftheir buildings. The Code provisions pertinent to construction state:


229 If a builder build a house for someone, and does not construct it properly, and the house which he built fall
in and kill its owner, then the builder shall be put to death.


230If it kill the son of the owner, the son of that builder shall be put to death.


231 If it kill a slave of the owner, then he shall pay slave for slave to the owner of the house.
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232 If it ruin goods, he shall make compensation for all that is ruined, and in as much as he did not construct
properly this house which he built and it fell, he shall re-erect the house from his own means.


233 If a builder build a house for someone, even though he has not yet completed it; if then the walls seem top-
pling, the builder must make the walls solid from his own means.


See Roth, Law Collections from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor (1995).


[FN2] See Sam Frydman, Geotechnical Problems in the Holy Land-Then and Now, Electronic Journal of
Geotechnical Engineering (Fall 1996), http:/þeotech.civen.okstate.edu/ejge/. Geotechnical engineering
Professor Sam Frydman of the Israel Institute of Technology reports that Jerusalem's second Temple
Mount, constructed by King Herod in 70 4.D., was surrounded by a rectangular retaining wall 32 meters
high and 1540 meters long which enclosed some 144,000 square meters. Upon archaeological excavation,
the walls were found to extend "down to rock" and to have been built of "dry construction" with "dressed
blocks placed without the use of mortar or cement. Each row of blocks was set back 30 mm relative to the
underlying row, so creating an overall, slight backward slope of the wall face."


[FN3] See Pollio, de Architectura, Book III, Ch, 4 (ca. 20 B.C.) (William Thayer translation at
http://www.ukans.edu/tristory/index/europe/ancient rome) :


If solid ground can be come to, the foundations should go down to it and into it, according to the magnitude of
the work, and the substruction should be built up as solid as possible. Above the ground the wall should be one-
half thicker than the columns it is to receive, so that lower parts which carry the greatest weight, may be
stronger than the upper part...; nor must the mouldings ofl the bases of the columns project beyond the solid.
Thus, also, should be regulated the thickness of all walls above ground. The intervals between the foundations
brought up under the columns, should be either rammed down hard, or arched, so as to prevent the foundation
piers from swerving. If solid ground cannot be come to, and the ground be loose or marshy, the place must be
excavated, cleared, and either alder, olive, or oak piles, previously charred, must be driven with a machine, as


close to each other as possible, and the intervals, between the piles, filled with ashes. The heaviest foundations
may be laid on such a base.


IFN4I See Cunin, Soils Part I: Engineering Aspects and Physical Properties, The Construction Specifier 86
(May 1968): "[Timber piles], simple stepped masonry, and mass concrete beginning with the Romans, were
about the limit of choices [for structural materials] open to the master builders of temples and palaces, until
about 1 900 when several types of concrete piles were first introduced into the vocabulary of construction."


[FN5l The extraordinary road system of the Roman Empire, constructed principally by the Roman Army to
facilitate its movements and supply, generally was built on high ground and with extensive foundations.
According to Stevenson and Frere, Oxford Classical Dictionary Qd ed. 1970) quoted in Grant, The Army
of the Caesars 307 (197 4):


Methods of construction varied with available materials. There is usually a foundation of stones overlaid by
smaller stones and gravel; occasionally the use of cement has been recorded to bind the matrix. Sometimes the
surface is cobbled or even paved with large blocks. Always a camber was obtained for drainage and side ditches
or gutters were normally provided; main roads were often carried on a high mound. Engineering is careful;
roads run with remarkable directness in open country and in broken country keep to high ground, shunning nar-
row valleys. Their alignments sometimes demonstrate the remarkable accuracy of long-distance survey.


[FN6l See Sowers, Soils Investigation/For Building Design, The Construction Specif,rer 29 (March 1960),
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The author, then a professor of civil engineering at Georgia lnstitute of Technology as well as a vice presi-
dent of an engineering testing firm, offered this observation:


Soils are the most complex materials with which the architect and engineer must deal, and they are materials
over which [they have] the least control... . lS]oils are your regular accumulations of the complex products of
rock weathering plus mixtures of organic matter and all sorts of man-made materials from cinders to rubbish
and garbage. Determining the nature of such material requires imagination, ingenuþ and skill.


tFNTl The varieties of soils have their origins in primordial "parent rock" from which are derived three ba-
sic types: (l) igneous rock, formed simply by the cooling of the earth's molten magma erupted by volcanic
activity; (2) sedimentary rock-+omprising the vast majority of rock found on the earth's surface--formed
of weathered particles of other types of rock deposited by water, wind, or glaciers, and formed either by
compaction under extraordinary pressures or cementation by nature's chemical substances; and (3) meta-
morphic rock, created when igneous or sedimentary rock literally is metamorphosed by a combination of
heat (hot magma), pressure, shear, and chemical reactions with liquids and gases. See generally Liu &
Evett, Soils and Foundations 2-4 (4th ed. 1998). As explained in Cunin, Soils Part I: Engineering Aspects
and Physical Properties, The Construction Specifier 82 (May 1968):


Basically, all soils derived from the weathering and decomposition of the parent rock, which they normally
overlay, and they comprise the same mineral compositions as their parent rock. Then there is the actions of
wind, rain, and glacial movements, and chemical reactions with heat and water, made for more varieties. Natu-
ral soils, then, comprised a broad variety of mixtures of gravel, sand, silt, and clay, which vary in chemical and
mineral, as well as physical properties.


lFNSl See P.T. & L. Const. Co..Inc. v. State of N.J.. Dept. of Transp.. 108 N.J.539.531 A.2d 1330. 1334
(198î ("[T]he great risk, for bidders on construction projects, [is] adverse subsurface conditions."); Foster
Const. C. A. & Williams Bros. Co. v. U. S.. 193 Ct. Cl. 587.435 F.2d 873. 887 Cl970); Youngdale & Sons
Const. Co.. Inc. v. U.S..27 Fed. Cl. 516. 527 (1993) ("Traditionally, one of the major risk factors experi-
enced and considered by contractors in determining the amount they should bid on aparticular construction
project is the type or nature ofsubsurface or latent physical condition thatmay be encountered during the
construction of the project.").


LFN9I Kaiser lndustries Corp. v. U. S.. 169 Ct. Cl. 310. 323. 340 F.2d 322. 329 (1965).


l-FNl0l See Executive Presentation-Recommendations on Better Contracting for Underground Construc-
tion, U.S. National Committee on Tunneling Technology of the National Research Council, National Acad-
emy of Sciences 3 (1976). One of the committee members, Solomon Ribakoff, made the point even more
succinctly: "The general consensus among tunnel men is that Mother Nature is much more likely to be
murderous than motherly. "


[FNl1] See Kincaid, Will Soil Testing Help You?, The Construction Specifier40 (Nov. l98l) ("Losses
caused by soil and foundation problems amount to $3.2 billion ãyear. As more and more marginal land is
used ... these losses may double."). See also Soils and Foundation Workshop Manual, U.S. Federal High-
way Administration (Nov. 1982) ("The modern foundation engineer, who often must build in areas which
were considered too poor to build upon a few years past, must be well-versed in the fi.¡ndamentals of soils
mechanics.").


lFNl2l See Foster Const. C. A. & Williams Bros. Co. v. U. S.. 193 Ct. Cl. 587.435 F.2d 873. 886 (1970)
("Whenever dependable information on the subsurface is unavailable, bidders will make their own borings
or, more likely, include in their bids a contingency element to cover the risk. Either alternative inflates the
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costs to the government.").


l-FNl3l See Executive Presentation-Recommendations on Better Contracting for Underground Construc-
tion, Standing Subcommittee No. 4-Contracting Practices, U.S. National Committee on Tunneling Tech-
nology of the National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences 4 (1976):


Most public agencies are legally bound to award a fixed-price contract, based on the lowest responsive bid from
a responsible bidder. A responsible bidder may be one who has been pre-qualified or who is found to be quali-
fied after bids are open. A contractor attempting to work within this framework and survive the unpredictables
of underground construction and of inflation has no protection other than the following two maneuvers:


. to pad his bid with large contingencies with whatever unknown physical and economic problems he may en-
counter


. to file large claims against the owner and seek relief through litigation if problems develop


The head of one large contracting organization explained the problem bluntly: "What is 'risk management'?
Very simply, unload it if you can, and if you can't, get properly paid for taking it! If you can't unload it or
get paid for unloading it, look elsewhere for business." This hard-nosed rejection of risk affects owners in
three ways:


. The inclusion of large contingencies has become so common in underground bidding that some owners may
pay out, over the course of several projects, millions of dollars for which no contingency arises and nothing tan-
gible is gained.


. Public agencies must expend much valuable time in guarding against claims or seeking to defeat them when
they are submitted. This creates another unnecessary cost for which nothing tangible is obtained.


. The courts are increasingly resolving disputes in favor of contractors, and public agencies are finding them-
selves paying for claims and legal costs, again for which nothing tangible is gained.


[FN14ì The federal government first adopted a standard "changed conditions" clause (the precursor to the
modem "differing site conditions" clause) rn 1926, when it promulgated for government-wide use the Stan-
dard Form 234. See Geotechnical Baseline Reports for Underground Construction, American Society of
Civil Engineers (R. Essex ed., 1997). See also Hirsch v. U.S.. 94 Ct. Cl. 602. 1941 WL 4559 (1941)
(changed conditions clause in 1928 airport construction contract); Joseph Meltzer. Inc.. of N.J. v. U.S.. 111


Ct. Cl. 389. 77 F. Supp. 1018 (1948) (changed conditions clause included in 1933 contract); Cassidy &
Gallagher v. U.S.. 95 Ct. Cl. 504. 1942 WL 4394 (1942) (same version of the changed conditions clause in
a 1934 contract). The American Institute of Architects followed suit by adding a reference to changed con-
ditions in the 1937 edition of its general conditions of contract (AIA Document A20l-1937); Maniott,
"Whose Risk?"-Reforming the Construction Industry in Hong Kong, l8 Int'l Const. L. Rev. 312 (Apr.
2001) (discussing Hong Kong's rejection of the approach practiced by most industrial countries by placing
subsurface risk squarely on the contractor).


[FNl5l See $$ 14:45,14:46. See also FAR 6 52.236-2, 48 C.F.R. Q 52.236-2; AIA Document A20l-1997,
n 43.4; EJCDC Document No. l9l0-8, Standard General Conditions of the Construction Contrad n 4.2
(1990); This EJCDC form was revised, renumbered, and reissued in2002. See EJCDC Document C-700
(2002). See also FIDIC Conditions of Contract for Works of Civil Engineering Construction I12.2 (1992).


Westlaw. @ 2009 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orie. U.S. Govt. Works.
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Comm,ent c. Cases sedking to as-
certain the parties'purpose as an aid
to interpretation include Crestview
Bowl, Inc. v. Womer Constr. Co.,225
Kan. 335, 592P.2d74(L979); Ludwig
Honold Mfg. Co. v. Fletcher, 405


F.zd 1123 (3d Cir. 1969); and Graziano
v. Tortora Agency, Inc., 78 Misc.2d
1094, 359 N.Y.S.Zd a89 (Civ. Ct.
1974). Illustration 3 was substan-
tially Illustration 2 to former $ 236.


Illustration 4 is based on Spaulding v.
Morse,322 Mass. L49,76 N.E.zd 137
(L947).


Comm,ent d. For discussions of
interpretation of the whole, see Lud-
wig Honold Mfg. Co. v. Fletcher, 405


F.zd 1123, 1130 n.31 (3d Cir. 1969);


Elliott Leases Cars, Inc. v. Quigley,
118 R.I. 32r, 373 A.zd 810 (1977);


Castellano v. State, 43 N.Y.zd 909,
403 N.Y.S.2d 724, 374 N.E.zd 618
(1978). In the last two cases, both
the majority and dissenting opinions
deserve attention on this point. Il-
lustration 5 is based on Mealey v.
Kanealy, 226 Iowa 1266, 286 N.IV.
500 (1939); see Annot., 131 A.L.R.
955 (1941). Illustration 6 is based on
Mantell v. International Plastic Har-
monica Corp., 141 N.J. Eq. 379, 55


A.Zd 250 (Ct. Err. & App. 1947).


Illustration 7 is based on Paisner v.
Renaud, 102 N.H. 27,I49 A'.Z'd 867
(1959).


Comm,ent e. Illustration 8 is based


on Eastori v. Washington County Ins.
Co., 391 Pa.2ß, 137 A.zd 332 (1957).


Illustration 9 is based on John F.


Davis Co. v. Shepard Co., 71 R.L
499, 47 A.zd 635 (1946). See also
Wahlenmaier v. American Quasar
Petroleum Co., 517 S.W.zd 390 (Tex.


Civ. App. L974), ref. n.r.e.


Com,ment f. Illustration 10 is
based on John F. Davis Co. v. Shep-
ard Co., 71 R.I. 499, 47 A.zd 635
(1946). Illustration 11 is based on


Hurst v. W. J. Lake & Co., 141 Or.
306, 16 P.zd 627 (1932). See also
Robin v. Sun Oil Co., 548 F.zd 55+,


558 (5th Cir. 1977), involving the in-
terpretation of a settlement agree-
ment: "Counsel in this case were com-
petent maritime lawyers. They
knew the difference between liability
and negligence. They knew how to
use other words if thev chose to do
so.tt


Comment g. See Note, Evaluat-
ing the Conduct of Successors in the
Interpretation of Contract Terms:
Practical Construction and Judicial
Method, 57 Iowa L. Rev. 2L5 (1971).


Illustration 12 is based on Warner-
Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. v. John
J. Reynolds, Inc., 178 F. Supp. 655
(S.D.N.Y. 1959), aff'd, Æ0 F.Zd I97
(2d Cir. 1960). Illustration 13 is
based on In re Chicago & E.I. Ry., 94


F.zd 296 (?th Cir. 1938).


Comment h. Compare Elliott
Leases Cars, Inc. v. Quigley, 118
R.I. 321, 373 A.Zd 810 (1977) with
Western Oil Fields, Inc. v. Pennzoil
United, Inc., 421F.zd 387 (5th Cir.
1970).


S 203. Shndards of Preference in Interpretation
In the interpretation of a promise or agreement or a
term thereof, the following standards of preference
are generally applicable:


See Appendix for Cou¡t Citationg and Crogs Referencgs
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(a) an interpretation which gives a reasonable,
lawful, and effective meaning to all the terms is pre-
ferred to an interpretation which leaves a part unrea-
sonable, unlawful, or of no effect;


(b) express terms are given greater weight than
course of performance' course of dealing, and usage
of trade, course of performance is given greater
weight than course of dealing or usage of trade, and
course of dealing is given greater weight than usage
of trade;


(c) specific terms and exact terms are given
greater weight than general language;


(d) separately negotiated or added terms are
given greater weight'than standardized terms or
other terms not separately negotiated.


Comment:
a,. scope. The rules of this section are applicable to all manifes-


tations of intention and all transactions. They apply only in choosing


among reasonable interpretations. They do not override evidence of
the meaning of the parties, but aid in determining meaning or pre-
scribe legal effect when meaning is in doubt.


b. Superfl,uous terms. Since an agreement is interpreted as a


whole, it is assumed in the frrst instance that no part of it is superflu-
ous. The parties may of course agree to supersede prior manifesta-


tions of intention; indeed, this is the normal effect of an integrated
agreement. See $ 213. But, particularly in cases of integrated agree-
ments, terms are rarely agreed to without reason. Where an inte-
grated agreement has been negotiated with care and in detail and has


been expertly drafted for the particular transaction, an interpretation
is very strongly negated if it would render sorne provisions superflu-
ous. On the other hand, a standard form may include provisions ap-


propriate only to some of the transactions in which the form is to be


used; or the form may be used for an inappropriate transaction. Even
agreements tailored to particular transactions sometimes include over-
lapping or redundant or meaningless provisions.


The preference for an interpretation which gives meaning to
every part of an agTeement does not mean that every part is assumed


to have legal consequences. Parties commonly direct their attention
to performance rather than breach, and it is enough that each provi-
sion has meaning to them as a guide to performance. Stipulations


See Appendir for Cou¡t Citations and Croos Reference¡
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against particulaï legal consequences are not uncommon. Thus it isnot unusual to define the intended performance with precision andthen to provide for torerances within which variation is permitted.
See Uniform Commercial Code $ 2_S0S(2).


c. unreasonable and, unlawful ter-ms. In the absence of con_trary indication, it is assumed that each term of an agreement has areasonable rather than an unreasonabre meaning, andihat the *;._ment is intended to be lawful rather than uncoñÁcionable, fraudulentor otherwise illegal. But parties are free to make agreements whichseem unreasonable to others, and circumstances may show that evenan agreement innocent on its face has an illegal purpose. The search isfor the manifested intention of the parties. - If a tårm or a contract isunconscionable or otherwise against public policy, it should be dealtyth directly rathe.r than by spurious interpr"trîíon. See g 20g andUniform Commercial Code $ Z_B0Z and Comment.


Illustration:
1- A licenses B to manufacture pipes under A,s patents, and


B-agrees to pay "aroyarty of50 cents per r,000 feet fãr 
"n 


outpulof 5,000,000 or less feet per year, and for an output of over
5,000,000 feet per year at the rate of s0 cents per thousand feet.,,
The 50 cent rate is payabre on the first 5,000,0b0 feet, the B0 cent
rate only on the excess. The more literal reading is unreasonable,
since it would involve a smailer payment for 6,õ00,000 feet thanfor 4,000,000 feet.
d. Priority of eæpress te,ms. Just as parties to agreements


often depart from general usage as to the -"rrring of words or otherconduct, so they may depart from a usage of trad--e. similarly, **
1ay cþnge a pattern established by their own prior course of deal_ing. Their meaning in such cases is ordinarily tó be ascertained as afact; no penalty is attached by the law of conðracts to their failure toconform to the usages of others or to their own prior usage. course ofperformance may establish meaning, or it may show mistake or over_sight or modiûcation or waiver. sãe ç z0z. 


"The 
prioúties stated insubsection (b) are those stated in uniform commerciar code $$ r_205


and 2-208, rephrased to fit the different context of the Restatement.
e' General and specifi.c ter"ms. people commonly use general


language without a clear consciousness of its full scope and without
arvareness that an exception should be made. Atteniion and under-standing are likely to be in better focus when language is specific orexact, and in case of conflict the specific or exact teim i. *or" likely toexpress the meaning of the parties with respect to the situation than


See Appendir for Cor¡rt Citatfone ana Croas Roferencee
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Bruner and O'Connor on Construction Law
Database updated Ìllfay 2009


Philip L. Bruner and Patrick J. O'Connor, Jr.


Chapter
14. DIFFERING SITE CONDITIONS


References


$ 14:46. Modern differing site conditions clauses


Every major standard form construction contract utilized in the United States contains a differing site conditions
clause.[l] Most of these clauses are modeled on the federal clause, although there can be material differences be-
tween them depending upon the factual circumstances.p] Use of such clauses is so widespread that their concepts
have acquired their own judicial and administrative "gloss,"[]] and have been applied as a construction industry
general practice even to contracts that do not contain site conditions clauses.þ]


The overall scheme of the clauses is to allocate to the owner the risk of site conditions which the contractor
could not have anticipated by site investigation judged objectively reasonable under the circumstances. Those key
clauses addressing differing site conditions and site inspection appear in the standard construction contract forms of
the Federal Acquisition Regulations,þl American lnstitute of Architects General Conditions of Contract (approved
and endorsed by the Associated General Contractors of America),þ] and the Engineering Joint Contract Documents
Committee Conditions of Contract.[7]Aprovision similarto the federal differing site conditions clause also is con-
tained in the Federation Internationale des Ingenieurs-Conseils/International Federation of Consulting Engineers
contract conditions utilized throughout the world, and required on projects funded by the World Bank.[!]


[FNll See Chu, Dif-
fering Site Conditions: Whose Risk Are They? 20 Constr. Law. 5 (April 2000); Hoffar and Dragalin, Dif-
fering Site Conditions Claims, in Proving And Pricing Construction Claims (2d ed. 1996);Lane, Differing
Site Conditions, Construction Briefrrgs No. 92-ll (1992); Cushman and Tortorello, Differing Site Condi-
tions Claims (1992); Brande, Differing Site Conditions, in Construction Contracting (1991); Construction
and effect of "changed conditions" clause in public works or construction contract with state or its subdivi-
sion. 56 A.L.R. 4th 1042; Currie, Abernathy, IV & Chambers, Changed Conditions, Construction Briefings
No. 84-12 (Dec. 1984).


LFN2I See Abernathy and Chambers, Changed ConditionsÆdition II, Construction Brief,rngs No. 2000-9
(Sept. 2000) (authors discuss and compare various form clauses).


[FN3] See Brinderson Corp. v. Hampton Roads Sanitation Dist.. 825 F.2d 41. 44 (4th Cir. 1987):
When a standardized provision [the differing site conditions clause] widely used in construction contracts re-
ceives consistent judicial and administrative interpretation, it acquires a gloss that lends color to the words.
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When the same words are incorporated in later contracts, it may be presumed that the intention of the parties
conforms to the Earlier, consistent judicial and administrative interpretation[.] We are confident that the Su-
preme Court of Virginia, if called upon to construe or apply this federally mandated provision, would look to
the existing body of precedenß.


See also Town of Longhoat Key v. Carl E. Widell and Son. 362 So. 2d 719. 722 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d
Dist. 1978) ("4 substantial body of law has been developed, primarily in the federal courts, construing [the
changed conditions clause]. Those decisions are comprehensively treated in [Construction and effect of
"chaneed conditions" clause in public works or construction contract with state or its subdivision. 56
A.L.R. 4th 1042]. There being no Florida cases construing a changed conditions clause, we choose to fol-
low the lead of cases decided elsewhere... ."); Metropolitan Sewerage Commission of Milwaukee Countv
v. R, W. Const.. Inc.. 72 Wis. 2d 365. 241 N.W.2d 371 (1976) (cites numerous federal cases in construing
differing site conditions clause in local contract).


tFN4l See P.T. & L. Const. Co..lnc. v. State of N.J.. Dept. of Transp.. 108 N.J.539.531 A.2d 1330. 1334
(7987), in which the Supreme Court of New Jersey observed:


Government is a major contractor in our society. A formidable body of state and federal law has developed on
the subject of differing site conditions as constituting grounds for increased compensation to contractors ....
First, we note that the standard State contract does not contain a "differing conditions" clause. The federal prac-


tice, however, is often to include a "differing conditions" clause in the contract documents. Notwithstanding, the
general principles of law applicable to "differing conditions" clauses must be refered to, for they are instructive
on the policy underlying the law.


[FN5] See F.A.R. ç 36.236-2,48 C.F,R. Q 52.236-2, and F.A.R. Q 52.236-3, 48 C.F.R. I 52.236-3. The dif-
fering site conditions clause at F.A.R ô 52.231-2 reads:


DTFFERTNG SrTE CONDTTIONS (APR 1984)


(a) The Contractor shall promptly, and before the conditions are disturbed, give a written notice to the Contract-
ing Officer of (l) subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site which differ materially from those indi-
cated in this contract, or (2) unlcrown physical conditions at the site, of an unusual nature, which differ materi-
ally from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inhering in work ofthe character provided
for in the contract.


(b) The Contracting Officer shall investigate the site conditions promptly after receiving the notice. If the condi-
tions do materially so differ and cause an increase or decrease in the Contractor's cost of, or the time required
for, performing any part of the work under this contract, whether or not changed as a result of the conditions, an


equitable adjustment shall be made under this clause and the contract modified in writing accordingly.


(c) No request by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment to the contract under this clause shall be allowed,
unless the Contractor has given the written notice required; provided, that the time prescribed in (a) above for
giving written notice may be extended by the Contracting Officer.


(d) No request by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment to the contract for differing site conditions shall be


allowed if made after f,inal payment under this contract.


The site inspection clause at F.A.R $ 52.236-3 reads:
SITE INVESTIGATION AND CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE WORK (APR 1984)
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(a) The Contractor acknowledges that it has taken steps reasonably necessary to ascertain the nature and loca-
tion of the work, and that it has investigated and satisfied itself as to the general and local conditions which can
affect the work or its cost, including but not limited to (l) conditions bearing upon transportation, disposal, han-
dling, and storage of materials; (2) the availability of labor, water, electric power, and roads; (3) uncertainties of
weather, river stages, tides, or similar physical conditions of the ground; and (5) the character of equipment and
facilities needed preliminary to and during work performance. The Contractor also acknowledges that it has sat-
isfied itself as to the character, qualþ, and quantity of surface and subsurface materials or obstacles to be en-
countered insofar as this information is reasonably ascertainable from an inspection of the site, including all ex-
ploratory work done by the Government, as well as from the drawings and specifications made a part of this
contract. Any failure of the Contractor to take the actions described and acknowledged in this paragraph will not
relieve the Contractor from responsibility for estimating properly the difficuþ and cost of successfully per-
forming the work, or for proceeding to successfully perform the work without additional expense to the Gov-
ernment.


(b) The Govemment assumes no responsibility for any conclusions or interpretations made by the Contractor
based on the information made available by the Government. Nor does the Government assume responsibility
for any understanding reached or representation made concerning conditions which can affect the work by any
ofits officers or agents before the execution ofthis contract, unless that understanding or representation is ex-
pressly stated in this contract.


l-FN6l See AIA Document A20l-1997, General Conditions I4.3.4,which reads in relevant part:
4.3.4 Claims for Concealed or Unknown Conditions. If conditions are encountered at the site \4,hich the (l) sub-
surface or otherwise concealed physical conditions which differ materially from those indicated in the Contract
Documents or (2) unknown physical conditions of an unusual nature, which differ materially from those ordi-
narily encountered and generally recognized as inherent in construction activities ofthe character provided for
in the contract Documents, then notice by the observing parly shall be given to the other party promptly before
conditions are disturbed and in no event later than2l days after first observance ofthe conditions. The Archi-
tect will promptly investigate such conditions and, if they differ materially and cause an increase or decrease in
the Contractor's cost of, or time required for, performance of any party of the 


.Work, 
will recommend an equita-


ble adjustment in the Contract Sum or Contract Time, or both. If the Architect determines that the conditions at
the site are not materially different from those indicated in the Contract Documents and that no change in the
terms of the Contract is justified, the Architect shall so notiff the Owner and Contractor in writing, stating the
reasons. Claims by either party in opposition to such determination must be made within 21 days after the Ar-
chitect has given notice of the decision. If the conditions encountered are materially different, the Contract Sum
and Contract Time shall be equitably adjusted ... .


tFNTl See EJCDC Document No. l9l0-2, General Conditions l\ 4.2 8. 4.3 (1990), which read in relevant
part"


4.2. Subsurface and Physical Conditions:


4.2.1. Reports and Drawings: Reference is made to the Supplementary Conditions for identification of:


4.2.1.1 . Subsurface Conditions: Those reports of explorations and tests of subsurface conditions at or contigu-
ous to the site that have been utilized by ENGINEER in preparing the Contract Documents; and


4.2.1.2. Phrysical Conditions: Those drawings of physical conditions in or relating to existing surface or subsur-
face structures at or contiguous to the site (except Underground Facilities) that have been utilized by the EN-
GINEER in preparing the Contract Documents.
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4.2.2. Limited Reliance by CONTRACTOR Authorized; Technical Døla: CONTRACTOR may rely upon the
general accuracy ofthe "technical data" contained in such reports and drawings, but such reports and drawings
are not Contract Documents. Such "technical data" is identified in the Supplementary Conditions. Except for
such reliance on such "technical data," CONTRACTOR may not rely upon or make any claim against OWNER,
ENGINEER or any of ENGINEER's Consultants with respect to:


4.2.2.L the completeness of such reports and drawings for CONTRACTOR's pu{poses, including, but not lim-
ited to, any aspects of the means, methods, techniques, sequences and procedures of construction to be em-
ployed by CONTRACTOR and safety precautions and program incident thereto, or


4.2.2.2. other data, interpretations, opinions and information contained in such reports or shown or indicated in
such drawings, or


4.2.2.3. any CONTRACTOR interpretation of or conclusion drawn from any "technical data" or any such data,
interpretations, opinions or information.


4.2.3. Notice of Dffiring Subsurface or Physical Conditions: If CONTRACTOR believes that any subsurface
or physical condition at or contiguous to the site that is uncovered or revealed either:


4.2.3 .1. is of such a nature as to establish that any "technical data" on which CONTRACTOR is entitled to rely
as provided in paragraphs 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 is materially inaccurate, or


4.2.3.2. is of such a nature as to require a change in the Contract Documents, or


4.2.3.3. differs materially from that shown or indicated in the Contract Documents, or


4.2.3.4. is of an unusual nature, and differs materially from conditions ordinarily encountered and generally rec-
ognized as inherent in work of the character provided for in the Contract Documents; then CONTRACTOR
shall, promptly after becoming aware thereof and before further disturbing conditions affected thereby or per-
forming any Work in connection therewith (except in an emergency as permitted by paragraph 6.23), notiff
OWNER and ENGINEER in writing about such condition. CONTRACTOR shall not further disturb such con-
ditions or perform any V/ork in connection therewith (except as aforesaid) until receipt ofwritten order to do so.


4.2.4. ENGINEER's Review: ENGINEER will promptly review the pertinent conditions, determine the necessity
of OWNER's obtaining additional exploration or tests with respect thereto and advise OWNER in writing (with
a copy to CONTRACTOR) of ENGINEER's f,urdings and conclusions.


4.2.5. Possible Contract Documents Change: If ENGINEER concludes that a change in the Contract Docu-
ments is required as a result of a condition that meets one or more of the categories in paragraph 4.2.3., aWork
Change Directive or a Change Order will be issued as provided in Article l0 to reflect and document the conse-
quences ofsuch change.


4.2.6. Possible Price and Times Adjustments: An equitable adjustment in the Contract Price or in the Contract
Times, or both, will be allowed to the extent that the existence of such uncovered or revealed condition causes
an increase or decrease in CONTRACTORs cost of, or time required for performance of, the Work; subject,
however, to the following:
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4.2.6.1. such condition must meet any one or more of the categories described in paragraphs 4.2.3.1 through
4.2.3.4. inclusive:


4.2.6.2. a change in the Contract Documents pursuant to paragraph 4.2.5 will not be an automatic authorization
of nor a condition precedent to entitlement to any such adjustment;


4.2.6.3. with respect to Work that is paid for on a Unit Price Basis, any adjustment in Contract Price will be sub-
ject to the provisions ofparagraphs 9. l0 and I 1.9; and


4.2.6.4. CONTRACTOR shall not be entitled to any adjustment in the Contract Price or Times if;


4.2.6.4.1. CONTRACTOR knew of the existence of such conditions at the time CONTRACTOR made a final
commitment to OWNER in respect of Contract Price and Contract Times by submission of a bid or becoming
bound under a negotiated contact; or


4.2.6.4.2. the existence of such condition could reasonably have been discovered or revealed as a result of any
examination, investigation, exploration, test or study of the site and contiguous areas required by the Bidding
Requirements or Contract Documents to be conducted by or for CONTRACTOR prior to CONTRACTOR's
making such final commitment; or


4.2.6.4.3. CONTRACTOR failed to give the written notice within the time and as required by paragraph 4.2.3.


4.3. Physical Conditions-Underground Facilities:


4.3.1. Shown or Indicøted: The information and data shown or indicated in the Contract Documents with respect
to existing Underground Facilities at or contiguous to the site is based on information and data fumished to
OWNER or ENGINEER by the owners of such Underground Facilities or by others. Unless it is otherwise ex-
pressly provided in the Supplementary Conditions:


4.3 .1 .l . OWNER and ENGINEER shall not be responsible for the accuracy or completeness of any such infor-
mation or data; and


4.3.1.2. The cost of all of the following will be included in the Contract Price and CONTRACTOR shall have
full responsibility for: (i) reviewing and checking all such information and data, (ii) locating all Underground
Facilities shown or indicated in the Contract Documents, (iii) coordination of the Work with the owners of such
Underground Facilities during construction, and (iv) the safety and protection of all such Underground Facilities
as provided in paragraph 6.20 and repairing any damage thereto resulting from the Work.


4.3.2. Not Shown or Indicated: If an Underground Facility is uncovered or revealed at or contiguous to the site
which was not shown or indicated in the Contract Documents, CONTRACTOR shall, promptly after becoming
aware thereof and before further disturbing conditions affected thereby or performing any Work in connection
therewith (except in an emergency as required by paragraph 6.23), identifl the owner of such Underground Fa-
cility and give written notice to that owner and to OWNER and ENGINEER. ENGINEER will promptly review
the Underground Facility and determine the extent, if any, to which a change is required in the Contract Docu-
ments to reflect and document the consequences of the existence of the Underground Facilþ. If ENGINEER
concludes that a change in the Contract Documents is required, a Work Change Directive or a Change Order
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will be issued as provided in Article l0 to reflect and docwnent such consequences ... .


lFNSl See Federation Internationale des Ingenieurs-Conseils/International Federation of Consulting Engi-
neers (FIDIC) Conditions of Contract for Works of Civil Engineering Construction T'1T ll.l, l2.l &,12.2
(4th ed. 1992) which read:


11.1 Inspection of Site


The Employer shall have made available to the Contractor, before the submission by the Contractor of the Ten-
der, such data on hydrological and sub-surface conditions as have been obtained by or on behalf of the Em-
ployer from investigations undertaken relevant to the Works but the Contractor shall be responsible for his own
interpretation thereof.


The Contractor shall be deemed to have inspected and examined the Site and its surroundings and information
available in connection therewith and to have satisfied himself (so far as is practicable, having regard to consid-
erations of cost and time) before submitting his Tender, as to:


(a) the form and nature therefore, including the sub-surface conditions,


(b) the hydrological and climatic conditions,


(c) the extent and nature of work and materials necessary for the execution and completion of the Vy'orks and the


remedying of any defects therein, and


(d) the means of access to the Site and the accommodation he may require, and, in general, shall be deemed to
have obtained all necessary information, subject as above mentioned, as to risks, contingencies and all other cir-
cumstances which may influence or affect his Tender.


The Contractor shall be deemed to have based his Tender on the data made available by the Employer and on


his own inspection and examination, all as aforementioned.


' 12. I Sufficiency of Tender


The Contractor shall be deemed to have satisfied himself as to the correctness and sufficiency of the Tender and


of the rates and prices stated in the bill of Quantities, all of which shall, except insofar as it is otherwise pro-


vided in the Contract, cover all his obligations under the contract (including those in respect of the supply of
goods, materials, Plant or services or of contingencies for which there is a Provisional Sum) and all matters and


things necessary for the proper execution and completion of the Works and the remedying of any defects


therein.


12.2 Not Foreseeable Physical Obstruction or Conditions


If, however, during the execution of the Works the contractor encounters physical obstructions or physical con-
ditions, other than climatic conditions on the site, which obstructions or conditions were, in his opinion, not
foreseeable by an experienced contractor, the Contractor shall forthwith give notice thereof to the Engineer,
with a copy to the Employer. On receipt of such notice, the Engineer shall, if in his opinion such obstructions or
conditions could not have been reasonably foreseen by an experienced contractor, after due consultation with
the Employer and the contractor, determine:
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(a) any extension of time to which the contractor is entitled under Clause 44, and


(b) the amount of any costs which may have been incurred by the Contractor by reason of such obstructions or
conditions having been encountered, which shall be added to the Contract Price, and shall notiff the contractor
accordingly, with a copy to the Employer.


Such determination shall take account of any instruction which the Engineer may issue to the Contractor in
connection therewith, and any proper and reasonable measures acceptable to the Engineer which the Contractor
may take in the absence of specific instructions from the Engineer.


Westlaw. @2009 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works.
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APPELI,/\TE COURTS ç 22.OOI
ch. 22


Section
22-210. Ninth Court of Appeals.


22.211- Tenth Court of Appeals.


22.212. Eleventh Court of Appeals.
22-213. Twelfth Court of Appeals.
22.214. Thirteenth Court of Appeals.


22.2141. Appellate Judicial System.
22-ZI5- Fourteenth Court of Appeals.
22.216. Membership; Permanent Place Designations.
22.2t7. Disqualification.
22.218. Term of Court.
22.219- Adjournment.
22.220. Civil Jurisdiction.
22.221. Writ Power.
22.222. Court Sitting in Panels.
22.223. Court Sitting En Banc.
22.224. Seal.
22.225. Effect of Judgment in Civil Cases.
22.226. Mandate
22.227. Repealed.
22.228. Special Commissioner.


[Sections 22.229 to 22.3O0 reserved for expansion]


SUBCHAPTER D. GENERAL PROVISIONS


22.301. Salaries of Officers and Personnel of Appellate Courts.
22.302. Use of Teleconferencing Technology.


SUBCHAPTER A. SUPREME COURT


S 22,001. Jurisdiction


(a) The supreme court has appellate jurisdiction, except in criminal law
matters, coextensive with the limits of the state and extending to all questions of
law arising in the following cases when they have been brought to the courts of
appeals frorn appealable judgment of the trial courts:


(1) a case in which the justices of a court of appeals disagree on a question
of law material to the decision;
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s,22.001 JUDICIAL BRANCH
Title 2


(2) a case in which one of the courts of appeals holds differently from a
prior decision of another court of appeals or of the supreme court on a
question of law material to a decision ãf the case;


(3) a case involving the construction or validity of a statute necessary to a
determination of the case;


@) a case involving state revenue;


(5) a case in which the railroad coinmission is a party; and
(ó) any other case in which it appears that an error of law has been


committed by the court of appeals, and that error is of such importance to
the jurisprudence of the state that, in the opinion of the supreme court, it
requires correction, but excluding those cases in which the jurisdiction of the
court of appeals is made final by statute.


ft) a case over which the court has jurisdiction under Subsection (a) may be
carried to the supreme court either by writ of error or by certificate from the
court of appeals, but the court of appeals may certify a question of law arising
in any of those cases at any tirne it chooses, either before or after the decision
of the case in that court.


(c) An appeal may be taken directly to the supreme court from an order of a
trial court granting or denying an interlocutory or permanent injunction on the
ground of the constitutionality of a statute of this state. It is the duty of the
supreme court to prescribe the necessary rules of procedure to be followed in
perfecting the appeal.


(d) The supreme court has the power, on affidavit or otherwise, as the court
may determine, to ascertain the matters of fact that are necessary to the proper
exercise of its jurisdiction-


(e) For purposes of Subsection (a)(2), one court holds differently from
another when there is inconsistency in their respective decisions that should be
clarified to remove unnecessary uncertainw in the law and unfairness to
litigants.


Acts 1985, ó9th Leg., ch. 480, 5 1, eff. Sept. l, 1985. Amended by Acts 1987, 70th Leg.,
ch. 110ó, 5 l, eff. June 20, 1987; Acts 2003,78th Leg., ch.2O4,5 1.04, eff. Sept. 1,
2003-


Historical and
The 1987 amendment in subd. (aX6) deleted


"substantive" following "an error of", deleted
"that affects the judgment" precqding "has been
committed", and inserted ", and that error is of
such importance to the jurisprudence of the
state that,. in the opinion of the supreme court,
it requires correction".


Section 3 of 'the 1987 amendatory act pro-
vides:


"This Act applies only to judgments in cases
that become final on or after the effective date
Fune 20, 19871 of this Act. A judgment that
became final before the effective date of this Act


Statutory Notes


is governed by Chapter 22, Government Code,
as it existed at the time the judgment was ren-
dered, and that law is continued in effect for
that purpose."


Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 2O4 added subsec.
(e).


Prior Laws:
Acts 1845, p.143.
Rev.Civ.St. 1879, art- l0l I .


Acts 1892, p. 19.
G.L. vol. 10, pp. 383, 875.
Rev.Civ.St-1895, arts. 94O, 941, 945.
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